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SUHl-IARY

Upper Silurian faunas and sediments in sections ot)f:Pper

Leintwardinian (Ludlovian) to.)(iddle Downtonian (Ledbury

Formation) age in Wales and the Welsh Borderland are examined

and recorded. These studies have been concentrated in the

Ludlow-)mch Wenlock region,Salop. nowever,material trom the

Brookend Borehole,Tites Point,Usk,Woolhope,May Hill,Builth

Wells ,Kerry, and the Long Mountain has also been examined.

The taunal study shows a change in the Ludlovian shelt

sea from a high diversity, low dominance fauna of articulate
I, I

brachiopods ,molluscs, and bryozoans in the,Vpper Leintwardinian

through to a lower diversity, higher dominance fauna in the

Upper Whitclittian.

Both trace fossils and shelly fossils were examined and

the"numeric distribution ot the latter was recorded in about 30

sections.

Ie

One new species ottarticulate brachiopod, Lingula Ih-/

corttonensis and one ncw genus and species ot trace tossil,

Thelodontites corttonensis is described. Size,orientation and

distribution data is presented for a number of Whitclitfian

and Downtonian mollusc,crinoid,brachiopod,ostracod,algal,

polychaete and trace fossil species.

X.R.F.,X.R.D., S.E.M., and grain size studies have been

made on some of the sediments. In the Ludlow region, the Ludlow -

Downton transition represents a change from a low energy

subtidal environment into an intertidal environment. An

embedded Markov chain analysis is used to demonstrate that

shell sheets in Whitcliftian sediments formed as the result

of random depositional processes? (e.g. storms).In the

Ludlovian Dasin, turbidites,megavarves and rhythmites were

(\'/



observed. In the Ludlow - )uch Wenlock region the Ludlow 

Downton series transition is considered to have coincided with a

major change in the geochemical nature of the sea.

The Ludlow Bone - Bed and Temeside Bone - Bed are placed

in both an environmental perspective and a geological

perspective. Bone - Beds of Devonian,Carboniferous,Triassic,

and Pliocene age from Britain,Ireland, and Germany have been

examined in the 1atter context. A scale of bone weathering

has been applied to vertebrate material in bone - beds.

Population size distributions of the Pleistocene Waltonian

I.e! Red Crag~llusc Glycimeris glycimeris in sediments

immediately overlying the Suffolk Bone-Bed are also discussed.

Quartz euhedra in both the Ludlow and nbaetic Bone - Beds

have been examined. X.R.F.,X.R.D.,and microprobe analyses of

phosphatic nodules in the Ludlow Bohe - Bed are presented. The

genesis of these nodules is discussed.

Shell transport of Recent intertidal molluscs and

ostracods at Sales Point,Bradwell,Essex is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

PRESENTATION AND romlAT

Published and unpublished papers:The papers submitted within

this volume and listed on pages i-vii & xvii include 18

items of which 4 are pUblished, 3 are in press and 11 are

submitted to divers journals. At the editors request the

paper written with M.G.Lockley and submitted to Palaeontology

(Paper 10) is currently being revised following referee's

critisim for inclusion in PalaeoDtology as a short note.

General aims and arrangement of the papers: It was originally

my intention to investigate the palaeoecology of the transition

from the top marine Ludlovian into the non - marine Downtonian

throughout the Kelshborderlands by making detailed numeric

faunal collections from a variety of sections (July - August,1976).

However,it soon became apparent shortly after this project had been

started that (1) much of the faunal work I had intended to do had

already been done (cf. Calef,1972;Watkins,1975), (2) the controls

on the biostratiSr"fh~of this time interval were poor making

accurate correlations between neighbouring sections difficult

if not impossible (cf.Holland !! !!,1963;Lawson & Whitaker,1968;

Turner,1973;Siveter,1974;1978;Aldridge,1975), and (3) the

sedimentology of the top Ludlovian and basal Downtonian was

poorly understood (cf. IIobson,196u;Allen & Tarlo,1963;Dailey &

Rees,1973;Allen,197~. Consequently the aims of this project

were changed in order to plug some of the major gaps in the

published data relating to the Ludlovian - Downtonian transition.

The subsequent study was concentrated on two major themes. The

first examined the faunal and environmental changes across the

Ludlovian - Downtonian transition, the second examined bone - beds

throughout the geological column in an attempt to interpret the

many bone - beds present in the basal Downtonian of the Ludlow

- 1 -



district.

Theme 1 - Palaeontological and sedimentological studies: Papers

1 - 11 are included in this theme. They grew out of an original project

which attempted to define the numerical communities ( sensu

Calef & Hancock,1974;Duff,1975) of the top Ludlovian and Basal

Downtonian. However, in the light of recent studies which have

shown that a considerable amount of shell transport occurs in

both intertidal and subtidal environments this is clearly

impossible ( e.g. Boscence,1972,1979a,b;Farrow,1974;L~.gwood,

1976;Antia,1977;Alexandrowicz,1978;Farrow !! !!,1978 and others)

The earlier numeric palaeoecological studies of the top

Ludlovian showed a continuum of faunal change (Calef,1972) which

may relate to depth (Calef & Hancock, 1974;.Ho..,,~o..1t .!! .!b 1974) or

differing palaeoenvironments (Watkins,1975).

In this study faunal distributions in a number of Vhitcliffian

sections were examined (Paper 1) and some analyses of the shell

layers within them were made (Paper 2). The first study

confirmed the change in faunal composition from the Upper

Leintwardine Beds to the Lower Whitcliffe Beds which had been

demonstrated elsewhere (Holland.!! !!,1963;Lawson & Whitaker,1968),

and described the faunas and sediments of'the two new sections

described by White & Lawson (1978 - sections B & C) through this

boundary. Changes in faunal diversity and density through the

Whitcliffian were examined and appear to confirm the earlier

observations of Calef (1972) and Watkins (1975). Size distributions

of four ostracod species, are discussed and a nev Whitcliffian

lingulid brachiopod described (Paper 1).

The sedimentological study in Paper 2 provided confirmation

of Watkins'(1975) hypothesis that the shell sheets in the

Whitcliffian were atorm - generated, and it attributed some ot

the various shell orientations in the sediments to the disturbance

- 2 -



effect of bioturbating organisms.

The group of papers 3 - 6 concentrate on faunal and

sedimentological variations at the Ludlow - Downton boundary.

Their aim is to ~xamine the boundary in the type area. The faunal

results confirmed the observations of Elles & Slater (1906),

Robertson (1927) ,Shaw (1969) and White & Coppack (1978), and

suggest that the stratotype section at Ludford (Ludlow) could

be maintaied as the Holostratotype section of the Ludlow -

Downton boundary (cf. Paper 3). Accessory~s.ctions through the

boundary (Papers 4 - 6) show similar faunal and sedimentological

changes at the boundary. Doth intertidal and subtidal Downtonian

environments have been identified (Papers 4 - 7) and their respective

faunas discussed (Papers 5 & 7).

Some of the more interesting individual species have been

examined from both Whitcliffian and Downtonian sediments. These

include Spirorbis,Schizocrania, trace fossils and ostracods.

(Papers 1,3,5,9,10,11).

A section containing an anomalous Leintwardinian fauna

(Squirrell & White,1978) was examined and reassigned to the

Downtonian (Paper 8).

The faunas and sediments of the Temeside and Ledbury

Formations were examined. However, the observations (Paper 7)

made in this context, while supporting previous faunal work,

appear to conflict with both the stratigrapbical and sedimentological

interpretations of Allen (1974a,b) in detail.

The environmental setting and palaeogeography of the Whitcliffian

and Downtonian is also discussed (Paper 7,17), in order to place all

the sections and faunas examined in their environmental context.
c./) ... ,fch.f,

Although this model is by no means satisfactory it explains

the available data better than its predecessors (Hobson,1960;

Holland & Lawson,1963;DaileY,1968;Bailey & Rees,1973. _ .
, l.l tk1ns &
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Berry,1977jAntia,1979 (Paper 12» and discusses faunal changes

with changing environments on a dichotomous basis (Paper 7).

TheQc 2 - Bone - Leds: At the Ludlow - Downton boundary

a number of bone - beds are present (Elles & Slater,1906).

Such deposits are difficult to explain (see Allen,1974a) and

appear to coincide with a faunal and sedimentological change,

in some areas (e.g.Ludlow - cf.Elles & Slater,1906) and form

part of a continuous sediment sequence in others (e.g. Tites

Point - see Cave & White,1972). Consequently in order to be able to

explain these deposits they were subjected to a fairly detailed

study. The initial preliminary study (Paper 13) of the Ludlow

Bone -Bed observed some euhedral quartz groins,These were sent to

Dr Whitaker, who had found similar grains in the Brent

Sandstone Formation, for his expert opinion, and the results

included in a joint paper (Paper 13). Subsequent studies on

euhedral quartz grains in the Rhaetic Bone - Bed made in

conjunction with ~ J.B.Sykes (Paper 15) showed a number of

possible sources for quartz euhedra in bone -beds. These

observations have in part been confirmed by recent studies on

quartz transport (Wilson,1979jMulgrew,Personal communication,1979).

The S.E.M. techniques used in these studies are outlined in

paper 16.

These studies left the basic problem of bone-bed genesis

unsolved. Consequently, the whole subject was briefly reexamined

(Paper 12). This study resulted in the development of a new bone 

bed classification replacing the inadequate classifications of

Reif (1971) and Sykes (1977) and a total reexamination of the

concept of bone - bed genesis. During the course of this stUdy

it became apparent that the published sediment and faunal

changes across the )wschelkalk Grenzbonebed (see Reif,1969,1974
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and others), were similar to the changes across the Ludlow 

Downton boundary. In order to check the validity of these

observations a number of )bschelkalk Grenzbonebed localities

were visited (Paper 12). The resulting data was used (Paper 12)

to critically reexamine the concept of bone-bed prefossilisation,

which had been expounded by Reif (1969,1971).Following

publication of a paper by Behrensmayer (1978) on bone

weathering it became apparent (Paper 12) that bone weathering could

reveal important information relating to the genesis of bone-beds.

This general examination of bone-beds (Paper 12) left a number of

major problems ~esolved.

The first major problem was the significance of phosphate

pebbles in bone - beds. This has been discussed with respect to

the Ludlow Bone-Bed in paper 14. A similar study by C.J.Duffin

(.15) submitted to the Mercian Geol.) on the Rhaetic Bone-Bed

showed conclusive~y that the phosphate nodules are mostly

coprolitic material. This observation is not true of the

phosphate nodules in the Ludlow Bone - Bed, even though some

phosphatic coprolites are present (Paper 13). In some other

bone - beds, e.g. the Suffolk Bone - Bed, it appears that the nodules

have been reworked from older deposits (Reid,1890:Paper,12).

The second major problem involved the genetic significance

of bone - beds • This problem has been dealt with

respect to the British Silurian bone - beds by the present author,

and similar more detailed or equally detailed studies have been

conducted by Dr. J.)larshall (Ph.D.thesis 1978, Bristol University),

on the British Carboniferous Bone - Beds,Y~.M.Mayall (Ph.D.

thesis to be submitted late 1979, early 1980,Reading University) on

the Rhaetic Bone - Bed, and Prof. J.Conkin (Louisville University)

on the Devonian Bone - Beds of the Northern U.S.A•• These and

other more ancient studies suggest that there may be number of

environmental situations in which bone - beds occur. These may be
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summarised as follows:-

1. Subtidal environments containing fluctuating currents

(e.g. Whitcliffian Bone - Beds (Paper 14) and Diester -

Haass & Schrader,1979).

2. Subtidal and intertidal environments containing fluctuations

in salinity and oxygen content of the water column. e.g.

Some Downtonian Bone-Beds, Rhaetic Bone-Beds, and the recent

Mellum Bone - Bed ( cf. Antia, 1979; Schafer,1972).

3. Intertidal or subtidal concentration of the deposit from the

reworking of vertebrate poor sediments. e.g. The Suffolk

Bone - Bed, The German Rhaetic Bone - Bed (Antia,1979;

Aepler,1974).

4. Reworking of a fish mass mortality

Any combination of these four processess could result in the

formation of a bone - bed. However,Done - Deds appear to

characterise unstable environmental conditions and commonly

occur for this reason at the junction of two widely differing

chemical, or physical environments, both in transgressive and

regressive sequences. As yet, insufficient information is available

to explain why bone - beds are not a commoner sediment type in the

Geological record.

Proble~s left unresolved: All the problems tackled in this thesis

could have been tackled in greater depth. However, the major

proble~B left incompletely resolved in this study may be listed

as follows:-

1. The biostratigraphy of the Whitcliffian and Downtonian.

(This problem requires detailed faunal and floral transects

tkrough the stage and series both in the type area and elsewhere.

Such studies would involve experts on ostracods,chitinozoa,

acritarchs, spores, megainvertebrate faunas, conodonts ,fish,

and other microfossil groups, and take many years if not
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decades to complete).

2. The sedimentology and palaeogeography of the Whitcliffian

and Downtonian.

(This problem requires excellent stratigraphic controls

(which are currently lacking) in order to be resolved.

However, at the present time detailed studies could be made

on the diagenesis, mineralogy, and genesis of many of the

~sediment types present. Particular emPfsis needs to placed on

the sedimentology of the )1ay Hill,Tites Point,Woolhope region,

the Ludlovian basin and its margins, sediment source and the

evolution of palaeocurrent directions, and the effect of

rising positive areas in the region over this time period).

3. The biostratinomy of the Whitcliffian and Downtonian.

(This problem needs to be resolved prior to any detailed

palaeoecological studies. Detailed studies could be made

of shell ~reakage, wear, and transport in sediments of

differing environments and the amount of faunal intermixing,and

depletion of faunas by dissolution,biogenic decay and currents,

assessed).

4. The environmental significance and taxonomy of Dovntonian

and Whitcliffian trace fossils.

(This study has s~own that in the Ludlovian basin trace fossils

form good indicators of fluctuating chemical environments.

1I0wever, the taxonomy of these species is unknown. Similarly

trace fossils are abundant throughout this time period, and

many of the forms present appear to have had restricted

enVirODnlental distributions, and to have played a major part

in both the bioerosion"of sediments and sediment reworking.

It is envisaged that any future trace fossil studies would

view them in both an environmental and taxonomic context).
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5. The palaeoecology of the Whitcliffian and Downtonian

faunas and their functional morphology.

(This problem has been attempted by Calef(1972) and

Watkins(1975). However, before any trophic or community

models for this period are outlined which can be

believed, a number of problems have to be tackled. These

include a complete revision of the taxonomy of !!!

macro and micro faunas and floras present in these

sediments, and an analysis of their functional

morphology. These studies should precede any investigations

of the environmental distribution of individual or

groups of (communitie$)of species. Following, detailed

sedimentological and biostratinomic studies it should then

be possible to present an idea of faunal distributions

and food webs in a variety of palaeoenvironments).

Each of these topics could still form the basis of

one or more Ph.D. projects, and are listed in the order in

which they should (in the authors opinion) be tackled.

Use of this work by others:At the time of writing tbe

published work in this thesis is being included in tbe

ongoing studies of a number of vertebrate palaeontologists,

and Muschelkalk and bone - bed sedimentologists, including

T.Ainger,C.J.Duffin,J.H.Cykes,J.Conkin,& .1.J.layall, and in the

diagenetic studies of a number of oil companies (Papers 6,12,

13) •

Location of specimens: On the advice of Dr.J.D.Lawson

specimens showing good or exceptional preservation of

faunas were kept and deposited in a variety of museums,

the remainder were discarded. Ostracod, bone-bed samples and

some shell deppsits bave been deposited with Ludlow .useum.

Faunas from l10rtimer Forest bave been deposited with the
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the Institute of Geological Sciences London. Other faunas have

been deposited with the National }Iuseum of Wales. Good Crinoids

ostracods and conodonts are with C.Franzen,D.Siveter,R.Aldri••e

respectively. Some pachythecids have been deposited with

D.Edwards.
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Faunas from the Upper Sil~~ian, ~PP0r

Ludlovian, \~hitcli:i.'fe Seds in the Lu6.1ow -

Much ;'ienlock Dis tri ct, Salop., E.ngland.

by

David L. J. Antia

ABSTH.h.Gr

Faunal lists for 17 sections in the ~d:tcliffe 3eds

are given. Char~es in faunal diversity and do~inance are

dIscussed. Length-height plots for Scaldianel,la cf. s:LGnlex,
...

Hebcllum cf. te trar;onu':il, Cytbe re llir.a s i liqna and :~e ooe yr'l chia

lauensis are presented. A new brachiopod Linr"-~la corftonen.sis

sp. nov. is described. Drill holes, annelid and bryozoan

borines were observed.

'.'1 01

"
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INT::?ODUCTION

The Upper S:rlurian, top Ludlovian, .','hi tcliffe Beds of the

LudloW' - :Much '."lehlock district contain a fauna (cf. Elles &.
~ , .

Slater, 1906; hoiland et al., 1963;
I I

Sh~rgold & Shirley, 1968),
.

which has been ass'igned to the Salopina or ?rotochonetes

brachiopod community or associat~on (e.g. Calef, 1972; Calef &

Hancock, 1974; Boucot, 1975; Law's on, 1975; '(iatkins, 1978,

1979). However, at the present time no detailed quantitative

studies of ~hitcliffian faunas exist, and consequently, any

co~nunity studies on these sediments should be treated with

caution. Especially since recent biostratinomjc studies have

shown that at a given locality the composition of the in s~tu

live calcareous invertebrate fauna is often very different to

the composi ti on of the asso cia ted dead she 11 fauna (e.g.

Lingwood, 1976; Antia, 1977; ~oscence, 1979a,b).

Some recent studies (e.g. Holland et al., 1963; La'i!son,

1975) suggested that the faunal composition of the.:hitclifre

Beds may vary throughout its th~ckness, decreasins in diversity

towards its top (Calef & Hancock, 1974). The purpose of this..
study is to try and det8~ine if such changes do occur in the

\',hi t cliffe Beds.

One new species of brachiopod Lingula corftonensis was

recorded in this study.

17 localities were visited during the course of this study

(Pig. 1). The faunas and sediments from 12 of these sections

are described in Tables 1 and 2. The remainder are descrioed

i::1. the text.

LO'Ner ','fnitcliffian sections

Two sections in the Lov/er ..hi tcliffe Beds Vlere ex&m~nec:.

- 14 -
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Par~ Road Section.
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Table 1. - ~V.{}"I""""J of sediments in' 12.. sections in the
TT - T-' 1

.t'l.-

Locality

1. Hill pike
(GR.SO 437 759)

2. Shawbank
(GR. SO 471 829)

3. Culmington
(GR.SO 481 837)

4. Diddlebury
(Gn.so '504 857)

5. Greenway Cross
(GR.SO 458 828)

6. \llhi tcliffe Common
(GR.SO 507 745)

7. vlfui t cliffe Common
(G11.S0 505 744)

8. Mortimer rorest
(GR.SO 498 744)

9. Callaughto,n
(GR.SO 619 976)

10. Brockton
(GR.SO 578 938) ..

11. Buns low
(GR.SO 524 875)

12. Aston Munslow
(GR.SO 511 867)

Descript:ion

Contorted and Slul~::)ed silts"co:ccs, cO·,l
Jcai".Ln-=

both lenti cular anc~ pu.ralle 1 lal~,ino. tee.
silts and clays.

Ripple lamiJ1ated silts·tones.

Ripple Im.1inated and bioturbated siltstoi.1.es.

Bioturbated and rippled poorly fossili
ferous siltstones containing some thin
shell laminae.

Bioturbated siltstones containing thin
shell laminae.

fipple laminated and bioturbated siltstones
containing some she 11 lenses.

Slumped, contorted bedded and bioturbated
siltstones containing shell debris.

Bioturbated siltstones containing scattered
shell debris.

Ripple, lonti cular, and wave y bedded si1t
stones and mudstches containing local
scour channels and shell sheets.

Lenti cular bedded and wave y bedded, bi 0

turbated siltstones .

Rippled siltstones containing thin (3 - 8
mr:1. thi clr) clay bands.

Slumped, parallel and ripple lar.dnated
calcareous siltstones.
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BIVALVES
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Pteronitel1a re~roflexa

GASTROPODS
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CEPHALOPODS

Yionoceras angulatum
Leurocycloceras sp.
1.11 che 1inoce ras s p.

OTHER MOLLUS CS,

Bucanopsis expansus
Hyolithes forbesi

BRYOZOAN COLONIES

Ce ramopora sp.
Leioclema sp.
hhopalonaria sp.

OSTRACODS
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8

24.62-
25.37
16.41

28.35

2.98

0.74

1.49

134

9

5.39
-

O•.OS
26.70

0.06
18.S3
33.12

7.34
0.36

0.49

0.24

0.04
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3.69

0.08

2.83

1165

12

3.30

33.05
1.37

36.91
17.07

3.03
1.37

1.10

0.27

0.27

0.27
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in this study (:b'ig. 1; 2). They wore the ,Overton Quarl'y o.no

adjacent track sections, which have beon briefly described by

Holland et 0.1. (1963), L~wson (1973, 1976; 1977) a~d ~~ite &

Lawson (1978), and the Deer Park :~oaci scct10n whict. has been

briofly described by Lawson (1976, 1977) and ,'.hite 2,: Lawson

(1978). Both sections are in L:ortimer E'ope.st and \'l::.thin four

miles of Ludlow. The earlier studies on these ',;r:itcliffian

sections have (1) ree-orded the thicknesses, 0::' scdLuont present,

(2) the position of the boundary between the Upper Leintwar6~ne

Beds and the Lc:wer ,~ihitcliffe Beds. T:cey desc ...."lbe the .:-:'or'::.~cr

as flaC;GY olive-grey, calcareous siltstones containinG

~eobeyrichla lauensis, Aesirla Grayi, Shaleria ornatella,

Caly.-:1ene puella~is, Encrinurus stub,:)19fieldi and Cytherellina

°llS J. -,-qua. 'l'he Lowe'r~'lhitcliffe Beds are des cribed as thi c:·:ly

flag8Y calcareous greenish grey siltstones containin~ a less

diverse fauna, whi~h includes j'"iCl"osphaeridioY'hynchus nucula,

Protochonetes ludloviensis, Dayia navicula, O:cbiculoidea rUG..ata,

Fuchsella amygdalina and 'Sernulites' loneissimus.

1. Overton Quarry (G.R. SO 497 725)..
The quarry and adjacent track sections 200 ~ east of

Sunnydinr;le cottaGe 0.10118 the T.lary Knoll valloy were exa~ined..

The relative position of each section is illustrated by:.hitc

& Lawson (1978)., The sediment log for this section is given in

Fig. 2. The dis~~ibution of faunas in the section is :iven in
'I"

Table 3. The Upper Leintwardine' Beds exposed in the tr&c~: belo\'/

Overton ':;'uarry cp~sists of highly bioturbated siltstones j.n

which most of tneir internal la~ination has been destroYG~ ~~., .

bioturbation. ~lt~ouGh the shells tend to be ranQo~ly ~i~P8~S~d, ,
, .

throuGhout the sediment, some shell layers are p.ces8nt.

- 18 -
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Fig. 2. I

Sediment ~ogs f.or five sections examined
I I ""MJ LC;.. ?~..rJ""/,,, ""

from the' Whitc:I.it'fian or' the Ludlow District:-
, ,'"..\

A. Deer Park Road section;

B.

'e.

I
I , '

Overton ~uarry section and both overlying and under

lying tracR ~ections;

I '

Broadsto~e, Fa.nn section;
, "

D. ~uarry on DeepwoOd - Ludlow Road;
I

E. ~uarry on Vfudtcliffe Co~~on. Many of the sediment

layers above 3.3 m in this section are slumped.
lIl1:l!"f"';;"""'''''>~__''''''''''.';';$'''."'4P~'-iJ1i__l4f,",4,!"••!"'4_-__4'!"."'!"'--- I\"p,?-""""'_--"'!"' ..,;., _ ""',. 'i>':!""*-"".~-'
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Table 3. Faunal list for Overton Quarry and adjacent track sections (n = 6161)
1 =Upper Leintwardine Beds, basal 2.04 m of section in Fig.~; 2/5 Overton Quarry Lower
\~itcliffe Beds. Positions relative to quarry base are as follows:-
2 = 0 - 2.28 m; 3 =2.28 - 3.65 m; 4 = 3.65 - 6.30 m; 5 =6.30 - 9.64 m; 6 =the 2.26 m
of sediment in the track section above Overton Quarry in the Lower \~tcliffe Beds.

1 2 3 4 5 6

BRACHIOPODS

AegLria grayi (Davidson)
Atrypa re .ticularis (Lin~aeus) .
Craniops implicatus (J. de C. Sov/etby)
Dayia navicula (J. de C. Sowerby)
Howellella elegans (I.Iuir 'Hood)
Leptaena depressa (J. de C. Sowerby)
Lingula lata J. de C. Sowerby
Lingula 1ewisi J. de C-. Sov/erby
Microsphaeridiorhynch~snucula (J. de C.
Orbiculoidea rugata (J. de C. Sowerby)
Protochonetes ludloviensis nillir ~ood

Salopina lunata (J. de C. Sovrerby)
Sha5amella ludloviensis Boucot & Harper
Shale ria ornatella (Davidson)
Sphaerirhynchia wilsoni (J. Sowerby)

BIVALVES

Cardiola interrupta (Sowerby)
Fuchsella amygdalina (J. de C. Sovrerby)
Goniophora cymbaeformis (J. de C. Sowerby)
NUcu1ites antiquaas (J. de C. Sowerby)
Nuculites ovata (J. de C. Sovlerby)
lpterinea 1 tenuistriata (i,fcCoy)
pteroni tella retroflexa (Jahlenberg)

GASTROPODS

1.92

0.03

5.12
4.11
1.10

3.08
1.80

9.18
5.86

0.80

0.12

3.03 0.80
0.06

0.03
0.06
0.03

Cyclonena cora~lii (Sowerby)
Loxonema obsoletum (J. de C. Sowerby)
Naticops~s cr-"r trevorpatriciormn Peel
-~. ...; .. , ,..' ~ " .~ ".. .".,,,,, .::-~.

4.70
2.22

0.40
0.41 1.25 0.00

'=? - -, ,

·~.~._.•~r " .'.'~.~~~.,:;~~}{••~ :~'.~~.-- -~t;~~. ;~~" -~.~~'
"..

OTHER ~\lOLLUSCS

Bucanopsis expansus (J. de C. Sovrerby)
Hyolithes forcesi (Sharpe)

.- BRYOZOANCOL'ONIES

Ceramopora sp.
Leioclema sp.

OSTRACODS

"

.0~07

1.43
4.38

4.45

1.82

7.57
0.1

2.11
3.93

0.05

0.05
6.81

0.16
0.13

0.13

0.13
0.13

0.17

0.04
0.18

(I)
o

Calcaribeyrichia tegula Siveter
Cavellina sp.
Cytherellina siliqua Jones
Hebellum cf. tetra onum (Krause)
Kuresaaria ci rcula ta He ckaja)
Neobeyrichia lauensis ("Kiesow)
Sca1diane11a cf. simplex (Krause)

ANNELIDS

Arabellites sp.
ISerpulites 1 longissimus J. de C. Sov:erby

TRILOBITES

Calymene sp.
Encrinurus sp.

OTHER FOSSIIS

0.10
1.02 0.30
1.84 1.38 0.63 0.24
2.09
0.97
3.08 0.40

-.. - . ~

t -~.:~-- -

0.07 0.54
1.20 4.41 0.45

0.14
0.83

0.06

0.47

0.68

0.02

0.11

0.70

Crinoid columnals
Cornulites sp.
Ischnacanthus kingi Noodward
10nchus' sp.
Ozarkodina sp.

0.28
0.03

0.10

0.05

0.03



Table 4. Faunal list £or the Deer Park Road Section (n = 18,047)
1 =Upper Leintwardine Beds (1.28 m) 2/7 = Lower :fuQtcli££e Beds. Sample Positions in section
with respect to the Leintwardinian/iillitcli££ian Boundary are:-
2 = 0 - 3.10 m; 3 = 3.10 - 5.96 m; 4 = 5.96 - 9.14 m; 5 = 9.14 11.61 m; 6 = 11.61 - 14.59 m;
7 = 14.59 17.15:m.

BFACHIOPODS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I

t",...

Aeg~ria grayi (Davidson)
Craniops implicatus (J. de C. Sowerby)
Dayia navicula (S. de C. Sowerby)
Is orthis sp.
Howelle11a sp.
Lingula lewisi J. de C.:Sowerby
Lingula lata J. fte C. Sowerby
jilicrosphaeridiorhynchlJ~nucula (J. de C. Sowerby)
Orbiculoidea rugata (J. de C. Sowerby)
Proto chonetes ludloviensis Muir Wood
Salopina lunata ( J. de C. Sowerby)
Shagamella ludloviensis Boucot & Harper
Shale ria ornatella (Davidson)

0.67
9.51
0.3
0.08
0.27
0.10
0.02

24.55
0.01
1.22

16.31
- 0-.14
0.10

0.34
15.54

0.34

6.70
-

23 •.52
14.20

0.28
10.03

0.07

3.64
0.12

54.48
7.62

0.78
0.04
0.17

4.70

75.16
16.81

0.01
0.03
0.47

0.31
0.04

15".14
1.08

69.12
8.47
0.01

0.03
0.11
0.11

0.08
0.24

'18.42
0.29

43.22
13.43

0.07

4.67

0.03

23.88

43.92
6.82

0.07

13.44

.-

11.81
0.10

0.06
0.52
0.04

0.7
0.39
5.21

0.28
0.3 _-_--_-- 0.11 __- _
1.~4 0.46 0.11
0.54 0.00 0:03

0.06
0.95
0.07
0.07

0:146
10:60

0.18
0.88

0.01·

0.88

.. BIVALYES .. - ~ .:.::~~.::..: ::-:.:::
-. - .. : . --:. . ;.- ..-- _. -

ca.;diola. r~i#riipt~-~ So~~rb~f'-
Fuchsella a~ygdalina (J. de C. Sowerby)
Goniophora cymhaeformis (J. de C. Sowerby)
Grannnysia sp.
l,lodiolopsis sp.
lfuculites antiquaa (J. de ~. Sowerby)
NucUlites ovata (J. de C. Sowerby)
Pterinea lineata (J. de C. Sowerby)
Pterinea tenuistriata (~cCoy) "
Pteronitella retro£lexa (Wahlenbergr
Solenomya ap.

GASTROPODS

Cyclonema corallii (J. de C. Sowe~by) 0.04 0.44 0.51 0.22 0.3]. 0.11

tLiospira sp. •
Loxonema gregarium (J. de C. Sowerby)
Loxonema obsoletum (J. de C. Sowerby)
lturchi sonia sp."
Naticopsis cr. trevorpatriciorQm Peel

0.04

0.88
0.10

0.28
0.07

0.17

0.03
0.05-
0.23 0.03

CEPHALOPODS ,

Kionoceras angu1a tu:n (:'~Ta.h1enberg)

Michelinocerasbul1at~ (J. de C. Sowerby)
1 Orthoceras i sp.
Paraphragmites ibex (J. de C. Sowerby)

OTHER MOLLUSCS-

0.28
0.08
0.58

2.16
4.10

0.60
4.30
0.26
0.76

0.17
0.01

1.22
0.11
0.11

0.06
0.78
0.16

0.50
0.89
1.34
1.32

Bucanopsis expansus (J. ·de C. Sowerby)
Hyo1i thes £orbesi (Sharpe) 1.00

0.14
0.70 0.14 1.14 0.02

TRILOBITES -0 •

Ca1:ymene ap.
Encrinuria sp.

l.98
0.42 0.05

BRYOZOAN COLONIES

Ceramopora ap.
Leioclema sp.
Rhopalonaria sp.

0.05 0.38
1.35 3.60

2.33
4.30

0.45 0.25
0.81 0.50
0.01

0.53
2.84

0.28
0.07

--.: -QST--RACODS---- --------------- ---- - ---- - -- -------->--------
.-.~ -.

0.01
0.15 1.00
0.01

0.21 0.13
0.06 0.03 0.17

.- ..
-J

A."1lygda1ina sp.·
, Be ITi chia t sp.
Calcaribeyrichia tegu1a Siveter .
Cavellina cf. nrirnaria Saro
Cytherellina s11iqua Jones
Hebel1um .cf. tetragonum (Krause)
Hebel1urn cr. triviale Gail1te
Neobeyrichia lauensis (Kiesow)
l~eobeyrich1a $~I·.sSc;.. l.iartinsson

:/. /'.

l~yhamne11a. s p. .
Scaldiana simplex (Krause)

0.88

0.08
2.44
9.60
0.10

10.58
0.08

0.10'
15.17

3.40

0.10

2.08

7.34

0.00
0.60
1.08

1.08

1.02

0.35
0.87

0.79
0.01
0.23 0.08

AmffiLIDS

heilorites ap. 0

Spirdpis le,rls~1 J. de C. Sowerby
'Serpulites l lOngissimus J. de C. Sowerby 0.58

0.10
0.82

0...06-
0.14 .-
0.58 0.01

--
0.13
0.04 2.58 2.34

OTHER FOSSIIS

Ozarkodina sp.
Solitary coral
Ischnacanthus kingi Woodward
Cornuli tea sp. ~

0.02' -

0.05
0·.13

1.43
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v:dual layers may be enriched in

or ~,l. nucula.

~..., . orrlatella, lunG-to.., and./

Beddin.;, 'Nnen present, consists of parallel lartlinated

alternating dark and light silt layers (betw~en 8 and 15

alternations per 1 cm vertical thickness of sediment) which

resemble modernrhyth..'1lites (cf. :~einecl{ 6: SinSh, 1973). T'wo

carbonate concreti,On or nodule b~nds were noted in this section.

Their relative position in the section, size and spnericity

measurements are.~iven in Fig. 3. Similar concretions have be8~

I

described in detail by Cherns (1977) and rr:.ay have for-.c.led y:lthin
I, •

a few centimetres of the sediment water interface, prior to

excavation and ~heir concentration on the sediment surface.

Some of the cOrlc~etions on the lower layer have been encrusted

by the bryozoan, Cerm::.opora sp.

One nodule appeared to have fo~~ed within an ortnocone

phragmocone. I-c contained three specimens of the tentaculite

Nowakia sp. (identified by Dr. C. J. 3urton) posteriorly

attached to its inner surface \'Ii th their apertures facir('; corm-

wards. The infaunal a:J..d semi -infauno.l b1 valve s 'i'lUC'c.S ella

amysGo.li no. and (;0:1.2. onborD. cy;::baeforrr..~_ s vIe 1"0 o~)s e rved to oc cur
"

as closed articulated paired valves \'lith vertic~lly orientated

hinGe lines in apparent life orientation (cf. ::;~:crns, 197'7).

Bryozoans (Coramopora sp.) VlOre observ06. encr'Ustinz on

'Serpuli-ces' lo~£issimus, Atrypa recticularis, cephalopod and

bi val ve shells.

The Lower \"..'1.i tcliffe Beds were seen in Overt,on·:~u8.~'r:l a::lc

the overlying track section. They contain a hisher oV8:;:>G.ll

dens i ty of she lls than the underlying Upper Leint'aarc.j.r.e -:Cc.s

(?ig. 4). :'.:ost of their internal la.:."":lination has been 005"':;::,"0:'8d

oy bioturbation locally and thin parallel laminated siltstones

- 22 -
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~nd ripple lami~aied siltstones are present. The latter occur

most commonly i~ the upper part of the section (wave length

10 - 25 em; ~~p~t~ude 5 - 15 mm).
\, .

F. amygdaiiina occurs in situ and the species s. lunata,
: 'i. :

M. nucula, D. navicula and P. te~~istriata occur as articulated- -
• 'I

valves. Many of ',~he shells present have be,en ~ncrusted by. .
" .

bryozoans. Botti'.o'z,thocone and b:!valve fragments contain rare
I ~

, ,
Clionoides sp. ~hd~ Rhonalonaria borings.

1 "

Discrete shell sheets (up to 5 rom thick) and shell lenses

(up to 10 cm thick) composed of abraded disarticulated shells

and shell fragments are also present.

2. Deer Park Road se ction (G. R. SO 497717 ),

This section (Fig. 1 & 2) may be divided into two litho-
-,1 A p.;",r

logical sUbdivisions
l

which appear to correspond to the

Vfudtcliffian - Leintwardinian boundary as determined by the

faunas (Table 4). The criteria used here to recognise the

~fuitcliffian - Leintward1nian bOlL~dary have been outlined by

Holland et ale (1963) and Lawson & Vfuitaker (1968).

The Leint~ardinian sediments consist of parallel l~~inated

siltstones, which closely resemble rhythmites, and bioturbated

siltstones in which all lamination has been destroyed. They

contain a low diversity fauna, which increases in diversity in

.rare shell layers (Fig. 4). This increase in diversity ~ay

relate to (1) an input of exotic species into the enviro~ent

during the storm which generated the shell sheet (cf. Watkins &

Berry, 1977) and' (2) the colonisation of the shell sheet by an

epifauna adapted for life on a hard substrate.,

The overlying,Vilidtcliffian sediments are more bioturbated

than the Lei,ntward~nian sediments, they contain minor irregular

- 25 -
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erosion surfaces and scour channels up to 80 cm in depth. The

sediments contain some rippled coarse siltston~ sheets and

shell sheets. However, increased bioge~c activity in these
"""'" hAole. JD"'~ e>f"

sediments - -~ resulted in a complete mixing of these layers
" }. ~

wi th the' over, and underlying silts to produce a fairly high

overall shell density and faunal diversity t~roughout the Lovror

~bitcliffe Beds (Fig. 4). F. amygdalina.and L. lata were

observed in situ. Articulated shells of M. nucula, P. ludloviensis,
.-, ---- --

~

D. navicula, S. lunata- - ,
were also observed •

s. simnlex, H. tetragonlli~ and C. siliqua
i
I

. Upper ~~itcliffe Beds

Three sections in the Upper Vfuitcliffe' Beds ~ere examined

in detail. . ,
Thel include (1) the stratotyp~ ~ection for the

..

junction of the Lower v~tcliffe Beds and ,t.he Upper ~'hitcliffe

Beds, (2) a section in the upper V~itcliffian of Ludlow and
! ,

(3) the upper Whitcliffian section at Broad'stone Fa~-:1.

Twelve other sections in the Upper V~itcliffe Beds,
were briefly exa~ined and the faunal lists oo~piled for each

I •

are presented in.Table ~. Details of their sediments and
I

location are presented in Table I. These tables shorr that

~. toresa is the donunant ~hitcliffian beyrlchiacean ostracod..
and that the fauna of the Upper hhitcliffe Beds is dominated

by articulate brachiopods. :Uost of the shells in these sa!:lples

Occurred as disarticulated valves and fragmentary re~ins.

\~itcliffe Common:' Holostratotyne section of the Louer-Upper

Vfuitcliffe Beds Boundary (G.R. SO 509 742)

The faunal distributio~s and the stratigraphic significance

of this quarry on Vfuitcliffe Co~~on have already been described

- 26 -
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Ta11,le'·'5 •.''1 Faunal distributions across the.p":eper ':.hitcliffe
:~!i .:,~~~' Boundary in the stratotn:e so'cti'ori. (n = 3210)... "" 1 ..' j Ij-' (';1 " ~;~:...; • '.: ..... ~;

'". ' ", , ." " ::, '. UPPEl"-yl _, , .. ,} I I.

i- ,.~1,. ~.,_. ,~~:i
posItion of sampled unit 3.3~. 2'~'9 2.5 2.1

_j, ··'h';

.. ,

Beds - Lower V~itcliffe Beds Ii
I
I

'l.'IIIT eLI F'l"E BEDS

0.01
LOVJER

1.8 . 1.3 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.9

"t,. \.....

", "
\

'{IHIT CLI}'FE : BEDS,

\
1.3 1.7 2.0 2.4 2.9 m

0.3 - - - - 0.9
0.3. - - - - - -

0.8 2.1 7.8 10.4 2.3 6.9 ~7 .5 17.2 77.1
4.6 - 1.8

1.0 1.0 6.2· 1.8 39.5 12.0 59.0 5.0
96.4 95.6 88.5 82.6 95.7 46.5 55.1 14.5 8.4

BPACHIOPODS

0.4- -- -
48.4 21.3 20.6
3.2 0.2

3B.4 62.0 31.0

I 9.2 6.6
., '
\

0.1
0.3

0.1

~. - .
,) "
',.

0.5
'-

4.4

2.2
2.8

,
.... ..-.rfll";."

..... ... ,:'. ,.It";'

. ;; l' ...;.
~..v·",'
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-I
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,,-
"-
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:. 'I ~
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, .
l

t
::1
.'

r- "\.. ';\.

f

-,
-"

".

31.2

150.0

-."
-
-.,

\ ':

--

,-~

93.7

,-
'-. ' ...... ~ "...,.

0.1

~.""0.1 .•
0.1 J'

0.8

0.1

0.1
0.1

.. ~:

:1:

\

'1

._ ...:.l\~
. .. ' ";I Ii

"",
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1.7
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Miche1ir..oceras bul1atum
Paraphragmites ibex
Leur?cycloceras sp.

OTHER .' MOLLUSCS
.... l. ,-',"-:)

Hyolithes forbesi
Loxonerr.a conicum

Cs ra.,'"il'opora sp.
Lei oclema sp.

BRYOZOAnS

OSTRACODS

CEPHALOPODS

BIVALVES

Craniops imp1icatus
Lingula corftonensis
LingUla. lata
l\ii crosphae ridiorhynch.£iS nucula
Orbi cUlpidea. rugata.
Protochonetes ludloviensis
Salopina lunata _.

OTHER FOSSILS

. .

!~chsella amygdalina
Coniophora.?ymbaeformis
pterinea cf. tenuiatriata
Solenomya sp.

. .
Calcaribeyrichia torosa
.9.~l?-~rellina siligua
KUl'esaaria circulata

0.5
39.8CrlilOid", co1umnals

Kdilori tea' sp.
;'PteryPotus sp.
Serpul~ lo:ngissimus
~helodus,parvidens

Arabellites sp.
.,

A\'_--y
.'I

, ",. -- ~\

, ~O. 9'j
'.'

1.0

3.4-
1.7
_.~.,..

1.8

'011

"'''3~1

'"._' ,-
0.1'" 5.6

0.8
.. . 0.8

..

48.2 I(-", _"j _' "..,' 1.6 \-;v·I..... ·•..,..-' ....,,r ~oJ ' ". "",,,r

~ 6 .. 3 -:...-,_.- .._.. ' .... l~ll'.;

-; ~~~l.'6-:-~··'·> ".:.,.,.:.;.,;;',:~i:;,:~d~.,'..~:
.. :! • - - -

,.
I;>
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A faunal list for the section is given

1963).

i.:, I

~ .. "
'II

(Holland et ale, :it~63) •
,'I "

in Table 5. 'J ~s ;s~diments ,,'\¥ .'?'T"!~-, .". (Fig. 2) have been
, ~ ..

divided into tvlO liphostratigraphic formations '-:" the Upper
',. )'

\\hitclif1'e Beds and';the Lower Y.hitcli1'1'e Beds (Holla:nd et al.,
" I.

" 'I
I' I'. . ,
. ~ • I

1. The Lower VJhi t:cliffe Beds consist of a' cyclic sequence of .

sedimentation. The basal unit of each cycle consists of a

calcareousl
, bioturbated siltstone (10 - 45' cm thick) containing

thin laye~s rich in shell debris. The internal structure.of
\

these silts has been largely destroyed by bioturbation. Hovrever,
I

locally,. ~bioturbated areas or poorly bioturbated patches are
I,

present. ~hese indicate that the sediment originally consisted
!

of a mixture of parallel and ripple laminated silts and dark
"" (p. S-1if:-,tJ ..

muds similar to. those fre~!lt\r_\). in Deepv'/ood quarry in the Upper
\

, .. I . '

\~ltcliffe Beds (G.R. SO 492 742). These siltstone units

and an 1!}; 'situ fauna of ,E. amygdalina.
I "small dispersed

(p. jl) ,

recorded}in the D~epwood quarry.

The uppermost surface of this unit is frequently rippled

frequently contain vertically orientated orthocone fragments

(indicating deposition in less than 10 m of water (Rau~ 1973~
t A 'tt'"c"

The are present ~n
;..

clumps of ,similar size and density to those

(wave length 25 - 35 cm) with ripple troughs cutting into

previously deposited sediment, indicating that the rippling

resulted from an erosive rather than a depositional process.

This erode~ surf~ce also contains some scour channels (up to

1.5 m wide and 15 em deep). These channels are conunonly in

fi,lled by ~he~l debr~s at their base; whi~h' is, ove'rlain by

ripple and; cross ,laminated silts. Along any on~ erosion surface

the channels are spaced at intervals of 1 to 10 m. Frequently

the sediments,in the channels are bioturbated suggesting that

- 28 -



.. , ", .
! " 7

• '1, .'

'. I
• I' ~~

" "their formation .an4 sediment infilling predated the formation
.' • t
I' .

of the erosion 5urface.
'! ,:,

Immediately overlying the channelled erosion surface are

parallel laminated calcareous silts (up to 15 cm thick) contain

ing well irounded platy clay pebbles (up to 3 cm in diameter and

4 nun thiqk) and a fauna rich in Keilorites ~ragments, rare trace

fossils and rare shells.
,

This cycle where shelf silts and clay deposition is

followed by (1) the development of a scoured erosion surface

and (2) the deposition of laminated silts is repeated four times

in the section

2. The Upper Vhitcliffe Beds consist of rippled and parallel

laminated alternating clay-silt laminae, containing shell gravel.
mega-ripples (wave 'length 0.5 - 3 m; - amplitude 5 - 17 cm),

scour channels ~p to 1 m' in width, 10 - 19 cm deep) infilled

with shell debris and/or coarse silt, shell patches and convolute

slump bedding similar in structure to head slumps produced. in

a slump head region (cf. Lewis, 1971; Woodcock, 1976).

Just below the junction of, the Lower and Upper Vmitcliffe
•

Beds is a layer rich in air heave structures.

The fauna of the Upper Vhitcliffe Beds. and Lower ~hitcliffe

Beds in this section are similar. The main difference is that

2. lunata· is .the dominant brachiopod in the.Upper ~hitcliffe

Beds, while in the Lower Whitcliffe Beds, three articulate
I

brachiopod species (S. lunata, M.- nucula and P. ludloviensis)- - -
occur commonly.

Ludlow - veepwood Road: Upper Whitcliffe Beds

A quarry just off the Ludlow to Deepwood Road (G. R.

'1 \ •
.\.
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Table 6. Faunal li~t for the Quarry in the upper:~lite1ifr~ Beds onJ}
the Ludlow - Deepwood Road (n = 1608) .' '"F~

~;'l. "1 .'
Height above. :b~se of se eti on (cm.) ~

o 62 15~: 225 326 3~9 \~537

BRACHI OPODS .,,

27.90 19.29 22.96 11.26
~ 1.75 1~48 1.17

6.97.28.07 10~37 24.88
5.81 8.77 16'.:29 39.43

I

c.a
o
I

Lingula eorftonensis
Lingula la ta
Lingula lewlsi
MierosphaeridiorhynehVS nueu1a
Orbieuloidea rugata
Protoehonetes 1udloviensis
Salopi na lunata

BIVALVES
\,

Fuehse11a amygda1ina
Goni ophora eymbaef ormis.
Modiolopsis sp. I

'Pterinea' tenuistriata!

3.50
1.75

'i_ ;
I ,

• I- .
'-

0.23
0.24

18.59
1.20

14.25
17.39

4.58
0.24

0.24

7.15
1.02

31.69
21.47

3.88
0.20
0.40

~. ~·t

0.2h:~~.61

0.9a -
l~' ,

.• ,.i

0.96 0.20
0.24 1.22

0.20

0.23
1.87

3.28
0.93
0.46

-
0:.74

l.48
2.96
1.48
1.48

1,.75
7.01

2.32

3.48

..,

I
" ,

i :
CEPHALOPODS i \

I
IKionoeeras angulatum I

Miche1inoceras bu11ntum I '

iOrthoeeras' spp. I

Paraphragmites ibex

GASTROPODS..,
" i

"'Loxonerna~ obs oletum
Murehisonia sp. •
Natieopsis ef. trevorpatrieiorum

OTHER MOLLUS CS

Bueanopsis expansus
Hyolithes forbesi

BRYOZOANS

Ceramopora sp.
Lei oeleI!1a sp.
Rhopalonaria sp.

!.
I

• 1

,
I
,.

1.75

1.16 17'.77

0.23
0.70 0.72 0.46

0.48
1.87 7.00 7.97

0.24 0.20

ANNELIDS

Arabe11ites sp. ,
isera¥lites' longissimus:·,.·.
Spir I is sp.

I

4.65 3.50
0.24

4.92 10.14 10.02
0.23 3.27

OSTRACODS
. ,.. "

0.93

0.23 3.38 0.20

'4.22 1.44:1.84::~
, '0

..
Amygda1e11a sp. ii., 1.16

." Calearibeyri ehia torosa .~.,:·l :" " ..•. , .,',,' 1 •. ~6 .. '. - 0.72 0.40
~ Cytherellinasi1iqua' ··i·...·:·."~~··-::·.~·;-.~.:·4.65'~ 1.75 . 0.74'·;"~2:11 <9.42':4.08~:f.

Hebel1um cf.,·tetragonUin'J~,·:.··:.. <.:·:· ·4.&5 ... ~ ~. ':::":·"'1.17 "7.00 ,3.47··t
• ..';; • C l ~-..! __ "'f._ .:~~~ '_..' • ..'

_ , ., ; ,'l "

. K:ure~aaria circu1ata. . .:., ,:.":::.' ...' 2.32: " 
..;. Londlnia sp. _~";.~.,~.~",.,~.,.,,,,:,,'.'.• ;..";.~.:,~·.,;:,.. ,:,, ...,.1 .. 16. no ~-,"~.

Nyhamnel1a sp. , 2.32
Thilipsura sp. 1.16

OTHER FOSSILS

Crinoid co1umna1s 0.23
Echinoid spine 0.23
Ozarkodina sp. 0.74 0.24

Sample size 86 • 57 135 426 414 489
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SO 492 742) contains some 5.5 m of calcare'ous sediment (Fig. 2)

which have been assigned ~o the Upper Vm~tcliffe Beds (Holland

et 0.1., 1963). The sedi~~nt consists of parallel 'laminated
. .

silts, scattered layers of shell debris,' rippled coarse silt.
layers with erosive bases (wavelength 20 - 30 em; silt layer

I
I

thickness: 5 - 10 em), . rippled shell gravel ~heets, scour
•channels (up to 60 em wide; 15 - 20 em deep), infilled vdth

cross bedded silts and/or shell gravel, discontinuous patches

(up to l'm in diameter) of dark parallel laminated clays, and

lenticular bedded silts and clays.

The scour channels are infilled as~~etricallyby coarse

silt and/or shell gravel containing steeply ~nclined layers.

SuCh channels are ..thought (McKee, 1957) to be produced by

diagonally passing currents in intertidal or shallow subtidal
, \

marine enviro'nments "(McKee, 1957; Reine ck & Singh, 1973). The

'thin shell layers and some of the silt layers in the section 

may have originated as storm deposits (cf. Watkins & Berry,

1977; Hurst'& Watkins, 1978).

The\sediment log for this section ~s given in Fig. 2 and

a Table of faunal distributions in Table 6. All the species

re corded are typic 0.1 '1Jhi t cliffian forms (cf. Holland etal. ,
.'1'

1963). Some ~'~ specimens of E. amygdalin~ are present ~n

small patches covering some 0.5 - 1 m2 and containing between

10 and 65 indiViduals.

Broads tone '

The roadside section in the Upper \~itcliffe Beds at

Broadstone Farm (G.R. SO 543 897) near Shipton was examined.

,: The fauna present is documented in Table ¥ and contains t-;'''Pi cal
, '

Whitcliffian species (cf. Holland et 0.1.,1963).

- 31
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The sediments in the section consi~t: of rhythmite liks,
; ,I

parallel laminated flaggy siltstones con~aining between 5 and

12 alternating dark and light laminae in~~ 11 cm vertical

section. Local bioturbated layers contai~.in situ specimens
I

of Fuchsella amygdalina. Some shell layers infilling scour

hollows, or forming shell pavements are s~~ttered through the

section.

. \
I

" , DISCUSSION

The faun~l. lists (Tables 2 - 7) show that the uppermost

upper Leintwa~dire Beds (Upper Ludlovian) contain a diverse

fauna of ostraco~s and brachiopods, which is replaced by a
I

I I

lower diversity {Fig. 4) higher dominance. Lower Whitcliffe
\ .

Beds fauna (Tab:l~·\8). This fauna is then ~eplaced by an even
I '

, -lower-diversity (Table 2) higher ~Qminance fauna in the Upper
, I i

\~itcliffe Beds (Table 8).

Although 'such changes could reflect re.al ecological

variations with changing environment, they pould equally well

reflect changes 'in post mortem sorting and t;ransport. Since a
•

high dominance ,value could be expected in a highly transported
. .

well sorted shel~ deposit (e.g. Antia, 1977). ,~/'br).' (M,~~",," .,'" )
The domina.nce index used here may be defined)as follows

Assemblage domi'nance index = 100. X {Yl - Y2)/y
,

=abundance of most abundant species
~ " .
'It

abundance of second most abundant species.', ", ,

Y = total· abundances for all species.
, ~ '.

The change's i in assemblage dominance note.d in Table 8 also
• f I )~

,1 "correspond to c~~ges in the lithological nature of' the sediments.
" .,

'For example the,~~per Leintwardine Beds at the Deer Park Road
. ~ .!

'-. section conais t '~f rhythmites l indicating quies cent conditions)

- 33 -
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and thin shell laminae which were probably introduced by stonns.

The resultant fauna is dominated by small species (Table 4) and

contains a low dominance value (Table 8). However, the more

bioturbated Le:i.ntwardinian sediments by ,Overton Q.uarry containing

a similar fauna (Table 3), possess a highe~ dominance value
,

(Table 8). This higher value could have Ire,sulted. from the
I

preferential destruction of the smaller ~hells (e.g. ostracods)
: I

'in the sediment by the bioturbating orga¢slns.
, ,

,The change from the Upper L~intwardi~e Beds to the Lower

~hitcliffe Beds is marked initially by a qrpp in species
I ., "

dominance follpwed by a rapid increase. this change also

corresponds to (1) a lithological change from rhytmnite type
'I j

sedimentation to the deposition of rippled:siltstones containing
. ~ '.

scour channels, st.orm generated shell shee't.s and abundant bio-
\

turbation, which probably represent a hig~er energy and perhaps
" .

·more oxic environment; and (2) a faunal change in which benthic
,

I

The higher energy conditions and bioturbation would have

molluscs become'more abundant and increase' in diversity.
\

~. •resulted in the removal and preferential destruction of the
"

smaller and mor~:delicate shells and the preferential preserva
i

, i

tion of, the more irobust species, resulting in an increase of

assemblage dom1nahce whiCh may relate to biogenic and sediment-, '
• I

,I

ologica~ proce~se~ rather than the original ecological community.
I

This point tS further demonstrated in the Upper I'vhitcliffe
. --'\ '

Beds, which repre~ent a'still higher energy environment (t~tia,

"

1979c) where faunal diversity 1s low and faunal dominance high

(Table 8; Fig.' 5~. However, when the assemblage dominance

index is low (e.g~' Upper \~tcliffe Beds quarry on Ludlow
I

Deepwood Road - Table 6), then ostracods and 'other smaller

elements of the-fauna appear to be comnloner.
, -

. ,
" - 34 -
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Table 8. Dominance index values for a number of sections in

the Upper Leintwardine Deds (U.L.n.),Lo~er Uliitcliffe

Beds (L.ll.B.) and Upper l>lhitcliffe Beds (U.li.B.).

The dominance index used is defined as thD relative

abundance of the two cc~~cnost species in the sample.

Note that dominance appears to increase from the

U.L.R. into the D.W.B ••

~hc Table and sample numbers refer to

ta~lcs in the text.

Table and sB:l1ple No. U.L.B. L. W.B,. u. \'l.!3.

Table 3 1 63.59
2 42.94
3 55.19
4 95.46
5 80.85
6 86.79

Table 4 1 :, 40.86
2 39.06
3 " : 62.10i ~.•
4 " .. " 91.97
5 'II

~'i,".. 84.26
6 ' . 71.64" ,\ .
7 ! ' 67.80. •Table 2 '1 , · "

91.12
2 ' " 81.52,

" :
3 fI " 73.77· ,
4 . "1:

75.75,-

5 I' ", 79.281

6 I , ',. 77.88'I ,;

7 I 78.07
8 53.72
9 59.82

10 68.4:8
i 11 80.94

12 69.96

...

",

- 35 -
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,
An examination of the relationship between dominance and.

species diversity for these sediments (Fig. 5) shows a slight
I

tendency for dominance to be 'low' when diversity is 'high',

but this relationship is not tight. Similarly the most abundant

and second most abundant species vary from sample to sample (see

Tables 2.- 7). However, the percentage o~ occurrence of each

specie~ as the dominant or secdnd most abundant species in an

assemblage is indi cated in Table 9. I t is interes ting to note"

that a positive relationship exists between the dominance index
i,

and the diversity of the dominant species. This relationship

Synonym

Spe c1 es'

Family
: \ .

,\'
Genus .

\

probably reflects the increase in environment instability and

sedime~tological sorting between the Upper' Leintwardine Beds
I

and the Upper ~~itcliffe Beds.

PALAE01~OLOGICAL NOTES

1. Lihgula corftonensis sp. nov.

Systematic description

Lingulidae Menke, 1828

Lingula Brugulere, 1797

Lineula corftonensis sp. nov (Plate la,b)

L1ngula sp. nov. Antia &. '/Jhitake r, 1979

Lingula sp. nov. Antia, 1979a

Holotype: Brachial valve from the Upper ~~ltcliffe Beds at

Ludlow (G.R. SO 491 742). I.G.S. collection number GSMI04241A

(Plate la).

- 37 -
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, Table 9. Dominant species in the Upper teinuwardine Beds (U.L.B.),
I

Lower ~hitcliffe Beds (L.W.B.) an~ Upper ~fuitcliffe Beds

(U.W.B ..). V'lhere Yl ::. most abundant species, Y2 ::. second
,

Imost aoundant species.

\
I Percent frequen,cy of" occurrence
'!

"
• •

Dominant Speci,es U.L.B. L.W.B. U.W.B.
, ,j
I Yl Y2 Yl Y2 Yl Y2,

: i 1

BRACHIOPODS
\, ,,

D. navicula i - - - 10.5 - -I- ,
"

M. nucula I 50 50 10.5 52.6 10.5 63.1: ,-
. --- -- i

P. ' ludloviensis - - 68.2 15.5 55.2 18.4 I- i
" .s. lunata , 50 50 - 21.0 28.9 7.8- ,

S. striata \ 2.6- - - - -- :

BIVALVE ' .
,

F. amygda1ina - - 10.5 ,- 5.2 2.6.
ANNELIDS I

Keilori tes sp. - - 10.5 ~ - 2.6
" , ,

S. longissimus "
, - - - - 2.6- -...

. .
~ : I

~ .. "
'JI
"~/,."..
I 'I' "

"
! "

... "1, .'

, I, ,,. )

I' .', I

.. ;'. II ~

I' ':'
I • "

'i Ii
J
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PLATE CAPTION

'Plate 1 1 ('a) Holotype of Lingula corftohensis Antia.

Brachial valve. GSM 104241A.

(b) Paratype of Lingula corftonensis Antia.

Pedicle valve. GSM 10424lB.

(c) Drill hole on Salopina lunata (X 1).

(d) Annelid boring on Pteronitella retroflexa (X 1).

(e) Rhopalonaria borings on Protochonetes

ludloviensis (X 10).

- 39 -
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Des cripti on: Subquadrate to subovoid I slightly bi co~vexl thin

s,helled lingulid b~achioP9d; about. 60% as wide as long; sides

aL~ost parallel with a slightly curved anterior margin and a

blunt beak (1~0 - 1400 apical 'angle); ornament consists of very

faint (often absent) concentric growth lines (1 - 2 rom apart).
i .

Brachial valve is char.acterised by ,a strongly developed median

s,eptum extending anteriorly for ab'out 90 -,95%, of, th,e 1V:,a,lye.!,s

length.

Remarks: The spe~iesoccurs throughout the Upper V~itcliffe

Beds in the Ludlow to Much Wenlock region of the Welsh Border

,lands. It appears to be most abundant in the Ludlow to Aston

Munslow region vdthin I m of the Ludlow Bone-Bed and locally

forms up to 25% o~ the shelly fauna.

2. Scaldianella ,simplex (Krause) ..

This species has recently been redescribe'd and illustrated
\1 ' '

by Sar~ (1977). Its muscle scar is centrally placed and

illustrated for' the first time in Fig. 6.

A l~ngth/height plot (Fig. 6) for the carapace shows a

, clear separation.into a number of discrete clusters which are

interprete'd, here as representing individual moult stages. As

With oth~i species of the genus there are no ·distinctive

dimorphic features in the adult moults (Adamezak, 1966).

Density and distribution - The species occurs most commonly in

upper Leintwardinian and Lower Whitclifflan shell depos~ts (as

carapa.ces and valves) and as isolated valve's' in the surrounding

silts. In the silts, it rarely occurs in densities of greater

than 200 valves per m2 bedding plane surface areal while in
"'r. r"

the shell beds it occurs in densities of ~81000 carapaces and
)

valves per m2 •

This data allows a number of possible inferences to be

- 40 -
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I' "
made wi th respe c:t;·, t,o the life habits of this s,pe cie,s • If it

I ':.

was a benthi c fOir'!;!l',',then it probably preferred to live in ei ther
I

(1) the pores presented by a shelly substrate (i.e. was an

interstitial species), or (2) on a hard substrate such as those

afforded by regions rich in patchily distributed shell debris.

Alternatively, the ostracods' may repr~sent a transported

•assemblage which was concentrated in the shelly layers.

In conclusion it ~an be suggested that ~. simplex may have' '

been an lnterstitial species feeding on detritus)which }rd·~~'J~J
shelly substrates. However, proof of this is lacking and other

interpretations may be equally plausable •.

3. Neobeyrichia lauensis, Cytherellina siliqua and Hebell~~

tetragonum \ '

\

i '

The'se three spe~ies of ostracod are common in uppermost

'Leintwardinian sediments. They have been described and figured

elsewhere (straw, 1934; ,Martinsson, 1962; Copeland, 1964;
v'

Shaw, 1971; Siveter, 1974, 1978; Sar~, 1977). The muscle

scar of Hebellum·tetragon~~is placed ,centrally within the shell

and illustrated ~n Fig. 6. These species have the length/height

relationships illustrated in Fig. 6 & 7 and unlike ~. simplex

do not,show a distinct division into moult stages. N. lauensis

occurs most com~only'in ostracod shell sheets in association

with' Neob'eyrichia s cissa, other beyri ch:1ids and sm~th os tracods
)

(e.g. ,go 'tetragonum, C. siliqua) 0

It is possible that the sediments' in vhich these ostracods

are found supported an algal growth and the species E. lauensis

'and.Qo si,liqua may have been phytic forms. li. tetragonum like
i

So simple'x occurs in higher densities in the shelly horizons of

the lower'V~itcliffianand upper Leintwardiniano It might, like
1 ~ •
, ,I'
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2. simplex, have been an interstitial detrivore.

4. Borings on brachiopod and molluscan shells

Three types or shell boring 'were recorded,from ~h1tc11ff1an

sediments. They included drill holes, annelid borings and
, I

bryozoan borings. The latter two types of boring are commonly

infilled with limonite.

1. Drill holes (Plate le)

Four articulate brachiopods containing drill holes were

observed in a collection of about 50,000 v~itcliffian shells •

All four specimens came ~ro~ the Upper ~hitcliffe Beds at Slefton,

(British National Grid'Reference SO 475 833). They consist of
, ,

two bored pedicle valves of P. ludloviensis Muir Wood, a bored
. \ - .

brachial valve of r~. nucula ,and a bored pedicle valve of S.

lunata (J .'de C. Sowerby). Their drill hole diameters vary from

1.5 to 2 mIn.
.,
,

Similar drill holes have been 'recorded on a variety of

Ordovician and Silurian brachiopods by Fenton &/ Fenton (1930,,' ,_.

1931), Bucher (1938), Fischer (1962), Cameron (1967), Carriker
I '

& Yochelson (l968), Rohr (1976)- and others. These drill holes

are proba~ly a result of biological predation (cf'. Dudley &

Vermeij, 1978) and could have been made by predatory gastropods

(cf. Fenton ,& Fenton, 1931; Bucher, 1938; Cameron, 1967;

Taylor, 19~0) or cephalopods (Pilson & Taylor, 1961). Since no

"active carnivorous gastropods are know~to occur in the British

Whitcliffian (cf. Peel, 1978), it is ,probable that the observed

drill holes were produced by a rare soft bodied invertebrate or
\

cephalopod.
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2. Annelid borings (Plate If)

About 30 examples of shells bored by annelids were recorded

in the Vfuitcliffian. All the bQrings were on bivalves and

cephalopods belonging to the species E. retroflexa and

Michelinoceras sp. Borings of similar morphology have been

illustrated by Mclearn (1924, pl ••4, fig.13)' on the Ludlovian

brachiopod ScM zophorella arisaigerisis I'liclearn, by Antia (1979a),

on the Ludlovian bivalve P. retroflexa, and by Fenton & Fenton
, \

(1932, 1935, pl.37, fig.9,12, pl.40, fig.:13), Sta:tnbrool{ (1938,

.pl.30, fig.4) and Jux (1964) on the Devo~~n brachiopods Atrypa
I '

iowensis Fentqn & Fenton and AtrYpa waterlooensis ~ebstep.
. ;

All these borings C?an be assigned to 'the genus Clionoides
I

Fenton &. Fenton (1932, p.47) and " .•t.~:-:". the species

Clionoides tholnasf\Fenton & Fenton. They' were originally
'~ .

thought to have been made by sponges (Fenton &"Fenton, 1932).

However, more recent studies suggest that 'they were made by
. I

boring polycha~te worms (Jux, 1964).
"

3. Bryozoan borings (Plate 19) , .

...

!..
Bryozoan borings occur commonly on molluscan shells and

"
I

more rarely on brachiopod shells. They ha~e been assigned to
•

the genus Rhop~lonaria in the past (Straw,,1932)

CONCLUSIONS
\

I
This study has identified about 55,000 Vfuitcliffian and

: '

\ .
uppermost Leintwapdinian fossils belonging to 69 species from

: :
'-17 sections in the Ludlow - Uuch Wenlock region and observed

drill holes, bryozoan and annelid ~orings on both brachiopod

and mollus can shells. :Measurements of length and height were
,

made of four ostracod species S. simplex, H~ tetragon~~, C.
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I

siliqua and N. lauensis, and the moult stag~~ of s. simplex

identified. Faunal diversity and density Were also recorded in
. "

the Lower Vfuitcllffian sections of Deer Park Road and Overton,

~uarry. A sediment change from rhythmites to rippled and bio

turbated shelly silts was also noted.
I ', I

The faunas tended
I

notably D. naVicula, P.- , 
I

to be dominated by articulate brachiopods,
•

ludloviensis~ M. nucula, and S. ornatella,

and the bivalve F. ;'8J."11ygdalina.

, "

""""" - ... ,'""___ _. " ,I • •

). .

Although many authors (e.g. Calef, 1972; Watkins, 1979)
, .

have described communities from the Yfuitcliffe Beds, the absence

of in situ representatives of most species (e~.g. the articulate
, '.

brachiopods), and,the comnlon occurrences of transported and
.\ ',

fragmented shell debris, makes it unlikely that, any meaningful

oonolusions oan b'(!l' 'drawn in the nea.r 'future a.bout thsSQ

Vi.lhitcliffian orgq~:J;.,sms and the communi ties in vlhich they lived,

without a very de~~iled study of \Wdtcliffian palaeoenvironments
:.' ,

and the functiona~:,.morphologyand palaeogeographic distribution
\ , .

of individual sp~l~s and their fragmentary remains.
! "

... "".I "
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"

ABSTRACT

An embedded MarkhAvian chain analysis was used to demonstrate that

2

~tclif.'f.'ian shell sheets;f.'ormed as a result of.' non-cyclic random depositional
; 1

processes such.as storms. \ Shell particle orientation was also examined and

a %,elationship between bryozoan encrustation and shell orientation on.
\ .

bioturbated substrates was observed.
i
!

..

P"er :
,

For Palaeogeography, Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology.", .'
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INTRODUCTION

Within the ,Upper Ludlovian series sediments of the Welsh :Borderlands shell

laminae occur commonly (e.g. Chems, 1977, 1979; Watkins & :Berry, 1977) and

are generally considered to represent storm. deposits. (Watkins & :Berry, 1977;

Hurst & Watkins, 1978.) In the Whitcliffe :Beds these deposits vary greatly

in both their particle densities and thicknesses. Most are less than 5 mm

thick, but m~ on occasion reach thicknesses in excess of '150 mm. The. .
'.

thinner shell sheets ("' 5 mm) either occur as discontinuous layers often

traceable laterally within a section for 2 to 10 m, co~taining shells and
., I .. . ,

shell fragments varying-i~ensity from 2,000 to 100,00~ shel~ particles per

square metre of bedding plane surface area,

as a shelly ripple trough infill (e.g. SO 513742). ' .

The thicker shell sheets either form part~ of sh~il megaripples (wavelength

0-5 to 10 m, amplitude 4 to 15 cm)·or infill small sco~.cpannels suggesting

that they may all represent'shell lag concentrations by' current, wave and
.,:.

storm activities. Examples of each type of the thicker shell concentrates,

are present in the sections at G.R. SO 510742, & 492744; \.. ·Although most of
, 1

the thin shell sheets overlie laminated or bioturbated silts scme are

associated with sand sheets,' vertebrate remains and small semiphosphatised
. .

pebbles. :Both the thin and thick shelly laminae locallY' truncate or scour

.
they should form as a r~ault of non cyclic random depositional processes

(Jones & Dixon, 1976).

...:

i ..

into the bedding of the Underlying sediment.
I

"

activity as suggested (Wa.tkins & Berry., 1977;

If they result from storm

Hurst·& Watkins; 1978) then
I •

MARKOVIAN ANALYSIS
I
I

One method of deterniining whether or not a sedimeni;; results from a non

cyclic random deposition~ process is the Markov Chain analysis.(cf. ~derson

& Goodman, 1957; Krumbein &Dacy, 1969; Selley, 1969; Dacy & Krumbein, 1970;

Dovjton, 1971; Hattori, 1913; Mial, 1973; Jones & Dixon, 1976 etc). Two
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types of Markovian analysis exist. The first samples the lithology at a fixed

sample interval, while the second samples each succeeding sediment type. This

latter method, which is known as a first order or embedded Markov chain

analysis, was used to, determine whether or not the shell layers result from

non 'cyclic random depositional processes. 'It deterw.nes in simple steps the

relationship between a given layer and the next layer; succeeding it. The
, I

starting point for such an analysis is the transition:count matrix. This is a
•

two dimensional array which tabulates the frequency of ~ll the possible vertical. ,
j I

lithological transitions in a given stratigraphic succession. The lower bed of
, '

each transition couplet in the matrix (fij ) i~ given by 'the row number (i) of

the matrix and the upper bed by the column number (j). j :
, , ,

In the Whitcliffe Beds, 4 metres of sediment (ver,tica,l section) from each
I 1:,

of the Upper Whitcliffe Beds (G.R. SO 492744), 'middle 'Whitcliffe Beds

(G.R. SO 510742) and Lower 'Whitcliffe Beds (G.R. SO 71274886) were examined and a
I

transition count matrix compiled for the. 1110 sediment, layer transitions

observed (Table 1). From the transition count matrix,-,two probability matrices

'can be deri-ved (Mial, 11973). The first determines the 'probability (r.. ) of a
! " J.J

given state i being sucpeeded by a given state j and may be represented as follows:
" . ,

. (1) rJ.'
J
' = s./(t'~ s.) where t = total number 'of beds

J '. J.

" .. :
s.' = row sumJ.

The second gives

, in each section.

s. = column sum
J

'\. i
tne:actual probability of the given transition occurring

I .
,

(2) Pij = fij/s'i:

In order to determine, whether or not a given transition occurs at a; greater

thin random frequency it is helpful to construct a difference matrix (Mial, 1973).

(3) dij = Pij ~ rij
The positive values of a difference matrix indicate transitions with a

greater than random frequency of occurrence. .
The transition count matriX, independent trials probability matriX,

transition probability ~trix and difference matrix for the 'Whitcliffe Beds are
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given in Tables 1,2)3, 4~ i. The nature of the cyclic processes present may be
\

derived by following the positive values of the d matrix (Fig. 1).

Transitions not, indicated on this diagram (Fig. 1) may be attributed to the

occurrence of·non cyclic random changes in the nature of the depositional
.\

meohanisms of the sea floor. For example~ the change from coarse silts to thin

~.

shell laminae was recorded 35 times and the change from fine silts to shell

laminae was recorded 20 times. Both these transitions resulted from random

depositional processes.

Thus thin shell laminae overlying silt layers may result from random events,

suc~ as stonns. However the Markovian analysis indicates that some shell laminae

are found on the top or base of rippled sands, as th~ result of cyclic

depositional processes.

PARTICLE ORIENTATIONS IN'THE SHELL LAMINAE OF TEE WHITCLIFFE BEDS

Studies on the. drientation of concavo-convex particles (e.g. bivalve shells

and shell fragments) have tended to concentrate on the sedimentological rather

than the biological aspects of shell orientation with; only a few exceptions,
I'

(e.g. Clifton, 1911). These sedimentological studies have been mainly concerned

with identirying the velocities in flumes required tQ:~tiate movement of shells
I '

of different size shape and orientation (e.g., Menard.& Boucot, 1951; Johnson,

1957; Brenchley &Newall, 1970) and have sh~'Wn that motion of an object takes

place when the stress imparted,to'its surface by the ~assage of waters flowing

past it is greater than the inertial forces keeping it in place •
.,:.

Consequently this threshold velocity will vary (eve~ if the current velocity

remains constant) with respect to the morphology and o'~ientation of different

shells and the substrate on which they rest (Brenchley Be Newail, 1970) and result
, ,

in certain sizes and shapes (e.g. Worsley &Broa~urst; 1975) of shells being
. . I ..'

preferentially remove~ from an a~semblage, because they have a lower threshold

velocity than other s~lls in the same assemblage (se~ also Wilson, 1967;

Brenchley & Newall, 1970; Trewin, 1973; Grinell, 197,4; Alexandrowicz, 1978,

etc.). Others have ~uggested (Clifton &Bloggs, 1970; Clifton, 1971) that

smalle; shells are more 'easily transported because they are more frequently
, '

overturned to an unstab~e concave up position by biogenic activity and ripple
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Table 1. Transition coUnt matrix for the vfuitcliffe Eeds

; I
I

Lithofacies 1 .. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Laminated silt 1 o 10 447 135 1 10 0 2 3 1
, ,

457, 6 0 20 0 5 1 2 1 0

40 3 18· 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

o 0" 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rippled quartz silt sheets

Grey clay/silt

Thin shell lal:li.nae « 5 n;m)

Pebbly shell la.:ninae

2

3

4

5

5 0 660 001 0 0

Thick shell sheets (> 5 rom) 6

Vertebrate rich shell laminae (,(,5 m:n) 7

11' 1 1',0 0 0 0 1 0 0

o 0 1· 0 0 000 0 0

"

!

Rippl~d carbonate silt sheets, 8

Bonebeds
'.

Bentonitic clay

"

.' 10 .

2· 3 . 1 \ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 .:.0 1 0 ,0 0 0 0 0

0., '0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 b 0

'"

Table 2. 'Independent trials probability matrix

1 2 3 ... 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0.00 0.03 0.79 0.10 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

0.47 0.00 0.43 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.00, 0.00 0.00 0.00

\,
)

'I
i

:

j
1

1
l

I
1'

I
I
I',
I

!
I
I
i

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.83

0.49

0.46

0.47

0~46

0.47

0.46

0.46

0.02

0.02

0.02'

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.00 0.10

0.45 "0.00

0.42. '0.05

0.43·. .0.05

0.42' :. 0.05

0.43 i:: 0.05..,,' .
I,

o 47:;·..·' 0 05
• .I, . •." "

'0.42'" 0.05
, " "I •

,. ,. ,,. '
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0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00,

0.00

'0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00



Table 3. Transition probability matrix

3 5 6 7 8
,
. 9 101 2 4

,
0.06

\
1 0.00 0.01 0.87 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

I

2 0.27 0.00 0.33 :,,0'•. 33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 I

1'.
,3 0.92 0.01 0.00 ' 0,.04 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0;'00

\"

4 0.,64 0.04 0.29 ,,0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
./

:. I

5 0.00 0.00 1.00 "19.00 0.00 ·0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
'. .

= Pij',." .

6 0.78 0.07 0.07· ,
", .

0.00' o~oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00
! '

7 0.00 0.00 1.00 ! <;l.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

. ..
0.008 0.25 0.37 0.12 '0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

.,1

9, 0.75 0.00 0.00 ' 0~?5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ' 0.00
I 'I

I ' ,

10 q.OO 0.00 1.00 90'00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 4. Difference matrix

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0.00 -0.02 0.08 - - -0.04 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

2 -0.20 0.00 -0.10'" 0.28 -0.00 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00

3 0.09 -0002 0.00 -0.06 - -0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

4 0.15 0.02 -0.16 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

5 -0.46 -0.02 -0.05 - 0.00 .0.58 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
= d ..

6 0.31 0.05 -0.36 -0.05 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 ~J0.00

7 -0.46 .-0.02 0.58 -0.05 - 0.000.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

8 -0.22 0.35 -0.31 0.20 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

. 9 0.29, -0.02 -0.43 0.20 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

10 -0.46 -0.02, 0.58 -0.05 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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migration. A concave up particle orientation is generally regarded as unstable

because the shape encourages uplift and is not as streamlined as a concave down

orientC-\ed particle.
,..;'

Flume studies suggest that concave up orient~,ed shells are among the first...... .

to be transport~d while. ooncave down orientr-,sd particles usually develop~ scour- .

hollows around their margins, into which they progressively sink and are buried

(Menard &Bouc~~! 1951; Johnson, 1951, Brenchley &Newall, 1910, Futterer, 1918).

Particles which are transported tend to move'either by (1) sliding (Brenchley &

Newall, 1910, Futterer, 1918) or (2) by rolling (Menard &Boucot, 1951) or

(,) by floating concave up held above the substrate surface by tension (Lingwood,

1916; West, 1918, pers·. com.; Futterer, 1918). This surface tension may

result from wave induced oscillator,y currents causing enough instability to

partially suspend a particle and allow it to be transported at velocities lower

than those which would normally be expected to transport it.
o' •

MOrphology appears to have ~d little effect on shell orientation. However~

the more compact a concavo-convex particle is the more likely it is to'be

transported, because 'the threshold velocity will decrease with decreasing size and/or. . . . .

increasing sphericity (cf. Menard. &Boucot, 1951; B~hrens &Watson, 1969).

Thus current and wave activity appears to orienta.te concave-convex p~ticles
i

to a hydrodynamically stable concave down orientation~and may preferentially

orient·.,; i the length of..the elongate valves parallel to or normal to the direction
i: .

of current flow (Brenchley &Newall, 1910, Antia &Woo~, 1911, etc.).

In shell beds (more than 2 or,' shell layers thick), e.g. the Essex Cheniers,

four types of shell orientation are present (1) spiraliy)mbricate structures

(Greensmith & Tucker, '1968), (2) a close packing arrangement of shells oriente,ed
.,;.

both concave up and concave down, (,) imbricate stacked shells, dominantly

orient::ied concave down, and (4) shell layers ~ll orieI7t::,ed concave down. These

orientations are produ:ced by both wave and c:urrent ac~ivity, and can be modified
I ,

by biogenic activity b,oth ~ and wi.thin the sediment. "
I

In genera.l, shells and shell fragments scattered ~n.a substra~e in a current
i

and/or wave 'infiuenced:environment tend to be oriente'ed concave,down. However,
., .

particles migrating across small ripples can be orient0-ed concave up, but in

"
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such cases the degree of concave up orientation decreases with increasing particle

size (Clifton ~ Bloggs, 1970).

In quiet water environments with slack current and wave activity shell

particles are commonly observed concave up (Emery, 1968). These orientations

can result from biogenic predatory feeding ~ctivities .(Pye, pers. com., 1978) or

from the movements, of scavenging and predatory organisms in and on the substrate

reorientS.ing shells from an original concave down to a c.oncave up orientation..
(Clifton, 1971). Such surface reorient:,ed'shells <l:re characterised by a

positive relationship between particle size and a concave up orientation, while
;

particles reorientated in the substrate should show a random orientation (Clifton,
I'

1971).
~ :,

In the upper Silurian of the Welsh Borderlands b~dd.ing planes containing
. '

concave up orient~ed, vertical or obliquely orient~ed. shells have been recorded
~ : ~ I,

(Whitaker, 1961; Jones, 1969) in low energy e~vironments normally containing
1 .
I

/ little current activit~ (Jones, 1969; Cherns, 1977). These orientations could

result from either current aotivity, predatory feeding~~ctivityor biogenio
'l i

movement, and all three prooesses oould produoe shell deposits which could be
~ "

attributed to non cyclio random changes in the depositibnal processes (cf. Reineck

& Singh, 1973).
\

I

In this study the. 'orientations of shells, and their. size distributions in

five sections containing Whitoliffian strata were examined. The valve
I

orientations of conoav6~convex fossils were noted, as w~re the relative
~.

orientations of features on the shells.
"

These orienta:tIons are presented in

Fig. 2, and show a progressive increase in the proporti~n of concave up particles

related to a similar inorease in substrate bioturbation. The size orientation
I

graphs (Fig. 3a, b) show ~hat the degree of convex up orientation inoreases with
I

, I

inoreasing shell size fn ~he current influenced rippled substrates (Fig. 3a)
I

mirroring a similar trend: for particle orientations in modern current influenoed
I

. ezrvironments (Clifton, 19~1). This pattern contrasts sharply with the

orientation of particles in the markedly biotUrbated sediment where a reverse

situation exists (i.e. the degree of ooncave up orientation increases with
. .

inoreasing particle size (Fig. 3b)), producing an orientation pattern similar to
I
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that produced by predator scavenger activity at the present time (Clifton, 1971).
, ;" f1t4- >h~/J 7(i( .....·'''IAt

Since the particles observe~were transported shell fragments scattered on a

substrate surface, their degree of reorientation may be a fUnction of the degree
co", It,.. po"'" '1

of;.scavenger-predator activitY within and on the substrate. If the rate of shell

reorientation due to this activity is known, then the time interval between the

deposition of successive sediment layers can be calculated.. If the epifauna is

also studied estimates of benthic productivity and studies of epifaunal

encrustation can be made.

Clifton (1971) observed that 42% of his concave down orientated particles .

were reorient: ed to'a concave up orientation by the b~oturbation activities of
• I •

t

scavengers over a period of 40 days. This represen~'s a simplistic rate of 1% a
: I

dayJ However, since the proportion of concave down!particles will decrease with

time even though bioturbation rates iIl the s1;1bstra~e'~;Y' remain constant, it

follows that the length of time it takes to reorient~ , :1% of the initial particle
I

, I

population should in~rease with time. For example, ~iv~n a reorientation rate

. of 1% per ~ay, it follows that after 10 days 9.50~ of ,~he particles would have been
'. j

reorientEed. and after 100 days 61% would have been reorientCed. This rate of-- ' ! '.

decrease in the apparent rate of reorientation is expressed graphically in

Fig. 4 and may be described on a daily basis, in the rO?Jl

I
"

"

where R = Proportion of shells orientated

concave down

k =is a rate of reorientation

constant which may be termed a

bioturbation rate.

Although it is impossible to determine the' actual particle reorientation
- \

rates of the Whitcliffe 'sediments, it is interesting to note that there is an
I

apparent relationship~b~~weenthe density of shell encrustation by bryozoa and
I

shell orientation on bio~urbated substrates (Fig. 5). Such a relationship may

qe time related and could be exploited in palaeoecological and sedimentological
: '

studies as an aid to the, recognition of very'minor omission surfaces and their

relative exposure times.:

The thicker shell sheets commonly show a slight inclined orientation of
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'..... \their convex up orient Jed shells, as is indicated in Fi~. 6•..
'-
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3
'The type section of the Upper Silurian
!
Ludlow Bone-Bed and the Ludlow - Downton.

'slries Boundary at. Ludlow, Salop, England •
.1

•David D. j. Antia

Summary:

The fauna, sediment, facies,' mineral, ,grain size and

quartz grain sphericity distributions througn the holostratotype
'\ \, .

section of the Upper Silurian Ludlow - Downton Series Boundary
• I .

at Ludlow are examihed. It is suggested that the Ludlow Bone-

Bed rests.: conformably' on the top Ludlovian sediments in the
I I

section. The secti~~ is considered to.represent a transition

from a.subtidal micrite environment through into first
1 ..' .

'intertida'l ~.a~ and mudflats (containing. a poorrY developed

mudmound topography) and 'then intertida~ beach or backbeach
envi ronm~Jts. ,.... I ..

I
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Introduotion

" The LUdlo~ Bone-Bed is an unusual Upper Silurian deposit
l

whioh marks the :~unotion between the marine Ludlovian and 'non-
I, :

marine' Downtonian sediments in the LUdlow'region (Text-Fig. 1).
I'

" .. ' .Most early. Silurian-Devonian researohers who reoorded the, .
. ,i·\ '

Ludlow B?ne-Bed .appear to have been oonoerned primarily witr the

rftgiOnallmappi~, rOCal lithostratigraphy and the recording' of

fossils present in, the Bone-Bed (e.g. Hinde, 1862; V~lmsley,
I I .

1959). \ III' . ~
._~_. '~n'Y early 'womers (e.g. Murohison, 18:39; Phillips, 1848)
c '--- ".. - . " I _ .

believed that the' ,B,one-Bed fonned in a shallow shelf sea near
'. '\ '

the shore. This view was modified slightly by stamp (1920) who
. '\,

suggested that the !Ludlow Bone-Bed formed sUbtidally in a shallow

sea and marked theoammenoement of an isostatio rise in sea level
,

(op. oit.:p.70).·. H,e later (stamp, 1923) modified his ideas after'

observing that t4e1ithology of t~e Bone-Bed varied laterally
I
I •

from a vertebrate .. ~oquina near Ludlow, to a sandy, phosphatio

He reluotantly (stamp, 1920) endorsed the

:, '.' .
oonglomerate at May Hill.' This revis~d model suggested that the

I, '.

Ludlow Bone-Bed r~~resented a major unoonformity (stamp, 1923;

p.282 &. 387), andj\iormed as a shallow water.deposit in a
, I : " l' t 1 r t~li.,•. " ' , ,j

.braokish lake. The fish found in the bone-bed were oonsidered
1· I'

I ". ,

to have fed on l~ngulids (Stamp, 1923, p.387).
< • '11 ,,: • I •

. . . " I ,

Clearly stamp's (1923, p.282) revised model was greatly
r ,t' " .
" ; '. " . :.' '. t .

influenoed by oonte1P-porary ideas oonoerning the origin and
., "~I' I , ,L' " ': .

) , :.,.
nature of Bone-Bedt~
_v I;' ,l;' J' \ 1 '

Buggestion that bone-beds heralded the beginning rather than
.' · ..... ·;\;f ..... :!. :.1:' .. 0,' ( •.

~?~ ,~nd'o~ ge9logioal periods, series or_~tages~ The latter.

view-p~in~ had,been aooep~ed by the, q~r.mans in dealing with the
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Musche1kaik Grenzbonebed, which marks the junction of the
!
I '

Muschelkalk and Lettenkeuper (see Reif, 1969 for a historical
, 1, I I ' ,

review), while the former view was widely held in Britain,

, eape~la1lt with regard'to the formation and significance of the
I

Rhaetic Bbne-Bed. This was because the Rhaetic Bon~-Bed was

consider~d:to represent the start of the Rhaetic (cf. Short, 1904)
, . ',i' ,

'I

and contal'ned sediments and faunas whicn differed markedly from

,those irt the underlying Keuper Marls (cf. Jukes-Browne, 1892;

Richardson, 1~01, 1911; Short, 1904). A parallel can be, found

here between the published accounts of the Ludlovian-Downtonian

transit~on, the Keuper-Rhaetic transition, and the Muschelkalk-
I •

Lettenkeuper transition. All three transitions contained a very

marked sediment -\faunal assemblage chang~ denoted by a bone-bed.
\,

The Ludlow-Downton transition was known (cf. E1le s &
\

Slater, 1906) to be, represented by the Ludlow Bone-Bed which

separated a s~quence of grey calcareous flags' (Ludlovian) from a

sequence of olive green silts and yellow sands (Downtonian). The
,

faunas present,in the two sediment types ,were also very different
, I'

and'distinctive (cf. Ds;vid:lcm &> lhll1, lG0.J.4 Elles & Slater', 1906).

Likewise, the Ke~per-Rhaetic transiti?n wrs Ithought to be marked

by the'Rhaetic·Bone-Bed which was considered to represent'the
. ..t 1 I

change from green unfossiliferous-marls t~ dark grey and black
. .' :I :

c1ay~ and sandstones containing a shelly fauna and abundant
.., ' i " , '

vertebrate re~ains (see Sykes, 197~/for a re~iew of the pre 1920's
I ti'

research on this transi tion) '. The Muschelka,lk Grenzbonebed was

al~o known (W~gner, 1913) to mark a sim11a,~I'fauna1 change, and a

sediment' change l'lfrom white shelly Mus chelkll1k limestones to black,
• I, "

shales (Lettenkeuper). The faunas above anq below the bone-bed
. I

" are markedly dif.rerent (Wagner, 1913;, Aritl~i 1979a).', .. .
\ '

'-. :. Thus stamp;fs (1920) suggestion that the Ludlow Bone-Bed
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should mark ~he,base' of the Downtonian was follovdng the precedent

set, by British Rhaetic stratigraphers. His suggestion that the

Bone'-Bed marked a maj or unconformity was also well' founded vrith

respect to the cur~ent genetic theories 'of bone-bed formation.

At that time (1920- 1923) a number of theories regarding the

origin and nature of bone-beds had been proposed.
-. ,

They were commonly considered to cover vast areaSj as had
•
been demonstrated in the 'Middle Devoniaq Columbus Limestone of

Ohio (Orton;'1878)', the British Rhaetic Bone-Bed (Richardson,

1901; Wickes, 1904), the British Suffolk Bone-Bed (Reid, 1890)

and the West Gennan Mus chelkalk Grenzbonebed (Wagner, 1913). As

stamp· (1923) had.just demonstrated that the Ludlow Bone-Bed also

covered a large geographic area, he could reasonably assume that
\ ,
\

since it marked a 'change in faunas and sediments like'the other
\

\

Bone-Beds, that -it formed under similar conditions. ~
AL
·~though it had'been suggested that bone-beds resulted

either from an increased abundance of vertebrates in the sea

(Orton, 1878) or when marine animals entered hypersaline lakes

(Jukes-Browne, 1892) or from the aftermath of a severe storm

(Short, 1904), or from concentration due to a reduced rate of

sediment deposition (Newberry, l889)J by 1920
J

the popular theory

accepted by all the maj or researchers on each bone.-bed was the

suggestion that bone-beds were subtidal condensation deposits,

frequently containing erosive unconformable bases. This theory

had been proposed by Newberry (1889) for the Ohio Bone-Beds,

Richardson (1901) for the Rhaetic Bone-Bed, Wagner (1913)' for the

Mus chelkalk Grenzbonebed and Reid (1890) for the Suffolk Bone-Bed.

Consequently, the proposal by Stamp (1923) that the Ludlow Bone

Bed was deposited as a subtidal condensation deposit was accepted

without controversy by the geological establishment.
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This suggestion that bone-beds formed as condensation

deposits was expounded by the major authorities on strata con

taining bone-beds for the next decade (e.g. Kendall &. Wroot,

1924; Arke11, 1933), and may have accounted r or the apparent

reluctance of Ludlovian and Dovmtonian researchers to comnent on

the. genesis of the Ludlow Bone-Bed over the. next thre~ to four

decades (e.g. Earp, 1938, 1940; Lawson, .1955; . Walmsley, 1959) •

After the mid-1950's some authors did comment on the genes;s of

the Ludlow Bone-Bed, but only to reiterate. or expand Stamp's

(1923) model •

. By 1965, two modifications to stamp's model had been pro

posed, The first expanded his model and suggested that the Bone

Bed represented a,shallow marine condensation 'deposit formed in

brackish waters, in which the fine grained detritus had been
\

\

winnowed away.by wave and current action to leave fish remains

in the residual fraction (cf. McFarlane, 1927; Romer, 1955;

Dennison, 1956; Squirrell, 1958; Hobson, 1960;. Tucker, 1960;

Whitaker, 1962). In accepting and outlining this model these

authors had accepted and included some of the major advances in

the concept of bone-bed formation which had been outlined by

1

wells (1944) and Donovan (1955), However, ,controversy still..
raged ~th respect to a freshwater or a marine origin for the

fish (cf. Romer, 1955; Dennison, 1956).

The second modification.. of stamp's (1923) model accepted

his suggestion that the Ludlow Bone-Bed ,represented a major un

conformity and considered the Bone-Bed to' have marked a period of

regional shoaling and retreat of the sea in the \~lsh Borderlands,

preceding a marine regression, which deposited the bone-bed as

a transgressive strand line deposit above an eroded land surface

of earlier shelf deposits (Allen, 1962; ., Allen &. Tar10, 1963).
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This latter model basically endorsed the general model of bone

bed formation outlined by Wells (1944).

Following a critical re-examination of the sediments across

the Ludlovian-Downtonian transition, Allen (1974) concluded that

although the Bone-Bed formed as a transgressive strand plain lag

concentrate, it could have represented a time either (1) when

fine terrigenous clastics were \rltb-eld from the region or (2)
•

when extensive erosion of the vertebrate poor Ludlovian beds

occurred. This new model was unacceptable to Antia & wbitaker

(1979) who accepted the notion outlined by Calef & Hancock

(1974) and McKerrow (1979) that the Ludlovian-Do\vntonian transi

tion represented a continuous w~rine regression. They could find

no sedimentological or faunal evidence to support the contention

that the Ludlow Bone-Bed represented a major or even a minor

disconfor.mity, but agreed \nth Allen (1962, 1974) in suggesting

that the Ludlow Bone-Bed is a lag concentrate deposited on a

strand plain. However, they accounted for the concentration of

vertebrate remains and the presence of abraded and perfect quartz

euhedra, by suggesting that the vertebrate material was derived

from the offshore erosion of vertebrate poor clays and silts,

followed by the concentration and onshore migration of this

vertebrate debris. This model is significantly different fro~

previous genetic models for the Ludlow Bone-Bed because it (1)

assumed that the Bone-Bed formed as part of a continuous sequence

of sedimentation during a period of marine regression (i.e. did

not represent an unconformity and is diachronous) and (2)

,suggested that the vertebrate material present had beon excavated

from contemporaneous offshore sediments after they had been

diageneticallyaltered (i.e. prefossilised). Tr~s model echoed

to an extent the new models of bone-bed formation outlined by
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neif (1969, 1971, 1974, 1976), Aep1er & Rei~ (1971), Aep~er

(1974), Frey et al., (1974) and Duffin & Gadzicki (1977), ~hich

suggested that most of the vertebrate material present in bono

beds had been rewor~ed fro~ slightly older sediments after it

had been diagenetically altered (prefossilised).

Followine an exa~~nation of the sediments and faunas in

and acros~ the :.Iuschellw.lkGrenzbonebed, Anti8. (1979a) suggested.
t

that most of' the cl~i teria (TIcf, 1969, 1971jT.!aisey, 1978) used
i-

to recognise prefossi1ised bone-beds were misleading, a~d that

many supposedly prefossi'lised bone-beds (e .g. the ~,Iuschelkalk

Grenzbonebed, the British Fbaetic and Upper Silurian Bone-Seds)

might not be prefossi1isod deposits. Antia's (19790.) refutation

, of the prefossilisation of these bone-beds hinged on four

observations •

.' (1) The. apparent simils- rity of vertebrate and qual·tz grain

size distributions noted by Reif (1969, 1971, 1976) and Aepler

(1974) resulted from diagenetic post-sedimentation overgrowths

on the quartz grains, rather than a syndepositiona1 sorting of

~~terial of similar density as suggested by Reif (1969, 1971,

1976) •

(2) The geochemistry of t he phosphatic clasts in' the Bone-Beds

(vertebrate, invertebrate and phosphorite) was dependent on the

porosity of the sediment and the geochemistry and mineralogy of

the bone -beds rna trix.

(3) I.1any of the vertebrate grair.s contained ifresh' nicrobor'irgs

while phosphatic invertebrate, or phosphorite debris witb an

identical chemical composition at tbe present time did not, thus

suggesting that there were nutritional differences between the

vertebrate and non-vertebrate grains at the time of deposition

(Anti a & ~'fui tal~e r, 1979).
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(4). Many of the vertebrate grains contain fragile syndepositiona1

weathering features which would have been removed by abrasion if

the material had been prefossi1ised, or wquld havo rendered the

g~aina to a fragility which would not have withstood transport.

FollowinS the recognition of syndepositiona1 weathering

features on vertebrate grains in the Ludlow Bone-Bed, Antia

(19790.) suggested that they may have been buried in the Bone-Bed

within 10 years of the death of the' fishes -from which they were

derived. Since mass mortalities of fish occur in some recent

seas every 7 - 14 years (Antia, 19790.), it is possible that the

Ludlow Bone-Bed formed as a result of an offshore mortality of

fish followed by an onshore migration of fish debris into the

intertidal zone. \

At Birmingham; a phosphatic quartz-rich fish debris layer
\

which has been correlated With the Ludlow Bone-Bed (King & Lewis,

1912) probably formed subtidally as a result of local changes in

the chemistry of the sea water (Antia, 1979b), though this has

still to be proven.

Since 1920, three major environmental models for the genesis

of the Ludlow Bone-Bed have been proposed.· They are:-

. (1) Formation as a lag concentrate in a shallow lake or sea

(stamp, 1920, 1923; Tucker, 1960).

(2) Formation as an intertidal lag concentrate deposited as a

transgressive sea swept over Ludlovian sediments follOWing a

rapid marine regression (Allen, 1962, 1974; Allen & Tarlo,

1963).

(3) For.mation as an intertidal lag concentrate deposited during

a marine regression (Antia & ~hitaker, 1979; Antia, 19790.).

". In this study the faunal and sediment changes across the

Ludlow Bone-Bed are documented in its stratotype section at
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Ludlow, Salop, in order to help place the Bone-Bed in its

environmental context.

Stratotype section of the Ludlow Bone-Bed

The type section of the Ludlow Bone-Bed at too junction of

Whitcliffe' Road and 'the Ludlow to Leominster Road at Ludford,

Ludlow (G.R. SO 5123 7413) is currently the stratotype section ~

the Ludlow - Downton Series Boundary (White, 1950j Holland et 81.,-
1963) and the ~ijhitcliffe Beds - Downton Castle Formation Bo~ndary

1'" ~

(Holland et al., 1963).

Two major controversies have been connected with this

section. The first dealt wi th the genesis of th3 Ludlow Bone-Ped

and remains unresolved. The second concerns the positioning of

the Silurian-Devonian Boundary. Many authors (e.g. stamp, 1~23j
, \

Vfuite, 1950) have advocated that the stratotype section for'this
.'

boundary should be ,the Ludford Section, with t he actual bO'q~dar,y

being taken as the base of the LudloVi Bone-Bed (e.g. Stamp" 1920 j
"

1923 j v\hi te, 1950). This boundary controversy has been se'ttled

and the section is now wholly Silurian (cf. Martinsson, 1977).

Faunal lists for the section are given in Tables 1 - 3.

They confirm earlier suggestions (Elles & Slater, 1906) that the

Ludlovian - Dovmtonian Boundary is represented by a marked faunal

change.

The sediments present in the section (Text-Fig. 2) have

been examined and described by Elles & Slater (1906), Allen (1974),

Antia & \\hitaker (1979), Antia (1979a). They record a Whitcliffian

facies of grey limestones overlain by a thin bone-bed and a

Downtonian sequence of siltstones, sandstones and bone-beds. The

,bone-bed horizon has attracted the most scientific attention and

was described in detail by Antia & Whitaker (1979). The other
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Ludlow Downton Series
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~ Micrite

§ Shell bed

Ludford' ~~......_ ......_------_~
Corner Whitcliffe Road b}/::'~: :1 ~Qn. silhtone

8 C
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Text-Fig. 2: Sediments recorded at throe points on the Lud£ord

corner - Vlliitcliffe Road Sect+on. T1'...e mi cri te

corresponds to Facies A, the Bone-bed to Facies B,

the lenticular bedded siltstones to Facies C,

and the laminate and cross bedded siltstone to

Facies D.
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Table 1. Faunas present above the Ludlow - Dovrnton Boundary at the Junction of the Leominster - Ludlow
Road and Vllidtc1iffe Road (Transect A, Text-Fig. 2).

Height above boundary (cm)

BRACHIOPODS

o 55 122 157 246 493

•
"I
~
Sl)

I

Lingula cornea (J. de C~ Sowerby)
Lingula minima (J. d~ C. Sowerby)

BIVALVES

Grammysia sp.
Leodispis barrows1 Reed
Modio1opsis complanata (J. de C. Sowerby)
Sdenamya sp.

GASTROPODS

Loxonema gregar1um (J. de C. Sowerby)
'Platys chi sma , wil1iams1 (J. de C. Sowerby)
Turbocheilus he1icites {J. de C. Sowerby}

OSTRACODS

47.97

2.70

9.48
0.67

13.97

5.18
0.14

0.14
0.14

13.68

5.72

0.03
-

1.75

0.03
-

0.42

66.24

5.71

0.57

0.26
7.59

0.26

Cytherel11na siliqua Jones
Lerpiditia cf. marginata
Londinia kiesowi (Krause)
Frostiella groenvalliana ~~rtinsson

Hebellum cf. tetragonum (Krause)
Nynamella sp.
Primitia cr. mundu1a

7.43 1.44 2.81 5.79 12.56
0.67
8.78 1.58 1.12 1.71 13.87

13.51 18.44 48.84 16.00 18.84.
0.14 4.92 0.57

0.67 0.57 4.72 0.57 2.35
0.28 0.26

:jlISH·:;
.-';;,::"',3.-~:~; ,i.: . (f'''~~~I;.",," -,,-"" .......... ~.,..,....,...'.. - ., --,

Cythaspis sp. 2.02
Logania lud10wiensis Gross 4.05 41.06 25.59 - 0.26
Gomphonchus tenuistriata Ag. - 0.14 0.03
Thelodus parvidens Ag. 5.40 0.28 3.50

OTHER FOSSIlS

Calcareous tubes « 3rrnn length) - 1.58 0.06 2.85

Ceratiocaris sp. 0.67 - - -
pterygotus sp. 2.70 0.14 0.06 - 0.26

Plant debris + ... '"
~ ~

Pachythe ca sphae r1 ca Hooker • 3.37 - 0.39 - 40.57

Sample Size 148 694 3024 175 382



Table 2. Faunas across the Ludlow - Downton Boundary' at Ludlow (Transect B, Text-Fig. 2). -
--_. ~-._-

Height above the boundary (cm)

154

BRACHIOPODS

Lingula sp. nov.
Lingura:~ (J. de C. SOVlerby)
Lingula minima
Howe11ell~ elegans
Microsphaeridiorhync~usnucula (J. de C.
Orbiculoidea rugat~ (J. de C. Sowerby)

I Protochonetes ludloviensis Muir Wood
~ Sa10pina lunata (J. de C. Sowerby)

BIVALVES

-18 o 23 67 114 254

Fuchsella amygdalina (J. de C. Sowerby)
Goniophora c~baeformis (J. de C. Sowerby)

~ Leodispis barrowsi
Modlolopsis sp.
Modiolopsis complanata
Pteronitella retrof1exa (V~hlenberg)

GASTROPODS

Loxonema gregarium
Loxonema obsoletum (J. de C. Sowerby)
Turbocheilus helicites

OSTRACODS

/

1.20
2.00

0.80

0.40

0.80
-

7.26

0.55

7.26

65.88

2.94

14.00

9.00

14.88

0.38

27.86

0.38

"-'~.'."' ~ ..... ..,.-~~......... - --' .' .. '-: () ~'76' - , •
: ~ ;·.t' ! . .~~ i~:~t:\i<:' \..~

Calcaribeyrlchla torosa Jones
Cytherellina siliqua
Frostiella groenva1liana
Londinia kiesowi
Nodibeyrichia verrucosa Shaw
Nynamella' sp'." 0' .;....._." " _tV'" ,,-,

0.80
0.80

1.60
.. _ .

16.20
21.22
11.73

0.55

4.70

8.23

16.00
51.50
3.00

6.38
58.51
3.19

11.45
40.07
3.81

OTHER FOSSILS

C~lcareou9 tubes - - - - - 1.90
COl'nu1i tes sp.

(sharpe)
0.40

Byol1 thes forbesi 0.80~s

Pachytho ca sp. - - 4.11 0.50 5.31 0.38
'I'he lodus s'p • - c t .. + t

Gomphonchus tenuistriata 0.40 .
Sample Size 249 179 170 200 94 262



Faunas across the Ludlow - Downton Boundary on Vfrlltc1iffe 'Road, Ludford.
(Transect C, Text-Fig. 2) - vertebrate faunas have been excluded from this layer.

Height above boundary (em)

-35 -25 -15 o 10 20 41 67 89 119 147

BRACHIOPODS

8.67 3.40
0.42

46.28 5.95
36.98 60.42

4.87

1.20

29.51 16.49 52.68 31.57

0.60
1.20
2.40

0.46
0.34
0.81
1.27
9.53

12.32

0.88
5.30
3.53
7.96

7.07
0.88

16.81 5.69
57.52 38.37

16.59
0.42
1.70
8.08

3.92
0.41
0.20
0.61

Craniops imp1ieatu3 (J. de C'. Sowerby)
Howe11ella elegans
Lingula sp. nov.
Lingula; lata
Lingula minima
Mierosphaeridiorhynchus nueu1a
Orbieuloidea rugata
Protochonetes ludloviensis
Salonina lunata.
BIVALVES

Fuchsella amygdalina
Goniophora cymbaeformis
Modiolonsis comp1anata
Nuculites ovata (J. de C. Sowerby)
pterinea tenuistriata
Pteronitella retrorlexa
Solenamya sp.

GASTROPODS ~

0.25

Calearibeyriehia torosa
Cytherel1ina si1iqua
Frostie11a groenvalliana
Hebel1um cr. tetragonum
Kuresaaria circu1ata
Londinia kiesowi
Lophoctonel1a sp.
Nyname11a sp •.
Nodibeyrichia verrucosa

0.61
0.11 2.15 8.78 3.16
9.53 14.45 23.96 15.05 38.59 14.14 33.48
0.93 0.77 4.30 0.48
0.58 0.48 2.06 0.44

10.46 22.89 18.04 23.65 10.52 42.43 2.71
0.23
2.20 0.60 0.51 0.44

0.61 0.46

BRYOZOAN COLONIES

Leioclema sp.
Hhopa10naria sp.·

OTHER FOSSILS

0.42
0.23
0.11.

Calcareous tubes
Cornu1ites sp'.
Eurypterid fragments
Ozarkodina sp +
'Pa chythe ca s p;
'SerpU1ites' sp.
Plant debris

7.01 1.46 0.44

1.75 0.97 0.90

+ + ~

Sample Size 484 235 113 860 166 388 93 57 205 221
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facies have attracted less interest (e.g. Allen & Tarlo, 1963;

Holland et al., 1963; Allen, 1974a). In this study the enyiron

mental interpretations of each facies as outlined by Allen {1974),

Antia & Whitaker (1979), Antia (1979~ are assumed to be basically

correct. Consequently, this study will concentrate on the

distribution of faunas, sediments and facies in the section and

their interpretation.

Four sedimentary facies have' been recognised at Ludford

(Allen, 1974) and are described in the ensuing text. Their'dis

tribution through the section is indicated in Text-Fig. 2.

Facies A - Upper ~fuitcliffe Beds

This facies ponsists of an interbedded sequence of shelly

calcareous siltstones and dark mudstones. The grain size dis-
\

tributions of the siltstones and mudstones are illustrated in

Text-Fig. 3. The mudstones have a mean quartz grain size of

about 0.01 rom while the siltstones have a mean quartz grain size

or about 0.05 rom. Bedding type varies from lenticular to wavey

bedding. Herring bone cross bedding is not uncommon locally.

Shells are well sorted and patchly distributed. About 40% are

fragmented and most of the bivalved shells are disarticulated.

About 90~ of the concavo-convex particles (shells) overlying un

bioturbated sediment are orientated concave down. In the

bioturbated sediment orientations vary from concave down to

concave up. .Most isolated particles in this sediment type are

orientated concave up. No burroirlng bivalves were observed in

,!.i tu in the facies. Most of the supposedly sessile epifaunal

braChiopods (e.g. Salopina, Microsphaeridiorhynchus, Howellella

(FUrsich & Hurst, 1974) and motile swimming brachiopods (e.g.

trotocho~etes (Rudwick, M. personal communication 1978» occur
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Text-Fig. 3: ~uartz grain size distributions and sphericity

plots for the Ludford lane section. A key to

slide No. is give~ in Text-Fig. 5. Slides 1-5

are in Facies A, slides 6-7 in Facies B, slides

8-23 in Facies C and slides 24-29 in Facies D.

Grain size (L) in rom is given on the x axis.

F = frequency (fa) and S • sphericity (values 0-1).

The mean sphericity and sphericity range are given

for each size grouping. Sphericity is calculated

as the shortest aXis/longest axis of a grain on

tr...e slide •
. J
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as disarticulated valves. Articulate valves are.commonest amongst

the species ~. nucula, which had a very strong hinge. Since it

is difficult to disarticulate a brachiopod with a strong hinge,

it could be argued that the presence of such brachiopods provides

no real indication as to where an animal lived, as their shells

would survive considerable transport (Jones',1969; Lingwood,

. 1976a). For example, a transporte'd assemblage of Cerastoderma

edule observed by the author in July 1976 just belovl the high

tide mark in the shel~y pebble and muddy sand habitat (Antia,

1977) of,Sales Point, Bradwell, Essex (G.R. TM 032 087) consisted

entirely of dead closed articulated valves, 'many of which had. "

'"been reorient., ed into a 'life orientation', on the surface of--- '

the substrate. Details of these shell orientations are given in
'.

Table 4.
\

Ripples present in this facies vary from symmetric crescentic

current, rlpples (wavelength 5 to 20 cm; amplitude 3 to 30 mm) tD

linguloid and mini. ripples. The wavey and lenticular bedded

nature of the sediment suggest (Reineck & Singh, 1973) that the

facies formed in a region of tidal flow. 'This'is confirmed by

the poorly developed herring bone cross bedding present in the

sediments (Text-Fig. 4). The mineralogy of the facies is indi~

cated in Text-Fig.' 5. Its dominant constituent is quartz occurring

as grains varying in diameter from 0.005 to 0.18 rom. The smaller

quartz grains tend to be compact, while the larger grains tend

to be elongate. Details of the relative elongation (sphericity)

of the grains are given in Text-Fig. 3. The smaller quartz

grains are apparently unstrained angular and non composite. Some

quartz grains greater than 0.1 mm in length are strained, others

,. are composi te •. Most are angular, though some rare well rounded

grains are present. Leucoxene is the most common heavy mineral.
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Table 4. Orientations of dead articulated Cerastoderma edule

shells at Sales Point, Bradwell, Essex.

I
Orientation Number %«Xlen

I

..
Shells posterior facing upwards 10 23.25

Shells anterior facing upwards 16 37.20

Shells ventral margin facing upwards 12 27.90

Shells dorsal margin facing upwards 5 11.62

...
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Since some of the leucoxene grains contain an ilmenite core, it

is possible that much of the leucoxene present may result from

the diagenetic replacement of ilmenite by leucoxene after sedi

ment deposition (Hobson, 1960). Micas (both biotite and muscovite)

when present tend to occur as both rounded and angular grains

frequently containing frayed edges. These grains vary in diameter

from 0.08 rom to 0.35 rom. Clays and micritic clays form a large

part of the sediment, and show several phases of diagenetic

growth. The initial growth appears to have been of platy and
I

honeycomb clays around quartz nuculei, followed by a subsequent
J

microcrystallinecoprecipitation of clays and calcite within the

_', _,~ newly created' sediment pores. At the present time ,chlori te

is the dominant clay (Antia, 1979aj Antia & ~hitaker, 1979)

though traces of montmorillonite, kaolinite and illite are
\

present.

Within the articulated shells, different diagenetic micro-

environments appear to have operated. Most contain a geopetal

infill of micrite overlain in some instances by a coarse sparite.

Many of the calcareous shells have been replaced by sparite,

thougp. some micritic envelopes are present. In the latter instanc~

the micritisation appears to involve either (1) the emplacer.ent

of micritic aragonite or high-magnesium calcite in the shell

punctae, or (2) a centripetal replacement of whole shells by

micrite leaving only scattered shell relics. The process of

micritisation is poorly understood (Bathurst, 1975) b~t could

relate to immediate post depositional bacterial activity

(Bathurst, 1975, p.391) or later localised diagenetic reactions.

The source of the micrite in the sediment is unknovm. Among the

more probable sources are (1) the diagenetic dissolution and

reprecipitation of calcite from shell debris and (2) the repre-
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cipitation of aragonite needles on the sea bed ••

Within the facies, sediment type, faunal diversity and

composition are variable along a beddine plane surface (Text

Fig. 6). Sample data is presented in Table 5.

An examination of particle size and shape can pr.oduce

important information regarding the influe~ce of currents and
•waves on current distribution and strength in the sediment. The

eM diagram (Text-Fig. 7) for the facies (calculated after

Passega, 1957, 1976).suggests that much of the sedinent in the

facies originally formed part of a suspension load. Since the

effective settling velocity of both clastic and carbonate grains

can be calculated, it may be possible to produce an estimate of
I

the effective cu~rent strength on the sea bed.
-. <~'" A-~

Studies on shell particle settling velocities are rare

(e.g. Macklem, 1968; Grubert, 1971; Futterer, 1978a, 1978b,

1978c). However, they have demonstrated that the mathematical

functions currently used to calculate the settling velocities

of particles (cf. Blatt et al., 1972) are only valid for

spherical particles (Futterer, 1978a) and that the effective

settling velocities of biogenic particles approximate to

(Futterer, 1978c):-

s = k w/FD ( em/sec)

'where s = settling velocity in em/sec

k = proportion factor dependent on particle shape

w = particle weight

F = effective settling area of the particle

D = density of water

, The proporti on factor k need not be calculated since

Futterer (1978a,c) has demonstrated a direct graphical relation

ship between the w/F ratio and the settling velocity of
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Table 5. Faunal data for the transect illustrated in Text-Fig. 6.
The position of Sample 1 is arrowed in Text-Fig. 6, the
remainder are indicated by a tick.

SAMPLE NO.
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

BRACHIOPODS

Craniops implicatus 1 8 - - 1 - 12
Lingula sp. nov. 1 1
Lingula lata - 2 - - - - 6
Howellella elegans 1 4 1 3

t ~ficrosphaeridiorhynchY~ nucula 12 22 8 41 35 82 23
co Protochonetes ludloviensis 38 163 28 6 57 13 17
0 Salopina lunata 24 28 624 321 126 17 84

BIVALVES

Fuchsella amygdalina - 1 1 - - - 2
Modiolopsis complanata - - - - 1
Pteronitella retroflexa - 1 2 - - - 4

OTHER MOLLUSCS

Bucanopsi,s. expansus - - 1 1
Hyolithes forbesi - - - - - 1

OSTRACODS

Cytherellina siliqua - 3
Kuresaaria circulata 1
Nodibeyrichia verrucosa - 1 - - - - 1

Sample Size 78 234 695 371 220 113 149

. - -. ., .
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molluscan sheils (Bivalves and Gastropods).

The faunal distributions (Fig. 6) show that laterally

three species become abundant in turn (t. ludloviensis, s. lunata,

and M. nucula) on a single bedding plane. These changes could

result from either (1) three distinct clumps of living species

with some post-mortem faunal mixing between ,the individual

clumps (Boucot, personal communic~tion, 1978), or (2) from a

marked post-mortem'mixing and sorting of shells.' (cf. Ling~ood,

1976;' Antia, 1977) from differing environments and facies or

even within the same facies.

Shells are transported by flotation (Lingwood, 1976),

rolling (Futterer, 1978b) and sliding (Futterer, 1978c). The

mean grain size of the sediment suggests that its effective

settling velocity ~rom suspension was about 10 em/sec. However,

it is possible that the larger non-spherical, elongate grains

(0.1 - 0.3 rom) could have been carried by a current of the same

magnitude (Komar, 1978).

Trace fossils are abundant in the sediment and can be

grouped in three forms (1) vertical burrows - these include

Bifungites, Arenicolites 'and Skolithus (2) oblique burrows 

these include Chondrites like burrows (3) horizontal'burrows and

trails - these include Agrichnium and Dendrotichnium.

The identifications given here are tentative and should

not be regarded as absolute. Pye (personal communication 1978)

regards Bifungites as a polychaete worm burrow., Text-Fig. 8

illustrates the size distribution of burro'ws assigned to, this

species. A bedding plane trace of trace fossils in this facies

is given in Text-Fig. 9. Note that the trace fossils indicate

the presence of a major NE-SW trending current.
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Text-Fig. 9:

A. Relative proportions of vertebrate roma~ns

(V), Phosphatic snells (Ps) - -;:>. • -I- •ar 1 nospDaulc

nodules (Po). This graph ind' cates tbat :Ilost 0:::
the bone-beds are lithobonebeds, Ix is pc~oo~c~cC,

12 and 13 are biobonebeds (classification a~ e~

Antia, 1979a).

B. Relative proportions of phosp'~tic ~~ter~&l

(P), terregenous clas ts (T) and 8.. locr~er,!s

each Bone-Bed. Bone-Be s 11-13 are suo" or-e-beGs

(cf. Antia, 1979a); The position of each oha-bod

in the section is given in .\ntia 1979a).
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Facies B - Downtonian

The Bone-Bed facies (Allen, 1974a) termed here Facies B,

has been extensively described in the literature (Murchison,

1837, 1839, 1859; Elles & Slater, 1906;. Stamp, 1923; King,

1934; Allen, 1962, 1974a; Allen & Tarlo, 1963; Antia &

Whitaker, 1979; Antia, 1979a etc~). Originally the facies was

considered to contain just one bone-bed and was described as

'a gingerbread coloured layer of a thickness of three to four
.

,. inches dWindling away to quarter of an inch' (Murchis on, 1859).

More recent work has shown the section to contain a number of

bone-beds (Allen, 1974a; Antia, 1979a), none of which are as

thick as that described by Murchison. However, it is possible

that a thick bone-bed did exist at Ludlow, and has now been

removed by geologists etc., as bone-beds elsewhere in the Welsh

borderlands exhibit very rapid thickening and thinning vdthin

the space of a few metres e.g. Corfton and Aston Munslow (G.R.

SO 4965 8535 & SO 512 866).

The basal bone-bed in the facies is considered (Elles &

Slater, 1906; Stamp, 1920; Holland et al., ,1963; Antia, 1979a)

to be the Ludlow Bone-Bed. This bone-bed rests on a rippled silt,

containing a crescentic rippled upper surface (wavelength 5 -

10 cm;. amp~itude 5 - 10 rom). The ripple troughs are bioturbated

containing Bifungites burrows infilJe d with ,coarse silt and

vertebrate debris (Text-Fig. 4). These burrows 'penetrate the

sediment to a depth of 1.5 cm. The absence of a spreite

associated with them suggests that they may have been dwelling

burrows. Over this sediment surface, burrow densities vary from

35 to 75 Bifungites burrows per square metre. Other burrow

. types present on this bedding plane surface include Dendrotichnium,
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Skolithus, Lobichnus and Agrichnium.

Occasional specimens of Goniophora cymbaeformis occur

half buried in the sediment on this bedding plano in apparont

life orientation (cf. Scott, 1978). These specimens nay have

been alive when the basal bone-bed was deposited.

The basal bone-bed (The Ludlow Bone-Eed) consists of a

thin discontinuous (0 - 6 rom thick) gingerbread coloured verte

brate sand infilling ripple troughs and scour hollows in the

underlying sediment. The matrix of this bone-bed consists of a

quartz rich micrite. The mean grain size of the quartz grains

is about 0.045 rom (Text-Fig. 3). Calcareous shell debris is

absent from the layer. However, the larger quartz grains and

fish debris in the. layer have acted as centres of calcite and

micrite gror~h. This bone-bed is overlain by a thin (3 - 5 cm

thick) layer of calcareous grey laminated mudstone containing a

shelly brachiopod fauna and casts and moulds of ostracods and

molluscs, perhaps suggesting that the ostracods and molluscs had

aragonitic skeletons, while the brachiopods had phosphatic

calcareous or calcite shells (cf. Bathurst, 1975). Also present

in these muds are bedding planes stre\vn with fish debris (~lO

2
fragments per cm ) and shell fragments. Some rippled strata and

bone-beds are present in this sediment. The top of this mud

stone is marked by a thick « 15 rom) discontinuous rippled bone

bed overlain in some places by a lenticular bedded silt sand

sequence containing discontinuous. bone-bed horizons. In some

places an intervening layer is present consisting of a soft clay

containing quartz, biotite and muscovite.

The relative position of each discontinuous bone-bed present

in the facies to the facies base noted by Antia (19790., Table

16, p.145) is listed in Table 6. As already ~oted, individual
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bone-beds ,in the section vary in thicl-cness from 0.5 to 25 nr.l ~nd

are mostly rippled or infill ripple hollows, though some consist

of a dense scattering of vertebrate grains on a flat surface.

Bone-beds of this latter type havo been termed scatter bone-bods

elsewhere (Sykes, 1977). All the bone-beds are locally discon

tinuous, though some can be traced for 30 m laterally along the

section.

The indiVidual bone-bed layers are sparitic, micritic and

clayey, litnobonebeds, biobonebeds and pelbonebeds (see Text-

Fig. 9) and are composed of vertebrate debris, quartz, feldspar,

shell, phosphate and clay grains vdthin/a diagenetic matrix. The

composition of individual bone-beds is variable both laterally

and vertically. However, all contain between 5 and 85% phosphate

of which between 30 .and 95% is fish phosphate. The remaining
\

phosphate consists of phosphatic nodules and phosphatised inverte-

brate she lls •

The chemical composition of the phosphate in the individual

bone-beds is variable ranging from a fluorapatite to a carbonate

apatite (Antia, 1979a). There also appears to be a relationship

between the chemical composition of the phosphatic clasts and

the nature of the bone-bed sediment type (Antia, 1979a).

1. Faunal composition

The faunal composition of each bone-bed is outlined in

Table 6. Note that at the facies base the fish faunas are

dominated by Thelodus parvidens while at.the facies top Logania

ludlowiensis dominates. This domination could either result

from (1) a change in the composition of the fish schools of the

. sea (Antia, 1979a) or (2) the effects of differential particle

size and shape sorting by currents and waves, since the effective
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Ta.b1e 6. Vertebrate (fish scales only) con~osition of the 13 Bone-Beds observed in the section.

Bone -Bed No.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

THELODONrS

I The10dus bicostatus (Hoppe) 0.1 0.3 0.1 - - 0.1 - 0.7 0.6
co The10dus costatus (Pander) - - - - 0.1 0.1--.)

The10dus p~~niformis Gross 0.5 0.7 - 1.8 0.1 0.7 0.3 - 0.6 - 0.3 0.5 0.2
I

The10dus tri10batus (Hoppe) 2.1 0.1 0.9 1.5 2.0 0.3 5.7 1.4 0.3 0.6- - -
The10dus parvidens A:. ~ 69.9 82.9 '78.0 63.4 51.0 45.8 42.8 28.5 26.3 21.3 7.1 5.5 16.2
Logania 1ud1oviensis Gross 29.3 13.4 21.7 33.2 46.6 51.1' 56.2 64.2 71.7 77.2 92.0 93.9 82.5
Katoporus tricavus Gross 0.1 - - - - - - - 0.6
Gonioporus a1atus (Gross) - - - -' 0.6 - - - 0.7

ACANT HODIANS

Nosteo1epis sp. - 0.2 - - - - 0.3
gompho~!1chJ.lS sp. - 0.2 - - 0.4 - - - - - - - 0.2

r

f?
431Sample Size ' :~ 1432 521 834 331 643 986 322 140 152 136 278 781

Height above Ludlow - Dovmton
53.7 110.2 124.9Boundary (em) 0 1 3.3 4.9 7.1 8.9 9.1 9.7 10.1 24.2

. ~~ . ,
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settline a~ze spherocities and rollability of the two species

would be very different. As the facies was deposited durlng'a

marine regression, it 'could be suggested that the upper part of'

the facies was deposited in a more onshore environment than its

lower part. Consequently the differences in clast composition

observed could-reflect an original depositio?al sorting of

material within the lower part of 'the intertidal zone ••

2. Fish remains
..

Within the bone-beds fish remains are comrr~n. Most of the

species present have been described or illustrated by Murchison

(1858), Gross (1967, 1972), Turner (1973), Antia (1979a) and

Antia & ~'mitaker (1979). The species recorded by the author are

listed in Table 6.
\

Most of the fish remains are unabraded. However, individual

grains do show some abrasion features and weathering features,

(Antia & ~~itaker, 1979j Antia, 1979a) others contain micro

borings (Antia & Whitaker, 1979j Antia, 1979a).

(a) Weathering features

During decomposition vertebrate grains produce a series of

distinctive external morphological features. On large grains

(e.g. mammalian bones) many of these features are visible to the

na1t:ed eye. On smaller grains (e.g. Thelodont fish scales) these

features only become obvious when examined at high magnlgicatlon

(i.e. greater than x 200). From this bone'-bed facies Antia

(1979a) has recorded a number of weathering features and has

suggested (Antia, 1979a) that they indicate that the individual
"d,

bone-beds formed over a very short period of time i.e. within

10 years of the death of the fish constituting the bone-bed

(Antia, 1979a).
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2. Abrasion features'

Thelodont grains are usually complete and show little

evidence of abrasive rounding. However, chip marks and abrasion

scratches are present on their outer surfaces (Antia & Vmitaker,

1979). Some grains have been broken in half during deposition.

In such cases the break has developed along cracks parallel to

the net radial fibrous structure of the grain (cf. Antia, 1979a).

These cracks may be a result of bone weathering processes

(Behrensmayer,1978; Anti a, 1979a). Similar abrasion cracks

have been recorded (Antia, 1979a) on vertebrate grains fro~ the

Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed, the Rhaetic Bone-Bed and the Suffolk

Bone-Bed.

Acanthodian spines, scales, teeth and fragments present in

the bone-bed also contain abrasion scratches. Fractures produced

by abrasive weathering are commonly orientated parallel to the

spines axis, though some specimens contain breaks orientated

perpendicular to their axis. Other acanthodian fragments are

well abraded with fracture surfaces orientated parallel to

histological tubes revealing their complex morphology.

3. Microborings

Microborings are abundant on thelodont scales. Two types

are present (Antia, 1979a) and have been termed Algal Form A

and Algal Form B (Antia, 1979a). Algal Form A consists of small

(~O.Ol mm) diameter tubes, while Algal Form B consists of hemi

spherical cup shaped hollovm on the scales surface (0.005 -

0.065 mm in diameter). Size data pertaining to this latter form

is presented in Text-Fig. 10. Similar borings are present on

Eifelian.and Gedinnian thelodonts from Iran and France (Material

examined in Dr. D. Goujet1s collection, Paris), Acrodus fragments
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. !'rom the Mus cheDtallt Grenzbonebed and on otoliths from the Rockall

Bank). The borings also occur on acanthodian spine fragments as

either isolated borings on their surface or densely packed in

the grooves of the spines. It has been suggested (Antill., 19790.)

that the distribution of this species might be controlled by the

level of light penetration into the water.

4. Conodonts

Conodonts are a rare constituent of the bone-bed facies

and all occ'ur as worn and fragmentary remains. The species

present include Ozarkodina con!'luens, O. eosteinhornensis,

Distomodus dubius, Pelekysgnathus dubius, and O. excavata

(Aldridge, 1975).

5. Quartz grains

Quartz grains in the bone-beds occur in two size groups.

The first has a modal peak of about 0.05 mm. and the second a

modal peak of about 0.6:mr.l. Quartz grains in the first category

range in size from 0.01 to 0.23 ~~ and have a negatively skewed,

leptokurtosic size distribution (Text-Fig. 3). These grains are

generally compact though grains longer than 0.065 rom tend to be

elongate (e.g. Text-Fig. 3, Fig. 6). None of the quartz grains
W(.rt

examined composite or strained. Q.uartz grains in the larger

modal group are rare (Antill. & \hitaker, 1979). They vary in

shape from euhedral crystals to well rounded grains and angular

shards (Antill. & \~itaker, 1979; Antill., 19790.). Many of the

grains contain diagenetic overgrowths. These overgrowths and

their order of precipitation during diagenesis have been illustrate

.. and described by Antill. &. Whi taker (1979), Antill. (19790.), who also

showed that the quartz grains contain intertidal abrasion .
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features and a silicified microbial flora on their outer

surface.

Many of the quartz euhedra present contain abrasion

rounded edges and microplates on their outer surfaces (Antia &

~fuitaker, 1979). Such observatIons suggest that they have been

transported in excess of 20 km from their s~urce, since quartz

euhedra can be. transported in excess of 16 Ian in river systems

without shovnng any abrasion chips or rounding features (Mulgrew,

personal comnunication, 1978).

6. Phosphatised invertebrate shell fragments

Phosphatic invertebrate shell fragments are a commqn con

stituent of the b9ne-beds.Their geochemistry has been described

by Antia (1979a). ·Three phosphatised shell species are present
\

as distinctive clasts. They are Lingula sp., Orbiculoidea

rugata and 'Serpulites' sp. ,All the invertebrate clasts are

fragmentary. In many instances shell abrasion has removed the

Quter layers of the brachiopod shells to reveal their punctae.

The clasts of Serpulites sp. occasionally reach 4 em in length,

but more comraonly occur as fragments.

7. Phosphatic nodules

Phosphatic nodules present in the facies were originally

described as fish coprolites (e.g. I.iurchison, 1859). They con

sist of small rounded pellets uP,to 2 em in length, vnLich are

occasionally bored and frequently nucleate around crinoids and.
other shell fragments. Nanyof the nedules arc internal moulds

(Antia & iVhi taker, 1979) of gas tropods, monoplo..cophorans and

hyolithids and appear to have been formed by the early diagenetic

phosphate replacement of diagenetic clays (Antia &. V'fuitaker,
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1979; Anti a , 1979a,b) .. Most .of the nodules are rich in limo~lte,

quartz grains and fish scales, '~nd may have formed by the same

processes 'as modern phosphatic nodules on the continental shelf

(soo Baturin, 1969, 1.970, 1971; !Burnett, 1974, 1977).. , .

8. Other clast types

•
For details of the other clast types present in the bone-

bed see Antia & ~bitw{er (1979).

Facies C

Facies C may be divided into two portions. A lower portion

consisting of lenticular bedded mudstones, siltstones and fine

sandstones, and an upper portion containing channels and mud

cracks cutting into lenticular and wavey bedded mudstones, silt-
\

stones and sandstones. The transi tion from the lower to upper

portion of the facies is gradual •.

At two levels in the 'section a pale olive green siltstone

. (O.§ m and 0.3 m above the Ludlow-Downton Boundary) is present.

These siltstones are rich in eurypterid segments containing up

to 100 segments per metre square bedding plane surface area. The

lamination of this siltstone varies from poorly developed wrinkle

- -----ma:rks and mini ripple laminatiol! through to cres centi c currGnt

ripples (wavelength 20 - 30 em).

The mudstones are commonly rippled and frequently contain

streaks' on bone sand. Shell debris .is fairly COl1llll0n and consists

mainly of ostracods (Table 1-3). In situ faunas observed include--
Lingula minima and Modiolopsis complanata. In~ L. minim.a's

are rare occuring in densities of about 1 per 2 m2 bedding plane

surface area. The depth of their burrows from the substrate

surface appears to have been in the order of 1.5 to 2 em. They
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appear to have preferred the lenticular bodded silts and fine

sand Elnvironmonts within this facies. 1.1. complanata occurs in

the mudotones as in situ clumps of up to 20 individuals with

orientate~ hinge lines.

In the upper portion of this facies, layers of drifted

macerated plant remains are CO)%1011. Those plants belong to
•

Cooksonia sp., Nerilatophyton, Prototaxites sp. and Pachytheca sp.

Most of the sedi~ent in ,these facies consist of lenticular

bedded, siltsto'nes and claystcnes. Locally flat bottomed channels

with steep sides., (10 - 25 cm deep and 65 - 75 cm wide) are

present. Their sediment infill cO~uonly consists of parallel

laminated fine siltstones at their base, frequently containing

abundant shell an~ vertebrate debris, which are overlain by

cross bedded siltstones and sandstones. This cross lamination,
consists of both syr.~etrical and as~~~etrical ripple marks and

grade upwards into fine siltstones and nudstones.

Allen (1974) compares these channels with the Rinnen of

H~ntzchel & Reine~t (1968). However, they are morphologically

similar'to the Essex I'.!ud Mound facies described by Davis (1964)

and Greensmith & Tucker (1967, 1969, 1975). The channels in the

section are separated by 'mounds' some 1 to 6 m apart. The

upper surface of these mounds is frequently mudcracked and often

contains abundant plant debris. Locally structures si~ilar to

gutter casts are present on the mound surfaces. They cut the

mudcracks and are,infilled with shelly sand (Text-Fig. 11). In

the mounds, limonite repla ced burrows and trails, limonitised

and phosphatised complete internal moulds of Loxonema gregariu~

and Leodispis barrowsi are present. Mudcracks rarely penetrate

to a depth greater than 3 em and are infilled with fine sand.

They have a crack \vidth of between 0.5 and 3 ml1l. These features
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Text-Fig. 11: Mudcracked sediment surface cut bY,a rguttercast r

infilled vdth shell debris from the upper part of

Facies C:

(a) Plan view shovdng gutter cast cutting through

. mudcracked secllment.

(b) Longitudinal section along the gutter cast

shovdng that it has an irregular erosive base.

(c) Section normal to the gutter cast axis illus

trating its channel-like morphology. Note the

presence of a relict mudcrackod surface beneath

the channel. The mudcrack's are all infille d vii th

coarse silt.
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are similar to those present in the Essex Mud Mound topography

observed by the author and Greensmith & Tucker (1964, 1976).

The grain size and shape distributions (Text-Fig 3) of the

quartz grains indicate an effective s~ttling velocity of between

10 and 15 em/sec. The calcareous shell fauna of the environment

consists of brachiopods, ostracods and molluscs (Table 1-3).

Shells of the latter two faunal groups tend to have been

replaced during diagenesis by limonite. Some of the ostracod

carapaces contain intel'>nal moulds of gypsum (e.g. Cytherelli.na

si liqua) •

Facies D

The upper 3,m of this section consists of an interbedded

sequence of micaceous sandstones and micaceous siltstones. The
\

sandstones occur as trough cross-bedded sand wedges (15 - 35 em

thick), which are locally channelled (Allen, 1~74). They merge

at their tops into micaceous siltstones containing either well

d~veloped para~lel lamination or s~mrnetric to asymmetric ripple

marks with a wavelength of between 5 and 20 em. Local erosion

surfaces are present at th~ top and bases of these sand wedges.

Allen (1974) has suggested that these sediments may be beach

deposits.

Fossils are rare in this facies and occur as fragments of

lingulids, ostracods, eurypterids and plants. Locally patches

(up to 1 m in diameter) of shell or plant debris are common

wi thin the siltstones. Trace fossils belo'nging to two f O!'.r.1S

?Isopodichnus and ?Zoophychus occur infrequently in the siltstones~

though locally the latter species occurs in densities which'

appro1dmate to 800 per m2 bedding plane surface area. Size and

shape measurements for the latter species are given in Text-Fig.

12.
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Grain size

Grain size and grain shape are useful parameters which

can aid the interpretation of palaeoenvironments. Grain size

as measured directly from slides is useless for comparative

purposes with ma1~ modern grain size studies because th~y deal

in grain weight or volume. In order to make ~he slide measure-
•ments comparable with modern studies, the mean grain sphericity

'was calculated for each size frequency unit considered. ~here

grain sphericity (GS) is calculated as follows

GS =S/L

where S : shortest axis of grain

L = longest axis of grain.

Then for each size interval the mean grain sphericity (MGS) was

multiplied by both grain frequency (GF) within the unit and the

unit's median size (Ulm) to givo an effective volumetric

frequency (VS).

i.e. VS = MGS x lffiS x VS

The effective volumetric frequencies for each unit were

then summed and percentaged.

These percentages are presented in Text-Fig. 3 and may be

considered to represent the volumetric distribution of quartz

grains of different size frequency elements \uthin the section.

The mean grain sphericity and grain sphericity ranee for each

unit is also indicated in Text-Fig. 3.

The latter sphericity points and their variation with

grain size within a sample are directly proportional to the

equivalent variation in rollability (Winkelmolen, pers. com~.

1979). Consequently a plot of mean sphericity against grain

size should (Winkelmolen, pers. corom. 1979) produce similar

patterns to a plot of rollability against grain size (Text-Fig.13).
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Text-Fig. 13: Shape distribution curves for sphericity and

ro11abi1ity values.
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Winkelmo1en (1969, p.76-79, 1971, p.708-709) has'distinguished

five such distribution curves vmich are illustrated in Text-Fig.

13 and may be interpreted as fo11ows:-

1. R-Type -- These curves are characteristic of accreting

environments of diminishing energy conditions. It is most

comnonly encountered in Dunes, sand/mudflats in tidal regions,

beaches and point bar sequences (Wlnkelmolen, 1969, p.117, 1971,

p.709). The beach and sandflat sediments tend to have fairly

flat curves, vmile tidal sediments bordering channels and point

bar sediments tend to have steep curves.

2. D-Type -- The D-type curve (Text-Fig. 13) characterises a

lag deposit (Winkelmolen, 1971, 709) formed in the tidal channels

and in a shallow o~fshore zone, where sand is gradually moved

towards a beach by wave "action.
\

3. H-type -~ H-type curves (Text-Fig. 13) indicate that the

deposit has been derived from a local source that already con

tained lag characteristics inherited from earlier depositional

events (Winkelmolen, 1969, 79). This type of curve occurs most

commonly in offshore sediments (Winkelmolen, 1969, p.117).

4., B-type -- B-type curves (Text-Fig. 13) are most character~

istic of river channel deposits (Winkelmolen, 1971, p.709).

5. v-type -- V-type curves (Text-Fig. 13) are indicative of

hybrid sediments which arise when there is a difference in

strength or duration between alternating tidal currents. Their

coarser side is usually a relict lag deposit (Winkelmolen;1969,

p.80, 1971, p.709).

The sphericity distributions in Text-Fig. 3 show R-type

Curves in slides 1, 2, 9, 6, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

24, 25, 27, 28, 29, sugeesting that they w~re deposited in an

accreting environment of diminishing energy conditions e.g. a
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mudflat (cf. v~nkelmo1en, 1969, 1971). The Ludlow Bone-Bed

slide 5 has an H-type curve suggesting that it fanned as a lag

deposit (cf. Winkelmo1en, 1969). H-type or very gently dipping

R-type curves are present in the remaining slides. Many of

these curves have ~-type curves superimposed on an original R

type curve (e.g. slide 4, 6, 7, 15). Such c?ffiposite curves

provide evidence that the Upper Silurian sediments were deposited

in a region in which alternating tidal currents varied in

strength and duration (cf. Winkelmolen, 1969j 1971).

The gradual dimudation of the slope of the R-t)~e curves

from Facies A to Facies D (Text-Fig. 3) supports (cf. 'Winkelmolen,

1969) the suggestion (Allen, 1979a) that the transition from

Facies A-B-C-D represents a regressive intertidal situation in
\

which Facies D may have formed a beach and Facies A an offshore
'.

environment.

Palaeoenvironments

The lenticular bedded strata present in Facies A, B and C

suggest that they were deposited ~n a region of tidal flow (cf.

Reineck & Singh, 1973). The presence of mud cracks in the upper

part of Facies C suggests that it was deposited or formed a

temporary erosion surface in the upper part of the intertidal

zone (cf. Greensmith & Tucker, 1967j 1976). The sphericity

shape curves (Text-Fig. 3) sugges t that -the sediments were

deposited in an accreting environment of diminishing energy

conditions e.g. a mudflat.

The distinctive change in mineralogy (Table 6, Text-Fig. 5)

at the boundary between Facies A and B is interesting because it

implies a geochemical depositional change in the nature of the

environment. It suggests that the sediments on tho substrate in
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Facies A contained oxygenated carbonate rich geochemical micro

environments (cr. Krumbein, 1963), While the presence or pyrite

rramboids (Antia, 1979a) and pyrite deformed spores and acri

tarchs (Dorning, 1977 personal communication) in Facies B

suggests that the depositional subsurface substrates (down to

about 40 cm depth below the sediment water .interface) in this

facies were anoxic and reducing in nature (cf. 'Berner, 1970;

Greensmith & Tucker, 1976). This is in part confirmed by the

presence of silicified and phosphatised fungal filaments on the

quartz and phosphate grains in this facies (Antia & Vfr.dtaker,

1979; Antia, 1979a) because it is unusual for fungi to live on

grains buried at a depth or greater than 20 cm below the sediment

water interface in an intertidal or a subtidal marine environ

ment (Meadows & Anderson, 1966, 1968). It is probable that the

phosphatisation and silicification of the filaments occurred

shortly after the deposition of the sediments (Antia & ~1hitaker,

1979) since studies of marine shelf sediments (e.g. Bates, 1969;

Baturin, 1969, 1970, 1971; Berner, 1970; Burnett, 1974, 1977;

Elverhpi, 1977; Muller, 1979) r~ve shoivn that precipitation of

pyrite, phosphate and silica can occur wi thin 20 cm of a sub

strate surface.

Similar silica and phosphate precipitates are absent from

Facies C sediments. Quartz grains when present are frequently

well rounded and have a frosted exterior showing solution

reatures similar to those present on the rare but well rounded

quartz grains of the Bone-Bed facies, perhaps indicating a

lateral transport of sediment from a region of Facies C deposition

to a region of Facies B deposition. In both Facies C and D

authigenic limonite is present. In the former facies authigenic

limonite and phosphate nodules are also present indicating
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reducing conditions of formation (Bray et al., 1968; Greensmith

& Tucker, 1976).

The presence of both a geochemical and a sedimentological

change nt the Facies A, - Facies B junction may indicate 0. me.j or

environmental change. Since the ove:::'lying Facies C contains

mudcracks and Facies B contains intertidal abrasion marks on

its quartz grains, it is possible "that the bone-bed facies was

deposited at a point, low in the intertidal zone and that the

Facies A - Facies B transition represents an intertidal - sub-

tidal transition.

This interpretation has been confirmed by Richardson &

Lister (1969) who recorded a chitinozoan - acritarch flora

(indicating marine conditions) from Facies A, and a rare acri-
\ '

tarch flora and an abundant spore flora from Facies B and C
\

(indicating intertidal or terrestrial deposition) •

Thus the Silurian sea represented by the Ludlovian

Downtonian transition Facies A, Band C may be envisaged as a

carbonate rich oxygenated shelf sea containing rippled muds and

silts, which merges landward at around the intertidal-subtidal

junction into a series of rippled muds and silts containing dis

continuous patches (up to 30 m in diameter) of coarse clean

vertebrate sand. The remainder of the lower half of the inter-

tidal zone may be enVisaged as a series of rippled mud flats

merging landwards intp a series of runnelled muds (With indiVidual

runnels cutting down into previously deposited intertidal mud

flat deposits, indicating local changes in the slope of the

shoreface from 1 - 20 to 5 - 60 caused by tectonic tilting, sea

level oscilations or the effect of a severe storm on the coast

line (cf. Greensmith & Tucker, 1967). Since a good mud mound

topography is unlikely to be preserved because of its erosive
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nature, it is probable that the Tunn~l channels observed in the

upper part of Facies C constituted the seaward end of a mud

mound type complex, where they were more likely to be buried by'

landward encroachments of the rippled mud facies. The absence

of a well developed mud mounL topography immediately underly~ng. ,
the beach sands in the section (Facies D int~rpretation after

A.llen (1974')), probably result s from the temporary nature of a

mud mound facies (cf. Greensmith & Tucker, 1975), since it is

only developed in order ~o re-establish a lower angle equilibrium

slope on the ·shoreface. Once this angle has been achieved, the

mud mound topography disappears. Such topographies can disappear

within 20 years of formation (cf. Davis, 1964; Greensmith &

Tucker, 1975).

The uppermost, part of the intertidal zone (Facies D)
\

probably consisted of beach sands. Many of the sedimentary

structures present in these sands are described and illustrated

by Allen (1974). They probably arose from the effect of swash

on the beach. The siltstones containing trace fossils may have

represented backbeach silt deposition areas. The reoccurrence

of both facies types several times may indicate that the en

croachment of the land into the sea was both gradual and

oscillatory.

Conclusions

This study has examined the, sediments (Text-Fig. 2) and

faunas (Tables '1-3, 5) of the type section' of the Ludlow Bone

Bed and has:-

(1) verified (Elles & Slater's, 1906) observation that the

" LudloVl Bone-Bed marks tho junction between a Ludlovian and a

Downtonian fauna. However, some Ludlovian faunal elements (e.g.
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Table 7. Mineral abundances across the Ludlow - Downton Boundary at Ludlow.
2a =burrow infill; 5a = -1 - 0 cm below the Ludlow Bone-Bed; 5b: Ludlow Bone-Bed;
5c =0.2 - 0.5 cm above the Ludlow Bone-Bed. The position of each slide in the section
is indicated in Text-Fig. 5. 1 =Clay pellets; 2 =.~uartz; 3 = Micrite - calcite;
4 =Shell fragments; 5 =Muscovite; 6 =Opaques; 7 =Biotite; 8 =Fish debris;
9 =Phosphatic nodules; 10 =glauconite; 11 = Zircon; 12 = Clays; 13 =Labradorite.
A = Leucoxene; B = Haematite; C = Magnetite; D = Pyrite; E = Carbonaceous debris;
F =Limonite.
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7.8 28.2
1.4 49.2
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9.8
1.7
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MINERALS
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1 2.2 78.6 16.8 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.3
2 - 60.2 32.7 - 5.32 1.7
2a - 80.7 - - 13.4 5.7
3 - 56.6 37.5 0.3 1.4 1.8
4 - 37.0 50.7 0.5 3.0 8.6
5a - 59.6 28.0 - 3.0 8.6
5b - - 19.7 - - - - 77.9 4.6
5c - 34.1 23.5 - 3.5 4.7 - 34.1 - - - - - 94.1
6 - 40.0 - - 7.9 26.9 - - - - - 25.1 - 61.6
7 - 59.5 - - 5.5 3.9 - 0.2 - - - 30.5 - 39~4
8 - 63.3 - - 4.7 3.1 - - - - - 28.6 - 5.3
9 - 65.3 - - 1.0 0.7 0.3 - - - - 32.1 - 58.1

10 - 70.8 - 0.5 3.0 1.5 - 0.5 - - - 23.4 - 71.1
11 - 69.3 - - 4.5 3.0 - 1.0 - - - 22.1 - 91.3
12 - 67.5 - - - 0.7 - - - - - 31.7 - 88.8 1.1
13 - 44.6 - - 1.8 7.5 - 0.6 - - - 45.2 - 54.8 1.6 - - 1.6 41.9
14 - 64.4 - - 3.1 8.1 - - - - - 24.3 - 48.9 3.0 - - - 47.9
15 - 69.5 - 0.9 0.6 3.0 - 0.6 - - - 25.2 - 52.8 - - - 3.7 43.4
16 - 69.3 - 0.5 0.5 0.5 - - - - - 29.1 - 77.9 - - - - 22.7
17 - 76.6 - - 4.2 1.2 - - - - - 17.8 - 41.5 3.8 - - - 28.5
18 - 47.5 - 0.3 2.4 4.0 - - - - - 45.6 - 17.6 20.5 - - - 61.8
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Protochonetes ludloviensis) have been shown (Table 3) to continue

into the Dovmtonian;

(2) shovvu that Ludlow-Dovmton Boundary marks a mineralogical

change carbonato/micrite rich sedimonts to limonite/clay-rich

sediments (Text-Fig. 5, Table 7);

(3) shown that grain size modal peaks thr~ughout the section

are in the order of 40 - 80 rm (Text-Fig. 3);

(4) suggested that the grain sphericity curves for the section

(Text-Fig. 3) indicate that its sediments were deposited in an

accreting enviromaent of diminishing energy conditions, in which

alternating tidal currents varied in streneth and duration. In

. some layers (e.g. the Ludlow Bone-Bed) the sphericity curves

indicate that sed~ment was deposited as a lag concentrate;

. (5) confirmed Allen's (1974) suggestion that the section can

be divided into four sedimentary/environmental facies. The

environmental interpretations of each facies may be summarised

as follows:-

(a) Facies A - subtidal shallow carbonate mud environment

(b) Facies B - low intertidal/very shallow subtidal ~ud/silt

flat environment containing vertebrate debris

sand patches

(c) Facies C - intertidal mudflat deposits

(d) Facies D - high intertidal silt or beach deposits

(6) shown that most of the quartz grains in the section were

depos i ted out of suspension (Text.-Fig.:;');

(7) shown that both sediment type and tho composition of

invertebrate faunas in Facies A are variable along a bedding

plane (Text-Fig. 6);
(8) noted that the Ludlow Bone-Bed appears to rest conformably

on the underlying vVhi tclii'fe Beds (Text-Fig. t) ; and
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(9) provided size neasurernents for three trace fossil species.

The faunal and sedimentary data presented here appears to

support the suggestion that the I~dlow Bone-B0d fonaed as a lag

concentrate during a marine regression in a tidal enviro!ll1ent.

However, it may have been deposited in the littoral or sub-

li ttoral zone.
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CO}!ME1rrs ON rnIE ENVmOm,IBNTS /UID FAUUAS .ACROSS TEE

LUDLOV!AN-DovnrrOl1J:'AN :BOIDmJt.RY (UPl'ER SILUP.I.m)

AT S~ON. SALOP

David D. J. .Antic.

Department of Geologr, Glasgow University, Glaa~~, Scotll:!Ild

Abstra.ct

. ,
, A nevi te:nporo,ry £laction acr<?sa the Ludlovi~-Downtonianbounda:ry

(Upper Siluria::.) at' Siefton (Nr Craven .Arms), Salop, j~land. is described.

The sodiments present in the section were deposited in both intertidal
·t~ ,

.and subtidal marine enviror..ments. The shelly £aunas aeross the section

. are recorded and considered to be transported asscmbl·~s. :Both burrowing

and borina' trace £ossils occur in the preoumed subtid3l enviro:nments.
" '

Evidence £or a.late "1hitcliffian marine tr:mogression~'£ollouin[; a. marine
,

regression is PFoaented.

Revised Manuscript £or Geol. J.
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.
During AU£rU.st 1977 a temporln7 roadoida tronch ,produoed' in the course

, : I
of extensive road repairs at Siefton (British National'Grid Reference

SO 475833 - 478835)' exposed the LUdlow-Dovr.n~onboun~ (Upper Silurian).

The faunas and sedimonts prosent'in the trench scction'were reoordod
I

, I

and are desoribod hero in Tables 1 and Fig. 1. The scoticn observed
I :1. ..

contained a vertical thickness o! 6.14 m o! scdiment::,(F1g. 1) end extends
.j

trom the Upper \1Jhitcli!!o :Boda (Upper Ludlovian) into: the DO'Vvnton Castle
• t '

Formation (basal Downtonien),

The first appearance o! the ostracod Froatiella' eroenvalliana is
, 'I

taken to indicate tho bane o! the Do'tmtoni~ in the section (c!. 11artinsson,
I ,

1967; Shaw, 1969). •This apecies makes its !irot appearance in the
\

I

section about 1.4 m b~low its top and indicatos that ·the Ludlovian-

Downtonian boundary occurs at this point in tho section. Tho fauna
.~ :

(Table 1) above the boundary io of typical DO't·mtonian aspoct (c!. Elles &.

Slater, 1906), while;the fauna (Table I)'below contains some species (e.g.

Lingula. minima. and. Lonalnia kiesowi) vrhich are COtmlonly !o~d in the
I

Downtonian (see Elles' &':Slatar, 1906; S~w, 1969), as well as typical
, .

lfuitcli!!ian .forms (c1\ 'Holland, Lavlson &. ''1almal0Y', 1963).

The sediments reco~,ded in this section (Fig. 1) can be ase5 sned to
I
four facio~.

Fa,oias A - Lenticular 'bedded oilts and clla\V'l3 (sensu Reineck &. Singh, 1973),

containing well sorted Shell aheets composed:almoat entirely of
,

a single species. For exnmple one shell ohee~ contained

pteronitella. retrofie::ca shalla covering about 8a'~ o! the substrate.

These shalls had a leptokurtosic size diotribution (Fig. 20.).

Some wavay bedding (sensu noineck &. Sine;h, 1973) is also present

in the faci'ea'; The lenticular .bedded nature of the sediments

indicateD that. they wero deposited in a tidally in!lu~~ced

~ j'l'

environ:nent"::~~eineck&. Sineh, 1973, p.101) in which periods of..
! "

, .. '1

I .'

, I. .
t, 1

r','; - 128 -
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Lenticular and flaser beddcQ silts

Ripple la~inated silts

Micaceous trough cross bedde silts

Description

~ .
I

Shell lense

Rippled la~inated micritic silts
I

---
,

SFJelly lenticular bedded silts and
muds containing small ud pebbles
( <.2 CLl in diameter) I
Le ticular bedded silts and muds....
Trough cross bedded, parallel
laminated and ripple laminated silcs
containing a l thin mudfl~(e horizon
about 2m above the base of t e section ,

/ Shelly lenticular bedded silts and
muds "

...... ......

11

2 / .... ~

/" i
/ --- ./ ~,fl--P-a-r-a-l-l-e-l-l-~-;n-i-n-a-t-e-d-m-l-'c-r-i-i-c-s-i-l-t-s----

....3 --- --- Jf------=--:---::--:---:----:--:----:---:-:----:-::-:---{"4-5- - -I Ritmle lamiYlated micritic silts

).6_ ,- -

r~~~
-9

.....
10................

/
I

/
/

/ /
I /

I-----k' 12 /

r-.......-. r-----'

r--.-- r--....-
5 "...---

...=--=
------....-~

~ -------
4

---......... ----
~""'-

roo..--

3

~

2
r;;:;------
-~-

-:;::::::-
~------------------------------

0

Sediment
metres Sa_my~~o.

6~

~

Vl
0 ~ I----
UJ
co

J
Z UJ 1---
~ u..

u..
>
0 u-'
0 ~

::> I
-' 3

c<:
UJ
0...
0...
::>

Facies
Z A BCD
~ -'r--"'-

ZZ~ I Io Ou.. I
~~

Z Z~

330;
OO~
OOu

Pi. 1.

"'iva" in ·the text.
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To:l.ble , •

.frequency or occu:::rcnco of chelle end. oneil tr..:le.mon·~::I.

oach layor in,tho ccction:

Sca ?iC. 1 :to:: tho :ilocio'cion or,

SPEcms

1 ~ :;; It :5 (, 7 n C) 1n 11 1~I ,

:Brachiol'odo "

Cr:mlonn 5:rr.TlH.c(:l,·~~. (J.d.e.C SO~'lorby) - t') 2...
,HOimUolll'\ clA":.:1.:1o (r;uil.....uood) _.

4 2 44
',1

J.:l.:n?''l.11'l. Ope .... 1

J.:t.'l1["11J.:J. T"1:tniq~ (J.do c. S~wcrby) 02 119 112 11

Hicronnhs o'r.':tc1 iO:t'hy-(l~h'l:; l"l'-,cnlR.
1 2 27 13 55 18

(J.d~-O.S~wo:c5y)

Orb:l.cnlo:!.<'I.of! ru '!1''.~;l'l. (J. do c. SO~'~c=-'JtJ ) 1 1

,:.P:t"C{;och0n~i;0:J luelloviOl'"i.:'Ji3 (1"1. ~. ,,) -,.. , 305 159 303 ;;'.UJ.r- iOC\:4 ;;',)

Sn..1.0i):!,:tJD. l'1Tl:'l.+.n (J. do c. SO"'lorby)
..,. ., ,", 2.(} G4 36;;J\ ;)0

I

Bivalvea I
.1

ponior.hm:n C~mh:10rO~:":'IiR (J. do c. So....;orby) -- 2 -'.
Noaiolontt5.n CC,j'l)1)1l'1·r. A:~o. "> 2 ".' '" ,- • I

;ptC:L'Ol'tf. i:",11n, r<'!b:oflc::::J. (VclJ.1cnbc::c) 1 29.
'J:i't)ch~olk l"o)"'1;VfC('~1il".:1. (J. do C. SO'llcrby) 9 4
Solcno~;~. c~. 4
Gaotropods
lo:('enr:m-::.. f,r.Cf"'<':r:i Ur.1 (J. do c. 80'..:0:):'0:() 1 2

?U::!lborm.i.:t:,1. h01.ic1.t:"il (J. de c. SOi·:eroy) 1

Ce:phalo~odo

V:l1.'U"oc;vcJ.(t'n<'J~:'n:1 oIl· ;. 2

Euru,ptorie.o ow

Ii'll,"hrnnJ.n:::tn. cpo (1) 1

Ptcr;"rgo t;ntl "11. ;; 12 i

OotrModo
Calc::l:ribcyricl,j,I1. ·toro~c (Jonco) 1 -.
Cyt.h0:t'(.)11in~ r.:iJ.iNl!1. (Jones) 1 1 3 _I

}~~rh~rtmolli 11~-t,"'"xc.15. n (S<lIN) 1

IOT'.ni.rna kJ.0l"'O"'L <I{rc:.uiJO
;

9 1. I

,Pront5.0:1.1~. r:rc.r:nY:1J.lC'.ni 2. Martinsson 7 10 -!

Q.Q:."L2J5.n1 cp.
.; '. 1 ...

13ryozoa.ns " ,..
(colonies)

t! "
1Loioclc''!io, °D· It; j'j'

(~oocoio.)
~'i.".. :;52 --I '." ", ,

!

• '0,

"1301':-



Tabla 1 (COl'lti....'l'tlCd)

SPECIES :r t.......,..~·~
~-_.:..-~

1 2 :5 t: 5
..

7 e 9 ·10 11 12r u
,

Plants !
\

Cl0M'h·:;.ch~.n. flr1'n.,:L'~ (nookor)
~

1 5 1

Vorteb~ato:l

:r,o,("t'lni.rt. J,n,n(')":·r:i.~"(\nin ,Gro::::::, 5 5
:rh;'llod,~ 'r\:,,<"cv5tl~ ',AC." 277 (3 ~.s7

-,Onchun' ~~c:nni.8i~r:t::\tu~ :.Ae•. :>
Total·i~~ coun~cd 301

,.... ,.. t;.G2 41 ., "7'- 200 775 18 159)u ..' ) u -
:Badd..inJ lllru.1o ou:o:i"c,c4)

aroa O:lamuned (m2) 0.2 0.) O. "I 2 0.5 I" .~ 0.03 ,6 0.07 0.09 7 0.15
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I i

. tidal currents aJ.toJ."Ilated 'Vrith ;periods or. quicccent or alack water.
! "

~o climb~ ri;p;ple lamination errect ;proauced by tho lenticular

beddil.€. :conto.ins in-drirt :rip:p~e lanina.El·. (sensu 110kee, 1965) in
I

which th9' ri;pplo ctoaD cide ic a.b:Jcnt and·~ts leo sido ia

;preoerved~ cuesecting that the suspension'load/ bed load :ratio was. \
I

low (cr. Jopling &Walker, 1968). The :ripple t:ro~ crest &Xes

o " 0wera st:rildng at angles of batucen 200 Md 245. Local erosion
.'

aurrace:3 are com.on and. theso c.re frequently dcnaely otro",.n with

concave down orientated chella. ~e shell cover or tho substrate
I

on these 'It\rer:3 v~ie:J 1'rom 65 to 90';t.
I

Frequently the original st:ru.cture of tho sedimont has been destroyod
~ .

by bioturba.tion. Tho tlost abundant t:re.ce fossil types Ca:l be referred to

,the ichnogenora ?Chondritea, ?Dondrotichium and ?LonhocteniTh~. Rowever
I .

a number or burrows (Fig•. t.b,e.) not unlike the wee dimcnsionnl bu...'I"J:'O'\o."3

produced by modern annelida (cf. Ronan, ·1977). are present in the facies.~,

~ese b'lll'ro'\iZ3 (Fig_ 2b,......) have a burrol1 diatlc-l;o~ of between 1 and. 2 m:ri, a
,

burrow height of between 15 and 30 rom, a burro'Vt complex ,,!idth of betueen
"\.

10 and 25 m::n, a b'lll'ro\l complex lo~h of betucen 20 end 35 tml and between

4 and 10 te:rmina.l sha.:fts. -~esa burrows \-rere probably prod.uced 1JJ a.

deposit feeding 'polychaete worm', 2 to 5 em in lene;~h (11. Pya, personal..
communication, 1979) .... '. It~ be that many of the trace:J doubtfully a.ssigned

here to the iblmogencra: tonhooten:tum, Chondritea and Dent'tmt5.chiu.J1l were
1,:1.

formed by those 'polY:~li.:J.~tes' ~uri.n5 thdr :rcllorl.d.ne' (for food) of the
• ',: I

uppermost 5 - 10 CD of'the contemporary sediment substrate. These polychaete, ~ "

burrow complexes occ~.~ densit1c~ or be~1een 200 and 350 per metre square
,..

• , 'I'

of bed~ plano surf~~e:B:t'ea.
, 1'1.

The high den;,~,.ty. ot. tho 'polycha.eto· burro',ra ar.d the hiehly bioturbated
'! "

nature of the sediment. loc:llly destroyine all ita inteZ':la.1. structure

indicates (Reineck. 1967) tlmt tho sedimentation rate ~D nomally 010'\01 and.
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that littla c6nte:1'0r~ crotlion ocu:r:t'cd.. !!ot."C"lC:::, both tho choll sheets

facie:] \m.3 o.f.fQctcd b'J turb-Jlcnt conC'.ition:J. (Reineck & Sir-e:h, 1973.)
,\'

Th1a ap;pa:rent Pro:'c.dox co..'"1 be X'ot:iolvod if tho co~1jiicnto wc~o depocited. in a

EUbtidal roc10n o.f clack '<1O.to: ou..-=cnt~ in \:h1ch ellt lC:J.ticles wore

periodically dapoDited a.:3 So ;cczult or mr~..w.lly ctrc!Jci tide:s (e. g. E:p:r!r.g

tidoa), loca.lly giviD3 tho sodiment D. lonticul= beaded cl'Pc:::....~o. ~G

doposition of the choll cheats co-Jld h:.'Vo rc:::ulted !"..."O!:l 01thor tidcl.

C"~nt or oto:::m aotivitieD.

Ma.nir o.f the shella in thin .:ro.cico are bored. At tho l,)rcscnt t1r.o two

borins' typea hc.vo boon rccot;nicod. Tho £L.~t conzictc of dicconti."l~ouo

eroOVOD 2 - 4 tlt1 ,in l~h, 0.2 - 0.5 r;:w in c.cpth ~"1d 0.5 - 1 I:11 in width.

TheDe aro COIUJidorcd 'by Don Akpc.n (pc:r:::cncl. co::Jt'!U.."1.ico.tion, 1979) to hc.vo
, '

beon fomed b"J a. borinz tlM.Olld. Tho cccom fom co:wiotc of Do brOL.Ch.!.ng

network of poroo (0.2 - 0.4 'm in dic.z:lctcr) into...-co~cctcd 'b"J fino tubes
, . I

(0.2 - 0.9 c:l in'lcncth), end. rt.:::J ho.vo beon P:roduccd,': 'by cponsoo (.lA]:pan,

POrtlonal 'co:mr:unication, 1979). Tho dictxibuticn t.."1d. qoring ctyle of thece
i I

two trooo £osoil wos on sooo ?r.:,trofie:.:'t'. ch"U:J iQ illustrated in Fig. 24.

A mora d~toiled ccoount of thc:o bor~ ~nil bo prc:cntcdelco~hcro (J~an &

A~tb.. in p:r.ep.). ...
1 '
I

, I

,~ ,

Bands nnd po.=allcl lr'"1ina.tcd'oilts contclniDe; £000 erooicm cru.rfa.oes,

crD.d.1ns UI> 1L~o' troUGh cros:J bedded ar.d. ~ollcd aUto snd sando,

containing como loyoro :rich in platy tmdclcoto up to 35 Ll in lcn....r--th.
,

This £a.oioo can be ao~ignccl to tho DOi.m.ton'Cc~tle liD. Facies D
, .

I '
dC3cribod by Allen (1974) l:hich io conoido:red (Allen, 1974) to

•
have boen dc:tlooited in tho bien intcrtidnl.\ zone.

'\
, ,

F~~i~r-J C - In-]?ha.oo cl1I:lbing l\";J,ve :ripl'lcd oilto] uith cl;~ drapes, interbodded

with par:lJ.lo1 lo::Wul.tcd cUte mld. cl:loll shoots. nipplo nr.r'-: Q.Xos
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are orienta.ted at bC'!;uecn 2200 and. 260° (lmvelon..,rwth 6 - 14 em,

atlplitudo 6 - 14 mm). Somo layera conto.in interferenco "r.dril.:le

marks (ridc..""O thicl:ncgo 0.5 - 1.5 :o::::J, 'tV':..volcl1;3th 2.5 - 3 om,

emplitud.e 0.2 - 0.5 mm, o:do...'1.to.tion 2700 to 350°, cho.J)e-o.~"mr:1ctriQal

to aymnetrical 'tIit.'1 0. Xot:nelod Cl."'UOtoJ. reglon). The r1P1'l<3

mo.rko arE) oee~ionally I a:·;,ymmeticoJ. (<1o;pooitins Cill."'rcut cmne !'rOm

tho south ec.ot) and tend. to, !'nvc. woll dovclopcd bi1'u.rcat~ ri1'1'le

croota. These a~otrie-:.-ip1'l03 hZ:;..IO IJtoeo cido lcneth of. 6 - 8 em,

a lee aide lcn....~ of 4 - 5 C!:l and Do clip .race of 2 - :;.5 em. l':any

of tho'sed!mont ourfacoo contain azlti ripplcta. So:ne of the

rippled aurfo.cea sho't" 1000 et::u.ctu::cs at their booo. Tho prosence

of 'tn:inklo IllDXko ougaOlJto th.n.t tho sod.it1W1t 'tr0.3 fomed in on

intertidal environment (Sint;h &. \'hmderlieh, 1978). This is

oonfimed UrJ the presonce of cnth'iwleto, 't':hieh aro formed

(Reinek &. SinGh. 197:;) by tho oo,pt'Uro of \lind bloun c~ on a

water satura.ted cedimcnt ou...-f'ooe. They cu.zeeot· that tho uind.

travelled from the north CD..!lt to J~o couth went. Tho striko of

these antiripplcto is botuocn 2700 t:."ld. 2000
• Soma r~o trails

are present on tho cecU.mont cu:rf<...Ccs. The shell layers appear
,

to have' 1nfilled. cmcl.l hollo-.ro in tho ~bctrate~ conte.in an

inte:rnal CroS3 lo.tlinatod ctruoture, and. a. 'parallel lcinatcd

upper surface. Sholl Dizo meD..C"~~onts for one choll leyor
\

are Biven in Fig. 3.

~..oieFJ D - Int~rbeddcd rippled ("Tavoloncth 2 - 6' en,' e:nplituete ; - 6 rml) and

:tla::;allel lCI:linatod silts contoining raro lmnin~.o rich in chell

debrio. phosph::l.te nodule3 and fich debric. The oed.1I:lento aro

proba.bly best a::si(;ZlCd to tho :Doi..'l1'ton Castle FOl."'I:Ul.t1on :Facias :B,

't...h1ch .Allen (1974) tm.d. othc::a (Antia & llhitaker, 1979; .Antia, 1979a.)

cOIl3ider to have boon dopooited in tho 10\olcr part of t..'1o intertidaJ.
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zone. The,' fish, debris, and. ':pho£phate nodule rich layers probably
I '

fomed as l~' concentrates within tho intertidDJ. ':Sono (cf. Allen &

Tarlo, 1963;-:: hlen, 1974; .Antia &. vJhitclcer, 1979; Antia, 1979a).
'" .'. . '

The phosphate nodU1~~ occur as compact 'rounded grains 4 to '15 mm in '
, I ",

length. Similar g.ra.in~ 'occurring at the top ot: th<:l tudlovie.ri Series elsewhere

are considered (Antia, 1979a) to have fomed "lithin the sediment of a subtidal
•

environment and been subsequently' excavated and. conoentrated in' a variety of

vertebrate rich soq,imonts. If tho phosphate nodulos occurring in this facies

fomed in a subtidal environment, then their presence in proErUmed intertidal

sediments, indicatea that thoro w~ soDa o~hore transport of subtidal material

into tho intertidal zone. ThE suggestion io further supported by the

presence of subtidal brachiopoda (see Calcf & Hnncock, 1974; Fursich &.
, ,

',Hurst, 1974) in the intortidal sediments of tcoios C. Many recent studies

(e.g. D1Anglej aq, 1967; Shafer,1972; Antia, 1977) have ,demonstrated

that fish bones, phosphate'nodules and. shel~s can be transported from a

subtidal environment into both intertidal and. C'llpratidDJ. environments.

The order of facies up the section is 11.-B-11.-c-D-B, ouggects that ihe

sequence represents an initial shallowing up sequence from a subtidal '

environment into an intertidal environment (initial faciec A - B transiti~n 

see Fig. 1), followed·by a cmall oarine transgression (facies B - A

, transition, - flee Fig. 1). This marine transgression was followed by

continued marine regression resulting in tho facies A-C-D-B transitions

(see Fig. 1), in wh1ch each successive f~ies represents a shallower subtidal

or a more emergent intertidal environment.

The absenca of an in aitu shelly fauna and the ap:parent faunal chanzc

(Table 1) within the intertidal zone' may coincida lotith either a substrate

pre'ference for sandy eonditL ons ~ lingulids Q;Cn£ini.D.g them to facies B and D

or i t ~ coincide with the change in the chCI:lical nature' of the upper
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. Silurian sea. trom a carbonato sat-urated sea. to 0. highly o:.-ygenatcd, carbonate
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," undersaturated, sea. w~ch ha.a beon dElGc:l:ibod cloewhera \(Aniia., 1979:t».
• ,. . I',· , ."'" ~ .~.. .'~ , • • -
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',I" " " , " • , ,
environmont whone sediments OVEll1tually o~f'od the LUc1loW - Much '''onlock

I ,
,Ii.

region during ~be 'lo.to D,owntol1ian and early Dittonian (Allen" 1914).
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The Ludlow-Downton Series transition (Upper Silurian); at Corfton,

Aston Munslow, Shipton, Brockton, Netherton and Lye.

by

David D.J. Antia, Department of Geology, Glasgow University, Glasgow.

Abstract

Faunal and sediment distributions in seven boundary sections are

discussed. A cyclic pattern of sediment modification by crinoids is noted.

- - -...; // A ma,jor c:b..ange

in the cb~stry of the Silurian sea is postulated and its effects on sedimentation

and faunas discussed.
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Introduction

The Ludlovian (Whitcliffian stage) - Downtonian series boundary

has been described from two sections in recent years in the Craven Arms-

Much Wenlock District (White & Coppack, 1978; Antia, 1979a). The section

near Craven Arms at Siefton (Antia, 1979a) demonstrated the presence of

Whitcliffian intertidal sediments and a minor transgression within the overall

regressive sequence (cf. McKerrow, 1979). Th~ other study (White & Coppack, 1978)

showed that the series boundary was marked by a bone-bed which divided a

Whitcliffi~~ fauna from a Downtonian fauna. In both sections a carbonate rich

sediment containing a Whitcliffian type (cf. Holland ~ aI, 1963) brachiopod

fauna is found below the boundary and a non calcareous limonite sediment

containing a Downtonian type ostracod-bivalve fauna (cf. Elks'& Slater,1906;

Shaw 1969) above.

Three explanations for this abrupt change exist. The first suggests that

the boundary represents a major unconformity (e.g. Stamp, 1920; 1924) and

may be discounted on both sedimentological and palaeontological evidence

(Turner, 1973; Aldridge, 1975; Siveter 1978, Allen, 1974a, Antia 1979a, b & c;

Antia &Whitaker 1979). The second suggests that the change is related to the

change of environment at tm boundary from a sequence of subtidal to intertidal

sediments. (cf. Allen, 1974a; Antia 1979b; Antia &Whitaker, 1979). However,
('lcJA;te,,J;fF...... )

this is unlikely because the first~change from subtidal sedimentation to

intertidal sedimentation at Siefton was not marked by a change in faunas and

was contained within a sequence of carbonate sediments (Antia, 1979a).

The third and perhaps most likely explanation is that the change in

sediment mineralogy and faunas is related to a change in the chemical

composition of the Silurian ocean (Antia, 1979c), in which a carbonate saturated

~ea changed to a carbonate depleted, oxygen rich sea. Such a change could account

for both carbonate depletion of Downtonian sediments and the change in faunas

at the Ludlow-Downton boundary.
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In this study further confirmation of the sedimentological and

faunal abruptness of this change is presented from seven sections in the

Birmingham and Much Wenlock to Craven Arms area (Fig. 1.) Each section will

be dealt with separately.
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Fig.l

• Brockton

o Shipton
oNetherton

• Aston Munslow
oCorfton

OBIRMINGHAM

o 0 LUDLOW
Deepwood

o, 15 km
I

Location ma:p of'the sections eX2 i ined. in this study.

indicates the relative :position of the area studied.

Fig.2

Inset ::ap of \-Ta.les

1 2 3 4· 5 6 7 8
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Micrite B Bone - bed

Lenticular bedded siltstones

Rippled siltstones

-..' ..
:.-.

II
Phosphatic clay

Laminated siltstones

Conglomerate

Sediment lOGS for eight sections across the Ludlow-Downton bo~dary.

1. Corfton, Sun Inn 'Car Parx; 2. Corfton, lane section; ;. Aston }:u.~slow,

Swan Inn Car Park; 4. Shipton; 5. Brockton; 6. Netherton; 7. Lye; 8.

Dee:pwood. - Note there is'a 3 m break in the section due to poor e:cpos~e.
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1. Corfton

The Ludlovian..Downtonian transition is exposed ~o sections at Corfton.

The first is in the Sun Inn Car Park (G.R.SO 4'7 852) and consists of a

series of calcareous lenticular bedded silts and clays containing horizontal

burrows and trails infi11ed with fish debris, glauconitic fecal p~llets and

coarse s1.1ts (Upper Whitc1iffe :Beds), overlain by two discontinuom layers of
) . .

rippled vertebrate sand (2 - 25 mm thick) representing the Ludlow :Bone-Bed,

(Turner, 1973). The sediment immediately above the bone-bed (basal Downton

Castle Pm.) consists of rippled silts containing. . in situ authigenic phosphate

nodules and internal limonite moulds of T. he1icites.

·The overlying silts and clays contain some thin sand sheets and some small

flat based channels (30 - '50 cm wide; 5 ~ 15 cm deep). The distribution of

sediments in the section is summerised in Fig. 2. The faunal lists (macrOfossils)

for the section are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

The Whitc1iffe sediments contain some patches of shell gravel (up to 2 m in

length, 3 cm thick))with a symmetrical rippled upper surface (wavelength 20 - 30 cm).

Occasional specimens of L. lata and L. corftonensis sp. nov. occur in situ in

short burrows containing a base some 2 - 4 cm (Fig. 4) below the apparent

syndepositiona1 substrate surface. The fauna contained within these sediments

is of typical Whitc1iffian aspect (Table 1) and includes S.:lunata, 1ud1oviensis,

M. nucu1a, H. e1egans, C. imu1icata, 9. cymaeformis, L. corftonensis, L. lata,

F. a.tll.ygdalina, Leioc1ema sp. :Burrows in this sediment are sometimes infi11ed

with glauconitic fecal pellets and the1odont scales. The :Bone-:Bed (figured on

the cover of the Mercian Geologist (1979) vol. 7 pt. 2) appears to rest

conformably on the underlying strata, and forms a series of rippled lenses

traceable laterally within the section for 2 - 4 m. :Both symmetrical and

slightly asymmetrical (wavelength, 5-25 cm; amplitude 3-15 mm) ripple marks

are present. Some symmetric wave ripples are present. They have a wavelength

of 25 - 35 cm and an amplitude of 4 - 6 mm. The fish fauna of the bone-bed is

dominated by T. parvidens and L. 1ud1owiensis (Tab1e~) and contains numerous

phosphatic invertebrate fragments. The bone-bed is a sparitic 1ithobonebed and
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Table 1 Faunal composition of the Whitcliffe Beds at Corfton,Sun.1nD 'section. Sample positions are located with

respect to the base of the Ludlow Bone-Bed.

.
SAMPLE POSITION (em) -- - -

SPECIES , 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 - - 90

Brachiopods

Craniops implicatus (J.de C.Sowerby) - - - 4,7 - 9/2 1'3 1,,2 1/5

Howellella elegans (j.de C•.Sowerby) - 33'3 - - - 3 f 7 23'8 32/7 - , ~. -
Lingula l!!! J.de C.Sowerby - - - 4.7 8,2 12'0

I Lingula ap. nov. - - - - - - - - 614
~
~ J.licrosphaeridiorhynchus nucula
0)

(J.de C.SowerbY) - 16.6 - - - 1'8 0'6 27-2

Protochonetes ludloviensis )mir Wood 0,8 - 64.0 9O~0 22-9 20'3 0·6 9-2 1872

Salopina lunata (J.de C.Soverby) 99.2 50.0 36·0 - 64~5 51' 8 35/4 .: 29.0 73.9
/'

/--Bivalves t
Fuchsella amygdalina (J.de C.Soverby) - - - - - 0:9

Goniophora cymbaeformis (J.de C~ Sowerby) . . \ 2'0 ,-- - - - - - - -.
J.fodiolopsis' complanata (J.de C.Sowerby) - - - ~ " ~. - .--: ,- - 2 i O

Bryozoan colonies

Leioclema sp. - - - - - - o 6-
Number of fossils observed 125 6 25 20 48 108 62 162 23 ;.

, 2
1'3 2.0Bedding plana surface area examined(m ) 0,'8 0.8 0-6 0·9 1-1 0-4 0-9

- .... ;., ,.
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Table:l. l"aunal list,lto.r the Downtonian at Corfton Sun Inn section. A • Abundant
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2\9
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1\7

7S 49
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A

A
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6

,0·7

..

66'6

33 '\3
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Gomphonchus tenuistriata(Ag~)

Logania IUdlowiensis Gross

Thelndus parvidens Ag.

Other fossils

Arabellites sp.

Calcareous tubes

SPECIES

Eurypterfd fragments

Plant debris

Pachytheca sp.

'Serpulitea' sp.

?Zoophycbus' sp.

Number ot tossils observed "
~ 2'

Bedding plane surtace area examined (m )
; i

Brachiopods '

Lingula minima J.de C.Sowerby

Bivalves
•)Iodiolopsis complanata (J.de C.Sowerby)

,~astrop~~s_ ... ,"

Cymbularia carinata (J.de C.Sowerby) ,

Loxonema gregarium (J.de C.Sowerby)

Turbocheilus ,helicitcs (J.de C.Sowerby)
Ostracods

Cavellina ct. baltica Sarv

pytherellina siliqua Jones

Frostiella groenvalliana J.Jartinsson

Hebellum ct. tetragonum (Krause)

Londinia kiesowi (Krause)

Lophoctonella sp.

Nyhamnella ct. naturalis Barv
Fish
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Table" J. Composition of the Ludlow Bone-Bed (ThelodontR only). 1 =Corfton,2 = Corfton (lane sectlon),3= Aston
. ~ .

}ronslow,4=Shipton,5=Lye,6=Deepwood.

~

SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6
I

Logania ludlowiensis Gross 3 86 o 24 22,12 19 94 36 86 :3 36

Thelodus costatus (Pander)
\' - - o 88 - - -

Thelodus parvidens Ag. 95 76 73 57 76 46 79 75 63 13 96 63....
,;. Thelodus pugniformis Gross - - o 53 o 31ex>

I Thelodus trilobatus Gross o 37- - - --'- ; ..-
---~,

Number of thelodont scales counted 803
I

140 565 321 198 208

"" - ... , - "..
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c~ntains some quartz and mica. Trace fossils are rare, or absent from the

sediment though borings are present on the thelodont scales and acanthodian

spines.

The Downtonian sediments contain a poor macrofossil and trace fossil

assemblage. The former includes typical Downtonian macrofossils (Table~) like

M. complanata, T. helicites, L. gregaria, and L. minima, and the microfossils'

F. groenvalliana, L. kiesowi, C. siliqua, and N. naturalis. The trace fossils

present include ?Pelecenodichnus, Lobichnus, and ?Zoophychus sp. nov.

Also present in the section are good periglacial feat~es (of presumed

Quaternary age) deforming the Downtonian silts.

In a nearby lane section (G.R. SO 497850) trough cross bedded sandstones

are present. These buff coloured sandstones are poorly exposed and poorly
("'

fossiliferous (3 hrs fossil hunting revealed no fossils) and may be analagous

with Allenis (1974) Downtonian facies D.

Another section across the Ludlovian-Downtonian boundary (Robertson, 1927)

occurs on a farm track situated about half way between Corfton and Diddlebury

(G.R. SO 497853). This section consists of rippled Whitcliffian calcareous

flags overlain by a rippled discontinuous bone-bed. This bone-bed has been

correlated with the Ludlow Bone-Bed (Robertson, 19cI~) and may be described as a

rippled layet' (wavelength 20 - 40 em; amplitude 0.2 - 14 em) which extends

laterally within the section for about 10 m before disappearing. The bone-bed

varies laterally in composition from a sparitic-biobonebed to a micritic-biobonebed ...
It contains a number of grain types and its composition is described in

Table 2. Locally the bone-bed is made of several overlapping rippled vertebrate

sand layers resting directly on each other. I-!any of the features present on the

quartz grains in this bone-bed have been illustrated by Antia &Whitaker (1979).

They vary' from rounded grains to euhedral crystals and have a modal size of

about 0.7 mm. Some contain silicified fungal filaments on their outer surfaces,

others contain intertidal abrasion features. On some grains silica plastering has
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resulted in the formation of celtic crosses on the grains surface. Palaeocurrent

information for the section is given in Table ~ Note the change in 'current

direction between the Whitcliffian and Downtoniafiediments. From the north east

in the Upper Whitcliffe Beds to the North-vlest in the Downtonian. The Downtonian

siltstones are mostly parallel laminated with some rippled layers, some containing

miniripples and wrinkle marks. A faunal list for the section is given in Table

4 and a sediment log for the section given in Fig. 2. Trace fossils (Fig. 3) are

present in the Downtonian sediments taken fror:l the basal metre of the Downtonian.

Occasionally at the base of the bone-bed trails and burrows are present. A

bedding plane trace of these trace fossils is illustrated in Fig.JJ. The change

in ripple index up the section (Table 5 and the presence of wrinkle marks in

the Downtonian suggest that the transition represents a change in environment

2. Deepwood: Ludlovian-Downtonian boundary section.

On a forest track near Ludlow an undescribed parastratotype (Holland~ aI,

section across the Ludlovian-DoWntonian boundary is present {G.R., SO 459141).

section consists of two adjacent sections whose sediment· '. ", distributions

are indicated in Fig. 2. The faunas present in the section are documented in

Table 6.

;. Aston Munslow: Ludlovian-Downtonian boundary section.

The section in the Swan Inn Car Park (G.R. SO 512866) contains the Ludlow

Bone-Bed (Greig ~ aI, 1968; Turner, 1973). The sediments present (Fig. 2)

consist of highly bioturbated Whitcliffian calcareous siltstones and mudstones •.
tile.,

A number of discontinuous bone-beds (~he Ludlow Bone-Bed) and a sequence of

Downtonian siltstones and sandstones.

The Whitcliffian sediments are lenticular bedded, containing shell patches

on individual bedding planes, calcareous nodules, and thin shelly sub-Iithobonebeds.

About 1.,8 m below the bone-bed horizon is a clay band about 2 cm thick rich in

Chlorite. This layer may represent a degraded bentonite (c~. Marsh, 1976).

Most of the fauna occurs as disarticulated and fragmented brachiopods (e.g.

P. ludloviensis, S. lunata, M. nucula, 6. rugata, and H. elegans). The only
-'SO -



Fig. 3

AO
o o

o

o,

B

Tracings of trace fossils in Dovr.ntonian lamir.ated silts of the Corfton lane

section. Two types of trace fossil were observed. The first ccr.sisted of U

tubes without spreite. The secor.d consisted of a L~bichnus type trace fossi~

which appeared to be connected to the U tubes.

A. U tubes pl~~ view.

B. U tube vertical sections.

C. Plan view of Lobicr~us trace fossils cO:k~ected to U tubes.

o
I

D. Bedding plnne trnce of trails on the underside of the

Ludlow Bone-Bed in the Corfton Lane section.
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Table 4.Faunas from the lane section across the Ludlow - Downton Series boundary at Corfton (G.n. SO 497853).

A total of 60 kg of rock was processed and shown to contain 631 shells and shell fragments. In the

Ludlow Bone-Eed fish remains are expressed in the format ,abundant (A) ,common (C),pr~o?nt(P).

SPECIES "

S.AJ.lPLE POS~TION (em) WITH RESPECT TO THE BASE OF TIlE D01t'NTONIAN

-10 .' 0"'· 8 9 21 39 43 59 82 128 153

Ii

:

11

" - p

< ' -.- C

.&.

312 1.1

3\3 3'2 2917 0·4 6'1 - 119

918 - - - 15,4 ;--~---'---

15-6 27'2 - j.q

3:3 14' 8 - 0,7 ...-: -
2,2 6'8 - 2.2

-- ..

...
: i." . ' :.:: ~~~~,"~:' _..~ --~~. ~': -~~'-.~ - -

22,'2 77.4

. -'
---------::

83.3

'" "':~

'~ -~ ~i,
., ~ ..

13:5

67.3

1-4

51,.4

-,
- ... '

18'2

3-2

27.7

28'1
2.4

413

3\3

37'416,144.4

5\5

5-5

5.5

44.4

27.7

11·1 .
~_/P----

- ",' ":'.1~ ~

- ~_~ _ ____o__---;-- - ------~

..

Salopina lunata

Bivalves

Fuchsella amygdalina

Hodiolopsis complanata

Pteronitella retroflexa

Gastropod~ '. _, _. __ ..

Cymbularia carinata

Loxonema gregarium

Turbocheilus helicites

Ostracods

Cytherellina siligua

Frostiella groenvalliana

Londinia kiesowi

Fish

',. Brachiopods'

Lingula minima

Lingula sp. nov.

Howellella 'elegans

Protochonetes ludloviensis
~

CJl
I\)

I

4315 ~ - 1.6~7

A



Table 5 Sedimentary data, pertaining to ripple marks in th~ lane section at Corfton (G.R. SO 497853). OR =
orientation,W=wavelength,R.l.=ripple index. Sample positions are given with respect to the base of

the Ludlow Done-Bed. .
Sample position (em)· -OR ..- ::W· - , Jt. I. .¥av~ ripples.. Current ripples Herring bone lamination

- --...

-10 to 0 em 0 20 - 30040 - 050 25 - 35 em - +
o to 8 cm 040 J- 0500 21 - 60 em 7'5 - 6_2 - +
8 to 9 cm 040 - OSOQ 12 .;. 14 em 6 - 7 . - +.
9 to'18 em 130 - 1400

7 - 9 cm 4.5 - 6.3 + - +.
18 to 21 cm 130 - 1400 1 -1-2 em 2~5 - 3'5 +

I ..

~ 21 to 39 cm
t.'l 0
~ ;' 39 to 43 cm 130 - 140 . 5 _ 66 em 4-5 - 8 ,-

I + - +
43 to 59 cm 130 - 1400

2 - 3 em 4~2 - 4#8 + - +

59 to 82 cm 130 - 1400 8 - 20 cm 5.5 -' 13 + - . -
--82 to 160 cm - - - .-.-. - .- -.. t...-, -



- Table 6. Faunal list for the Ludlow - Downton Series transition at Decpwood (G.R. SO 459641)

...:

SPECIES

Brachiopods

Lingula lata

Lingula minima

Microsphaeridiorhynchus'nucula

Orbiculoidea rugata

Protochonetes ludloviensis

Protochonetes ct. novaqcoticus(Mclearn)

HEIGHT ABOVE TIlE BOUNDARY (cm)

-21 0 155 214 332

. ' '

-n ,"~.~I' _ •• _.~_ ~·.:.--,,,,, ·.1'94. -, ,- ~ ..
-r, 306 M', , ·256,

:. ' , 'A:' ,.,'" ~. '
""2t 6" .. "1.2

....
en
>ll-

I

Salopina lunata

Bivalves

Leodispis barrowsi

Modiolopsis complanata

Gastropods

Loxonema gregarium

Turbocheilus helicites

Ostracods

Cytherellina ailiqua

Frostiellagroenvalliana

Hermannia marginata

Londinia kiesowi

Other tossils,

Cornulites ap.

Fish debris

Gomphonchus murchisoni

.Gomphonchus tenuistriata
OL'~••~ '7''''-:' ••• ~"""",," >C -,' '.~ • • , .,,~ -f':' :.
Sclerodus ap. ~~', 'J. : . " '

.. ~ "'., I":",). '~ ..... ' J-., '_,,;.fi'.\\"~"_.: ~ .. :~.:~
.Pacbitheca ,sp. '~\~~9::"'.·~~-2.";'":
~~ .' '~'i~~~~~ .:.~,,;;,;~\.~~~:~ :i:~/:t'~rJ:~_:~~~:~,.~:~'·~;~:!"·
Number:;.of,:fossils ,observed,
:-·";.;~~:i:) ~>-' .i'M ~~, ;4••~~"~' .. '" ":''','''\ 't-~~~' :"r,,"~;' ,.:~"},~'I-';-4. <r"t"' -;-~t -l.,~·;tn .. ~
Bedd'in!t'pfanesurface' "area"exaniin'ed" (in")

11'36

0:32

37. 50 129.67

'-""l.

:~,~...:13" ~ '~'32
~;L;:~:;;- .:':);"'":. ~....J,~' r ~.- .-r;' -.::

'0;9 °'''''''''1\ 4

0,39

4.29

0,78
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species observed which might be in situ is the boring bryozoan Rhopalonaria sp.

The main bone-bed facies consists of three discontinuous bone-beds varying

in thickness from 2 to 60 mm (wavelength 15 - 25 cm; ~litude 5 - 40 m:n). All

of them occur within a few centimet~res of each other(Antia 1979111 The sediment

between them is well bedded (usually parallel laminated, though some cross

bedding is present) and contains a rich brachiopod fauna (Table 7). Locally the

bone-bed contains carbonate nodules (up to 7 cm in "diameter) rich in shell debris

and vertebrate material. In the basal bone-bed this shell debris is derived from

(cf. Allen, 1974b).

brachiopods, while in the other bone-beds the debris is derived from loxonemid

gastropods.

The sediment immediately above the bone-beds consists of lenticular bedded

silts (ripple wavelength 5 - 15 cm) containing a bivalve fauna (Table 7), and

in places deep .rIat based channels up to 1 m wide and 20 cm deep infilled with coarse

cross bedded sandstones. The top layers of the channels consist of parallel

laminated sandstones strewn with shells and mud pellets. Overlying this channelled

sediment is a rubbly micritic layer containing eurypterid debris. This sediment

appears to be in the early stages of calcrete formation and may represent a short

period of palaeosol formation, possibly 6r the order of a few hundred years duration

g,.A:....J ",.ea,ce.".
Immediately overlying this palaeosol is a coarse~sandstone sheet (8 cm thick)

with a slightly discordant base and a cross laminated internal structure. It is

overlain by an alternating sequence of sandstone sheets and olive green mudstones.

4. Shipton: Ludlovian-Downtonian boundary section.

The Ludlovian-Downtonian boundary section (G.R. SO 564918) at Shipton

(Robertson, 1927) may be subdivided into three units.

(a) A Whitcliffian unit.

(b) A Bone-Bed unit.

(c) A Downtonian unit •

Sediment, . distributions ,1\ the section are given in Fig. 2. Faunal
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Table 7. Faunas across the Ludlow - Downton Series boundary at Aston 'mnslow. C=Common.

SPECIES

HEIGlir ABOVE TUE BOUNDARY (m)

-2 00 -1 67 -0 75 . 0 00 o 06 o 40· .. ·· 1 59

Bedding plane surface area examined (m
2

)

0.34

01'34

0'86

,-"

82"26

·'.4~52
'. .

1:49

0,..01

Or26

0.'01

0:80

0.·01

11,66

0,61

3,,50

0:17

-~ ._-~'- -~_- :-'-':C

0~17

0 .. 52

0-70

..... ". .; - - .... _ •• .=. - - ... :;" "':"- --
.-'- ;"':;:;£._---t ~...-- .-

0.38

0-38

0~38

5.'32

1.52

1'52

4156

5·32

24'33

50-19

-....

.-

1:21

0:43 1.49- -~-"-2r60-

OJ01 0.74 1.73

C C

26 263 567 1140 26B 575

0,3 OrB ,1-1 1.5 1.9 0,8

.-<" -

". --

11153

19,23

57~69

.~ ,

11

Leurocycloceras sp.

IOrthoceraslsp. ~ .

.Bryozoan colonies

Rhopalonaria sp.

Ostracods ~'

Calcaribcyrichia torosa(Jones)

Cytherellina siliqua

He'rmannia cf._ marginata(Keys)

;. Lond-iuia" c"f.klesowi

:Annelids r<

'Serpulites l longissimus

Echinoids

Round crinoid'columnals

Fish'

Gomphonchus murchisoni

Gomphonchu8 tenuistriata

Sclerodus sp.

~ 'l'helodus parvidens - _

~,_ ~h~lod~n~)T.parvidens) Ski.~- ~~agment
Plants,

Plant debris {'lNematophyton sp.'>

Pachytheca sp._'_. _

Others

Calcareous tubes

Glauconitic faecal pellets

Number of fossils observed

Brachiopods- - -"" .

Craniops implicatus

Lingula .!!!.!!
Lingula minima

Lingula sp. noy.

1I0"ellella elcgans

Hicrosphaeridiorhynchus nucula

Crbiculoidea rugata

Protochonetcs ludloviensis

Salopina lunata

Bivalves

GGniophora Zlcbaeformia
Leodispis cr.barrowsi

!wdioJLo~sis complanata

Nuculites ~vata-(J.de~C.Sowerby)

pteronitella retroflexa

Gastropods

Cymbularia carinata

Loxonema gregarium

Loxonema obsoletum

' .. Naticopsis sp.

;"~~~'Pla'tyschisuiai·"illia.msi7
.~~:.r....A~' . '.~ """~._#_., .? ''''-;r' ..... ,. ,

~'::,Turbocheilus't helicites::;:,;.,
T..o\~tle~:~·D~ol:!;1sc!l;:\',~·~.t~,~~,~~;,~,;;
'~,\>I<~' ,_:to- ~~;~'" ?y~~\:, ..(" 'J-" ",~,~,: ..~\;~< ::: r1:,);:~;:~ \:r\I~~
./;·,~Ilyoli the8.~'forbes1-,::':;:';.{:'(~<
'.~~;.~,..., ~ ....._...... ~,'-,:,.l'""""~~~~,:",,,

/'



Plato 1 (a) Vertically orientated crinoid stem encrusted by 1eioc~

sp. from Shipto~ (Upper Whitcliffe Beds).

(b) Typical vertically orientated crinoid stem from Shipton (Upper

'fhitcliffe Beds).

(c) Typical branched plant stem from the Lowest Downtonian of

Corfton, Sun Inn Car Pa.rk.
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lists for the section are given in Table 8.

The Whitcliffian unit or facies contains a sequenc~ of shell gravels,

lenticular bedded and amorphous siltstones and mudstones in an apparent cyclic

sequence of sedimentation. The cycle appears to be tripartite starting with

the deposition of lenticular bedded siltstones (ripple wavelength is 8 - 30 cm).

These siltstones contain an apparent in situ fauna of M. nucula (densities of

10 - 30 per m2 bedding plane suxface area) occtlrring as isolate specimens (Fig. 48).

Towards the top of these lenticular bedded units vertically orientated crinoid

stems start to occux in low densities (10 - 100 per m2 bedding plane surface area).

When the densities of these crinoid stems reach about 1,000 per m2 the rippled

lenticular bedded structure of the sediment disappears and is replaced by an amorphous

structure. These vertically orientated crinoid stems (Plate 1') are cirriferous

crinoid holdfasts (cf. Franzen, 1977). They commonly occur in clumps radiating

from a qommon souxce (Fig. 4), buried 2 - 6 cm below the substrate surface. Some

of the stems contain epizoan bryozoan encrustations (Plate 1a).

The density of the vertically orientated crinoid stems at the top of

this l,:J~"~'~~ unit is frequently in excess of 10,000 stems per square metre of

bedding plane surface area. The third part of this cycle consists of a shell

band containing crinoid columnals and shell debris with an erosive base, which

truncates the crinoid stems. This shell band is conformably overlain by lenticular

bedded siltstones enabling the cycle to be repeated. The shell deposits probably

result from the effects of a major storm on a shallow sea floor moving shell debris

in a normally pla.cid environment. The severity of the storm is indicated by the

truncation of the crinoids stems leaving their holdfasts in the sediment. A size

frequency graph of the crinoid stem diameters on an erosion surface at the shell

gravel amorphous silt junction (Fig. 5a) indicates the presence of few juvenile

or elderly forms. Similar size distributions are presented by the ophiuroid

Ophiocomina nigra (Fig. 5b) from the shallow (8 m depth) shelf waters off the

Island of Cumbrae (Strathclyde) - G.R. NS 155537.' In the latter instance the

absence of juveniles is caused by the cannabalistic removal of settling spat by
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the more mature forms already present on the substrate, during their n;:.orrnal

filter and suspension feeding activities. Since Silurian crinoids were also

filter and suspension feeders (Haugh, 1978) it is possible that thecbse:rved

(Fig."· S'A.) absence of juvenile forms could have resulted from the cannabalistic

aotivities of the adults or alte:rnatively their absence could suggest that the

entire stems of the juveniles were uprooted dUring the storm and floated away aided

by currents.

The crinoid ?species can be recognised from the stem fauna. One r~s pentagonal

columnals. The other more abundant crinoid stem type has circular columnals and

probably belongs to the Wh1tcliffian species Cicerocrinus elegans Sollas. Crinoid
.

caly/c.t. of this species occur rarely throughout the Whitcliffe Beds, They are

always attached to a portion of stem (up to 10 cm in length) which has been broken off

from its holdfast, possibly as the result of a storm similar to those whose effects

on the substrate have just been described. The.morphology of this crinoid species

is illustrated in detail in Fig~ 5c-e.
'C:: 114 $£1\1"

5. Brockton: Ludlow-Downton Boundary section.

Opposite (G.R. SO 579939) the Feathers Inn in a largely overgrown bank, the

Ludlovian-Downtonian boun~~ is present (Rober~son, 1927). 'The section (Fig. 2)

dug out in August, 1977, had become overgrown by April, 1978. It consisted of a bone

bed facies separating a Whitcliffian-Brachiopod-Bivalve fauna (Table 9) contained

within a sequence of caloareous lenticular bedded silts (indicating deposition 'in

a tidally influenced environment) from a sequence of limonitic lenticular bedded

and ,Parallel laminate muddy silts containing a Downtonian fauna (Table 1~. The

Bone-Bed consists of a number of discontinuous (up to 60 cm in length) vertebrate

sand lenti~les rarely thicker than 5 mm in a lenticular bedded clayey silt. This

6ilt contained a Downtonian fauna (Table 9) including a single specimen of

T. helicites. Ove:ryling this silt is a. well laminated olive green silt containing

both mini ripples and wrinkle marks and few fossils (Table 9 & 10). The sedimentary

structures present in this latter sediment type suggest an intertidal mudflat

depositional environment (cf. Singh &Wunderlich, 1978).
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Table 9. M~crofossils fro~ the Brockton section (opposite the. Feathers Inn):; '\

Whitcliffian ~ Ddwutonian.
'~ '1

\

. B dd· 1 f examined (m2 ) 1·2e 1ng p ane sur ace area v

SPECIES

Bracbiopods
i

Jlowellclla elegans

Lingula minima

Microsphaeridiorhynchus nucula

Orbiculoidea rugata

Protochonctes ludloviensis

Salopina lunata

Bivalves

Fuchsella amygdalina

Modiolopsis complnnata

Pteronitella retroflexa

~astropods

Cymbularia carinata

Loxonema gregarium

Turbocheilus helicites

Otber fossils '

'Orthoceras' sp.

'Serpulites' sp.

Number of fossils observed

WHITCLIFFIAN

1~6

1'6

60

DOWNTONIAN

5

5

15

50

5

15

5

20

3:4

"•
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Table 10. )1icrofossils from the Brockton secti'on:\ihitcliffian -

Downtonian.

SPECIES
Sample'size/sedimcnt weight 1

Gomphonchus tenuistriata

Loganin ludlowiensis

Thelodus bicostatus

Thelodus parvidens

Thelodus trilobatus

Orbiculoidea rugata

Sclerodus sp. '1

·Serpulites·sp.

WHITCLIFFIAN' BONE-BED DOUNTONIAN

.12/1 kg ,493/20 gms 293/ 5 Itg..
I '

18 ,1 ,; .0.4 2,0

54.5 .' 49'2 43~6

,:, 0'2
'I .i

• 8,3 .34'8 44.3
"!

'0·2 0.3

1'4 2 7.

.-'
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Note (Table 11) that the quartz grains contain crescentic abrasion pits

indicating a possible intertidal environment of deposition (Krinsley & Dornkamp, 1973).

6. Netherton - Upper vThitcliffian - Basal Downtonian

The Ludlovian-Downtonian boundary has been described from the Tram Bridge

Sectionat Saltwells (near Netherton, Birming~ - G.R. SO 936874) by King & Lewis

(1012). The section they described consisted of 6.6 m of Upper Ludlow $ediments

overlain by 2.6 m of Downtonian sandstones.

They described the Upper Ludlow sediments as green calcareous sandstones

containing thin limestone bands cro~ed with P. ludloviensis (Chonetes striatella),

P. mininm.s, M. nucula, L. lata, L. obsoletum, O. rurata, S. longissinm.s, C. sernularis

and F. ~ygdalina.

They noted a bone-bed 57.5 cm thick which was divisible into a basal impure

limestone (10 cm thick), a calcareous sandstone rich in phosphatic pebbles (23 cm

thick) and a bone-bed (3 cm thick) containing P. ludloviensis, H. elegans, M. nucula,

Lingula sp., L. obsoletum, Pachytheca sp., Onchus, and Thelodus. They did not

describe the fauna of the Downtonian sediments.

In this study the section was re-examined. It was largely overgrown, exposing

only King & Lewis's Bone-Bed and the Upper Ludlow sediments. The section measured

is described in Fig;t.

The faunal composition of the two major lithological units present in the

section is documented in Tables 12 and 13.

It is interesting to note that Protochonetes minimus was not recorded in this

study, and that if the fauna recorded from the bone-bed facies had been observed at

Ludlow it would have assigned to the vlhitcliffian Stage (cf. Holland et aI, 1963).

The mineral composition of the various layers - - -- - In the measured

section are listed in Table 14. Note that the 'Whit~liffian silts contain a micrite

matrix, quartz and muscovite, while the bone-bed facies contains gypsum, haematite,

feldspar, phosphorite, quartz, muscovite and clay pellets.
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Table 11. Percent frequency occurence of, selected surface features on quartz grains from the Brockton section'
A ."

as seen using a scanning electron microscope, based on"samples of 50'grains per Unit-
>~' 'f":

FEATURE WHITCLIFFIAN BONE'..; BED DOWNTONIAN

Rounded outline 56 64 68

Angular outline 44 36 32

Breakage blocks 16 2 0
. .0

EUhedral form 2. 10 O'
. - . ,._-

Rounded edges 60 "70 72

Crescentic chip marks 0'· 16 6
.... Impact pits 10 12 18.el)
(T)

I Etch Pits 12 14 10

Plastered surface 2 2 0

Overgrowths 2.: 2 8

Grooves and scratches 18 34 42

Cleavage plates 16 26 22



',.
{ '.~ .

Table 12. l-tacrofaunas from the Upper Silurian sediments at Netherton.

-SPECIES WHITCLIFFE DEDS BONE-BED FACIES -Brachiopods

Lingula~ 0.09

Bowellella elegans I I 0.27

Microsphaeridiorhynchus nucula 0,73

Protochonetcs ludloviensis 22,85 1 .11

Salop ina lunata 59,26 6 -66

J.tolluscs

nyolithes forbesi 1.11

Fuchsella amygdalina 14.37

'Loxonema gregarium 8.88

Loxonema obsoletum 1.65

Other fossils

Ceratiocaris sp. 64.44

Pachytheca sphscriea 17.77

Number of fossils observed 1085 90

Bedding plane surface area examined (m2
) 6 1.1

\

--
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Table 13. )licrorossi~sfrom the Netherton section. Sample positions are given with respect to the

base of the Bone-bed facies. Whitcliffian samples weighed about·2 kg,Downtonian samples

about 0.5'kg.

SPECIES

SMiPLE POSITION (cm)
. -,

-69 -59 -52 0

,"Ii _",J. "*" .', .. '1 ." -._ ....,..."0'" 1,."3. ... r ..... _" ."' ..

~. ,3~.69,;..-t,·; .. ;'·I;· .-,. 54.5~;.~~_,59.90 . 46.69 . -::~f>::-:;'" 75·.1~,~,:·.6~.~S8

;:::;::,-."~.: _.~. ;S-··":l:-t~;~·v:,~~~~'. ;.~:: :~\~~:~;=:~;.~7:;f~\;~~~~::~::~~j?·~S2i.};~;;;::}jJ:~{: ,;.~.;

4.28 i '22.22

,<

C.57

'. -

0.12

4.55

.-

~-..

0.94

1.58

0.86

0.28

0.57

2.13-- 0.43

0.26

1.87

t

,

0.74

77.03

~

6.72

0.30

0.60

0.::)0

0.30

0.60

";-r

~-

, .~~

4.25

~8.27

2.12

55.31
Foraminifera

Hyperammina sp.

Scolecodonts

Arabe'llites sp.

Oenonites cf. aspersus Hinde

Ostracods
, '

~avellina sp.

Brachiopods

Orbicu~oidea rugata

Gastrop-oas~".~:_~:..' .' . ~,":.

Loxonema gregarium

Annelids

'Serpulites' sp~

Crustacea

Ceratiocaris sp.

Fish

Gomphonchus sp. (scales)
...

Gomphonchus murchisoni

Katoporus altatus

;.:Logania,.. ludlowiensis '/~: _;.;,-.,
• , ,- , ... - <, •••' , ,}·~lot,$..,~..l

1Nosteolepis:striata,Gross

...
0)
0)

I

~. Thelodus;-bicostata:
i,,·<,' .. ~.:...7 .,,''.; ."~, ..,:;'.... ,..... . ,-~"-,. ...... 'j.'!.~-"l"' ••:

':,Thclodua '~costatus"...-.;.;.;...;;;;..-,;.- ...-,;......;.;..;-
;2~~·t~~~r::i~:~t!j~::~.f~~~~~;1~{ti~:,~: ~·~:~:tt:s/i~;4 ::: c:0;~~~: -:,,;;:~.~.~ [ -
- - - - 8.<;4 _ _ - 5.66

;

Thclodus parvidens

Thelodus pugnirormis

Thelodus trilobatus

Number of fossils counted

49.23 - 41.17 25.6~ 5i.41 - 24.23 18.10

0.12

O.SO - - 4.75 0.94 - 0.34 3.44

47 135 327 374 694 212 - 293 812



Table 14. J.:ineral compositions of the sediment as determined by point counting (minimum 1",000 points

ccunted) in "the Netherton section.

.$" -~ S.ui!>LE POSITION (em)

)UNERAL -69 -59 -52 0 5 13 14 23 24 31

Micrite 47.9 43.1 40.5 - - 46.2 .-
Quartz . 40.3 35.2 55.4 11.7 25.6 39.1 21.4 51.4 45;4.

Shell fragments 0.7 24.48 3.9 0.2 -. 0.3

Opaques .
8.0 22.3 0.5 11.8 -1.9- - -

Biotite - - - - - - - - 0.1

Muscovite 2.9 0.1 1.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1.... r
0) Clay pellets - .. - 0.1 - 0.6 0.9 0.1<0 -.•

Clay matrix + organic debris - - - 86.9 22.3 - 43.1 22.7 26.3

.Fish remains - - - 0.3 11.1 6.7 16.5 11.1 9.9
.-

Phospbilt.i,c" :pebbies·· - - - . - 1.9 5.4 0 ..1 - 1.0
. .," ~.... _. ';;::;:f_- .. _ ~ __ ._ .

tGypsum - - - . 2.1

Haematite - - - - 15.4 - 6.9 11.2 10.8

Haematite pellets - - - - 0.1
- -- -- --

0.8 -'f~7Orthoclase - - - - 0.2 0.3 -
Andesine - - - - - 0.1

Albite - - - - - - 0.6
.,:.

Labradorite . - - - - - - - 0.2

Glauconite - - - - - - - - 0.4

Pores - - - - - - - - - 4.1
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The section has recently been briefly described by Antia (1979c) and divided

into three environmentally significant portions from base to top as follows:-

(1) 2+m of olive green silts with rippled layers of comminut~ed shell fragments,
~

which may have formed on an oxygenated CaC0
3

saturated

, 2-calcareous shell material on its surface and S04 ions,

decomposition processes, in the sediment.

sea floor accumulating

formed as a result of normal

I

(2) 5 cm of gypsum rich black clays, which formed on a relatively stagnant seafloor,

during a temporary period in which the chemical and physical properties of the sea

changed allowing an influx of oxygen rich bottom waters undersaturated with respect

2+ 2-to Ca and C0
3

to sweep the sea bottom, resulting in a calcium carbonate depletion

of the underlying sediments and gypsum precipitation in the sediment '(resulting

from an oversaturation of the sediment porewaters in Ca2+ and SO~- ions).

(3) 35 cm of silts, clays and sands enriched in phosphatic nodules and fish scales.

The basal 10 cm also contains some gypsum. These sediments may indicate a persistence

( 2+ 2- )of the oxygen rich Ca and C0
3

poor bottom waters. Such a condition would result in

a higher primary and secondary plankton production and a higher organic contribution

to the sediment. This increased organic contribution is considered to have altered

the microenvironments of the subsurfac~ sediment to produce a.~ anoxic environoent

within a few centimetres of the aerobic sedimenywater interface. Within the anoxic

organic rich environment, organophosphates are thought to have formed, bound With,

and replaced adjacent clays, to form soft phosphatic nodules, which could be

excavated and concentrated on the sediment surface.

The abundant fish remains associated with the phosphate nodules may have

resulted from an increase in the size of the fish population caused by the higher

plankton concentrations of the overlying waters.
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Lye: LUdlovi~n-Downtonian Eoundary Section

The over~own road ~ection (G.R. 929845) at the Hayes, Lye, Birmingham,

described by King & Lewis (1912), was examined and the faunas observed are

documented in Table 15. Turner (1973) considered the supposed bone-bed

horizon present in·the section to be younger than the Ludlow Eone-Eed. This

bone-bed consists' of a quartz sand contai~ rare vertebrate remains, which

is both rippled and discontinuous varying in thickness from 2 - 18 mm. It

separates a sequence of vlliitcliffian lenticular bedded calcareous silts from

a sequence of parallel laminate and Downtonian rippled muddy silts (containing

some wrinkle mar~s). However,the faunas present in the deposit neither confirm
..

nor deny King & Lewis I s correlation of this sand layer with the Ludlow :l3one-:I3ed.

DISCUSSION

The Downtonian sediments immediately overlying the Ludlow :l3one-:I3ed appear to be

intertidal mudflat deposits (cf. Allen, 1974a ; Facies :13). However, the change

from carbonate rich Whitcliffian type sediments to limonite rich Downtonian type

sediments cannot be attributed solely to the transition from a subtidal through to an

intertidal environment, even though pyrite (which would later degrade to limonite)

could be expected to occur in the latter environment (Greensmith and Tucker, 1976;

Howarth, 1979). This is because studies on shell transport in recent intertidal

zones (e.g. Lingwood, 1976; Antia, 1977) have shown that subtidal Whitcliffian

brachiopods could be expected to occur abundantly in the Downtonian intertidal zone.

~his situation was clearly not observed (Tables 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12) at the

Ludlow-Downton transition, even though it occurs at a subtidal-intertidal

transition in the Upper Whitcliffe Beds at Siefton (Antia, 1979a). This latter

transition is contained within a sequence of micritic sediments.

Consequently it is Slggeste~ here that the Ludlow-Downton transition either

represents a period where no onshore transport of shells occurred or alternatively
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Table 15. Faunas across the Ludlow-Downton boundary at Lye •.

SPECIES TOP WHITCLIFFIAN DOWNTONIAN

.'
I 1"

Brachiopods

Lingula minima

l-licrosphaeridiorhynchus nucula

Protochonetes ludloviensis

Salopina lunata

Bivalves

Fuchsella amygdalina

Plants

Pachytheca sp.

Number of fossils counted

- 172 -

86

61.5

13
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that the transition coincides with the postulated (Antia, 1979c) change in

sea water composition. The latter hypothesis accounts for the observed change

in faunas at the Ludlow-Downton transition and the changes at the boundary

from (1) c~onate intertidal to limonitic intertidal sediments at Siefton

(Antia, 1979a), (2) carbonate subtidal to limonitic intertidal sediments at

Lye, Corton, Aston Munslow, Brockton and S~pton (Fig. 2), and (3) carbonate

subtidal sediments to subtidal phosphatic black organic debris rich clays at

the boundary at Netherton (Antia, 1979c), Longhope (Lawson, ~954), Priors

Frome (Squirrell and Tucker, 1960), and Perton (Gardiner, 1927).

1. The Subtidal Downtonian environment.

Prior to the change in sea water composition the intertidal zone contained

(Antia, 1979a) shells of P. ludloviensis, C. implicata, H. elegans, M. nucula,

S. :!ttnata, M. comulanata and L. gregarium. After the· change both M. complanata

and L. gregarium became more abundant elements of this fauna, while the thick

calcareous shelled invertebrates diminished and disappeared. L. gregarium

became the dominant gastropod in the Stdtidal environments (cf. Antia, 1979c;

1f.llJ)#; and Table Ib ), while in the intertidal environment the gastropods

C. carinata, T. helicites and 'P'. williamsi were also present (Tables, 3, 4, 6,

7, 8, 9). The latter species may well have lived in the intertidal environment,

while the former species may have lived in the subtidal environment and been

swept on shore by currents etc. A similar situation exists at the present time

on the Essex Coast, where subtidal black organic rich silts contain a low

diversity high density gastropod fauna (cf. Davis, 1965, Barnes & Coughlan

1971, 1972 and Antia, 1977), and the adjacent intertidal ~dflat sediments

contain a more diverse high density living gastropod fauna which has been enriched

by dead gastropod shells transported on shore from an off shore life environment

(Antia, 1977).

Other species inhabiting the ·subtidal environment after the change were the

crustacean Ceratiocaris sp., the hyolith H. forbesi and the inarticulate
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Table 16. Composition of phosphatic steinkerns in the block phosphatic clays of the basal Downtonian.

LOCALITY

SPECIES NETHERTON .LONGHOPE PRIORS rn01-tE

Brachiopods

Lingula sp. - 20.. 0 -
-4.5~,-

.-- . , .

Orbiculoidea rugata 17.0 - -'. -20.0 : - ... 0.9

. Protochonetcs sp. - - 0.9

Salopina sp. - .- 1.8

l-:ollusc;s ..

Bucanopsis expansus - - 2.7

~
Cymbularia carinata - - 4.5

-.:I
30~0~ lIyoli thes forbesi ' 5.0 1.8

I Loxonema gregarium 83.0 15.0 74.7

Nuculites cf. ovata - - 0.9

'Orthoceras' sp. - ;,. - 0.9
,

'Platyschiama'williamsi - t '- 1.8..
Turbocheilua helicites . . 10.0-
Other fossils ',.

Crinoid-stems. ---:~ 1.0 - 1.8.--
Pachytheca ap. - --, . 0.9

'Serpulites' sp. .4.0 5.0 , ,

; . ,

Tentaculites ap.' - - 1.8
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brachiopods o. rugata and Lingula sp. The latter three species occur in this

environment as phosphatic steinkerns. The common occurrence (Antia 1979c

and Table 16) of H. forbesi is interesting since the species is a rare element

of the underlying carbonate rich silts of the Whitcliffe Eeds (cf. Holland

et al, 1963). However, since hyoliths were probably motile benthic omnivorous.
deposit feelers feePing on detritus and micro organisms living on or just within

the sediment/water interface (Marek &yochelson, 1976, p77), possessing thin

aragonite shells, the postulated. environmental change which resulted in (1)

a higher plankton productivity in the water column (2) a higher input of organic

debris to the sediment and (3) a decrease in the carbonate content of the sea

water, meant that (1) the hyoliths food supply increased exponentially with

respect to their original population and (2) that there was insufficient Ca
2
+

an~ CO~- ions in the water to allow competitors (cf. Holland et al 1963 Watkins,

1978) such as Nuculites spp. to grow, but sufficient Ca2
+ and CO~- ions to

allow H. forbesi to grow up to 12 mm in length. The net result was that !!.

forbesi was presented after the sea water change with virgin territory for which

it was admirably adapted. Like most other species in similar circumstances

(cf. Valentine 1973) it se, zed the opportunity and became a dominant element of

the fauna (Table 16).

Also contained within these dark muds at Netherton, Longhope and Priors Frome

are closed articulated shells of two Lingulid species and O2 rugata (Table 16)

indicating that these species probably lived within or on the muds in which

they are found. Neither of the LiDo~id species are present in the Whitcliffian

carbonate rich ~;G~t.~~ sediments, although both may be assigned to typical

Downtonian ling.lid species, i.e. L. minima and L. cornea. The former species

has also been recorded from the middle Ludlow of Estonia (Hoppe 1931). It is

probable that both species had an entire ciliation of the cirri like the

modern Lingulid, L. unguis as an adaptation to life in a muddy habitat
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I
. i

(cf. Chuang, 1956) and a plankton trophic shelled embryo and larvae (cf. Chuang, 1977).

,~ occurs ~ in densities of between 150 and 250 per m2 area. This figure is comparable

with the recent densities of 230 lingulids per m2 area recorded by Mattox (1955)

in subtidal environments. Since the digestive system of brachiopods has

remained e~sentially the same since the Lower Palaeozoic (Steele-Petrovic, 1976,.
p.433), these Silurian lingulids were probably lophophorate (Rudwick, 1970), ciliary

feeders (Chuang, 1956) which fed on dissolved organic substances, bacteria and

organic debris derived from the algae and plankton (cf. Steele-Petrovic, 1976). It

is ~nteresting to note that modern lingulids contain in their gut the enzymes

qmylase, sucrase, inulase, r.uffinase, maltase, lactase, and~athylcettulase

(Chuang, 1959; ~okoe and ¥asumasu, 1964). These enzymes degrade cellulose

(Kristensen, 1972) and the contents of most algae, chrysophyta, euglenoids and

bacteria (Meeuse, 1962; Kreger, 1962; Fowden, 1962; 1fnite et aI, 1968;
r

Kristensen, 1972).

The presence of O. rugata is interesting since Cocks and McKerrow (1978) consider

that it lived cemented to the surface of algal fronds. However, Holland (1971) has

demonstrated that it cemented to shells restir~ on the substrate surface. One

specimen of the species at Ludlow museum (No. 453794) has two juveniles cemented onto

its dorsal valve. Most commonly the species is found nestling on the surface of

micritic silts in the Whitcliffian (e.g.' Ludlow Museum No.' SBRCM G103/73/5). The

Downtonian forms are stunted and rarely reach 8 mm. i~ diameter compared with 20 mm.

in the Whitcliffian. However, its presence on a wide range of substrates in the

British Upper Silurian suggests that like its modern relatives its motile

planktotrophic shelled larvae (cf. Chuang, 1977) could have settled on aerobic

Or anoxic substrates at a great range of depths (Mueller, 1861; Simroth, 1897,

Y'atsu, 1905; Eichler, 1911; Zezina, 1970; Chuang, 1977). It may also have

inhabited a wide geographic area. For example a modern discininid Pelagodiscus

atlanticus (King) occurs in the Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Oceans (Zezina, 1965;

Cooper, 1973) and is known from both the Northern and Southern hemispheres. It
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has a wide depth tolerance since it has been recorded living at depths of

,66 m (Thomson, 1927)and 6160 m (Zezina, 1970). At the present time discininids
I

are found living in phosphatic black clays (D'Angelan, 1967) and are found in

association with I.ingulids (Zezina, 1970).

The higher abundance ofCeratiocaris sp.· is not surprising, since crustaceans

are common inhabitants of, black phosphatic muds at the present time (DIAngelan, 1967).

The higher density of fish remains in the sediment was probably a direct result

of the postulated water composition change resulting in higher primary production

and reduceJbiogenic carbonate sedimentation (cf. Antia, 1979c). Similar

concentrations of fish debris in the sediment have been associated with increased

plankton production and changeJ sea water chemistry (cf. Malz 1979a, b; Diester

Hauss & Schrader, 1979). The thelodont fish probably fed on plankton and algae

in the overlying waters (Antia, 1979b). However, some of the rare toothed

acanthodians (e.g. Isanthocanthus king-ii) may have 'been carnivores.

The early Downtonian subtidal environment as presented by the Netherton section

consisted of an anoxic organic rich mud with either an anoxic or an oxygenated

sediment water interface (cf. Bruce, 1928; Antia &Wood, 1977; Degens et aI,

1978) • Within this mud both authigenic gypsum and phosphate formed (Antia, 1979c).

T~e glauconite present (Table 1,) may be authigenic (cf. Birch, 1979), but could

equally well be allochthonous.

This mud contained an infauna of lingulid brachiopods and a sessile epifauna

of O. rugata. The motile epifauna of H. forbesi, c. ten~istriata and L. gregarium

probably grazed or reworked the sediment surface for food (Marek & ¥ochelson, 1976;

Peel, 1977). Two other invertebrates ('Serp~lites' sp. and Conodonts) whose

remains are found in the sediments may have been sessile epifaunal filte~eeders

and motile detritivores respectively. It is interesting to note that the

surface of .. these muds contained some noncalcareous blue green algal sheets "

in situ.
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2. The intertidal Downtonian environment

The Downtonian intertidal environments consisted of a series of

intertidal mudflat deposits and beach sands (Allen, 1974a, Antia, 1979 a, b;

Antia &Whitaker, 1979). The mudflat deposits had a rippled surface and

contain~d patches of rippled vertebrate sand (bone-beds) and fine quartz sand.

The bone-beds probably formed as onshore mi~ating lag concentrates; similar

to the transported shell sheets rich in the subtidal species P. ludloviensis

present in the Upper Whitcliffian intertidal zones (Antia, 1979a) and the

recent transported shell sheets of subtidal molluscs in modern intertidal

environments (Antia, 1977).

They contain some abraded vnlltcliffian brachiopod shells, which were

probably derived from the local reworking of Whitcliffian sediments (cf.

Greensmith & Tucker, 1967). However, most of the fish species and all

of the phosphatic invertebrate remains (Table 2) contained within the bone-beds

are present in the black clay Downtonian subtidal environment (Table 16)

suggesting that a post morte~ onshore migr~tion of off shore faunas may have

occurred in the Downtonian, and resulted in the formation of the bone-beds.

At the present time onshore migrations of offshore faunas are commo~place and

can form vast intertidal biogenic clastic deposits covering areas in excess

of 5000 km
2

area (e.g. Byrne et al 1959 & Price 1959).

The mudflats contain in situ specimens of the endobyssate bivalve M. complanata

and the shallow burrower L. barrowsi. This latter species was probably a rapid

burrower adapted for life in shifting sediment (cf. Stanley, 1970). Both species

probably had arago~.itic shells and were suspension feeders. Other in situ species

include the shallow burrower L.minima and the deeper burrower Solenomya sp. Plant

debris is locally abundant in the zone and consists of small filaments 2 - 6 mm

long and 0., - 1 mm wide. Some of these filaments are branched and contain

reproductive bodies at the end of the branches (Plate 1c). They ~y have formed

part of the flora in higher partI of the intertidal zone, or may alternatively
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represent drifted organic debris from a variety of ecological habitats.

The remaining gastropods (Tables 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11) probably also lived

in the ~udl£at environment. T~helicites, rpr. williamsi and C. carinata were

probably algal grazers, while L. gregarium was probably a detritivore (Peel, 1977).

It is not known wh~ther the L. gregarium in the intertidal environment is the sa.n:.e

species as the one in the subtidal environment as Hannford-Ellis (1978, 1979) has

shown that different recent gastropod species belonging to the same genus can have

the same external morphology.

Microbial organisms and borings, have been recorded from the vertebrate sands
I

(Antia &Whitaker, 1979; Antia, 1979b). Borings on the Thelodont scales,

~. are more CODmon in the intertidal bone-bed deposits

than in the subtidal clays suggesting that eitb3r (1) the boring organism preferred

to live in the intertidal or (2) reflecting a longer residence time on the sediment

surface for the thelodont scales in the bone-beds.

Ostracods are relatively uncommon in both the Whitcliffian micrites (and the

Downtonian subtidal black clays (Tables 1, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12), but extremely abu..."'1dant

in the intertidal Downtonian sediments (Tables 2, 6,7,8, 11, 12). This feature

is interesting because it suggests that the presence of Ca2+ ~d/or CO~- ions may

have adversely affected both their abundance andJrtersity in the vfr~tcliffian.

Their absence from the Downtonian black clays maY,be a consequence of (1) a low O2

water content immediately above the sediment-water interface, (2) poor preservation

caused by shell dissolution after death and (3) a high PO~- content in the

underlying muds. It is interesting to note that many recent ostracods prefer

environments c~ntaining Ca2+ ions in concentrations of 90 - 100 ppm (Delforme, 1971)

2-and that P04 concentrations in excess of 1 ppm adversely affect their diversity

and abundance (Delforme, 1971) similar observations have been made with respect to

- 2- ( )Cl and C0
3

ions Delforme, 1971; Kaesler, 1975 •

Since the average carbonate saturated environment could expect to contain

in excess of 600 ppm Ca2+ (cf. Bathurst, 1975) it perhaps is not surprising that
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ostraco~s are rare in the Upper Whitcliffian environments examined. The low

Ca2+, CO~- and P0
4

2- contents of the Downtonian intertidal zone may hzve

presented a mort favourable environment for the ostracods.

If as Antia (1979a) suggests the change in water geoche=dstry was brought

about by the effect of transgressing fluvial fresh water on the Silurian sea

then variations in the concentrations of C12- ~ons would probably be a dominant

factor in determining the distribution and size of the ostracod faunas (Barker, 1963;

Delforme, 1971; Kaesler, 1975). In such a situation pynchnocline could have

developed above the sea floor (cf. Degens et aI, 1978) and allowed a restricted

marine fauna to live on and in the sediment. The organisms living in the overlying

waters and adjacent coast may then have been euryhaline and oligohaline forms.

However, the evidence of an onshore migration of subtidal biogenic debris from

the black clays mitigates against the suggestion of a pynchocline in the early

Downtonian sea.

It is interesting to note that the geochemical ch~~ge in sea water composition

affected the Long Mountain at a later time than the Ludlow District (Palmer, 1972).

A possible explanation of'this is that the geochemical changes in both regions

resulted from the effects of two different fluvial systems. In this instance

differing chemical conditions could be eA~ected in both environments. Such

differing conditions would affect the morphology of individual ostracods and

could result in the presence of a number of different morphotypes for the same

phenotype (Kaesler, 1975). One such example may be the ostracod Londinia.

Three species have been recorded from the basal Downtonian sediments of the

Welsh Borderlands. They are L. arisaigensis Copela.~d, L. fissurata Shaw and

L. lata Shaw. Martinson (1967) considered that L. arisaigensis may be intraspecific

with ~. k±esowi (Krause) and recorded ~. cf. kiesowi from the Welsh Borderlands

Siveter (oral communication 1977, 1978) considers L. lata to be intra specific

with L. fissurata. The holotype of L. fissurata figured by Shaw (1969) and

Siveter (1974, 1978) is morphologically identical to L. kiesowi (Krause)
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illustrated by Martinsson (1964), it could be suggested that the three British

Londinia spp••r~ , morphotype5 of the L. kiesowi phenotype. This is the approach

which has been adopted in the faunal identifications presented here.

The British Downtonian species L. kiesowi had at least six instars (Fig. 6)

with its ~ductorial s~cal length (Z)/height(E) ratio decreasing with increasing

age (Fig. 7). The publishedZ/E ratio range for the various Londinia morphotypes

is presented in Fig. 7. It is interesting to note that theZ/E ratio of the

adult can have a wide range and can r~~v~ a lepto or platy~xtosic frequency

distribution (Fig. 7).

The Z/E ratio range covered by anyone Downtonian population of L. kiesowi

covers the 'the~reticalZ/Eratios of the morphotypes L. arisaigensis, L. lata,

and L. fissurata. The observed frequency variation of this ratio in the adult

(Fig. 7) may be either a preservation effect or may be a reflection of slightly

different chemical concentrations at the two locations examined.

CONCLUSIONS

'Faunas and sediments from seven Ludlovian-Downtonian boundary sections have been

examined. They appear to support the hypothesis that this boundary coincides with

a major change in sea water geochemistry at the end of the Ludlovian (Antia, 1979 a, c)

At the end of the Whitcliffian the sea supported a benthic fauna of sessile

articulate brachiopods and other invertebrates on a micrite substrate. The

Whitcliffian intertidal fauna was dominated by transported shells belonging to the

subtidal environment.
~

The early Downtonian sea deposited'carbonaceous muds supporting~low diversity

benthic fauna of inarticulate brachiopods ~Joliths and gastropods, and a high

diversity necktonic planktonic fau.~ of fish. The Downtonian intertidal zone

supported a benthic fauna of bivalves, gastropods and inarticulate brachiopods and

contained vertebrate sands (bone-beds) composed of faunal debris which had been

derived from the subtidal environment.
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AUTHIGENIC GYPSUM IN MARINE SEDIMENTS - A COMMENT

DAVID D.J. ANTIA
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In a recent paper, Briskin and Schreiber (1978) noted the occurrence of
authigenic tabular gypsum crystals in marine sediments. Their model for
its formation suggested that it formed on a relatively stagnant seafloor
during a short period in which oxygen-rich bottom waters undersaturat
ed with respect to Ca2+ and C01- swept the sea bottom.,

They suggest that initially the (CaC03 saturated) seafloor accumulated
calcareous sheli material (mainly planktonic and benthic foraminifera) on
its surface and SOl- ions (formed as a result of normal post-mortem
decomposition processes) in the sediment; and that the influx of o~ygen
enriched, calcium-carbonate-depleted bottom waters to this seafloor would
result in (1) a calcium-carbonate depletion of the sediments and (2) gypsum'
precipitation in the sediment (resulting from an oversaturation of the sed
iment porewaters with respect to Ca2+ and SOl- ions).

If this oxygen-rich bottom water persists for any length of time, a higher
primary and secondary planktoqic production and hence a higher organic
contribution to the sediment should result. This increased organic input
may alter the sediment microenvironments to produce an anoxic environ
ment a few centimetres below the aerobic sediment/water interface (cf.
Baturin, 1971; Burnett, 1974). Within this anoxic, organic-rich environment

·it is probable that organophosphates will f0W! (cf. Summerhayes, 1973;
Emsley and Hall, 1976) and that these orgaJosphates will bind with and
eventually replace the adjacent clays (Antia and Whitaker, 1978) and form
soft phosphatic nodules which can be excavated and concentrated in the
sediment (Baturin, 1969, 1971). Also as a result of the higher plankton
concentrations, the fish population should increase in size and may leave
abundant remains in the sediment (cf. Malz, 1978).

Although Briskin and Schreiber (1978) do not describe this latter phos~
phatic extension of their model, there is some evidence for it in the geolog
ical column.

Near Birmingham in the Dudley Canal section at Netherton (British Na
tional Grid Reference SO 936874) there is an Upper Silurian (Whitcliffe
Beds, Ludlow Series) sequence which may be described from base to top
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as follows:
2+m Olive green silts with rippled layers of commutated shell fragments

rich in foraminifera (about 2 per g of sediment).
5 cm Gypsum-rich black clays.

35 cm Silts, clays and sands enriched in phosphatic nodules and fIsh scales.
The basal 10 cm also contains some gypsum. I' ;

The occurrence of the gypsum-rich layer marks three important changes
in the faunas and mineralogy of the section (Table I).

(1) Below the gypsum layer the sediment is enriched in calcite, while in
the layer and above, clays, quartz and phosphate dominate the sediment' .
and calcite is absent. ';

(2) The fish fauna and phosphatic nodules become abundant above the
gypsum layer.

TABLE I

The Netherton section

1 2 3

Mineralogy
Calcite A
Quartz C C VC
Chlorite (+ other clays) A VC
Gypsum FC R
Phosphate VC
Macrofossils
Fuchsella amygdalina c*
Protochonetes ludloviensis c*
Salopina lunata VC*
Ceratiocaris sp. P
Loxonema gregaria A
Hyoli~"es forbesi FC
Orbiculoidea rugata P
Microfossils
Foraminifera A
Ostracods R
Vertebrates
Thelodus spp. VC* A
Logania ludlowiensis C*. FC-P
Acanthodian scales and spines R* R
Algae
Pachytheca sp. P
organic debris A C

1 • olive-green carbonate sediment; 2 • gypsum layer; 3 • phosphatic clays, silts and
sands; only the major elements are listed here. A • Abundant (> 50%): VC • Very Com·
mon (30-50%): C· Common (20-30%); FC. Fairly Common (10-20%): p. Present
(4-10): R· Rare « 4%): *. low density.
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(3) The calcareous macroinvertebrate fauna above (as determined from
phosphatic casts and moulds) the gypsum layer differs from that below
(Table 1).

If the expanded Briskin and Schreiber (1978) model is used to interpret
these sediments, it could be suggested that:

(1) The olive-green carbonate sediments containing a Salopina community
fauna (Calef and Hancock, 1974) and a high-density foraminifera assemblage
represent a quiet, soft-bottom environment (Fursich and Hurst, 1974) in
which the bottom waters were saturated or supersaturated with respect to
calcium carbonate.

(2) The gypsum-rich clays contain a rare fauna of fish scales and abun
dant tabular gypsum crystals in an organic-debris-rich clay. Thin sections
show the sediment to be draped over the crystals, suggesting either early
in-situ diagenetic growth or predepositional crystal growth. The absence of
calcite and presence of gypsum crystals in organic-rich clays may result from
a change in the chemistry of the depositional bottom waters to an oxygen
rich, and calcium-carbonate-depleted bottom water; resulting in the solution
of calcium carbonate and combination of Ca2+ ions (from CaC03 break
down) and SO~- ions (from the breakdown of biogenic organic debris) to
form gypsum. The high concentration of organic debris in the sediment may
indicate an increased plankton population and/or a change in chemistry of
the sediment porewaters.

(3) The phosphatic sediments contain gypsum and phosphatic nodules in
their clay layers and large quantities of fish scales. This sediment might have
arisen from a prolonged period of calcium-carbonate-depleted, oxygen-rich
waters sweeping the seafloor and removing calcareous debris (by solution).
The phosphatic nodules might have formed by the processes already out
lined and the fish debris might result from the mortality of fish schools
feeding on the plankton (cf. Antia, 1979; Malz, 1978).

If, as has been suggested here, the Briskin and Schreiber (1978) model can
result in a marine phosphorite deposit overlying a gypsum deposit, then it
may provide an alternative explanation for the genesis of some phosphorites
and phosphatic bonebeds to the traditional explanation of formation in re
gions of upwelling currents (cf. McKelvey, 1967).
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The Temeside Eone-Eed: An analysis of its occurrence

and environmental significance in the late Silurian -

early Devonian marine regression in Wales and the

Welsh Eorderlands

by

David D. J. Antia

Summary

The, type section of the Temeside Eone-Eed in the Ludlow region has

been documented and is thought to have been deposited in a high intertidal

marine envLronment. The tr~~sition, both sedimentological and faunal, from

the top Ludlovian into the higher Downtonian has been examined in the Euilth

Wells, Ker~, Ludlow and Longmountain districts in order to place the Temeside,
Eone-Eed in its overall environmental situation.

Some recent ostracods from the intertidal zone of Sales Point, Eradwell,

Essex are also discussed.
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Introduction

The Temeside Bone-Bed was first recorded at Ludlow (G.R. SO 520 742) by

MUrchison (c. 1850-1854; 1856) and later by Elles and Slater (1906). This

latter paper termed the deposit the Temeside Bone-Bed and suggested that it

also o~curred at Onibury (SO 457 795) and at Downton (SO 444 742). Since then

Turner (1973) has claimed that it is present in the now inaccess.i'Jle Ludlow
St~I,;.. •

Railway ell""'",,, (cf. Murchison 1850-1854; also Text-Fig. 1c) and King and

Lewis (1912) have recorded it at Birmingham in now inaccess~ble canal sections.

In this study the type section of the Temeside Bone-Bed at Ludlow ~~d

the nearby section at Onibury are examined, and placed in their environmental

setting. The faunas and sediments ranging from the upper Ludlovian into the

Temeside Formation (Upper Silurian) near Kerry, the Long Mountain and Builth

We~ls are also examined in an attempt to determine why the Temeside Bone-Bed

is absent from these regions.

The general stratigraphy of the British Upper Silurian is summarised in

Table 1, and the region studied indicated in Text-Fig. 2.

Although it is a widely held belief that the Temeside Formation is

always present (cf. Robertson, 1927; Allen, 1974a) , it appears to be absent

at Ludlow, where the Ledbury Formation rests directly on the Downton Castle

Formation (cf. Murchison, 1850-1854; Also Text-Fig. 1a) and at Downton

(SO 456 742). Here, the Downton Castle Formation consists of micaceous buff
-rLJ-E-;, 1...,.t "'1"

sa.ndstone~containing mega-ripples (waveleno"'th 0.5 - 10 m; amplitude 5 - 50 em)

with secondary ripples, interference ripples and ~and volcanoes superimposed
~. eo- ;. .

on their surface (Text-Fig. 3). Small patches of vegetable debris containing

Nematouhyton sp., Prototaxites sp. and Pachytheca sp. are present in the ripple

troughs. The pachythecids are well sorted and dominated by individuals of
pl-()J

differing modal sizes in different vegetable patches (Text-Fig. i! suggesting

that they may have been transported into the sandstone enviror~ent.

The overlying red clays of the Ledbury Formation appear to rest conformably

on the underlying sandstones. They contain no distinct lamination and some
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Table 1. The stratigraphy of the Dritish Upper Silurian in the type area (atter Ellcs & Slater,1906;Holland et aI,--
i963jCopcland,1964;Kaljo,i978jAntia,i979a)
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Text-Fig. 1. Tracings of 3 ~published sections, thoUGht to ~~ve been produced

by Sir R. I. Murchison in about 1852 (ca. 1850-1854) and now

deposited in Ludlow 11useum.

A. ~~dlow (G.R. SO 520 742)

The individual sediment layers a~e given as follows:-

1, 3, 16. Probably red ma=ls - key not given;

2, 4. Yellow shale; 5. Grey grit with Auchenasnis, Cenhalasuis,

Onchus, Pterygotus, Lingtlla. ~his is the fish band referred to by

Murchison (1856) and the ?Te=eside Bone-Bed of Elles and Slater

(1906); 6. Reddish mar2; 7. Red s~dstone; 8. Green mudstone;

9. Red mudstone; 10: 3 inch t~~ck grey sandstone; 11, 13. Grey

grit; 12. Brown sandstone; 14. Brown s~~dstone; 15. Br01in

rubbly micaceous sandstone; 17. DOlnton sandstone; 18. Ludlow

Bone-Bed; 19. Upper Ludlow rock; 20. 6 - 8 feet coarse

gravelly deposit.

E. Onibury (G.R. SO +5.5 '1-'14- )

The individual se~ent layers are given as follc:m:-

1, 3, 5, 7, 13. Green rubbly shale; 2, 4, 6. Red m~l;

8. Brown shale; 9, 11. Grey grit bands; 10, 12, 14. Green

shale; 15. This space uncertain (:;>robably red and g.ceen marls);

16. no1inton sandstone; ~7. Ludlow Bone-Bed 2 inches thick;

18. Upper Ludlow rock.

c. Ludlow Raihlay cutting

The individual sediment layers are given as follows:-

I, 3, 5, 7, 9, 16. Red marl; 2, 4, P1 8. Red s~~dstone;

10. Brown ~~d grey beds (10 feet thick); 11. Yellow sandstone;

12 15 Green shale • 13. Gr4 + band 1.,ith Ceu!:e.lasuis, ?-:-:c::-,-c.:lasuis,, • , ... w

Pter;vgotus, Eurypterids, Li n,gula, Leruiditia a..~d J.Todiola. This

bed may be the Temeside Bone-Bed referred to by ~1er (1973);

14. Sandstone band.
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Text-Pig.;. The Downton Castle Po~~ation

DOlv.1ton (G.R. SO 456 742).

A. Sedi~ent profile observed in the section. Fossils wcrG recorded

nt three ~oints in the section (~r~owcd). At point 1, 623 dis-

observed in a beddir..z :plane surface '::,:':3:1 of 1 2
I.1 •.

viith them were 40 specmens of P'?,chvthec2" S·O:18.C::-:'.C:=-., 'Iol1:o:::e s;;"zo

distributio~s are given in Te~t-?ie. 3.D. At Point 2, 1 f~~smont

fragments, 192 PC',chythec",~ s";jhaeric~. ~'ld 11 Fostir;el1~. sp. frag-

bedding plane surface area of ;68 c~2. ~~e size fre~ucncy dis-

tributions of the pachytnecids racorded in tr~s layar are c;;"ver.

in Text-Pig. 3.0. At Point 3, 48 disarticulated shells ~~d

frac,:;lents of L:tnt;i11a :r.1i~it'l:?, 1 oro~ccn spine of Gc::n'";)floy,-cln.s

plant fragnents derived frorr. Eost::'~"'.Gl1a. (20-30S'6), ?n.ch-·.~·~~:;cca

(10 "'5CL) P,.,.;lo""'hv... .;t""'.. -.:;-~oto ... "'x.;··e'" Coo'"'''o''''~''' ~.",.:l -_i;-.I:;-.,,~.~·..J..vo'J1,v·<:~1"!.-. 10, u..... u. v_ c .... , .J...... l.Jc....... v :....., , .. _.. -=- I ... ••:"'c.", """"'.~ - oJ

, db'.:l· 1 " . .t> .. -0 I"L 2were rocorue on a eQu~na p ~~e s~~~ce arC:1 o~ l)vU. c~ •

Pig. 3.G) concentratins vObotal debris in their ri~p~e tro~s~s.

The diameter of each box vari~d from 4-6 cm with an ~:Dlit~~a of

0.5 -1.2 c~. Also present on the soCir.1ent su:;:';;~ce v;cr0 SXi."ld

volcanoes (Text-Pig. 3.R) •. Across section across ono such z~:d

volc~~oe is illustrated in Text-Pig. ,.I J<

The laminated siltsto~e= below
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2fragment over a beddinG plane su:;zface a:=ea of 1 m •

B. Sketch of the section showing t}~t the rippled z~.dstor.o~ occur

as megaripples (wavelen~vh 3 - 8 m, a=plitu~c 10 - 40 c~). C'he

surfaceo of these meearippleo are covered in z2allcr ripple3

Width of sketch ~oout 25 Ll.

point 2. S~ple size = 192.

D. Size-frequency distribution of ?PJ;lwt!l~cc s"Jh~Gric2. at s~p:'e

point 1. S~ple size = 40.

E. Oscillation wave ripples fro~ the surface of a megaripple 85 - 83 c~

above the sections base.

1 .6 - 2.3 cm.)

(Wavelength 35 - 40 cm; awplituQe

P. Ripple on the surface of a mCJaripple, 65 c~ above the scc~ion

base. (Wavelength 55 - 60 c~; az1plitude 4 - 7 cu.)

G. Box ripple on the scdiuont surf~ce at point 3. (Di~Gtcr 4 - 6 c~;

H. Sand volcanoe on the sedinent surface at point 3. The cent:=e of

this volcanoe has a.."1 elevation of 1.8 cm. Its diaueter is 3 - 4 CD.

I. Pxofile throuZh a sa."1d volcano at point 3.
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micrite nodules, (7.'~ I'''L~~''~'

The criteria used by the author to distinguish between the Ledbury,

Temeside and Downton Castle Formations are summarised in Table 2.

1. The type section of the Temeside Eone-Eed

'This section was first noted by Murchison (1850-1854; 1856) and later

by Elles and Slater (1906). They recorded the sedimentological and faunal

succession of the section. Later, Allen (1974a) noted the presence of sand

sheets, and Antia (1979a) briefly described the bone-beds in the section.

In this study both the faunas and sediments present in the section are

described and some conclusions drawn.

Methods

In the field the section was measured and the various lithologies noted.

A continuous se~uence of sediment was collected, with 2-3 Kg of sediment

removed from each sample point (Text-Fig. 4), for sedimentological and palaeont
~

ological analysis. Each layer sampled was examined in the field for mlcro-

fossils and their densities recorded. X.R.D. analyses were made to identify

the clay minerals (Text-Fig. 5).

After all the sediment had been broken down and examined for fossil

moulds casts and traces in the laboratory under a binocular microscope, 1 Kg

of sediment from each layer was put in a 4~/o hydrogen peroxide solution, boiled

for 1 hour and left to cool for 3 days. The se~ment was then sieved and the

residues examined for invertebrate remains, fish and plant debris.

Palaeontology

The fossils ,recorded from each sampled layer of the section are ~isted

in Tables 3 and 4. The faunas present show a distinct division into two groups.

The first (layers 1 - 11) contains an ostracod - foraminifera assewblage

(averaging 3 fossils per Kg of sediment). This ostracod fauna contains the

ubi~uitous marine species Kuresaaria circulata (see Shaw, 1911), Aechimina sp.,
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Table 2. Characteristics of tbe Downton Castle,Temeside and Ledbury Formations (after Allen,1974a).
"

,
tJ
o
lI::-

I

FOIDiATION

Ledbury

Temeside

Downton Castle

CHAUAC'l'ERISTICS

Red mudstones and shales with coarse sandstones

Olive green mudstones and shalos with some sandstones

Green sbales and mudstones with buff yellow sandstones



Table 3. Fauna recorded from layers 1 -'11 at the Teme River Section, at Ludlow. Numbers indicate the

number of specimens present in 1 kg. of sediment sampled. A key to the sampled layers is given
•

in Text - Fig. _4.

_c - ~ -_-....:,. .. -:.'"' _-_0- 0;"
.. __ i.~..-~ - - ... -. . ~ .:-_. .: _

a_. :..::::.~__ . ~. __

I
l\)
o
(JI

I

SPECIES

Ostracods

Aechimina'sp.

Aparchites sinuatus (Hall)

Cavellina cf. plana Neckaja

Kuresaaria circulata (Neckaja)

?Gotlandella ap.

lIermannia cf. marginata (Jones)

-.....-~ -_.----- ..------ -

.Foraminifera- _a.

Hyperamnia ap.,

Brachiopods

Lingula,cornea J.de C.Soverby

1 2

3

:5

5

4

2

5' 6

1

7

1

8

2

2

3

9

1

9

1

1

1

10

1

t

11

1

1

Fish il
"

'",

Thelodus parvidens Ag. 1 1 1



Table 4. Fauna recorded from layers 12 - 18 at the Teme River Section at Ludlow. Numbers indicate

the number of specimens present in 1 kg. of sediment sampled. Layer 12 = Bone-bed BK1;

Layer 16 =Bone-Bed BK2; Layer 16 =Bone~Bed BK 3 (The Temeside Bone - Bed of Elles &
Slater.1906». A key to the sampled layers is given in Text-Fig. 4.

SPECIES 12 13 14 15 16 17 fS
"Brachiopods

Lingula cornea J.de C. Sowerby

Lingula cf. missendenensis Straw

7

Fish'-· . '"" ... ...~~.~

-

70

2

382

22

6

2

1

55

28

40

~- ... .
Corvaspis cf. kingi. Woodward
CephaliS}iis -spp. ~~,"

;.'r ;

Gomphonchus tenuistriata (Ab.]

Gomphonchus sp·.

Logania cunetea Gross

Logania ludlowiensis Gross

Thelodus bicostatus (Hoppe)

Thelodus parvidens Ag.

Thelodus trilobatus (Hoppe)

~ndeterminate fish fragmen~s

Foraminifera

Hyperamnia sp.

Plants.

Pachytheca sphaerica Booker

Plant debris

~onodonts

. Ozarkodina remscheidensis (Valliser) 1

I

tJ
o
m

•
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«
o..,

Text-~iG. 5. X.R.D. traces of saopled layers (see Text-Pie. 4) 13 ~.a 10.

Tnay indicate that the sediment consists of cr~orite cl~y ~1d

SODe quartz.
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Cavellina cf•plana, Hermannia sp. and '?Gotlandella sp. All of the species

except Aechimina sp. and Hermannia sp. occurred as carapaces. The latter

species occurred as a fragmentary valve, which could possibly be assigned to

Hermannina marginata. This genus is considered (Berdan, 1969; Warshauer &

Smosna, 1977; Smosna, personal communication, 1978) to have lived in a supra-

tidal or high intertidal environment, but since it occurs as rare fragmentary

remains, its presence may not be diagnostic of the environment of sediment

deposition.

The low density of the ostracod fauna (Table 3) may help to indicate the

nature of the environment, as in modern marine sediments ostracod density
th,.,"',"

decreases ~~ the intertidal zone into the supratidal zone (Table 5). For

example, in the Essex mudflats at Sales Point, Bradwell, their density varies

from about 8 ostracod carapaces/10,000 cm3 of surface sediment at or around

the mean high water mark to about 2,200 carapaces/10,000 em' of surface sediment

at the mean low water mark (see Table 5).

Since 10,000 cm3 of sediment has a dry weight of between 1.2 and 6 kg

in this instance (the variation depends on the original moisture and air con

tent of the sediment),'"and the carapace densities recorded in the section

varied from ° to 11 specimens per Kg ot sediment, it could be suggested that

the original carapace density of the sediment was in the region of ~ 1 to 60

carapaces/10,OOO cm3 of surface sediment, indicating that the sediments were

deposited in the intertidal zone, occupying a region somewhere between 85 and

10~~ of the tidal range (cf. Table 5). However, ~f marked calcite dissolution

has occurred in the sediment during diagenesis, then it is probable that the

original carapace densities present in the sediment were higher than those

observed. Further details concerning the Sales Point Ostracoda are given in

the appendix.

The thelodont scales observed show predepositional weathering features

on their outer surface. These features can be assigned to weathering stage 3

(cf. Antia, 1979), and indicate that the specimens may have been drifting on
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Table 5. Ostracod carapace densities at Sales PointiBradwell,Essex, on 18/3/1977, expressed
-' 3

as number per 10,000 em o( sediment surfaee

..

I

t\J
~

o
I

Percent of tidal range

Ostracod Carapace density

o
2200

10·

2123

20

.1986

30

1438

40

1265

50

894

60

531

70

268

80

134

90

45

100

8
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the substrate surface for 15 or more years.

The second faunal group (layers 12 - 17) is characterised by abundant

organic (plant) and vertebrate debris with some shell fragments of Lingula

cornea (cf. Table 4). The presence of a fish fauna rich in ?Corvasnis sp. and

various cephalaspids is interesting, since it represents a major change in

the vertebrate composition of the sea from a ~omphonchus dominated fauna in

the Middle Ludlow to a thelodont dominated ~auna in the Upper Ludlow and Lower

Downtonian, to a thelodont - cephalaspid fauna in the Upper DovlIltonian. Elles

&Slater (1906) recorded Hemicyclaspis murchisoni (Egert.), Ctenacanthus sp.

Hemiaspis sp. and Auchenasnis salteri Egert. from these layers, and the

~ephalaspid fragments observed may belong to these species. A corvaspid -

,g. murchisoni fauna has been recorded from the Downtonian of Canada (Broad &

Dineley, 1973; Dineley & Loefler, 1976), and suggests a late Downtonian age

for this section (Dineley & Loefler, 1976, 1'.52). The conodont (Table 3)

Ozarkodina remscheidensis remscheidensis recorded from layer 12 of this section

(Antia, 1979a) indicates (Aldridge, personal communication, 1978) a possible

lowest Gedinnian age for this layer.

The sediments

In the field the section is divislble into 2 parts. The lower part

(layers 1 - 11) of the section consist of a sequence of red silts while the

upper part of the section consists of a sequence of green clays and sandstones

(layers 12 - 18).

Selected layers from the section were examined in thin section and point

counted. The point counts indicate that the lower part of the section is

comprised principally of clay (identified as chlorite by X.R.D. analysis (Text

Fig. 5)), micrite and quartz. The grains are all heaVily coated in haematite

giving a red colouration to the sediment sequence. In the sieved residues

examined for the palaeontological :rnrt of this study, rare topaz grains (up

to 3 mm in diam~ter) and marcasite grains are present (both grain types were
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identified by D. S. Weedon and N. Holgate). The upper part of the section

contained green clay sequences which were similar to the underlying clays,

quartz rich sandstones and a bone-bed. In the latter deposit there was an

apparent graded sequence of mineral deposition ~hich is illustrated in Text-

Fig. 6. Grain size distributions of the quartz grains in some of the layers

in the'section,are indicated in Text-Fig. 7.

Environment of formation (Layers 1-11)

Layers 1-11 of the section can be described from base to top as a basal

red silt clay unit with reduction spots (layers 1 to 4) overlain by 3 m of

carbonate rich red clays (layers 5 to 11). These sediments are thinly bedded

(laminae 1 - 2 mm thick) with wav}17 slightly discordant laminae of poorly sorted

muddy silt and clay laminae. Similar bedding has been observed by Greensmith

et ale (1973), Greensmith & Tucker (1967, 1976) and Reineck & Singh (1973),

in supratidal marsh sediments. If this is a correct interpretation, then the

thin discontinuous bone-bed rich in plant debris (layer 12), resting on top of

the red clays, may represent a plant debris-vegetal mud similar to those found

on the surface of many marsh deposits (cf. Jardine, 1963; Reineck & Singh,

1973).

If the layers 1 - 11 are marsh sediments, then they would contain authi-
"

genic pyrite (Reineck & Singh, 1973; Greensmith & Tucker, 1976), which would

be subsequently oxidised to limonite (Greensmith & Tucker, 1976; p.137). Pro-

longed oxidation of the sediment would result in the formation of haematite

(Czyscinski et al., 1978). Consequently, red beds formed in a supratidal marsh

environment have (no palaeoclimatic significance since sulphide bearing sediments

are found around the globe (Kawelec, 1973). Similarly, iron for pyrite form

ation is derived in situ (Howarth, 1979) and oxidised to haematite in its basin

of deposition (Eerner, 197d). However, the presence of haematite suggests a

prolonged period of oxygenation by oxygenated waters shortly after the sediments

deposition and may indicate a relative drop in sea level (Czysciniski et al.,
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1978).

Confirmation of this suggestion is indicated by the presence of super-

imposed caliche structures on the red bed sequence. These calicbastructures

may be described with respect to the section as follows:-

1. The basal layers of the section (layers 1 - 4) contain no calcite, but

do contain abundant haematite and haematite nodules (Plate 1, Fig. 1).

2. Micrite starts to appear about.3 m below the oxidised/reduced layer inter

face (layer 11/12 boundary), as small micrite pipes infilling small cracks

and fissures (Plate 1, Fig. 3) grading up the section into vertical micrite

pipes and glaebules up to 20 cm in length (Plate 1, Fig. 4). These pipes

become very common in parts of the section and culminate in the formation

of a calcareous nodular mudstone (Plate 1, Fig. 2) rich in pipes which

destroy all evidence of primary bedding.

This situation in which the original unaltered host sediment is enclosed

by micritic carbonate crusts to produce minor in situ brecciation at its top

with subsurface micrite stringers and pipes underneath, has been recorded and

described in detail from thick (1 - 3 cm) caliche sequences in the Welsh

Borderlands by Allen (1974b) and in Barbados by Harrison (1977). They occur

where caliche profiles have been developed on and within a host substrate

(Harrison & Steinen, 1978; p.389).

In the sediment immediately above the red beds micrite is absent,

suggesting that the sediment illustrated in Plate 1, Fig. 2, represents the

'crust' of a caliche profile. The overlying plan~ debris rich bone-bed

(layer 12) has an erosive contact with the red bed sequence and infills a

scour hollow on the upper surface of the red beds.

The subareal exposure and subsequent caliche development of the supra-

tidal sediments described here might not be the result of a simple marine

regression, in which the environments changed from marine conditions in the

Ludlow through to supratidal conditions in the Downton Series, bat could
I

result from a complex marine regression, containing minor transgressive phases
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Plate 1, Fig. (1) IIaematite nodules (white) in l.'ed clays at LudloiV' in the

LGdbu:ey FormatiOJl. (negative print.) (x 8)

(2) Calcareous nodular red clays at Ludlow in the Ledbury

Formation, tudlow. (neeative print.) (x 4)

(3) Micrite pipes infilling small cracks (black) in red clays

in the Ledbury Formation"at Ludlow. (negative print.) (x 4)

(4) Micrite pipe from the red clays of the Ledbury Formation

at Ludlow. (x 1)

(5) Plant remains on a bedding plane in the TemGside Fonnation

at Wallop lJall, including ?~2ok~onia sp. and·llostinella sp.

(x ~)
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within the overall regression cycle. Consider the following:-

1. In the Temeside and Ledbury Formations, caliche crusts have been super

imposed onto intertidal and supratidal sediments (Allen, 1974a,b).

2. In the supratidal sediments of this section the upper surface of the crusts

are scoUred and their laminae are discordant with those of the overlying

sediment, suggesting a difference in the depositional dip of the two sedi

ments.

,. The presence of micrite subsurface stringers extending down to 3 m below

the subarael surface (i.e. the caliche crust), implies a drop in relative

sea level of at least that much. Otherwise the sediment pores would have

been filled with fresh or marine phreatic waters, precluding any possibility

of vadose diagenesis and resultant caliche formation (Harrison & Steinen,

1978; p.394).

4. The presence of caliche horizons with fabrics indicated (Plate 1, Fig. 1-4)

here and described by Allen (1974a,b), clearly indicate the presence of

gravitational vadose waters, and prove that exposure above the phreatio

lense (water table) must have occurred (cf. Gile et al., 1966; Goudie,

1973; Allen, 1974bj Harrison, 1977; Harrison & Steiner, 1978).

5. The presence of haematite in the s~diment suggests a period of prolonged

oxygenation by perculating warm (10 - 300 C) oxygenated water (Norris, 1969;

Czyscinski et al., 1978; Setlow, 1978). The Ol<iJ,Ji:" _~\ may have been

oontemporaneous with the relative uplift of the sediment since the haematite

is absent from sediments deposited after the fprmation of the caliche crust

in the section.

These observations provide unequivocal documentation of a relative drop

in sea level of about 3 m during the deposition of the Ledbury Formation. The

prolonged subareal exposure of the sediments ,may have lasted as long as 1000

years (cf. Allen, 1974b). The presence of caliche rich sediment indicates a

relatively warm climate (mean temperature greater than 600, Blatt et al., (1973))

and a rainfall of less than 75 em/year (Blatt et al., 1973). Field examination
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of the carbonate cr~st suggests that it may have developed within the top

10 em of soil, thus indicating that the actual rainfall was probably in the

order of 20 - 40 em/year (cf. Jenny & Leonard, 1934). The presence of a

caliche crust does not provide evidence for a seasonal rainfall (Woodrow et al.,

1973; Goudie, 1973) in the British Upper Silurian as suggested by J~len (1974

a, b).

The haematite nodules in the base of 'the section (Plate 1a, layers 1-3)

may have formed as ferricretes (cf. C~udie, 1973). It is, however, more

probable that both they a.~d the haematite in the red beds (layers 1-11) formed

by the intrastratal alteration of ferromagnesium silicate grains pyrite and

authigenic iron bearing minerals (cf. Walker, 1976; Waugh, 1978) by percnlating

oxidising pore waters (Czyscinski et al., 1978; Waugh, 1978): Many of the

biotite grains in these sediments have been heavily impregnated in crystalline

haematite between their cleavage laminae (cf. Walker, 1976; WaL~er et al., 1978;

Waugh, 1978). Some of the clays in these sediments possess no crystalline fD~m

and occur as grain coatings, suggesting (cf. Crone, 1974; Walker, 1976; Walker

at al., 1978; Waugh, 1978) that they have mechanically infiltrated the sediment.

However, other clays in the sediment have a definite crystalline structure

(Plate 2, Fig. 3) which may have formed during later sediment diagenesis (cf.

Waugh, 1978) or shortly after sediment deposition (Ospipov and Sokolov, 1978).

Environment of formation (Layers 12 - 18)

This part of the section contains three vertebrate rich clay horizons

(layers 12, 14, 16) which have been described as bone-beds (Elles &Slater,

1906; Antia, 1979). Layer 16 was described as the Temeside Bone-Bed, and

layer 14 as an impersistent bone-bed (Elles & Slater, 1906, p.204-205). The

presence of a discontinuous clayey sub-bone-bed infilling scpur hollows (layer

12) on the surface of the calcrete crust of the red beds may mark a cha.~ge from

a non-marine to a marine environment. The presence of mud balls, highly abraded

and weathered fish scales, co~~,~~~J shell fragments and algal plant debr~s
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suggest a possible depositional site within the supratidal zone (cf. Antia,

. 1979a). Similar supratidal bone-beds are found in the Eritish Rhaetic and

Carbor~ferous where they mark the onset of a marine transgression (Richardson,

1911; Nickless et al., 1976; Marshall, 1978). The overlying green clays

containing slightly discordant parallel laminae may have been deposited in a
. .

supratidal marsh enviror~ent similar to those of the underlying red beds (cf.

Greensmith et al., 1973; Greensmith &Tucke~, 1976). Cut into these clays

are two channels (15 x 20 cm and 10 x 35 cm), one of which is flat based. They

contain an apparent Dineralogical cyclotheDic sequence of sedimentation which

may be described as follows:-

(1) A basal lag rich in heavy minerals, grey clay pellets (up to 1 cm in diameter)

and fish debris.

(2) This grades up into a quartz rich layer and then into a quartz and mica rich

layer. This cycle sumoarised in Text-Fig. 6 suggests that the sediment was

deposited from either a density current or from a sediment laden current

gradually decreasing in strength over a short period of time (a few hoursJ).

The order of settling suggests that the vertebrate grains were denser than

the quartz grains at the time of deposition. Such an observation could be

explained only if the vertebrate remains were second cycle (Reif, 1969, 1971,

1976) - i.e. had been reworked after they had been deposited in an older

sediment and been diagenetically e~.riched in phospr~te.

The vertebrate remains are black in colour, highly weathered (see Antia, 1979~

and highly abraded. An X.R.D. analysis of these ~ains shows that they are made

of a pure carbonate apatite, while the vertebrate remains in .the underlying red

beds are a translucent yellow colour suggesting that they might be made of a

fluorapatite enriched in organic debris (cf. Antia, 1979~. SiDilar colour

variations have been recorded elsewhere in the geological colunh~ on fish debris,

but not interpreted (e.g. the Triassic; see Sykes &Simon, 1979). The most

likely explanation for the highly corroded worn and weathered nature of these

fish scales, which appear opaque black in all three bone-bedS, is that they
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have been eroded out of the underlying red beds and have been redeposited in

the vertebrate lags in which they are now found (cf. Reif, 1971, 1976),

suggesting that the Layer 12/Layer 11 boundary may represent a disconformity

of several thousand years, and that an un.'lmown ~ount of sediment may have been

removed. It is interesting to note that the conodont specimen was unworn, and

had a translucent fresh appearance suggesting tr...a.t it might be a contempory

fossil of bone-bed BK1 age, unlike the fish'which were almost certainly reworked

from an older sediment (cf. Reid, 1890; Reif, 1969, 1971; Frey et al., 1975).

Overlying these channels and clays is a sand sheet containing a micaceous

quartz sand and some cross bedding (Layer 15). Also present in the sandstone

are layers of plant debris. Diagnostic environmental features were not observed

in this sandstone. Its quartz grain size "distribution is given in Text-Fig. 7.

The quartz grains include composite igneous grains, :r~ghly strained grains (often

with biotite inclusions) and unstrained grains.

The overlying clays containing Bone-Bed BK3 are olive green and contain

parallel and slightly discordant laminae. They are overlain by rippled sandstone

(Layer 18) which may represent a supratidal sand deposit related to a beach

environment (cf. Allen, 1974a).

Environmental Summary

An environmental interpretation of the section is given in Text-Fig. 4.

Boreholes through modern Flandrian sediments suggest that marsh sediments

can accrete at a rate of a1nut 1 mm a year (e.g. Greensmith &Tucker, 1976).

From this figure a chronology of events can be determined for the section,

1. Lagoonal marsh deposition (Layers 1 - 11) for at least 4,730 years. If an

appreciable amount of sediment has been removed between the type Layer 11

and Layer 12 were deposited, it is possible that the period of lagoonal

marsh deposition may have been appreciably longer, possibly in the order of

10 - 15,000 years.

2. This period of deposition was followed by a period of elevation, to at least
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3 m above sea level, and a period of caliche and haematite formation which

lasted for some ?500 - 1500 years.

3. The subsequent ?marine tr~~sgression deposited ?lagoonal marsh sediments for

about 6000 years.

4. For some reason this marsh deposition ceased and a channelled surface was

developed. These channels and the erosion surface were then transgressed by

a sand sheet (possibly a beach ridge (A11en, 1974a)).

5. Over the. next 250 years marsh accretion continued and eventually buried the

sand sheet. This marsh accretion continued for the next 1,100 years before

being buried by another beach ridge.

Consequently, it can be suggested that the sediments observed in the

section may represent some 10,000 - 15,000 years of sediment accretion, contain

some erosive surfaces and may contain an unconfo~ty at the junction of Layers

11 and 12. This junction represents a possible contender for the Siluri~~

Devonian Boundary in Britain.

2. The Onibury Section (G.R. SO 455 794)

The Qnibury section was first recorded by Murchison (1850-1854; Also

Text-Fig. 1) and later by Elles and Slater (1906) who recorded the Temeside

Bone-Bed in the section. Later, Shaw (1969) recorded a rich ostracod fauna

in the bo~e-bed and Allen (1974a, p.133) documented the sediments present in

the section, without recording a bone-bed. The sediment sections recorded by

Elles and Slater (1906), Allen (1974a) and the aut~or are presented in Text

Fig. 8.

In this study both the fa~~as and sedime~ts present in the section are

described and some enviror~ental conclusions drawn.

Methods

. The section was measured ~~d the various lithologies present noted. A

continuous sequence of sediment was collected with 2 - 3 kg of sediment removed
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from each sample point. The sediment was broken down and examined for fossil

moulds and casts in the laboratory under a binocular microscope.

Palaeontology

The fossils recorded from each sampled layer of the section are listed in

Table 6. The brachiopods Lingula cornea and L. minima occurred both in situ

and as disarticulated transported valves and fragments. Most of the ostracods

occurred as isolated valves. HOwever, so~e species (e.g. !. kiesowi and Q. cf.

siligua) occur as carapaces and probably lived in the environment in which they

are now found (cf. Oertli, 1971, also appendix 1). The species Q. cf. siligu~

is the same as the species Q. cf. siligua figured by Shaw (1971) and deposited
~

in the Institute of Geological Sciences in I.ondon. A lengthjheight scattergram

for this species is presented in Text-Fig. 9. The e~~terid;, occurred as both

fragments and segments in association with abundant transported plant debris •
•

The fish debris in the section consisted of Gomuhonchus murchisoni Ag., Thelodus

parvidens Ag., !. trilobatus HOppe and Logania ludlowiensis Gross, and occurred

as isolated spines and scales in the sediment. Fish debris did not occur in

sufficient abundance so as to constitute a bone-bed (sensu Antia, 1979a, p.94-98).

The bone-bed recorded by Elles and Slater (1906) is currently not exposed in the

section (cf. Text-Fig. 8).

Sediments

The sediments in the section (Text-Fig. 8) vary from a biotite rich quartzite

to olive green mudstones containing carbonate nodules (Allen, 1974a;·p.133) and

mudcracks (Text-Fig. 10c). These sediments and their environmental significance

are described in Text-Fig. 8.

Allen (1974b) considers the carbonate nodules in this section to be

pedogenic. HOwever, some of these nodules are bored (Text-Fig. 10D) and contain

an internal lamination (Text-Fig. 10A,B,C). This lamination can either consist

of concentric rings or of wav~· laminae and domes, and suggests (cf. Allen,
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Table 6. Faunas from the Onibury Section (Temeside Formation). The relative position ~f each fossiliferous sample

is .given with respect to the base of the section~ ,illustrat'ed in Text -, Fig. 8c..p=Present

SPECIES o 282

SA~WLE POSITION (cm)

370 390 405 434 515 964

. 23

2

- .'..: i~, ~:"":~ ::.:;:~~:;.: _:"~..:." --3~-:.

. ,
...
tv
~,

Brachiopods

Lingula cornea

Lingula minima J.de C. Sowerby

Ostracods

Cytherellina cf. ailiqua

Frostiella bicristata Shaw

Frostiella groenvalliana Martinsson

Londinia kiesowi Krause

Hermannia marginata ,-. (Keys) , ../

3

8

31
/"

1

54

10

21

-'
883

1

87,'

95

3

1

1

11

133

2·

10

25

5

_6.·_

Other fossils'

Eurypterid fragments

Leodispis barrowsi Reed

"lKionoceras sp.

Pachytheca sp.

Plant debris

Thelodont scales

~ample size 1U Kg.ot sed1ment

P

2

1

-
~ 11 1»

- -"--2 :3 1·8 1

1

:3 5

p

1

P

81
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1974a; Harrison and Steinen, 1978) that the nodules are not pedogenic con

cretions, and are probably stro~atolites and Oncolites (cf. Bathurst, 1975).

Although the original internal structure of these nodules has been replaced by

sparite, it is possible to note that many of these stromatolites (e.g. Plate 2,

Fig. 1, 2) consisted of horizontal laminae (Plate 2, Fig. 1, 2; Text-Fig 10A, B),
~~

which locally changed into dome shaped structures surrounded~mud (e.g. top of

Plate 2a, Text-Fig. 10E). Similar structures to those recorded here in Plate 2a,

b and Text-Fig. 10A, B. E, have been recorded in modern intertidal and supra

tidal environments (Kendall and Skipwith, 1968; Davis, 1970). Interbedded

with some of these stromatolites are quartz rich silt sheets which are similar

to the storm deposits interbedded with modern stromatolites (Davis, 1970).

The oncolites/stromatolite fragments are well sorted (Text-Fig. 10F,G)

and vary from a platy to an elongate to a co~pact shape, and frequently contain

quartz grain or fish scale nuclei (e.g. Text-Fig. 10B). Associated with these

nodules are rare lerpiditid ostracods Hermannia sp. Similar algal-leperditid

ostracod associations have been interpreted as indicating that the leperditids

fed on the blue green algae forming the carbonate nodules (Warshauer and

Smosna, 1977, p.478). SiDilar feeding relationships exist between ostracods

and non-calcareous algae exist at the present time (vlhatley and Wall, 1975).

The presence of in situ lingulids, algal stromatolites, mudcracks and

lenticular bedded sediment in the section suggests that its sediments were

deposited in an intertidal or shallow subtidal environment (cf. Paine, 1969;

Reineck and Singh, 1973; Allen, 1974a). The sandsheets in the section may be

chenier deposits (Allen, 1974a, p.134). Although such an interpretation seems

plausi~le (cf. Bernard and Le Blanc, 1965; Greensoith and Tucker, 1967, 1969)

, ~', transported shells and shell fragments which are abundant in many modern

chenier sand sheets (Greensmith and Tucker, 1967; Antia, 1977) are absent.

Consequently, it is possible that they represent subtidal or intertidal (beach)

sandsheets.
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Plate 2, Fig. (1) Stromatolites in the Temeside Beds at Onibury. (x 3)

(2) St~omatolites in the Temeside Beds at Onibury. (x 3)

(3) Clays in the Ledbl'_l'y Formation (red beds) at, Ludlow. (x 1000)

(4) Bu£rows in a sandstone sheet at Builth Wells (locality 2,

Text-Fig. 19). (x 2)

(5) Hermannia phaseola from the Temeside Formation at Wallop. . ........-----
Hall. (x 3)

(6) g. marg-inata from the Tcmeside Formation at vlallop ITall. (x 3)

(7) 1?ifuneites sp. from the Downtonian of the Kerry district.
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The Temeside Bone-Bed in an environmental context

The Ledbury Formation in which the Temeside Bone-Eed occurs was deposited

during a general marine regression which started in the early Ludlovian

(McKerrow, 1979, p.139) and continued through the Downtonian.into the earliest

Devonian of Wales and the Welsh Eorderlands (Allen, 1974a). Traditionally the

Ludlovian has been divided into a basin and. shelf region (cf. Holland and

Lawson, 1963; Watkins and Eerry, 1977; Cherns, 1977 etc.). The basin is

characterised by thick sediment pile (Holland and Lawson, 1963) containing a

diverse fauna of necktonic species and a rare but very diverse benthic fauna,

while the shelf is characterised by an abundant low diversity benthic fauna (cf.

Holland, 195'; Holland et al., 1963; Jones, 1969; Calef, 1972, 1973; Calef

and Hancock, 1974; Hancock et al., 1974; Watkins, 1978, 1979; Cherns, 1977)

which may be facies controlled in its distribution (Hurst and Watkins, 1977).

The junction between shelf and basin is rapid (about 15 kID wide) occurring over

the Church Stretton fault zone (Stamp, 1918; HOlland and Lawson,

is marked by a series of submarine canyons (Whitaker, 1962, 1968,

1963), and
CI b.

1974, 197~;'

Cherns, 1977). This distinction into shelf and basin has been present since
.~

the Ordovician (Cave and Davies, 1976; Hurst et al.: 1978).

However, at the close of the Ludlow Series the distinction between shelf

and basin sediments disappeared and was replaced by a se~uence of carbonate

depleted limonite and haematite enriched sandstones, siltstones and clays con-

taining a molluscan-ostracod fauna (c.f. Stamp, 1923; Cave and White, 1972;

Holland, 1957; Lawson, 1954, 1955). This transition was virtually instant~~eous

in most localities e.g. Siefton (Antia, 1979c), in others e.g. Ludlow (cf. Fig.

11) the transition was more gradual with rare Ludlovian fossils continuing into

the Downtonian. It has been suggested (e.g. Allen, 1974; Antia, 1979a) tr~t

this transition represents a change from marine through to non-marine and

fluvial sediments in the Ledbury Formation and overlying Ditton Group.

The general palaeogeography and the environmental changes from the Upper

L~dlow into the Ledbury Formation will be discussed here in order to place the
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Temeside Bone-Bed in its regional and local significance.

1. Palaeolatitudes

During the Upper Silurian the Welsh Borderlands were situated between

15
0

and 37
0

south of the earth's rotational equator (Roy, 1972; Creer, 1973;

Allen, 1974a). This is indicated by the presence of calcretes in the British

Upper Silurian and Devonian (Allen, 1973, 1974a,b). The continuation of these

calcretes throughout the upper Silurian and the Devonian (Lotze, 1964; Allen,

1974b) has led some observers (e.g. Friend & House, 1964; Allen, 1974a) to

suggest by analogy with tropical to subtropical landscapes from the Quaternary

(cf. Goudie, 1973) that the Welsh Borders remained for most of the Devonian and

for at least the upper part of the Silurian wi tr..i...""l an arid zone situated some

15
0

to 37
0

south of the earth's rotational equator.

However, it has been noted (Heckel, pers. com. 1978) that the earth's

rotational pole was situated between 100 and 250 to the south of the, earth's

magnetic pole during most of the Devonian. Since the position of the Welsh

Eorderlands, with respect to the earth's rotational pole, has remained unchanged

throughout the upper Silurian and early Devonian (Allen, 1974a) and was situated

250 south of the earth's magnetic equator (Briden et al., 1973a,b), it could be

suggested that either (1) the earth's magnetic and rotational poles were nearer

to each other in the Silurian than in the.1Devonian or (2) that the earth's
'" ,

global arid zone extended up to 600 south of the earth's magnetic equator during

the upper Silurian.

2. Palaeoclimates

At the present time no systematic palaeoclimatic studies have been made

of the Welsh Borderlands during the Whitcliffian and Downtonian. HOivever, the

rhythmites present in the lower Ludlovian (Atkins, pers. com., 1979) and the

Whitcliffian (Atkins and Antia, 1979) suggest that the climate was seasonal,

with a wet season alternating with a dry season (Reineck &Singh, 1973; Atlcins
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pers. com., 1979). The calcretes present in the Ledbury Formation suggest

(Allen, 1974a) that the climate was warm to hot (mean annual temperature

16 - 200 0) with a seasonally distributed rainfall (mean annual rainfall in the

range 100 - 500 rom (Allen, 1974a): probable me~~ ar~ual rainfall 200 - 400 rom.

The absence of ferricretes (Allen, 1974a) suggests (Goudie, 1973) that the

maximum monthly rainfall was less than 25% of the mean ~~ual precipitation

(i.e. less than 50 - 100 rom). A histogr~ illustrating the typical 'monthly'

precipitation that could be expected if the rainfall was seasonal is indicated

in Text-Fig. 12a.

Support for this notion of a seasonal climate is given by the rhythmites

present in the lower part of the Whitcliffian (Atkins and Antia, 1979). Their

dark 'winter' laminations have a very narrow size range (Text-Fig. 12b,c) and

their light 'summer' laminations have a broad size distribution spread, i~plying

that the summer months represented a period of increased sediment deposition

which varied in intensity and duration from year to year.

3. Wind directions

At the present time little is known about palaeowind directions in the

British upper Silurian. However, Antia (1979c) has recorded some antirippled-

like structures on sediments which were probably deposited as part of a

Whitcliffian intertidal mudflat at Siefton. These structures suggest that the

wind came from the north.

This wind direction supports the hypothesis putlined by Ziegler et ale

(1977) that the dominant wind direction affecting the Welsh Borderlands during

the Silurian was fro~ the north throughout the year (see Ziegler et al., 1977,

fig. 3 &4). However, they note that this type of wind pattern would result in

a moist summer in the Welsh Borderlands and a humid winter, with the region being

an area of low pressure during the summer and medium pressure during the winter.

The most probable atmospheric circulation patterns for both the winter and

summer are illustrated in Text-Fig. 12d,e,f. These circulation patterns have

been modified after Ziegler et al. (1977) and show the relative position of
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Text-Fia. 12. ~. Sche~atic representation of ~ual oa:dm~ r~inf~ll distribution

•in the British Upper Siluriml.

".:i. Plot of thickr...ess of liGht~ (?sur:.::;.er) laye:::s ~2ainst dark

(?winter) layers for rhytlDites fro~ near Ker~~.

c. Size/frequency distributio~ of light l~yers fron rl~t~tes

d. Size/!re~uency distribution of d~rk layers fro~ r~~t~~tes

e. 2elative distribution ot oceans, l~~d (stippled) e~~tor

the Upper Silurian (tlodified aftor ZiO£;J.er, et .0,1., 1977).

f. EYPot~etical s·~~er a~osDheric circulation over the Globe

during the Upper Siluric;.j,~.

1977.)

(lr.odified after ZieGler et <:.J..,

g. HYPothetical winter a~c~pneric circulation over the Globe

during the Upper Silurian.

(r-1odified after Ziegler et ~.J.., 't977.)
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high and low pressu=e areas in both the mid winter a:..1.d mid sun:mer monJchs.

4. Palaeoc1L~ents

Some palaeocurrent studies of the upper 'V:1.itcliffian a."'ld :Downtol1ian :b.a.ve

been made (e.g. Hobson, 1960; Bailey &Rees, 1973; Allen, 1974a). However,

these studies (summarised in Text-Fig. 13 fer the w1Utcliffian) have te~ded to

deal with small areas, and have not tried to relate these palaeocurrents and

associated sediments to the larger more glooal pictu=e of ocean c~~ent

circulation. As can be seen in Text-Fig. 12, the Welsh Borderl~"'lds were situated

at a point in between the western edge of the Ih~eic ooe~"'l and the eastern margin

of the Iapetus ocean. During the Ludlovi~"'l the Ivelsh Borderlands were separated

from the Iapetus ocean by a land mass extending across from Pembrokeshire over

most of Ireland (cf. Holland, 1969; Sanzen &Eaker, 1973). Shelf sedinentation

on the eastern margin of the Iapetus Ocean resulted in the deposition of carbonate

silts in the Upper vlenlockian (vlatld.ns, 1978b) and early Ludlovia.."'l (Holla."'l.d,

1969) of Western Ireland (Dingle Penir~su1a). I.."'l. the upj;)er Lud.lovian these

carbonate sediments_were replaced by a red bed sequence which Holla.."'ld (1969,

p.302-303) interprets as having fo~ed in a variety of intertidal a.."'ld fluviatile

environments, suggesting that the Irish - Welsh land mass was e:::panding vlest

wards during the upper Ludlovia.."'l into the Iapetus Ocean.

The southern end of this land mass probably allowed some nixing of the

northward moving Iapetus Ocean currents (Ziegler et al., 1977) and the southward

flowing currents of the Rheic Ocean WQm.a.n, 1963; Ziegler at ale, 1977).

The overall palaeogeography of the Welsh Borderlands at the close of the

Ludlow series and ea=ly :Downtonian is indicated in Text-Fig. 14.

The transition from. marine sedimentation in the upper Ludlm'l through to

the Temeside Formation in the basin at Kerry, the north wester.n shelf in the

Long MOuntain, the southern shelf at Builth Wells a.."'ld the eastern shelf at

Ludlow will be described separately in order to dete~ne why the Temeside Eone

Bed was deposited in the Ludlow district but not elsewhere.
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bonebcds and lithooonebeds on the east0rn si~e o~ the LonG~~1timt

block, and (5) tl-...a.t this bar.d of lJ~10spJ:'..atic cl~ys c-.:c.clos into

(d) Ydddle DO'l'mton:'an - about the title tho Tc::c::::idc :BOl:c-Bocl i,rJ.S

deposited. Note (1) intertiual sct~G~tation on tho southGl~1

ation of siltstones and s~~dstones in the old Ludlovi~ basin u1d

southern I:l~rgins in the Cenr..e:.'1. v.:l.lley cont~in ~1 c:.rticu.lu".;c

:Brachiopod fa~~a (AlJpendix 2), (3) l~Gh intcrtidul/culJrc.t~dal ~1~

faUT~a (Walmsley, 1959).

The Precambrian blocks inQicatea probably fOl~lCd lm1d c.~oac or

lJositive regions of no sed~ent deposition v~1icn wore Gc~~ly

rising tlLrot\gh the Dovrntonimt. The erosion surfac~ in~icc:.t~~ in

"Tales probably pe::sisted fro:! the early i.;....~.J.;;cliffic.:.t into t::.o

basal or midule J)o~~tonian (cf. Potter &?::icG, 1965;

1974; S~uirrcll &'£'1.ite, 1978).

Key to syr;lbols:-

8iv~ter,

1 = Carbonate Shelf s~a sGdi~entationi 2 =Kesa-vc:.~~cs and

eli .... t' 4 I.... . .• 1 ",,·';·''''nt~· 5 --' s""t';"";~·l .....·."'.o~:"'.'n ...."7..;c::;0 mcn ..::l. lon; = n ..or-';;la.c. s"'o......."" "" ""- .......- " -" w ....

clays; 6 = Subtidal shelf siltstonrs c.:.td c~1dstones; 7 =

Supratielal, mgn intortidJ.l ~~d fluvi<11 roel beds; 8 = Li'(;11o

bonebeds; 9 =PhoslJhorites; 10 = Q~urtz rich sublithoboneoedc;

11 = Rising Precambrian oassifs; 12 = Erosion suzfacc; L = L~~d.

Compiled after Allen, 1974a; J~tia, 1979a,b,c; S<1~zen-Bakor,

1972; :Bailey &Rees, 1972; Cave ~ vfr~tc, 1972; Squirrell &

'fnite, 1978; Lawson, 1955; ~td about 30 other articl~s, papcr3

and theses, some of which are listed in the ]iblio~aphy.
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1• The Kerry region

The region'studied and sample localities are indicated in Text-Fig. 15.

The sediments observed have been mapped by Earp (1938) and may be described as

follows:-

(a) Dayia navicula Beds (Lower Whitcliffian, Locality A)

The Dayia beds may be described as bi.otuxbated grey micri tes (1 - 10 em

thick) containing a low density monospecific assemblage of articulated ?in situ

brachiopods belonging to the species Dayia navicula (density of 62.4 articulated

?in situ D. navicula's per r:J.2 bedding plane suxface area: 10 r:J.2 ex~ned),

alternating with well l~nated grey clay/silt rhythcites containing no fa~~

2
(6 m bedding plane suxface area examined). The upper suxface of these rhythmites

are occasionally buxrowed by buxrows extending dOi'nl into them from the overlying
(Te>Gt- F,',:!, u.)

micrites) These rhythmites also contain layers rich in limonite specks

(originally pyrite framboids?).

At the present time sir:J.ilar sediment structuxes are produced as a direct

result of an oscillating the~ohaline stratification of the water body (Degens

and Stoffers, 1976; Degens et al., 1978). It is known that the Ludlovian basin

(Holland and Lawson, 1963) in which Kerry is situated, had a stratified water

body (Cherns, 1977). The' contrasting environments a~ove and below the pycnocline

differed in oxygen and hydrogen sulphide content (Cherns, 1977) and other chemical

parameters. The carbonate system is particularly sensitive, in that CaCo3 may

precipitate above and dissolve below the interface (Degens et al., 1978, p.507).
\,

Consequently regions on the ~gin of a basin Day oe affected by minor depth

fluctuations in the position of the pycnocline resulting in the deposition of

mega~s similar to those recorded in this study (Text-Fig. 16). The carbonate

fraction of the megavarveis deposited while the pycnocline is lowered (Text-

Fig. 160). A subsequent upward migration of the pycnocline would kill off the

extant marine community and result in anoxic rhytbmite deposition at this point

(Text-Fig. 16d). A later downward migration of the pycnocline would allow the

deposition of carbonates (Text-Fig. 16e) and the recolonisation of the region
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by a soft bodied infauna and epifauna. Subsequent changes in the relative

position of the pycnocline would result in the deposition of the sediments

observed in the Dayia Beds.

The Dayia Beds are overlain by the Dalm~~ella lvnata Beds (Earp, 1938).

The latter name is retained here and not updated to Salopina lunata Beds in

order to conform with current stratigraphic procedure (cf. Hedberg, 1976;

Lawson, 1979a,b).

(b) The Dalmanella lunata Beds

The ~lmanella lunata Beds may be described as a sequence of megavarves

and rhythmites similar to those present in the Dayia Beds without Dayia navicula

with interspersed distal turbidites (5 - 15 cm thick) frequently containing

transported shells at their base. For example, one turbidite layer contained

the following fossils, Salonina lunata (n = 58; 55.7%), Protochonetes ludloviensis-
(n = 6; 5.7%), Microsphaeridiorhynchus nucula (n = 4; 3.8%), Fuchsella

amygdalina (n = 1; 0.9%), Murchisonia corallii (n = 1; 0.9%) and round crinoid

columnals (n = 34; 32.6%)' in a 3 m2 area over its base. The relative thickness

of the individual light and dark layers of the rhythmites is indicated in Text-

Fig. 12 b~d. The uppe:r:nost Dalmanella lunata Beds are e).,"]?osed near Oak Farm,

Kerry (Text-Fig. 15). Here they consist of symmetric current rippled sediments

(wavelength 5 - 11 cm; amplitude 5 - 8 mm; Ripple index 10 - 22) containing a

typical 'V!hitcliffian fauna (Table 7). The overlying sediments consist of micrite

sheets in more silty micrites containing shells at their base (Table 7). The
7"Q...:J- - I":a' I>>1..." ...lir~

overlying sediments ( "J)S - :;.) are current ripplecl and parallel laminated bio-
~

turbated limonite rich silts containing dense shell sheets enriched in !.

helicites and M. comnlanata. These Beds have been termed the Platvschisma Eeds

by Earp (1938) and others.

Two types of trace fossil are common on these sediments. The first

assigned here to the genus Bifun~ites sp. (Plate 2, Fig. 7) occurs in densities

of up to 850 individual burrows to a metr square. Bedding plane surface area

(Text-Fig. 17) in which individual bu...""TOWS are oriented (Text-Fig. 18a) and
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Cytherellina siliqua Jones
, I

V.ost!ella groenvalli~a

Illermannia marginata

Hermannia phaseola (Jones)

'Ostracods

SPECIES

Londinia kiesowi

Lopboctonella sp.

Other tossils

Eurypterid tragmentij

Fish skin (T.parvidens)

Gomphoncbus murchison! (Ag.)

'LOgania ludlowiensis,

'Tbelodus parvidens "

Number or tossils observed

Number or kg. ot sediment processed (ca.)
t: I.

Drachiopods

Craniops implicatus(J.de C. Sowerby)

Lingula cornea ",

)licrospbaeridiorhyncbus nucula(J.de C.Sowerby)
•I

Orbiculoidea rugata(J.de C.Sowerby). . '

P~otochonetes ludloviensis ~uir Wood

"Salopina lunata (J~:de C.Sowerby)

Molluscs

Bucanopsisexpansus (J.de C.Sowerby)
I""Leodispis barrowsi :

Modiolopsis complanata J.de C.Sowerby

Solenamya sp.

Turbocheilus helicites (J.de C. Sowerby)

~'
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have the size distribution indicated in Text-Fig. 18b. They were dwelling

burrows which were probably produced by a suspension feeding polychaete or

arthropod (Pye pers. com. 1979).

These sediments are overlain by the Temeside Fo~ation (the Green

Downtonian of Earp, 1938) which consists of Dicaceous siltstones and coarse

sandstones containing some large calcareous concretions. The faunas present

in these sediments are doc~ented in Table 7.
Another section through the Green Downtor~an (Text-Fig. 15) contains some

plant debris, a eur,ypterid fragment and a single in situ specimen of lie comnlanata.

2. The Builth region

In the Builth region the transition from the top Ludlovian into the

Temeside Formation has been documented by Straw (1937) near Ynys Wye Farm (Text

Fig. 19). In this study a quarry in each of Straw's three (vrnitcliffian) upper

most Ludlow units were examined. The overlying Temeside Pormation is poorly

exposed and was only seen as small blocks of unfossiliferous green siltstone.

The sampled exposures are indicated in Text-Fig. 19.

(a) Transition Beds (?basal Whitcliffian)

The transition beds are exposed an a small quarry opposite Ynys Wye Farm

(Text-Fig.t~). They consist of shelly rippled, bioturbated siltstones containing a

benthic fauna of articulate brachiopods (e.g. Dayia navicula, Salonina lunata,

Microsphaeridiorhync~£nucula and Protochonetes ludloviensis), bivalves,

bryozoans and ostracods. The observed fauna is indicated in Table 9.

(b) Chonetes striatella Beds (?Middle ~nitcliffian)

The quarry in the Chonetes striatella Eeds indicated in Text-Fig. 19

consists of dark siltstones with unfossiliferous fine grained rippled sandstone

sheets (up to 8 cm thick) containing trace fossils (Plate 2d). The observed

fauna is indicated in Table 8.

(c) Holopella Beds (?Upper Whitcliffian)

The Holonella Eeds consist of dark siltstones containing minor slump
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Table 8. Faunas from the Builth District. Locality positions are indicated in Text-Fig.20: 3a indicates fauna from a

shelly layer; 3b indicates a fauna from poorly fossiliferous muddy siltstones. 4 is a tauna from the

Lower Whitclifte Beds of the Long J.2ountain.

0·29

4

t

3b

,'-,- ~

, ,"'-.-.

22.85

1·56 8,57

0152 :.141 28

• LOCALITY

3a2

0',74

0.29

3'04 3:37

-, 0 10,

86.58 7-80

0'40 ,47'40

_/ 0·40

0'58 1'21

0·09

0.19 1,21

0.09 0'40

1

70·58

1·06

SPECIES

Brachiopods

Craniops irnplicatus

Dalia navicula (J.de C.Sowerby)

J.2icrosphaeridiorbynchLis nucula .

Orbiculoidea rugata

Protochonetes ludloviensis

Salopina lunata

Bivalves

Fuchsella amygdalina (J.de C.Sove~by)

Goniophora cymbaeformis (J.de C.Sowerby)

Modiolopsis sp.

Nuculites antiquas (J.de C.Soverby)

Paracyclas sp.

tpterineat tenuistriata (McCoy) ,~ _

Pteronitella retroflexa (Vahlenberg)

Cephalopods

Kionoceras angulatum (Vahlenberg)

tOrthoceras t sp.

Paraphragmites~ (J.de C.Sowerby)

Other Molluscs

« ;.:... '

-.
0'"'19

Cytherellina.siliqua

Hebellum ct.tetragonum

Bucanopsis expansus

Loxonema obsoletum (J.de C.Soverby)'.. ~ ..
~,,:.!!yolith·es:forbesi (Sharpe)~ .. ',

~)7~trC't:;J;ii;:"i~;~,,~;·;< ii
I', Ostracods ,,'.'"'''' ""!",,'Ii'" •.'.: ...'•..• ' .. .1.'"

~~~~~"':l''''~ ...... _.?~.:!'...t:..~ ..:::X:~f-,.:~.~-:)· ..;·-;~~·_~!·. ~.~.-:> ..~_.,I:." .. j: .. ,.~~., . ..• ~- .. w • • <V~_,-....~.-.......... --~"lofo.,.'- -.- .... ':-<i ~ ... ,'. oJ ,~~__ •";'Calcaribeyrichia' te'gula·'·Siveter N-t~·.. ··.~,;.':o ; .l;.... 'OJ38~.~"~ '<.'_'-l~ " ...,-_" ~ ....__ "-'- ' •.•.•• ~ •.• - ..V.'

0,09 O~52 11.11

tlermannia ct. marginata

Kuresaaria circulata

Lophoctonella sp.

Bryozoan colonies

Ceramopora sp.

Leioclema sp.

Rhopalonaria'sp;

Fish

Gomphonchus murchison!

Logania ludloviensis

Nosteolepis sp.

Thelodus parvidens

Other fossils

Round crinoid columnals

Number of fossils observed

Number of kg of sediment processed. (ca.)
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structures (crinkle marks), vertically orientated crinoid stems, and rippled

buff fine grained sandstone sheets containing layers of commutated shell debris

at their bases. The faunas of these two sediment types, are indicated in Table 8.

The overall impression obtained from this vertical transect through the

Whitcliffian was that (1) brachiopod diversity decreased up the sequence, (2)

the overall environment changed from an aerated benthic environment of shelly

siltstones supporting a soft bodied benthic lnfauna in the Transition Beds

through to a more segregated environment in the Chonetes striatella Beds where

sand sheets (?storm deposits) alternated with bioturbated dark siltstones con-

taining shell patches. These sandstones contain escape burrows and have been

burrowed into from the overlying sediment surface (Plate 2, Fig. 4).

The overlying Holonella Beds contained bioturbated dark siltstones con

taining slump structures and an in situ fauna of crinoids~I$D sandstone sheets

with shell debris bases indicating that the environmental conditions wr~ch had

developed in the Chonetes striatella.Beds continued into the Holonella Beds.

Unfortunately the contact between the Holonella Beds and the overlying

sediments of the Temeside Formation is not eA~osed at the present time and the

exposures seen of the Temeside Formation were too scanty to allow proper

environmental interpretations to be drawn concerning the relationship between

the marine top Ludlovian sediments and' the overlying I Downtonianl Temeside

Formation in the :Builth region.

3. Lonp; Mountain

The transition from the vlhit~liffian (top Ludlovian) into the Downtonian

Downton Castle Formation and Temesid? Formation has been observed (Austin, 1925;

Palmer, 1972) near Wallop Hall. In this study faunal collections were made from

the ~nitcliffian sediments and Temeside Formation at Wallop Hall.

(a) Lower Vlhitcliffian (= Causemountain Formation of Palmer, 1972)

These sediments are exposed in a quarry 500 ~'south of Wallop Hall (S.J.

331 307) and consist of irregularly bedded, shaley - massive, muddy siltstones
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with a poorly developed rhythmite type carbonate sedimentation, similar to the

basinal vlliitcliffian sediments (Chonetes striatella Beds) of Kerry. The fauna

is' rare consisting largely of scattered fragmentaryne~~onicspecies (e.g.

orthoconic nautiloids). However, at the base of the more 'crystalline carbonate

rich bands (?diGt~l turbidite bands) shell debris belonging to benthic species

(e.g. brachiopods and molluscs) is present.
. ,

A faunal list for this quarry is

given in Table 8. The environment of deposition is considered here to be

similar to that seen in the Chonetes striatella Beds at· Kerry.

(b) Upper Whitcliffian/Downtonian Boundary (= Wallop Hall Formation of Palmer, 1972)

The Whitcliffian/Downtonian Boundary is contained within the Wallop Hall

Formation of Palmer (1972). The lower part of this member which may be equated

with the upper Whitcliffe Beds at Ludlow consists of poorly fossiliferous hard

calcareous non-turbiditic coarse siltstones - fine sandstones ( 2 - 10 cm thick)

with planar and/or current ripple laminae. Generally they are well sorted but

may show grading in the form of shelly soles vli th an abundant current derived

fauna including characteristic shallow water Whitcliffian brachiopods. The

calcareous siltstones become more abundant towards the middle of the Formation

with richly fossiliferous shelly soles. The interbedded shaley micaceous silt-

stones also become increasingly fossili£erous with some laminae covered in
de,~ "l~

sorted shell assemblages and vertebrate (composed of thelodont denticles).

This sediment sequence is present (e.g. PalDer, 1972, p.150) at Wallop Hall

(8.J. 331 307) and contains an abrupt transition from Whitcliffian to Downtonian

faunas within a shallow water marine carbonate siltstone. The distribution of

faunas and sediments in this section is illustrated in Text-Fig. 20.

(c) The Temeside Formation

The Temeside Formation can be seen in Wallop Hall quarry (8.J. 331 307)

where it consists initially of a sequence of silty parallel ~aminated mudstones

containing an abundant flora (Plate 1, Fig. 5) which grades up into a sequence

of mudcracked and wrinlde marked blockY micaceous muddy siltstones containing

dense 'sheets of transported bivalve and ostracod shell debris which are overlain
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Table 9 Faunas from the Temeside Formation at Wallop Hall~ Sample positions are given with respect to the base of

the section illustrated in Text-Fig.20. An additional 10 samples totaling about 30 kg of rock were made from

the section. However,they proved to be unfossiliferous.

SAl-IPLE POSITIONS

Gomphonchus murchisoni

Logania lu410viensia

Nosteolepis sp. (Fish skin)

Thelodus parvidens

Number of fossils counted

Number of kg of sediment processed

0~96

5l/74 5.76

3106 12'50

1.53 t

SPECIES

Brac~iopods

Lingula cornea

Bivalves

Leodispis barrowsi

Jolodiolopsis complanata

Solenamya sp.

Ostracods

I Cytherellina siliqua
N
~ Hermannia marginatao

~_I_._ .Hermannia phaseola

~ondinia kiesowi

Lophoctonella sp.

Other fossils

Eurypterids..----..-----.-.~ ...

'\

;,

0,3m

15:52

.15·52

6",25

43'/75

./ 3-12

1.1m

5~55

i 72,·22

19.44

2"77

·1,5m

Or39

7,,71

8'04

2.. 2m

5'76

56;73

5'76

3'84

~92

6·73

104

3

3c>Om

5,88

21.58

11'76

25/49

5·88

11;76·

5,88

11,76

51

6
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by a sequence of alternating parallel laminated siltstones and fine zandstonGs

with micaceous laminae and weathered calcareous pellets (0.5 - 2 cm'in diameter 

?Oncolites), containing both Lingula cornea and Leodisuis barro~rsi in situ.

These sediments are overlain by first a sequence of rubbly muddy siltstones con

taining weathered calcareous pellets and then a se~ence of cross bedded fine

grained sandstones. The observed sediment log is given in Text-Fig. 20. The

Lerpiditid ostracods observed are illustrated in Plate 2, Pig. 5, 6, and the

fauna recorded is listed in Table 9. The sediments in this section probably

represent a low energy accreting mudflat enviro~ent at its base, passing up

into higher intertidal or even back beach lagoonal muds and 'beach' sandstones

(cf. Allen, 1974).

Although the overlying Ledbury Formation was not seen, it has been described

(Palmer, 1972) as a red bed se~uence'of conglomeratic, micaceous fine grained

sandstones interbedded with micaceous muddy siltstones containing a fauna of

Lingula cornea, Herrnannia sp. and rare small bivalves.

4. Ludlow

The transition from the top marine Ludlovian into the Downtonian Ledbury

Formation in the Ludlow district has been intensively studied by both the author

and other researchers (e.g. Elles &Slater, 1906; Holland et al., 1963; Allen,

1974a).

These studies have recognised nine sedimentary facies.

The stratigraphic position of each facies i~ shown in Text-Fig. 21. Each

facies may be described as follows:-

(a) Rhythmite facies (e.g. G.R. SO 487 712)

Parallel laminated carbonate silts containing 7 - 15 alternations of

light (carbonate rich) and dark silt laminae in a 1 em vertical section. Local

erosion surfaces are present and are usually covered with abundant shell debris,

frequently forming sheets 3 - 15 mID thick. These shell sheets are considered

to have formed as storm deposits (Hurst &Watlcins, 19T.t). The laminae resemble
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the rhythmites described by Seibold (1955, 1958) and others (see Reineck &

Singh, 1973). They are considered here to represent the de~~est water environ

ment seen. They are considered by analo~J with modern rhythmites to represent

a water depth of between 40 and 600 m (Seibold 1955, 1958; Byrne &Emery, 1960;

Calvert, 1964).

(b) Riunled carbonate silt facies (e.g. G.R. SO 487 712)

Shelly rippled carbonate silts interbedded with parallel laminate silts,

containing local slumps and charUlels. Shell laminae are common. Bioturbation

and a shelly infauna are common.

The transition from this environment to the underlying rhyt~~te environ

ment is gradual. With an initial influx of bioturbating organisms succeeded by

the development of ripples and deposition of some fine ~ained rippled sand

sheets. This environment appears to be less stagnq:J.t than the rhythmite environ

ment and probably represents a slightly shallower environment in which both the

coarse sands and shell sheets were deposited by storms (Watkins &Berry, 1977).

The depth represented by this facies was probably within the r~~ge -25 to -100 m

O.D. (cf. Allen, 1970; Reiheck & Singh, 1973; Antia, 1979a).

(c) Scoured Ripuled Ca~bonate facies (e.g. G.R. SO 508 741)

Shelly rippled laminated silts containing alternating clay and shelly silt

lenticles, local scour channels, shell gravel megaripples, shell sheets, rippled

sand sheets, local slumping, some parallel laminate storm deposited silts. These

sediments probably formed below surf base (ca. 10 m depth) and above wave base

(ca. 30 - 50 m depth)(cf. Allen, 1970; Reineck &~Singh, 1973).

(d) Lenticular bedded silt facies (e.g. G.R. SO 512 742)

Lenticular bedded calcareous clays silts and shell sheets (cf. Reineck &

Singh, 1973). These sediments are thought (Allen, 1970; }~tia, 1979a,b; Antia

&Whitaker, 1979) to have been deposited in a shallow subtidal environment

within 15 m of the low water mark (i.e. above surf base) {cf. Allen, 1970;

Reineck & Singh, 1973).

(e) The Bone-Bed facies (e.g. G.R. SO 512 742)
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The bone-bed environment may be described as a lenticular bedded sequence

of clays, silts, fine sands and vertebrate coquin~. It has been described in

detail by Antia (1979a) and Antia &Whit~~er (1979) and is considered (Allen,

1962, 1974; Allen &Tarlo, 1963; Antia, '1979a, A.~tia &Whitaker, 1979) to

have been deposited within the lower part of the intertidal zone as a series of

lag concentrates on a mudflat environment.

(f) The Rippled Mudflat facies (e.g. G.R. SO'512 742)

Lenticular bedded clays, silts and sands, with some rippled sand sheets and

rare bioturbation. The sediments of this environment have been described by

Allen (1974) and Antia (1979a) and are thought to. have for.ced in the lower part

of intertidal environment.

(g) Xud mound facies (e.g. G.R. SO 512 742)

This environment consists of a series of channels (up to 1.2 m wide, 0.3 m

deep and 10+ m in length) cut into lenticular bedded silts and infilled with

shell debris, silts, sands and muds. The associated mounds often have mud cracks

and plant debris on their upper surfaces, and contain limonitised shells and

burrows. Similar environments.have been recorded in the highest parts of the

intertidal zone by Greensmith &Tucker (1967).

(h) Beach sand facies (e.g. SO 512 742).

Series of megaripples and dunes which are locally chaIL~elled and trough

cross bedded and contain local parallel laminate papar silts. They contain no

acritarchs (Richardson &Lister, 1969) and were probably deposited as beach

sands (Allen, 1974). Local plant debris horizons are co=mon. Details of one

section exposing this environment are given in Fig.

(i) Back beach clay facies (e.g. G.R. SO 521 741)

Overlying the beach sands are a series of red clays, locally parallel

laminated, containing soil horizons. They are considered (Allen, 1974; Antia,

1979a) to represent a series of back beach, high intertidal to supratidal

sediments and marine sediDents.
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Palaeontology

Each of these environnents was sampled by the author in the Ludlow

District. Samples consisted of 2 - 80 cm thic~ess of sediment tr~oughout

each section. The faunas of each u.~t (ca. 140 individuals per ~ample) we~e

converted into percentages. The units wore then grouped into environments.

The percentages of each species in each env~ronnent were summed. These summed

percentages (SP) for each species in a given environment were then divided by

the number of unit samples (N) collected from the environment to obtain an

expected mean value (EMV) of the abu.~dance of each species in the environment.

i.e.

EMV = (Sp / N )

The values of EMV were used to calculate the rarefied diversity of the

calcareous invertebrate faunas in each envirorJnent.

The ranked abu.~d~~ces of each species in each environment is indicated

in Table 10. Also indicated in "GI-"::'::; table are the modal environment and r~~ge

of environments each species present. The total saople size used in compiling

this table is about 85,000 fossils. Details of their distribution in the

individual sections examined will be presented elsewhere.

Diversity

A~ost all studies of the Whitcliffe Beds show tbat their diversity

decreases towards their top (e.g. HOlland et al., 1963; Hurst &WatlcLns, 1977;

Watkins, 197~a). This diversity change has been measured in this study using

the rarefaction index. This index measures the diversity of different sized

collections at a common sample size. The diversity values were calculated using

the formula (see Heck et al., 1975, Antia, 1977):-

E(s) = s

E(s) = species ric~~ess (diversity), Ni = species population size for i = 1 •••• s,

N = total nuober of individuals, s = n~ber of· species, n = re~uired sample size.
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Table 10 Ranked faunal distributions from 9 palaeoenvironments in the Ludlow District. A key to the

palaeoenvironments is giv~n~in the text. 11.E. =)fodal environment, R =The range of environments in which

an individual species is present

:\ -~:

"'-.--

PALAEOENVIRONHENT

Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M.E.
Brachiopods

Aegeria grayi 8 33 - - - - - - - 1

Atrypa recticularis 17 34 - - - - - - - 1

~raniops implicatu~ 6 31 17 5 13 - - - - 4

p~ia navicula 12 5 - - - - - - - 2.

Howellella elegans 22 37 - 6 23 - - - - 4

Isorthis sp. 32 17 - - - - - - - 2

Lingula sp. nov. - - 16 7 18 - - - - 4

Lingula cornea - - - - - - - 13 2 9

Lingula~ 41 15 19 4 14 - - - - 4

Lingula lewisii 14 36 - - - - - - - 1
,

Lingula minima - - - - 1 3 2 4 - 5

Lingula cf. ~issendencnsis - - - - - - - - 5 9

Hicrosphaeridiorhynchus nucula 2 2 2 3 6 - - - - 1 - 3

Orbiculoidea rugata 27 20 6 10 - - - - - 3

Protochonetes ludloviensis 5 1 3 2 10 - - - - 2
'S'l" "'." "'~l' "t· j {~;':;;'+""'-a' #:, ~ ... ·j;·""r~.;l~.:,~ ]" 1(~" ,":f ,..~. ' ..r "~;-' . ~t"-:4~"'''' ·,\..1;..'t -,....;., •• _.... , (~.~. ,.ht7 1d ·--r·4... · 1': ,.
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The diversity values were standardised to a sample size of 100 individuals

and calculated for each environment. These diversity values (Text-Fig. 21)

show that there is a general decline in diversity through the Wnitcliffian and

into the Downtonian in both trace fossil and calcareous faunas. The distinctness

of the faunas in each environment was determined using the distinctness index (d)

calculated as:-

d = slst

where s = the number of species the two assemblages have in common and st = the

total number of species present in the two asse~blages.

The results were plotted graphically in Text-Fig. 21, showing the similar-

i ty of each environment to. enviro~ent 1.
__ .J

-' - .;-

The graph of faunal diversity (Text-Fig. 21) shows that the change in

diversity can be related to environment. For example, (Table i~) some groups'

(e.g. bryozoa) are confined to the presumed subtidal environments. Others groups

contain vastly different faunas in the intertidal and subtidal enviror~ents (e.g.

the Brachiopods). The general trend appears to an increase in diversity with

increasing depth (Text-Fig. 21). Similar obse~~ations have been noted in recent

oceans (Sanders, 1968; Sanders &Hessler, 196,; Bosch, 1971). It has also

been demonstrated (Antia, 1977) that gross changes in the diversity of a live

calcareous fauna are echoed by changes in the diversity of the dead fauna.

HOwever, the out of situ dead shell fauna will r~ve a higher diversity than the

living calcareous shelled fauna because post mortem shell transport fre~uently

introduces exotic species into an environment (Antia, 1977).

Palaeoenvironmental significance of the Temeside Bone-Bed

The Temeside Bone-Bed appears to have formed as a lag channel deposit in

back beach lagoonal muds at Ludlow, during a long and gradual Darine regression

in which a diverse fauna of subtidal benthic species diminish~d in diversity

and was replaced by a low diversity fauna. Throughout the marine regression

faunal dominance appears to have increased (Text-Fig. 21) reflecting the changing
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environmental conditions from a relatively stable low stress rhythmite type

environment through to the relatively unstable high stress intertidal environments

of the Downtonian. The gradual nature of this transition, resulting presumably

from a fairly constant slow uplift of the Ludlo'l'i region, coupled with an inflow

of fresh nutrients derived from the southward migrating fluvial systems which

covered 'the area in the ]ittonian (Allen, 1974), provided a gradual stabil~ty

and improvement of the overlying waters.

This improvement and stability undoubtedly allowed a rich planktonic and
ro-.

ne. 'ktonic fauna (e. g. fish) to develop, resulting in the eventual deposition of
v

bone-beds in the intertidal zone (e.g. The Ludlow Bone-Bed).

In the Kerry and Long Mountain regions the general uplift was more rapid

(cf. Rolland & Lawson, 1963; Cherns, 1977; McKerrow, 1979) and resulted in

a major rapid environmental change in the top Ludlovia..'1 from comparatively deep

water basinal Whitcliffian sediments through to srallow shelf and intertidal

sediments contair~ng little fish debris. The faunas an~ sediments in the

Temeside Beds at these localities varied greatly in lithology and fau.'1a to the

sections observed at Onibury containing the Temeside Bone-Bed. These differences

are probably a direct conse~uence of the variations, speed and magnitude of

the environmental change from marine to non-marine conditions in the basinal

and shelf areas of the Ludlovian sea (cf. Holland & Lawson, 1963). It is

interesting to note that (1) vertebrate debris rich horizons developed in the

basal Downtonian of the Long Mountain and (2) the magnitude of environmental

change was less than that at Kerry over a similar time period.

In the Builth region poor eA~osure did not allow the transition from

top Ludlovian to Temeside Bone-Bed bearing strata to be studied completely.

However, the gradual change to more basinal type sediments through the

Whitcliffian may suggest that in this region the sea was deepening during the

top Ludlovian. It is not clear at the present time how the ]owntonian sediments

relate to the Whitcliffian sediments in this region.

HOwever, the major point to emerge from this study is that Bone-Beds like
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the Temeside Eone-Eed only appear to have foroed in high intertidal to back

beach sediments in regions where the marine regression has been both slow and

constant.
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Aupendix 1

On the distribution of Recent live and dead ostracod faunas from the

intertidal zone of Sales Point, Eradwell, Essex.

Aims

To deterDine whether or not an assembl~ge of dead ostracods from a ,number

of intertidal mudflat environments is representative of the live fa~~ of the

same environments.

Location

Sales Point, Eradwell, Essex was chosen because the se~uence of environ-

ments present in a transect from the low water mark to the high water mark

(Greensmith &Tucker, 1967; Antia, 1977), closely resembles the postulated

se~uence of environments present in the DO\oJntonian w:b..ich culminate in the

deposition of the Temeside Eone-Eed (see Allen, 1974a; Antia &vlliitaker, 1979;

Antia, 1979a).

Material

All the ostracod material examined in tr~s study has been deposited with

Ludlow Museum.

Methods

~

On the 19th March 1977 the habitats on the prograding muddy coastline of

the riverElac~laterls estuary mouth, recorded by Antia (1977), vlere sampled

2
for Ostracoda - see Text-Fig. 1. Samples consisted of a 400 co area of

sediment collected to a depth of 1 cm. Sample locations are given in Appendix 1,

Text-Fig. 1.

In the laboratory the sediment was stained with :Bengal Rose for living

tissue and broken dovnl in hydrogen peroxide ~~d hot water, prior to sieving,
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Appendix 1.

(a) Location map of the Blackwater Estuary.

(b) The mouth of the Blackwater Estuary showing sediment distribution

and position of sketch map (c).

(c) Sketch map of the Sales Point area indicating sample localities

and numbers.

Key to sediment types:-

(3) Shell, pebble and muddy sand;(1 )

(4)

Salt marsh;

Mud mounds;

(2) Chenier sands;

(5) Rippled muds; (6) Silt and gravel; (7) Offshore

gravel banks; (8) Sand deposits.

In~e:
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sorting and counting of the ostracods. JJl ostracod was recorded as live if it
•

contained its limbs, head and thorax and was stained by the Bengal Rose.

The rank order abundances of the live and eoad faunas 8..."'1d their trophic

nuclei are presented in Table 1. The trophic nucleus is used here to identify

those species which numerically form 8~/o of the fauna (Neyman, 1966). The

composition of the dead faunas is tabulated in Table 2.

Faunal distributions

A total of eight species were recorded in the intertidal zone. Abunda..."'1ces

and distributions through the zone are illustrated in Tables 1 and 2. The

relative diversity of the live fauna varies from 1 species in the highest salt

~arsh to 6 species in the lowest mud mounds. A similar diversity change may be

observed for the dead faunas where for the same habitats, the change is from 2

to 7·species.

In general among the larger ostracod species (e.g. Cythere lutea) there

is little difference between the rank placings of the live and dead faUnas

(Table ). However, the smaller species (e.g. Lentocythere ~ellucida) show a

marked depletion in the dead faunas with respect to their rank placings in the

live faunas (Table 1), thus suggesting,that either (1) some sedimentological

sorting and reworking of the dead shells has occurred, (2) differential

destruction of some forms r..as occurred, thus enriching the fauna in the more

robust forms, or (3) that the smaller species have only recently colonised the

area. In view of the general stability of the 6~~;ironment, the presence of

marked sedimentological sorting and reworking of the sediments in tha intertidal

zone (Greensnith &Tucker, 1967; Greensmith, 1977; JJltia, 1977), and the

great abundance of these smaller species in the live fauna, it seems likely

that a combination of (1) and (2) has contributed to the differences observed

in the rank placings of the live and dead faunas.

The commonest species in the live faunas of the lower Salt Marsh and upper

intertidal zone (Table 1) was Cythere lutea. Although this species dominates
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f

Appendix 1,Table 1. Rank order distribution table of the Ostracod faunas at Sales Point. ' ~

The position of each locality is given' in Appendix 1, Xext - Fig. 1.

(L) = live fauna,(D)= dead fauna.
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APPE~~IX 1.Table 2. Distribution ot dead ostracods at Sales Point Dradwell,Cssex. A key to the locality numbers

is given in Appendix l,Text-Fig.l. R reters to'runnel intill,~ reters to channel intill.

a) Cythere lutea,

,~ valves, 1 2 2R
LOCALITY

4 5 SC 6 6C 8 - 9· ,9C :

Paired

Lett

Right

Fragments

9.0

9.0

82.0

10.6

31.8

36.9

21.2

13.4

35.0

30.8

20.7

2.7- - 11.5'

38.9 21.8

44.4 46.2

14.0 20.5

12.2

21.9

39.0..
26.8

13.5 '

37.8

37.8

10.8

',.
18.8

28.3

30.1

22.6
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1 2 2R 4 5 5C 6 6C 7 8 9

Paired

Lett

Righi

Fragments

- ',100.0

.100.0

c) Pontocythere elongata

%valves 1 2 2R 4 5 5C 6 6C 7 8 9 9C

Paired

LeJ't

Right

Fragments

.. -;

100.0 66.6 100.0

50.9

30.0

20.0

:~."Ed»)Loxo·choilchd~-rifb;;ll~id~~~t
_ • " l "'"

~~ valves

Paired
1 2 2R 4 5 5C 6 6C 7 8 9 9C

2

100.0

Lett

Right

Fragments

e) Leptocythere

% valves,

." .

pellunica

1

, .,
i

..-- .-

2R

100.0

4 5 5C 6 6C 7

100.0

8 9

55.0

45.0

9C

".
Left'

Right'

"

50.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 50.0

25.0

60.0

20.0
Fragments 50.0

t) Heterocytheries ct. albornaculata
75.,0 25.0 20.0

2'0 valves 1 2 2R 4 5 5C 6 6C 7 8 9 9C

9C

71.4

6~ 6C 7 8 95 5C4

/'

11.1
. --- ~- - --

44.4 40.0 ~55.0

~ ._.~..._- --_~...;'" .,.. : ..

. '--""'2.3.5

70.5

Lett

Ril;ht

Paired 11.8

37~if '36.8 57.1 _72.4 41.1

50.0 35.0 31.3 36.8 7.1 21.2 100.0 35.2

Fragm~e;::n:.:t=s:.-. .....;1::.;O:.:0:.:.:.;0~.-;:5:;.:.:.:9~ .:1:.;:0:.:•.:0~.::1.::0.=,.,;:;0__3;;:,.::,1~.2=-...;2=.6;;;..:::.;3::........;3:.:5::.;.:.;7=----.;6::.;.:.:4.~..:1:.:00~.:.:O=-- .::1.::1.=,.,;:;8_-::;;2,;:;8,;:.• .=.,5 _

g). Urocythere

" valves

.~~_. --- - - --- _~ -~...... -.. _.__. _~.., .

Paired

Left

Right

Fragments

50.0 100.0

50.0

22~3 - ..--.-.---....
50.0

50.0 80.0

20.0

l00~O
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the dead faunas (Tal~e 1), it is perhaps worth noting that dead articulated

valves of the species (minus internal animal) were only found in the habitats

inhabited by the species in life (cf. Fig. 2 & Table 2). Lentocythere nellunica

was the dominant species in the live faunas of the highest salt marsh and the

mud mo~~d habitats (Table 1, Fig. 2). As already noted, the species is grossly

under-represented in the dead faunas. Presumably its inability to ~~thstand

sedimentological transport (i.e. thin shell'and ?wecl~ hinge) accounts for the

absence of paired valves in the dead fauna (Table 2). Hemicytheris elongata

formed the dominant species in the live faunas of the rippled mud habitat, and

a minor component of the mud mount faunas (Table 1).

The reasons for the distribution of each of these three co~on species in

the live faunas may lie in their general morphology. For example, the thin

shelled small species, Lentocythere nellunica dominates habitats which are of

a protected 'low' energy nature such as the hig:':.'3st saltmarsh and lower mud

mounds. The more robust smooth cylindrical species Pontocythere elon~ata,

which is almost devoid of ornamentation is co~only fo~~d in perhaps the most

rigorous environment of the intertidal zone, the rippled mud habitat, and is

presumably best adapted to a shifting silt environment. Cythere lutea dominates

the faunas of the upper mud mounds (Fig. 2) in its angular robust thick shelled

form (Plate 2). It is well adapted to the coarse grained often shelly nature

of this 'high energy' habitat. It is also interesting to note that the mud

mound surfaces in this region contain a rich algal growth.

Dead valve ratios, articulation and fragmentation

Dead ostracods occurred as either paired articulated valves, single valves,

or fragments (Table 2). Table 2 illustrates the proportional distribution of

articulated, fragmented, and single valves for each species .in each habitat.

Table 2 shows that the relative proportion of paired articulated valves

is a function of the environment. For example, Cythere lutea contains a higher

proportion of paired valves on the surface of the lower marsh a...~d higher mud
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mound::; than in the adjacent channels and runnels (Table 2) presumably because

the valves are more likely to be disarticulated by the constant movement in

them of sediment. As can be seen from the comparative abundance of left and

riGht valves (Table 2), some sorting of the disarticulated carapaces must have

occurred. The proportion of shell fragments for the commoner dead shell species

Cythere lutea ~d Heterocytheris cf. albomaculata increases to a maxioum in the

highest intertidal zone, presumably because 'whole valves were too heaV"J to be

transpo~ted into the highest salt marsh habitat. The proportion of fragments

in the channels and runnels is higher (Table 2) than in the adjacent mounds,

presumably reflecting the high proportion of reworking char~el infill undergoes.

Shell abrasion

In general the surface of the live shells are relatively free from abrasion.

HOwever, some 'live' carapaces of Pontocythere elon~ata show abrasive etch

marks. The dead ostracod valves may be ~~worn or show surface pitting. Some

of the surface ornament pits have provided microhabitats for epipsammic diatoms.

Conclusions

In this study eight species were ,recorded from 9 sample stations (Appendix

1, Text-Fig. 1) across the intertidal zone at Sales Point, although none of the

commone~ species were ~eco~ded at a single sample station. Cythere lutea was

commonest in the upper part of the intertidal zone (Fig. 2, Table 1). Ponto

cythere elon~ata was most abundant in the mid intertidal zone in the rippled

mud habitat, while Lentocythere pellunica was commonest in the very highest and

Diddle - lower parts of the intertidal zone.

Neither the relative abundances or r~~c distributions of the dead fauna

(Table 1) accurately reflect the composition of the live fauna, though a reason

ably accurate representation can be obtained on a presence - absence basis.

Regions of high sediment movement (i.e. channel infill) tend to contain

a high proportion of disarticulated and fragmented carapaces in their dead
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f<1unas, when compared to the surround.ing subGtrate.

Many of the valves and carapaces are worn, some '\-rhile the animal was

alive, and may be colonised by encrusting epipsam:nic diatoms.

Annendix 2

Pridtolian marine fossils from the supposedly upper Leintwardini~~

(Ludlovian) Cennan :Beds of the Cennan Valley. :By TI. R. Atkins & D. D. J. Antia.

Aims

To demonstrate that the supposedly (Squirrell &White, 1978) Upper

Leintwardinian Cennen :Beds of the Cennan Valley are of Downtonian (Pridiolian)

age.

VJaterial

Sample collected by D. R. A. from the lowe~ost fossiliferous sediments

- of the Cenn~ :Beds, about 0.56 m above the base of the unit, in the Ce~.en

Valley. Section exposed in the A 476 road cutting (G.R. SN 6102 1906) 4 km

south-west of Llandeilo, D,yfed, Wales.

Methods

The samples (ca. 1 kg) collected by D.R.A. were examined by D.D.J.A.

for fossils under a binocular stereomicroscope.

Fauna recorded

The following species were observed in the s~ple (actual numbers present

are given in brackets):-

:BRACHIOPODS

Cranions aff. imnlicatus (J. de C. Sowerby), (17); Lingula cornea J. de C.

Sowerby (1); Mlcrosnhaeridiorhvnchv~sp. (17); ?Orbiculoidea sp. (1);

Protochonetes cf. missendensis Straw or E. cf. novascoticus Mclearn (7);
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Salonina aff. lunata (J. de C. Sowerby) (28); ?ErachYz~~'- - ,p.* (1).

BRYOZo.ANS

Ceramono"'a sp. (1); Leioc16ma sp. (11).

OSTRACODS

Frostiella groenvalliana Martinsson (6); ?Frostiella sp. (115); Frostiella

cf. bic'ristata Shaw ('I); Londinia kiesOvTi (Krause) (8); Hermannia cf. mar.q;inata

(Jones) (2); ?Nyh~nella sp. (1).

OTEER FOSSILS

Orthoceras sp. (2); Kionoceras sp. (2); Pterinoid (1); ?Hor.motoma sp. (3);

Hyolithes cf. forbesi (Sharpe) (1); ?Modiolonsis sp. (1); Tentaculites sp. (6);

Gomphonchus rr.urchisoni (Ag.) (6); Rou.~d crinoid columnals (77).

Faunal conclusions

c.t-
The ostracod species !.Xbicristata, E. groenvalliana, 1. kiesowi ~~d li.

cf. marginata indicate a Downtonian (Pridioli~~) age ~or the Cenn~~ Beds (cf.

Elles & Slater, 1906; Martinsson, 1967; Siveter, 1974, 1978; Shaw, 1969,

1971). This age reassignment is supported by the presence of articulate

brachiopods of upper Downtonian and lowest Devonian aspect (e.g. P. cf.

missendensis and ?Brachyz~~

Imnlications

sp.). •

The implications of this interpretation of the fauna are (1) the uncon-

formity at the base of the Cenne.n Beds stretches from the Levler Leintwardinian

(cf. Squirrell &'ihite, 1978, p.15) into the Downtonian and not as Squirrell &

White (1978, p.15) suggest into the Upper Leint~ardini~~, (2) The Tilestones

of Potter &Price (1965) and Squirrell &White (1978) which rest unconformably

on the Cenn.t.n Beds, may be of Middle to highest Pridtolian (Silurian) or Lowest

Gedinnian (Lower Devoni~n) age, although they themselves lack any diagnostic

fossils, (3) Marine conditions prevailed into the Downtonian in South Central

* The asterixed brachiopod was identified by ~~. C. J. Burton.
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Wales, and (4) No sediments representing the Upper Ludlow Series are present

in the Cennen Valley.

Additional References

MARTINSSON, A. 1967. The succession ar~d correlatio~ of ostracod fa~~as in

the Silurian of Gotl~~d. Geol. Fo~. StocY~~olm. Forh. vol. 89, pp.j50-386.,

SIVETER, D. J. 1978. The Silurian. In Bate, R. &Robinson, E. (eds) A

stratigraphical index of British Ostracoda. Geol. J. S~ec. Issue. No.8,

PP.57-100.
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B
PRID:"OLIAN (UPPER SILURIAN) l-tARlNE FOSSILS FROl-I THE,

SUPPOSEDLY UPPER LEINTWARDININAN ( LUDLOVIAN) CENNEN

BEDS OF THE CENN&'J VALLEY,DYFED,\o1ALES.

Sir, In a recent paper Squirrell & Whito (1978) suggested

that the Cennen Deds of the Cennen Valley,Dyfed,Wales, are

ot(9Pper Leintwardinian age. However" a sample collected by D.P..A,

from the lowermost tossiliferous sediments ot the Cennen Eeds

in the Cennen Valley, 0.56 moabove the base of the unit,

contains fossils which indicate that tho Cennen Beds are of

Prid,olian age. The sampled section is exposed in theA 474 '

roa' cutting (G.R. SN 6102 1906) 4 km south west ot Llandeilo,

Dyfed,Wales. '

The following species were observed in this sample

(the actual number of fossils assigned to each species

identified in the sample is indicated in brackets);

BRACHIOPODS

Craniops atf. implicatus (J.de C.Sowerby),(17);Lin5ula

cornea J. de C. Sowerby, (1); J.ficrosphaeridiorhynchus sp.,

(17); ?Orbiculoidea sp.,(1); Protochonetes ct. missendenensis

Straw, \f' --"---'-.';~.'-=r: - -~~:;'~' ;;C:~~~~" (7); Salopina aff.

lunata (J.de C.Sowerby), (28); 'lBraChYZ@':, sp. (1); - This &!
latter species was identified by DrC.J.Burton.

OSTRACODS

Frostiella groenvalliana Martinsson~(6); ?Frostiella sp.,(115);

Frostiella ct. bicristata Shaw, (I>; Londinia Ideso,d (Krause), (8);

IIermannia cf. marginata (Keys), (2); ?Nyhanmella sp., (1).

OTIlER FOSSILS

6eramopora sp~, (1) ;Leioclema sp. t (11); 'Orthoceras' sp., (2) ';

Kionoceras sp.,(2);Pterinoid,(1); ?Hormotoma sp.,(3); Hyolithes

cf. forbesi (Sharpe),(1); n1odiolopsis sp.,(1); Tentaculites sp.,

(6); Gomphonchus murchisoni (A~.),(6)i Round crinoid columnals,

(77).

The ostracod species F1bicristata,F.grOenvalliana,L.kiesowi,
, ) Ii . Xl

and.!!.:.. c~.~arginata. indicate a Downtonian (Pri~olian) age for -,

the Cennen Beds (cf. Ellcs & Slater,1906;}lartinsson,1967;

Shaw,1969;1971;Siveter,1974 (Ph.D. thesis,Leicester University),

1978}. This age reassignment is supported by the presence of ," -"

articulate brachiopods of ~per Downtonian and lowest Devoni~

aspect (e.g. £.cf. missendenensis snd '1 Brach
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..~e implications of this interpretation of the fauna are:-

1.,The unconformity at the base of ~he Cennan Beds stretches

t~om the~er Leintwardinian (Squirrell & Vhite,1978,p.15)

into the Downtonian and not. into the~per.Leintwardinian ur
as Squirrell &White,1978,p.15).suggest.

2. The Tilestones of Potter & Price (1965) and Squirrell &
White (1978) which rest unconformably on the Cennon Beds

may be of middlo to highest prid~olian (Silurian) or ~

lowest Gedinnian (Lower Deyonian) age·although they

themselves lack any diagnostic fossils.

3. Marine conditions prevailed into tho Downtonian in South

Central Wales.

4. No sediments representing the upper part of the Ludlow

Series are present in the Cennen Valley.
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Comments on Spm;b!s lewis!! (p~1Yohaeta. • Serpu1!d.ael
4

I ~. •

David D: :'J,. Antia, Deparbnent ot Geology',,,'
GtasA'OV t1n1versiV •. Glasgov.

Abstract

~ Babitat preferences.' growth and size distribution in en Upper Silurian
. ," ,. .

population ot Sp1.ft!\bi!! ,lewisii, from tudlow, tT.X. ~ discussed.
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, ,

SpirQpis le'totisii J. de C. Sowcrby is a very '::t'l3Xe upper Siluxion

.foDsil whioh has onlY been reoordod enoru.sting on the surfaces of,
I

, I

orthooonio nautiloi~ (MUrohison, 1839, 1059; llolland, 1971). An, '

\

examination of some 50,000 rillells from the \fuitoliffe Eeds (\fuitcliffian,
I

upper Ludlovion, upper Siluxian) in t..."'le Ludlo'tv region, under a binocular

I':miorosoope revealed the presence of thr~e spirobid encrusted shell
" }

fra:gments. .All three shells were oolleoted from the Lower "fuitcliffe

Deds, of 1-!ortimer Forest (Eritish national Grid Referenoe SO 48887113)

near Ludlow, Englond, and have been deposited ,'lith the Institute o.f

Geologioal Soienoes, London.

The three shells axe orthoconic nautiloids which have been encrusted

on their exterior. ,:, ~o specimens are fr~ents of MioheB.nocerae

bU11atum (J. de C. S'ow~rbY) (2 and 3 em in lensth; contain.1ng 2 and 6
: '

speoimens of S.lewi§ii respectively) the other i:s a specimen of

Michelinooeras centr~e
Ij

"II. ~I ••

specimens of S.lewidii.

this l?aper.
! "

• '1, .'

(Eai-rande) , 4.5 em in length, contai.ni.ng 104
. r ~""e

These enoru.sting DPirofida fo:mn the dataAfor

" .'.t ....

, .
, • HA.bitnt tlreferePo$s

, ,

It ~ been dem~~t:rnted (Knieht-Jones, 1951, 1953; Knight-Jones &
I

Xnight-Jones, 1977; I '~~ 1978a), that modern SPir*ida have distinct ij
habitat l?references. For example SpiEibis spirobis (L)'8 l?referred

habitat is the fronds of algQ.O belonging to ~he species Fucua serratus L.

(Daly, 1978a.). Similar observations have been made for other encru.sting

organisms (cf. Havilecek, 1972). The absence of S.le'tdsii encrusting
" , 41>..:1

on non~cephalopod shells suggests that the species m~ have~a habitat

l?reference for cephalopod ohells.
l'

The spirOfida encru.sting on 1·t. centr~.le aDl?ear to be a.rran(?'Od in lines
l'

l?arallel to the orthoconelJ gro't'rth lines in ' ....hioh the initial spirofid
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tubp as aligned parallel to the 10nei.tud1n.11 Cl.7..1c of tho orthocono

(deviation. of .± SO) ond to.ood to\'1a.rdo tho orthoconds antorior. ,athin
..,., t

. artY one line or train of cp~bids tho moen distanco betvleon tho con re
~~ . .

of,\ind.1vidUal SP~bid:3 is 1.7 DlIll (mipirmrn distanoe obsorved io o.bout

1.4 I::m, tlnJ"..iI::rom distrolCO iD about 3 JD). Incli~idual trains nra

arranged a.t spacint;s of 2.8 - 3.3 I:lt1 (moon 3.1 me. :. 7 train3 of
•

OPi~bidD \toro ob~orvcd. on tho specimen). Thoce tro.ina co:opletely

onoirole tho ci:rcu:::lf'c:rcnco or tho or.Jlocono.
t"'

S1I:l1lar trains of sp~bida aliened. pDI3llel to tho growth lines
. -J

of both bivalveo (Truct'"J.nIl, 1942~ orthooonos (Hollnnd, 1971) havo been

interpreted. D.lJ indicatir-G that tho-.r ttero colonised. "lhllo o.llve, snd.
. ,.

that tho SP~b~d spat fall '\omS epicodio.
. r

J.11 tho sp1.-ooid:3 on the three orthocore 1':rn~cntD l1oro aligned.

""'with their 1cltiaJ. tuba ali&nod );larollcl to tho orthoconcro loneitudinal

axis and facing tor\la:rd.s, tlD.d. on ono apec1I:1on aD l·t:tairuJ .p~allel to
I

the choll gro..rth lines end tnoiroJ.ing it. ThcDQ obnervo.tionc fJU&SCst
I ,

. r '
that the settl~ opirc;.bid lar.no mero,ted. to tho. a.~terior cr.d of t1;-c

orthocono bcoCllSc it offered. tho most £ayourablo si.to for colonico.tion

(of. Knie:ht-Jonoo, 1951) o...'"ld aJ.iOled thcmsolves acoord.inely. Tho
_ I
, • I

presenoe of Sp~b:td tJ.'t'.inn completely enoirol~,th~ ortltocono

sueeeota that it was vcrJ dctin!toly alivQ or nO;l.tj,nz llhen oolonised
': i

(Seilaoher, 1960;. ~fu1cchnc=, 1968). The prec~o of 0. number of
! '.

r I

regularly' opacod opi::obid trains S'U(!5o:Jto tho.t tho orthoconc \oI'o.s alive
~ .

when ooloniood qy'R.lcwiaii Wi~l e~ train =cpresent~ a.separate spo.t
• , \oU" I

fall. (Tr.1et13n'j'1941; Hollnnd., 1971). Th\3,.lenc~otcd cllall ·oe~teen

each pair or trains roprclJcnto tho e;::o\1th of tho ort."J.ocona durin(; tho
\

I

,period between two':auccoooive spat falls.

"
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(b)

(c)

Ap~rture diameter (D ) and~ shell diameter (D )w . m

, plotted against LoB'(0) solid r..nglo (e) o~ spirail . expresoed

as 11 radians.

Plot of Vhorl Expansion la.te (w) a.gainat Distance (D) of

generatina curve from the axis (sea Raul' 1966, 1967 for theory')

Size frequency histogram of frequency (numbers) against NUJ:lber
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Table t.
. • eGo . 'r

Uean valuo and varianf:t: tf:' D ,D rind.:a for SPir~iS lc,.,risiiI m w
1

Dm Dw ; ':a

Uean .:01.412 mm 0.452 1'''' 1.64
, I

Variance 0.314 0.0;6 19.78
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2. Growth
, . r

At the present tine fO'.ol crouth otu~eo of sp.b;o}>1d she1l3 e::iat
I

(o.a. DaJ.:r. 1970b):. S1noo a:p1rC)~ld:1 COIllJlct of pl~cpir::ll ooilod

shells. thoir growth C4l.!1 be de:::cribcd. u:zino tho o~o p:::r"'...I.'lotero, uhich
I

.a.ro usod to describe spirnl cro,,1t.~ pa.tte=nz in COIJh=Uopod.c. gastropods

and. bivnlves (oco RaUl', 1966, 19:.')7; Rau:J? & C1l,~~b¢:t'i~, 1907; l~cGhoe.

197"). In order to illustrate c::rc'i·rwl in fl.l~u5.fJH the follorrirJc .
",~Je.:

measureocmts were)usin& a binocu1~ tUc:ro::;co;po fitted with a. tlicromater.
. I

(1) The m.arlmum dicmeter (D•.,), (2) the~:::~us (D ), (;) tho
I - r, . ,...

aporture wid+"J. (Dw)' (4) the m:tnirmn :ro.diuo of tho opirobid tube (D ).
. J Z
. I 0-

The geomotr.1 of the:DDlral ~~ defined in te~o of ito solid a.~le of
- .

rotation (R ) with roopoot to its becinning. ':h.ich ,,;co ta.!::cn cs 0.
r ,

line across tho open posterior end. of tho first tube construoted e.i'ter

mat:unorphooio. ':I:he ~tlal point = 0 -r rcdiaru:3. the fir~t ~ ,.;rhorl ==

1-r{ radio.ns, the first whorl == 2 -rr r~~, tho second ':horl = 4-J(

radians and so on.

A direc~ plot (FiC. 10.) of Dm~~t LocrPr t'.lld Dw ceainst LogeRr

wna made. Their otatistics t'SO p=cscntod. in Table 1. Doth plato

' ..-.

indioate that 8.10'\0111111 had. an cl1ctlottic pattern of c,rovr-..h. A similar
... , . r

patte:m of growth~ 'been noted for tho· mod.ern OP~bitl ~.• o'01robis by

Daly (1978b). ': ,
I.> ,(:,

The mean D and. \\t" values wGro calculo.tcd r.nd Gt'tl.phics.lly plotted £or

each new whorl (Fig~' '~~)J \-;haro D:: ['D - D I / D nnd \'1 :: ( D In )2•
• 'I r ...., r J!-z, '

This graph (Fig. 1b) .oh~'r.3 (cf. Rnup, 1966, 1967) that ~.lolrlA1i liko
,. :

to " "modem sp~bidD (D~,\ 1978b) a:3mJ:lod an involuto. g:rovth 1"0:0::. ~1lo

I . '. t
advantages of an 1nvo~~~e gro",rth 1"om for DPirc)biclo mvo boen cm:rnrrised

by Daly (1978b).
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;. Po'Ou.lo.tion n.n;#",rit:!:'Uoturo

The ago pyrm:Ucl for tho populo.tion of S.leuiohi, on tho speoimen, .'

ot M.oent:rn.1e (FiS.' 1~) hao tho dictrib".ltionnl ~:pe ot' D. o:P~oioo
" ,I' .'

producing~ :founi t.fith n oonpro:o.tivoly oteoblo populntion (ot.
, ,

I' "

Ola.phm:1, 1971; Antio:,'t~ "'ood, 1977). 1!ouovcr, if tho orthooonC3
I

was ono:r:u.stod by S.lewisH \"hile it \~ olivo, then'it 10 unlikoly
•

that the population oboo't"V'cd '\Tould prccont en c.couro.to )repreocnta.tion

of mortality in the opecieo,' bec~wo tho orlhocono \.'3.:3 f:rogmontod

pJ:1or to ito burial in tho nediIlcnt, m-..d. prosu::l3.bly spent Do considerable

lena-th of time rolling o.bout on tho DOZl. bod. This rolling~ ho.vo
,.,

dislodged ~a:rr:r of tho c:Pir~bid.s on its cur1'aco (of. DnlY, 1978b)

resulting in come Dizo biacing of .tho 0u"'O py:rnmi.d.
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Martin G. Look1ey &I n3.vid ~.J. Antia

Abstmot Rare occurrenoes of Ordovioian and Silurian speoies of tho inArtioulate

brachiopod Sob1zooronia (Trematidae) 121 facies where they are not normD.11.y

.indigenous is exp1tdned b7 1llustmUns that the orthooonio oepbalo1>od shells to

which these inarticulates are attached m9.1' ha.w drifted oonsiderab1e distanoes

prior to their deposition and entombment in onshore; sediments.
, I

• I •
I

Introduotion During the course of respeotive stud,ies of an Upper Llanvirn,

~oian (mL) a.n4 a \olb1toliftian, SUurian (DD,ll..) .booess~on in the Anglo Welsh

region, the authorS J.ndepEmdentlT noted. rare oocurrenoes of orthooones' with. ,.
'§ohizoQrpnia attached to both'the inner and outer valls of their body ohambors.

, 'j ,, :

1n both oases the e;ntanbing olastio sediments are of ia' ooarse arenaoeous type
• , :1

assooiated. with ,demonstrabl1' sha.1low-wter faoies aP.,semb1ages whioh ino1ude
, I •

transported shell deposits and disoontomities (Wi1llams 195' and. Antill. 19790.).
!., .

Sinoe the A%JBlo 'Welsh Sohizoorpnia usua.lly- ooour abundcJnt17 on:L7 in

argillaoeous offshore sediments we consider that, although thaT are prediotably
'. , .

• I

rare in those onshQre sediments, ~ane explanation ~t be sought for their
,

assooiation 1n significant numbers with the orthooones to whioh they are attached.
I \

Havlioek (1972 p.236) reported that the Upper Ordav1~inn trematid RtvPhopeltio

AAoola temer from l3ohEJm1a .."lived attaohed only- tq'the shells of orthooone
,I

nautiloids", be ~so :noted its anoestor l.. homrl &v1ioek sometimes eno:rusted
I , '

'orthocones. !rhis :intriguing exnmp1e 01' apparent host-speoifio relationships may
I', I

be paralleled elsewhere emongat the trematidae (e.g. Schizocrania.) bY' similar,
, I

assooiations between host and enoruster. !rhis possibility- is oonsidered here.
: .

I

MATERIAL The Uppe~ #anvim orthooone, represented 'bT, an inoomplete, poorlY'

preserved 1nternnl mould (diameter ca. 18 mm) of un1alow taxonomio att1n1tY', wao
. , . .

reOOT8rec1 £rom oaloarGous benthos-dom1nated, arenaoeous shell beds in the upper
- ' .

part of' the Flags and :Crits Member ot the Ftairtaoh Group exposed at Coed Duon,
. ,' I '

, , I,
" "
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width(mm)
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3·0
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(4·0)
3·5

(4'0)
(2.5)
(2.5)
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~ direction of forward growth
of Schizocronio specimens

'0

length

BB94078
BB 94079
BB 94080

3cm

BB 92492
BB 92493
BB 92494

..'.. ,
1~_-:--~.. ,~

BB 94081
BB94082
BB94083
B894084
8894085

bryozoan
borings

BB92492

I.'
B894078
B894079
8894080

...
septa

, .
. "

Ul!J'~-BB 92494

--....:..jf--,-B892493

1

. ~'. . .. ~"" ~ '... ' ..;'I . ',' '
..

B

..
• : t

,· ,.

.: . '.
'. '.' I==~-""~-I-:.

,)

, ,'I.

'?xRlo.Mt i on Or Fir;u.w 3,
. . .

. ., J ' •

Scale drawinBs ot p0!d2ooro:n!Q, encrusted orthooonio nautiloids from Upper

L1.oilv1m strata exposed near L1Ang'Q.d08', Mid \Tales (A) and !'rom Lower (n) and.

Upper (0) \lh1tolifte strata exposed near Ludlow, Salop. All Sehiz9crpnin

.'apeoJ.mens haVe :Britioh ~!uoeum numbers end. are depioted by the Demo di~tic,
'. I . .'
reprGSGrltation re61U'dless at \oIbioh side at the orthooone mould they c.ppear. ,

a'btaobGd to, length \d,dth measurements, listed bottom right, should be roga:rded

'u cml7 apProximate Vhere bracketed.
· ,..
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; k:n south of L1~~dog, Dyfed (Grid Ref. SN 709 256) '-There it lay para.llel to

bedding. The s~ecimen chows three s~ecimens of SchizocT.ania cf. snloniensis

'''illimns attached to the inner s1ll'face of the ce~halo~od body chn.mber with their

brachio.1 valvos 0.11 fo.cinG inwards (Fig. 1A). The entira circUI:l1'ercnce of the

orthocone mould is visible with the Schizocronill. s~cciI:lenJ3 choi'ling no obvious

~reference for any ~articular attacl1ment site although ttvo of the s~ecimcns are

orientated sub-~arallel to each other near tho rolterior end.

The vfuitcliffiro1 orthocones are re~resented by t\'io poorly ~reserved frucmentary

internal moulds of Orthoceras s~. (diameters ca. 20 mm 'and 30 mm re:::~ectively) :from
I

• I '

the Lower \'fuitcliffe Beds of Hortimer "Forest, south of Ludlow (Grid Ref. SO 497725)
,

ro1d' the U~~cr 'fuitcliffe :Beds no:J.r Broadstono FaJ:m (~o 544900). The older
I '

s~ecimen (Fig. 1B) is extensively bored by bryozoa ro1d. has three s~eciI:l.c'nS of

Schizocran.i.a striata Sowerby attached to the' 'anterior ~art of its exter.aal surface.

Tha s~ecimens all occur olosely adjacent to each othe~.on the e~osed section of

the orthocone mould which faces downward from the undersurface of a bedded unit;
.:,

relative to the final entombment ~osition of tho ortho?one the SchizocT'::mj,a

s~ecimens occur on its "underside" ro1d following tho disGolution of the ce:phalo~od
,

shell have become impressed onto the ~reservedmould. The younger (U~per
, .

Whitcliffian) orthocone has five ~oorly ~reserved s~ecimens of lie striata attached
I '

to the inner surface qf its body chamber; the s~ecimens are aligned transversely,

parallel to the phr~cone edge (Fig. 10).

All eleven of the Schizocro.nia specimens, found in association with these

orthocones, exhibit o.;uy their convex brachial valves facing away :from the

cephalopod shell surface. Schizocrania is known to attach to substrates by its
; ,

fiat pedicle valve (Roivell in. vlilliams ~&. 1965 p.H283). Hoivevcr, it is a

recurrent empirical observation that pedicle valves are exce~tionally rc.re,
! •

being either altoceth~p :absent from assemblages or hidden :from view beneath the
, .

brachial valve; indeed~. salo'Piensis \'lilliams (1974 p.44) ,oJa,S until rece~tly
, r-
(Lockley ro1d Williams ~ersoriQl observation) knOi-ln only frOI:l its br<J.chial valve.

The three orthocone specimens shov.'!l in FiB\U'e 1 indicate that tho ~o::lterior.

e~e of the phr~cone was the preferred encrustation ~ite for all but one of
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thaI r,chboc:r.nnil\ opeciI:lons~. The orionto.tlon 01' theoo Schi.~ocrD.."1.i(:l. in:3ido tho

:phr~cono o.n.d o~ tho chell exterior io c,l'1'oxc.."tly not r::lJld.o:l sinco all o.cljaccnt

shells Coro alinod 'torith their l:.mbonco l'ointinc in apl)J,:,'o:dn.1.toly tho OOIlC direction
, .

(i.o. tr<:Ull'JVerco or obliquQ to tho orthoconos t lone' axis).:

.
Gcnor~l Obnorvntion.::J Tho or-'"whoconoo mAy h:lvo boen encrusted (A) \<rhil13t thoy "loro

alive D.nd :cobilo, (n) 't.'hilot de:l.d rold. noatinG, (0) "rhilat doo.d. end. ccm bo~t,. .

boi.ne"m.:::hod c.round. on t4.6 ~oo. noor, (D) ' ....hilot dco.d. end cottlod on tho sea noor

ond, f'1n.oJ.ly, (n) ,,,hilot·.bb~ ro't'lorkcd. In each c~se' a different pn.ttc:rn,

dCruJlty ~ CO:::lJ?ooition end'~vo:roity of' cncr'XJtinZ' f'aun<J.S my be e::;pcctod.
'. I I

Sch.i.~ocrc.n1o. io o~cmtod by nuoeroun radiDJ. capillo.a (1{illir:;c'1 1974 p.44)
" .

each of \Thich, accordinC" ~6 llillit:.m.'J & l'.ouoll .!n. YJilJ.U..m:J ~&. (1965 p.TI81),

\muld support a. ccto.l foli~~lO at the c~couro. Doth tho Scht~ocr~~ opocioo

diCCUDood hera oxhibit ciIlii~ co.1'illo.o dCn:3itico a.t tho c~o crm-rth SUlvrJ'Q (i.e•
. '1'

J¥\ " •

10-12 por IiJI'J, 5;.rJ. o.nter~o~o.nlY of tho dorsal u::lboncs).
I ,:

Oboorvo.tiolllJ byO~ (1968, 1977) end Suda....-:3on (1969) on diccinid
~ . .

(Diocinisca) lo.rvo.o indiCo.to tmt theca f'0rr:l:3 hlva cxccption:l1ly '\'loll developed

prir;ciplo ceto.o. In controot to those "benthic" larvao which usun.lly hAvo

}-4 pairs of' cotuo when o.tto.cmc.."lt tn.koo placo, IIthcro my bo 0. llrolonecd lr.rv::U.

otDeo ••• \-lith chaotae incrcao~ in n'Utlbcr to f'a.cilitato fioato.tion" (Su.d.n.r:::on

1969 1'.65). Tho chAro.ctoristio high density of ca.pillo.e in Schizoc~in therefore

rJ.ight well indioa.to that it had 0. proloneed "plonktonicll lo.:rvo.l cto.co. If' this

'\f<lo tho CIJ.:JO ouch laxvao \'1ould hAvo 0. potentially wido disl'oreal :ro.nvrJ'Q likely to

brine thCI:l into conta.ot with a. crea.ter nu:::lbcr of potential o.tto.cmcnt oitoa.

Acoordinz to Tru~ (1942), Soilo.chcr (1954, 1960; 1968) l'!ciscbner (1968)

'Md. Holl~ (1971), fO"1 cnc:rust~ species are completely indif'fercnt to the slope

of their cuhotrate D.nd GO often chotl def'inite prcf'e:r:red cro\lth directions; o.fter

a.tto.cment f'0rm!J like bivalves a.nd. bro.chiopocb cannot u::;u.;llly adjunt c;re,-rth

dircctiono to cornponcate f'or ::i. chmJea in cubotra.to orientatiO-"1 (Selle-chcr 1960

Olo,,-=ly'in the rose of brachiopod larvc.o cncountcrinc a llviIlg orthocono

only tho cncrno.l m::rf'aco ,,,ould p:t'Oocnt £:n obV1ouo potcn~ial a.ttacbmcnt oitc
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whoreao durinc tho J;loot· Llorte<::l dri!'t1nc J;lho.so· mlc1 cuboOClucnt c1oJ;lositionn.l J;lh..1.130G
~.. I ,

I.·

tho into:rn::U. wnll of .:.the body cM:lbor 'Would 0.100 be rco.dily nv:lilablo once
I •. , ,

rCJ::lIl:::.nts of co!'t tissue' bD.d. J;lerishcd. In oithor ~:;:e tho inhorent conical to
.. ~I '

tubular shn.J;lo of tho 't:r,picaJ. orthcceno lieuld J;lresent a unifemly c'LU'Vod ourfe-co
. ", .

'\olhooo oloJ;lo dOJ;lcndod pr.1I:w.rily on the dioJ;loo1tion of tho orthocono i teoH'•. ,
. "

Y.ni{;ht-Jonoo (1951',,': 1953) and Do.ly (1978) 'nato tInt spirorbid la.~o o.re
I ...

hoot oJ;locific nnd \dll: ci~taoh tM!il301VEl:J from nn lmSUitable substrate or movo

aro'UnCl cooJ.d.rlc tho optir:IuI:l locatio."lf they Hill o.lco nttach to tho innor surfaco

of castroJ;lod chella already occUJ?1od by hcm.it crabs (Knieht-Jonce & Y..nie;ht-Jones

1977). Theoe observations nro of J;larticu1ar interest oi.."'loe TruCl:1.'l."l (1942) mld

Eollond (197'1) :t'C::lJ;loctivoly note cxm:lples of cl.ined foesil sJ;lirorbid::l encru:3tinc

on CarboniforoU:J biva.lvos .:mel i-lhitcllffinn orthoconoa which 'tororo prcs'Ul':lod to_ be

Cloarly onoe ml orthocono bas lost its bouyancy ond ms Co::;lO to rost en

tho ce~ £lear it J;lrovic.1os e. potcntio.l att~cbI:lcnt sito for a. varioty of

csoontially "benthic" cncru~rters. Althoueh it m:J:y be h:lrd to ootablioh

'WhethQr J;lolo.eic lc.rvao attached to on onhocona prior to or after ito descent

to tho sea noor, it is loso difficult to identify benthonic enc~tors ,.,hich

arc knO\oJn pr:1.mo.rily in am:::ociation "lith true benthos. Linos of evid-once uhich

O'Ulmoot 0. benthic encrustation phase aro as follo\ro: Firstly, o.cco~ to

Uoiscbnar (1960) end Soilachor (1960), random. c:rovrth directionn and diotribution..,

of atto.cmcn.t sitco a::lOnt:;st mm:lonoid oncruotero c'U(;gost thn.t tho ho~t alrc~

lay on tho ceo. nOor. ~econdly, Lower Palaeozoic ccpho.loJ;lods are COI:l:lonly

cnc...."""l.l3tod by various bryozoa which enc~t Dnd boro a 'Wide rt.nC0 of bOl'lthiC

brachioJ;lod Dnd bivalve cpecies, e.g. Rhonn.lonEl.ril". cp. o.nd CCI'C.t'loporn. SJ;l.

(~j'bi tcllf£e Bocl:J). 1.. Soudloyon (Caro.doc) orthocona !rem the .tUlt Diu

FO:r:J:Ul,ti~, couth of Bala (Grid Rof. SII 924267), which io hco.vily encru:3ted

cxto:r:n.:Uly by bryozoa., nne been deposited by ona of U3 (HGL) in tho lTational

l'!lmo'UI:l of \Talcs (n.lI.U. 79.5G. lhp lorolity no. 771); Hunteri:m Huooum

opeciJ:len S25114 o/b of Kionocc't'Cl.S filomnn (Sollorby) !'roD tho louor Erineo.....ood

Dedo of tho Lcint\\'tl.rdinc aroa. (Grid :to!'. SO 41,752) also h.:.s b:=yozoo.

cncrw:rUnc the P~COIlO eace. ~iI:1ilD.:r:l:r Caradoc cOJ;lho.1opodo !'rom

Hinuntion, hco.r Girvon (Huntcrion I,ZUso'UI:l noo. 825129/1-,), arc encruotcd
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exto:r:nAlly by bryozoa.. with small cu'bconico.l ohelle t c1'~ Archinol1n. ap., on both
I

into:r:nAl and external !sur1'o.co 01' tho p~conc; thooo lronoplc.cophorono could b'o

co~idercd homeomorp~o "lith their modern relatives (rilatova 2.t £:.l. 1969) ond

possibly with tho modem benthic horbivorous C'J.ctropod ,ACID.'l,GD. (Voigt 1977) •.
Tho authom note '..ihitcliffie.n. ex.m:nplcs of orthoconcs ,·rith t'tlO phaoco of

I-"

enc:t"UOtation, i.e. on co.rlier S-oiropis pmce and a la.ter auperiI:lpo:Jed benthio,
; i ,1

bryozoon ph<lsa. Flttth~r cY..m:::Iplca of benthic borers ,,:hich o.ffect both orthoconco
I •

Dnd benthic sOOlla inbludo tho Upper Ludlovian (".?hitcliffion) co.lcibicavico.les
I

(i.o. cponcos and l:1ml~;1.i,ds, J\ntia 1979b). I!ollcnd (1971) recordod t,,:o Silurian

exe.mplco of articulate bmchiopods o.pparc.."1tly directly o.ttachcd to orthoccneo by
\ .
their pedicles and \'I'e mve noted th<lt lI.U.'''..speci!:lan 21.110 G.:;93 of Orlhoccraf:l

from tho Ordovician (Llandeilo) of Uorth \:o.1eo also has on in:J.rticulatc

brachiopod, of lmcortain taxo:lomic affinity, extc::rn:llly .attached.

Intornretntion of orthocono encrustation no.tterns •.
Hollond (1911) and Envlicek (1912) respectively mVQ favoured the

interpretation tlut articulate ond inarticulo.te brachiopods a.ttached to living

orthoconoo. "'e consider that althoueh this my h<lve been true for brachiopods

with on inferred epipimiktonic mode of lifo, e~e. Sericoidca z;.nd Act"iria

(Eorgstrom 1968) and P~sDibly the setiferous tr~tid Schizocr~nin, found no~lly
I~ j I'

in deep water i'o.cies, ·:It. is unlikoly tho.t llicrosnh-:cddiorh'ffich'U..'l num.ua, referred
• '.' I... .

to by Hollond (1971), ~,~"Ould have ntto.ched to ncktonic orthoconco since such
• 'I

~ , 1\

rhychonollido nro no~l.y cOl'lSidored to h<lve boen erc~ious, livine pcdic}y
,..

attaohed to i'i:x::n. SublJt~~es (Fu-...-sich &. Hurst 1974). SiI:li.lo.rly tho occurrence
I' ",

of orthoconco encrustod, oy bryozoons such no Ce:r.nm.onorn, ,,,hich encrusto a .,ride
t .:

v:J.riety of benthic inv~rtobrotes, io almost certainly' indicative of oncruotation

whilst the orthocona "ras on or nec.r the ceo. bod.

Since tlOdem spirorbido are kno"lIl to be hoot opccific ond capable of sec1:inc

n preferred o.t~cmcnt sito lmd orientation, it io o.l.most certo.in that tho

occurrenco of fO:Jsil cpirorbids o.1i."1ed nlol'l5 tho G'Z'o'tvth In:t'lJi,ru:: of orthoconeo

(Rollond 1911) indica-teo n simlo.r relntionship. Thio my monn toot the

o.limrlcnt of Schizocr:mia. specimens noted here (Fie. 1) could bo indicative of 0.

cir:lilar hoot cpccific relntio.."'lShip.· Thio contention tendo to be sUPl'ortcd by
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,our oboorvation toot the, ..\nglo-Heloh Sch.i.::::oc~mo. mvc not been round atto.chcd. to

r:.ny other hoot orC"'wU.r:nl3; it uould aloo ofter ponoiblo c:·::plCX'.Aticn::; ror tho

virt'1ul.l o.bconco of pedicle valvee, which could mve eithor remained 0.tto.chod to ~

hoot uhcn tho bro.chial valvo disarticulated, or becomo :obccurod c.u:dne'

f'oosilizc.tion by thO 13ubstro.to to \-lhich they r:.::..y ~ve bc'9U atta-chad. Indeed., in

tho licht of tho pr?ocn.t limited evidenco, tho poosibility th.::l.t they,...oro cJ.so

attached to an alco.J. nub:::tl'o.te' (cf. Eere::l'troo 1968) CQ.n.."'lot be overlooked.
",. .

, Tho occur:rence of S'ch.1.~ocrcnia on the into~ curfO-ce of tho body cb£J:lberc
, "

of the Llanvim a.nd. UPDor '\-Jhitcliffian sJ?ocmc:n:J indicn-te:J tInt cn.c:r:ustation

,,,ould not have taken pl:lcO before tho pact I:lortcn c1riftin(; pmno follo"Jing the
'J,
'·i.\l.'

decay of th3 I:J.a.ntle l~ tho body cb!'l""Dcr &nd not c.fter tho infillinc 13~ of'
" '

tho pr~con3 durini'its depositicn.:U hiotory. Tho Louer 1'!hitcliffic.n
, ~ ~I

orthocono houover could ,~vo been Olcruotcd at o:ny cne of ,a. nu:aber of otaeec in
" ,

II '"

its hiotory ao a live, ,0r: dco.d mobile oreon!SI:l. Sinco tho Schizocrrmia aro
I ':

attached to i to undero~~o they must lnva oettled L".nd h:ld time to (;rOll prior to

i t:J f'inal entoobment in this position.

Distribution of Sch.tzoc~xrl.n

Tho Llonvirn orthocone rold Schizccrn.n.ia discussed hero Dore tho onlY'

repro:Jcnto.tivco or those taxa knovlIl from tho predom.inantly aronaccouo 'nnd

:t"Ild.acoouo Ffairf'ach Group of' tho Llnndoilo nreo.. Since S. ~alc'O:f,rmsin' is '\1011-
knovlIl from pcnocontqornnoous, argillacoous succoociOJ.""lS olse\.,horo in South v!D.loa

and tho "'oloh Borderlrold.s (Willlr..ms 1974 rold :&l.csott 2i&. 1974 p.9) '\'Thero tho

fa:un.~. is d.omin::1.tod, or exclusivoly represented bY' neritic rold polo.eic fa:uIlc'lG

(i.c. trilobites, gro.ptolitcs and cephalopods), it is reasono.blo to aocuna th:J.t

the \miquo (or "exotic") F.fairfo.ch ocC't:lXr0nce r;m:y ~vo rccultcd from the

d:d.f't1ne or I:ligro.tion of' n stray coplnlopod beyond the narmo.l litlito of ito

indigenouo envirom:lcnt.

SitlilDorly Sclrlzocr~n. strinta. io ro.rc in the "!hitcli£f'e Bods of' tho Ludla\l

reGion whore it c01jOtitutos only o.bout 0.01 to 0.005% of' the tat:ll fauna. uith

DpC01I:lenD occu.."":dr,e in a frae;t:lcntar;r condition and a rnndom oricnto.tion. It io

more co:monly found in tmbiot1l:t'batcd, pDoro.l1el-l~tcd, D.lterxL..;.tine lieht end

dcu:k oiltstone:3 (rhythmitoo) of deepor '\oro-ter £o.oioo (o.a. Upper nnd Lovor
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Lontlro.:r:dinio.n\:i3ec1a, Holland.2i &. 1963, p.154 a..."1.d LO:vlSon 1973, p.274) Dnd io

recorded only rarely in shallow' water biotl.u'b~ted siltotonos (Facioo ~ :Jen:1U

.ft.ntia 1979). In this ccse, therofore,~ it seoma possiblo that the

'Vh1.tcliffion cephalopod;] drifted into inohore dopooits from n.n offohoro oource.

PO:3t mortem driftinG of modern. cephalopods i:3 a ,,;ell lmo'Vin phcnomQnonj

, Houco (1973) and Kennedy & Cobbnn (1976) refer to data "1hich indicatos tInt deed

lrnutilur.: shells drift for hundreds or even thousands o:f kilOlllotres. S1I:lilarly

Hewitt & Ped1~y (1978) note that "At the p;csent dey Spiruln frequently drifts

inshore frcim its oceanic lnbit::l.t", \ihilst the cuttle boneo of Sonia mz.y f'lo~t

for yearsJpreo~blybeing leos lil~ely to sink than ,to drift ashore.

,,,rilli<UllS (1969 ·p.143) discussed the potential.r::LnGe of laxval dispcro::u end

its bearing on brachiopod migrations during the Ordovician. Clearly his

suegosted nmge of up to 250 kIll might be only a fraction of the potentiDJ. ra.!1.G0
I •,

whioh r:deht be oonsidored for brachiopods capable of' encJ."l.lnting live or drifting. '
: I '

orthocones. In view' of the fact that the Lln.nvirni occurrence of Schizocrania

reported here is at'least aD old as a;ny hitJ:lerto lmo~in, rec~rd of the genuo in

tho Anglo "'eloh region ('Ulli<UllS '1974 p.45; . :Bassett ,et DJ.. 1974 p.9),
, I

I

consideration must be given to the potential importn.nce' of "orthocone driftine"
: I •

aD a mech,;1.Ilicm. contributing to brachiopod dispersal. ~,

"" ,,: Tre:rnn.tid hosts
~ ' .

..,
Encrunting Tr~tidt:l.e such as Schizocrnn.i.a~Drabodi3cinD.and PtychoPGlt5.s

appear to be host specific. S. salo"Oiensio, S. str:t::l.ta. ~d P. incola
- - I -

h::l.ve hithcrto only been observed attached to orthocon:f,c nautiloids preoumed to
.

mvo been DJ.ivo or n'oa.ting at the timo of their encJ;'UStation. Other members
I .

of' tho' fo.¢.lY, e.g. Ptychoneltis horn;v:i.. Eavlicek. and ,Drabodiccin.1. a:mdis
. .

Barrnndc, are commonly att::l.chcd to conularida \'1hich are connidcrcd by Havlicek. ,- :

(1972) to ~ve boen mobile during lifo ~~d the Aneric~ spccie3 SchizocT.anta

filol'la Ihll is ~ost fuvariably attached to tha brechiopod RafincGmrl.na (Foerste
, '

1924, Cooper 1956 & ~O''1~ll ~ Willirms .£i &. 1965). "lith rC:Jpcot to trcmatid

nautiloid asoociationa, '·it is intriguing to noto tha.t Tituo a.~d Ca."':lcrO:l record

.§.. filMS- only in their: dccp water Geinonoccms (erthoccridA) ccm:mmi~J. Since

,Dr. R.A. lIo"witt Donc1 }1:rs~. Eva..~ ("Oors • .£2!!E..' 1979) inform uo t1ul.t they knO\'1 of
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no Siluxian or Ordovician e:;:amples of cephalopod encrustation by brachiopocirJ other

than tho~e reported hero, we conclude t~t although the eY~lez discunzed here

axe rare thoy are none the loss reminiscent of the appararent hoot specific

rolationships noted above.

Conclusions

, Faunal associations \vith abundDnt SChizoc:t'Cinia in the Ordovician and. Siluxian
r-

of the .An{;lo "[elsh region are almost invariably confined. to argillaceous deop "\orate
• ' . f-

facies where species of the genus are represented.,a1oost exclusively by assemblage

of brachial valve,s. SUch exceptionally disproportionate ~lve ratios, which have

never been adequately explained or investigated, are considered to result from 'the
\ ,

probable encrustation relationships. inferred above \"hich might account for tho
(

obscuring or :l;'emoval of pedicle valves.,

, Rnow.n asaociations betvroen trematid encrusters and hosts such as those

reported here and else"\oThere (e.g. Havlicek 1972 and. Rowell .!E:. "lilli"ms ~&. 196:

point to some fo~ of host specifio relationshi~ between r~presentatives of this

family and othor larger invertebrate hosts. Whether such.relationnhips could. be

termed symbiotic, commensal or parasitic is unclear since, althoU&"1 an enc:t"U!:lting

trematid would neither obviously ,incapacitate or bonofit a livins host, wo

currently lack evidence \'1hich conclusively deI:lonstrates that hosts were encrusted

during life. '-lith respect to this iSDue, however, we can establish that
....

encrustation of orthacones, which may in some cases lmve begun duxll'lS their life,

often bog::m. no earlier thin the post mortem. drifting phase, and my mve continuo~

or be~ at a. tiI:le 'when the orthoconos ,.,ere resting or rolling on the sea floor.

Since encrustation of 'these orlhocones could not have taken plc.ce \-Thon they were

in their final entombment position (i.e. \dth at leas;t pa.rtially c;rO\1U
I

Schizocrania. a.ttached to the under and'inner sides of their oocliI:lent filled

p~agmaconos), the stage at which encrustation occ~e~ is IW.rrowcd to thQ I:liddle

part of tho orlhacones pre-entombment hist~ry.
,

Althoueh these considorations theoretically allow for considerable scope in
1
I

the inter,pretation of "probablo title of encruotation" bevcral factors :point to
: ,; .

its early ~ccurrenco in tho orthocones lifo and POS,~ tlortem history. 1. The
,

erustirg' nia.~t d h arc 'not known to attach to other skeletalen, ScM-z;0ern: :'_0 e ere _ 301 _ ;
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components 'tli thi.n tho dopo::::ito f'ro:l ,.hich thoy vioro recovered Mel thcrororc o.:t'o
\

likoly "liO bnvo cottled prcfe::r:cntio.lly en o:rthoeo.~o ohelle. ~hio is i'u:I:'thcr

supported. by ,tho hi.eh dcru::ity of Gcl'!izocrt,nin on theso shello; thoir nppoxcnt

elu:::terinc ~d.. oricntntion to¥roxdo tho ~""ltcrior or tho IlhrQ,.~cono (on both its

imler end ouior surrc.ccs) s~estc t:bzl.t· tho orthocona \ltL:J l'robc.bly eoloni.:::ed

wbilct it '\'1<::00 noo:tinc, oinco such orde:L"'Cd orVJ,r.izn.tion mld D.lintlcnt of tho::10

ro:::all colonies ie rc:::lini.occnt of po..ttO:r:lS Ob::::0.:."V~d clco1':hora on bouyo,nt host

or£tmi~ (ef. Sei.lachcr 1954, 1960 & 1968; Eol1cncl 1911; E.::.v1ic~ 1912).

2. Sinco bath Sch.i.zocrr..nin. nnd. it::: nc.utiloid. hostn nro nami"'11y indiCcnou:::

to sp~:301y 1'o~cilircroU3, 101'0' divcroity orfohoro facies, it io l':r:obQ,.blc tInt

oncru:::to.tion occt:r.t'cd in an offshore rccion '\;;'011 b,e:i'oro tho orthocones f'in=.lly

bec:::u::J.e ontO:.lbed in DOra divcroo, ibo:::lilfcl."Ouo, onoha: c f'acico. Tl"J.s ini'erenco

ie supportcd by tho OOGc,.:.v..:.tion tblt the sat1:fcrous Schi.zacr~ni~. 'm".".y '\iol1 mvc

been coc."'.ptcd. to :J. prolon,cccl lm:vnl otD.y'"'C ,il"J.ch '\-:auld h:::.va enn:.ncod ito ch.-:ncco

of onC01.::n:tC:r1ne 0. suitable encrustaticn cite, a.c. en orthoconc or other

If this '-lOro the c~o mold Sc'hi.zocrn.nio. even OCCD.!3io:n.n.ll:>"
i

I

cncruzted orthocono::J in Do J:lZ.Illlcr ~n:':.l::J..~u:J to tho ~tto.cbmcnt of cpiplcnktic

o.e£;crotlonic.s to bou;r....nt orb"'...n.i:m:::: noted by :BcrgotJ;"Om I (1968). then th3 ccnbincd, .
effect of n.:l.utiloid Do'bilit'J duri..'1C life (~.C. nio.~tion) and. driftinS cl'tcr cco.t

'. .
vJ'ould offcr en e:~l~tio:'l for 'occurrcncco' ouch 0.::: those noted here and point to

1 -,

Aclo:lcnrloCvn'CIilcnts

"10 chol.l1d like to th:mk Dr. G.E. :E'a.rrot·r mld n:;~ R.A. I!c't·dtt for eritic:l1ly

. " ~

Dr. J.D. L::l.i1::io:1, Wr. D. !:.t~ end. !-Irs. D. Eir"...no cleo assictcd u:;: by provid.inc
I :

'UCei.'ul cO"7incnte. ;ooth authors D.cl:nou1odu'""O tho receipt or 1T.:n.~.C. CZ""'...nt::: •

.-
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Thelodontites corftonensis gen. et sp. nov. A new trace

II

fossil species from the Br~tish Silurian,

Ludlow Bone-Bed

by
, ,

David D. J. Antia

ABSTRACT

A new Silurian trace fossil Thelodontites corftonensis Antia is

described. This ichnospecies occurs'as borings on fish debris in

the Ludlow Bone-Bed. In this pape7 its size distribution apparent
1'b.1t.

subst·~ < preferences and densities are described. Trace fossils
);, !

which may be referable' to the genus Thelodontites have also been

observed on recent otoliths and carbonate debris and on fish debris in

the West German Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed.

!
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Remarks

-1-

INTRODUCTION

In two recent papers and an abstract (Whitaker and Antia, 1978;

Antia and Whitaker, 197'; Antia, 1979~ borings on thelodont fish scales

from the Ludlow Bone-Bed have been recorded and illustrated. The

purpose of this note is to describe these borings in'greater detail
•

from five Ludlow Bone-Bed localities (Fig. 1).

Two types of borings, have been recorded from fish scales in the

Ludlow ~one-Bed and they axe illustrated in Plate 1, fig. a, c, e •
•

They have been te:rmed Algal Fo:rms A and B by Antia (197~. A third

fo:rm of boring:is present on the biogenic clasts and is confined entirely

to phosphatised shells of 'Serpulites' sp. (Plate I fig.~. However,

both this boring and ,4lgal fo:rm B are rare components of the ichnofauna

of the Ludlow Bone-Bed. . In contrast Algal fo:rm A is abundant (Table 1).

This later trace fossil is assigned here to the new ichnogenus and

ichnospecies Thelodontites corftonensis.

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTION

Thelodontites gen. nov.

Type species Thelodontites 'corftonensis gen. et BpI nov.

Derivation of name. After the group of vertebrates on which the boring was
I

first recognised (see Antia and Whitaker, 19~)

Diagnosis Cup shaped depression on a grain surface less than

0.2 mm in diameter

Known stratigraphic range of the genus. Upper Silurian to Recent (see

Antia and Whitaker, 1979; Antia 1979a)

The genus is similar to Mvzostomites Clarke,. 1921,

p.58 (cf. Hantzschel, 1975) and the circular parabolic
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Plate 1. A. Gomphonchus tenuistriata fragment with Tocorftonensis

borings in its grooves.(Distance between adjacent

grooves =250 - 300 microns).

D. Borings on a phosphatised f~agment of Serpulites sp.

(Boring diameter =10 - 15 microns)

C. Holotype of T.corftonensis (arrowed) .on the

. illustrated (Plate 1A) specimen of Gotenuistriata •
•

D. Recent Thelodontitcs boring (diameter 30 microns)

. from Sales Point,Dradwell,Essex.

E.Algal form B boring of Antia(1979a) on a Thelodus

parvidens.scale.Noto the weathering stage 1 cracks

(cf.Antia,1979a) - diameter of borings =10 - 15

microns.
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Table 1. Densities ot Thelodontites eorttonensis on scales ot Thelodus parvidens Ag.

No.-ot T.eorftonensis
per scale

Rushall Priors Frome Ludlow Cortton

0 84.95 94.71 59.90 29.40

1- 5 7.16 1.98 18.20 20.50
6-10 4.50 1.95 10.98 14.10

11-15 1.84 0.52 6.66 8.40
16-20 0.51 0.39 4.33 8.10

21-25 0.20 0.26 2.89 5.90
26-30 0.20 0.33 0.86 2.20

31-35 0.20 0.19 0.86 3.20

36-40 0.10 0.06 0.57 2.20

41-45 0.10 0.28 2.60.
46-50 0.10 0.06 0.59
51-55 0.10 - 0.59

\

56-60
,, .. - 0.14

61-65 \ 0.44
66-70 0.44
71-75 0.14
76-80
81-85 0.29
86-90

91-95 -
96•.100

Mean No.
Dor;ngs per scale
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o 20 km
~

• LLANGOLLEN

.A510n Mun510w
·Corfton

·Ludlow

• LEOMINSTER

.Prior5 Frome
• RU5hall

Text Fig. 1. ILocation map showing the five Ludlow :Bone :Bed sites

visited during the course of this study. The :British
National Grid References of the localities are given as
follows:

(1) Aston MUnslow (SO 513867), (2) Carfton (SO 496854),
(3) Ludlow (SO 512741), (4) Priors Frome (SO 576390),
(5) Rushall (so 640348).
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pits which have been recorded on Palaeozoic crinoids

(see Brett, 1978, for a review), but is distinguished

from them by its smaller size (cf. Brett, 1978, p.222).

Thelodontites corftonensis gen. et sp. nov.

Algal solution pit

•
Algal form A

Antia and Whitaker, 197' Fig. 1a,

k; 2a

Antia 1979a, Pl. 17f, Pl. 18c,

Pl. 19d, e

- Plate 1 Fig. C

Derivation of name. After the village of Corfton

Holotype On a fragment of I Onchus I tenuistriata from the

Ludlow Bone Bed at Corfton
!-I;;/)'-O I<J MlJj,I.UI1

(British National Grid Reference SO 49785,) - ..
No' SARM
)

scales.

Paratypes Ludlow Bone Bed Corfton.
S/IRM

Various bored thelodont

Diagnosis

Remarks

. ,

Cup shaped depression on a vertebrate grain between

0.004 and 0.07 mm in diameter

The maximum length and width of T. corftonensis

appears to be of about equal dimension at each locality

studied (Text Figs. 2, and deposited figures) with

a size range on an individual thelodont scale of

between 5 and 60 micr~ns (Text.Fig. 2). The size

frequency distributions of these borings on 90
I

thelodont scales are given in Text Fig. 3. The very

different size modal peaks of T. corftonensis on

different scales from the same locality ~. Aston

MUnslow Text fig. 3m and ,f) suggests that the species

m~ have colonised the scales episodically and that its

diameter increased during life. Consequently scales
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Text Fig. 2. Plot of maximum length against width of Thelodontites

corftonensis gen. at ap, nov. on 20 scales of Thelodus

parvidens Ag. from the Ludlow Bone Bed at Aston Munslow.

Both length· (x axis) and width (y axis) measurements

were made at 900 to each other. Note that on scales

containing 8 T, corftonensis borings (~. Fig. 2 Q)
that they have a wide size distribution.

Similar graphs from the other localities 4ave been

deposited both with Glasgow University Library and with

I,the British Library.
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. containing two or more size mpdal peaks ~. Texi;

Fig. ;a, b, k, 0, r, f) of T. corftonensis may have

been colonised episodically several times.

The mean size pyramids for each locality (Text Fig.

4) may provide some clues pertaining to the natality

and mortality rates prevalent in the species at

different localitiep (cf. Clapham, 1971; Antia and

. Wood, 1977). Such an interpretation of these size

pyramids (Text Fig. 4) is given in Table 2•.
The distribution of T. corftonensis on individual

thelodont scales is indicated in Text Fig. 5. As

no apparent universal colonisation pattern occurs

(Text Fig. 5) it is probable that the scales were

colonised after the fishes' death rather than before,

It is, however, interesting to note. that the Bcales

crown and base form preferred colonisation sites

(Text Fig• .5). The distribution of T. corftonensis is

apparently independent of the scales orientation in

the bone-bed, as can be see~ by a comparison of scale

orientation (Text Fig. 6) and T. corftonensis

distribution (Text Fig. 5). For example, at Priors

Frome the thelodont scales in the bone-bed are mainly

resting on their side (Text Fig. 6p), while

T. corftonensis (Text Fig. 5e) occurs most commonly

on the scales crowns • At Ludlow an apparent

correlation between scale orientation (Text Fig. 6 )

and T. corftonensis colonisation (Text Fig. 5c) exists.

Here it appears that T. corftonensis occurs most

commonly on only scale crowns and that the Beales
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Table 2. An age structure table to illustrate relative nataJ.ity and population structure in T. corftonensis.

Interpretation based on the graphs in Text Figure 12•

./
,/

I Age distribution' .. Species producing.
WI
~

en
I of: very few Intermediate many

young number of young young

1. Stable population Aston Munslow
(Text Fig. 12a)

2. Expanding popul.ation· - - Priors Frome.
Rushall
(Text Fig. 12d, e)

3. Contracting population - --

4. oVer-exploited population - Corfton Lane Ludlow
(Text Fig. 12b) (Text Fig. 12c)
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Text Fig. 5. Distribution of T. corftonensis borings on Thelodus

parvidens scales of the various localities. a = Aston

Munslow; b = Corfton; c, LUdlow;' d =Rushall and e =
Priors Frome.
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were orientated crown up. However, at Aston Muns:J,ow,

Corfton Lane and Rus~l, no correlation between

scale orientation and T. corftonensis distribution

was noted (compare Text Fig. 5a, b, d with Text Fig. 6.

A1, C2, R4). The varying orientations of thelodont

scales at 32 separate bone-beds or bone-bed localities
• ,

(Text Fig. ~) suggest that scale C?rientation may vary

within a bone-bed. Since the thelodont scales were

probably only temporarily static when colonised,

T. corftonensis could well have colonised only the

scales exposed 'upper' surface, which at the time

of colonisation may have been the ~cales crown, side

'or base.

'. The ichnospecies have been observed by the author

on thelodont scales collected about 1.2 m below the

Ludlow Bone-Bed at Aston MUnslow and from the Ledbuxy

Formation a.t Ludlow suggesting that its range extends

from the uppermost Ludlowien Series ~tcliffe stage')

into the upper Downtonian Series within the Upper

Silurian.

Similar borings occur on recent intertidal carbonate

fragments (Antia and Whitaker, 197f, Fig. 3c; Antia,

197~ Plate 19,-fig. 6) and on vertebrate grains from

the Triassic West German Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed,

and recent otoliths from the Rockall trough, they may

all be assigned to the genus Thelodontites. Antia

and Whitaker (19", fig. 1h, i) recorded or P'''l,,\Cl,J

filaments in these recent Thelodontites borings (cf.

Plate I 1, fig. J) and suggested that they may have

t
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Text Fig. 6. Orientation of Thelodont scales in a number of Bone-Beds.
L1 - 10 are the first 10 "Bone Beds in the section at
Ludlow. L1 = the Ludlow Bone Bed (LEB) of Antia (197101
p.145). LYE is the LEB at Lye, near Birmingham

(Go R. SO 928845). D = the LEB at Deepwood near Ludlow

(G. R. SO 459740). 01 =LBE at Oorfton. 02 = the

LBE at Oorfton Sun Inn (G. R 496852),. S1 = LEE at

Shipton (G. R. 563918). S2 =Bone-Bed cm above

LBE at Shipton. B = LEE at Brockton (G. R. SO 578939).

A1 is the LBB at Aston Munslow. A2 and A3 are the first.
bone-beds above the Ludlow Bone-Eed at Aston Munslow (Antia,

1979~ p.145). L01 is a bone-bed cm below the
"LBE at Longhope" (G.'R. SO 691191). L02 i& the LEE

.
at Longhopeo P = LEE at Priors Frome. 0 = LE~ at

" ,so
Usk (G. R. SO 355957). R1 = LEE at "Rushall (G. R. 640348).

,..I ,

R2 = LBE at Rushall (G.R. S C' (, ~-C' ~ f- s- )

R3 = LBE at Rushall (G.R. s{ " (( 0 "5<; s- )
/ ;; "rq. ~

R4 = LBE at Rushall, (1\" ~o <-' T C'.> )

D1 = LEE at Downton f..~.P..i. SO 435741)•
D2 =Downton Bone-Bed At Downton

"N1 = Ludlow Bone-:Bed at Netherton (Cf' fl. SO 935814)
•

N2 =Bone-Bed 8 em above Ludlow Bone-Bed at Netherton.
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actively dissolved the clast on which they occur.

However, Warne (1975, p.196) has figured some recent

Thelodontites borings which he attributed to sponge

borings.' I£ Warne (19'!11 is oorreot in his

interpretation, then Thelodontites could be produced

by a variety of organisms

In the Ludlow Bone-Bed T. corftonensis is only

present on Thelodus spp. scales and Gomphonchus spp••

Its absence from the phosphatised invertebrate shells. ,

has l~d Antiamd Whitaker( 1979, p.1,31) to suggest

that there may have been nutritional differences

between-the. t~o clast types, and that the T~ corftonensis

producing organism may have fed on the collagen in the

.vertebrate remains.

, 'The low density occurrence of the species at Rushall

and Priors Frome (~able 1) Ina¥ reflect both regional .

and environmental variations; as it occurs in inter-

tidal J,.ithobonebed sediments at Ludlow and Corfton,

'(Antia and Whitaker, 1919; Antia, 197~, while at

Priors Frome it occurs in a clayey floatstone which

may have been deposited in a subtidal environment,

(cf. Antia, 1979b) and at Rushall in quartz rich

sublithobonebed of uncertain environmental location.
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BONE-BEDS: A REVIEW OF THEm CLASSIFICATION, OCCURRENCE, GENESIS,

DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, PALAEOECOLOGY, WEATHERING, AND MICROBlOTAS

by

David D. J. Antia

Summary

The term bone-bed is redefined to include only deposits containing more than
18% phosphatic material. Such deposits are divided into three major groups
(a) Lithobonebeds, (b) Biobonebeds, and (c) Pelbonebeds, on the composition of
their phosphatic clasts.

The concept of bone-bed prefossilisation is critically examined and some
bone-beds previously considered to be prefossilised deposits, for example the
West German Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed, deemed to be primary bone-bed
deposits.

A review of bone-beds from Europe and America, of Silurian to Modern
age forms the main section of this paper and includes models for their formation.
Vertebrate mortality and decomposition and subsequent weathering and diagenesis
are all considered.

New data regarding the environments. geochemistry. sedimentology and palaeon
tology of the British Ludlow-Downton. German Beyrichiankalk (Upper Downton). Irish
Carboniferous (Tournasian). German Triassic (Muschelkalk, Lettenkeuper), British
Rhaetic. Miocene/Pleistocene. and Holocene bone-beds is included.
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1 - Introduction

Since 1236 bone-beds of all ages (Ordovician - Recent) have been described from rocks
of many countries, but there is no single account of them. Furthermore there is no single
definition of bone-beds used by all authors and no attempt has been made to compare and
contrast these accumulations of bone, teeth, scales aM other remains of fish, reptiles and
vertebrates. This article begins with a definition of phosphorites - a group of deposits,
which include bone-beds, aM indicates a scheme for the classification of phosphorites and
bone:-beds.

The accumulation and subsequent history of modern vertebrate deposits is then outlined
aM followed by a review of some Silurian to Pliocene bone-beds. A comparison is made
between the recent and fossil bone-beds and conclusions are drawn regarding the palaeoecology,
syndepositional weathering aM microbiotas of the fossil layers.

2 - Previous use of the term bone-bed

Invariably rocks termed bone-beds contain "abundant" fish scales, teeth, bones, copro
lites, phosphatic concretions and nodules, phosphatic moulds and casts of shells, and phos
phatic invertebrate exo-, or endo-, skeletons. Some of these deposits can contain conodonts,
crustacea, calcareous shell's, pebbles, quartz, heavy minerals, feld spar, clays, glauconite
aM calcite. Locally within a bone-bed any o~e clast type may dominate (see Reif, 1969; 1971).

The term bone-bed was originally applied to a recent marine deposit rich in vertebrate
remains (Lyell 1834) and later to the English Rhaetic bone-bed which was described as "being
composed of fragments of teeth and bones in an extraordinary manner" (Roberts, 1839, p.20).
Later, Murchison (1852) termed the earlier described (Murchison, 1837, 1839) Ludlow Fish
Bed) the Ludlow Bone-Bed. Page (1859, p.93) cited both the Ludlow and Rhaetic Bone-Beds
as examples of bone-beds, defined as "A term applied to several thin strata or layers con
taining innumerable fragments of fossil bones, scales, teeth coprolites and other organic
debris". This definition has been accepted by Howell (1957, p.35), while Challinor (1967,p.29)
considers a bone-bed to be "a bed of rock composed of fossil bones, teeth etc., of vertebrates'"
(also Murawski, 1972). More recently (Reif, 1976) defined bone-beds as "sediments which
are enriched in highly fractured and abraded vertebrate bones. Very often the bone fraction
is well-sorted with grain sizes of fine to coarse gravel. Bone-beds appear abruptly in sec
tions which are otherwise poor in vertebrate remains; as a rule they have high lateral persis
tence (up to 50,000 km2 ) and a thickness of several mm up to 20 cm; often they form series
of 2 to 20 layers within one section".

None of these definitions of the term bone-bed are satisfactory as they do not define
precisely what a, bone-bed is, i.e. how much vertebrate material is reqUired to call a deposit
a bone-bed. The current definitions have been even further confused by the interchangeable
useage of the terms bone-bed aM fish-bed which are regarded as synonymous by Howell
(1957, p.l09).

In this study it is proposed that the term bone-bed should not be applied to zones or
layers of bone-bed material but only to a single layer of vertebrate rich sediment. A group
of bone-beds should be called bone-bed facies (e.g. Allen, 1974a, p.126, Facies A).

Some authors (e.g. Reif, 1976) believe that a bone-bed should be traceable over a wide
area (up to 50,000 km2 ). However, some named bone-beds only occur with certainty in their
type sections, e.g. the Temeside Bone-Bed and the Downton Bone-Bed of the Welsh Borders
(Elles & Slater, 1906). It is therefore suggested that the term 'bone-bed' be applicable to
deposits found either .tn only one locality or proved to occur over a wide area.

94
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The term bone-bed should have no genetic connotations since different bone-beds were
formed under diffe~ent conditions (see Section 6) lind there is gen~ral disligreement as to
how some bone-beds formed.

Recent studies of four well established bone-beds -the Ludlow Bone-Bed, the British
Rhaetic (Sykes, 1977) and West German Rhaetic Bone-Beds. iReif, 1969) and that of the West
German Muschelkalk (Reif, 1969) have shown (Table 1)" that all the'se deposits contain at least
4.7% phosphatic material. This suggests that a lower limit of 4.5% phosphatic material can
be used in the redefinition of the term bone-bed.

Table 1. Quartz and phosphate compositions of Bone-Beds
(values gives as weight percents).

Bone-Bed Quartz Phosphate Source

Ludlow Bone-Bed 0.001 -71 5 - 85 Antia (Unpub.)

Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed 11.5 - 69 18 - 40 Reif, 1969

British Rhaetic 13.5 - 48.7 4.74 - 33.7 Sykes, 1977

German Rhaetic 18.9 - 55 6 - 35 Relf, 1969

With this percentage of phosphate, bone-beds fall within the general definition of phos
phorites containing apatite as a dominant constituent (Cressman & Swanson, 1964, p.307) i.e.
PZ0 4 = 2 - 24+% (Swanson, 1973, p.786). Common usage of the term p~osphorite includes
vertebrate rich deposits, phosphatic shell and phosphatic nodular or peletal deposits, though
a survey of the literature indicates a trend to restrict phosphorite to the latter type of deposit,
except for the purpose of commercial exploitation. Since all three kinds of deposits merge
into each other this study will define the parameters of the phosphatic deposits outlined.

·2.1 Phosphatic deposits

Definition - "A phosphatic deposit is a rock or sediment containing more than 4.5%
by weight of apatite". These deposits may be broadly classified with respect to apatite
abundance on a three point graph (text-fig. 1a), and further subdivided on the basis of their
dominant phosphatic clast (text-fig. 1b):

1. Phosphatic concretions, nodules, pellets and coprolites - Phosphorites
2. Phosphatic invertebrate shells - Phosphatic shell beds
3. Vertebrate bones, teeth and scales - Vertebrate beds

2.1.1. Phosphorites

Definition - "A phosphorite is a phosphatic deposit in which the phosphatic component
contains less than 30% vertebrate material; and a ratio of phosphatic pebble to phosphatic
invertebrate shell, greater than 1:1 i. e. 1:1 - 'co: 1".

Classification - Such deposits may be subdivided on the basis of their invertebrate and
vertebrate compositions (text-fig. 1b), and/or, on their pebble components. Phosphorite
deposits containing less than 19.5% PzOs are commonly termed sub-phosphorites (Swanson,
1970).

Example - The phosphorites of the Permian Phosphoria Formation of the central U.S.A •
• (Sheldon, 1963; Cressman & Swanson, 1964).

~: These deposits include those made entirely of faecal pellets, e.g. guano.
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Text-fig.la - Component graph for the recognition of phosphatic deposits.

Text-fig.lb - Classification of.phosphatic debris deposits

a = Lithobonebeds
b = Phosphatic shell bone-bed (Biobonebed)
c = Phosphatic nodule bone-bed (Pelbonebed)
d '" Phosphorite
e = Vertebrate rich phosphorite
f = Phosphatic shell rich phosphorite
g = Phosphatic shell bed
h = Vertebrate rich phosphatic shell bed
I = Phosphatic nodule enriched phosphatic shell bed

Text-fig.lc - Classification of bone-beds
Key to bone-bed class1f1cations (a - i) given in lb.



2.1.2. Phosphatic shell beds

Definition - "A phosphatic shell bed contains less than 30% vertebrate material and a
ratio of phosphatic shells to phosphatic pebbles of greater than 1:1 i.e. 1:1 - 'Xl: 1." Such
deposits can be subdivided on the basis of their phosphatic components (text-fig. 1b).

Examples - Layers F69 and F68 of the (Permian) Franson Tongue of the Park City
Formati~n (Central, U.S.A.) and the basal Orbiculoidea layer of the Mede Park Member of
the Phosphoria Formation (Permian - Central U.S.A.). (McKelvey et al., 1959; Branson,
1916; Yochelson, 1968).

2.1.3. Vertebrate Beds

Definition - "A vertebrate bed is a phosphatic deposit in which the phosphatic component
contains ~ 30% vertebrate debris"•.

Classification - Vertebrate Beds can be divided into two types of deposits, those made
of whole articulated vertebrates, and. deposits made of disarticulated vertebrate remains. It
is suggested that the former deposits be named after their dominant constituent member, i.e.
Fish beds refer to rocks made up of whole articulated fishes. (pl. 14, fig. a). The term
bone-bed should be applied only to the latter kind of deposit, thus a bone-bed may be defined
as a single layer or lens of a vertebrate rich deposit (containing ~ 4.5% phosphatic material
of which ~ 30% is fragmented and/or disarticulated vertebrate material).

2.2. Bone-bed classification

Two attempts to classify bone-beds have been made. The first (Heif, 1969; 1971) .
divided Triassic bone-beds into deposits which had been diagenetically altered (prefossilised)
prior to accumulation in the bone-bed and deposits in which the vertebrate fragments had not
been diagenetically altered prior to accumulation and concentration in the bone-bed. These
two groups were each subdivided on the basis of their matrix into calcareous, marly. sandy
clayey and sandy bone-beds.

The second attempt (Sykes 1977) to classify bone-beds, this time of Rhaetian age, dis
cussed the possibility of dividing them into primary and secondary deposits but came to tne
conclusion that all bone-beds showed some secondary characteristics. The four groups of
Sykes' classification are:

1. Part primary bone-beds - recognised by the random orientation of the
fossils, lack of bedding, lack of abrasion of fossils.

2. Secondary bone-beds - recognised by well developed bedded layers, wear
on the clasts and ,aligned fossils.

3. SCatter bone-beds - recognised as mudstones containing evenly distributed,
disseminated vertebrate material, but variable in geographical extent.

4. Trace bone-beds - recognised as thin, often single layers, of grains and
patches of vertebrate material.

Both classifications are primarily genetic with superimposed secondary sedimentological
criteria. That of Reif is inadequate, mainly because it does not consider the variability or
density of phosphatic debris in a bone-bed. Sykes' classification fails because in a low energy
environment with minimal current activity a secondary deposit would contain those characters
attributed to a primary deposit. Conversely, in a high energy environment secondary charac
teristics can be superimpos~ upon a mainly primary deposit.

In this article a classificatory scheme is outlined which acknowledges that the vertebrate
component of a bone-bed is variable as are the proportions of allochems, matrix and clasts.
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An initial classification (text-fig. 1b) can be based on the ~ne-beds phosphatic compo
nent dividing them into three groups: (a) Lithobonebeds, (b) Biobonebeds, (c) Pelbonebeds.
Tho~e bone-beds containing between 4.5 and 18% apatite should be described as Sub
lithobonebeds, Sub-biobonebeds and Sub-pelbonebeds.

Table 2. General bone-bed terminology.

BONE - BED

~ud supported sediment Grain supported sediment

Less than 10% ~ore than 10%
grains grains

Floatstone Wackestone Grainstone Terminology
•

Lyraun Cove ~uschelkalk
Ludlow Bone-Bed ExamplesBone-Bed i Grenzbonebed

Bone-beds can be further subdivided on the basis of matrix and clast to produce a
descriptive terminology (Table 2) and may be secondarily subdivided in1:?:

1. Carbonate bone-beds

(a) Wcritic bone-beds are those containing a matrix which contains
more than 50% lime mud.

(b) Sparitic bone-beds are those containing more than 50% calcite
(or dolomite) spar cement in the matrix.

2. Non-carbonate bone-beds

(a) Clayey bone-beds are those in which clay forms a dominant
component of the matrix.

(b) Carbonaceous bone-beds are those in which carbon is a dominant
constituent in a clay matrix i.e.:>10% volatiles.

(c) Limonitic (or haematitic) bone-beds are those in which limonite
(or haematite) is the dominant cement.

~any bone-beds contain pebbles, quartz sand, glauconite, pyrite, calcareous shells, trace
fossils, sedimentary structures, heavy minerals, etc. These features should be included
in an individual bone-beds description.

Examples of the different types of bone-beds are given in text-fig. 1c.

3 - Prefoss1l1sation

Some authors (e.g. Reif, 1971; 1974; 1976; Duffin & Gazdzicki, 1977) have suggested
that many bone-beds are prefoss1l1sed deposits. The concept of prefossilisation suggests
that the vertebrate material under consideration has been buried after death of the animal
and diagenetically altered (phosphatised) at a low Eh and normal to alkali pH's in the sediment
prior to its exhumation and concentration into a bone-bed (Reif, 1971; 1976).
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Reif (1969, p. 71: 1971, p.390) suggested four ways by which prefossilised vertebrate
material may be recognised.

1. Fracture patterns of bone fragments

(a) Recent bones show a predominantly fibrous breakage surfaces.

(b) Sub-fossilised bones never have fibrous breakage surfaces and are
easily worn do~n during sedimentation.

(c) Fossil bones when broken have smooth breakage surfaces.

On the basis of these observations Reif (1971) suggested that the presence of smooth
breakage surfaces and rounding on the bone fragments in a bone-bed indicates that they have
been reworked from an earlier sediment, after they had been fossilised, before being con
centrated to form a bone-bed.

2. Size distribution of quartz and vertebrate material.

secondly, Reif (1971) suggested that while recent bone debris is less dense than quartz,
fossil bone is as dense or even denser than quartz (Table 3). Therefore, if quartz and bone
fragments are found together and the maximum 'values 'of thefr size distributions lie at the
same point, then it follows that their densities must have been approximately the same during
the formation of the deposit and the bone material must be prefossilised.

3. The third criterion for prefossilisation is the presence of high polish
on the grains surface.

4. The phosphatisation of bone reduces its inherent elasticity and suggested
that fossil bones' are less likely to be we'l rounded.

Table 3. Quartz, Apatite, Bone, Fossil Bone and Collophane densities.

(After Dana, 1858: Rogers, 1922; 1924; Deer et al., 1962)

Quartz

2.5 - 2.8

Recent Bone

1.9 - 2.0

Fossil Bone

2.6 - 2.94

Collophane

2.6 - 2.92

Apatite

3.1 - 3.35

These criteria are all very subjective and prOVide no real test of whether or not a
fossil vertebrate fragment has been prefossilised or not, because:

1. Observed smooth fracture patterns may be a result of processing
fossilised material, and since studies on fracture patterns have not
been done on scales or teeth (the dominant components of many
bone-beds) the value of fracture pattern studies must still be in
doubt. Similarly, Schafer (1972) has noted that unaltered fish scales
in recent sediments are often worn or rounded.

2. Application of the equivalence principal suggests that clasts of similar
densities will have similar size distributions. However, Reif's appli
cation of the theory forgets (a) that many bone-bed sediments contain
no quartz grains (even locally in the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed, his
type example of a prefossilised bone-bed), (b) vertebrate material
(unaltered) present in many modern sediments possess the same size
modal peaks as quartz grains in the same sediment (Schafer, 1972).
This observation may result because clay infilling pores in the ver
tebrate material may help to increase its density, or because of the
differing aerodynamic properties of rounded quartz grains and verte
brate fragments, or because of diagensis (see Section 8).
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3. Grain polish is by itseU a dubious criterion, since many marine carbonate
grains show a high polish, due to either abrasive high energy current acti
vity or to diagenetic mineral coatings on the exterior of the grain (Farrow,
pers. com. 1978). Broken surfaces of polished Acrodus lateralis, a shark's
tooth from the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed, Thelodus parvidens, a fish scale
from the Ludlow Bone-Bed, and whale bones from the Suffolk Bone-Bed,
are characteristically dullj thus suggesting that the polish is an exterior
property of the vertebrate material and may result from abrasive or dia
genetic processes.

4. The elasticity of vertebrate material is thought to decrease with increas
ing prefossilisation. Yet supposedly prefossilised (Reif, 1969; 1971; 197~;
1976; pers. com. 1976; 1977) specimens of Acrodus lateralis from the
Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed occur in a variety of abrasive states ranging
from well rounded worn spheres to angular broken fragments to whole
teeth. This surely suggests that the inherent elasticity (i. e. ability to
round with wear) of the grains has not been markedly. affected by pre
fossilisation.

Reif (1971) regards the vertebrate material from both the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed and
the Rhaetic Bone-Bed to be made of francolite (a fluoro-carbonate-apatite). Modern bones and
teeth are made of a microcrystalline arrangement of hydroxy-apatite in collagen (Glimcher and

_](!"ll:I\e, .1968). Thus alteration of the bones and teeth has presumably occurred such that:

CaS(P04)30H + collagen - (CaaFh(P,C)fl(O,OH Fh4(Ca,C)4'
hydroxy-apatite . francolite I

This reaction doubtless reflects the combined effects of initial and subsequent diagenesis on the
vertebrate remains, if they have been prefossilised.

Reif (1976; pers. com. 1976; 1977) also regards the Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone-Bed as
a prefossilised deposit. If this is so, then a geochemical proof may be forthcoming. The
thelodont fish species (Thelodus parvidens), which dominates the vertebrate faunas of the
Ludlow Bone-Bed and the sediments immediately above and below the bone-bed, occurs in two
geochemical states.

1,. In the bone-bed the thelodonts tend to be made of a fluorapatite and have
a polished orange-yellowy appearance (Table 4, col.6).

2. In the sediments below the bone-bed the thelodonts tend to be made of a
carbonate apatite and have a white chalky appearance (Table 4, col.4).

Though both geochemical thelodont forms occur in sediments representing aerobic condi
tions, Burnett (1977) has shown that aerobic sediment surfaces are found above anoxic micro
environments a few centimeters below the sediment/water interface. The thelodont scales
present in low densities in the sediments below the bone-bed were possibly excavated by currents
after they had been altered to a carbonate apatite in a subsurface anoxic environment prior to
concentration in a bone-bed (cf. Antia & Whitaker, 1978). The alteration to fluorapatite would
therefore be a result of diagenesis after bone-bed deposition.

If this prefossilisation model is correct then there could be a difference in the abrasive
appearance of the scales occurring in the two sediment types, and the geochemical composition
of the phosphatic clasts in the bone-bed ought not to be related to the matrix of the bone-beds.

1. Abrasive features

The thelodont scales from the two sediment types though differinr; in chemical
composition show no difference in abrasive features. In both instances Uie
scales vary from unworn forms to partly worn forms to very well worn and
rounded forms. Many of the more rounded scales are bored. These observa
tions suggest that scales deposited in both environments were abraded on th,.3
sediment surface.
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Table 4. Dry X-ray powder diffraction (X.R.D.) analysiE' results for
(1) Carbonate apatite (after Smith et ale ,1974) .
(2) A phosphatic pebble from the Ludlow Bon~:-~ed

(3) 'Serpuliles' iongissimus, Orbiculoidea rugata. Lingula sp.
(4) Thelodont fish (Thelodus parvidens).

Both (3) and (4) represent samples collected from the Upper
Whitcliffe ~ediments of Aston Munslow (Salop).

(5) Fluorapatite (after Smith- et al., 1974)
(6) Thelodus parvidens
(7) 'Serpulites\ longissimus, Orbieuloidea rugata ani Lingula ~11"

Both (6) and (7) were obtained from the Ludlow Bone-Bed at
Aston Munslow.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2.78 2.78 2.79 2.79 2.80 2.79 . 2.80
2.68 2.68 2.69 2.69 2.70 2.70 2.70
3.46 - 3.43 3.46 2.77 2.78 2.76 .
2.23 2.23 2.24 2.25 3.44 3.44 3.43 :
1.93 1.92 1.93 1.93 2.62 2.62 2.61
1.84 1.83 1.83 1.83 1.84 1.83 1.85 :
3.04 3.03 3.05 3.04 1.94 1.92 1:93j
2.62 2.61 2.62 2.62 - -

Table 5. The chemical composition of the clasts of the phosphatic
components in the Ludlow Bone-Bed (Upper Silurian).
F = fluorapatite; C = carbonate apatite;
(F) = some fluorapatite present.
Localities are located on text-fir;.4, p.1l4.

Sediment
Phosphatic component Lime- Mud-

Localitv Thelodont Invertebrate stone silt Sand

Uak C C - - +
Longhope F C - + -
Priors Frome F C - + -
Rushall C C - - +
Kington F F + - -
Downton F F + - -
Deepwood F C - + -
Ashely Moor F F + - -
Ludford F F + - -
Siefton F - - + -
Corfton F F + - -
Aston Munslow F F + - -
Shipton F C(F) - + -
Brockton F C - + -
Netherton F C - + -
Lye C C - - +
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2. Relationship of phosphatic clast to matrix.

In the bone-bed three types of phosphatic clasts occur, carbonate apatite
pebbles (Table 4, col. 2), thelodonts and other fish remains, and phosphatic
invertebrate remains (pl. 14, figs. b,c) of 'Serpulites' longissimus,
Orbieuloidea rugata, and Lingula sp. Below the bone-bed the latter two
remains tend to be made of a carbonate apatite (Table 4, col. 3 and 4)
while in the bone-bed they occur in both a carbonate apatite (Table 5) and
a fluorapatite state (Table 4, col. 6 and 7; Table 5).

Examination of the chemical composition of the two main clast types (Table 5) suggest that
the clast composition is related to the nature of the matrix of the bone-bed such that:

(a) Calcareous bone-beds only have fluorapatite (phosphatic) biological
clasts.

(b) Muddy and silty bone-beds have fluorapatite fish remains and carbonate
apatite phosphatic shell debris.

(c) Porous poorly cemented quartz sand' bone-beds contain only carbonate
apatite phosphatic clasts.

This apparent relationship between chemical composition and matrix type suggests that
the chemical composition of the vertebrate and invertebrate remains may be a result of post
depositional diagensis, and could indicate that the scales were not prefossilised prior to in
clusion in the bone-bed.

This conclusion is borne out by the presence of borings on the fish scales and not on
the invertebrate fragments in the bone-beds, where both have the same chemical composition.
Since the borings are specific to the thelodonts, it must be assumed there were nutritional
or chemical differences between the two clast types. If this assumption is correct then it
is likely that the scales were unaltered when bored, i.e. were composed of a hydroxy apatite
+ collagen with an enamel-like coating on their crown (Beevers & McIntyre, 1946) or carbonate
apatite + collagen (Osmond & Swain, 1959). Study of boring density and' distribution on the

. scales suggests that the crown has fewer borings than the cusp of the thelodont denticles,
thus adding support to this hypothesis. The vertebrate clasts in other bone-beds sho ...· no
such relationship between clast com~sition .8;nd sediment (Table 6).

Table 6. Geochemical composition of bone-beds

Bone-Bed Chemistry Sediment
fluorapatite francolite black clav carbonate sand

.

Lyraun Cove + - + - -
Rhaetic (British) - + + - -
Rhaetic (German) - + - - +

Muschelkalk - + + + +

Lettenkeuper - + + - -
Suffolk + + - - +

These observations suggest that the chemical composition of the phosphatic clasts in
prefossilfsed bone-beds are not markedly affected by diagenesis in the sediment of the bone
beds, while in primary bone-beds (i. e. bone-beds which are not produced by the reworking
of older sediment) there may be a marked relationship between clast composition and
sediment type.
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Since marine prefossilised bone-beds exist and are actively being formed, (i.e. bone
beds containing diagenetically altered vertebrate material) see Reid (1890), Baturin (1970)
Freyet al. (1975), the chemical processes which could lead to the prefossilisation of verte
brate material will be considered here.

1. The environments of prefossilisation, - 3.1

2. Conditions favourable to prefossilisation, - 3.2

3. A geochemical model for prefossilisation, - 3.3

Reif (1976) and Baturin (1970) have noted that prefossilisation involves the phosphatisa
tion of bones (considered to be made of a hydroxy apatite (Glimcher & Krane, 1968) and
teeth (considered to be made of either a carbonate apatite (Osmond & Swain, 195-9) or a
hydroxy apatite (Beevers & McIntyre, 1946». This phosphatisation involves the replacement
of collagen and existing apatites with fluorapatites thus increasing their densities without alter
ing their internal structures (Paine 1937). Since they are replacing an amorphous structure,
their densities will remain the same as that for collophane (Ro~ers, 1917; 1922; 1924) - see
Table, 3, p.99. C-ollophane is a term applied to any amorphous apatite (Deer et al., 1962).

3.1 The environments of prefossilisation

Vertebrate remains are unlikely to be phosphatised by direct, ocean water - vertebrate
reactions (Burnett, 1974), but could be altered by pore waters in a sediment. To date, only
two regions of active phosphatisation are known, the Peru-Chilean shell and the South West
African Shell seas. In both regions phosphatisation occurs within anoxic alkali sediment pore
waters (Baturin, 1970; 1971; Burnett, 1977).

Actively forming phosphatised vertebrate concentrations may result from the erosion by
marine and estuarine currents of older sediments (Miocene - Pleistocene) (e.g. the vertebrate
concentrates of Georgia (U.S.A.) estuaries (Frey et ale 1975) and the Florida shell (Burnett
& Gomberg, 1977», or recent (~ 30,000 years) phosphatic shelf sediments (Baturin, 1969;
1970).

These limited studies have suggested that vertebrate phosphatisation may occur in the
anoxic alkali pore waters of some sediments.

3.2 Conditions favourable to prefossilisation

There are four major characteristics of natural aqueous solutions which favour the
prefossilisation of vertebrate. remains in the pore wat~rs of sediments.

1. High dissolved inorganic phosphate content.

2. High Ca/Mg ratio.

3. High pH.

4. Suitable nucleation sites.

Phosphates may be supplied to anoxic pore waters in sediments from the reduction of
hydrous ferric oxides which bind phosphate to their surfaces under oxidising conditions (Stumm
& Leckie, 1970) and the decomposition of phosphorous containing organic matter. The contri
bution from the decaying organic matter is the more significant (Burnett, 1974). If large
quantities of vertebrate material are to be prefossilised by the pore waters of organic rich

ed 3-
S iments, then the P04 content of the interstitial fluids must be continually replenished,
while the material is being prefossilised.

The precipitation of apatite is inhibited by Mg2 + ions (Bachra et al., 1965; Martens &
Harriss, 1970). However, diagenetic reactions in anoxic pore waters can raise the Ca/Mg
ratio to beyond that of the Ca/Mg threshold value (Broecker, 1974; Burnett, 1974) to allow
apatite to precipitate. Many reactions in anoxic pore waters would have this effect, for
example the replacement of Fe3+ by Mg2+ in clays (Drever, 1971).
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For prefossilisation to occur a high pH is required (Krumbein & Garrels, 1952: Goldberg
& Parker, 1960; Robertson, 1966; Pytkowicz & Kester, 1967), because at low pH's apatite is .
'soluble'. Experiments have shown (Berner, 1969) that the decomposition of fish and molluscan
organic matter is accompanied by a rise in pH, which results from the formation of NHt and
other nitrogenous bases, and from the breakdown of proteins and other biochemical compounds,
pH is also affected by other variables such as the release of C02 into the pore waters during
the oxidation of organic materials.

However, an increase in pH favours CaCOs precipitation (Gulbrandsen, 1969) and as
dissolved carbonate species in sea water are several orders of magnitude higher than the
phosphate species, a coprecipitation of apatite and calcite would result in the apatite being
completely overwhelmed by calcium carbonate. Therefore if apatite is to be precipitated
with minimal calcite, the dissolved pol- content of the pore waters would have to be raised
to the point where Ca2+ concentrations in the pore waters are controlled by apatite rather
than carbonate equilibria.

Discussions on the availability of suitable sites for apatite growth suggest that calcite
forms the best surface for apatite nucleation (Stumm & Morgan, 1970) as epitaxial overgrowths
and catalyses the precipitation of apatite around specific nuclei (Stumm & Leckie, 1970). When
calcite is absent from the sediment, siliceous skeletal debris, brachiopod shells, fish bones
and scales, apatite and feldspar crystals appear to be favoured sites for authogenic apatite
growth (Deer et al., 1962: Stumm & Leckie, 1970; Burnett, 1977). Clasts already enriched
in apatite are preferentially chosen for authogenic apatite growth and replacement (i.e. pre-
fossilisation). (Konta, 1959). .

See Appendix - 2, p.16l>, for additional note.

3.3. A geochemical model for bone-bed prefossilisation

The follOWing is a general geochemical model which may represent the most likely
combination of events which could result in the phosphatisation of vertebrate (and inverte-
brate) material by pore water solutions in sediment, prior to the newly phosphatised materials
reworking and inclusion into a 'prefossilised' bone-bed deposit. Since both vertebrate, inver
tebrate and coproUtic material can be prefossilised (Reif, 1969; 1971' 1976: Duffin & Gazdzicki,
1977), .~h~ model will consider aP3;tite precipitation.

During periods of increased sea water temperature inorganic apatite precipitation may
take .place within the anoxic pore waters of sediment (Burnett, 1974; 1977). Within' about
15 cm of the sediment/water interface, the pol- ion concentrations present in these anoxic
pore waters can increase to about 1000 x those of the sur~ounding aerobic surface waters
before precipitating around a suitable nucleation site. (Brooks et al., 1968; D'Anglejan,
1968: Bray et al., 1975; Sholkovitz, 1973.) Phosphatisation replaces the original nuclea
tion site preserving its internal structure and including fluorine within its crystal lattices.
(Paine, 1937;... Kortnig, 1&68; Reif, 1969: Antia & Whitaker, 1978.) .

Apatite precipitation is initiated when the pore waters are supersaturated with respect
to PO:- and undersaturated with respect to oxygen. SUstained periods of apatite precipitation
require a constant supply of organic phosphorous to the pore waters, so consequently such a
region must have a high biological productivity to provide a large input of organic phosphorous

2+ .into' the sediment. Inhibitory Mg ions would be removed by diagenetic reactions (Bachra
et al., 1965: Martens & Harriss, 1970) involving both the solid and fluid phases of the
sediment.
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General types of reactions likely to occur in the pore waters within the sediment during
early diagenesis are summarised below:

1. 801- + 'organic matter' -'H2S + HCOs + HOpr + NH: + CH4
The probable C:N:P: ratio based on that for modern plankton
(Richards, 1965) is 106:16:1, and

2. 2Fe3t clay + 3Mg2+ + 48 = 3Mg2+clay + 2Fe~ (pyrite), and/or

3. 2CaCOa M + Mg2+ _ CaMg(COah + Ca2+, and/or

4. A12Si20 S (OH)4 + 5Mg2+ + lOHCOa + H48i04 = MgsAI2SisOlO(OH)s -+
. 10C02 + 3H20, and

5. 5Ca~ -+ 3HPO~- + F- = Cas(P04hF -+ 3H+ •

The resultant authogenic prefossilised particles may be concentrated into, vertebrate
rich deposits by changes in sea level dynamics (Baturin, 1971). Since during periods of
regression the fine grained fraction of the sediment will be eroded away to concentrate the
prefossilised material, initially. into a coarse grained sediment and ultimately into a bone
bed. In this sort of situation electrical neutrality in the pore waters is probably maintained
by counterbalancing the changes in Ca2+ and Mg2+ concentration, NH: production, and the
change in S~- content with a coincident rise in HCO-3 (Sayles, et ale ,1974). i.e.

~ Ca2+ + ~ Mg2+ + NH: _ ~ SO~- = ~ HCOs

4 - On the occurrence and genesis of vertebrate rich deposits

Studied deposits rich in disarticulated vertebrate remains on the modern sea shelf com
monly occur in association with coprolites, phosphatic nodules and phosphatic brachiopod
shells. They almost all occur in areas of increased nutrient content of the ,,"ater, and are
commonly associated with regions of upwelling waters (McKelvey, 1967: also text-fig. 2).
However, only two regions of vertebrate acc~mulation are regions of active sea bed phospha,-

" \.,
tisatlon today. These are off the Peru-Chile coast (Yeeh et al., 1973: Burnett, et al., 1973:
Burnett 1974: 1977; Manheim et al., 1975; Burnett & Yeeh, 1977) and the South West African
coast (Baturin, 1969; Baturin eI al., 1972; Yeeh et al., 1974). Other phosphatic deposits
found on the surface of the sea-floor (e.g. California coast, Florida coast, New Zealand Coast,
South African coast, and Tasmanian coast) have been shown (Kolodny & Kaplan, 1970; Burnett
& Gomberg, 1977 to be of Upper Pleistocene age.

In addition to the above phosphatic deposits unconfirmed reports exist of vertebrate sands
off the U.K. notably near Rockall and Shetland. These deposits were noted by Lyell (1868:
p.576, vol. 2; 3rd ed. 1834, vol. 3) as "A bed of fish bones (off Rockall)•••• extending for
2 miles along the bottom of the sea in 10 - 90 fathoms of water, at the eastern extremity
• • •• of Rockall bank fish bones were met with •••• Analogous formations are in progress in
the submarine tracts extending from the Shetland Isles to the North of Ireland". At i'(Lat.61'o51'
Long. 6°30') Fish bones occur in extraordinary profusion •••• this 'bone bed' •••• is 3! miles in
length and 45 fathoms under water". More recent work by Dr. J.B. Wilson (pers. comm. 1977)
has revealed very high concentrations of fish otoliths in the Rockall region.

4.1 Recent examples

Sediments on the S. W. African shelf and Peru - Chile shelves (text-fig. 2) consist of black
muds formed at depths between 150 and 50 m. The surface waters of these regions are very rich
in diatom phytoplankton, and are biologicaily very productive, because upwelling coastal waters
bring up nutrient salts (Bakun 1978; Savidge & Foster 1978). The upwelling waters result in a
massive phytoplankton production on the shelf, and consequently a large biogenic input into the
underlying sediment (50 - 150 m depth). The low 02 content of these waters allows much
of the biogenic material to be input into the sediment (Baturin, 1971). This sediment becomes
enriched (Baturin, 1969; 1971) in organic carbon (5-20%) and phosphorous (0.1 - 1%). In
the sediments the P:C ratio varies from 1:25 to 1:60, whereas living diatoms have a ratio of
1:25 (Lisitsyn, 1969).
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Both areas have alkaline reducing pore waters (Table 7) enriched in phosphorous, in
which the phosphorous content of the pore waters increases with depth below the sediment/
water interface (Burnett, 1977).

Table 7. Composition of pore waters in regions of phosphatisation on shelf seas

Locality

California

West Africa

Peru/Chile

Eh

-200mv

-300mv

pH

7.2 - 7.8

7.2 - 8.0

6 - 7

Source

D'Anglejan, 1967

Baturin, 1969; 1971

Burnett, 1974; 1971

On both the Chilean and African shelves phosphorous oversaturation of the interstitial
waters leads to its precipitation in separate microzones- within the sediment (i.e., where the
microenvironment is most alkaline) (Baturin, 1969; 1971; Burnett, 1974; 1977). In the Peru
vian shelf this microzone is situated at 15 em below the sed~ment/water interface (Burnett,
1977). This precipitation induces a decrease of phosphorous concentration in the pore waters
of far below 0.1 mg.l- 1 and its redistribution in the sediments results in either the formation
(Baturin, 1969; 1970; 1971) of scattered soft nodules consisting of an impure gel-like calcium
phosphate (5 - 10 P20S) or nucleation around and/or replacement of biogenic tissue, e.g.
bones, scales, teeth, shells, etc. (Konta, 1956; D'Anglejan, 1967; Baturin, 1970; 1971;
Burnett, 1977).

The process surrounding the phosphatic replacement of biogenic material is poorly
understood, but may relate to the much better known sequences of phosphatisation of the
gel-like phosphatic nodules in the sediment, many of which contain 'densely packed' fish
debris (Baturin, 1971).

Further diagenetic processes result in the lithification of the nodules, depletion in 81°2,
A1203, Fe, H20 and C as shown in Table 8 and enrichment in P20S' CaO, C02 and F; there
is also an increase in trace elements such as uranium, gold, and vanadium (yasgrev, 1971;
Burnett, 1974). The end product of these changes is very similar to those resulting in the
formation of the phosphatic nodules in the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed (Table 8).

Table 8. The composition of stages in the phosphatisation of mud to produce _
a phosphatic nodule (after Baturin, 1969; 1971). Note the simi-
larity of the composition of the hard nodule to that of a phosphatic
nodule (?coprolite) from the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed (Reif 1971).

Stage p.ps CaO CO2 F 8i02 Al20 3 Fe20S MgO,Organic
C

1. Diatomaceous mud 0.62 3.0 2.43 Tr. 50 1.0 5.35

2. Phosphatised D. mud 5.10 6.9 1.17 0.3 49.18 2.0 1.24 2.5 3.4

3. Soft nodules 23.85 35.9 5.30 2.45 14.80 0.45 0.80 1.7 1.8

4. Friable nodules 27.70 42.27 5.34 2.70 4.87 0.38 1.00 1.3 1.0

5. Hard nodules 32.74 46.42 6.33 3.02 0.15 0.04 0.20 1.7 0.9

6. Nodule Muschelkalk
Grenzbonebed 31.50 50.1 4.81 0.42 1.44 0.5
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Chemical analyses of bone and fossil bone show that during diagensls vertebrate fragments
become enriched in P20S, CaO, C02 and F (Rogers, 1924; Baturin, 1970; Reif, 1971) and
the trace elements gold, titanium, vanadium and uranium (Yasgrev & Nikitin, 1970; Yasgrev,
1971)•. The net similarity in the enrichment of phosphatic nodules and bone noted here suggests
that similar chemical reactions take place concurrently during diagensis in the two types of
material (Baturin, 1970).

These recent deposits contain about 7% phosphate material (Baturin, 1971), reworking
of these deposits caused by changes in sea level dynamics could produce remanee ('prefos
silised') deposits containing more than 20% phosphatic material, such as those on the Peru 
Chile shelves (Burnett, 1974).

Many actively forming vertebrate and phosphate rich deposits are formed by the rewor~
ing of older sediments. Such deposits can be concentrated on either an aero~)ic (Burnett
Gomberg, 1977) or anaerobic benthos (Frey et al., 1975). Examples of the former include
the Florida phosphorites, produced by the active erosion of Pliocene limestones, and those
of California which may still be actively forming, but are most likely derived from slightly
earlier sediments. On the Tri nidad shelf these deposits are found strewn over the surface
of a hard ground (Kolewijn, 1958). Another example of the latter kind of deposit are the
vertebrate assemblages of the Georgia Estuaries (Western U.S.A.) produced by the active ero
sion of vertebrate rich Miocene and Pleistocene beds.

Vertebrate accumulations of diagenetically unaltered fish material have been recorded in
the Arabian Sea, Red Sea and Persian Gulf (Stubbings, 1939), (text-fig. 2), and off the
Californian coast (David, 1944; 1947). Fish bones have been recorded from the Black Sea
(Andrussow, 1893; Murray, 1900; Archangnelski, 1927), and in association with coprolites
near the mouth of the River Congo. High densities of the boney plates of teliost fish have
been recorded (SChafer, 1966; 1972) on the swash marks on the intertidal mudflats .of the.
Island of Mellum (West Germany). Here the fish debris has the same modal size distributions
as the associated shell debris. These sediments contain up to 250 vertebra to a m2 area 'of
sediment. On the West German East Frisian Islands and the Island of Sylt (text-fig. 2) large
fish fragments are found (Schafer, 1972) associated with coarse shell debris. On the mud
flats, beaches which are exposed to a powerful swash contain vertebrate fragments which are
markedly size sorted (Schafer, 1972). Similarly intertidal mudflat deposits situated on the
Elbe & Wesser River mouths are enriched in worn and polished boney sturgeon plates. An
extensive review of the occurrence of articulated fish on the benthos is given by Brongersama
sanders (1949; 1957).

4.2. Models for the formation of marine bone-beds

Over the years a number of ideas relating to the formation of deposits of vertebrate
remains have been found. These theories can be divided into two major groups.

1. Primary deposits - produced by the primary concentration of disarticulated
vertebrate material.

2. Secondary deposits - produced by reworking and concentration from older
sediments.

4.2.1. Primary deposits

Two major groups of theories regarding the genesis of primary deposits exist. The
first considers the deposit to have formed over a long period of time as a condensation
deposit. The second considers the vertebrate material to have been deposited, disarticulated
and concentrated shortly after a catastrophe to produce a bone-bed resulting from an initial
mass mortality deposit.
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4.2.1~1 Condensation deposits

These are deposits formed over a long period of time by the withholding of sediment
from an area, or when fish were the dominant faunas of the seas (Orton, 1878; p.628). The
concentration of the deposits could also be the result of the reworking of excrementations
matter representing the hard indigestable parts of fishes, which have served as food for
larger kinds. Thus 'the fragmentary and worn appearance of the vertebrate debris could be
attributable to the crushing maceration and partial digestion which they have suffered. &1ch
deposits may form in a nook or bay where large and small fish congregate (Newbery, 1889;
p.30). Fourthly, acidic anoxic bottom conditions could disFlOlve calcareous invertebrate material.
leaving a deposit rich in phosphatic animal tissue.

4.2.1.2 Mass mortality deposits

These deposits are formed over short periods of time by the mass mortality of verte
brate organism's and m~y result from:

1. An Act of God

The best documented example of this kind of mass mortality is given in
the Old Testament of the Bible (Exodus, ch. 6: v. 17-21). " ••• I am the
Lord: behold ••• the water that is in the Nile ••• shall be turned to blood
and the fish in the Nile shall die ••• All the water that was in the Nile
turned to blood and the fish in the Nile died" •. (R.S.V. Trans. 1973).

2. Cold waves

In shallow waters, hard cold, sudden temper~ture drops can cause mass
mortalities among fishes (Storey & pudger, 1936; Gunter 1945, 1947).
&1ch mass mortalities have been documented along the U.S. Gulf coast.
Here a cold spell kills fishes every few years. Similar effects have
been recorded (Storey. 1937; Gunter, 1947) along the west Florida coast
and the Texas coast. These cold waves are less severe on the inverte
brates. though they too are killed in the colder water (Gunter, 1941;
Davis. 1963). The fish killed either sink to the bottom or are swept
ashore (Gunter. 1947). In the Gulf Coast these deposits tend to be
cyclic occurring every 6 - 14 years. The vertebrate fauna takes some
three years, to recover fro'm one of these freezes (Gunter, 1945).

3. Oversalinity

The salinities of restricted bays and coastal lagoons along the Texas
coast increases drastically during dry years causing mass mortalities
among fish (Gunter. 1947). These lagoons may cover some 1,400 km2

and are separated from the sea by an island (text-fig. 3). In normal
years the salinity of the lagoons gradually increases till the lagoon is
barren of fish. Periodic hurricanes bring in a new influx of lower
salinity salt water (normal marine) and allow the barren lagoon to be
colonised by a new abundant fish fauna (Hildebrand. 1969). .

4. Warm waves

Some regions contain an abundant fish fauna living in a nutrient rich
cold current of water near the cold currents junction with a warm
current. Changes in the, relative position of this junction can cause
mass mortalities within the fish fauna. Examples of this kind of
mass mortality have been recorded (Murphy, 1926; Mears. 1943)
along the Peruvian coast. at the junction of the southward warm
equatorial current and the cold northward coastal current (text-fig.2).
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5. Plankton blooms

Plankton blooms of dinoflagelates which produce toxic wastes may
result in mass mortalities of fish, sometimes killing in excess of
a milliard fish. These planktons often colour the sea water to give
the so called red water effect. (Brongersama - Sanders, 1949;
1956).

6. Storms - water mass effect

Mortality may be caused by the mixing of adjacent 'hot' and 'cold'
water masses during storms toproduce layers of fish many deci
metres thick on the substrate over a wide area (Verril, 1882;
Huntsman, 1917; Neville, 1967).

7. Storms - stranding effect

During storms the vast shoals of fish which congregate in coastal
tidal waters near the Elbe and Weser Estuaries are often injured by
being thrown on to stones and sandbars or are stranded, others are
cut off in narrow creeks and thrown on to the tidal flats. (Mohr, 1952)

8. Breakdown of the food chain

Mass mortalities may result from a breakdown in the food chain due
to nutrient shortages, etc. (Heldt et. aZ. ,1947).

9. Earthquakes

Earthquakes may severely disorientate life in coastal waters causing
some species to commit mass suicide (Forbes, 1858) or die
(Brongersama - Sanders, 1956).

10. Vulcanicity

Volcanic eruptions can cause mass mortalities in the sea, either by
killing off the plankton (Jenkins, 1970) or by killing the fish
(Brongersama - Sanders, 1956).

11. Geochemical changes in environment

Changes in the geochemical nature of the environment are known to
produce mass mortalities of fish (Brongersama - Sanders, 1956)
e.g. decrease in the oxygen content of the water; increase in the
amount of cyanide in the water, etc.

4.2.2. secondary deposits

Before a vertebrate deposit can be termed a bone-bed its constituent vertebrates have
to be disarticulated and swept around by currents, etc. The term 'Secondary Deposit' is
used here to refer to a primary vertebrate deposit which has been buried, diagenetica11y
altered, excavated, fragmented and then further concentrated to form a bone-bed.

Since secondary bone-beds are formed by the reworking of older verte~rate deposits,
by tidal, oceanic or fluvial currents, little ecological information can be" derived from these
deposits in intertidal, fluvial or marine environments.
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5 - The decomposition of marine vertebrates

(after SChafer, 1972)

Three major groups of vertebrates are represented in bone-beds throughout time; they
are fish (Ordovician - Recent), reptiles (Triassic - Cretaceous) and mammals (Jurassic 
Recent). The dominant components are fish with lesser proportions of reptiles and/or mammals
(mainly mantae and ceteans). In order to more fully comprehend the formation of a primary
boae-bed deposit it is necessary to have some understanding of the history of the vertebrates
in the interval between their death and accumulation in a vertebrate sand or bone-bed, i.e.
their decomposition.

Unfortunately little is known about the geological aspects of vertebrate decomposition.
Virtually nothing is known about the decomposition of marine reptiles or mammals though'
their processes of decomposition may be similar.

1. Decomposition of whales - physical and mechanical effects:

(a) Death of the whale

(b) Animal sinks to sea-floor

(c) Floated off the sea-floor (not necessarily to the surface) by
decomposition gases

(d) Carcass may drift for weeks

(e) Skin ruptures and the now loosely held skeletal parts fall "to
the ground from the floating carcass and may be spread over
a very wide area

(f) If the whale dies in a restricted or partly enclosed basin less
than 400 x 600 km in size, then it generally reaches a beach
before it disintegrates. In this instance constant battering on
to the shore and refloating aids the break up of the animal.

2. Decomposition of fishes - physical and mechanical effects:

(a) Death of fish

(b) Animal sinks to the sea-floor with its back directed downwards

(c) Within 12 hours of death decomposition gases accumulate in
the abdomen

(d) 3-4 days after death the decomposition gases float the fish
ventral side up off the sediment

(e) 4-6 days after death the skin ruptures and the carcasses sink
to the bottom and disintegrate rapidly

(f) 15-20 days after death only the skeleton (inc. scales) is left
and may be broken up and rolled by currents and waves

Vertebrate remains are absent from many· sediments even though the surface waters of
these regions abound in fish, e.g. the west coast of SCotland. This absence may be explained
if vertebrate remains provide an important food source for detritivores and scavengers, or if
they are removed from the region by high current activity into deeper waters. At present no
data exists to support the latter hypothesis. It is, however, known that echinoids and carni
verous invertebrates are fond,of fish bones and rapidly consume them (Johansen, 1929;
Wasmund, 1935; p.50).
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These latter observations suggest that it is unlikely that vertebrate deposits would accu
mulate today on an aerobic substrate with a low sedimentation rate swept by weak currents.
It is more likely that they will accumulate in areas of high sedimentation rates and high energy

. (e.g. a tidally swept area), areas of abnormal conditions (e.g. high salinity as in a Texas type
lagoon) or areas possessing an anoxic substrate (e.g. areas below the oxygen minimum depth),
because they are less likely to support vertebrate bone detritivores or because they are re
moved into a less favourable environment, for detritivores. However, prior to the diversifi
cation and increase in abundance of echinoids in the late Triassic and Early Jurassic bone
beds were relatively common sediment types. Their gradual disappearance from aerobic
environments during the Mesozoic may be linked to the rise in abundance of these efficient
omniverous detritivores.

6 - Bone-beds through time

Bone-beds are not a phenomena restricted to Holocene sediments, they are found in a
variety of environments and facies throughout geological time. The purpose of this section
is to consider the environmental location of many of these bone-beds to see if any patterns
of bone-bed genesis can be determined.

6.1 British Upper Silurian Bone-Beds

In the Palaeozoic the first bone-beds are found as thin loosely consolidated quartz rich
vertebrate sands in the Ordovician (Behre and Johnson, 1933), but they do not become abun
dant until the Silurian. In the British Silurian the first bone-beds are recorded in the Lein
twardine Beds (Middle Ludlow) as shelly layers containing phosphatic nodules (Cherns, 1977).
The overlying Whitcliffe Beds (Upper Ludlow) contain a variety of bone-beds (Squirrel, 1959;
Cave' & White, 1971; 1978) culminating in the Ludlow Bone-Bed at the base of the overlying
Downtonian Series of sediments (Upper Silurian). The Downtonian contains a large number of
bone-beds, many of which are currently unrecorded in the literature.

6.1.1 Upper Ludlow Bone-Beds

Vertebrate deposits in the Upper Ludlow (Whitcliffe Beds) occur in two major facies
(termed here Facies A and Facies B) and form discontinuous bone-beds traceable over dis
tances of less than 1 km.

1. Facies A consists of an interbedded sequence of quartz silts, locally
enriched in muscovite mica, but with few shells. Alternating silt units
(5 - 10 cm thick) have flat erosive bases. The internal structure of
inphase current ripple lamination or parallel lamination has been largely
destroyed by bioturbation. The facies contains shell bands 1 - 15 mm
thick which have an erosive lower contact and are made of eomHlutated c. o .......•..... r.J
shell fragments. They frequently contain ostracod carapaces and occa-
sionally a high density of fish scales associated with euhedral biotite
crystals. The shell or bone-bed layers acted as an impassable substrate
for burrowing organisms in the sediments overlying the deposit.

The absence of lenticular or flaser bedding suggests that these marine
sediments were not formed as subtidal tidal deposits. The sharp erosive
contacts between silt layers and the high intensity of bioturbation des
troying In Some Instances the Internal lamination of the deposit suggest
that sedimentation was episodic on an aerobic benthos, and that the sedimen
tation might be related to the efiects of storm activities (Watkins & Berry,
1977) bringing in fresh sediments onto' a shallow ( ~ - 50 m O.D.) sea-floor.

The presence of biotite in the bone-beds may be a result of diagenetic reactions,
though the sequence above and below the deposits contains no biotite. It
Is more likely that the biotite Is derived from bentonites, which are biotite
rich, and that a bentonite ashfall could have been responsible for the death
of the fish in the bone-bed.
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2. Facies B consits of an interbedded sequence of lenticular bedded silts
and clayey silts. Individual units range in thickness from 0.5 to 8 em.
The clayey silts commonly contain Chondrites. The silts may be made
of quartz (0.005 - 0.15 nun grain size), shell debris (0.2 - 3.0 mm
grain size) and, rarely, fish scales (0.0& - 0.95 mm grain size). These
latter deposits occasionally form thin bone-beds (1 - 6 mm thick) and may
have fo~med in a subtidal ( -30 - 0 m O.D.) shelf region of osc1llating
tidal currents with an aerobic benthos.

6.1.2. Downtonian Bone-Beds

In the Downtonian, bone-beds are a fairly common sediment type and are present in
a variety of facies, including some named bone-beds.

1. The Ludlow Bone-Bed is a stratigraphically important horizon which was
once considered to mark the Silurian/Devonian boundary but now marks
the basal layer of the Downton series (Upper Silurian), Holland et at. ,
(1963). The Bone-Bed has been recorded over a wide area (text-fig. 4a)
and may be described as either a bone-bed facies (Allen, 1974a) contain
ing a number of bone-beds within a short vertical sequence of strata
(ca. 25 em) or as the basal vertebrate sand layer marking the junction
of the Whitcliffian and Downtonian faunas. This is the sense in which
the term is used here.

The Bone-Bed may be described as a lenticular bedded sand (1 - 130 mn thick)
composed of thelodont fish scales (0.06 - 1.2 mm grain size), phosphatic shell
fragments (0.15 - 30.0 mm grain size), phosphatic nodules (0.35 - 25.3 mm
grain size), and rare quartz grains (0.04 - 3.5 mm), see cover and pl. 14,
figs. b, c. Thelodont scales, which mayor may not be worn, form the dominant
part of the bone-bed (pl.H, figs. d,e,f).

Examination of the rare quartz grains show a variety of grain types, vary
ing from quartz shards (pl. 14, fig. k), rounded grains showing evidence
of eolean abrasion (pl. 14, fig. g), euhedral crystals (pl. 14, fig. h) some
of which contain worn edges (pl. 14, fig. i) and high energy intertidal
crescent shaped abrasion chips (pl. 14, fig. j).

The features present on the quartz grains suggest that' the Ludlow Bone- .
Bed is an intertidal deposit' (cf. Krinsley & Doornkamp, 1973).' This
interpretation is supported by the fauna and lenticular bedded nature of
the deposit. suggesting deposition in a region of tidal flow (cf. Reineck
& Singh, 1975; Allen, 1974a; Antia & Whitaker, 1978).

2. Facies C - In the sediments immediately overlying the Ludlow Bone-Bed
a number of other bone-beds are present. These occur in an interbedded
sequence of intertidal (Allen, 1974a) lenticular and flaser bedded silts
as either discontinuous rippled sand sheets (~ 5 mm thick) forming an
integral part of a lenticular bedded strata, (e.g. the Downton Bone-Bed .
of Elles and Slater, 1906), laminae within rippled silts, or as thin verte
brate sand sheets (0.1 em thick). Burrows within the facies are commonly
infilled with vertebrate sand. The bone-beds contain thelodont fish scales
and phosphatic shell fragments.

3. Facies D - At Ludlow about 1 m above the Ludlow Bone-Bed is a mud
cracked channeled series of flaser bedded silts and clays. The channels
are infilled with abundant thelodont fish scales associated with ostracod
and molluscan shell debris forming bone-beds (1 - 3 em thick) inf1lling
runnel like channels. The sediments of this facies bear some morpho
logical similarities to the modern mudmound facies found high in the
intertidal zone (Greensmith & Tucker, 1967).
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Text-fig.S. The environments of Upper Silurian (Whitcliffe/Downtonian) bone-bed deposition.
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4. The Temeside Bone-Bed (Elles & Slater, 1906) is a channel infill deposit
which cuts into a series fine-grained red clays (grain size s 0.03 mm)
which are extensively mudcracked and contain calcite glaebules, indicating
that the deposit is cutting into supratidal sediments (Allen, 1974b). The
bone-bed contains abundant plant fragments, fish scales and pellets, fish
spines and rare angular quartz grains (pl. 14, fig. 6). Fish remains in
clude those of thelodonts (Thelodus parvidens, Logania ludlowiensis, T.
trilobatus) acanthodians (Gomphoncus murchisoni, G. tennustriataJ, and
the cypha;Pid, Hemicyclaspis murchisoni. The lowest Gedinnian conodont,
Ozarkodina remscheidensis, has been recorded from a bone-bed infilling
a scour hollow 60 em below the Temeside Bone-Bed at Ludlow (GR 80522742).

6.1.3 The ecological significance and faunas of the bone-beds

As discussed earlier (p.l00-l02) the British Upper Silurian bone-beds may be primary deposits
and therefore reflect the composition of the fish schOols "in the overlying waters (David, 1944).
The deposits are located in a number of environments both subtidally and intertidally (text-
fig. 5) and may represent mass mortality deposits in which the fish have been broken up after
death. They Q2.~ mark stratigraphical faunal breaks, though some do represent a facies
change (e.g. the Ludlow Bone-Bed). In this latter instance much of the fauna found immedi
ately above the Bone-Bed has been recorded elsewhere from horizons below bone-bed (e.g.
Hoppe, 1931; Atkins, pers. com. 1978).

If the bone-beds do represent mass mortality deposits then they may have formed as a
result of volcanic activity, since many of the'deposits contain euhedral biotite (text-fig. 4d),
a common constituent of local bentonites.

If this catastrophic interpretation of mortality is correct then study of the bone-beds ,
should allow an 'ecological model for the Ludlow fish fauna to be considered. As many sections
contain multiple bone-beds, changes in the composition of the fish faunas will be reflected in
the deposits. The location of th~ Upper Silurian bone-beds, and plankton masses and a palaeo
geography are given in text-fig. 4b. This figure illustrates the effect of the northward migra
ting southern estuarine/deltaic environment on the distribution of bone-beds and water masses
and suggest that the schools of fish were confined to a relatively narrow northward migrating
belt (100 km Wide) on the shelf sea.

Examination of the faunal composition of these resulting deposits allows variations in
fish school composition with distance and time to be studied. Study of the two dominant fish
species present in the bone-beds (Logania ludlowiensis and Thelodus parvidens (pI. 14, figs.
b,~, f) in relation to the plankton composition of the waters (data from Richardson & Lister,
1969; Swanson & Dprning, 1977; Dorning, oral com. 1977; White, oral com. 1978) allows
the following observations to be made (text-fig. 4c).

1. Throughout the Upper Ludlow (Turner, 1973; pers. com. 1977) Thelodus
parvidens forms the dominant fish remains in the sediments and bone
beds, suggesting that it was the dominant species of fish present in the
overlying waters.

2. The change in relative abundance of Logania ludlowiensis making it the
dominant species in the bone-beds is apParently related to a change in
the composition of the plankton faunas (text-fig. 4c). A possible inter
pretation of this change could suggest that the fish schools dominated
by T. parvidens were plankto'l feeders, while the schools dominated by
L. ludlowiensis may have also utilised another food source (e.g. benthic
algae). Thus increased nutritional pressure on T. parvidens due to a
decrease in the diversity of its food supply, coinciding with a southward
migration of part of the L•• ludowiensis population (Turner, 1973) feeding
on ?plankton and ?algae. may have allowed it to compete successfully with
T. parvidens for dominance in the local fish schools.
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After the mass mortality of fish (however caused), decomposition and disaggregation,
the fish scales were transported into a number of environments.

1. The environment of death

No articulated thelodont fish have been recorded from the Whitcliffe or
Downtonia.n sediments though some whole cyathaspid headshields were
recorded above the Ludlow Bone-Bed at Tites Point (Tites Point collec
tion I.G.S. Lond.).

If the fish died in a littoral or sublittoral environment not influenced
by strong or oscillating 'currents'; complete fish skeletons would be ex
pected. The Cyathaspis headshield noted here occurs in littoral sedi
ments and the fish was by nature a "mudgrubber" (David, 1956) and
thus more likely to be preserved in its entirety.

Thus the fish probably died in a region affected by subtidal current and'
were broken up by them. The disarticulated scales were then rolled around
on the sediment surface and some colonised by algae (see section 10). The
scales may then have been transported from their environment of death both
seaward and landward (text-fig. 5), before being concentrated in a bone-bed.

2. The ecology of the bone-beds

Many bone-beds contain or are associated with in-situ :~aunas: 1'he
bone-bed facies A and B contain no such faunas though the sediments
above and below contain an endemic fauna of brachiopods, bivalves
and bryozoans. The Ludlow Bone-Bed contains a fauna of burrowing
bivalves and the bone-bed facIes C and D occur is sediments contain-
ing an autochthonous necrocenosis of ostracods, bivalves and gastropods.
The Temeside Bone-Bed occurs in sediments containing a carapace fauna
of rare ostracods. Since only the Ludlow Bone-Bed contains evidence of
an in place fauna it is probable that the vertebrate sands did not form a
good ecological habitat. The ecological habitats of the bone-bed environ
ments are illustrated in text-fig. 5.

6.2 The Upper Silurian Bone-Beds of Osel

Deposits termed bone-beds have been.recorded (Hoppe, 1931; Gross, 1967; 1971) on
the Estonian Island of 8aaremaa (Osel) in the Downtonian Ohesaare (K4) Stage (text-fig. 6).
The bone-beds may be described as thin layers (5 - 23 em thick) of either crystalline lime
stones with fish debris (K4c) or as sandy crystalline limestones rich in fish debris (K4a).
Although the dominant vertebrate remains are thelodont scales a total of 27 vertebrate species
belonging to the Thelodonti, Acanthodei, ActinopterygiI, Heterostraci and Arthrodira have been
recorded (Mark-Kurik, 1969). The bone-beds may be correlated with those of the Temeside
shales of the British Upper Silurian sequence (cf. Cocks et ale 1972; Turner, 1973). They
occur in a sequence 6f thin interbedded marls, clays and limestones (Hoppe, 1931). Locally
some of the limestones are bioturbated, others dominated by a shelly fauna (text-fig. 6). The
faunas across the bone-beds are dominated by crinoid ossicles, ostracods and brachiopods.
The presence of the br'ach!o'pods Salopina .sp., Protochonetes ludloviensis, Microsphaeridior
hynchus nueula suggest that the bone-bed sediments were formed in a shallow marine environ
ment (cf. Calef & Hancock (1974; on the Salopina community), Lawson (1975; on the Salopina
Protochonetes association), and Boucot (1975; on Benthic:assemblage 2» above wave base.
This conclusion is supported by other general sedimentology, palaeontology and ecostratigraphy
studies from Estonia at this stratigraphic level, (Gaili~e 1972; Kaljo & Jurgenson, 1977;
Kaljo oral com. 1978).
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6.3 Bone-beds of the Beyrichienkalk erratics

Within north German glacial drift are a large 'lUmber of glacial erratics from a marine
Upper Silurian formation termed the 'Beyrichienkalk.

A large percentage of these erratics contain vertebrate remains (Romer, 1955) which
have been described by Gross (1947) and some contain bone-beds (Brotzen, 1933). Samples
of a Beyrichien bone-bed were obtained by the present author from Dr. Jahnke of Gmtinge~

University. This material obtained from Loc. 22 Heiligenhafer, Geschiebe, N. Germany
(GOttingen, Geology and Palaeontology Institute locality number) may be described as a verte
brate coccinia within an ostracod limestone.

The limestone sediment in which the bone-bed occurs may be described as a sparite
containing orthocones, nuculoid bivalves, small bellerophon-like gastropods, small rhyncho
neUid brachiopods, or thick brachiopods and ostracods. The ostracod species observed by
the au~hor ,include ?Aparchites sinuatus Hall, BythoC)'Pris cf. phillipsiana (Jones & Hall)
Nodibeyrichia pustulosa Hall and ali occur as a carapace fauna. These ostracods suggest by
comparison with those of Nova SCotia (Copeland, 1960, 1964) and those of Britain (Straw &

.Woodward, 1932; Shaw, 1969) that the sediments are of Upper Downtonian age.

The bone-bed itself may be described as a wackestone made of thelodont and acanthodian
scales. Ostracod carapaces are common, but in most cases their interior has been replaced
during diagenesis by phosphate. Similar internal phosphatic casts and moulds of small bellaro
phontid gastropods are common. Lingulid brachiopods (Lingula cf. missindenesis Straw) with
both valves joined, are present within some small phosphatic nodules. The phosphatic elements
present in the bone-bed are dominated ( ~ 80%) by fish remains belonging to the genera
Gonioporus, Katoporus, Thelodus, Loganuz", Nosteolopis and Gomphonchus. These remains are
poorly abraded and are dominated by poorly weathered scales. Some of the scales contain algal
solution pits of the type illustrated in pI. 18, fig. e. The grain size of the phosphatic elements
of the bone-bed is in the range 0.2 - 1.2 mm.

The bone-bed is regarded (Romer. 1955; Halstead & Turner. 1973) as haVing formed _
in an estuarine or near shore marine shell environment. This interpretation is supported by
the presence of a marine invertebrate fauna belonging to the near shore benthic assemblage 2
of Boucot (1975).

6.4 Devonian bone-beds

Accumulations of fragmented vertebrate debris have been recorded in the Lower Devonian .
Catsgill Delta facies and the Middle Devonian Limestones of Ohio. U.S.A.

6.4.1 The Catsgill Delta Facies

The Lower Devonian Catsgill Facies represents a deltaic sequence of interbedded sand
stones and conglomerates in the north eastern states of the U.S.A. (Allen & Friend, 1969)
which allowed the development of a prograding muddy marine shore line to the south of the
delta (text-fig. 3, p.99) in Pennsylvania (Walker & Harms, 1971). Similar estuary/deltaic
associations with prograding muddy shore lines are found adjoining the Thames Estuary
(Greensmith & Tucker, 1967; 1975; Antia, 1977), the Mississippi Delta (Gould & McFarlan,
1959) and elsewhere (price, 1955).

These prograding muddy shore lines may form chenier plains (price, 1955),
which are swept by a mud laden subtidal traction current. The coarse debris (sand, shells,
pebbles, vertebrate debris, etc.) is concentrated into lag concentrates by storms, currents
and wave activity, and migrated across the intertidal zone to accumulate as ridges of sand,
shell and cobble on the junction of the tidal mudflats anod the supratidal marsh.
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In the Catsgill Coastal Plain environment, Walker & Harms (1971) have recorded 60
transgressions and regression of this coastline. Each transgression producing a sequence of
sediments representing a variety of subtidal and intertidal environments (text-fig. 3). Similar

. sequences have been recorded in recent post glacial coastal plain sediments (Greensmith &
Tucker, 1976).

The basal unit of each of the Catsgill transgressive sequences is a subtidal siltstone
bone-bed rich in quartz, brachiopod and crinoid debris, phosphatic nodules, bone fragments
and fish plates. It rests on a sharp, discordant erosive surface which is commonly biotur
bated.

6.4.2 Middle Devonian bone-beds of the Central U.S.A.

Four bone-beds have been described (Wells, 1943; 1944; 1947) from the Delaware and
Upper Columbus Formations of the Middle Devonian (Late Ulsterian) limestones of central
Ohio (text-fig. 7h).

The bone-beds are local concentrations or zones of pelopsammic material outcropping
over a wide area, which formed in a shallow shelf sea near a land area (text-fig. 7a). The
phosphatic organic constituents are generally worn scales, teeth, plates and bone fragments
of agnathid, arthrodiran, ptyctodontid, scanthodian, selachian and crossopterygian fishes.
Other less common constituents include conodonts, arenaceous foraminifera, ostracods,
scolecodonts, sponge spicules, and lycopod spore exines. Locally crinoid ossicles, corals,
bryozoans, gastropods, brachiopods, and bivalves dominate the fauna. The phosphatic com
ponent of the bone-beds is made of a carbonate apatite (Westgate & Fischer, 1933).

The individual bone-beds may be described as follows:

1. The First Ohio Bone-Bed (text-fig. 7h) consists of a thin (5 - 8 cm
thick) vertebrate sand rich in angular, rounded and frosted quartz
grains ( ~0.3 mm long) and accessory chert..

2. The Second Ohio Bone-Bed (text-fig. 7h) covers an area of several
hundred square kilometres (Orton, 1878) and consists of a thin
(0 - 40 cm thick) vertebrate and crinoidal diastemic sand contain
ing limestone intraclasts, chert, and angular, rounded and frosted
quartz grains ( ~ 0.8 mm).

3. The Third Ohio Bone-Bed (text-fig. 7h) forms the topmost bed of the
Columbus limestone (Stauffer, 1909). and is an extensive, 0 - 32 em
thick, diastemic vertebrate sand rich in coarse crinoidal debris, con
taining well rounded and frosted quartz grains ( ~ 0.5 mm). Some of
the vertebrate remains have been replaced by opal. The deposit rests
on an erosive surface in the Columbus Limestone which cuts through
corals and brachiopod shells and marks an important faunal change
(Table 9). Locally the bone-bed infills a channelled and mudcracked
underlying surface (text-fig. 7b,c,d).

4. The Fourth Ohio Bone-Bed (text-fig. 7h) is a crinoidal vertebrate
sand (5 - 8 cm thick) containing phosphatic nodules and rounded
frosted quartz and chert grains ( ~ 1 mm).

Three other bone-beds of local extent have been recorded from the Middle Devonian of
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky. The East Liberty Bone-Bed (Newberry, 1873) is a diastemic
dolomitic vertebrate sand (0 - 30 cm thick) rich in pyrite, phosphatic nodules and rounded,
frosted and rutilated quartz grains. Secondly, the Rocky Branch Bone-Bed (Foersets, 1906)
is a calcareous vertebrate sand (5 cm thick) containing rolled frosted quartz grains and
phosphatic nodules some of which are internal phosphatic moulds of gastropods, bivalves and
pelmatozoans. The third one is the Kiddville Bone-Bed (Wells, 1944), a thin vertebrate sand
rich is spores, inarticulat~ brachiopods, fragmented conodonts, phosphatic nodules, and
rounded, frosted, polished and rutilated quartz grains, some of which occur as perfect
euhedral overgrowths.
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Table 9. Faunas across the Columbus/Delaware limestone

1 }';lIcleccrinus t'enlelldi;
2 Spirifer aeuminatus
3 S. duodenarius;
4 Retieularia fimbriata;
5 Leptaena rhornbiodalis;

boundary (West gate & Fi scher,

6 Stropheodonta demissa;
7 S. perlana;
8 Rhipidomella van:uxemi;
9 Delthyris consobrina;

10 Martinia maia;
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A variety of models have been proposed to account for the origin and distribution of the
Ohio Bone-Beds. The early models suggested that they formed as a condensation deposit. a
mass mortality deposit or from the reworking of coprolites and they are summarised by
Wells (1944).

Wells (1944) following examination of the bone-beds decided that:

1. The vertebrates were fragmented after death and transported.

2. All the bone-beds have a uniform mode or origin.

3. They are associated with diastems resulting from fluctuations with
respect to wave base on the bottom of a very shallow sea.

4. In some places they represent lag concentrates. in others rapid
subaqueous accumulations of coarser material transported from
areas of lag concentration with a bipassing of finer particles
(text-fig. 7e. 7g).

Subsequent (post 1947) detailed biostratigraphic work utilising a foraminifera zonal scheme
(Conkin & Conkin, 1975) has shown that the sections described by Wells (1944) contain a total
of 16 bone-beds (Conkin. 1969; Conkin et aZ., 1972; 1973) and that the bone-beds are associ
ated with paracontinuities. These are disconformities which exhibit a slight though clearly
discernable channelling and a small but Significant faunal discontinuity. Conkin & Conkin (1975)
note that the rocks which overlie paracontinuities in the Delaware and Columbus Limestones
often contain a basal detrital unit. such as a bone-bed.

However. since these more recent accounts of the Ohio, Devonian bone-beds supply no
appreciable new sedimentological. petrographic and environmental information relating to these
bone-beds. the interpretation of Wells (1944; 1947). outlined here. r"emains the best available
account of their formation and petrology.

6.5. A Tournaisian (L. Carboniferous) bone-bed from Hook Head, Co. Wexford, Eire

Although the geology, palaeoenvironments and palaeontology of the Hook Head peninsula
(text-fig. 6, p.118)have been extensively described (Smyth, 1930; Sleeman et aZ., 1974;
Sleeman, 1977), little is known about the nature of the phosphatic nodules and fish debris of
the Lyraun Cove Member of the Tournaisian Porters Gate Formation.

The fish debris is disseminated throughout the Lyraun Cove Member but is concentrated
in a thin dark grey shelly fine-grained siltstone containing about 15% shell, 25% fish debris,
and 5 - 10% pyrite; termed here the Lyraun Cove Bone-Bed (text-fig. 6).

The shelly debris of the bone-bed consists of crinoid ossicles. smooth ostracods and
small brachiopods (? Spirifer tornacensis de Kon). The fish debris comprises worn and
fragmented blue grey fish scales (~ 99%), rare teeth ( S 1%) and conodonts (Johnston pers.
com. 1978). The pyrite forms small (0.1 - 0.4 mm) nodules of framboidal pyrite or as
internal moulds of ostracods and gastropods. Some fish scales have acted as a nuclei for
pyrite growth in the concretions and are partially engulfed. The pyrite has a diagenetic
origin. Both the fish and shell debris occur within the same -size range 0.1 - 1 mm (modal
range (0.3 - 0.5 mm).

The early Hook Head Tournaisian sediments represent a marine transgression and show
a gradual transition from a fluviatile to a marine environment. The sediments pass up from
a fining-up sequence of conglomerates, sandstones and siltstones "in the Old Red Sandstone
facies represented by the Old Town Bay Formation (text-fig. 6), into a series of flaserbedded
sandstones containing bipolar cross stratification and trace fossils. This latter sediment type
is represented by the Houseland Member of the Porters Gate Formation and is thought to have
been deposited in a variety of intertidal and shallow subtidal marine environments (Sleeman
et aZ., 1974; Sleeman, 1977).
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The Houseland Member is overlain by the Lyraun Cove Member, which comprises a sequence
of grey sand lensed mudstones and bioturbated siltstones containing ossilation ripples (text-fig. 6).
Phosphatic nodules and fish remains are common throughout the sequence. The Member is
considered to represent a low energy shallow marine environment rarely influel).ced by tidal
currents and storms (Sleeman, 1977). The overlying Hookhead Formation represents a shallow
water open shelf tidally influenced marine environment (Sleeman et al., 1974). Thus the
Lyraun Cove Bone-Bed accumulated in a low energy marine environment. This environmental
interpretation is not supported by the well sorted and fragmented nature of the bed s clasts,
but these may have been swept into the environment as a well sorted lag concentrate.

The presence of pyrite and phosphate nodules in the Member suggest that sediment pore
waters were both sulphurous and anoxic (Eh -200 to-300; pH 6 - 7; Berner, 1970; Baturin,
1971), when the nodules formed, and may suggest that the Lyraun Cove Bone-Bed is a trans
ported deposit of shell and fish debris, possibly transported during a storm, from a tidally
influenced environment to this environment presenting ?foetid bottom conditions.

6.6. The German Middle/Upper Triassic Bone-Beds

Bone-beds have been recorded (Wagner, 1913; Aust, 1969; Reif, 1969; 1971; 1974;
1976; Bachmann & Gwinner, 1971; Gwinner & Hinkelbein, 1976, etc.) from the Upper
Muschelkalk (m03) and Lower Lettenkeuper (kul) of south west Germany, within a standard
stratigraphic profile across the Muschelkalk/Keuper boundary which may be presented as
follows, from base to top (after Reif, 1974):

1. Obere Terebratelbank (m03) - A blue grey limestone (40 - 50 cm thick)
containing convolute bedding, stylolites, and rare bone-beds.

2. Frankische Grenzschichten (m03) - A blue grey glauconitic shelly lime
stone locally interbedded with ostracod rich clays (the Bairdia Ton) and
occasional conglomeratic layers (0 - 100 cm thick)•.

3. The Grenzbonebed (m03) - Rippled bone-bed (4 - 20 cm thick) rich in
fish debris and coproiites, often with a rich trace fossil fauna on its
upper surface.

4. The Untervitriolschiefer (kul) - Grey laminated clays 40 - 80 cm
thick) occasionally rippled locally containing layers rich in ostracod
debris.

5. Wagner's Plattenhorizon (kul) - A grey siltstone rich in bone debris (8 
15 cm thick) locally flaser bedded.

6. The Oberevitriolschiefer' (kul) - Grey laminated clays (40 - 60 cm thick)
occasionally rippled, locally flaser bedded towards the upper part of the
unit.

7. The Blaubank (kul) - A blue grey limestone (20 - 40 cm thick) with local
patches of diagenetically dissolved calcite or gypsum crystals (Porenkalk
(Reif, 1974) and shell debris. Bone-beds are commonly developed at the
units base, Stylolites are common.

8. The Dolomitsche Mergelschiefer (kul) - A sequence of alternating ,blue grey
dolomitic limestones, silts, clays aM grits with occasional layers 'of fish
and coprolite debris (60 - 100 cm thick).

9. The Untere Dolomite (kul) - Blue grey dolomite locally rippled, with some
sandy layers (40 - 80 cm thick).
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10. The Estherien-Schichten (ku1) - Black shales with interbedded cross
bedded sandstones rich in plant debris (2 - 10 m thick).

11. The Upper Lettenkeuper (ku1) - Black shales with interbedded dolomites,
bone-beds and algal stromatolites (5 - 15 m thick).

The most important of the bone-beds is the Grenzbonebed which forms the uppermost
layer of the Frankische Grenzschichten. Within the Frankische Grenschichten are a number
of thin (1 - 3 em thick) disconti~uous bone-beds traceable only a few metres, but owing to
their relative position in the quarry faces, usually 30 - 70 m above the ground, they have
proved difficult to study in depth. However, like the Grenzbonebed they may represent
"condensation" or omission deposits (Relf, 1971) and may provide evidence of a slow down
in the deposition rate of the Muschelkalk Limestone towards its top.

The thick bone-bed forming the top of the Muschelkalk Limestone (the Grenzbonebed)
marks both a facies and a faunal change (Table 10) and may represent a change in the axis
of the Muschelkalk Basin (Reif pers. com. 1977).

6.6.1. The Grenzbonebed

The Grenzbonebed (pl.15, fig.h) has been extensively described by Reil (1969; 1971; lSY4;
1976) and Aust (1969). It is a thin deposit (0:5 - 30 em thick) of rippled or parallel lami
nated carbonate clay or sand enriched in vertebrate debris and phosphatic nodules, including
coprolites~ The ripples tend to be symmetric low wavelength (7 - 15 em) subtidal current
ripples.

Within the bone-bed four facies are present - conglomeratic, sandy, clayey, and car
bonate; their general distribution pattern is indicated in text-fig. 8, and their description
follows:

1. The conglomeratic facies

A deposit 5 - 20 em thick composed of platy subrounded to angular
pebbles (0.5 - 20 em across), sometimes imbricated, in a vertebrate
rich matrix. The pebbles are comprised of micrite, shelly bioclastic
micrite and 'reworked vertebrate rich micrite, and are often bored.

2. The sandy facies

A quartz sand deposit enriched in vertebrate remains. Both the quartz
and vertebrate clasts may occur as well rounded high spherocity grains.
The quartz grains are often coated by limonite (p1.15, fig.g) and by dia
genetic silica (pl.15, figs. d, e).

3. The clay facies

Thin deposits (less than 8 em thick) of grey clay enriched in fish scales,
normally parallel laminated, though ripple laminated clays have been
recorded within the facies.

4. The carbonate facies

Poorly bedded micrite deposits rich in vertebrate debris. S.E.M. studies
of the sediments of this facies show that locally the vertebrate clasts may
be rounded (pl.15, figs. j,l) though many of the clasts are angular (pl.15,
figs. c, f) or unabraded (pl.15, figs. g, h). Many of the clast surfaces are
chipped and uneven as a res'ult of abraSlive processes (pl.15, fig. i). The
matrix of the limestone is rich in both calcite (p1.15, fig.c) and dolomite
crystals (pl.15, fig. b) and rare clays. &>me of the vertebrate clasts in
the bone-bed are bored (pl.15, fig.k), possessing a boring diameter between
0.004 and 0.010, rom. Their general morphology is very different to the
algal dissolution pits recorded on vertebrate clasts in the Ludlow Bone-Bed
by Antia & Whitaker (1978) (pl.18, fig.c; pl.19,.figs. d,e). They may,
however. represent algal borings similar to those described by Bathurst (1975).
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Table 10. Ranked faunal distributions across the Muschelkalk/Keuper boundary (Mo3/Kul)
in South West Germany based on unpublished researches of the author.
The individual stratigraphic units (1 - 11) are described in the text.

Species
stratigraphic Unit

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Brachiopoda
Coenothyris vulgaris (Sch.) 1 1 1
Lingula tenuissima Bronn 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3

Gastropoda
Loxonema obsoletum Zieten 8
Omphalop tycha pyramidata (Ko.) 9

Cephalopoda
Ceratites semipartitus Mont. 5 12

B ivalia
Anoplophora lettica Quen. 2 2 2
A. brevis Schaur 4 2 1
Enantiostreon difforme (Sch.) 3 3 4
Gervilleia costata Sch. 4
Hoernesia socialis Sch. 2 2 3
Myophorla intermedia Schaur 4 10
M. goldfussi Alb. o- S 3 2 3 3 3 4
Mytilus eduliformis Sch. lj

Pecten discites Sch. 7

Echinodermata
Encrinus liliiformis Sch. 6 11

Estherids
Isuara minuata Goldf. 5 2 1 1

Table 11. A component analysis of the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed

Vertebrate Component Localitv
1 2 3 I 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pointed teeth 3.4 2.6 34.5 3.1 1.4 6.5 3.0 4.1 - 1.4
Concavo.convex teet}} - - 4.2 1.0 - 0.3 - - - -
Flat teeth 64.0 53.2 38.8 60.3 29.2 58.6 57.5 34.2 65.2 71.6
Fish scales 12.8 37.7 22.4 16.4 59.7 24.6 36.4 37.0 13.4 16.4
Phosphatic nodules 18.6 6.5 - 9.1 8.3 9.8 3.0 24.7 21.4 10.4
Fish spines 1.2 - - - - - - - - -
Vertebra - - - - 1.4 - - - - -

Key to localities:

Locality 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

- Rothenburg ob der Tauber. 1:50,000 Map No. L6726. GR 867699.
Gammesfeld. Map No. L6726. GR 803674.
Satteldorf. 1:35,000 Map of Kirchberg: Reference 10° 2.6' 49° 10.9'
Burlesmagen. Map as for 3. Reference 10° 1.9' 49° 10.9'.
Hornberg. Map as for 3. Reference 9° 59.5' 49° 13.4'.
Eselsteige. Map as for 3. Reference 10° 0.8' 49° 9.8'.
Schwabish Hall 1:50,000 Map L6924. GR 524415.0
Klinenacker. Map No. L6924. GR 524415.
Hessental. Map No. L6924. GR 555407.
Enslingen. Map No. L6924. GR 549478.
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The relative abundances of the major groupings of vertebrate remains may alter over a
short area, and locally one fraction may dominate the fauna (Table 11).

6.6.2. The time period represented by the Grenzbonebed

Study of the conglomeratic fractions of the bone-bed suggest that it represents a long
depositional period. Since some of the lithified limestone pebbles (derived as intraclasts from
the Muschelkalk Limestone Grenzbonebed junction) contain a lithfied burrow infill of bone-bed
which predates the formation of the pebbles (p1.14, fig.n; text-fig. 8). Thus indicating the
following processes may have occurred:

1. Semilithification of the limestone.

2. Burrowing into the semilithified sediment.

3. Burying of the burrows with a vertebrate sand.

4. Lithification of the limestone and burrow infills with a calcite clay cement.

5. Scouring and fragmentation of the substrate.

6. Transport of these fragments and inclusion in a vertebrate sand.

7. Burial and lithification of the fragments in the vertebrate sand.

The time period involved for this lithification of the limestone sediment may be a few
hundred or thousand years (Bathurst, 1975).

The absence of burrows in the bone-bed suggests that the sediment was too unstable to
accommodate an ichnofauna or that the substrate was too footid/nutrient poor to support an
ichnofauna or that the bone-bed was buried very soon after its deposition. The presence of
trace fossils on the upper surface of the bone-bed suggests that the last interpretation may
be correct.

The phosphatic elements of the bone-bed have been derived from limnofluviatile, terres
tial and marine environments (Reif, 1971). They may occur as perfectly preserved vertebrate
teeth, bones, etc., or as well rounded high spherocity highly abraded fragments (pl.lS, fig. i).
This suggests that some of the vertebrate remains have been transported over a large area
and that the bone-bed is a multicomponent deposit.

These observations suggest that the bone-bed represents a period of sediment omission,"
during which the substrate was gradually becoming lithified, and was swept and temporarily
buried by actively moving vertebrate sands.

6.6.3. The source of the phosphatic debris in the Grenzbonebed

Reif (1969; 1971) considers much of the vertebrate material in the Grenzbonebed to be
prefossilised and suggests that it has been derived from eroded sediments and concentrated
on a lithified substrate as a lag deposit. However, much of the fauna in the Grenzbonebed
is not present in the underlying sediments (Schmidt, 1928) and represents faunas from a variety
of environments (terrestial, limnofluvial and marine). The vertebrate remains are commonly
worn and abraded with grain size distributions which differ from that of the associated quartz
grains (text-fig. 8). Quartz grains are rare or absent in some of the deposits, suggesting per
haps that the bone-bed is not a prefossilised deposit.

It is therefore suggested that the bone-bed formed as a lag concentrate of vertebrate
material, derived from a variety of habitats, el~ngated in the direction of the dominant palaeo
currents (text-fig. 8) on the surface of a lithified or· semilithified carbonate mud.
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6.6.4. The Lettenkeuper bone-beds

Within the Lettenkeuper (Upper Triassic) of West Germany (Crailsheini - Rothenburg, text
fig. 8) a number of bone-beds have been recorded (Reif, 1969; 1974) within the Keuper regression
sequence. These will be considered from the base (1.) of the sequence as follows:

1. Vitriolschiefer Bone-Beds

The Vitriolschiefer is a dark clay rich in vertebrate material. In its middle
section it contains a deposit ( ~ 15 em thick) termed the Plattenhorizon,
which contains 3 - 5 thin bone-beds varying in thickness from 0.1 to
1 em. The Plattenhorizon is a rippled clayey silt layer resting with
an erosive base un the underlying shales. The bone-beds contain little
pyrite or glauconite (Reif, 1969) and are frequently associated with lin-
gulid and bivalve shells and shell.fragments. They contain a rich fauna
of perfect and worn fish fragments with some rolled phosphatic nodules
(?coprolites). Vertebrate fragments are in the size range 0.2 to 44 mm.

2. Blaubank Bone-Beds

Within the Blaubank thin bone-beds ( ~ 1 em thick) are present (rarely
more than one bone-bed at a given section). Their matrix varies from
that of a shelly dolomite to a dolomite sand and contains fragments of
vertebrate material (varying from perfect to trite fragments and specimens),
0.1 to 40 mm in length.

3, Dolomitischen Mergelschiefern

Bone-beds are rare within the Dolomitischen Mergelschiefern. They occur
as thin layers ( ~ 4 mm thick) of largely unworn vertebrate fragments
(bones, teeth and scales), 0.5 - 6 cm long, in a sandy matrix.

4. Unteren Dolomiten

Bone-beds are very rare in the Unteren Dolomiten but when present con
sist of a rippled vertebrate quartz sand ( $ 1 em thick) with a dolomitic
matrix. The vertebrate fragments are in the size range 0.4 to 8 mm
and are poorly abraded, consisting largely of teeth and scales.

5. The Estherien-Schichten

Within the Estherien-Schichten bone-beds are very rare, though occasion
ally thin vertebrate lags are found underlying the sandstone layers. These
lags consist of coprolites, unworn vertebra. teeth and scales, in the size
range 0.6 to 38 mm and are rarely more than one layer thick (1 - 40 mm
thick).

6. The Upper Lettenkeuper

At Michelbach (text-fig. 8) a vertebrate rich carbonaceous black clay
(30 cm thick, containing 29% vertebrate remains) occurs in a sequence
associated with some gypsiferous and dolomitic algal stromatolites,
dolomites and thin shell layers, The horizon is rich in broken fish
scales (Gyrolepis quenstedti Dames), 0.4 to 3 mm across, and sharks
jaw bones (p1,16, fig.g) of Aerodus lateralis Ag••
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6.6.5. Environmental model for the Lettenkeuper bone-beds

Examination of the lower part of the Upper Triassic sequence of West Germany (i. e. the
Lettenkeuper) shows a regression sequence passing up from the black shales of the Vitriol
schiefer into a dolomitic sequence (The Blaubank to Unteren Dolomiten), containing primary
carbonate or gypsum crystals (Reif, 1974). The overlying black shales contain thin shell and
sand layers and trough cross-bedded sand wedges (1 - 2 m thick), rich in plant fragments
(The Estherien-Schichten). These black shales and sandstones are overlain by a sequence of
dolomitic marls containing rare stromatolites, black shales and shell beds, the Upper Letten
keuper. In turn these sediments are overlain by a thick sequence of gypsiferous algal stroma
tolites in red and green clays, the GipsKeuper. The Lettenkeuper is interpreted as a regres
sion sub-to supratidal sequence in 'text-fig. 9, deposited in a region of low terregenous
sediment input.·

Examination of the shell deposits in the Lettenkeuper show them to represent either a
liptocenosis or taphocenosis occurring as shell sheets (0.2 - 5 em thick). The invertebrate
composition of these shell sheets and the Lettenkeuper sediments is outlined in Table 10, p.126
Examination of the shell orientations show that 80 - 100% of the shells are orientated concave
down. The size distributions of the shells show that shell deposits low in the intertidal zone
(e.g. in the Vitriolschiefer) are markedly transported (cf. Antia & Wood, 1977; Alexandrowicz,
1978) while those in the Upper Lettenkeuper are not; thus suggesting that the amount of shell
transport decreases up the intertidal zonet Examination of the bone-beds also shows a similar
pattern with the percentage of unworn vertebrate remains increasing up the intertidal zone.

6.7. Rhaetic bone-beds

Rhaetic bone-bed deposits have been recorded in Germany, Switzerland, France, Luxemberg,
Britain and Poland (Duffin & Gazdzicki, 1977). In West Germany a bone-bed marks the Rhaetic/
Liassic boundary whilst in Britain bone-beds are found in the lower parts of the Rhaetic. Bone
beds from these two countries are perhaps the best known of the RhaeUc bone-beds and were
formed on the margin of the Rhaetic sea (text-fig. lOa).

6.7.1. West German Rhaetic Bone-bed

In West Germany the bone-bed (text-fig. lOa) has been extensively described both from
a palaeontological (Endlich, 1870; Schmidt, 1928; Huene, 1933; Reif, 1977) and sedimento
logical (Aepler, 1974) stance. Vertebrate fragments are found in association with a molluscan
fauna of Rhaetavieula contorta (Geyer & Gwinner, 1968; Aepler, 1974).

The vertebrate remains commonly have a size range 0.125 - 0.25 rom, though fragments
in excess of 2 em in length are known and include worn and unwOrn remains of the sharks
Hybodus and Acrodus, the dipnoid fish Ceratodus, the ganoid fish Saurichthys and the reptiles
Triglyphus and Microlestes. (Schmidt, 1928; Geyer & Gwinner, 1968).

During his study of the sedimentology of Rhaetic bone-beds Aepler (1974) observed three
different environmental settings for bone-bed deposition, viz:

1. Lagoonal placer deposits,

2. In deltaic deposits during periods of regression,

3. In intertidal chenier plain type sediments deposited during periods of transgression,

and suggested the following model to account for the deposition of the German bone-beds.
Aepler (1974) enVisaged an initial deltaic model (text-fig. lOb) of sediment deposition in which
primary vertebrate deposits were included in lagoonal sediments deposited in small lagoons
between channels in a prograding Rhaetic delta during period of stable or falling sea level.
Channel switching caused by transported sediment choking the river channels may have preceded
the reworking of vertebrate remains in the lagoonal sediments causing them to be redeposited
within a sequence of deltaic sands (text-fig. lOb). Subsequent rises in sea level led to a
marine transgression. The net outcome of this transgression was a reworking of vertebrate
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material in the deltaic sands (text-fig. 10c) and its migration and concentration on a chenier
like coastal plain (text-fig. lOd), containing chenier sand dunes up to 1 m high and 2 to 8 km
long. The vertebrate concentrates occur in the sandy facies of the coastal plain and form
both uni- and bi-modal deposits with a mean size skewness distribution indicative of a littoral
beach or dune sand environment. Two trace fossil faunas have been recorded which appear
to be depth stratified (text-fig. lOd). The fauna occurring in the higher part of the inter
tidal zone is of A renicolites, a U-shaped burrow resembling those produced by Corophium in
the model intertidal zone. Like Corophium its modern ?equivalent, Arenicolites occurs on
sI11all muddy banks within the zone some 5 - 20 cm high. The lower part of the Rhaetic
intertidal or high subtidal zone contains Asteriacites (ophorioid nesting traces).

6.7.2. British Rhaetic Bone-Beds

British Rhaetic bone-beds have been recorded in Somerset, Gwent, Glamorganshire,
Dorset, Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire, Yorkshire and Northern Ireland (Sykes, 1977;
Arkell, 1933). In Scotland vertebrate remains do occur (Tyrrell, 1928), but not in sufficient
quantities to constitute a bone-bed. The Rhaetic bone-beds have been the subject of many
reviews (e.g. Wickes, 1904; Sykes, 1977; Hamilton, 1977) and are most abundant in the
Lower Rhaetic. (Sully and Westbury Beds - Table 1.2).

Table 12. The divisions of the British Upper Triassic.
(after Kent 1968, Taylor 1968)

Ostracod Zone Lithological Unit Thickness

Hungarella Watchet Beds o - 2.3 m
Upper moorei Langport Beds o - 8 m
Rhaetic

Cotham Beds 0 - 8 m

H. bris tolensis Westbury Beds 0.3 - 15 m

Lower H. martini
Rhaetic Rhombocythere

Sully Beds o - 4.2 m
penarthensis

- - - - - - - Tea Green Marls 3 - 30 m
'Keuper'

Red marls (undiff) 10 - 170 m

They are contained within a sequence of interbedded black shales, sandstones and lime
stones (text-fig. 10e). Much of the vertebrate fauna present in the bone-beds and associated
strata has been illustrated by Schmidt (1928) and Duffin (1978).

Many theories have been proposed to account for the origin of these bone-beds ranging
from a sudden massacre of vertebrates, to a temporary abundance of vertebrate life, to a
condensation deposit. Likewise many different environmental models for the Lower Rhaetic
have been proposed. These range from deposition in an anoxic subtidal environment (Kendall
& Wroot, 1924) through to deposition on an intertidal mudflat (Short, 1904; McKerrow, 1978).
The Keuper - Rhaetic - Liassic sediments of Britain are commonly considered to represent
a marine transgression, which started in the ?late Keuper (Arkell, 1933).

Prior to this marine transgression, central and southern Britain formed a very exten
sive sabkha environment (Nickless et al., .1976; Jeans, 1978) which deposited the Keuper
Marls and resulted in the formation of evaporite deposits. This period of stable water level
and sabkha formation was succeeded by a gradual relative increase in sea level, which led
to a marine transgression over the sabka plain from south to north, such that an ostracod zone
of the stand-ard Rhaetian sequence is missing from the Nottinghamshire Rhaetic rocks (Anderson,
1964). The absence of this zone does not imply a faunal break at the junction of the Tea Green
Marls and the Rhaetic, but rather a later arrival of the transgressive marine sediments in
this area.
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Commonly the 'start' of the marine transgression is marked by a 2 - 3 cm thick layer
of vertebrate rich marl (Richardson, 1911), which is succeeded by 3 - 4 m of unfossiliferous
marlstones and may have been deposited in a supratidal environment. The succeeding sediment
is a bone-bed containing pebbles of the underlying marl and remains of the fish Hybodus. Acrodus.
Gyrolepsis and Ledidotus and the mollusc Rhaetavicula contarta, and may represent a transported
deposit formed low in the intertidal zone. The overlying sediments consist initially of inter
bedded sandstones and shale~ containing shell beds of R. contoria and Pleurophorous in associ
ation with ?darwinulid ostracods (Richardson, 1911; Anderson, 1964) which may represent an
oligohaline to mesohaline intertidal environment (Morkhoven, 1963). The sands and shales are
succeeded by black shales containing interbedded, lenticular bedded and naser bedded shelly
limestones, bioturbated sandstones and bone-beds, including the Rhaetic Bone-Bed.

Faunal diversity increases up the sediment sequence, and the fauna includes a number of
mesohaline to fully marine ostracods (Anderson, 1964; Morkhoven, 1963), numerous trace
fossils 0;>1.16, fig.c; pl.19, fig.h), the coral Heterastraea (Richardson, 1905), the· molluscs
Protocardia rhaetica, R. contarta. Chlamys valoniensis. Cardium cloacinum, and the starfish
ophiolepis damesii (Harrison, 1876). In Arran the ?Westbury Beds contain the estherid
Isuara minuata (Newton, 1901). This latter species occurs, in association with plant debris
in the Bristol district (Sollas, 1901) and, in great abundance in the Cotham Beds (Arkell, 1933),
which are considered to represent an intertidal deposit (Mckerrow, 1978).

The bone-beds vary in thickness from 0.1 to 15 em, are locally naser bedded and consist
of dark muddy quartz sands locally enriched in vertebrate fragments (p1.16. figs. f,g,h), cop
rolites (containing shell gragments, crustacean and vertebrate remains, and quartz grains),
and phosphatic nodules. .

The vertebrate remains vary from perfect to highly abraded teeth, scales and bones
belonging to reptiles, elasmobranch, ganoid and dipnoid fish. The reptile remains present
include vertebra of the archosaurian Rysosteus, and teeth and bones referable to Ichthyosaurus
and Plesiosaurns (cf. Arkell, 1933; Duffin, 1978). The fish remains include the teeth and
fin spines of the hybodont sharks Hybodus. Acrodus and Nemacanthus; the earliest euselachian
sharks Pseudodalatias barnstonensis (Sykes), (Sykes. 1971, 1974; Reif, 1978); the ganoid
fish (primitive boney fish) Bigeria and GyrolejJis and dental plates of the dipnoid lungfish
Ceratodus.

It has been suggested (Wickes, 1908; Kendall. & Wroot, 1924; Neville, 1967) that the
rounded vein quartz pebbles present in the bone-beds could be stomach stones (gastroliths)
which were swallowed by marine reptiles to aid digestion (Wieland, 1907).

Many hypotheses have been advanced to account for the bone-beds. These include (1)
mass mortality due to the effects of increased salinity as the 'marine' animals entered· the .
hypersaline Keuper lakes (Jukes-Browne, 1892), (2) formation as a storm deposit (Short, 1904;
Neville, 1967), (3) concentration due to a reduced rate of sediment deposition (Richardson, ,
1901; Kendall & Wroot, 1924; Arkell, 1933), (4) concentration due to wave action (Donovan,
1955; Hamilton, 1977), (5) lag concentration resulting from the reworking of vertebrate poor
sediments (Duffin & Gazdzicki I 1977) and (6) a mass mortality caused by reduced salinity .."
resulting from an influx of fresh water (Kent, 1968).

The bone-beds are often local in extent (Arkell, 1933) and are highly variable in compo':'
sition, for example, Short (1904) notes that at Redland (ST 585753) Acrodus minimus is the
dominant vertebrate, while at Chipping Sodbury and Penarth (ST 186697) Saurichthys and
Sphaerodus minimus are the dominant forms respectively. This Variability coupled with the
knowledge that in 1867 a violent storm in the Bay of Fundy drove fish into shallow water and
onto the shore, so that fish were piled to a depth in excess of 30 cm on the coast, led Short
(1904, p.182) and later Neville (1967) to suggest that bone-beds result from storm deposition
in shallow coastal waters. The presence of numerous local islands in the Rhaetic sea
(Richardson, 1901; Arkell, 1933) some of whose coastlines are closely associated with bone
bed localities (Richardson, 1901; Sykes, 1977) gives credence to this model. The presence.
in the bone-beds of mudballs (Short, 1904) and bone-bed material infilling sun· cracks (Woodward,
1888) appears to confirm a coastal or mudflat depositional site for some of the bone-beds,
(Greensmith & Tucker. 1973).
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Hamilton (1977) came to the conclusion that the bone-beds are formed as strand line
deposits, which have been winnowed and abraded by wave action and shore line currents, and
that some of the vertebrate material may have been derived through a reworking of the Keuper
sediments. However, it is possible that some of the bone-beds represent subtidal deposits
(Duffin, pers. com. 1978).

If Kents (1968) .environmental model for the Westbury Beds is accepted here, then the
Westbury Beds represented a broad shallow estuarine environment containing small islands,
and considerable local variation in temperature, salinity and oxygenation, in which circulation
was impeded by widespread growth of aquatic .weed. Such an environment is inherently un
stable. Fluctuations in any of the physical or chemical variables in the environment (e.g.
oxygenation, temperature, salinity, etc) caused by any number of external or internal processes
(e.g. a storm, a plankton bloom, etc) could have resulted in a fish mortality and ultimately
concentration of the fish remains into a vertebrate sand (bone-bed) of local extent in both sub
tidal and intertidal environments (Wells, 1944).

6.8. Middle Jurassic bone-beds on the Scottish Island of Eigg (text-fig, 11)

The presence of a bone-bed on the Island of Eigg in the Middle Jurassic Mytilus shales
of the Great Estuarine Series was first noted by Miller (1858; p. 75 & 219). Later work by
Barrow & Tait (in Harker, 1908), Hudson (1962; 1963a, b; 1964; 1966) and Hudson & Harris
(in press) has described their faunas and established the bone-beds stratigraphical position.

Hudson (1966>" records 3 vertebrate rich (bone-bed) horizons (labelled 1 - 3) which he
considers to have been deposited in a coastal lagoon.

Bone-bed 1 (Hugh Millers Reptile Bed)

A vertebrate rich dark grey shelly limestone, 15 em thick, extending for at least
3 km laterally. The vertebrate component is black in colour (?ijuorapatite or (
?francolite) comprising phosphatic fish teeth, scales and fin spines, and reptileatf
bones. The dominant fish include the sharks Hybodus, Acrodus and the holostean
Lepidotus. The reptile remains include disarticulated specimens of plesiosaurs,
turtles, tortoises, crocodiles and pterodactyls. The bones and fish remains are
fragmented (Hudson, 1966; p. 276). Secondary pyrite is common throughout the /
deposit and has replaced some of the shells (e.g. ostracods). The invertebrate
shell comPonent of the bone-beds contains abundant small gastropods (]lobularia
hebridica, Cylindrobullina inermis and Tornus praecursor') and bivalves (Unio
andersoni and Mytilus strathairdensis). Hudson (l963a, b) regards the gastro-
pods as euryhaline species; Mytilus strathairdensis is considered (Hudson, 1963a,
b) to have lived in brackish marine water (salinity between 16.5 and 9 pp. thou
sand) and Unio andersoni is considered (Hudson, 1963a, b; Tan & Hudson, 1974)
to have lived in freshwater (salinity 0.5 - 3 pp. thousand). If this conclusion
is correct then postmortum intermixing of brackish and freshwater species must
have taken place during the processes forming the bone-bed.

Bone-bed 2 (The Complex Bed)

The lowest parts of the Complex Bed (text-fig. 11) consist of well rounded quartz.
grains associated with abundant rounded partly pyritised fragments of fish phos
phate associated with Mytilus strathairdensis and may have been deposited in brack
ish marine waters (Hudson, 1966).

Bone-bed 3 (The Fish Bed)

A Mytilus shell limestone (5 em thick), containing abundant black phosphatic fish
debris (about 10% by volume). This debris consists of fish otoliths and the teeth,
spines and scales of the sharks Hybodus and Acrodus. Most of the sharks teeth
are worn and the abundance of Mytilus may suggest that the bone-bed was formed
subtidaly in brackish marine conditions.
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6.9. The Wealden Bone-beds (Cretaceous)

Within the Wealden Beds of Britain a number of bone-bed horizons have been recorded
(Allen, 1949; 1975). These bone-beds may be described as buff sands, poorly sorted, con
taining commutated scales, teeth and bones (1 - 45 rom in length) of Lepidotus and Hybodus;
the bones and teeth of reptiles (crocodiles, turtles and iguanas) and teeth of small mammals.
They are associated with detritial quartz, glauconite, the casts/moulds of the molluscs
Viviparus, Neomiodon and Unio; and abundant ostracod carapaces of Theriosyrioecum jittoni
(Mantell) (Allen, 1949; 1975; Anderson, 1964).

Originally these deposits were considered to be the product of floods shifting over a
subareal deltaic plain, containing scattered evershifting lagoons (Kirkaldy, 1939) and were
regarded as freshwater - brackish water estuarine deposits by Allen (1949). However, analysis
of the clasts show that the deposits contain multienvironmental components:

1. Hybodus is generally considered to be a marine shark (Duffin, pers. com. 1977).

2. Lepidotus is found in sediments containing freshwater and marine shells
(Allen et al., 1973) and may be a euryhaline form.

3. The reptiles noted could all be found in a littoral or deltaic environment,
and the mammals noted were presumably terrestrial.

4. The glauconite is considered to be a derived component from eroded
Jurassic strata. The individual glauconite grains represent abraded
foraminiferal moulds (Allen et al., 1964).

5. The molluscs noted belong to the following salinity environments:

(1) Unio - fresh water environments (Hudson, pers. com. 1975)

(2) Viviparus - fresh brackish water environments (Allen & Keith, 1964)

.(3) Neomioden - marine water environments (Allen et al., 1973)

6. Theriosynoecum is a fresh - brackish water ostracod genus (Morkhoven, 1963).

The bone-beds occur as sand lenticles or scour/channel fill deposits on sands in a
cyclothemic type sequence:

1. Clay rich in rootlets
2. Bone-beds
3. Cross-bedded sands
4. Ostracod rich dark shales, at base.

This cyclothemic pattern was initially described in terms of an estuarine/deltaic environ
ment (Allen, 1949; 1954), but fits equally well the coastal lagoonal model recently proposed
for the Wealden (Allen 1975), text-fig. 11. Using this model the sources of the bone-bed
components can be identified and suggest that postmortum faunal mixing due to current and/
or wave activity occurred in the Wealden lagoons.

The initial cause of death of the fishes is indeterminable at present though in modern
coastal lagoons episodic mass mortalities of fish take place for a variety of reasons every
6 - 14 years (Gunther, 1947).

Elsewhere in the Wealden and on the Isle of Wight, thin layers (0.5 - 3 rom) of fish
debris (vertebrae, bones, and scales) are associated with a rich ostracod fauna (observed
in conjunction with B.A. Wood).

Text-fig.H. a. The Geology of the Island of Eigg (After Hudson, 1966). b. An environ
mental model of bone-bed deposition in the Wealden Beds (Modified after Allen, 1975).
c. Location map of the Suffolk Bone-Bed. d. Depositional model for the Suffolk Bone-Bed.
1 = The Miocene/Pliocene North Sea sea-floor of London Clay was weathered and eroded by
the sea, excavating phosphatic nodules and vertebrate remaine within the deposit. 2 =- These
were then rolled around on the sea-floor to form a remains deposit of both worn and unworn
derived fossils. 3 =- Contributions to the content of the bone-bed were made from the over
lying waters. 4::- The bone-bed was then buried by migrating shell sheets composed of com-
mutated shell fragments. 137
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6.10. The Suffolk Bone-Bed (Lower Pleistocene)

The Suffolk Bone-Bed occurs at the base of the British (East Anglian) Pleistocene Crag
deposits (Chatwin, 1937) and may have been the first British deposit in which vertebrate
remains were noted (Ralphe, circa. 1236). The bone-bed was mined for phosphate in the
nineteenth century, yielding 3,000 to 12,000 tons annually (Reid, 1890). It may be described
as a thin (15 to 30 cm thick) coarse-grained quartz sand (grain size 1.5 to 3 mm), containing
well rounded sandstone pebbles (Miocene age; 5 - 26 cm in diameter), flint pebbles, bored
phosphatised pebbles of London Clay, phosphatised arthropods (e.g. crabs), black phosphatised
sharks teeth, rolled bone fragments, fish dental plates, mineralised and porous bone fragments.
Most of the phosphatic pebbles are in the size range 1 to 23 cm. A variety of the phosphatic
clasts are illustrated in pl.16, figs. h-p.

Examination of the Suffolk Bone-Bed in the Sudbury district, Walton-on-the-Naze and at
Felixstowe (text-fig. 11) allow the following generalisation to be made:

1. The bone-bed rests on an uneven erosional surface which cuts across the
London Clay, Reading and Thanet Beds, and the Chalk. This erosional
surface on the London Clay undulates and contains small shallow scour
channels (up to 1 m in Width). The surface is underlain by aIm thick
weathered zone, and is extensively bored (densities varying between 30
and 300 borings per square metre have been observed at Walton-on-the
Naze). The overlying one-bed consists of a coarse quartz sand with
some commutated shell debris, infilling the borings and forming a nodule
rich vertebrate sand. The phosphatic clasts are .well sorted and tend to be
concentrated in hollows on the London Clay surface such that one hollow
may contain an abundance of cetean fragments and another phosphatic
nodules.

2. The phosphatic clasts in the bone-bed are mainly phosphatised nodules of
London Clay, 2 - 12 cm long, usually rounded and bored; cetean bones,
1 - 26 cm long, often mineralised and bored; ear and rib bones are
almost always mineralised broken rounded and polished; vertebrae were
only recorded as unmineralised light porous bone; sharks teeth, 0.5 
15 cm long, usually black in colour, varying in preservation from per
fect to worn and broken teeth, the first parts to be removed by abrasion
being the roots; fish remains (0.5 - 4 cm long) as chiefly worn and
rounded dental plates; mammal remains (0.5 - 17 cm long) as worn
and rounded teeth and bones; and phosphatised arthropods (replaced
crabs, etc).

3. The shell gravels overlying the bone-bed commonly contain articulated,
slightly gaping, derived valves of Glycimeris glycimeris (pl.18, figs.i-n.
The size distributions of these valves suggest that they may represent
an indige.nous fauna in the shell gravels (Appendix - I, p.167) which was
buried alive during the last major reworking of the shell "gravel by cur
rents, etc. (cf. Thomas, 1975). If G. glycimeris hasn't changed its life
habits since the Pliocene then it is probable th~t the bone-beds were
buried by actively moving, aerobic current swept subtidal shell deposits
formed in a shallow shelf sea, between -15 and -75 m O.D. cf. Tebble
(1966); Thomas (1975).

4. The bone-bed is overlain by the Pliocene Coralline Crag in the Aldebury/
Orford district (Boswell, 1928) and the Pleistocene Red Crag at Walton
on-the-Naze and elsewhere (Reid, 1890; Harmer, 1900; Boswell, 1928;
1929). Thus suggesting that the top of the bone-bed is diachronous.
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6.10.1. DepOsitional model for the Suffolk Bone-Bed (text-fig. 11c, p.136)

The Bone-bed Contains a variety of phosphatic clasts derived from a variety of sources.
Some of the material has been derived from the London Clay (e.g. the phosphat! c nodules,
phosphatised arthropods, some sharks teeth and bone), while the remainder has been derived
either from now eroded Miocene/Pliocene deposits or has been concentrated in the bone-bed
from a contemperaneous fauna. An interpretation of the bone-beds depositional history may
be presented as follows:

1. The Miocene/pliocene sea floor had a base of London Clay which was
weathered to aoepth of 1 m below the sediment water interface. This
clay deposit was extensively attacked by biogenic activity and scouring
currents, to produce an extensively scoured and bored surface to the sea
floor. Phosphatic clasts derived from the London Clay were concentra
ted into a well sorted lag deposit on the surface of this sea floor (text
fig. 11). Many of the clasts show signs of marked abrasion. The phos
phatic nodules show evidence of 'Pholac1' borings (pl.16, fig.k) and along
with the cetean rib bones small ( :s 1 em) circular depressions (pl.16,
fig.i) which may represent barnacle or limpet 'borings'. Thus the bone
bed contained a rich indigenous fauna, only known from its trace fossils,
which colonised a variety of hardground substrates represented by the
London Clay, the phosphatic nodules and the vertebrate fragments.

2. Contributions of cetean bones, sharks teeth, phosphatic nodules and fish
remains were made to the accumulating bone-bed from the surrounding
waters abel the eroded sediments above the London Clay (text-fig.ll).

3. This bone-bed or vertebrate sand was eventually buried by migrating
shell sheets (text-fig. 11).

Throughout the Red Crag vertebrate remains (rolled sharks teeth, rolled bone and fish
dental plates) can be found usually as well rounded black sand grains (1 - 4 mm) and more
rarely as readily identifyable remains. Occasionally thin (1 - 2 em thick) bone-beds are
present anc1 contain about 20% quartz sand, 50 - 60% shell, and 20 - 30% vertebrate remains.
At Brightwell (GR TM251431, near Ipswich) the bone-bed's vertebrate component is in the
size range 0.3 - 4.0 em and consists of 60% rolled and worn black bone fragments, 30%
rolled and worn blue grey and black sharks teeth and 10% rolled and worn fish dental plates.
These bone-beds represent lag concentrations on shell gravel surfaces and contain both indi
genous and London Clay derived vertebrate remains.

6.11. The Rockall Bone-Bed (Recent)

The continental slope sediments around Rockall contain a historically important bone
bed (Lyell, 1834, vol. 3). However, it still remains unsampled in modern times.

Recently, June/July 1978, Dr. G. E. Farrow and colleagues have sampled the continental
slope sediments around Rockall. Although they did not record Lyell's bone-bed, they did
record a very high concentration (? < 5%) of fish otoliths in the sediment (Farrow, oral com.,
1978; Pye, oral com., 1978).

Samples of the sediment and otoliths given to the author for examination, by Dr. Farro,,·,
from 5'r 9.2'N 14° 57.6' sampled at a depth of 387 m may be described as follows:

1. The sediment is a carbonate sand (mean grain size 300 f')' rich in forami
nifera which dominate the sediment (0< 65%) and occur as whole shells and
fragments. Bivalve shell fragments are common (0< 10%). Lithic fragments,
quartz grains and sponge spicules are present ('" 25%) and the former vary
from elongate subangular large (1 mm long) grains to compact high sphero
city well rounded grains (300 IL long). The remainder of the sediment is
made of a mixture of otoliths, shells and small pebbles.
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2. Large shells and shell fragments are present ( 2: 1 em). The bivalve shell
material recorded mainly belonged to the bivalve genus Artica. All the bi
valve shells were disarticulated (about half were fragmented) and on all
specimens the external ornament was starting to flake off. Most of the
remaining shell debris belonged to calcareous tube worms. Some of these
fragments were colonised by fenestrate bryozoans. Many of the shell frag
ments contain ?fungal and ?algal micro-borings.

3. Within the sediment are a number of pebbles. These fall into two groups 
lithic rock fragments (5 - 20 mm in length) and lithified rounded carbonate
pebbles (2 - 6 em) with the same composition as the surrounding sediment
(i.e. that of a foraminiferal quartz sand).

The lithic rock fragments are sometimes colonised by calcareous tube worms,
while the more friable carbonate pebbles may be extensively bored. Boring
diameters vary from :!1 to 5 mm.

4. The fish otoliths present in the sample examined vary in colour from a dull
pink to white to cream to cream-grey. They vary in length from 6 mm to
14 mm with a mean length of 9.1 mm. 30% of the otoliths are chipped.
They show no evidence of abrasive rounding, though some chip marks are
present. The weathering features of the otoliths may be described as
follows: (A detailed account of clast weathering in bone-beds is given
in section 7)

Five stages of weathering were observed on the otoliths and these stages can be related
to those recorded by Behrensmeyer (1978) and summarised in section 7. The proportions of
otoliths in each weathering stage, at a number of points in the Rockall Trough, sampled by
Dr G.E. Farrow and co-workers, are given in Table 13.

The weathering stages observed form a continuum ranging from unweathered to highly
weathered, implying that material is being continually added to the deposit at a very slow rate
and that individual otoliths may have lain on the sediment surface for more than 15 years and
possibly for several hundred•

.~--- - ..-... -

Table 13. Weathering stages present on Otoliths from the seabed near Rockall.
Key to the weathering stages is given in Table 14, p.142.

Locality Depth
Sample Weathering Stage"

Size 0 1 2 3 4 5

570 9.2'N 14° 57.6'W 387 m 21 0 31 69 0 0 0

570 36.9'N 14° 0.2'W 175 m 1 100 0 0 0 0 0

570 28.0'N 1~ 07.2'W 270 m 11 9 18 54 18 0 0

570 3.3'N 15° 0.5'W 250 m 21 9 19 62 5 5 0

570 34.9'N 14° 30.8'W 220 m 40 13 23 50 10 5 0

570 37.7'N 1~ 37.3'W 180 m 28 18 21 36 14 11 0

570 19.5'N 14° 51.6'W 260 m 11 18 27 27 27 0 0
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The unweathered otoliths range from unbored to highly bored material. containing gastro
pod radula marks which often expose a very complex network of fungal borings present just
below the otolith's surface (pl.17. fig.6). Some of these otoliths show a mosaic pattern of
cracks under the light microscope (weathering stage 1). Most of these cracks are not visible
under the Scanning Electron Microscope. However. some of them appear to form the initial
sites of concentric outer layer peeling (pl.17. fig. a. weathering stage 2). This peeling becomes'
very marked on some of the more weathered otoliths (pl. 17• figs. d. e) and eventually patchyly
exposes the inner structure of the otolith (pl. 17• fig. c. weathering stage 3). Continued weather
ing further degenerates the otoliths exposing just the internal structure and often forming deep
cracks (weathering stage 4).

Thus it could be inferred from the data presented here that the Rockall Bone-Bed described
by Lyell (1834) may present a similar set of weathering. abrasion and microbiotal features and
represent a condensation deposit.

6.12. Bone-bed genesis - a conclusion

Bone-beds have been recorded in a variety of subtidal and intertidal environments and
tend to form as lag concentrates. They may result from the reworking of older. vertebrate
poor. sediments to produce a secondary bone-bed or form from a primary concentration of
drifting vertebrate material on the seafloor. However. examination of the bone-beds through
time suggests that no single model of bone-bed genesis will suffice and that for most of the
deposits insufficient data exists for a valid environmental model of bone-bed genesis to be made.

7 - Bone weathering

Vertebrate remains. including bones. decompose on and in the sediment. This decompo
sition. which forms a normal part of nutrient recycling within the oceans. also determines
whether or not'a bone will survive to become fossilised. The fossilisation of bone is there
fore dependant on the intensity and rate of the various destructive processes and the chance
for permanent burial prior to total destruction. In this context the term bone embraces teeth
and scales.

At the present time little is known about ~ow these processes affect bones or how they
may consequently bias the vertebrate fossil record in bone-beds. As a result most authors
(e.g. Wells. 1944; Reif. 1969. 1971. 1976; Aepler. 1974; Allen. 1974a; Sykes. 1977;
Antia & Whitaker. 1978) have ignored suggestions (e.g. Behrensmeyer. 1978) that some
grain size biasing in vertebrate assemblages could be due to weathering. Instead they regard
wave and current activity as the primary cause of grain size biasing in bone-beds.

Following recent advancements in the study of the bone weathering. Behrensmeyer (1978.
p.151) has outlined a time related six stage scale of bone weathering. and the features charac
terising each weathering stage are listed in Table 14. p. 142. The establishment of a time
related scale of bone weathering has important implications for future bone-bed research be
cause it enables:

1. an estimate of the time interval between the death of the fish and the
permanent burial of the bone-bed to be made;

2. it enables the amount of grain size biasing in a bone-bed caused by
weathering to be assessed;

3. it may help to determine whether or not a given bone-bed developed as
a 'direct' result of a mass mortality.

For the purposes of this study a preliminary examination of bone-bed weathering has been
made by the author. to assess the practical value of weathering as a tool for the interpretation
of bone-beds.
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Table 14. Weathering stages observable in a variety of bone-beds.
Weathering stages 0 - 5 are explained as follows (after Behrensmeyer, 1978):

o Vertebrate material shows no sign of cracking or flaking due to weathering.

1 Cracks parallel to the fibre structure appear. In some bones a mosaic cracking of
surfaces may develop.

2 Outermost thin concentric layers of cyamine show flaking, usually with cracks In the
initlal stages.

3 The internal fibrous structure starts to appear patchily over the 'bone' surface.

4 The fibrous structure of the 'bone' Is clearly visible. Weathering has penetrated
the inner cavities, cracks are open and have splintered or rounded edges.

5 Vertebrate material falls apart, in situ, Is fragile, and easlly broken by moving.

Weathering stages

o 1 2 3 4 5

++
+

+
+

+

+
+
+
+

+
5.

1. Upper WbitcUffe Bone-Beds (Ludlow Series, Upper Silurian, U.K.)
Thelodus spp. (scales) + +
Logama sp. (scales) + +
?Gomph01lchus sp. (spine fragments) + +

2. Ludlow Bone-Bed (Downton Series, Upper Silurian, U.K.)
Thelodus spp. + + +
Logania spp. + +
? Gomph01lChus sp. (fragments) + + +
Gomphonchus sp. (scales) + +
Gomphonchus sp. (fin spine) + + +
Nosteolopis sp. (scale) + +
CytoosPis sp. (headshleld) + + +

·3. Lower Downton Castle sandstone Bone-Beds (Downton Series, Upper Silurian, U.K.)
Thelodus spp. (scales) + + +
Logania sp. (scales) + +
Gomphonchus sp. (fragments) + + +
Gomphonchus sp. (fin spine) + + +
Sclerodus sp. (beadshield) + +
Cythaspis sp. (headshield) + + +
Climatius sp. (fln spine) + + +

4. Temeside Bone-Bed (Downton Series, Upper SilUrian, U.K.)
Thelodus sp. (scales) + +
Logania sp. (scales) + +
Climatius sp. (fln spine) + + +
Gompho7lchus sp. (fln spine) :.. +
Gomphonchus sp. (fragments) + +
Cythaspis sp. (fragments) + +

Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed (l\llddle Triassic, West Germany)
Acrodus spp. (teeth) +
Hybodus sp. (teeth) +
Gyrolepis sp. (scales)
Colobodus sp. (scales) +
SaurichUzys sp. (teeth) +
Reptilian bones
Acrodus sp. (fin spine)

+

6.

7.

8.

Lettenkeuper Bone-Beds (Upper Triassic, West Germany)
Acrodus spp. (teeth) +
Acrodus sp. Oaw bone)
Gyrolepis sp. (scales)
Reptilian bones

Rhaetlc bone-beds (British and West German)
Acrodus sp. (teeth) .. +
Hybodus sp. (teeth) +
Rysosteus
Reptilian bones

Suffolk Bone-B"ed (l\tlocene/pllocene, U.K.)
Sharks teeth var.
Cetean bones

+

+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

9. Crag bone-beds (Lower Pleistocene, U.K.)
Sharks teeth var.
Fish dental plates var.
Cetean bones

+ +
+

+

+ +
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7.1. Weathering versus abrasion

Bone weathering produces a distinctive set of external features which can be grouped
in a number of stages (Table 14). These stages differ from those produced by abrasion in
the following respects:

abrasion can produce small chip marks on the grain surface (p1.14, fig.i; 16, fig.!),
and/or, remove large chunks off the ends of bone surface (pl.14, fig.o; 16, fig.g),
and/or, round individual grain surfaces (pl.15, fig.!; 16, fig.d).

Weathering features are always superimposed on the grain, thus a highly rounded and
abraded bone fragment need only show (p1.15, fig. j) features associated with weathering stage
1 (cracks parallel to the fibre structure), while a less abraded scale (pl.14, fig.o) can show
features associated with weathering stage 2 (outermost thin layers of cyamine start to peel
off). Similar weathering stage 2 features are also present on highly abraded bone fragments
(p1.16, fig.d). Weathering can also aid abrasive processes. Another example, (p1.16, fig.b)
illustrates a tooth which, having reached weathering stage 1, split along a crack parallel to
its fibre structure during an abrasion phase in its depositional history. Thus weathering and
abrasion both produce distinctive features which may be superimposed on each other.

7.2. Assessing differential weathering

Differing bone types can weather at slightly different rates (Behrensmeyer, 1978, p.153).
Similarly differential weathering can occur on a single bone. In the latter case the bones are
usually more weathered on the lower than the upper surfaces (Behrensmeyer, 1978, p.154).
As a result of the weathering process, vertebrate material could be preferentially destroyed
and removed from the deposit it was accumulating in, by weathering, thus biasing the grain
size distributions of the deposit. Individual grains could be partially destroyed after accumu
lation in the bone-bed, before the bone-beds burial, thereby altering the grain size distribution .
of the deposit. In the Suffolk Bone-Bed sharks teeth, which have had their pulp destroyed by
weathering, are present (pl.16, fig.i).

If different types of vertebrate material weather at different rates, an examination of
bone-bed cumulates should support this hypothesis. Nine bone-beds were examined with this
point in mind and the weathering stages of the various vertebrate components are noted in
Table 14.

The results show that in each bone-bed teeth and scales are comparatively unweathered,
while fin spines, headshields and endoskeletal bones were markedly weathered. Thus suggest
ing that either the scales and teeth were more recent additions to the vertebrate faunas or
that different vertebrate material weathered at different rates. Since it is unreasonable to
suggest that the scales and teeth are more recent additions to the faunas (Reif, 1969; 1971),
it is probable that the different types of vertebrate material weathered at different rates. The
cyamine outer coatings of the teeth and scales may have helped to shield them from rapid
weathering and disintegration, while the less well protected and more fibrous fin spines and
bones may have weathered more rapidly.

In all the bone-:-beds examined (Table 14) it was the least weathered fraction which domi
nated the fauna. However, since this fraction (usually teeth and scales) represents the smallest
grain size elements of the fauna, it may result from a mixture of both current activity, con
centrating the finer particles into a unimodal assemblage, and weathering removing some of
the less resistant (and sometimes larger) clasts.

The data presented here (Table 14) seems to support Behrensmeyer's (1978) hypothesis
that bone weathering can result in or could casue grain size biases in vertebrate assemblages.
The palaeoecological implications of such an observation are that prior to compositional recon
structionsof marine vertebrate faunas from a fossil assemblage, the extent of faunal depletion
due to weathering has to be assessed. Further, a unimodal vertebrate condensation deposit
forming in a region of slack current activity could owe its unimodality to weathering rather
than sedimentological processes. Thirdly, in some marine vertebrate deposits (e.g. the Ludlow
J3one-Bed, the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed and the Rhaetic Bone-Bed) algal and fungal borings
are commonest on the least weathered components of the deposit (Antia & Whitaker, 1978;
Duffin, pers. com., 1978) perhaps indicating a substrate preference for poorly weathered material
which is likely to be on the sea bed for a long period of time.
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7.3. Weathering rates

A scale (Table 14) of bone weathering rates has been outlined by Behrensmeyer (1978,
p.157). However. in the previous section it was noted that different bone types weather at
different rates. Thus for Behrensmeyer's (1978) scale of weathering rates to have any palaeo
ecological or sedimentological significance a scheme of correctio~ factors has to be developed.
To obtain a correction factor value it was assumed that fin spines and bone weather at the
same rate in the sea. as those in terrestrial lake bed and soil environments (Table 15).

The dominant weathering peak of these bones was then tabulated against the dominant
weathering peak of the teeth and scales (Table 15). F.'rom this tabulated data the possible
residence time on the sediment surface represented by each weathering stage present on the
teeth and scales was determined (Table 15). This theoretical relationship between weathering
stage and time may bear little similarity to the real time intervals represented by the weather
ing scales, but can be used to indicate a relative time sequence of events in the fossil record.

7.4. On the significance of weathering stages and rates

An analysis of the relative abundances of each of the various weathering stages on fish
scales in a number of bone-beds should give an estimate of the minimum residence time of
the scales on the substrate surface. This would then help to determine if the bon~-beds formed
as the result of a single mortality. a number of mortalities. a condensed sequence. or from
the reworking of vertebrate poor sediments.

In each bone-bed listed in Table 16. 150 - 400 thelodont scales were examined for
weathering features using a scanning electron microscope and the results recorded in Table 14.
The scales were extracted using 3<Yl acetic acid solution from their matrix. then washed in 30ll
hydrogen peroxide solution. In a test sample taken from the Ludlow Bone-Bed at Ludlow it ':
was .shown (Table 16) that there is no significant differences in the weathering features obser-" .
ved on the acid treated scales and on untreated scales present in the sediment.

Most of the results listed in Table 16 show a low incidence of weathering stage 1. The
relatively high abundance of weathering stage 0 (up to 94~ may suggest that most of the scales
had a low residence time on the substrate ( :s 6 years) but the presence of weathered scales
in low abundances in stage 1 and 2 suggests that some scales may have been drifting on the
substrate surface for more than 6 years.

The presence of abundance peaks in weathering stage 0 and 2 (e.g. Rushall) suggests two .
major 'short' periods of scale addition to the substrate separated by at least 6 years and may
be longer than 15 years (i.e. not a steady inflow of vertebrate material). If the scale assem
blages do result from mass mortalities. than 6 - 15 years may indicate the minimum time
interval between any two mass mortalities (cf. 7 years recorded between recurring recent mass
mortalities by Gunter. 1947).

In almost all the intertidal and shelf bone-beds (i.e. those of the Whitcllffe Beds. Ludlow
Bone-Bed, Downton Castle sandstone) the least weathered scales dominate the faunas, suggest
ing a fairly rapid ( :s 6 years) burial. However. it is interesting to note (Table 16) that the
scales in higher intertidal sediments (Ludlow. Downton Castle sandstone. Bone-beds 11 and 12);
are dominated by weathering stage 2. indicating a longer preburial residence period on the
substrate. A similar situation is observable in the supratidal bone-beds of the Temeside Beds·
(Table 16).

7.5. Bone weathering - conclusions

Since work on bone weathering and its application is in its infancy. readers are advised
to regard the ideas and statements in this section as hypotheses which need testing through
additional research on recent and fossil bones. However. the points which should be empha
sised are that bone weathering can reveal information regarding the differential weathering and
destruction of clasts, and important data concerning the relative residence times of the verte
brate material on the substrate and the ~nesis of the deposit.
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Table 15. Weathering stages related to the number of years since the death of the animal
Column 1 and 2 based on Behrensmeyer (1978)

Weathering stage present
Possible range In years on scales and teeth cor- Possible range In years
since death of the fln Weathering stage present responding to eqUivalent Weathering stage present since death of the teeth

spines and bones on the fin spines & bones stage on fln spines, etc. on scales and teeth and scales

o - 1 0 0 0 0-6

o - 3 1 0 1 4 - 15+

2 - 6 2 0/1 2 6+ - 15+

4 - 15+ 3 0/1/2/3 3 6+ - 15+

6 - 15+ 4 1/2/3 4

6 - 15+ 5 - 1/2/3 5

Table 16. Percentages of Thelodont scales in each weathering stage.

Weathering stage ('l) . Locality

0 2 3

Ludlow Bone-Bed (L.B.B.) 85 10 5 Ludlow
87 9 4 Ludlow (untreated)
64 26 10 Aston Munslow
62 24 14 Shipton
73 16 11 Brockton
82 11 7 Corfton
69 6 25 Corlton Lane
92 4 4 Deepwood
94 4 2 Ashley Moor
44 7 49 Rushall
78 10 12 Longhope
62 6 32 Priors Frome
86 8 6 Lye
19 6 75 Usk
89 8 3 Downton

Downton Castle Sandstone
Bone-Bed 1. 1 em above L.B.B. 58 6 36 Ludlow

2. 3.3 em .. 76 3 21 Ludlow
3. 4.9 em .. 85 1 H Ludlow
4. 7.1 cm .. 81 4 15 Ludlow
5. 8.9 cm .. 80 2 18 Ludlow
6. 9.1 em 87 5 8 Ludlow
7. 9.7 cm 92 4 ·4 Ludlow
8. 10.1 em .. 93 6 1 Ludlow
9. 24.2 em .. 86 5 9 Ludlow

10. 53.7 em .. 84 4 12 Ludlow
11. 110.2 em .. .. 24 5 71 Ludlow
12. 124.9 cm .. .. 30 4 65 1 Ludlow

Bone-bed 1. 1.2 em .. .. 84 6 10 Aston Munslow
2. 3.6 cm .. .. 82 9 9 Aston Munslow
3. 5.9 em .. 86 7 7 Aston Munslow

Temeside Shales (1) 60 em below T.B.B. 3 4 86 7 Ludlow
(2) Temeslde Bone-Bed (T.B.B.) _ 5 93 2 Ludlow
(3) 25-60 cm above T.B.B. 4 4 82 19 . Ludlow

Upper Whitcliffe Beds (Upper Ludlow) >

79 11 10 Longhope
96 1 3 Ludlow
38 18 46 Aston Munslo,"
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8 - Diagenesis of bone-beds

In the analysis of bone-bed sediments it is important to consider the diagenesis of the
sediment. since many grains change shape, size and composition during diagenesis.

~. '~'

8.1. Diagenetic clasts ~

Biogenic clay or mud pellets produced by the ingestion and excretion of mud by organisms:
may be transported as detritial particles (Pryor, 1975) and included in bone-bed sediments. "_. _!

These pellets are commonly altered either at the sediment water interface to glauconite (Wilson ;
& Pittman, 1977) or in the sediment pore waters to collophane (Burnett, 1977; Weaver & Beck, ,
1977). The pellets are ovoid in outline and may contain an internal structure of concentric rings.;

I
They have a low grain and bulk density and will be coarser-grained than the associated quartz, " 1
fish debris and rock fragments in the sediment. Examples of deposits containing the two types ;
of pellets are a glauconitic bone-bed at the top of the Downton Castle Sandstone in the Brookend :
bore hole (Cave & White, 1978), and some phosphatic pebble horizons in bone-beds in the Lower;
Downton Castle Sandstone. In the latter instance the phosphate, collophane, has replaced (AnUa.;
& Whitaker, 1978) the authigenic clay structure of the pellet (pl.18, fig.a). Two stages, at
least, of diagenesis of the pellet are indicated, by the formation of a honeycomb clay structure
in the pellet (before inclusion in the bone-bed?) and by replacement of the honeycomb structure
by phosphate (carbonate apatite), possibly after inclusion in the bone-bed.

These diagenetic phosphatic pellets can be distinguished from small p'hosphorite nodules
by an S.E.M. examination of their internal structure. Since phosphorite nodules are formed of
a crystalline sheet arrangement of apatite (Baturin & Dubinchuk, 1974), they can be distinguished
from coprolites on their gross morphology and internal structure.

Pyrite framboids (pl.18, fig.b) and nodules present in the Ludlow, Lyraun Cove and Rhaetic
Bone-Beds are also of an authigenic nature since the nodules are unstable outside an anoxic
sulphorous environment (Berner, 1970). Studies on the formation of such clasts suggest that
they form in anoxic sulphurous pore waters during early sediment diagenesis at two or more
centimetres depth below the sediment water interface and sometimes take years to grow (Berner,
1970; Elverhi, 1977).

Bone-bed residues occasionally contain equidimensional grains (up to 3 mm long) formed
of fibrous layers of clays (pl.18, fig.g) approx. 8 - 40 ,.,. in length. These grains formed as
authi~enic clay linings or infillings of pores in the sediment (Wilson & Pittman, 1977).

8.2. Diagenetic grain coatings

Grains within a stabilised bone-bed sediment (e.g. the Ludlow Bone-Bed) may become
coated with layers of authigenic clays or cryptocrystalline silica (Antia & Whitaker, 1978).
The clay coatings, which may assume a crystalline, platy or honeycomb structure (pl.18,
figs. c,d,e) are absent from grain contacts and coat all grains regardless of composition
(Hayes, 1970). In later diagenesis idiomorphic quartz overgrowths may attach to the quartz
nuclei (pl.18, fig.h) and cover the clay coatings prior to carbonate sedimentation (pl.18, fig.l).

8.3. Diagenetic alteration of grain shape and texture

Diagenetic reactions can alter a quartz grain's shape and texture by either clay or silica
plastering (Antia & Whitaker, 1978) such that grain surfaces become smooth or secondarily
complex. Silica plastering is a form of grain growth in which the grain is coated by a thin "
sheet-like layer of silica. Silica plastering on a grain's surface (pl.15, figs. d,e; 18, fig.h)
can alter its net shape. Examples of bone-beds containing diagenetically enlarged quartz ~rains

are the Rhaetic and Muschelkalk Bone-Beds (text-fig. 8; pI.15, figs. d,e; ""18,' fig.f).

Thus examination of the diagenetic history of a bone-bed can explain the presence of
glauconitic, phosphatic, pyrite and clay clasts and give an indication of the depositional geo
chemical environments of the pore waters. Study of the effect of diagenesis on individual
grains can aid studies on the genesis of bone-beds (Antia & Whitaker, 1977; 1978) and markedly
affect skewness kurtosis and modal values of grain size distributions (Wilson & Pittman, 1977;
also text-fig. 8e). Failure to consider the diagenetic history of the sediment can lead to un
necessary complex and erroneous environmental models for bone-bed genesis.
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9 - The ecological importance of primary bone-beds

Bone-beds comprised largely of fish debris and formed by the disarticulation and concen
tration of fish remains which died in a catastrophic event are considered here to represent
primary deposits. Such mortalities may occur in a given area at rates varying between
1 x 104 to 1.4 x 104 per million years (Gunter, 1947) and each catastrophe may kill more than
a milliard (10 9 ) fish (Brongersama-Sanders, 1956). In all instances these massive fish deaths,
however caused, will 'accurately' reflect the composition of the fish schools in mortalities
reaching the benthos (David, 1944) and this composition is reflected in the disarticulated scale
faunas resulting from a mortality (David, 1944).

At the present time individual schools of fish vary in size from 0.5 x 10] to 5 x 109

individuals; occupy regions varying in length from 0.1 x 101 to 1 X 106 m, and occur in
densities ranging from 0.1 to 30 individuals per m3• Individual schools may be mono specific
or polyspecific, though schools of many species tend to have an unstable composition and
readily disband into monospecific groups (Truskanov & Shcherbino, 1963; Radakov, 1973).

Hence a study of bone-bed distribution and composition in an area containing many borie
beds could yield information regarding the composition of schools over an area and the varia
tion of school composition with time.

Similarly, examination of scale lengths and growth lines can give useful full information
regarding the natality, mortality and survivorship of a species, in addition to information
regarding the effect of predation on the species (Antia & Wood, 1977). Study of these changes
can yield information regarding increased or decreased predator pressure on a species. over
a period of time. For example, Nikolskii (1969, p. 192) has shown that as the predation rates
on a fish species increase, the mean scale size of the fish species decrease.

10 - The microbiotas of bone-beds

All sand grains form potential microbial environments and may support a rich biota of
bacteria, algae, diatoms, hydroids, fungi, ciliates and other organisms. Of these forms only
diatoms and calcareous algae contain preservable skeletons (pl.19, fig.a). Endolithic algae
leave recognisable traces in the form of dissolution pits (pl.19, figs.b.e) and borings (pl.19,
figs. f-h). Most other forms (e.g. fungi and bacteria) are only likely to be preserved if they
are replaced during very early sediment diagenesis by silica or apatite (Antia & Whitaker,
1978).

Two important forms present in modern microbiotas, the diatoms and calcareous algae,
are considered to have appeared in the middle to late Mesozoic and are therefore unlikely to
be represented in early Mesozoic or Palaeozoic microbiotas.

At the present time different grain types will contain differing microbiotas and ecological
successions (Sieburth, 1975). Commonly the biotas are patchily distributed over a grain's
surface (Meadows & Anderson, 1966; 1968). Thus:-

1. a piece of wood will show an algal, bacterial, hydroid succession

2. a plastic bottle will show a diatom, bacterial, hydroid succession

3. an oolith will show an algae, bacteria. fungi succession (Bathurst, 1975)

4. carbonate grains from a high energy environment show an algal, diatom,
bacteria. succession

5. quartz grains show a diatom, algae, bacteria, ciliate succession. IT the
grain is from a low energy environment it may be completely covered by
its biota. If it is from a high energy environment then the biota is con
fined to hollows on the grain's surface. IT it is from a very high energy
environment then only bacteria are present on the grain's surface.
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6. vertebrate grains will show a rod-shaped bacteria, algae succession. Both
forms use the grain as a source of nutrition (Sieburth, 1975).

In most of these microbiotas the primary colonists produce a nutrient fish film on the
surface of the grains which can support bacteria on an originally non-nutrient surface.

In the fossil record, evidence from borings has established the presence of a microbiota.
on many carbonate grains (Bathurst, 1975) and filaments (?fungal) have been recorded on
quartz grains in association \\i th bored vertebrate grains in the British Silurian (Antia &
Whitaker, 1978).

An S.E.M. examination of vertebrate quartz and shell grains from the subtidal and inter
tidal environments represented by the West German Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed (pp.124-128)
and the British Upper Silurian Bone-beds (pp.115-119) allowed the following observations and
conclusions to be made about the patterns of microbial succession.

10.1. Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed (subtidal deposit formed below wave base)

No evidence of a microbial fauna was noted on too scales or quartz grains (7 specimens
examined). However, endolithic algal borings were recorded on the surface of one tooth (pl.
IS, fig.k). Possible algal borings have also been recorded in teeth (Duffin, 1977; pers. com.)
and shell fragments (pl.19, figsJ-h) from the Rhaetic Bone-Bed. (Bone-bed 15 Blue Anchor
Bay - Richardson, 1911).

10.2. Upper Silurian bone-beds

Two types of Upper Silurian bone-beds occur, subtidal and intertidal, both contain dif
ferent non-vertebrate clast types and thus a potentially different microbial fauna.

1. Subtidal bone-beds formed above wave base consist of thin shell/vertebrate
debris sheets containing a fine grained (5 - 50J!) quartz sand component
and a diagenetic carbonate matrix. Study of 1000 - 2000 shell fragments
from such deposits revealed 3 fragments all of Lingula sp. which had been
bored by ?endolithic algae. Examination of the Thelodont scales showed
that 10 - 151}( of them contained algal dissolution pits and of these about
201}( contained endolithic algal borings. This suggests that algae formed
the dominant "preservable" elements of the fauna of the microbiota.

2. In the low intertidal zone (e.g. the Ludlow Bone-Bed) both the vertebrate
and quartz grains contain evidence of microbial colonisation (Antia &
Whitaker, 1977; 1978). The quartz grains may contain silicified ?fungal
filaments (pI.18, fig.k) with a distinctive branching pattern. Small silica
granules patchily distributed on the surfaces of some of the quartz grains
could be interpreted as silicified coccoid bacteria and some of the silici
filament mats present may represent filamentous bacteria. Development
of quartz overgrowths on the quartz grains (including their epibiota) is
considered to have taken place within a few years of the sediments burial
in the substrata, possibly within 20 em of the sediment water interface.

Since the filaments cover all surfaces on the grain (i.e. are not confined to
cracks and hollQWS on the grain) it is likely that they represent a colonisa
tion stage within the substratum, which is post sediment stabilisation, within
say, 20 cm of the sediment water interface (Meadows & Anderson, 1968).

An S.E.M. examination of 54 quartz grains revealed 48 containing fungal fila
ments. Of these latter grains 2 contained "coccoid bacteria" and one "fila
mentous bacteria". The bacterial colonies are restricted to localised areas,
forming colonies of several hundred individuals.
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The fungal filaments are found over the entire surface of the grains and pro
bably (in view of their widespread distribution) represent the first stages in
the subsurface colonisation of these grains in an anoxic alkali environment.
Later succession stages allowed colonisation by coccoid bacteria and bacterial
filaments.

The invertebrate fragments show no evidence of microbes though presumably
they once contained them. though the phosphatic nodules do contain phospha
tised filaments of ?fungal origin (pl.19. fig.k).

The vertebrate fragments contain evidence of algae on their surfaces. both
in the form of algal dissolution pits (pl.19. figs. d. e) and algal borings.
These latter borings have a larger diameter and are less regularly distri
buted than histological pores revealed by abrasion.

5 - 40% of the thelodont scales contain algal dissolution pits (termed here
Algal Form A) and of these less than 10% contain endolithic algal borings.
Thus suggesting that an initial colonisation of the grains by Algal Form A
was followed by a subsequent. colonisation by endolithic algae~ (Algal Form B).

3. Vertebrate and quartz grains from the high intertidal/supratidal zone (e.g.
The Temeside Bone-Bed) were examined under the S.E.M. for a remnant
microbial fauna. Of 280 thelodont scales examined only one contained evi
dence of a microbiota in the form of algal dissolution pits and one quartz
grain contained two silicified ?fungal filaments (pU9. figs. i-I) differing
in style from those recorded in the Ludlow Bone-Bed.
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Text-fig. 12. A general.environmental synthesis of microbial biotas in
the Lower Palaeozoic and Early Mesozoic bone-beds.
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10.3 General microbial synthesis (text-fig.12)

In this section a new and speculative field of bone-bed analysis has been examined and
the conclusions drawn regarding the distribution and diversity of (Lower Palaeozoic and early
Mesozoic) microbial biotas within the subtidal and .intertidal environments may be applicable
to bone-beds other than those investigated. It is expected that diatoms and calcareous algae
will form an important part of the microbiota of late Mesozoic and Cainozoic bone-beds and
may in part replace some of the non-calcareous algal forms.

The main microbial points to arise out of this study were the comparative distribution
of algal dissolution pits and algal borings on vertebrate grains. The former are located in
tidally influenced environments with the latter preferring subtidal marine environments. Occa
sionally, early silicification on the surface of grains has preserved fungal and bacterial elements
of the microbiota. Such elements appear to increase in diversity and abundance along a supra
littoral to subtidal transect, though this may be a reflection of their preservation potential.

Further study of microbiotas in both recent and fossil sediments should lead to a greater
understanding of the early geochemical and diagenetic conditions prevalent in the subsurface
(0 - 20 cm depth) environments presented by fossil vertebrate sands (bone-beds).

Since Swinchatt (1969) has shown that sediments containing endolithic algal borings are
most likely to be formed at depths of less than 40 m, and that abundant borings indicate
formation at less than 18 m depth, it is unlikely that bone-beds formed in waters deeper than
40 m will contain algal borings on static grains.

11 - Discussion and Conclusions

This paper has sought to first produce a criterion for an improved bone-bed classifica
tion utilising both modern sedimentological terminology and the variation in the phosphatic
composition of the bone-beds.

This classification, though descriptive, is important since it gives an insight into the
sedimentology and diagenesis of the bone-beds. For example, the phosphatic nodules present
in the bone-beds described here originate from a number of different sources:

1. Faecal droppings forming coprolites. An example of a bone-bed in which
most of the phosphatic pebbles originate as faecal droppings is the U.K.
Rhaetic Bone-Beds (Duffin, oral com. 1978; Mayall, oral com. 1978).

2. Phosphate nucleation and replacement of clays around suitable sites (e.g.
phosphatic shells and crinoid stems). This type of nodule originated in I

an anoxic subsurface environment in the pore waters of a loosely consoli
dated sediment. Their presence may indicate that the bone-bed includes
material which has been derived from the reworking of sediment containing
phosphate nodules formed during early diagenesis. A good example of this
type of deposit is the Ludlow Bone-Bed at Longhope (text-fig. 5). Many of
these nodules contain Trypanit~s borings indicating post formationll;l exPosure.

3. Phosphate nodules are present as broken abraded internal moulds and casts
of gastropods, bivalves and brachiopods. These nodules frequently contain
phosphate pseudomorphing after clays (Antia & Whitaker, 1978). An example
of a bone-bed containing this type of phosphatic nodule is the Ludlow Bone
Bed (Antia & Whitaker, 1978).

4. Some bone-beds (e.g. the Beyrichienkalk Bone-Beds) contain phosphate centres
to the shells and carapaces of ostracods and gastropods. These nodules form
during post depositional diagenesis.
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5. In some bone-beds (e.g. the Upper Ludlow Bone-beds of the. Brookend bore
hole, Cave & White (1978>, bored mud pebbles are present which contain a
surface rim of phosphate. This rim also lines the sides of borings into the
pebbles. This phosphatisation occurred during bone-bed diagenesis. The
phosphate was probably derived from partial solution of fish debris in the
bone-bed.

The genetic distinction of the phosphatic nodules in bone-beds into predepositional dia
genetic nodules, coprolites and postdepositional diagenetic nodules is important because it
allows elimination of clasts from the original. vertebrate sand cumulate. Similarly a removal
of the diagenetic coatings on individual grains will enable a 'true' grain size and shape analysis
of bone-beds to be made.

It is envisaged that future bone-bed sedimentological work will concentrate on scanning
electron microscope analysis of abrasive features on bone-bed sediments and grain size and
shape analysis.

The former analytical method has received some attention (Antia & Whitaker, 1977, 1978;
Whitaker & Antia, 1978). The latter has been used by Relf (1969; 1971) to prove and dispute
(Antia, this paper text-fig. 8) prefossilisation of the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed. Weight, density,
shape, rollability (a property of particles which utilises size, shape and density) and grain
settling times are important properties which can influence the dynamic behaviour of sand
grains during the trans~rt and deposition of a bone-bed. Common sense dictates the belief
that rounder and more spherical grains should be better transported in bottom traction (cf.
MacCarthy, 1933). However, recent studies suggest' that this belief may be erroneous
(Winkelmolen, 1971) and that a comparative analysis o.f grain size and rollability could help
to determine how a bone-bed formed and the source of its various components. (Passega.
1964; 1977; Winkelmolen. 1971; 1978; Veenstra and Winke.lmolen, 1976) •.

The preliminary investigations outlined here suggest that a study on the syndepositional
weathering of vertebrate clasts can reveal valuable information regarding, the relative weather
ing rates of different clast types, the relative residence time on the sediment surface of
individual. clast types and the genesis of the bone-bed.

The investigat ion of the distribution of bone-beds throughout the geological record suggests
that bone-beds may mark major unconformities (e.g. Suffolk Bone-Bed) or para continuities
(Devonian Ohio Bone-Beds). They may occur as discontinuous conformable deposits within a
sediment sequence (e.g. British Upper Silurian Bone-beds). Thirdly, they commonly develop
in estuarine environments and occasionally form in association with phosphorites on the conti
nental shelf in regions of nutrient upwelling.

Although this study has reviewed the formation of some bone-bed deposits it is not com
prehensive - other bone-beds exist but remain poorly described at th~ pr.~sent time. Examples
of these poorly described bone-beds are the Permian bone-beds of the U.S.A. (Parrish 1978),
the deltaic Middle Jurassic bone-beds of Thailand (Ridd, oral com. 1978),' the numerous otolith
beds of the Cainozoic (Malz, 1978a, b), the Lower Devonian bone-beds of Spitzbergen (Goujet
and Blieck. 1977) and those of the Lower Muschelkalk of Poland (Liszkowski, 1973).

Although bone-bed research is in its infancy, despite its early start, pre-1236, a number
of conclusions regarding the findings and direction of bone-bed researches can be made:

1. Research indicates that no single mode of bone-bed formation will suffice.

2. Detailed examinations of bone weathering, bone-bed sedimentology and
diage.nesis can reveal important genetic and ecological information.

3. Future bone-bed research should concentrate on the sedimentology and
faunas across individual bone-beds instead of treating them in isolation.
In doing so they will re-appraise the various models of bone-bed genesis
and the techniques for determining the genesis of individual deposits.
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14 - Appendix - 1 (see. p~138)

A life table for some closed articulated valves of Glycimeris glycimeris
from the Red Crag at Walton on the Naze, Essex.

Key to the columns of the Table

1 - Age interval given in number of growth rings
2 - Sample size
3 - Proportion dying in the age interval
4 - Number living at age x assuming an initial population of 10,000
5 - Number dying in interval
6 - Number of timespans lived in the interval
7 - Total number of timespans lived beyond age x
8 - Observed expectation of life at age x
9 - Proportion of survivors over the age interval

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 57 10000 0.3800 3800 8100 16803 1.68 0.62
1 48 6200 0.5161 3200 4600 8703 1.40 0.48
2 22 3000 0.4889 1467 2267 4103 1.37 0.51
3 13 1533 0.5652 866 1100 1836 1.20 0.44
4 5 667 0.5000 333 501 736 1.10 0.50
5 4 334 0.8000 267 201 235 0.70 0.20
6 1 67 1.0000 67 - - - -
7 - - - - - - - -

David D.J. Antia
Dept. Geology
Glasgow University
Glasgow
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Appendix - 2

Since this paper went to the proof stage (Dec. 1978), a paper on the prefossilisation of
fish spines has appeared (Maisey, 1978), which reveals an alternative method for the identi
fication of prefossilised fish material. to that outlined by Rei! (1969; 1971) and critically
examined in Section 3. p.98. of this paper.

Maisey (1978) observed that fin spines of Sphenacanthus (Selachii) and Cyracanthus
(Acanthodii) occurring in a sediment matrix of fine carbonaceous clays and micas from the
Staffordshire Coal Measures (Carboniferous) commonly have the lower part of their spine
lumen infilled with clays and the upper part infilled with diagenetic feldspar (albite rich
plagioclase). This feldspar also infilled the pore spaces of the spine oseodentine and coated
the spines exterior, but only where pieces of the spines outer wall had been broken away
prior to feldspar crystallisation. The clay grains resting against the feldspar on the outer
surface of the spine have not been altered and post date the feldspar crystallisation (Maisey,
1978). This latter observation led Maisey to suggest that the spines had been prefossili sed .
prior to inclusion in the sediment. in which they were found.

However, these observations do not prove that the fin spines are prefossilised material,
because both clays and feldspars are commonly produced by diagenesis within the same sedi
ment (Waugh, 1978). Thus it could be suggested that the observat ions made by Maisey (1978)
indicate that the precipitation of clays post-date the precipitation of feldspar within the sedi
ment during diagenesis, after burial of the unaltered fin spine. Further indications that the
fin spines were not prefossilised prior to burial in the sediment are given by the presence of
diagenetic calcite. quartz, siderite and pyrite locally infilling cavities in the spines and locally
replacing the apatite of the spine (Maisey, 1977; 1978). All these minerals can occur together
in a sediment as products of complex diagenesis (Blanche & Whitaker, 1978).

If the fin spines observed by Maisey (1978) were fossilised prior to their inclusion in .
the sediment in which they were found then one of the following two observations should have
been made.

1. If the vertebrate material is prefossilised then the feldspar crystallites
should contain abrasion features on their external surfaces.

2. Similarly the spines could be regarded as prefossilised if it could be
shown that the feldspar would not have grown in the diagenetic micro
environments presented by the sediment containing the spine through time.

Maisey (1978) observed that some of his fin spines were broken at their tips revealing
the diagenetic feldspar, indicating that they may have been prefossilised. but does not say
whether the breaks were of syndepositional origin or a result of laboratory processing.
Similarly he does not indicate whether or not abrasion features are present on any of the
feldspars on the exterior of the spines. Consequently because neither criterion outlined
here were fulfilled, it remains a distinct possibility that the fin spines examined by Maisey
(1978) were not prefossilised. However, the two points listed above should prove a useful
test to aid determination of prefossilisation in vertebrate grains which contain diagenetic
precipitates on their external surface.

BLANCHE, J.B. &
WHITAKER, J.H.McD.

MAISEY, J.G.

MAISEY, J.G.

WAUGH, B.
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Explanation for Plate 14

(a) Oligocene fish from a lacustrine fish bed - note complete preservation of the bones and
compare with the random orientation of scales in a bone-bed (p1.14, fig.d) (x 1).

(b) Bedding plane surface of the Ludlow Bone-Bed - Ludlow. Note the presence of
black orientated 'Serpulites' sp. fragments (x i).

(c) Detail of the Ludlow Bone-Bed (x 2) showing the larger phosphatic clasts of the bone
bed. 1 = 'Serpulites' sp. fragments; 2 = Orbiculuidea TUgata fragment; 3 = Acanthodian
fish plate (? Gomphonchus sp.).

(d) Detail of the Ludlow Bone-Bed showing the smaller phosphatic clasts. Note the
randomly orientated Thelodus parvidens scales in a fine grained quartz silt matrix
(x 30).

(e) A Thelodus parvidens Ag. scale from the Ludlow Bone-Bed (x 60).

(f) A Logania ludlowiensis Gross. scale from the Ludlow Bone-Bed (x 60).

(g) Quartz grain from the Ludlow Bone-Bed showing a concave fracture and rounded
form indicative of eolian abrasion (x 60).

(h) Diagenetic euhedral quartz overgrowth from the Ludlow Bone-Bed (x 60).

(i) Diagenetic euhedral overgrowth from the Ludlow Bone-Bed showing preburial abrasion
features, e.g. rounded edges (x 50).

(j) Crescentic abrasion pit on a crystal face on an abraded quartz overgrowth from the
Ludlow Bone-Bed (x 1000).

(k) Angular quartz shard (x 30) from the Ludlow Bone-Bed; derived originally from a
benthonite ?(cf. Marsh, R.C., 1976, PhD. Thesis Leicester Univ.).

(1) Angular quartz grain from the Temeside Bone-Bed (x 45).

(m) Saurichthys apicalis Ag. from the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed. This species forms
a dominant constituent of the pointed tooth fauna of the bone-bed (x 24) - a stereopair.

(n) A polished section through the conglomeratic fraction of the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed.
Note the presence of limestone pebbles, some of which contain vertebrate sand lnfilled
burrows (arrowed). A more detailed explanation of the section is given in the text

.(page 128) and· in .text-fig. 8.

(0) An abraded fish scale from the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed (Gyr()lepis sp.). Such semi
complete scales are Common throughout the bone-bed (cf. pl.15, fig.h) (x 12).
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Explanation for Plate 15

(a) Detail (x 900) of the matrix of the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed showing late diagenetic
calcite crystals infilling a vug in the bone-bed's sediment.

(b) Detail (x 950) of the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed showinjt the 'early' diagenetic dolomite
crystals which form much of the bone-bed's sediment.

(c) Detail (x 925) of the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed showing a fish fragment (centre), mica
plates and diagenetic carbonate crystals. , ,

(d) A quartz grain from the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed with its diagenetic U monite coating
removed. Note the semieuhedral faces of the grain indicate an earlier phase of silica
precipitation during diagenesis (x 54). Arrow indicat es area detailed in fig. e.

(e) Diagenetic silica plastering on the surface of quartz grain (fig. e) (x 153).

(f) Broken flat tooth of Acrodus lateralis Ag. in a diagenetic dolomite matriz in the
Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed (x 150).

(g) Stereopair of a limonite encrusted (?originally pyrite) quartz grain from the
Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed (x 45).

(h) Bedding plane surface of the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed (x 1) showing a high density
of vertebrate debris including Gyrolepis sp. fragments (arrowed).

(i) Detail of an abraded and solution pitted surface of an Aerodus tooth in the Muschelkalk
Grenzbonebed (x 306).

(j) Stereopair of an abrasion rounded vertebrate fragment from the Muschelkalk Grenzbone-
bed. Note its high sphericity. (x 60). .

(k) Endolithic algal borings on a Saurichthys tooth from the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed .'
(x 920).

(1) Stereopair of an Acrodus tooth fragment showing a preburial break (arrowed) which.
has acted as a nucleous for the diagenetic growth of apatite. Rhaetic Bone-Bed.
Blue Anchor locality (see Sykes, 1977, for details). (x 60).

(m) Detail of the diagenetic apatite overgrowths (x 1000).
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Explanation for Plate 16

(a) The Rhaetic Bone-Bed - Bedding plane surface. Westbury on Severn. (x 1).

(b) ?Saurichthys sp. tooth showing a syndepositional uneven fracture along its length,
dividing it into two equal halves. This fracture surface has been modified during
diagenesis to give in places (arrowed) a smooth fracture surface - stereopair.
(x 21). Rhaetic Bone-Bed. Blue Anchor locality.

(C) A crustacean burrow from the Pullastra Sandstone underlying the Rhaetic Bone-Bed 
Westbury on Severn. (x i).

(d) An abraded vertebrate fragment showing abrasion pits (1) and algal borings (2) from
the Rhaetic Bone-Bed. Blue Anchor. - stereopair. (x 30).

(e) ?Saurichthys tooth from the Rhaetic Bone-Bed. Note its apparent lack of abrasive
features compared to b and d and pl. 14.' fig. m. These four vertebrate fragments
illustrate the extreme variation in the abrasive features present in anyone bone-bed.
(x 28).

(f) Detail (x 225) of the abraded surface of a rounded vertebrate fragment showing abrasive
chip markings (arrowed) from the Rhaetic Bone-Bed. Blue Anchor.

(g) A jawbone fragment of Acrodus lateralis from the Michelbach Bone-Bed, Michelbach,
W. Germany. Upper Lettenkeuper. (x i).

(h) Mineralised (phosphate enriched) cetean bone from the Suffolk Bone-Bed ? barnacle
borings (1); regions of poor mineralisation (2); and abrasion rounded fracture
surfaces (3) - Walton on the Naze. (x i).

(i) Pebble of London Clay from the Suffolk Bone-Bed shOwing pholad borings (I), some
of which were infilled with clay prior to their burial in the bone-bed (2). - Walton on
the Naze. (x i).

(j) Unmineralised sharks tooth from the Suffolk Bone-Bed - Walton on the Naze. (x 2).

(k) Mineralised sharks tooth derived from the London Clay (Lower Eocene) and found
in the Suffolk Bone-Bed (Pliocene/Pleistocene) - Walton on the Naze. (x 2).

(1) Mineralised abraded mammalian tooth from the Suffolk Bone-Bed. Bawdsey cliff,
Felixstowe. (x 2).

(m) Mineralised fish dental plate - Suffolk Bone-Bed, Walton on the ,Naze. (x 2).

(n) Mineralised (phosphatised) crab derived from the London Cl~y and found in the Suffolk
Bone-Bed, Walton on the Naze; g = gastric region; c = cardiac region; arrows
indicate the walking legs; brackets indicate the claw (chela + carpus). (x i).

(0/ Abraded mineralised mammalian bone fragments from a thin bone-bed in the Red Crag
p) (Lower Pleistocene) at Brightwell, Suffolk. (x 2).
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Explanation for Plate 17

(a) Otolith - detail of surface showing ?fungal borings and the initial stages in the develop
ment of weathering stage 2 (i. e. concentric outer layer peeling). (x 450).

(b) Otolith - detail of surface showing ?fungal borings aligned parallel to the otoliths outer
surface, which have been partly exposed by a gastropod boring. The ridges and
grooves observable in this figure result from a scraping of the otoliths surface
by a gastropod radula. This particular otolith contained no weathering features,
and illustrates the high density of microbial borings present on many of the un
weathered (weathering stage 0) otoliths from the Rockall Trough. (x 800).

(c). Otolith - detail of the surface of a weathered otolith (weathering stage 3) showing the re
minants of the resistant outer layer surrounded by the less resistant inner
fiberous layer. This latter layer contains a deep crack with rounded margins,
of a type which is common on the most highly weathered vertebrate remains
(weathering stages 4 and 5). (x 50).

I I

,;. I-'

0
-'I

(d)

II:)
~

I I
(e)

(f)

Otolith - Low magnification (x 10) view of the outer surface of an otolith shOWing a well
developed peeling of the outermost concentric layers. i.e. typical weathering
stage 2 features.

Stereopair showing well developed concentric layer peeling on the surface of an otolith.
(x 300).

The outer surface of a thelodont scale (71telodus parvidens I showing algal dissolution pit
(see also Section 10), concentric pe~ling of the outermost layers (weathering
stage 2 features), abrasion chip marks, and cracks (reminant weathering stage
1 features ?) from the Ludlow Bone-Bed at Corfton (x 750).

Plate 17. Weathering and microbial features on otoliths and thelodonts.
This plate has been placed for sideways viewing.
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Plate 18

Antia. on bone-beds. For explanation see p.173.



Explanation for Plate 18

(a) Apatite pseudomorphing after clays in a phosphatic nodule from the Ludlow Bone-Bed.
(x 1000).

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Pyrite framboid from the Ludlow Bone-Bed (x 3000).
c"lo~if;A.

K-aoitrrtte infilling an algal solution pit on the surface of a thelodont scale. Note the
honeycomb nature of the clay structure - stereopair. From the Ludlow Bone-Bed.
(x 2500).

c.. ...c,....#>(~
&ao.URite crystal from the matrix of the Ludlow Bone-Bed. (x 900).
e..-1IC, ...._f"4.

K-ftelinite crystals completely infilling an algal solution pit on a thelodont scales surface.
(x 800).

(f) Quartz grain from the Rhaetic Bone-Bed - Blue Anchor locality. Note the euhedral
diagenetic crystal faces on the grain. (x 80).

(g) A fibrous clay from a clay pebble in the Ludlow Bone-Bed. (x 2500).

(h) Silica plastering on the surface of a quartz grain in the Rhaetic Bone-Bed, Blue Anchor
locality. (x 600).

(1) Articulated Glycimeris glycimeris shell from the Red Crag at Walton on the Naze.
(x i).

(j) Articulated Glycimeris glycimeris shell. (x i).

(k) Silicified filament on the surface of a quartz grain in the Ludlow Bone-Bed. (x 650).
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(b)

Explanation for Plate 19

(a) Microbial flora of diatoms on a modern carbonate grain. (x 1000).

Algal solution pits (x 200) on a modern carbonate grain - Sales Point, Bradwell,
Essex (see Antia, 1977, for locality details).

(c) An algal bored carbonate grain from the Rhaetic Bone-Bed. Blue Anchor. (x 23).;::

(d) Algal solution pits on a thelodont fish scale (Thelodus parvidens) from the Ludlow
Bone-Bed. (x 25).

(e) Detail (x 500) of the solution pits. Note their similarity to those illustrated in b.

(f) Detail (x 225) of algal borings on a carbonate grain from the Rhaetic Bone-Bed,
Blue Anchor.

; ",

(g) Detail of ? fungal borings on a carbonate grain from the Rhaetic Bone-Bed,
Blue Anchor. (x 450).

(h) Detail (x 263) of a large algal boring on a carbonate grain from the Rhaetic Bone- ,
Bed, Blue Anchor.

(i) Silicified fungal filament (side view) on a quartz grain from the Temeside Bone
Bed, Ludlow. (x 1000).

(j) Another silicified fungal filament (same species) on a quartz grain from the Teme-
side Bone-Bed, Ludlow - viewed from above. (x 250). :

(k) Phosphatised fungal filament on a phosphorite nodule - Ludlow Bone-Bed, Ludlow.'.':
(x 1200).

(1) Detail of the holdfast of the silicified fungal filament illustrated in j from the
Temeside Bone-Bed. (x 2500).
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A LIFE TABLE ANALYSIS OF THE LOWER PLEISTOCENE,
" I ~I

WALTONIAN RED CRAGIBIVALVE SPECIES GLYCII{ERIS GLYCII1ERIS (LINN.)

by

David D.J. Antia

Summary

The size distributions of dis~rticu1ated valves of the bivalve

species Glycimeris'glycimeris (Linn.) were examined and taken to

indicate that marked sedimentological size sorting of shells had

occurred within the Waltonian Red Crag at Walton on the Naze, Essex•

. The age distributions of the articUlated G. glycimeris shells,

found out of life orientation, enabled a life ·table analysis to be

made of the species, and conclusions to be drawn about natality and

mortality rates with~n the species.
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Introduction

The Waltonian Red, Crag of Walton on the Naze consists of a series

of interbedded cross bedded shell sand wedges/megaripples and silt

sheets, containing localised areas of bioturbation. Most of the

bivalve shells in the shell sands are disarticulat~d, fragmented and

abraded. HowEtver, ,some glycimerids have been' found (Antia, 1979)

with closed articula~ed valves in layer 7 - see Kendall, 1931, for a

key to the position of 'the layers referred to here in the cliff

section at Walton on" the Naze.

The presence of closed articulated glycimerid valves in a shell
, "i.

gravel indicates tha¥'>~linimal postmo:ptem sedimentological transport
, , '

of the dead animals has occurred (Thomas, 1975); This view is
, ~ 'i

contrary to those out~i~ed by Antia & Wood (1977) who showed that the
.' "11 "

glycimerids obtained,~rpm layer 11 have skewed size distribution
I "

(Fig. 1a) which they,;~terpreted as being representative of a highly

transported sedimentological deposi~.

In order to test the validity of these view points, ten cubic

metres of sediment from layer 7 were sieved through a 1 mm mesh and

all the whole, (unfragmented) glycimerid valves removed and their

lengths measured. In the instance of whole closed articulated
...

valves only the number of annual growth rings were recorded.

Results and discussion

The size distributions of the disarticulated bivalve shells in

layers 7 and 9 (Fig. 1a, b) suggest that marked 'size sorting of the

,shells has occurred and that a life table interpretation of the data

would be 'invalid. However, the age distributions (Fig. 1c) of the

closed articulated glycimerid valves (none of which were found in

life orientation) are indicative of a minimally sorted population

(i.e. a near life assemblage), and possibly confirm Thomas's opinion

(Thomas, 1975, p.223) that the presence of glycimerid shells with

their valves articulated and closed, but not in life position, in a

- 407 -
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shell gravel/sand indicates that the shells were buried alive. If-
I

, '

this assumption regarding the cause of death is accepted, then a
\

life table can be comp~led.

The principles of ,life table analyses outlined by Deevy (1950),
\ "

Sellmer (1967), Pielou,(1969), Reyment ('1971), Krebs (1973),

Valentine (1973) and Antia & vlood (1977) suggest that meaningful

conclusions can be drawn from minimally sorted populations regarding. ,

the natality and mortality rates, population structure and maturation

of a species.

If this is so then an examination of the age pyramids (Fig. 1c),

survivorship curve (Fig~ 2a) and the mortality rate graph (Fig. 2b),

drawn from the data presented in the life table (Table 1), could

suggest that the Cragispecies Glycimeris glycimeris (Linn.).
'I,

(1) produced many:--young and poss,essed the age distribution of an
, ,

expanding population (see Fig. 1c; cf. Clapham, 1972, p.94),. "
! '

(2) in which mor~a~ity ,was conc~ntrated on young indiViduals;
I' : •., "

the probabil~~~ of death decreased with age (see Fig, 2a;
I ",

cf. Deevy, 19?9),

(3) the species reached sexual maturation by the second age

interval and physiological breakdown due to aging was most
...

marked between the fifth and seventh age interval (see

Fig. 2b; cf. Sellmer, 1967; Valentine, 1973; Antia & Wood,

1977).
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shell gravel',,'-swept by strong currents, occurring at a depth of

between -16 and -100 m O.D.; see Boillot (1965), Holme (1966),

Cabioch (1969), Thomas (1970, 1975).and Tcbble (1966).

Conclusions

This study, has indicated that disarticulated valves of

Q.. glycimeris '\dthin the \lal tonian Red Crag Shovl a marked degree of

sedimentological size sorting; and suggest ,that, closed articulated
•

valves of Q. glycimeris, found out of life orientation, may have been

buried prior to death and are thus representative of the original

life popula~ion as a near life assemblage.

.,
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Table 1. A lii'e table for the closed articula~'ed valves of

Glycimeris glycimeris from layer 7. '

Key to the columns of ,the table.
, I

1 - Age interval given: in number of growth rings

2 - Sample size
,

3 - Proportion dying:ih the age interval

4 - Number living at age :x: assuming an ,initial population of 10000
\ . .

5 - Number dying in interval

6 - Number of timespans lived in the interval

7 - Total number of timespans lived beyond age :x: :

8 - Observed expectation of life at age x

9 - Proportion of survivors over the age interval

1 '2 3 " 4- 5 6 7 8 9

0 57 10000 0.3800 3800 8100 16803 1.68 0.62

1 48 6200 0,~:5161 3200 4600 8703 1.40 0.48..
'l,tI,"

2 22 3000 d~4889 1467 2267 4103 1.37 0.51
: '

3 13 1533 Q.~5652 866 1100 1836 1.20 0.44
, "

4 5 667 0:.5000 333 501 736 1.10 0.50
~ I ..

5 4 334 Q~'8boo 267 201 235 6.70 0.20
I' ,

I

I '.

6 1 67 1.;0000 67

7
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A SCANNING ELECfRON MICROSCOPE STUDY OF THE

GENESIS OF THE UPPER SILURIAN LUDLOW BONE BED

• D. D. J. Antia & •• J. H. McD. Whitaker

ABSTRACT

*

The Ludlow Bone Bed horizon (Basal DowntonianJ consists of
a rippled thelodont sand formed low in the intertidal zone
as a lag concentrate. SEM examination of the clasts
reveals an abundance of thelodont scales, acanthodian and
brachiopod fragments with accessory phosphorite and quartz.
About 20% of the thelodonts are markedly abraded and these
often contain borings comparable to recent intertidal
algal borings. Many quartz grains bear authigenic,
euhedral, bipyramidal overgrowths formed within the sedi
ments. These overgrowths show varying degrees of abrasion,
indicating that there was local reworking of the original
subtidal sediment and concentration of the abraded quartz
euhedra, fish debris, phosphatic shell fragments and
internal moulds and casts to form the bone beds. Grain
edges may be plastered with cryptocrystalline silica and
fungal filaments on the grains surfaces may be silicified,
before final sediment stabilisation.

Both worn and unworn euhedra may show a second genera
tion of diagenetic overgrowths after sediment stabilisation
and burial.

INTRODUCTION

The Ludlow Bone Bed forms an historically important geological
horizon (Griffiths 1973), once considered to represent the
Silurian/Devonian boundary (Stamp 1923). At present it
marks the junctions of the Ludlow and Downto~n (Pridoli)
series (Upper Silurian) and the junctions of the Whitcliff
and Temeside stages (Holland et al 1963; Allen 1974).

Although the Ludlow Bone Bed is described as two dis
tinct layers (Elles & Slater 1905) found within the marked
roadside cleft at LUdlow, detailed work by one of us (DDJA,
unpUblished) has revealed the presence of 8 separate bone
beds and shown the cleft to be diachronous. Within its main
outcrop the bone bed may be described at Aston Munslow,
Corfton, Deepwood, Brockton, Ludford, Netherton, Orleton,

D. D. J. Antia, Department of Geology, Glasgow University,
Glasgow, UK

** J. II. McD. Whitaker, Department of Geology, Leicester
University, Leicester, UK
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Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

'Shipton and Willey, asa thin (0.1 - 13 em thick) rippled
discontinuous unimodal sand (mean grain size approx. 0.25
mm) with a gingerbread appearance, comprised largely of
the1odont scales (up to 1000 scales per cm 2 bedding plane
surface area) and acanthodian fragments; with secondary
phosphatic brachiopod fragments, small phosphatic concretions,
pachythecids, eurypterids, ceratiocarids, conodonts and
quartz grains. Nonphosphatised brachipods (chiefly
Protochonetes ludloviensis, Howellella elegans, Craniops
implicata, Salopina lunata, Lingula sp. nov., and Micro
sphaeridiorhynchia nucula, ostracods (chiefly Nodibegrlchl.
verrucosa, Frostiella groenvalliana*, Londinia arisalgenes1s·
Cytherellina siliqua, Kummerowia* sp., Jefina* sp., Cavellln.
sp., Poniklacella sp., and Thilipsura* sp), bivalves
(chiefly Modiolopsis complanata*, Pteronitella retroflexa,
and Fuchsella amygdalina), gastropods (chiefly Loxonema
gregaria*, L. obsoleta, Umbospira (Platyschisma) helicites·
Platyschisma williamsi*, and Cymbularia carinata*),
and cephalopods (chiefly Leurocycloceras whitcllffense)
accumulate as ripple hollow infi11 above and below the bone
bed layers. Asterizedspecies are only found above the
basal bone bed horizon. In places (Brockton SO 578938,
Shipton 563917, and Ludford 512742) the bone bed can clearly
be seen to form an integral part of f1aser-bedded strata,
thus implying an intertidal origin for the bone bed as
suggested by Allen (1974), and implied by Antia (1977),
instead of a subtidal origin as a shallow marine shelf
sediment (Hain 1969; Reif 1976; personal communication
1976) or a storm generated sheet (Watkins, in press).

Studies have concentrated on the the1odonts (DDJA
using gold coated (75 nm thickness for· sediment, 50 nm
thickness for clasts) specimens on a Cambridge 600 SEM)
and quartz grains (JHMcDW using aluminium coated (25 nm
thickness) specimens on an lSI 60 SEM), although other
clasts have been examined.

The quartz grains,the1odonts, phosphatic nodules and
acanthodian debris examined were extracted (by DDJA) by
acid treatment, using the techniques outlined by Turner
(1973) from Ludford Lane (SO 512742) and Aston Muns10w
(SO 512865). Sediment samples consisted of untreated rock
chips.

NON-CALCAREOUS CLASTS FROM THE BONE BED
The basal the1odont layer at Ludford consists largely of
the1odonts (ca. 90%). Within the bone bed facies (Facies A 
Allen 1974), for example (1) the bone bed horizon 6 at Lud
ford (512742) is dominated by phosphatized Gomphonchus
spp. spine fragments; (2) Thelodus parvidens forms the
dominant c1as~ in the lower bone beds, but is replaced in
the higher bone beds by Logania ludlowiensis as the
dominant clast, (3) the bone bed contains varying amounts
of debris acanthodian and phosphorite ego 50% at Deepwood
(Holland et al 1963); and Corfton lane (SO 497852), Ludtord
Lane 20% Aston Muns10w (SO 512865), 1% Corfton - Sun Inn
(SO 496851), (4) the density of quartz grains is also
variable (expressed as number per gram of sediment)
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Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

(a) 12 at Ludford, (b), O,at Deepwood), (c) 0.4 at Aston
Munslow.

(1) Thelodonts
Two specimens dominate the thelodont fauna (1) Thelodus
parvidens (70 - 95%) and Logania ludlowiensis (5 - 30%).
They occur chiefly as unabraded scales (Figs 1, a-e and
3d) though some scales show attrition marks, borings and
some degree of abrasion (Figs If, g, k and 3a). The
borings appear to be similar to recent intertidal algal
borings found in carbonate clasts at Sales Point, Bradwell,
Essex (See Antia 1977 for location) (Figs lh, i; 3c).
Many of the clasts are imbricated and randomly orientated.
(2) Acanthodian fragments
These occur as broken, worn, often recrystallised fragments
of ~9J~~R~S pustiliferous and other fishes (Fig 2, m-o).

S..I.... ...
(3) Conodont fragments
An extensive low diversity conodont fauna has been recorded
from the Ludlow bone bed (Aldridge 1975). However, this
study has only recorded worn fragments of Ozarkodina
confluens and Distomoda dubius from the bone bed at Aston
Munslow (identified by Alridge 1977, personal communication).
(4) Brachiopod fragments
Occur as worn fragments of Orbiculoidea rugata Fig 1m, n)
(no other forms have been recorded) as about 1% of the bone
bed by volume at Aston Munslow.
(5) Phosphorite deposits
Phosphorite nodules occur as the internal moulds and casts
of Loxonema gregaria, Cymbularia carinata and Orthoceras
sp. (Fig 10, p). Some'contain algal borings (Fig Is) and
consist of replaced authigenic clays containing angular
quartz grains (Fig It) while others are comprised of faecal
pellets (Fig lq, r).
(6) Eurypterid fragments

Eurypterid debris forms a minor part of the deposits and
is made up largely of Pterygotus spp. (Fig lU).
(7) Quartz grains

Quartz grains form a minor component of the bone beds, and
range from euhedral bipyramidal (ca. 15%) to spherical
rounded grains (ca. 5%) (Fig 2a-d). The euhedral grains
occur as hexagonal bipyramidal forms either with sharp or
worn edges (Figs 2e-h) often with later diagenetic over
growths (Fig 2i-l). Many of the subrounded grains show
euhedral faces (Figs 2b, i, u and 3e). The grains may be
pitted or polished (Fig 3e) and are often covered by sili
ceous filaments (Figs 2u and 3e, f). These filaments are
of late stage origin since they transgress across pitted
and fractured surfaces (Fig 2q-r). They often display triple
junctions, with junction angles approximating to 120 0

(Fig It, w) and may possibly represent silicified fungal
hyphae cf. Edwards & Perkins (1974). Some of the quartz
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Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

Figure 1 Number in parenthesis = Scale Bar length.
Unabraded the10dont scales. (a) Thelodus
parvidens (100 ~ ), (b) Thelodus parvidens 
dorsal view (100 ~), (c) Logania ludlowiensis 
upper body scale (100 ~m), (d) Logania ludlow
iensis - lower body scale (20 ~), (e) detail of
latter (100 ~m). Worn the10donts (f) Rounded
worn bored the10dont (T. parvidens - note boring
density on the spongy cusp of the denticle the
crown of this denticle (not shown) has almost no
borings (200 ~m), (g) Detail of a boring with a
raised cusp .in its centre indicating uneven
dissolution of the the10dont during its formation
(20 ~m), (h & i) Recent algal dissolution pits
in a carbonate grain from the low intertidal
(rippled mud facies) of Sales Point, Bradwell,
Essex - note the presence of algal filaments 
see also Plate 3c (15 ~m), (j) Attrition marks
on a Logania ludlowiensis denticle (10 ~m), (k)
Well rounded, worn, bored, the10dont
(T. parvidens) in sediment - note close packed
nature of the clasts and that the the10dont has
been worn after as well as before it was bored
(100 ~), (1) Bedding plane surface of the bone
bed - note imbricated nature of the clasts
(200 ~m), (m) Shell fragment of Orbiculoidea
rugata (200 ~m), (n) Detail of the ornamented
surface (20 ~m), (0) Internal case of ?Cymbularia
carinata (200 ~), (p) Internal cast of ?Loxonema
gregaria (200 ~m), (q) Internal cast of
?Orthoceras semipartitum made largely of faecal
pellets (200 ~m), (r) Detail of faece1 pellets
(40 ~m), (s) ?A1ga1 borings on the surface of
L. gregaria cast (10 ~m), (t) Internal structure
of an internal cast of L. gregaria - note quartz
grains (2) and replaced clays (1) (20 ~m),

(u) Surface of a Pterygotus sp. fragment (50 ~m),

(v) Kaolinite grain on the surface of a bored
the10dont (20 ~m), (w) Worn mica grain (20 ~m),

(x) Diagenetic quartz in Upper Whitc1iffe
sediment (20 ~m).

grains contain small pits with raised rims (Figs 2u and 3e,
j,k). These are probably pressure solution cavities formed
at the junction of two grains of different chemical compo
sitions. Some of the quartz shards (Fig 3f) may be derived
from bentonites. On some of the quartz grains 'spheru1ite'
and doughnut-like structures are present (Fig 2x, y).

Thus the quartzes show the following diagenetic
and depositonal phases/forms:

a) Original unaltered (probably a) quartzes occurring as
well-rounded grains and angular shards (Figs 2a and
3f)

b) Secondary euhedra1 (a ) quartzes formed as overgrowths
nucleated around the initial quartz (Fig 2d, 1). These
overgrowths were probably formed in a clay rich
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Figure '2

Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

Number in parenthesis = Scale Bar length.
Quartz grains. (a) Well rounded quartz grain
(100 ~m). (b) Worn quartz grain with some
euhedral faces {100 vm), (c) Euhedral bipyramid
(100 ~m), (d) Euhedral quartz grain with unworn
edges (100 ~m), (e. h) Rounded to 'sharp grain
edges for grains (a-d) (20 ~m), (i) Rounded
euhedral quartz grain with seconda~y unworn
euhedral overgrowths (100 ~m), (j) Detail of
overgrowths (50 ~m), (k) Detail of euhedral
overgrowths on an unworn quartz grain (20 ~m)

(1) the unworn grain (100 ~m), (m) Detail of
recrystalised.surface of an acanthodian fr~gme~t.

(20 ~m), (n) The acanthodian fragment showing
post prefossilisation wear and post sediment
stabilisation recrystalisation (100 ~m),

(0) Part of an Onchus muchisoni spine
(Acanthodian) (100 ~m), (p) Siliceous ?fungal
filament on the pitted surface of quartz grain .
(20 ~m), (q) Detail of the filament (4 ~m),

(r) Detail of a filament on the fractured surface
of a quartz grain (Plate 3f) (20 ~m), (s) A
feldspar grain (25 ~m), (t) Detail of fi1amen~s

on the surface of a quartz grain (25 ~m), (u)
The worn euhedra1 quartz grain covered in
filaments .(50 ~m), (v) Detail of the cleavage on
the feldspar grain (~) (10 ~m), (w) Detail of a
filament triple junction (2 ~m), (x) Quartz
spherulites and rosettes on tbe surface of a
quartz grain (2 ~m), (y) Quartz.'dougbnuts' on '
the surface. of 'a quartz grain (2 ~m), (z) ; .
The10dont denticle (t) in calcite cement· (c)
(30 ~m)., . .' . . '..' .' "

. ,. .... . ". , '

carbonate sediment; since Al-Sheiklj (personal
co~unication 1977) has phown that the lower the cl~y
content ot a carbonate sediment the larger the '.~
h~xago~al'prism faces ~f-the (diagenetic) bipyramidal.
euhedral overgrowths." . : . " ". .' , '. .

.,' \" . ,. .' ,
,c) Exflwn¢d.. rol,le~ qu~rtzes - 'vl1rying def;fe~~ ()f. atiras~ion~ "

(E;igs.2a-c, i,,, u and.,3e), " ." :,' ..':',. ~'" ,.:.', \.~
d) Stabi1isation:of the gra~n in the'~etlim~nt was lo~lo~ed

. by ,subsequent fungal 'Overgrowths. Late~ mqvement'of I

. si~ica .f~om:the porewaters 'replaced' the'fung~l '~al1s

(Figs 2p~r, t, u, w) and provided tpin silica-sheet ...
. overgrowths:on some gr~ins ,(Fig.31) to give a ,polished
,appearance. . ".',:. :' ',.' '. . ','

e).' L'~£e phase diag~rietiC.· pr.e~ ipit~~ iO'~ ~f secondary" '.. ,', ..
. . quartz ov~rgrowths on'the primary ·ov~rgrowths (Fig 2i~1).

. . The Ludlow bone b~d is'~ot uniq~e i~ containing
~uhedral quartz. overgrowths since they have also'b~en ..
recorded 'in the Rhaetic Bone'Bed (Sylv~ster~Bradley&.ford7
1968),' and ·tpe Kiddville bone bed:of KentuckY '(FoErsete .
1906: ,Wells 1944, p '285).· .' . ' , .: , ,,'

-;A~1.-~,
',.. . .. ,;;. .
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Figure 3

Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

NB. The individual picture of stereopairs on
this page have been interposed to save space.
Number in parenthesis = Scale Bar length.
(a) Junction of a rounded bored thelodont
(P. parvidens) with a worn quartz grain. Note
pitting on the quartz grain and the clay rim
around the thelodont - stereopair (40 pm),
(b) Well cleaved calcite cement - stereopair
(10 pm), (c) Algal dissolution hollows (b~rings)
on a recent carbonate grain from Sales P01nt,
England - note morphological similarity to the
thelodont borings - stereopair (50 ~m),
(d) Logania ludlowiensis scale - variant - note
almost unworn condition of the scale - stereo
pair (100 ~m), (e) Quartz euhedra showing worn
edges, quartz plastering (1), pressure solution
pits and filaments - stereopair (100 ~m),
(f) Quartz shard cut by filaments (Detail
Plate 2r) - stereopair (200 m), (g-i) pachy
theca sp~erica - a round spherical algae (up to
6 mm in ~iameter) comprised of an inner layer of
tubes radiating from a centre (the external
surface expression of the tube illustrated in
(g) (20 ~m). The internal mass of tubes is
covered by a thin outer layer (h (100 ~m)
shows the junction of the two layers) which
contains small tubes with an annular structure,
(i) (10 ~m) Pressure solution pits bordered
with a clay rim are shown in j and k (50 ~m/
40 ~m), (k) A quartz plastered edge is shown in
1 (50 ~m).

Feldspar grains derived from ?bentonites occur rarely
(1 grain recorded) in the Ludlow Bone Bed at Ludford Lane
(Figs 2s, v).

(9) Sediment
Below the bone bed diagenetic calcite and quartz comprise
much of the sediment (Fig Ix). In the bone bed carbonate
(Figs 2z and 3b) and kaolinite grains (Figs Iv) dominate
the matrix with accessory muscovite grains (Fig lw).

DISCUSSION
The Ludlow Bone Bed is an unusual, but by no means unique,
accumulation of fish debris (cf. Reif 1976). It was formed
as a littoral lag concentrate on or about the low watermark
in a chenier environment (Antia 1977 - in preparation).
Although a discussion of the environmental location of the
bone bed is not the purpose of this paper, the source of the
fish debris deserves some mention. Many theories for the
origin of this debris have been proposed and are summarised
by Griffiths (1973). In general theories range from the
suggestion of mass mortality to condensation. In contrast
to these theories we would like to propose the following
schematic model for the clast source and intertidal formation
of the Ludlow Bone Bed with the schematic environments
illustrated in Fig 4.
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WHITCLIFFE

Figure 4
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Detailed schematic environmental model (approx.
1 km wide) based on the type Whitcliffe and
Ludlow/Downtonian boundary sections at Whitclifte

,(507742) and Ludford Lane (512742) for the
environments present during the Late Whitcliffe 
Early Downtonian in the Ludlow Region. Arrows
indicate directions of sediment movement.
L.T.M. = Low Water Mark. T.R. = Tidal Range.
1) Subtidal shallow channels «1m wide x
<30 cm deep) with some concentrated shell debris
at base (507742).
2) Migrating subtidal shell mega ripples
(amplitude approx 4 - 15 cm wavelength 3 - 10 m)
madesof worn brachiopod shells Protochonete. sp.
MlcrqphaerldlorhynchVJ sp. and Saloplna sp.)
containing an extant fauna of podocopid ostracoda
and bryozoans (507742). Some of these mega
ripples have cut across and infilled the subtidal
channels (506743).
3) Small subtidal patches (often rippled) of
Thelodont-rich clays or shelly silts formed by
a winnowing effect by the currents on the
excavated material from the channels (51286~).
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Figure 4
(Contd)

Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

4) Intertidal bone bed (Thelodont sand) often
forming an integral part of flaser-bedded strata
and commonly overlying rippled shell patches and
Chondrites rich ~uds.

5) Intertidal rippled mudflats (markedly flaser
bedded) often containing small thelodont sand
patches infilling burrows or forming part of
flaser-bedded strata. The in situ fauna on these
mudflats included endobyssate colonies of
Modiolopsis sp. and shallow burrowing brachipods
(Lingula min{maJ.
6) Mud moun." topography (512742, 512865),
intertidal, formed by the temporary re-excavation
of the lower rippled mudflats (5). Individual
channels can be traced in excess of 10 m
(512742). The extant fauna of these channels
included umbospira sp. and Frostiella sp.
7) Perched trough cross bedded sand sheets
(?chenier sands) which sometimes bury the under
lying channels of the mud-mounted topography
(512742). They contain no extant fauna - and
may be supratidal in nature.
8) ?High intertidal - supratidal marsh sediments
consisting of fine grained parallel laminated
silts, rich in plant debris/fragments, the algae
pachgtheca Fig 3g-i) and rare disarticulated
ostracods (512742).

1) Subtidal setting - carbonate-clay-silt substrate with
a burrowing soft bodied fauna and calcareous epifauna.
(a) Fish die (with normal natality and mortality rates

operative) and lie on substrate surface. Either
normal decomposition of the soft parts occurs
phosphat ising the derma~ scales on the fish
(Burnett 1974) or anaerobic burial of the fish
occurs with SUbsequent phosphatisation (Burnett
1974).

(b) Since complete thelodont fishes have not been
recorded in the Whitcliffe near Ludlow, even
though their scales are abundant (>0-50 per m2 ),
it is ~likely that the scales were disarticulated
prior to burial. In modern Peruvian subtidal
sediments both phosphate and silica precipitate
out at about 15 cm depth in the substrate (Burnett
1974). It is also possible that similar chemical
processes were operative in the subtidal Whitcliffe
sediments. If they were, then it is envisaged
that the euhedral quartz overgrowths formed at
this stage in addition to unphosphatised scales
becoming phosphatised and phosphatic concretions
forming internally in gastropod ~nd cephalophod shells.

(c) Local chanelling and bioturbation within the
Whitcliffe may have excavated the quartz grains
and phosphatic debris, prior to their washing
onshore by local currents and wave action. Both
channels and bioturbation are common in the
Whitcliffe ego Aston Munslow (511876 & 512865),
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Figure 5

Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

a) Rounded quartz grain from the Ludlow Bone Bed
Ludford Lane, showing a cryptocrystalline silica
plastering which covers both the edges and surfaces
of the grain and post dates the development of the
tabular plates on the grain. Scale Bar = 75 ~m

b) Tabular plates on a quartz grain surfaces
(L.BB. Ludford Lane). Note 1) the two preferred
orientations of plate edge formation, 2) that the
plates form parallel to the crystal surfaces,
3) some of the plate edges are fractured possibly
indicating abrasive effects on the plate. Scale
Bar = 3 ~m.

c) Large well-formed tabular plates on a quartz
grain surface (L.BB., Corfton Lane) form parallel
to the crystal surface. Scale Bar = 40 ~m

(Stereopair)
d) Detail of plates figures in Fig 5c.
Scale Bar = 10 ~m

e) Rounded edge of a quartz grain (L.BB., Corfton
Lane) note the distribution of the tabular 'micro'
plates. Scale Bar = 10 ~m

Bourton (595964), Brockton (577939), Ca11aughton
(617975), Hi11pike (438760), Ludford (512742),
Ludlow (504745 & 491743), Medley (477833), Muns10w
(522875) and Mortimer Forest (495719 & 496727).

2) Littoral environments - F1aser-bedded muds and silts
forming rippled mUdflats containing a high density
low diversity fauna of ostracods, modio1opsids,
1ingu1ids and umbospirids.

(a) Bone bed debris concentrated and swept into
pockets by tide and current. The white phosphatic
debris (the1odont scales) was colonized by boring
algae (the black phosphatic debris (Gomphonchus
sp. and Brachiopod shells) was not bored,
probably because they contained no collagen
(Reif 1977, personal communication) when the

, the1odonts were colonized. A high energy origin
for the bone bed is indicated since coprolites
(an essential attribute of a low energy bone bed'
(Reif 1977, personal communication) are rare or
absent. Supposed coprolites from the LUdlow bone
bed in the Aep1er collection (TUbingen University),
when viewed in thin section can be shown to be
carbonised limonite mUdpe11ets rich in angular
quartz grains and articulate brachiopod shell
fragments.

(b) Period of silt/mud deposition - caused by
increased sediment load in the estuary? - possibly
seasonal in origin.

(c) Repetition of process to produce next bone bed
layer, or continuation of mudflat facies
depending on stage in the regression cycle.
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Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

Figure 6 a) Crescentic chip mark (L.BB. Corfton Lane).
Scale Bar = 40 vm
b) Tabular plates (L.BB. Aston Muns10w - grain
illustrated Fig 3e) which have been modified
percolating pore waters and contain quartz
spherulites. Scale Bar = 2 vm
c) Crescentic chip marks (L.BB. Corfton Lane).
Scale Bar = 40 vm
d) Surface of a quartz grain showing a fracture
(L.BB. Corfton Lane). Scale Bar = 40 Vm
e) Detail of fracture; note the tabular micro
plates on the fracture surface. Scale Bar = 10vm
f) Crescentic chip mark (L.BB. Corfton Lane)
Scale Bar = 40 vm
g) Detail of chip mark (Fig 6f) showing micro
plates in the chip. Scale 1 em = 20 vm
h) Fracture in a quartz grain produced by
mechanical crushing (L.BB. Ludford Lane).
Scale Bar = 100 ~m

i) Detail of the fracture. Scale Bar = 10 vm
j) Detail of a quartz grain surface showing the
relationship of the quartz plates to grain
rounding. (L.BB. Corfton Lane). Note the
filament with a triple junction. Scale Bar
10 vm (Stereopair)
k) Chip mark on a smooth crystal surface
(L.BB. Corfton Lane). Scale Bar = 10 vm.
(Stereopair)
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Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

QUESTIONS
Q: P. Bull, Swansea University

How can you tell that some of the rounding of the
euhedral crystal edges is not due to a cryptocrystal
line silica plastering?

Q: D. H. Krinsley, Arizona State University
One can determine if the edges of quartz grains have
been abraded by recognising plates on these edges.
Plasting of silica should cover edges and surfaces.

A: D. D. J. Antia .
Although Dr. Krinsley's statement answers Dr. Bull's
question, it would perhaps be best to clarify the
answer with a series of illustrated examples and
comments:
On the recognition of abrasive rounding versus rounding
by cryptocrystalline silica plastering in quartz grains.

If a quartz grain edge is rounded because it has
been plastered by. cryptocrystalline silica then its
surface will appear to be very smooth (Fig 31, Fig 5a)
much smoother than on an unplastered crystal (grain)
edge (Fig 2e-h, Fig 5e). Plastering by crypto
crystalline silica may be confined to only the edges
of the grain (Fig 3e, 1) or cover both grain edges and
surfaces (Fig 5a). In the bone bed plastering occurs
as a post depositional, early diagenetic stage, post
dating the formation of tabular plates onthe grains
(Fig 5a).

However, if a grain has suffered abrasive rounding
then three features will usually be present on the grains
surfaces.

1) Tabular plates over the grains surface
2) Crescentic abrasive chip marks
3) Rounded (but not smooth) edges and fracture

marks
Tabular plates on quartz grains in the Ludlow Bone Bed
are orientated parallel to the crystal (grain) surfaces
(Fig 5b, c, d) and are of varying sizes ranging from
3 - 40 wm in length (Fig 5b, c, d).

Crescentic chip marks occur on the quartz grains
(Fig 6a, c, f, g, k) on either smooth crystal faces
(Fig 6k) or on 'smooth' surfaces covered by small
tabular plates (~5 ~m) - Fig 6a, c, f, g, Many of these
chip marks also contain a lining of tabular plates
(Fig 6f, g) perhaps indicating that the grains had
been abraded post chipping?

The grain edges of abrasively rounded grains tend
to be smoot~ surfaces, made irregular, by the presence
of tabular plates on their edges (Fig 5e, Fig 6j).
Similar features are noticed on fractured quartz grains
(Fig 6d, e) where the development of plates has given
the fracture edges a rounded appearance (Fig 6e). This
rounded appearance contrasts sharply with the
angularity of fresh fractures produced by the mechanical
crushing of samples (Fig 6h, 1).
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Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

Since plates are not present on grains which have
only suffered mechanical abrasion (Fig 6h, i) it seems
likely that their origin may be related to syn
depositional differential dissolution of the quartz
grain surfaces, and/or early post depositional
dissolution in the porewaters predating the deposition
of cryptocrystalline silica on the grains (Fig Sa).
Similar interpretations of the tabular plates on
quartz grains have been made by Weaver & Beck (1977.
Sedimentary Geology, 17, pp 1-234; cf. pp 161-162)

However, some of the tabular plates on grains
plastered with cryptocrystalline silica show evidence
for solution rounding of the plates (Fig 6b). These
plates may have acted as crystalline growth nuclei
for the many quartz rosettes present on their surfaces
(Fig 6b).

It is therefore suggested that the tabular plates
. arise as a result of syndepositional chemical solution
processes which may modify pre-existing mechanical
abrasion features such as chip marks and fractures.
The presence of plates on a quartz grain aids the
abrasive mechanical weathering processes, since it
may require less energy to remove a small 'cleavage
like' plate from a grain than to chip or fracture it.
Such tabular plates, once formed may be modified by
pore solutions after sediment stabilisation, and act
as nuclei for later diagenetic crystal growths .
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PHOSPHATE PEBBLES: A KEY TO TEE BECOGNITION OF A

SUl3MARINE DISCONTINUITY AT TEE LUDLOVIAN-DOWTONIAN

. BOUNDARY (UPPER SILtJRIAN) IN' TEE VlEtSH BORDERLANDS

"

D. D. J. ANTIA

Abstract

14

A thin phosphorite rich bone-bed (The Ludlow Bone-Bed) in the Lower

Downtonian (Upper Silurian) of the Welsh Borderlands appears to mark a ~llb-
.. ,

marine discontinuity of considerable regional extent. This bed, characterised

by fish scales, phosphatic pebbles and steinkerns, occurs in outcrop for about

100 lan, over an area of 5,000 sq. lan, and has been found to mark the junction

between two major biotopes. Although no erosion surface is associated with

the bed, an erosion event is indicated by the presence of reworked diagenetic'

structures within it.

Prior to erosion, phosphorite (carbonate apatite) concretions formed as

a diagenetic cement in buried near-surface soft muds. These sediments were

subjected to erosion resulting in exhumation and subsequent concentration into

a lag deposit.

Introduction

Most previous workers (e.g. Palmer &FUrsich, 1974; FUrsich, 1979),

interpreting features associated with submarine discontinuities, have tended to

deal with erosional events marked by clear-cut erosion surfaces. Such surfaces

are distinct and take a variety of forms including cOJ."rosion crusts, hard

grounds and breaks marked by mineral crusts. However, other studies (e.g.

Lutze, 1967; Voigt, 1968; Kennedy &Klinger, 1972; . Baird &FUrsich, 1975;

Baird, 1976, 1978; Cherns, 1977; Kennedy et al., 1977; Brown &Farrow, 1978)

have shown that ,some submarine discontinuities lack a clear-cut erosion surface

and frequently contain phosphate or carbonate nodules on their surfaces,. Such

deposits are 'called hiatus concretions (Voigt, 1968). Hiatus concretions are
, .
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commonly found as either concretions which were finally buried in sediments

differing greatly from those in which they were formed (e.g. The Florida and

West Ai'rican phosphorites -- Baturin, 1970; Birch, 1971b; Burnett &Gomberg,

1977) or as concretions which were buried in sediments similar or identical to

those in which they were formed (e.g. the British Lower Leintwardine Beds

concretions -- Chems, 1977). Such concretions usually record colonisation by

boring and burrowing during early soft and firm ground stages (FUrsich, 1979) •
•

Some m~ contain evidence for several phases of concretion growth (e.g. Dietz

et al., 1942; Kennedy &Garrison, 1975; Chems, 1977). Once formed, a hiatus

.concretion deposit m~ rest on the sediment surface for a few years or a few

millions of years (xolodny & Kaplan, 1970; Burnett, 1974; Burnett.& Gomberg,

1977).

This paper will describe structures associated with a regional discontinuity

that lacks a clear cut erosion surface. The stratum in question is a thin bone-

bed, which grades laterally into a phosphorite and has been termed the Ludlow

Bone-Bed. It marks an abrupt regional change in faunal sequence (Elles &

Slater, 1906; Holland et al., 1963) and sedimentary facies (e.g. Lawson,. 1953,

1954; Walmsley, 1959; Squirrell &Tucker, 1960; . Phipps &Reeve, 1964;

Greig et al., 1969; Cave &White, 1972, 1978; Allen, 1974; Antia, 1979a).

In most localities no erosion surface is visible and this bone-bed can easily.
be mistaken for part of a continuous sedimentary sequence. However, it is

suggested here that this bone-bed marks the position of a true discontinuity

whose. formation is related to a change in the chemical composition of the

Silurian sea.

Geological Setting

Exposures of The Ludlow Bone-Bed, although intermittent, have been ob

served in past years over an area of about 5,000 sq. km (Fig. 1) extending from

Birmingham and Much Wenlock in the North, through Ludlow, to Usk, May Hill,

Cardiff and T,ites Point in the South (see Phillips, 1842; Murchison, 1859;

Stamp, 1924; Lawson, 1954; Walmsley, 1959; Cave &White, 1972; White &
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Map showing location of bone-bed outcrops mentionod in the text,

palaeoourranta after :Bailey & TIees (1973~,' and regions of Precambrian

rook on ,tho oeo. floor aftor \o1illo (1976, 1977). Loonlitioo aro 
I

" Hilley (SO 673991); 2, :Brookton (SO 57(939); 3, ,Shipton ('0 5639'16)

4, Aston Kunolow (SO 512865); 5, Cor ton (so 97353); 6, Corftc Sun I.

(SO 496052), 7, Downton (SO 435741); 6; De p'vlood (~O 459740); 9, Lu'low

(so 512742); 10, Ashley Moor (SO 471673); 1" KinS~G. (s 0 Eanks, 1856);

12, Long Nountain '( SJ 331307); '3, Lyo (SO 920845); 1 , J.Totl erton ( a 3<::"'7 A
) •.IV Lt •

'5, Prioro Frome (so 577391); 16, Parton (SO 644330); '7, Gorolcy a 677 257);

18, Rushall (so 640348); '9, Longhope (so 691191); 20, Tites Poilt (so ~DJO Q

21, Erookend :Borehole (SO 687023); 22, Uak (SO 355957); 23 Rhymney (oco

Strahan & Cantrill ,9,2, p6).
"
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Coppack,1978; Antia &Whitaker,. 1979). The postulated discontinuity occurs

at the contact of the Upper Whitcliffe Beds (top tudlovian) and the overlying

Downton Castle Formation (basal Downtonian). This contact marks the base of

the Ludlow Bone-Bed (Holland et al., 1963; Allen, 1974; Antia, 1979a).

The uppermost Upper Whitcliffe Beds are characterised by shelly calcareous

lenticular bedded siltstones (Antia, 1979a) and the overlying Downton Castle

Formation by limonitised lenticular bedded, channelled'and mudcracked sand

stones and siltstones (Allen, 1974; Antia, 1979a). These two units are

distinguished on the marked faunal and sedimentological changes that occur at

their junction (Elles &Slater, 1906; Holland et al., 1963; All\n, 1974),

which are indicated in Tables 1 to 5 and Figs. 2 and ,.

The Ludlow Bone-Bed is marked by a thin (1 to 150 mm thick) black clay,

silty shale, micrite, sparite or quartz sand, which is rich in fish scales,

phosphatic nodules and fossil shells. Despite its thinness, the bed is

remarkably persistent when traced laterally. Although some recent studies have

suggested that the Ludlow Bone-Bed in the Ludlow district might not mark a

disconformity (e.g. Antia, 1979a; Antia & Whitaker, 1979), other studies

(e.g. Stamp, 1924; Allen &Dineley, 1976) suggest that the magnitude of the

hiatus marked by the bone-bed may increase towards the south.

Local Palaeogeographic setting

The Ludlow Bone-Bed is found in four different sedimentary facies or

environmental situations in the Welsh Borderlands.

1. In calcareous siltstones representing a shallow marine environment con

taining a Downtonian fauna and thin bone-beds, e.g. Loc. 12, Fig. 1,

Wallop Hall, Longmountain, G.R. S.J. 331 307 (Palmer, 1971, p.150).

2. As lithobonebeds marking the junction between intertidal and subtidal

facies, e.g. Localities 1-10, Fig. 1, (cf. Elles &Slater, 1906;

Robertson, 1927; Allen, 1974; Antia &Whitaker, 1979; Antia, 1979a etc.)

3. As pelbonebeds and phosphorites in black clays probably deposited in a

subtidal environment, e.g. Loc. 14-21, Fig. 1 (cf. Phillips, 1848;
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Gardiner, 1927; Lawson, 1954, 1955; Squirrell &Tucker, 1960; Cave &

~te, 1971, 1978; Antia, 1979b).

4. As quartz-rich bone-beds probably deposited in a subtidal environment,

e.g. Loo. 13, 22, 23, Fig. 1 (cf. Sellas, 1879; King &Lewis, 1912;

Walmsley, 1958; Antia, 1979b).

It has been suggested (e.g. Tucker, 1960; Bailey &Rees, 1973; Wilis,

1975, 1977) by the close of the Silurian that locally the Precambrian base-
•

ment was exposed to the surface. These basement regions, indicated on Fig. 1,

m~ have represented subtidal positive regions or regions of land during the

uppermost Silurian (cf. Bailey &Rees, 1973).

It is interesting to note that Siefton (near Corfton see Fig. 1) was

an area of intertidal sedimentation at the end of the ~tcliffian (Antia,

1979c), while at the same time Ludlow was a region of subtidal sedimentation

(Allen, 1962, 1974).· The later arrival of the intertidal facies at Ludlow

(cf. Antia & ~taker, 1979) m~ indicate that the Precambrian basement in

the Church Stretton region which is bounded to the north by the Hodnet fault

and to the south by the Church Stretton fault zone m~ have formed part of an

emerging positive area during the late Whitcliffian and m~ even have formed

a land region by the uppermost ~tcliffian. The relative position of the

shore line (depioted by the intertidal subtidal boundary) of this land mass is

indicated in Fig. 1 at three different times around the Ludlow - Downton

series boundary (1) 1.5 metres below the boundar,y (data after Antia, 1979c),

(2) at the boundar,y (after Allen, 1979; Antia &Whitaker, 1979; Antia, 1979a)

and (3) 2-3 metres above the boundar,y (after Palmer, 1971). Each of these

shorelines are based on points in Ludlovian - Downtonian transition sections

around the Church Stretton Precambrian region, in which the position of the

facies change from intertidal to subtidal environments is lmown relative to

the series boundar,y.

Simi~arly, near Birmingham the effects of another rising fault-bounded

Precambrian ~ass, termed here the Birmingham positive area, can be seen. At

Lye, the junction between Whitcliffian subtidal and Downtonian intertidal
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sedimentary facies is marked by a quartz sand oontaining fish remains and an
erosive base (Plate 1C). This sand facies was probably deposited as a lag

oonoentrate in either an intertidal or a subtidal environment. Its appearanoe

at Netherton (King &Lewis, 1912; Antia, 1979b) above the black phosphatio

ol~s whioh were probably deposited in a subtidal environment, m~ herald 'a
,

slightly later arrival here of shallower marine or intertidal oonditions than

that at Lye.

The great differenoes in sedimentation rates over the Welsh Borderlands

(of. Holland and Lawson, 1963) make any oorrelation of shore lines arouqd

differing land masses above and below the Ludlow - Downton boundary impractical.

In the Perton to Brookend region the Ludlow Bone-Bed is marked by a ol~

enriohed in phosphatio nodules and f'ish debris or a phosphorite. This bone-

bed facies is oommonly overlain by lentioular bedded non-oaloareous limonite

rioh sil~stones and mudstones (Facies B of Allen, 1974), e.g. Perton, Rushall,

and Longhope, oontaining Frostiella sroenvalliana and podooopid ostraoods.

However, in the Brookend borehole it is overlain by a laminated, microf'aulted

sandstone (Facies D, Allen, 1974). In all these seotions the underlying

Whitoliffian sediments were probably deposited in a subtidal environment and

oontain a large number of bone-beds (Squirrell, 1958; Squirrell & Tucker,

1960; Tuoker, 1960; Cave and White, 1971, 1978).

Since the ol~ey bone-bed deposition and phosphorite formation probably

ooourred subtidally (of. Baturin, 1969; Burnett, 1977; Antia, 1979a, c),

and quite slowly (of. Biroh, 1979 etc.), it is possible that the period of

intertidal sediment deposition at the bone-bed looalities noted in this region

on Fig. 1, arrived sometime after it had reached the Ludlow region. The

general uplift in the region was probably initiated around the f'ault bounded

Malvern Preoambrian area. This Precambrian area may have also formed a rising

positive region during the late Whitoliffian and early Downtonian.

In the Usk region deposition of' a quartz-rioh bone-bed was followed by

the deposition of non-oaloareous lentioular bedded siltstones and mudstones

oontaining a Whitoliffian type brachiopod fauna (Walmsley, 1959). It is also
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interesting to note that near Llandeilo the Downtonian (Siveter, 1974; oral

com. 1979) Tilestones and Cennen Beds contain a ~tcliffian type brachiopod

fauna (Squirrell.~d ~te, 1978). However, in this region the Ludlow 

Downton Series boundary is marked by an unconformity (cf. Potter & Price, 1965;

Squirrell and White, 1978). In the basinal regions of the Knighton - Clun

Forest district,no exposures of this boundary or the Ludlow Bone-Bed were

observed by Stamp (1918), Earp (1938, 1940) or Holland' (1958) •
•

The graduaJ. emergence during the late Ludlovian and early Downtonian

of a number of fault bounded I land I regions in the Welsh Borderlands and Wales

m8\Y be linked to both the closing of the Iapetus Ocean (cf. McKerrow & Ziegler,
~,. ~

1972; Phillips et al., 1976) and the closure of the East Midlands aulacogen

(Evans, 1979). It is interesting to note that British Rhaetian Bone-Bed

deposition is also closely associated with contemporary islands (Richardson,

1904; Wickes, 1908) and that similar relationships have been postulated for

West German Rhaetic Bone-Beds (Aepler, 1974). British Jurassic Bone-Beds
..

(HUdson, 1966) and the Wealden Bone-Beds (Allen, 1975; Antia, 1979a).

Evidence of a discontinuity event

1. Faunal evidence

The Ludlow Bone-Bed marks a sharp break between two different marine

biofacies and lithofacies, over the southern half of its outcrop (Fig. 2;

Tables 1 and 2). In the northern half of its outcrop a transitional fauna is

present just above the bone-bed (Fig. 3, 4; Tables 3, 4 and 5).

The macrofauna of the Upper ~tcliffe Beds, though not uniform through

out, is collectively distinct. It is characterised by articulate brachiopods

(Protochonetes lUdloviensis, Microsphaeridiorhynchia nucula, Salopina lunata),

encrusting, boring and stick bryozoans (Ceramopora sp., Rhopalonaria sp.,

Leioclema sp.), bivalves (Goniophora cymbaeformis, Fuchsella amygdalina) and

the gastropod Loxonema obsoletum.

The fauna of the overlying Downton Castle Formation is conspicuously

dominated by ostracods (Frostiella groenvalliana, Londinia kiesowi, Cytherellina
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: Fig. 2 Lithofacies in the Southern half of the bone-beds outorop. A. Brookend,
I

B. Tites Point; c. New~, D. Wood Green, E. Gorsley•. Compiled after
. \ .

Cave & White (1971,' 1978), Lawson (1953). Note that the number of bone-bed

and phosphorite layers,' increases southward and the apparent correlation of
: ,

biotite rich layers and bone-beds at Brookend. The Ledbury formation COnsiStl

here of red siltstones and mudstones oontaining caliche horizons. The DowntOJ

Castle Formation oonsists of laminated sandstones at its base (Plate 2B)

grading up into a glauoonitio bone bed and parallel laminated siltstones rich

in plant debris (Plate 2A). The base of the Formation is marked by a phos

phorite layer resting on an eroded surface (Plate 2B). 'The Underlying

Whitoliffe Beds are lenticular bedded calcareous siltstones (Plate 28) which

are often bioturbated and oontain thin bone-beds in their upper portion

'(Plate 2 E, F).
- -

The lower portions of the Whitcliffe Beds consist of
'. -

laminated siltstones-alternating with shell, bone-bed and phosphorite layers

(e.g. P1aie 2C).
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Fig. ,. Lithofaoies in the Northern half of the bone-beds outcrop. 1, Willey,

29 Brockton, 3, Shipton, 4, Aston Munslow, 5, Corfton, 6, Siefton,
I

,7, Ludlow 9 I a, Deepwood, 9, Downton.
. ,

Faoies A -'Lenticular bedded shelly calcareous often bioturbated eilt~tones.
.

Faoies B -IBone-Beds in lentioular and wavey bedded siltstones.

Faoies C - Rippled and lentioular bedded limenitio siltstones, sandstones

and mud oracks, shsll sheets and local channelsi

Faoies D.-'Trough oross bedded, and rippled sandstones.
t
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TABLE 1.

Table 1 is included in the pocket of this thesis
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f·:,~-;;;',:·.:l:~;'1:\}.~dividual bone-beds and~~,l;~~ph?r~t~~{~~the section is given in Fig. 2. The '.'
~ l-",-:,-;,,>:,;:' ;:::,r fauna recorded in this ta.ble is. store~ ih the" Institute of Geol9gical Sciences·

~'~':~,:.:'::Z~~:·'at London under the Muse~i~bers;:D~E~~. 1108-1328. Note that some bits of j
I
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Whitcliffian sediments (located between 2.24 wd 3.20 m) increase in clay and

organic content towards the top of the section. :Bone-bed density and

vertebrate remains appear to be more abundant in the upper parts of the

Whitcliffian. Many of the Nuculites spp. observed were in burrows and in situ.
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"'~ T __ " .""\~~~~~l'.t ~ \ .
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CEPHALOPODS

.. ,, ,

Kionoceras angulatum

'Orthoceras' sp.

orHER MOLLUSCS
J3ucanopsis expansus .

Hyolithes forbesi

:BRYOZOAN COLO~

Leioclema sp.

mHINOIDS

10

1 1

1 12 9

3

1

Sea urchin spines

Pentagonal crinoid columnals

Circular crinoid columnals 4
!'"

14

ANNELIDS

Keilo:rites sp.

Serpulites sp.

Skolithodonts

Clionoides sp.

TRILOBITES

J Calymen~ sp.
"

MISCE1I.ANJlA

Comulites sp.

Ozarkodina sp.

4
1

1

\

6 9

25

1

-.

_ ,'i

',I
71

-,~l

11

1

1

1

1

y',

..,
.,',

FISH

Acanthodian debris

Cythaspis banksi Banks

Thelodont debris

Gomphonches tenuistriata

Gomphonchus murchisoni

Sclerodus ~p.

1

1

1

2

1

1

1 >1

1

. 1

1

10

1

-,

1

20

1

2

1

:, ";:. '~~~'~';0'S~C7;;1:\:'t~{!iK~R?:';~~1~: tl.\~:!(:~ ;. ~f:t"; :~7~'~~~"::~I
OSTRACODS7 ~;,~ "~"~:t'-"··: '-- '4 ,', ::j~;tt~ ' ':!~.~ _~ \~}: ~ ,~\?i:·: }:~~f: ·:.~.:~~·1: ';~~i'. ::\~ t ~! :':..'~~ l>~ -i':;,'. ~ \ ~'~. . ,·,t
Cavellina sp.

Cytherellina siligua

Hebellum cf. tetragonum

HermanniO\. cf. marginata

(Jones)

Scaldinnella cf.simplex

PLANTS AND E(JRYPI1ERIDs

Eurypterids .

Nematophyton sp.

Pachytheca sp.

Sample size 67 280 345 215

2

1

2

281

1

124

159



:Bounda.r,y at Ludlow. Note the

10

Downtonian

147 OI67 89 194120

Faunas across the Ludlow-Downton series.

transition fauna just above the bO'l;Ulda.r,y.
i 7_~
.\ .:}~

t • t'i

_ - if>,-"
1 i ~-t
Ludlovian,: : Yet

38 25 15" "".:" 0

Table 3.
,'{

:BRACHIOPODS
•
Craniops implicata

Howellella elegans
•
Lingula sp. nov.

Lingula lata

Lingula minima

Micrephaeridiorhynchb So nucula

Orbiculoidearugata

Protochonetes lUdloviensis
t .

Salopina lunata

-~

19
2

1

3

42

224

179

39
1

4

19 !

8

1

14

142

1 4

6 3
-4 7
9 11

82

·6 106

1 1d -
, ~

'1'9f il 49
'65":1 330.-~

f't

2

49

1

2

4

64 49 18 10

:BIVALVES

Fuchsella ?mygdalina

Goniophora cymbaeformis

Modiolopsis complanata

f . Nuculites ovata

pterinea retro.flexa

·Pterinea' tenuistriata.
~Solenam.ya sp •.

1

1

\

2

1

1

1

2

2

·4
2

19

2

3 35
1

122

1

GASTROPODS

OSTRACODS

OTHER MOLLUSCS

Tubocheilus helioitee, 6

4

15

32

1

27
1

21

"'"..'---,.",: .
1

1

~<
~,

Loxonema gregarium

Loxonema obsoletum•

! Cymbularia carinata

.Loxonema conicum (J. de C.

Sowerby-)

;:Bucanopsis expansus

;Leurocycloceras sp.

{
i
1

CaJcaribeyrichia torosa

Cytherellina siliqUa..
Frostiella groenvalliana

Hebellum cf. tetragonum

Kur7esaaria circulata

Londinia kiesowi

Lophoctonella sp.

Nynamella sp.

Nodibeyrichia verrucosa Shaw

:BRYOZOAN COLONIES

1

1

f·
81

180 '

5',

90
2

19
4

,.

24

8

38

1

93

3
8

70

2

2

14

4

22

22

6

18

29
1

87

7
74

1.

6

1

Leioclema sp.

Rhopllonaria. . sp. 1 1

2

1

OTHER FOSSILS.

.,~,-

Cornulites sp.

Eurypterid fragments

Calcareous tubes

Ozarkadina sp.

Pachythecea sp.

Plant debris

Serpulites sp.

Sample size

-,

\

484 235 113

1

860

26

1

6

1

1

166

70

7

1

388

1

93

1

4

l'

57

2

3

1

205

1

1

1

221



Tab;te 4.
..-~'!. - -it_ ,'Jo. '~-.'''' '-n' - r.. -
"

~..?:~ ,r-:::. .....-:' ~_~ ~ ~

"

Faunas across the Ludlow - Downtonian boundar,r at Aston Munslow.
,,~, "~.,,*,,,~

C P t
~_4_,

= common = presfn '. '.-i:Jj

'J .:~~...- 'j;
. ~" , ,

0.," ': _......

PoSITION'RELATIVE TO :BOUNDARY (m),. ~,; , -
,. •.t ...

LUDLOVIAN DOVJNTONIAN

-2.0 -1.67 -0.75 o 0.06 1.2 1.54

Orbicoidea rugata

Protochonetes ludloviensis 5
'Salopina lunata 15

6467

5

116

133
7

40

29
115

27
347
316

4
36

. 17
14

6

151
329

7

4
&~~··~12-,.. ,

14 '. t >.,:'

64
132

3

.,.Craniops implicat~s

Lingula lata

Lingula minima

Lingula sp nov•. _.
L ~ , - ,

Howellella elegans
(

Microsphaerid10rhynchJts nucula 2'

:BRACHIOPODS

:BIVALVES
Fuchsella arnygdalina

Goniophora cymbaeformis

Leodispis cf. barrowsi Reed

Modiolopsis complanata

Nuculites o';'ata "

pteronitella reticularis

3

! ". -,.: .'~".. --

2

30

2

1

3
80

2

4
26

-
",GASTROPODS .,

",

Cymbularia ccginata

Loxonema obsoletum

Naticopsis ap.

IPlatyschismi l williamsi

Turbocheilus helicites

14
·1

3

3

47

2

16 6

OTHER MOLLUSCS
I." \',

Hyolithes forbesi

Leurocycloceras sp.

Orthocera~sp'"' 1

1 4

2

2

:BRYOZOAN COLONIES". .', -..
Rhophalonaria S1>. .., 3' ,

"\,\. .
10.. "<".

OSTRACODA

Calcaribe,yrichia torosa - 3
Cytherellina siliqua 4 3 8 3 13
Lerpiditia cf. nnrginata

(Jones) 1
Londinia cf. kiesowi

Krause 1 5

ANNELIDS

ISerpulites l longissimus 3 - .

,
mHINOIDS

Crinoid columnals 1

FISH

Sclerodus sp. 1
Thelodus parvidens Ag. C 4 2
Gomphonchus tenuistriata

G~honchus murchisoni 1

Thelodent skin fragment 2
\

PLANTS ~

Nematophyton sp. 7
Pachytheca sp. 5 4 15

OTHERS

Glauconitio fecal pellets P P

EUr,ypterid fragments 5 5
Caloareous tubes 1 2

Total Fauna '26 263 567 1140 268 564 11
•

l.I-JJ-lD



Table 5.

;~":" 'rJ":.'.~r-
• I. ,~

, ~.

.

" 'I
Faunas of the Upper Ludlow Dowton Series at Willey, Much Wenlock. Sample ~:v"',:~f1,~.!~:"'.::'",~
and basal units indicated here h~ve'lbeeii'{describedin detail by 'White &"" "'':."1 :.' ,.~
Coppack (1918). The fauna recorded.;·1nthis table by the author is stored .::..... , :. ~.

in the Institute of Geological Science~(London under the Museum numbers ".'
.~ J..' ~ :-

D.E.X. 8517-8755 .

-.
.";.

I, '

':1.:

: (t
" :..

•

_" '1'-" ~'~... - "':-:- ~ ~ J. ""'"

~ ,, ~"

, Ludlow

Height in seotion (m)

't*
Downton Series ~

t',

'. ::~~:i ;~~."'~',~j~~:~'" ." -~ ~ .. ~ ~'~'~ t~, :"' .. ".

-, +'t'., .•- i.f

~....,~ !.: " ",'t:

, "{ "')lI ll ...'\t
.. ' ~".;," t~... • • A_ J,. ...

:BIVALVES

Goniophora cymbaeformis

Grainmysia sp.

Ledopsis cf. burrowsi

Mod'iolopsia complanata

Nuculites antiques

Nuculites ovata
), '

pteronitella cf. retroflexa
.. ' ~ (~

; .~,f..
.d:" .
;c;.'-. :~~

3
2

13

3

8

1

9
8 ," ".,' ,·"53' , ...: '<' 55 17 1

" . :'~, .~.,:: ~ -
2 ' _ r. ,,' 'c," .; }:;r
5 - I'~I.~ ::-..l'" _ - -
/.< ~,..z::~.;:;:; ~~<e, ;~~•.;;;:",:~'d.~#4-~-;~;"

-:~(,,~ -:<:-.. t"'"j~',t~'i- ".'!' 1,'~ ,.,.f_' .,~", ,_
• ',' ,')0 11 ' }:;.~ l ;\... ,; , .J. I

.K.'~I_ .' (, :'J l., ",'. ~ ...... ,,'

1

" .~,

, .......................

;r.,:. ~ ~ ::..'- ~~'" .. "~'

-

--

1

56.

2·

82 18 2
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I ~tichopteria att. tenuiatriata :-' .' 2 ' ,1 ~ '~ ~ "," -' ~V }, !.. fl '~,,:-~> ~ .:. :':" :~.:. ~T' -' .- -" ,'to t, · ... '·>Ii .. t" . _ . _ _ _
• , I ' ',..' ... j /..""" • .,' , . j.:' ._.,."I','i' ~',. ...~"1' ~(, ("'f J. ,II .. ). ...... 14' • ...

,. _ 4. J « \' f1. .r ....•• •
Solen~a ap. - - ,- ,#. ,.,_. .:~,'" 1:-' .,[". ,t)' _ • ': - _ _ _ _ _ _

• .< /.. ..~..... • t J .I~..... t~···~ ~ ,,~ - j

OTHER MOLLUSCS

Eyolithes torbesi

ANNELIDS

Ildraites ap.

Serpulites spp.
/"

:BRYOZOAN COLONIES

Ceranopora ap.

Leioclema sp.

OSTRACODS

2

...

28

3
9

1

24

2

3

2

3

5

,

I

- I
--

.-

Cavellina sp.

Cytherellina siligua

Calcaribeyrichia torosa

Londinia kiesowi

Hebellum ot. tetrag~

Nynamella sp.

? Jefinia ap.

Frostiella groenvalliana
CO,.. ..... ,.."~
Gemmutat~d ostracod shells

ECHINOIDS

Crinoid columnals

FISH DEBRIS

Thelodont skin

Acanthodian fragments

Logania ludlo'Wiensis Gross

Thelodus parvidens.
~

Thelodus biocostus Hoppe

Gomphonchus tenuistriata

Gomphonchus murchisoni

PLANTS

Pachytheca ephaerica

NematQ.phyton sp.

3
1

1

1

41

'·39
1

38

1

1

\ -
\

1

5

2

1,
1

40/cm2

11/cm2

23/cm
2

1/cm
2

34
71

126

39
197

2

121

. 27
20

3

P1

5

,
20

53

48
6

2

7

1

5

8

5
32
8

264

1

36

3

3

4

3
1

11

38

..

P

7
7

13

17
75
1

I

107 i

3028

P

..

44
143-

19

50
630

13
601

'8

-'
-,

P

1

1

3
1

3

1

5
1

2

42

1

1

2

2

2

7

37
9

19
1

318

897
3

2

24

86
2

237

951
2

4

3

21

1

1

58

67

1

OTHEliS

Small calcareous tubes

Euryplerid tragments

Zoophychus sp.

Sample size 428 133 147

( 59

1483

1

1

4
237

5

5
525 54

: 4A
.~

~ {.~,
~~
.~~ 
••• "f

25 12 204

-

1723 1431

.-....

169
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siligua) inarticulate brachiopods (Lingula minima, tingula cornea), bivalves

(Modiolopsis complanata) and gastropods (toxonema gregarium, Cymbularia

carinata, Turbocheilus helicites).

In the northern outcrops, particularly in the Ludlow - Munslow region

the change in 1'aunas is' g:r:adational (Tables 3 and 4). This is shown by the

appearance 01' a 25 to 65 cm thick Whitcli1'1'ian - Downtonian transitional 1'aunal

zone, just above the ,bone-bed. The g:r:adual north-westerly appearance 01' this

transitional zone appears to parallel the prog:r:essive north-westerly disappear

ance 01' phosphatic pebbles in the deposit (Fig. 5) and marks the g:r:adual

north-westerly termination 01' the proposed discontinuity.

Biostratig:r:aphic proo1' 01' a discontinuity at the Ludlow Bone-Bed is

lacking (Siveter, 1974, 1978; Aldridge, 1975) mainly because biostratig:r:aphically

use1'ul 1'ossils (e.g. ostracods, conodonts etc.) are rare or long ranging and

their distribution within the British Whitcli1'1'ian is poorly understood. Con

sequently, it is di1'1'icult to correlate the British Whitcli1'1'ian with Baltic,

Bohemian, Estonian, Nova Scotian or even Lake District sections with detailed

stratig:r:aphic precision (c1'. Kaljo, 1978).

2. Physical evidence

In most localities physical evidence 01' a discontinuity is lacking and

even within a section the Ludlow Bone-Bed is 1'requently di1'ficult to trace.

For example at Ludlow there is no direct sedimentary evidence of a disconi'ormity

(Fig. 6, Plate 1, Fig. A).A1though some minor scouring is present at the bed

junction, burrows immediately below the bone-bed are ini'illed with quartz,

silt or vertebrate debris, perhaps suggesting that the carbonate substrate was

semilithi1'ied at the time 01' bone-bed deposition. However, in the Brookend

bore hole and at Tites Point, the base 01' the Ludlow Bone-Bed appears to be

marked by an erosion sur1'ace (Plate I , Fig. B; Cave & White, 1971).

Among the most interesting 1'eatures associated with the proposed dis

continuity is the presence 01' phosphate pebbles in the bone-bed (Plate 2, Fig.

B) as at May Hill (Lawson, 1955) and Gorsley (tawson, 1954). They occur as

rounded ellipsoids and i~egular masses (Fig. 7; Plate 1 D,F,G,H,I,J) composed

- 448 -
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3

6
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4
3

2

A

•

o

o 2cm
'--'--'

2

6
.5
4
3

.5
4

3

2

1

:,::';;':':-';'-.::..•••Iii'·ii-.·'.''.:·ii···j··.·'.--....:::.-.::.:: _ _ .

f
_••• _.... ----.--.-_•• 4•..•. - .-.-.... -.'-" 3
/~

::::~ -
"~~2

.... --~~
~1

G

4

3

2

.~.~.~. __ •• - -- •••• S

4

3

':.:::'.:'-~:'':'..-':::::''':'.

I
Traoes of struotures visible in vertical s~ctions across the Ludlow

"If s 1'0" Q.J

Bone-13ed at Ludlow. Layer 1 = bioturbated 'bY e. In Figs. 6A, B, C, G

layer 3 also forms part of this unit. The burrows 'are infilled with coarse

'quartz siltston~. The bone-bed (layer 3 in Fig. 6 D, E, F and 4/5 in A,

:B." C, G) looall~' .;tnfills burrows Fig. 6 F, and small hollows on the
"" '

sediment surfaoe' Fig. 6 D and oooasionally forms an integral part of
, , '

'rippled s-t!rata ~ig., 6 At JB. The sediments overlying the bone-bed may

be rippled or par~llel laminated. Looally e.g. Fig 6 E the bone-bed

oontains miorite olasts.
I

,J,

·1 oJ oJ .. 'J .. _, _, ••

1 -'/l- S

8

. :'.. :

.1 0' ., _•. J " ., ., ..

l-l!L ·s

Spherioity form diagr~ of the phosphate nodules in the Ludlow

Bone-:Be~ at A. = Longhope, 13,= Prillrs Frome, C N th t= e er on, D = Ludlow.
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Table 6. Composition (%) of phosphatic ateinkerns in the Ludlow Bone-Bed at a mumber
-- '- ,,localitiea.

SPECIES LOCALITY

NErHERTON LUDLOW LONGHOPE :PRIORS FROME

1. BRACHIOPODS

Lingula sp. - 17.6 20.0 4.5
Orbiculoidea rugata 17 5.8 20.0 0.9
Protochonetes ap. - - - 0.9
Salopina ap. - 1,1.7 - 1.8

2. MOLLUSCS

:Sucanopsis expansus - 5·8 - 2.7
Cymbularia carinata - - - 4.5
liyolithes forbesi 5 - 30 1.8
Lo" 11.7 74.78aGonema gregarium 8; 15

Nuculites cf. o~ata - - - 0.9
Orthoceras ap. - - - 0.9
'Platyschisma' williamsi - - '- 0.9
Tentaculites ap. - - - 1.8,
Turbocheilua helicites - - 10 -

;. OTHERS

Crinoid atem 1 47.0 - 1.8
Pachytheca ap. - - - 0.9
'Serpulites' longissimus 4 - 5 -

- 450 -
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of carbonate apatite (Fig. 8; Cave & White, 1Q72; Antia, 1979a). They are

black, brown or cream in colour and are usually small (2-10 mm in length),

but occasionally reach 2-3 cm in length.

In thin section, these pebbles contain variable amounts of a.ngu.lar quartz

silt, and fish debris (Plate 1, Fig. F-J). Some of these pebbles partially or

completely enclose articulated phosphatic shells; particularly those belonging

to Lingula sp. and Orbiculoidea sp. Other species are 'preserved as phosphate-.
replaced shells (e.g. crinoid stems), or as phosphatic internal or external

moulds o:f gastropods monoplacophorans, byolithids, articulate brachiopods and

bivalves. The steinkern composition of the Ludlow Bone-Bed at a number of

localities is indicated in Table 6.

Since both modern phosphate nodules and steinkerns tend to form within

the sediment (Baturin, 1970) and the presence of borings on some of the nodules

and steinkerns (Antia & Whitaker, 1979; Antia, 1979a) indicates sur:face

exposure (Baird, 1978) it is probable that these nodules testify to an erosion

event (c:f. Baturin,1970; Kennedy &Garrison, 1975; Baird, 1978).

Composition o:f the phosphatic pebbles

10 gms o:f phosphatic pebbles :from the Ludlow Bone-Bed at Longhope were

processes using both X.R.F. and X.R.D. analyses. The X.R.F. analysis (Table 2)

showed that the pebbles were made o:f phosphate and contained quantities o:f

silica and iron and manganese. The composition o:f these nodules is similar to

the composition o:f phosphorites actively :forming or occurring on the modern

sea :floor and some :fossil phosphorite and phosphatic pebbles in bone-beds (see

Table 7). The nodules in the Ludlow Bone-Bed contain a honeycomb internal

structure (Antia & Whitaker, 1979; Antia, 1979a) similar in both morphology

and magnitude to the clay structure o:f the contempory sediments (Antia, 1979a).

Since it has been suggested (Antia, 1979a,b; Antia &Whitaker, 1979) that the

phosphorites :formed by organophosphates binding with and eventually replacing

the original ~oneycomb clay lattice structure o:f the sediment in which they

:formed, the high iron and magnesium concentrations (Table 7) could be remnants

- 4S1 -



Table 7. Composition of phosphorite nodules from (1) West African continental shelf

(Baturin, 1971a), (2) Peru-ehilean continental shelf (Burnett, 1971), (3)
.Agu.lhas Bank (Parker, 1914), (4) Californian continental shelf (Dietz et a1.,

1942), (5) The Pacific Ocean (Bezrukov &Shirchov, 1969), (6) The Muschelkulk·
Grenzbonebed (Reif, 1971)', (7) The Ludlow Bone-Bed (this study). Note the
apparent similarity in composition between the nodules.

Elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Si02 0.15 22.13 12.84 n.d. 11.9 0.42 16.44

Al20
3 0.04 5.15 1.85 '1.41 1.7 n.d. 3.19

. ·Fe 0 0.20 2.85 8.24 n.d. 1.1 1.44 4.182 3
MgO 1.70 1.07 1.35 n.d. 0.3 0.50 4.69

CaO 46.42 33.93 31.29 44.91 44.0 50.10 38.23

Na20 n.d 0.85 0.61 n.d 0.6 0.84 0.42

H2O n.d 1.3 1.29 n.d 0.5 0.34 0.89

P20
5 32.74 23.61 16.18 28.15 30.5 31.50 25.76

S n.d 0.16 0.40 n.d 0.7 n.d n.d

F 3.02 2.22 2.10 3.08 3.1 n.d n.d

Ti02 n.d n.d n.d n.d 0.001 0.09 n.d

MnO n.d n.d n.d n.d 0.003 0.38 n.d
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Table 8. Composition of phosphate nodules in the Ludlow Bone-Bed at Longhope

as determined by point counting.

NODULE

CLAST &TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 TOTAL

Quarts grains 50 20 40 10 43 3·7 14 12 35 34 29.~,..6

Organic fragments· 10 12 10 20 4 12 18 35 15 12 14.8',..6

Phosphate/clay matrix 15 53 45 60 18 48 64 45 40 44 42. "fO,..6

Fish scales 10 5 '5 2 3 6 2 4 3. ~;6

Muscovite 2 0.2%

Phosphate replaced shells 25 5 25 5.~,..6

Phosphatic shells 5 3 -4 2 8 4 2.6%

\

\
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of the original clays. The low K20 values (Table 7) suggest that any autho-
h~r ... c ..... V Il.,;7iJ

genic glauconite has probably :l'2-w.~ to apatite during diagenesis (cf.

Birch, 1979).

The X.R.D. analysis (Fig. 8) shows that quartz and carbonate apatite

are the dominant constituents of the pebbles. This is partially confirmed by

the point count analysis of the pebbles (Table 8). Thin sections and probe

slides of 33 phosphate pebbles were examined. Of these, 3 ~f the pebbles con

tained a number of earlier formed phosphate pebbles within their mass (e.g.

Plate 1, Fig.f~). Similar pebbles have been recorded from recent phosphorites

off California (Dietz et al., 1942) and South Africa (Parker, 1971b; Birch,

1979). Five of the pebbles showed signs of an original sedimentary bedding.

These bedding structures (seen only on the probe slides) show contacts between

laminae rich in fish scales and ?clay laminae, and fine quartz silt and clay

laminae.

Two of the pebbles appear to have nucleated around crinoid stems (Plate

1, Fig. J). The sediment around these stems is a quartz silt rich in acritarchs

anc chitinozoans held together by a carbonate apatite cement. The crinoid

stem is preserved as carbonate apatite containing some small quartz grains and

acritarchs suggesting that perhaps the crinoid stem had been dissolved and

replaced by a quartz-poor, acritarch-rich clay, .which was subsequently altered

to carbonate apatite. Clastic pseudomorphing of fossils, by clays, sands and

silts,. followed. in some cases by phosphatisation, is not uncommon, as has been

demonstrated by many authors (e.g. Murchison, 1839; Wells, 1944; Duffin &

Gadzicki, 1977; Baird, 1978; Antia &Whitaker, 1979; Hanken, 1979). Twelve

of the pebbles contained Trypanites borings (Plate 1, Fig. I). Some of these

borings have been infilled with quartz silt and fish scales. In others they

have been infilled with clay which has been subsequently phosphatised. The

walls of some of these borings are lined with acritarchs. Trypanites borings

have been illustrated by Dietz et al., (1942) on recent Californian phosphorite

pebbles and ~escribed by Baird (1978) on some Devonian phosphate pebbles.

Most of the pebbles had a slightly darker rim on their outer margin.
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This rim is concordant with the pebbles edge and even follows borings into

the pebble. :Birch (1979) has shown that similar margins on phosphate pebbles

from the Aghulas :Bank are enriched in apatite. However, in recent Californian

phosphorites and the Muschelkalk Grenzbonebed, similar rims are enriched in

manganese (Dietz et al., 1942; Reif, 1971), while in the Western Pacific the

rims represent crusts of iron and manganese oxides which have intergrown with

phosphatic minerals (Heezen et al., 1973). The phosphatic pebbles from the

Ludlow :Bone-:Bed contain some manganese in their rims, which are also enriched.

A microprobe analysis using a diffuse beam of some phosphatic pebbles

from the Ludlow :Bone-:Bed at Longhope showed that the amount of phosphate in a

pebble t s rim remained fairly constant (Fig. 9a) and that individual pebbles

contained patches on their outer margin which are enriched in manganese and/or

iron (Table 9).

It also showed that the dark outer margins present on some nodules were

phosphate enriched (Fig•.9) and that the dark cores of some nodules were

similarly enriched in phosphate (Fig. 9, Fig. 10). Pebbles of an apparently

uniform visual composition appeared to have a fairly uniform chemical composi

tion (Fig. 9, Table 9, also Appendix).

Many of the pebbles contain a large proportion of organic debris (Table

8). Although no spores were observed in the nodules, the following acritarchs

and chitinozoans were tentatively identified in thin sections. They are

Filisphaeridium sp.,Onondagella sp., Visbysphaera sp., Protoleisphaeridium sp.,

Duvernaysphaera sp., Diexallophasis sp., Ancyrochitina cf. pedavis, and

Sphaerochitina cf. sphaerocephala. Antia (1979b) suggested that many of the

phosphorite pebbles formed in subtidal anoxic organic rich clays similar to

those found at Netherton. These clays contain variable .amounts of organic

material, averaging about 25';6 of their bulk. Much of this organic debris is

unidentifiable. However, acritarchs and rare chitinozoans (?Ancyrochitina sp.)

were observed. The more common acritarchs included Onondagella sp., Diexallo

phasis sp. and Visbysphaera sp. In s~me of the phosphate pebbles the acritarch

faunas are dominated by single species, e.g. Onondagella sp. and Visbysphaera sp.
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Table 9. Microprobe analyse's of a phosphate nod.ule from the Lud.low]one-]ed. at Longhope.

The position of ,each probe ,spot on the nod.ule is given in Fig. 10. Probes 1 --18,

29, 36 are on the nod.ules edge. Profiles across the nod.ule are given in Fig. 9.

Sample Na Mg Al Si P K Ca Mn Fe

1 0.83 5.00 74.03 2.29 0.14 0.71
2 0.74 0.40 5.08 23.15 27.25 2.07 36.50 2.10
3 1.17 0.67 4.20 10.93 31.33 0.66 41.2 3.'06
4 0.51 0.30 2.98 10.60 32.17 0.65 44.53 0.20 2.29
5 0.44 0.37 2.14 10.08 31·76 0.40 43.17 0.26 1.98
6 0.75 0.31 4.38 23.56 27.08 • 0.81 36.32 2·53
7 1.72 0.29 7.58 21.94 25.'49 ' 1.04 33.03 3·48,

'8 0.44 0.45 2.28 15.93 ' 30.53 0.52 41.04 3.74
9 0.31 3.51 14.05 30.85 1.04 41.64 0.24 2·91

10 0.46 0.29 1.94 11.74 31.36 0.50 43.67 2.71
11 0.50 0.30 2.44 20.85 29.24 0.61 39.21 2·56
I

12 0.43 1.45 15.79 30.49 0.29 41.70 2.20
13 0.63 0.37 2.34 14.24 32.16 0.19 42.46 2·92
14 Q). 70 0.34 6.06 19.44 26.56 1.16 36.54 3.70
15 0.92 3.00 11·93 29.61 0.50 40.30 5·41
16 0.82 0.36 ~.69 \ 11.46 . 29~28, 0.45 40.53 0.20 5.25 .
17 0.74 0.650 5.12 12.61 25.58 1.70 35.27 6·38
18 ,0.58 1.24 4.72 33.88 0.28 49.54 1.90
19 0.49 0.26 0.81 7.81 33.61 0.20 46.19 0.24 2.4
20 0.45 0.25 3.80 12.29 34.54 1.92 44.19 0.73
21 0.34 3.67 16.82 10.34 0.77 14.35 0.69 2.18
22 0.57 0.788 4.59 21.93 8.17 0.67 13.05 0.29 3.01
23 0.89 0.43 5.35 25.60 20.81 1.12 29.19 3.15
24 1.03 0.50 5.26 22.79 24.42 0.45 33.96 0.22 5.78
25 0.81 0.417 4.42 30.71 21.73 1.01 30.02 2.00
26 0.61 1.07 5.70 17.29 14.33 1.02 19.37 2·77
27 0.28 2.58 10.66 34.98 0.56 45.87 1.00
28 ,0.53 2.46 5.68 36.93 0.21 48.00 1.31
29 0.55 1.45 6.93 34.00 0.18 46.30 1.16
30 0.62 3.77 12.61 32.45 0.71 43.09 1.00

31 0.42 0.48 2.70 19.06 26.79 0.52 36.55 0.29 1.86

32 0.45 2.65 8.94 19.73 0.53 27.08 0.30 2.54

33 0.50 2.47 7.56 ;'4.09 0.55 46.41 0.20 0.88

34 0.61 0.35 2.52 10.33 32.13 0.52 45.37 1.08

35 0.46 5.77 14.81 14.52 1.65 19.70 0.36 2.15
36 0.87 0.43 3.04 11.54 31.06 0.47 41.53 3.64
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Process of phosphatization

Secondary phosphatization of calcium carbonate in the Ludlow Bone-Bed

is rare. The fossil articulate brachiopod shells seen in the Bone-Bed are

consistently unphosphatized and it appears that fossil material was in general

unaffected by phosphatization. Even shells of hyolithids and gastropods which

mCl¥ have been made of less stable aragonite are unphosphatized. It should be

noted that these fossils only occur as phosphatic internal moulds and casts

in this Bone-Bed. Although similar observations have been made elsewhere in

phosphatic rocks in the geological column (e.g. Parker, 1971b; Kennedy &

Garrison, 1975; Duffin & Gadizicki, 1977; Baird, 1978), they contrast sharply'

with the widespread phosphatization of skeletal carbonates noted in modern

Florida, Pe:rnvian and Agulhas phosphorites (Veeh at ale, 197,; Manheim et al.,

1974; Burnett &Gomberg, 1977; Birch, 1979). The reason or reasons for the

general absence of calcium phosphate replacement of aragonite shells in some

phosphorite and bone-bed deposits are not presently known. However, it is

interesting to note _that on the Agulhas Bank (S. Africa) the calcareous shells

are replaced by glauconite prior to phosphatization (Birch, 1979), while in

the West Pacific calcareous shells appear to be replaced directly by apatite

(Hee~en at &1., 1~7~).

At the present time phosphate pebbles are currently fo:rmi.ng as concretions

through interstitial precipitation of calcium phosphate in near surface ocean

floor sediments off the west coast of Africa and South America (Baturin, 1969,

1970, 1971a,b; Veeh et al., 197,; Burnett, 1974, 1977). These sediments are

both anoxic and carbonate depleted organic rich siliceous muds and.as such

differ greatly from the carbonate rich silts on which the Ludlow Bone-Bed is

commonly found, (Fig. 8, e,f). However, at three localities of the bone-bed

visited by the author, Netherton (British National Grid reference SO 9,6 874),

Priors Frome ( So r H 3tH ) and Longhope ( s0 ~"HI ), it is contained

within or rests on a black clCl¥, which is enriched in organic debris and at

Netherton contains gypsum cxystals (Antia, 1979b). These bone-beds are

enriched in phosphate pebbles when compared with bone-beds elsewhere (e.g. at
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Table 10. Numeric composiiion of" Bone-Bed residue. Locality 1 = Deepwood, 2 == Rushall, 3 = Usk, 4 == Long-hope, 5 == Priors Frome

(clayey bone-bed), 6 = Lye, 7 == Netherton, 8 == B~ockto~, 9 == L~d~W, 10 = Aston Munslow, 11 == Cro£ton, 12 == Longho~(clayey
, • > ..

Bone-bed), 13 = Netherton (clayey bone-~ed).

. LOCALITYCLAST TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13,

T4QIodus parvidens 201 507 257 296 860 125 147 172 856 432 769 258 178
~/

Logania ludlowiensis 7 51 45 39 76 73 542 243 123 125 31 64 ' 384
Gomphonchus tenuistriata - 2 - - - - 37 ,2 2 3 7 - 11
Gomphonchus murchison! - 1 - , - - - - - - 6 3 - 2

I Lingula sp. 3 1 71 .'. 14 30- - - - - - - .-
~

~ Orbiculoidea sp. 12 40 18 - 134 11 - 7 146 25 64 - 3
I Serputites sp. 2 4 3 2 28 - - 60 36 38 254 - 4

Phosphate nodues 28 5 - 29 192 - 3 - 21 62 11 134 90
Distomodus dubius - '- 1 - - - - - - 1
Ozarkodina sp. - - - 17 - - - - 2 12 - 23
Thelodus trilobatus - - - - - - 28 1 4 - 3 16 33
Matoporus tricauns - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 4
Thelodus pugniformis - - - - 3 - 1 - 2 3 - 6
Thelodus costatus' - - - - 2 - 46 - 3 5 - - 60

Thelodus bicostatus - - - - -. - - '1 1 - - - 1
Pachytheca sp. - - - - - -- - - - - - - 3
Acanthodina debris - ' - - - - .- - - - 158 - 248 - 10

Cythas"Q:i,~ sp. - - - - - - - - - - 2
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LUdlow) -- ,see Table 10. It has been suggested (Antia, 1979b) that these

sediments indicate a general change in the chemistry of the Silurian sea,

which may have been caused by a change in current source or alternatively have

resulted from the influence of a massive southward migrating delta-estuary

fluvial complex (Antia, 1979c).

The net change is considered (Antia, 1979b) to have resulted in Ca2+

C02- depletion and oxygen enrichment of the sea. Such conditions would

probably result in an enlargement of the plankton and fish populations,

dissolution of micritic shelf sediments and the slow deposition of organic

rich muds.

The variability of substrates under the Ludlow Bone-Bed is such that

four possible geochemical explanations for the phosphatic pebbles in the

Ludlow Bone-Bed could exist. These explanations are:

1. ~ Formation by colloid aggregation;

2. ~ Direct replacement of. clay and micrite;

;. ~Direct replacement of micrite;
!

4•.. Direct precipitation in anoxic porewaters;

and may be described' in more detail as follows:-,

1. -Colloid aggregation

It has been suggested (Kazakov, 19;7; Bailey & Atherton, 1969) that

apatite can precipitate out of natural sea water. However, it should be noted

that the conditions necessary for apatite precipitation also favour carbonate

and glauconite precipitation (Bailey &Atherton, 1969; Gulbrandsen, 1969;

Burnett, 1911; Birch, 1919). Perhaps the most recent proponents of direct

inorganic precipitation of phosphorite nodules are Bailey & Atherton (1969).

They suggest (op. cit. p.1428) that clay colloids and colloidal apatite

flpcculate as a result of chance encounters in suspension. Colloidal aggregation

continues till the combined mass is sufficient for the pellet to settle out

of the water layer immediately above the sediment. Further colloids would be

preferentially attracted to the surface of the proto-apatite pellet by ionic

imbalances, associated with the particles comprising the pellet. Pellet growth
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would cease when colloidal attraction and bonding is insufficient to prevent

dislodgement of colloidal particles from the pellets surface during agitation.

This theory of phosphorite formation is considered to provide an unacceptable

explanation, for the phosphatic pebbles in the LUdl~w Bone-Bed because (1)

such colloid particles have so far never been observed and as little is kn~wn

about the behavior of phosphatic colloid particles is saline waters the whole. . .

theory must at the present time be regarded as speculation. (2) the inclusion

of primary bedding structures, abundant quartz, fish debris, acritarchs,

chitinozoans and shell debris in these Silurian phosphatic pebbles and the

general absence of concentric ring growth structures within them, further

mitigates against colloid aggregation as a mechanism for their formation.

2. Direct replacement of clay and micrite

Some recent phosphorites may have arisen (Birch, 1979) from the inorganic

replacement of micrite and partial lithification of the upper sedimentary

layers of the sea floor. Phosphatic pebbles formed in this manner contain

(Birch, 1975) an apatite groundmass containing a finely (~/rfl"l) interspersed

glauconite (up to 4% K20). These pebbles are ~erived from the disaggregation

of the l1th1f1ed or semilithi!ied bottom sediment and oontain allochthonous

constituents typical of shell sediments, such as quartz grains and residual

. carbonate fragments. The resultant pebbles tend to be well sorted and rounded

(Lloyd"& Fuller, 1965) and are concentrated in lag-p1acer'deposits where

finer, less dense or less resistant materials were winnowed away (Birch, 1979).

Such pebbles contain an apatite enriched dark rim which is concordant to the

pebble margin (Birch, 1979).

This model forms an attractive explanation for the gensis of the

phosphate pebbles in the Ludlow Bone-Bed, because (1) in most localities the

bone-bed rests on micritic silts, (2) many of the pebbles contain dark outer

rims and (;) the phosp~tic pebbles are well sorted (Fig.1 11) suggesting

that they may have been concentrated within a lag deposit. However, it
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should be noted that phosphatic pebbles formed by this mechanism are

frequently enriched in glauconite (Birch, 1979) and that glauconite appears

(Table 7, Fig. 8) to be absent from the Silurian pebbles. This problem can

be overcome if necessary, since the common clay in the Ludlow Bone-Bed

and underlying sediments is a chlorite complex, which m~ have been derived

originally (March, ,1976) from montmorillonite (cf. Pettijohn~~, 1973),

and the cC?mmon clay which is replaced by apatite and glauconite in this model is

illite (Birch, 1979). It is therefore possible that direct replacement of

chlorite or montmorillonite cl~ will not alw~s lead to the apatite pebbles

becoming enriched in glauconite.

3. ,Direct replacement of micrite

It has been demonstrated (Ames, 1959; Simpson, 1964) that alkaline

phosphatic solutions (e.g. sodium and potassium phosphate) will replace calcite

with a carbonate-apatite of variable composition. Both the replacement rates

and composition of the res~ting apatite' are depend~t on solution pH and POl
content in relation to HC03 concentration and temperature. The conditions of

phosphorite formation from micrite are considered (Ames, 1'959; 1'.839

Simpson, 1964) to be

1. A non-depositional environment.

2. Limy sediments available for replacement. •

3. Ca - saturated sea water and sediment pore waters.

4. pH of 6.1 or greater.

5. P0
4

3- 'concentration of 0.1 pp.m or greater.

Micrite replacement by phosphate of carbonate nodules or intraclasts can

also occur. ,In such instances replacement of the clast proceeds from its

surface towards its centre resulting in the formation of a well developed

phosphate enriched rim on the clasts outer margin (Ames, 1959).

Carbonate nodule formation within micritic sediment followed by

excavation, concentration, and phosphatization, could account for many of the

partially phosphatized micritic clasts of the Wtnlockian and Leintwardinian

of the Welsh Borderlands which contain phosphate rims and in some instances
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are completely phosphatized,(e.g.Hancock, 1976; pers. com. 1978; Chems, 1977).

This model could also account for the genesis of the carbonate apatite nodules,

of the Whitcliffian at Tites Point and the Brookend ~or~-hole (Cave &White,

1972, 19'78) as many of these nodules appear to have a micritic centre and a

phosphate enriched outer rim (Plate 2, Fig. C) which is frequently bored

(Plate 2, Fig. D).

However, this'model does not explain the high density of fish remains

and o.rganic debris (Table 8) present in the phosphatic pebbles ~f the Ludlow

Bone-Bed.. Its the micritic sediments of the Whitcliffian (Table 8) tend to

contaip few 'fish scales and little organic debris.

4. Direct precipitation in anoxic porewaters

The only two known sites of actively forming phosphorite concretions

at the present time (Baturin et al, 1972, Burnett, 1977) occur in regions of

marine upwelling (Baturin~ 1969; Burnett, ,1979). They involve the

phosphatization of anoxic organic rich mud a few centimetres below the sediment-

water interface followed by later excavation of these 'newly formed' concretions

and subsequent lithification on the sediment surface (Baturin, 1969, 1970, 1971a,

0-; Burnett, 1977). In these sediments apatite grows on the surfaces of

biogenic clasts (Burnett, 1977) and within sediment pore spaces (Baturin &

Dubinchuk, 1974). Although some replacement of clacite occurs (Baturin &

Dubinchuk, 1974) much of the phosphatization is strictly localised within the

sediment producing nodular rather than laminar phosphate growth (Baturin, 1970;

Burnett, 1974). Phosphorite concretions commonly nucleate around biogenic

clasts (e.g. Baird, 1978) or within biogenic clasts such as gastropod or

biovalve shells (Baturin, 1970; Kennedy & Garrison, 1975). Such concretions

frequently contain abundant fish, and plankton debris (Baturin, 1970) and are

often associated with both vertebrate sand leses (Baturin, 1970 p.93) and

vertebrate rich sediments containing up to 9.~~ fish debris (Diester-Hauss

& Schrader, 1979).
.

It is interesting to note that in regions of episodic marine

upwelling a positive correlation between the presence of a downwelling front
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and high densities of phosphorite nodules and fish debris in the sediment has

been observed (Diester-Hauss & Schrader, 1979).
II

As already mentioned it is unlikely that the phosphate nodules in the

ludlow Bone-Bed formed by colloid aggregation. Although the direct replacement.

of clay and for micrite models explain the high concentrations of quartz grains

in them (Table 8) and the dark rims on their margins, they fail to explain why

the nodules contain an abundance of fish scales and organic debris. The

presence of minor illite peaks on the XRD analysis (Fig. 8) at 20 valves of 8.8,

17.7, 26.8 is interesting, since illite is the only clay mineral which is

commonly found in phosphorite nodules elsewhere in the geological column

(e.g. Guldrandsen, 1966; Rooney & Kerr, 1967; Weaver & Wampler, 1972; Weaver

&Beck, ~977; Birch, 1979).

Much of the illite in these other nodules is probably detritial (Weaver
"" p .....;?;, .

&Wampler, 1972), however, the abundance of montimorillonite and comparative per~

of illite in the adjacent sediments containing the nodules (Rooney &Kerr, 1967;

Griffin et al, 1968; Weaver & Wampler, 1972; Weaver & Beck, 1977) may suggest

that all other clay minerals are unstable in the micro-environment in which the

phosphate grains formed and have been destroyed or altered to illite (Weaver

& Wampler, 1972). The clay matrix of the ludlow: Bone-Bed contains three clay

minerals Kaolinite, Chlorite and montmorillonite (Antia, 1979a, b; Antia

&Whitaker, 1979). Chlorite (Fig.10) is the most abudant clay mineral in

this bone-bed and is presumed to have formed as primary montmorillonite, which

has been altered during diagenesis to a chlorite, illite complex. Small

quantities of both chlorite and illite can be seen adhering to the surface of some
//;{"c ~ ....... ,.;'\

of the quartZ" grains in the bone-bed under
A

electron microscope.

The high fish and organic content of the nodules suggests that they formed

in a region of high plankton productivity in which the waters were probably

both oxygenated and undersaturated with respect to calcium carbonate

(Antia, 1979b). Such a region probably received little detrital input and
\

phosphorous was concentrated in the sediment by dead and decaying organisms.

In the slightly basic environments presumed to have existed in the sediment
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2- ( ) Imuch of the phosphate should be present as H PO4 Gulbrandsen, 1969 and or

an organic-phosphate complex (Antia, 1979b). In the nodules much of the

phosphate has precipitated in a·honeycomb structure (Antia, 1979a; Antia &

Whitaker, 1979) which closely resembles the habit of clays in the Bone-Bed

(Antia, 1979a, pl.18c) and suggests that the phosphate nodules may have formed

by a clay absorption process (cf. Dean &Rubins, 1947; Pomeroy et al., 1965).

The mechanics of phosphate absorption by clay are not· entirely resolv~d.

However, it has been shown (Perkins, 1945) that the amount of phosphate

absorbed by,montmorillonite increases greatly as its pH increases from 4 to 9

and that tp.e compounds AlP0
4

.2H20, FeP04.2H20 are formed with Al and Fe .

obtained from the clays surface (Hemwall, 1957). As the pH of the sediment

increases, Ca becomes more effective at fixing P0
4

than Al, Mg or Fe (Perkins,

1947). The resulting apatite would probably ps~udomorph after the original

clay structure of the sediment (Antia & Whitaker, 1979; Antia, 1979b) and the

high Mg and Fe concentrations in the nodules (Table 7) may be residual elements

from the original clays of the nodule or result from an ionic substitution ,?f

Mg and Fe for Ca in the apatite structure during diagenesis (McConnel, 1973;

cru£t et al., 1965).

This mo~el of phosphate nodule formation requires the presence of dark

organic rich muds containing both fish debris and phosphorite nodules. Such.

clays are present in the Ludlow Bone-Bed (Lawson, 1953; Antia, 1979b) and their

regional distribution indicated in Fig. 1. Since. the West African, Agulhas

Bank and Californian phosphorites, phosphate nodule formation is concentrated

in localised areas (Parker, 1971, 1975; Parker &Siesser, 1972; Summerhayes,

1973; Birch, 1979; Baturin,1970; DIAnglejan, 1967, 1968) with subsequent

erosion and transport spreading the nodules over a wide area on the sea bed, a

similar situation could have occurred in the Silurian. Ludlow Bone-Bed with fish

scales accumulating in the onshore regions and phosphatic vertebrate rich muds

in more offshore regions. The gradual decrease in fish scale abundance and

increase in phosphate nodule abundance from the lithobonebeds in the MUch

Wenlock Ludlow District to the clayey pelbonebeds and phosphorites of the Mayhill-
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~rookend district lends some credence to this i~dea (Fig. 1).

Source of clays in the phosphatic clay deposits

The olays in the Ludlow :Bone-:Bed could have a number of sources. They

could be derived from (1) bentonites, (2) the in~ weathering of detrital

igneous material such as feldspars and micas, or (3) from the input of fresh

terrigenous material.

1. Bentonites

K-bentonites rich in biotite have been recorded from ~hroughout the

Welsh :Borderlands (Marsh, 1976) and from the Whitcliffian (Cave &White, 1978).

These montmorillonite rich deposits are oommonly reworke~ after deposition to

produce clayey siltstones or even biotite enriched lag concentrates (cf. Marsh,

1976). In the :Brookend Borehole (Fig. 2) and elsewhere in the Woolhope -

Mayhill - Malverns region, there is an apparent correlation between biotite

rich layers and· bone-beds. This correlation has been commented on elsewhere

(Tucker, 1960; Antia, 1979a) and may indicate'that the fish in the bone~bed

were killed by volcanic ash (and asso~iated chemicals) descending thro~ the

water. column after a local eruption. Subsequent winnowing of the ,sediment may

have removed the fine clays from the surface, layers and decomposition of the

fish sojt parts. would have resulted in disarticulation and disaggregation of

their body scales. The resulting sediment would be enriched in both biotite

and fish scales and would be termed 'a bone-bed.

In the Ludlow :Bone-:Bed at Ludlow, a soft pliable silty clay. is locally

present. This clay is morphologically similar to a clay 1.2 m below the Ludlow

:Bone-:Bed at Aston Munslow and about 60 cm below the top ,of a section through
I

the Upper Whitcliffe :Beds in the road cutting opposite :Broadstone Farm, near

Shipton (G.R. SO 545 903). These latter two deposits havo a flat base, are

2-3 cm thick and have a flat top. They are considered here to represent a

reworked bentonite s~lar to those described by Marsh (1976) from elsewhere

in the Ludlovian.! The similarity in mineral' composition (Fig. 12) between the

three clays suggests that they may have a common source, and that the Ludlow
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Bone-Bed may owe its origin in part to local Silurian vulcanicity. It is

interesting to note that all three clays contain, in addition to chlorite,

quartz and muscov:Lte" traces of a mineral which may be sengiorite. This

mineral contains small quantities of uranium and vanadium, both of which are

commonly concentrated in bones and phosphorite nodules (Gulbransen," 1966; "

Tasgrev &Nikitia, 1970; Burnett, 1974 etc.). The chlorite probably formed

by the diagenetic alteration of an original montmorillonite clay (cf. Pettijohn

et ale, 1973).' It is interesting to note Fig. 8, 13 that in a section containing

two very different pore water microenvironments, the 'montmorillonite' has been

altered to two different chlorite cla:ys.

2. Detrital material

Some ."of .the clays in the Ludlow Bene-Bed and associated phosphatic clays

might have originated from the decomposition of feldspars and micas (cf.

Pettijohn et al., 1973). This is partially confirmed by the presence of

kaolinite (Antia &Whi~aker,. 1979; Antia, 1979a) and illite in the Bone-Bed.

However, .at the present time it is impossible to assess the contribution of

detrital igneous grains by decomposition to the clay population. '

3. Input of fresh terrigenous material

It. is unlikely that significant contributions to the clays were made

from a fresh source at the end of the Whitcliffian, because both Whitcliffian

and Dowtonian sediments contain abundant chlorite (e.g. Fig. 8; 13).

Consequently the probable source for many of the clays in both the

Whitcliffian and Downtonian is considered here to be volcanic ashes and

bentonites. The decomposition of micas and feldspars undoubtedly contributed

to the clay population, but their contribution is considered here to be minor.

Palaeoecology of the Bone-Bed

No burrows have been recorded in the Ludlow Bone-Bed. However, at Ludlow

rare specimens of Goniophora cymbaeformis J. de C. Sowerby occur i!l~ in the

bone-bed (Antia, 1979a). In the phosphorite rich clays at Netherton both

in. 8itu Pachytheca s'Ohaerica and blac,k laminae produced by blue green alga are
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present (Plate 1, Fig. D). The black algal laminae appear to encrust reliot

bedding traces within the phosphorite rich cla;ys (Plate 1, Fig. D) and. have

like Pacnytheca been heavily impregnated. by calcite d.uring diagenesis.

The Pachytheca (Plate 1, Fig. :B; D) are interesting because they appear

to be encrusting on a quartz grain nuclei. This suggests that Pachytheca may

have been a marine sedentary encrusting alga which encrusted. small sand. grains

lying on the surface of anoxic organic rich muds (cf. Appendix).

Reconstruction of faunal and taphonomic events leading

to the formation of the Ludlow Bone-Bed

1. Pre-discontinuity

, Prior to the formation of the bone-bed, a n~ber of important events

are considered to have occurred. The first and perhaps most important was a

change in the chemistry of the Silurian shelf sea. This change (Antia, 1979b)

to more o:xygenated calcium carbonate undersaturated environment from a calcium

carbonate saturated environment was sudden and appears to have affected the

whole of the Welsh :Borderlands. The lack of fresh detritus associated. with

the change suggests that it ma;y result from sea floor current switching, perhaps

turning the region into one of marine upwelling (cf. Diester - Hauss & Schrader,

1979) or alternatively it could result from (Antia, 1979c) a decrease in

salinity or alteration of the chemical balance of the sea caused by the gradual

southward migration over the Welsh Borderlands of a massive delta/estuary

complex which reached its acme later in the Dittonian (Allen, 1974).

Either of these changes would have probably resulted in both an increase

'in the plankton productivity of the surface waters, and an increased organic

contribution to the sediment (Antia, 1979b; Diester Hauss &Schrader, 1979).

The former increase would have yrobably resulted in a greatly increased. fish

population in the overlying waters (Walsh, 1976; Dugdale, 1976; Parsons,

1976) and a high vertebrate'skeletal contribution to the sediment. Locally

this change would have resulted in the dep6sition of thin organic rich anoxic .

muds with very slow deposition rates. Subsequent diagenetic reactions (cf.
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Arrhenins, 1962; Robert &Charnley, 1974; Siesser &Rogers, 1976; Briskin &

Schreiber, 1978) would probably have led to the formation of authigenic gypsum

in some of these muds (Antia, 1979b) and eventuaJ.ly phosphorite nodule and

steinkern formation (Antia, 1979b) within the sediment pore waters. Within

these muds representative examples of the i!1 situ fauna would probably have

been phosphatised. The fauna recorded in the steinl~erns from these muds

(Table 6) includes crinoid stems, !ingula1s, Orbiculoidea1s, gastropods and.,
hyoliths, and differs from the fauna in the underlying Whitcliffian sediments

in containing few articulate brachiopods (cf. Calef &Hancock, 1974; Lawson,

1975), and from the overlying Downtonian sediments in containing no abundant

ostracods and bivalves (cf. Elles &Slater, 1906; Shaw, '1969; Siveter, 1978).

The phosphatised crinoids, hyoliths, gastropods and brachiopods were

benthic species (cf. Franzen, 1974; Marek &Kochelson, 1976; Peel, 1977;

Cherns, 1977, 1979), which probably lived in or on the anoxic environment

presented by the dark muds. ,

2. Erosion event

Since much of the Ludlow Bone-Bed occurs as a well sorted grain supported

sediment (cf. Antia, 1979), it is probable that many of the anoxic muds were

removed by erosion and the fish remains and phosphatic nodules within them

concentrated as a bone-bed on the sediment surface, prior to the depositio~ of

the Downton Castle Formation. These lag concentrates were well sorted by

currents and vertebrate contributions may have been added to them as a result

of both fish mass mortalities and normal fish mortalities. Although in the

May Hill - Brookend district the Ludlow Bone-Bed may mark a pronounced dis-

continuity', in the Ludlow to Much Wenlock district it represents part of a

continuous regressive sequence of intertidal sedimentation (Allen, 1974;

Antia, 1979a; Antia &Whitaker, 1979) accumulating as vertebrate sand patches

in the lower part of a mudflat in which the vertebrate and phosphatic material

had. been swept onshore by storms and currents. Perhaps an analogous modern

example are the vertebrate sands on the Mellum mudflats in West Germany

(Shafer, 1966, 1972).
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The apparent absence of the Ludlow :Bone-:Bed from much of the basinaJ.

Whitcliffian sediments to the west of the lower Palaeozoic Church Stretton

Growth 'Fault (Davies & Cave, 1976) in Kerry, :Bucknell, Knighton and Clun

(stamp, 1918; Earp, 1938, 1980; Holland, 1958) m~ either be a result 'of

poor exposure at the critical Ludlovian - Dowtonian junction as has been

partially demonstrated by Palmer (1971), or relate to the higher rates of

sed.im~ntation (Holland &Lawson, 1963) and differing palaeocurrent directions.
of this region (:Bailey &Rees, 1972).
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PLATE 1.
I

A. The Ludlow-Downton boundary at Corfton showing that the Lu:llow

Eone-Eed forms an integral part of rippled strata (x 2) - negative print

E. Pachytheca sphaerica Hooker,' in situ growing from a quartz grain.

The same specimen is situated in the middle top part of Fig. D

(x 12.5) - negative print.'

C. The Ludlow Eone-Eed at Lye. Note its erosive base (x 2) - negative

print.

D. Phosphate richc.1.ayey bone-bed at Netherton. Note mud pellets and

phosphate nodules in a quartz sand. The think white lines and ~~yers

of fossil blue green algae encrusting along an ancient bedding plane.

(x'3) - negati~e print.

E. Ludlow-Downton boundary at Ludlow. Note bioturbated top ludloviim

overlain by a thin scatter bone-bed (terminology after Sykes, 1977)

and laminated Downtonian siltstones (x 2) - negative print.

F. Negative print of part of a phosphate nodule sllowing its composite

peletal structure of mud pellets surrounded by fish debris enriched

phosphatic muds., (x 10) ~ negative print.

G. Detail of phosphate rich clayey bone bed at Netherton. Note abundant

quartz grains, mud pellets with diffuse margins and phospr.ate pebbles

with distinct margins (x 12) - negative print.

H. Negative print of a bored phosphate nodule from the Ludlow Eone-Eed

at Longhope (x 12).

I. Negative print of another bored phosphate nodule from the Ludlow

Eone-Eed at Longhope. Note the 2 Trypanites borings, one of which

has been infilled with phosphatised mud. The other has a light

coloured inner·margin which is lined with acritarchs and other organic

debris. The white patches in the photomicrograph'are enriched in

organic debris and microplankton (x 15).

J. Negative print of a quartz rich phosphate nodule which nucleated

around a crinoid stem. The crinoid stem has since been replaced by

a phosphatised mud containing quartz silt and microplankton (x 8).
_ -I-~6-





PLATE 2. The Ilrookend Iloreho:e.

A.A glauconite rich bone-bed in the Downton Series (I.G.S.
e.v :J) O.j,J

specimen No. • ) from W m above the base of th~ Downtonian.

The glauconite pellets in this bone-bed are probably analagous

with recent glauconite pellets found off the Agu~has at the present

time and described in detail by Ilirch et al (1976). All the glauconite

grains appear to have a uniform dark green colour, are unsutured and

generally well rounded.

Il. The Ludlow Ilone-Iled. Note minor microfaulting in t~e overlying

sandstone, and the erosive base at the base of this phosphorite layer.

The underlying lenticular bedded silts and mu.ds are carbonate rich

(I.G.S. specimen No. c:c V 3tr 3 'r ).

c. Ilone-Iled in the lower part of the Whitcliffe Ileds occurring as a

shelly vertebrate rich layer containing phosphate nodules and partially

phosphatised micrite pebbles. These layers rest ?n biotu=bated muddy

siltstones.

D. Bored phosphate pebble from the Lower Whitcliffe Ileds.

E. Ilone-Iled in Upper Whitcliffe Ileds.

F. Ilone-Iledin Ilioturbated Upper Whitcliffe Ileds.
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Appendix I Edge to edge Microprobe transects for the phosphate pebbles in Fig. ge - m.

All element abundances were calculated as oxides by the microprobe.

(a) Pebble transect Fig. ge, indicating relative abundances (?'6) of 9 elements

Distance from pebble edge (mm)

o 0.3 0.8 1.2 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.3 3.8 4.3 4.8 5.3 5.8 6.3 6.9 7.4

Na 0.91 0.71

Mg 0.39 0.26 0.64 1.58 0.40 0.50 0.56 0.45 0.62 0.47 0.84 0.25 1.10 0.86

Al 3.08 2.51 4.15 1.38 3.84 5.93 3.36 3.23 3.19 4.04 3.20 3.84 8.64 2.53 5.77 '2.99

8i 65.99 16.24 12.62 27.22 11.35 27.23 15.21 9.81 9.29 9.72 9.46 12.55 28.21 42.76 29.25 14.78

P 31.86 34.00 28.90 31.81 26.64 33.50 35.37 37.07 34.27 36.60 33.33 24.43 24.20 26.21 32.83

K 0.72 0.19 0.73 0.26 0.72 0.92 0.66 0.69 0.57 0.77 0.52 0.68 1.34 0.62 1.28 0.37

Ca 0.39 40.7 43.13 35.74 40.79 32.76 41.84 45.73 46.35 43.76 46.02 42.33 29.22 28.6 31.94 41.4

MIl 1.22

Fe 1.06 4.25 1.81 0.75 1.77 \ 3.44 1.11 1.17 0.96 2.50 1.26 3.06 2.31 0.80 1.89 2.78

(b) Pebble transect Fig. 9£, indicating relative abundances (?'6) of 9 elements

o 0.4 0.9 1~7 2.6 3.4 4.3 5.1' 5.9

Na 0.47 1.43 0.43

Mg 0.55 0.40 0.39 0.46 0.58 1.21 0.48 0.40 0.276

Al 4.28 3.69 4.49 7.95 5.18 5.03 4.50 4.24 3.960

8i 21.87 14.84 11.65 33.54 15.12 24.20 23.12 39. 63 29.29

P 29.54 34.92 34.59 23.96 32.43 29.81 30.81 22.96 27.72

K 0.79 0.58 0.76 1.06 0.83 0.84 0.72 0.81 0.85

Ca 37.30 43.92 42.84 29.58 41.41 36.23 37.87 27.76 34.31

MIl

Fe 3.63 1.20 2.77 1.74 1.95 1.73 1.31 1.07 2.42
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(c) Pebble transect, Fig. 9g, indicating relative abun~ances (%) of 9"elements

Distance from pebble edge (mm)
. , ; 0 0·5 0.9 1.3 1.9 2.5 2.9 3.4 3.8 4.4 5.0 5.4 5.9 6.4 6.9 7.4 8.0

Na 0.41 - 0.69 0.41 - 0.53 - 0.67 - 0.48 - 1,.84 0.66 2.14 - 0.39 0.46

Mg 0.43 0.58 0.46 0.56 0•.49 0.53 0.34 0.34 0.29 0.54 0.89 0.35 0.54 0.32 0.61 0.54 0.35

'Al 3.91 4.32 5.14 2.77 4.05 5.57 1.93 5.07 3.85 4.94 4.52 6.58 5.15 5.61 5.61 3.85 2.78

5i 15.17 11.52 15.25 7.24 11.35,13.94 8.43 24.47 15.08 16.27 11.13 20.10 15.55 30.59 13.41 11.62 13.80 •

P 31.23 31.20 28.61 34.29 25.15 19.72 27.57 27.90 30.78 27.03 20.17 16.22 21.25 17.94 25.47 31.17 31.07 '

K 0.75 0.79 0.91 0.58 0.81 1.34 0.38 0.99 0.83 0.82 0.67 1.33 0.91 0.53 1.11 0.66 0.68

Ca 40.85 41.92 38.38 45.65 33.99 25.16 35.87 34.82 39.95 34.67 25.46 21.06 28.96 23.80 34.70 42.30 42.26
•
MIl - - - - 0.24 0.74 - - 0.69 - 4.20 0.53 - - - 0.20 0.21

Fe 2.23 2.10 2.14 1.97 2.08 2.57 1.28 1.74 1.3 1.99 3.06 1.21 3.87 1.78 2.92 1.79 1.15

. (d) Pebble transect, Fig. 9h, indicating relative abundances (%) of 9 elements

Distance from pebble edge (mm)

0 0'.4 1.6 2.8 3.8 4.6 5.3 \ 6.2 7.2 8.2 9.2

Na 0.47 0.46 - - 0.42 0.45 - - 0.42 - 0.58

r-rg 0.43 0.41 0.39 - ·0.42 0.59 - 1.22 0.35 0.33 0.47

A1 1.15 2.51 3.11 1.24 2.97 3.13 4.62 3.99 2.39 ,4.81 2.25

5i 2.83 8.90 12.91 5.74 9.93 15.79 40.36 12.32 9.01 14.31 7.97

P 19.4 31.11 8.09 36.44 27.4 33.20 21.70 27.58 31.65 25.83 34.43

K 0~14 0.90 0.65 0.32 0.57 0.66 1.06 0.34 0.48 2.25 0.98

Ca 25.77 41.11 10.62 46.30 35.60 42.06 27.42 36.78 41.97 31.69 44.87

MIl 1.89,
.- 0.24 0.29 0.52

Fe 1.03 1.13 1.77 1.00 2.14 1.09 1.72 4.53 3.50 14.86 1.81
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(e) Pebble transect, Fig. 9i, indicating relative abundances (%) of 9 elements

Distance from pebble edg~ (mm)

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

Na 0.56 1.12 0.80

Mg 0.28 0.42 0.31 0.51

Al 3.62 6.60 2.48 2.69 3.5

Si 24.51 20.53 41.46 29.19 13.62

P 32.01 28.21 24.83 28.68 32.02

K 0.31 0.66 0.87 0.29 0.83

Ca 38•.39 34.64 29.93 35.15 42.18

Mn 0.61 0.21

Fe 2.16 2.65 0.83 1.89 2.54

(r) Pebble transect, Fig. 9j, indicating relative abundances (%) of 9 elements

, Distance from pebble edge (mm)

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Na 0.44 0.81

Mg 0.;0 0.41 0.51 0.50 0.26 0.61

Al 3.85 2.41 2.66 4.44 2.11 3.04

Si 8.11 11.13 19.16 14.94 15.08 22.02

P 35.30 36.02 34.14 33.31 33.80 30.31

K 0.15 0.38 0.42 0.66 0.41 0.54

Ca 44.69 45.10 42.00 41.68 41.93 36.41

Mn 0.21

Fe 0.83 1.00 0.98 1.69 3.84 2.42
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(b) Pebble transect, Fig. 91, indicating relative abundances (%) of 9 elements

Distance from pebble edge (mm)

0 1.0 2.0 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.4 6.8

Na 4.86

Mg 0.58 0.27 0.83 0.69 0.21 0.39 1.33 0·35

Al 2.37 3.79 13.44 5.44 1.71 4.10 5.89 2.61

Si 13.00 30.61 33.54 21.64 8.00 21.37 15.76 17.14

P 32.58 24.32 19:06 29. 11.36 11.12 29.12 32.53

K 0.40 0.89 0.83 1.12 0.38 0.52 0.88 0.37

Ca 41.85 28.66 23.79 36.29 14.13 13.16 35.81 40.78

MIl

Fe 3.08 9.37 2.39 2.97 0.31 4.40 6.19 3.39
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(i) Pebble transect, Fig. 9m, indicating relative abundances (%) of 9 elements.

Distance from pebble edge (mm)

0 . 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.5

Na 0.44 0.75 0.62 0.91 0.43 0.44

Mg 0.5; 0.54 0.65 1.40 1.;9 0.44

Al 2.;5 4.82 4.07 6.;8 ;.39 3.58

8i 28.42 21.25 1;.66 17.·17 14.90 1;.25

P 26.1; 26.80 29.81 .25.12 28.;1 29.10

K 0.42 1.33 0.87 1.04 0.48 0.79

Ca 34.76 35.94 41.65 ;4.86 37.76 41.03

MIl 0.20

Fe 1.65 2.90 1.64 ;.81 5.27 2.40

(j) Pebble transects, Fig. 9n, indicating relative abundances (%) of 9 elements.

Distance from pebble edge (mm)

0 1.20 4.10 . 4.80 5.60

Na 0.60 0.58

Mg 0.64 0.59 0.30

Al ;.02 0.2; ;.10 ;.08 ;.04

8i 19.30 2.37 17.78 12.38 12.41

P 29.63 36.60 29.98 26.82 33.30

K 0.56 ' - 0.49 0.46 0.50

Ca 39.69 49.10 38.19 33.57 42.61

MIl 0.36

Fe 0.94 0.64 1.72 14.53 1.10
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APPENDIX II

The systematic position and environmental distribution of Pachytheca sphaerica.

Pachytheca sphaerica Hooker was an Upper Siluri~Lower ]evonian (Wenlock to

Tedinnian) alga which is found in marine sediments in the Welsh Borderlands,

U.K. It may be described as a carbonaceous sphere, 'varying in diameter from

1 to 7 ::ml, with a smooth external surface.

Internally it consists of a ~entral medulla and a radially striated tubular

cortex. This cortex consists of a series of filaments, each contained within

an open ended tubular hexagonal sheath. These sheaths have a diameter in the

order of 50 to 100f"\ (Kidston and Lang, 1924, Plate 53, Fig.4). They are radially

arranged and densely packed (Lang, 1937, Plate 14, Fig. 121; Antia and Whit~cer,

1978, ;:'ig. 4). Individual sheaths thicken towards their bases and occasionally

exceed 700, in length. Periodically the effect of internal growth lines is

produced by false branching forming concentric zones determined by the bases of

a new generation of sheaths (see Lang, 1937, Plate 14, Figs. 121, 124).
(

Individual pachythecids may show three or IDC?re such zones. Bounding the cortex is

thin sheet of mucilage (Antia and Whitaker, 1979, Fig. 4). The central medulla

is commonly found infilled with sediment. This infill is usually composed of

diagenetic clay, phosphate, or calc~te, Occasionally, pachythecids contain quartz

grains or fish scales in their centres.

Pacnytheca is currently thought to have been a cyanophytid alga of uncertain

affinities within the. group (Corsin, 1945; Lang, 1945; Johnson, 1951; Schmidt,

1958). However, (1) the presence of multicellular filaments within a cortical

sheath suggests a taxonomic position within the tribe Hormogoneae (cf. Prescott,

1969, p.143) and (2) the presence of a spherical colony with a smooth outer

surface, containing densely packed radiating trichomes encased in sheaths which

taper from base to apex and show false branching, may indicate that Pachytheca

should be assigned to the order Riveriales, family Rivulariaceae (cf. ]rouet,

1951; Prescott, 1969).
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Within the Rivulariaceae, Pachytheca bears a close resemblance to the genera

Gloeotrichia and Rivularia. All three genera share the following features

(1) they all occur as smooth black mucilagenous spheres containing an internal

cortex of radially arranged and densely packed filaments within sheaths, (2) the

filaments all taper towards their bases and show false branching, (3) the

impression of internal growth rings is given by successive generations of false

branching forming concentric zones determined by the basal heterocysts of the new

trichomes (Fritsch, 1945; Prescott, 1969).

At the present time Rivularia is a sedentary intertidal marine alga found

just below the splash zone (Prescott, 1969), while Gloetrichia is both epiphytic

and planktonic (Prescott, 1969). Lang (1937, 1945) considered Pachytheca sphaerica

to inhabit both subtidal marine and fluvial environments.

Following detailed palaeoecological and sedimentological studies of the

Upper .Silurian of the Welsh :Borderlands (Hobson, 1960; Allen, 1974; Calef and

Hancock,1974; Antia and Whitaker, '1979; Antia, 1979a, b, c and in prep.), it may

be ,possible, to locate a preferred habitat for the species.

In 26 sections in the Ludlow to :Birmingham (U.K.) region of the Welsh

:Borderlands the fauna and flora was examined at 10 - 50 cm intervals, and the

sediment in which they occurred examined and placed within a depositional

en vironment.

The sections sampled have the following :British National Grid References -

so 457740, 928846, 936874, 578939, 563917, 545903, 523875, 512865, 502862,

597853, 496851, 482839, 474833, 475818, 458798, 456750, 445750, 445742, 460740,

492743, 511742, 522741, 497726, 485724; SJ 315078, 313073.

The environments examined (see Reineck and Singh, 1975; Antia, 1979a for

details of the sedimentary features characterizing each environment) contained

Pachytheca sphaerica in the densities and abundances indicated in Table 11. This

table shows that Pachytheca was absent from the subtidal environment, but present

in the intertidal environment. In the lower shore face it was common in the shelly

lag concentrates infilling channels in tne mudi'lats. It occurred very rarely in

the surrounding mudi'lats. In the beach sands and silts Pachytheca occurred only
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Table 11. The environmental distribution of Pachytheca sphaerica in the Upper

Ludlow and Lower Downtonian. Its abundanoe in phosphorite rioh

black oll3\Ys is not indioat:ed here.

1 =No. of samples; 2 = No. of samples with Pachytheca; 3 =Mean

density of Pachytheca; 4 =Maximum density of Pachytheca.

3 & 4 expressed as density per m2 bedding plane surface area.

Environments outlined here have been recorded by Allen (1974), Antia .

&Whitaker (1979), Antia (1979).

Environment

1• Subtidal oaloareous muds and silts

containing a brachiopod fauna

2. Bone-beds in low intertidal zone

3. Mudflats. (a) lower· shore zone

(b) upper shore zone
"

, .4. Upper Shore Zone - Mudmounds

(a) ohannels

(b) mounds

5. Upper Shore Zone - Beach

(a) sand and silt

(b) Organic debris ll3\Yers

6. Baok shore zone' - Lagoonal muds and
siPts

(a), muds and silts

(b) organic debris ll3\Yers
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in assooiation with layers rich plant (algal) debris. In the lagoonal marsh

baok shore sediments, Pachytheca occurs abundantly in thin laminae rich in

organio debris. Its high density presence in the lagoon and beach sediments

may suggest that it lived in this environment (of. Lingwood, 1976), but the

organio debris layers in whioh it. commonly occurs could be transported strand

line deposits (of. Reineck and Singh, 1975).

Its in~ occurrence in the phosphatic olays at Netherton (Plate 1•.
Fig. B) suggests that the latter hypothesis may be more correct. Pachytheca

is oommon in the soft organio rich phosphatic clays of the Lower Downtonian

and also occurs oocasionally in non oaloareous olayey layers of the Whitcliffian

(Table I). It is therefore possible that Pachytheca lived offshore in a subtidal

environment and that during postmortem decomposition its central medulla became

infilled with gases, making the pachythecid buoyant and allowing it to be

transported to a position high in the littoral zone.
CiAJe..7:e "r-

the medulla could have been infilled with ~
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BLUE i,HeBOR nAY, nO~jER~mT.

by

,D.D.J. Antia and J.ll. Sykos

Summ::lr:T
•

The surface textures of 'detrital quartz grains in n Rhaetinn

bone-bed at Blue Anchor Bay, Somerset, have been investigated using

a scanning electron microscope. The results show that thore 10 a

systematic change from the base to the top of the bed ~~ tho naturo

of the textures displayed by the quartz grains. Those from the

basal, clay-rich parts of the bed feature solution pits, while

grains from the upper clay-poor pn~ts of the bed display well
. . ~ ..' ' developed euhedral overgrowths •

in-situ diagenesis.

The differonces are nttributed to

Introduction

Quartz grains in Rhaetian bone-beds are usually abraded and

well rounded. They have been recorded from oany localities,
,

ranging across England and Wales, includi~g narn~tone (lTottingham-..
shire), Barrow-upon-Sour (Loicestershire), Westbury (Gloucestershire),

Chilcompton (Somerset) and Lavernock (Glam?rBan)., Further examples

including l~calitY'details have been presented by Sykes (1977).

Rare bipyr~rnidal quartz crystals have been recordod fI'OC Rhaetian

bone-beds ',(fent, 1970, p.365) at a number of localities including

Barnstone (Duffin, 1978, pers.com.)' and Blue Anchor Bay (Antia,

1979a, pl. 18, ,fig. f). Such crystals arise as the resultaf quartz

overgrowths around an.original quartz nucleus. They have beon

record~d from, a number of bone-beds includine those of the Silurian

in Britain (Antia &: \~hitaker, 1978, p.121, 123-127; Antia, 1979~
"

pp.115, 169) and bone-beds in the Devonian of the U.S.A. (Wello,
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1944, p.283).
·1 '

In SilUrian bone-beds (o.g. the Ludlow j30ne-Bed) some of the
f • I •

euhedral crystals pre-date the formation of ·the deposit and bear
'. 'surface abrasion features (Antia Ce. 'tlhitaker~ ',1978, p.132, 133, 135,

136). Others have no abrasion features and ',nucleate around quartz

grains, suegestins that they have grown in t?G bone-bed ufter its

deposition. At ,the present time there are no adequate descriptions
I "

of euhedral quart f crystals from a Rhuotian bone-bed and
I

consequently it i$ not known if they were re~~orked fro~ a previous
. .

sediment or whether they have grown in situ ~n the bone-bed.

Reworked grains riho.uld be identified by their: abraded surfaces.

Conversely, ,if the quartz euhedra were precipitated in the
: ,

sediment after it w~s deposited, then a complete continuum ranging
I

from original qua~tz erains and silica coated quurtz nuclei through
,

to perfect euhedr~:quartz crystals could be expected to occur, in. , '

whicll quartz euhedra increase in abundance towards the more porous
\
base or top of the deposit. If, however, the relative abundances

of the various diagenetic quartz morphotypes remain constant

throughout the deposit then they'could either ~ave been derived
I

from an older deposit (cf. Wilson, 1979) or hav~ formed us diagenetic

precipitates within the bone-bed. This stUdy seeks to determine

which of the expl~nations is most applicable to the quartz euhedra
", .

1n ..the bone-bed under review.

Stratil3rRphy " '.
, ,

Exposures of th~ Rhaetian beds at Blue Anchor .bay huve been
\ i,

described by Richur~son (1911, p.17) and also by Elliot (1953) and
1','; • .

Macfayden (1970, ~.225). Richardson recorded three bone-bedo:-
.. "1

'Basal Bone-bed' (no~ 33), 'The Oloueh' (no. 27) and 'The Bono-bed'
, ,

(no. 15) near the ,~~~ of the Westbury beds.

In a recent ~rlV~8tieation into the nature of 3ritish Rhaetian
. ~ I I

bone-beds (Sykes, 1977), a large number of quartz crystals wore,
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Tnble 1. Description of bonn-bedp nsrtn ~n' to 'e'

Part

e

d

c

b

a

Thickness

up to 120crn

700m
..,

up to 301l'.D1
j

18I.1lIl·
I

"

"

.
I

,
I

~cocription

A masoive, ,calcc.re'ouo sandstone, enriched in'

vertebrate remains.j :
; I

A calcareous sandstone, enriched in

vertobrate rexaino :':ar;,d containine thin layers. .
of black shale lime~tone.

Alternu:ting layers of lJlack shuloo and sand

stonos with vertebr~te re~ains.

'A layor of 'beef' caicite (CaCo3).

A calcareous, sandy\ bone-bed containing sh€ll

and silt laminae.

Table 2. Distribution of crystalline n~lritf.! and cW:trtz cryst~ll fncce
in the crnlrDe fraction of tho bone-bed

Part \{1thout cryutal faces 'Jith cryotal facos Crystc.lline pyritE.
c 23% 74% 3%
d 337~ 62% 5%

0 73% 19~ 8%
a 94% 0% 6%
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noticed in part of tho uppernost bone-bed (Richardf3on'o bed 15) at
1 '
I

B~ue Anchor .Bay (ST 042432). This bono-bed is 0.28 m thick and
I

has been divid,ed L"lto five distinct pnrts (;~~l.ble 1) (Sykes, 1977,
I i

p. 231 ) • Sa1nplea from parte 'a, c, d, &: c' "I,ere disaggregated in
'? '.

acetic acid, we-ohed and dried. The finer pn:rticles ",'ere recoved

by washing the grains in petroleum spirit arill the coaruer fraction

~. (above 250 microno) sop:lrat'ed by si~ving.,
I.

3evernl random 6a~plee

"were taken from ouch part end ey-anined under 'a binocular microscope.
I

The number of gra~ns in each sample were counted in respect to their

possession or lack of crY8tp~ faces also ~it}\'regnrd8 to the ~~ount

"

of cryotalline pyrite present. In ea.ch part of the bed averages

of the relative ~on~ents were cnlculatod ovor the various saoplos

and the amounts oxprenacd in percenta.ges (Tnb19 2).
I

SCtmni~h' electron microsconc (n. ;~.r,~.) Bna.lvsis
I .

Fifty quartz grains were r~ndomly oelected from each part of the
- --

,bed listed in Table 2. These crains VIere then mounted on the
, I

S.E.}!. stubs with either silver dug (parts d & c) or Pritt (parts

a & c) and gold oplatter couted to a thickness of 350 R. The
I

grains were then examined on a CurnbridGe 600 S.B.n•• After

...examination tho grains were re~oved from the st~bs and cleaned using

first acetone and.then hydrosen perOXide. Host of the grains are

now deposited with the Ludlow Xusoum; specimen nos.

r10st of the o,xterllal surfaces of the quartz grains were covered

by diuBenetic overgrovrths which nppenr' to have been precipitated on

more rounded quar~~,:nuclei. Some of the grains llre affected, by
'I,

oilien solution whX~h has removed the pr1~~~y abrasive fca.tureo end
, .

caused pitting. !Tho oxoscop1c features of the grains are
, ~ ~i

described no follows.
, .,. ~

1. Prir.mry cryetnll::o~~rgrowths! pl. I , firfl. 1, 2 & ;2
I' ,t

Hnny of tho q,unI~tz grains observed fraIl!' parte 'd' and '0'
I I:

i

possess euhedral ~ystal faces. Theso vary in shnpe from compact
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@... . .~ .. .. . "', .
" ........ . .

a

"'.j" .
"

I •. ,

b c

fig. a.

fig. b.

'fig. c.

fig. d.

Explanation of text figure 1

Deduced stages in the development of quartz euhedra

Original quartz grain (shape unlmown).

Quartz grain coated with silica sheets producing crystal faces on the

grains surface (most. common in parts 'a' and 'c').

Polarisation of crystal growth and the development of crystal faces

(most common in parts 'd' and Ie').

Development of prism faces connecting the pyramid faces (most common

in parts 'd' and Ie') •

.....
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graino in 01one£!.to,' bipyramidtll, euhedral cr~!Gtalo, SOJ:r.e of \lhich
I

have prism facetl.! Zone of tho com,pact ere,ins hc.ve cryntal faces
\

I

wi thout a elear cr;ystnllogrnphic orientation,. while sooo of the

l!lOre euhedral o'uins have prism fu,?es \';hich u;re poorly defined or
,-

are scothered by bulbous overgrowth.

'rho quartz g~a:i:ns show three stnges of diagenctic overcrowth

around an original, iCOf:lpact spheroidDJ. qU:lrtz srain (text-fig. 1,
•

:rig. A).

!! Silica sheet lnyerine on the external surface of the quartz

Bruin (pl. r ~ fig. 7, text-fie. 1, fig E). Thene tlhoets

are in opticnl continuity with 'the hOHt quo.rtz grain.

12. Polarioation of quartz erollth to produce.o. c-axio aligned

along troo quartz grain and to allow dovelop~0nt of pyramidal

crystal faces at either end of the crain .(pl. J , fig. 3,.
.text-fig. 1" fig. C).

S Enlnrgcccnt: of the pyramidal facos \mtil the pyrumid diameter

equ.ci.ls or exceeds tho grain diarJoter. This is follO\led by

developmont:'und gro~'th of the prioe faces (text-fig. 1,

fig. D). i :' ,
t" .'I,

2. SocondnrY crvntsb:',overurowths (pl. , ! ftl~s. 6 e:. 8)
, ,...

On ono quartz!g~nin frae part 'c', n ooall o~~edral crystal
, ~ '1

growth ilas observed ",e,ncrusting a primary overgrowth cryatal face
, .

(pl. I , fie. 8). ,~;:'Q:~ another e;rain fro:n the somo pat:t of the bed a
, ,

more complex pattern ,bf secondary crystal overgrmlth \VW3 observed
'! 1 1

(pl. I , fig. 6). On eome gr~lins the gro\'rth of silica shoots

a~peara to poot-d~te the developmont ,of euhodral crY:Jta~ focoe

within the bono-bed (pl.T figs. 4, 7 & 9).

3. DiHw~netic solution (pl. I ! :fih". 5)

Si~icn solution featl;.ros arf} preDon t throuehout tho bono-bed
i

thout.';.~ thoy arc most l)rOnounced nt ito b3se, in pnrt 'EJ.'. J... thin

section of this part (Sykes, 1977, pl. 16, fig. 5) shows that moot
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of tho silica solution features appear to bc' rel~tod to the erowth

,
of the calcite matrix durine 'late' diagel'..csis.'

TypicE~ exr~ples of pittine due to silica solution within the

bone-bed are illUstrated in plato. I , fig. 5.

Discussion
to '.

The association of pyrite, apatite and blnck Ghole has been

noted in bone-bod~,:throughout tho geological 'record and coy inr.licate
',.,.,,. ,

the presence of h1ehnegative Eh {-200 to -300) and a pH of 6 to 8
! '.,

in the sediment POi'e ",raters during dinecnezio (Baturir.., 1971, p.G1;
, '. I

Eurnett, 1974, 19~7; p.820-821; JUltia, 1979n, pp.107, 124). If
,',,: 2+

this sediment wao' ::).1'80 undersaturated itith respect to Ua and
I "

C0
3

2- ions, thE:n d~tieenotic gypsum and/or quartz may have

precipitatod within tho sediment (Burnett, 1974, 1977, p.821;

Briskin and Schreiber, 1978, pp.47-48; Antia, 1979b, p.H1, 1'13).

Obselvations (Sykes, 1977, p.232) show that the mean Grain size

of the sand fraction of tho bone-bed increases upvlards. This trend,

couplod with a decrease in its clay and limestone content towards its

top (Sykes, 1977, p.231), shows that the initial post-depositional

porosity of the bone-bed probably also increased towards its top.

The incrense in porosity coincides witil a change in qunl"tz grain....

shape (Tabla 2) 'and'a decrease in the incidence of solution

features.

A possible explana t10n is that silica "ras I'cI:1ovcd from Domo of

the quartz grains and clay minerEu6 in the bone-bod by upward

percolating pore watero and concentrated in the upper porous lnyero

of the bone-bed beneath the overlying impervious clays. In thio

context it is interesting to note that clay minerals n:,uy actually

enhance solutions of quartz (see Blatt, Middleton & Kurruy, 1972;

Pettijohn at al., 1972) ~£tild ':1'..<1 ,3eor.c:l:5 bone) and that the presenco of

a clay mineral oatrix \Jill inhibit grovlth of celI.ent. T~'le pore wnter

solutions may then have become oupersnturoted with respect to silica
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a.nd precipitated 'us 3ilica sheets in tr..e lowe-r porosity layers 'of
I

the bone-bed (parts:' a' and t c') and quartz cry-stals in the hi{~her
\ .

porosity layors (pfl.rts 'de and let). Silica may also huve been
, :,

derived'from the iopermeable clays oyerlying nnd underlyinG the

bone-bed. '.

Elsewhere in ,the ge~loeicul column oimil~r,relutionohips ~~pear

to occur betioleen fiorosity and quartz crystal {;ro,\..rth. For exacple,
• t

the Ludlow bone-bed at Uetherton (King &: Lewis, ,~912) grudes

upwards tromvert~brate rich clays to a vertebrate sand (Antia, 1979b).

Those vertebrate sands had a higher initiul porosity than the

vertebrate rich cll~Ys and they contain diagenetic, euhedrnJ., quartz

crystala. Such c;ry'stftlo are not Pl?eSeilt 1n the lower porosity clays.

i," I
Conclunions

~ ,

The quartz gr&iIfS in a Rhaetian bone-bed at Blue Anchor Bay,
.' \ '.

SOQeroet, have diat~~ctic quartz ovorgrovlths. These overcrowths are
, 'j

restricted to silica pheets in the lower porosity,. vertebrate rich

cln.ys end litlestone6' ~ut fOrIl1 euhedral crystal overgroilths in the
:\ ',: .

higher porosity, v~rt~brute rich quartz sands of the upper layers of'

tho bone-bed.

D.D.J .1... throDcs N.}~.R.C. for its fina..."lciul support, and l)rof'. n.E.
Leuke for tho use of ft:'.ci11 tios at Glasgm.,r University. \-Je thank

Nr. M. Ohummed : -" ".: J for critically ~oading the m~nuocript.
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Anchor Bay.

:. I

1 - 9 Quartz grninn ,~rid ourfflces from a Hhaetian Eone-bed at Ijlua
~Il.'l ••

.'" .:, .

1 hngu).o.r, compac-t;' high sphericity grain (x 60).
, I

2 Hoclified, comp~ct~ gra.in, shor,ring the devolopment of cry~tal
, .

'I'
faces ex 80). ';,,;

I
I ,,.

3 Compact srnin completely enclosed 'Hi thin a quartz overgrowth

4

5

6

7

8

9

(x 80).

Silica' nheatod surface (x 6CO).

Silica nurfncG shouing solution pitn (x 6CO).

QU3rtz overbTowth on a Gr~in ex 500).
'I

Silica ohceting on a grain surfaco (x 600).

l~uartzovergrowthon a grain surface (x 1000).

Silica sheeting on a grain surf~ce - note the various ant~es

of tho nheat faces (x 700).
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III
Preparati.on techniques for the S.E.M. e:rnmination of paJ.a.aontolcgioal and.
sedimentologioal cateria.l.

by

S.S.J. Al-Sheikhly and D.D.J• .Antia

The scanning electron IJioroscope (S.E.M.) is a very useful palaeontologioaJ.
and sediDentological tool, whioh oan be used to aid palaeontologioal, di~tio
and sedicentological studies.

In thia artiole the prepara.tion.techniques used by the authors for taxonomic,
palaeontologioal, diagenetio and sediI:lentologioal--stii'a.ies are outlined, to assist
future S.E.M. workers.

Methods

, .All satilples were broken down using a jaw crusher to fragments less than
1 CD and put in an appropriate preparation DediUIJ.

I Acetic acid preparations

(a) Used to extract non-earbonate oaterial froD oaloareous sediI:lents, e.g.
fish scales, oonodonts, phosphatio pebbles, etc.

(b) Place the saople into a 3~ acetic acid solution (CH~COOH) so that it
is submerged and leave for 3 to 14 days in a 1\u:J.e cupboard. If a
crust foms on the surface of the acid after a few days the solution
needs to be replaced by fresh acid.

(0) Wash and sieve.

(d) If the satilple is particularly clayey the sieved residue should be
placed for a few hours in 3(1';6 hydrogen peroxide (H202) solution.
to clean it.

II Hydrogen peroxide preparations

(a) Used to extract carbonate materiaJ. (e.g. ostracods, foraoinifera etc.)
froD narls, linestones and clastics.

(b) SubIJergo about 200 gras of sn.ople in 400 D1 of 30)~ H202 solution, with
3-5 pellets of sodiun hydroxide in a. 1000 D1 benker. Shale· will \
effervesce v.igor'Ously and DJ:1y require a larger oontainer or a. amaller
sample size (say 50 gras) to stop the saople bubbling out of the beaker.
Leave hard material (e.g. liIJcstones and sandstones) standing overnight
and soft oaterial (e.g. shales and DUds) standing for 2-3 hours in a.
fUIJe cupboard.

(0) .Boil the sed.iIJent - H202 solution for about 3-4 hours if it is a hard
rook. Alternatively 1.f it is a soft sludge at this stage sieve the
satilple through a 65 M sieve to retlOVe the olays• Then boil with a
fresh 2(1';6 H202 solution for 1-2 hours. The boiliDg beakers should
be periodic5.lJ.y topped up with water.

(d) Wash and sieve.
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III. Pnra.ffin mothod

(a.) This method is usod to (,xtract delicato tllltoriaJ. from soft shaley
often hydrocarbon rich sediments.

(b) Cover tho sample in pa.ra.£fin and leave to stand for 4 to 6 hours.

(0) Filter the sample to remove tho paraffin for re-use.

(d) Wash the saraple onto 0. 65r sieve to romove the solid paraffin residue.

(e) Boil the sacple in water in a fume cupboard for 30 to 60 mintues.

(f) Wash and siava.

The processed residue is collected on a numb8r of sieves (e.g. 6~., 12~,
25q.",, end 10~ sizes) and dried in on oven at 200 C. This residue is then picked
under a binocular microscope. Residues off the -

(1) 65,'" sieve contain chitinozoans, fish debris, shell debris, megaspores,
foraminifera, juvenile ostracods, quartz grains etc.

(2~ 125r sieve as above, but with amll o.dult ostracods, and fish scales.

C~) 2501" sieve. This i"8 the beot sacple size for adult ostro.cods,
foracinifera and mineral crystals.

(4) 10001" sieve. Large ootracods, fioh dsbris, foraminifera, biValves,
brachiopods etc.

If tho speciDen13 to be examined on the S.E.11. are not clean enough the
following clea.ni.n5 methods can be used.

I Do.con method

After the specimen has been soakod in Dacon overnight, a:n:y remaining
dirt particles can be removed using 0. fine sable hair brush or a needle
which consists of a thin tapering piano wire attached to a handle.

II Hydrogen poroxide method

After t~ speciI:lon has been soaked in 20';6 ~02 solution for 1-3 hours
the remaining dirt particles are removed as aoove. The soaking
duration is dependent on the strength of the specimen and the thickness
of the dirt coating.

III Ultra sonic method

(a)

(b)

Put the specimen in 0. soo.ll glo.ss vial and fill with water.

Set the ultra sonic instrument at 50-55,000 cycles per second.
Immerse the vial for less~ one second in the ultrasonio field.
Repeat again if required. The speciDen should be exacined after
each iI::lmersion. (Delicate spt)ciDens may be daI:lagod by this
clocning mothod, similarly prolonged .imr:lorsion ooy result in a
recryato.llisa.tion of the spociDon).
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S .E.M. studies fall into three basic groups, ~. (1) taxonociic st'l.ldies,
(2) general studies, (3) statistical studies. Each study has 'its own
Daunting require~ents. Taxonomic specioens generally require specific
orientations of specioens, while in general and statistical studies orientation
is less ioportant.

Specioens have to bo Dounted (glued onto) an S.E.M. stub (a 1 co dic.ooter
holder) before they can be viewed under the S.E.M. The adr...ntages and
disadvantaees of a variety-of DOunting Dediuos are discussed below.

I. Pritt

Pritt is a cheap quick drying solid adhesive Dade by Henkel Ltd. of
West Geroany and is cold in oost newsagents. It is the best S.E.M.
DOunting adhesive the authors have found for specioens less than 2 mm
in length•. To use (a) coear the stub with a thin filD of adhesive (b)
put the specioen on the adhesivo using a daop brush under a binocular
oicroscope within fifteen minD. (c) dry the stub under a desk laop or any
other heat source for 30 Dinutes. (d) scratch the surface of the glue to
wprovo the surface contact between the stub and coated specioens (e)
coat the specioens (f) exaDine specioens under the S.E.M. (g) to rcoove
a specioon froD the stub - (1) iccerse it in a drop of water under the
binocular Dicroscope (2) and reDove i t fro~ the stub using a wet brush.

II. Kaiser's gycerol golatin for Dicroscopy.

Like Pritt this adhesive allows easy rODoval of specioons fro~ the stubs.
However; the proparation of stubs using this DOunting mediun is more complex.
To use -

(a) take sooe developed exposed photographic paper and stick it to the
stub using doublo sided sollotapo. The stub should completely overlap
the photographic paper.

(b) paint the edge of the photographic paper and the adjacenftt exposed
stub with silver paint, to iDprove conductivity between the stub and
coated specioens.

(c) fJDoar the photographic paper with glycerol galatim·

(d) mount the specioen on tho glycerol using a dacp brush within a few
days.

(e) dry under a source of heat for 30 Dinutes.

(f) coat and exaoino under the S.E.M.

(g) to rooovo the speciocns use a drop of water and a brush.

This cethod is for specioens leso than 2 iJI:l in lenBth.

III. Kodaflat

This adhesive is I:laIlufactured by Kodak and is uoeful for ~ounting specimens
less than 2 DO in lensth.
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4.

To use -

(a) Smear the stub with 0. thin layer of Kod.a.f1at.

(b) Put tho speciDen on tho Kodaf1at using 0. daop brush under 0.

binocular IJicroscope within o.bout 10 IJinutes.

(c) Leave the stub to dry for 12 to 24 hours.

(d) Coat and l.exaIJino.

(0) To remove the speciDen fro~ the stub use acetone to dissolve tho
Kodaf1at. Then soak the removed speciDen in a container of
acetone for 5 IJinutes to remove any reoaining Kodaf1at.

IV. Durafix

This adhesive is oanufactured by Raw1p1ug Co. Ltd. a subsidiary of :BuJ:oah
Company. Its main use is for oounting specioens larger than 0.5 ~.
To use -

(a) Put a BIJa11 drop of durafix on° the stub.

(b) Put the specioen on the durafix under binocular IJicroscope within
15 secondsof applying the durafix to the stub, but after 5 seconds.

(c) Leave the stub to dry for 12 to 24 hours.

(d) Coat and examine.

(e) To remove the speciDen USe the sane procedure as for Kodaf1at.

V Silver dUB'.

This adhesive is supplied by Canbridge instruocnts. Ito nain uoe is
for Dounting specinens 1argor than 0.5 mo. It prOVides better results
under the S.E.M. than durafix. Its nethod for use is the sme as for
durllfix. SpeciDens can be roooved from the stubs using glycerine and
a needle, or by iDoersing the whole stub in acetone for five ninutes to
dissolve the silver dug.

After a specioen has been Dounted on a stub it should be coatod with
gold or a1ucinium in a coating Dachine. The thickness of the coatingo
required depends on the material but as a general rule, fossils and
grains require a 500 Rthickness coating while sediment requires a 750~
coating.

A specimen reDoved from an S.E.M. stub should be soaked in 200;G H202for up to 2 hours (dependent on the condition of the specioen) to
clean it.

Of the techniques which are outlined, acetic acid extraction is
recommended for phosphatic fossils while H202 extraction is rocoouonded for
carbonate fossils. The paraffin extraction technique is regarded as baing
too dangerous for COI:lDon laboratory usage.

The ultrasonic cleaning technique is regarded as being likely to d.&laBO
specimens. Of the mounting modiuos, Pritt is highly recoI:lDonded since it is
simple to use, quick drying and cheap. It also has the advantage in
taxonoDic photographic work of producing a good readily obtainable black
background. Silver dug is beyond doubt the best Il10unting tlodiuu wo have used
for large spocioens.



There are other extraotion and oounting teohniquel3 whioh we have not
used. These inolude the use of dilate hydroohlorio acid to rooove forODinifera
1'roD l1oestone (Conkin et 0.1 1968) end the use of an ultrasonic oethod to
reDove ostracods froo chert (Till.cian & M'U:rIlhy, 1978).

For further details of palaeontological techniques we recoooend Kuooel
& Ro.up (1965).

The UDOS for which we have used the S.E.M. for are -

(1) Taxonooical work on ostracods.

(2) Tho developoent of a weather~ scale on fish debris.

(3) A study of abrasive features on quartz gro.ins and f'ish debris.

(4) A study of sodioent and grain diaeenesis.

(5) J,.n ex.aJ:lination of' I:licroborings.

other uses for which the S.E.I1. can be used include a study of Ilicrotrace
fossils, other o1crof'ossil groups, progressive destruction of' grains, environcental
interpretations of sedioent based on abrasive and weathering f'eatures,
Detaoorphic cleavage studies, oetasooatic studies, weathering and crystallisation
studies of ignoous and oetaoorphic rocks.
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ii)

Lceeott, J .1:.

British Louer Palaoozoic Dlack SbDJ.es end their'Pa.laeo-oceo.:ncraphic

eicnific<:lnco

iii) l1ay 2 1979 \,

iv) furtd D.J. Antia, Department of GeoloeY, Glas~w Univorsity, Gla.sgow,
I

Scotland..

I, .
Dr. Loegott CUCu""Elsts that tho Ludlo"JJ'-Pri~oliboundary Cml bo and. has

"
been cor.rolated with certainty in the LaRe District; "lelch Dordorlando. Dnd,_ : J

Ireland.. This cuecestion is clearly f'allacious beco.use the criterio. f'or tho .

recoe;nition of' the :boun.d.ary in the U.1:. have only recently beEm outlined

(e.«. XD.ljo, 1978)~ .,rola. insu£f'ioient palaeontological ",ork has bean done to
,

allow thoDe criteria to be applied. If', however, Dr. Lce:e;ott meant the

Ludlow-Dc)\'mton bouna.hry, correlation is still a. problem, since Squir:rell &
, ' ,

,.,1hite (1978) have £lboi'm that middle Ludlovian sediments can contain
", '

supposedly diagnostio (Sivoter, 1978) Do\v.ntonian ostracods.

Ho' also asserts that the black shales contain little or no l::md. derived

organio debris. This is surprising as I:lUch of the oJ;canic debris in modem

black shales is land. derived, Dnd terrestrial algae. cuticular and vascular
, ~- '

plants axe cOn:Jidered to bavo inhabited tho Lowor Palaeozoio lDnd s.a~ay &

Bouoot. 1977). , '

"

He notes only~~ occurrence of Loi'ror Palaeozoic pho~hatio blaok fJhnJ.es
'. "

,in, the Welsh Dorderl~ regio."1, thoueh others have been recorded (e.G'. ~)

19-",; Antia, 1979).· ;'~d he sugeests that they aro analagous to thoso fo:tnirlg
,~.;.,...

tod.o.y under oxygen ~efioicnt l1aters of'f "lOst facine continental xn.:u-gins.

However. he necleots to. inform us if they fomed on an overric1.ine pla.te
, , '

bat\-leen tho land. Dnd ';1;ho trench liko the oodom Peruvian' eX4:Illplos (J3urnett,
t 1 ','

1977) or on a pasCiVQ', A~lontiO typo xn.:u-g1n like tho \'loot A£ricrol e:romples
, I "

(Datuxi,. .2:t:. !1... 1912;) ~': Dnd fails to comment on thoir environmental cienificc.nce

with rospect to the genosis of the CarodooiDn blaok shale in \'1hich thoy ooeur.

This is iI:l;portant bocauso pho:::::phcritOD f'olmd in bla.ck ohales can oithor fom

by tho repl~oCJ:lont of' miorites or the rolono clays in w~oh thoy are f'ound

(of'. Diroh,' 1979; nuxnett, 1977; Antia. 1979). In both instances at the
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p:reoent t1l!la d1f'f'o~ent envi:ron::lcntal cocna:rios enat f'o:r the Iblac1: chela I

f'omati~.
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j? L067.rOtt, J.E.

: 11) Drit1ch wwer PDJ.aoozoio Dlnok Sholoo and. thoi:o
l

. " .. .'

.:,,, Palaco .... Oooonocrapbio S1cn1fioanoo.
"'I'. " ,.

iii) 2 1~:1"979, :'.,'
. I' .

. ~v) At1dno, ·D.n. ~d. klt1a, D.D.J. t •

ao~loB)" Dol'~ent, ~laD50W 'Univorsity, Glo.oco~ G12.8QQ.1
"
,<i.- ..

.~ .,
. ~. Loecott notoo no blaok shnlo typo aoquanoes' within tho Ludlovian DJ:ld.. .

Pr1d.ollan of W~OD .and. tho' ,\-leloh'Dordorlonds•. Howevor, 'Pridolian (c~u
: . I

XoJ.~o .19~a) ,Ded1mcn~s ;oonto.1n thin black shalo horizons (o.g. J.ntin 1919)

rioh in gypOUll1. or~o dobria lUld phoopbo.tio nodUloo. In tho Clun Foroot - ', ,

L '

Xhichton ;..'Du11th '\oro11s ro&1011 Doma 2 la:1 thiclmoOD or b1nok ohnlos waro. . ,,

depositod. d~lnS tho LUdlow. Doth ,thoca aWa soquenoos bo.va d1!f'orcnt
1 _ • • ; •

\ . . , ..
onvironmontnl orl&inS 'but noithor is rolo.tod. to 0. ouiitatio trnnoereos1on; in

faot UoKorrov (1979) haa propoood. a ouotntio rcsrossion durinS this t1I:la poriod.
, .

.' ,
.' " 'l'ho LudlcrnDh soquenoe of' black aWos woro ~o~oo1 tpd ~ 0. I deep I, rnult,

, , .

boundod, nubs1d1nc bnain whane bottom waters apPoAr t~ rove boen vory 10\" in
.' . ,

, '1 • ,

0JCYem1 dur1nc moot o£ tbia timo. Tho latter oen bo doduoed both .i"rom tho

t ..
.., • I •

A benthio faunn MO boon reoordod :from tho bo.o~ but it 10 oonfined to

fine111cminatod, ~burrowod. natura o£ tho socllmontl;J end thoir lack '0£
• , I .'

" . .. .
indigenous benthio ft\uM..

,slUmp or turb1dito b'Qc1p (i.o. it is trD.nlJl'ortcd) or to f?odimontn roprcocnting. '"
I. I

OOO~1onnl brior poiio,do o£ bottom wator oxycenation.
. .'.. . t .

. ~1nB' tho.El.tOni'an, nr1neowood1~ end Lowor Lo~twnrdinion up to '1.6 ka
. ' '" ~ 'I '. .

of ma.rina 'varved' ::r~ta Dodimonta (inol\1d1n8' intoroaLatod olumpo end· ,. '.. ..
! ,.'

turbiditoo) were depoo~tGd.. ThoDa rhythcitoo'c~iat or roBU1o.r o.ltornations

or ~~obs th.1n 1 mIll thio~ light ooloured onrbono.to ~1oh ·lo.m:t.Iw.a end. black or
I • , • t,

• : • I . ~ ': . '

.dark (Jroy orgnnio,' ol~ rioh llUll.1naa which nra, I>robnbly coa.oon& in no.turo.
i . ..... . . t I" •

,Tho dark lQm1no.o~ won oonto.in '\otmt nro apparentlY' pyr1to £r~mboid.o
. .

(Holland. 195G t P.451)'.,· SitlJ.lnr ood!monta nra £ound. todD,y in orono "thoro
I . . .

tho bottom !wtors; 'nr~' anoxio' (0£. no!ne'Ck & S!neh, 191})•. ,
t " , •

• . , .!',,'.

, \ . I,: 'M '"
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~1n« tho Uppor Lo~two.rdinion (about 0.1 1al1 thiok) moBUVOXV'OO woro
.~ .. .',

dQpo~itoo !%i: ~ho Clun-in1~ton reGion. . Thoso moeavo.rvoo oonoiot of

\m.i'ODOill£o~~·Silt/oi~ rhythmito3 (5-20' ct1 '~hiOk) nlto~tinzwith bluo
. - .. :

gI:fr,f oo.rb,ono;to rioh h~?~O,. Tho latter ~oburr~wo~,'alJ is tho

oontact with tho \mdor~ d.a.rk l~or, tho liehtor colourod \mito contnin

on .apparent~Y' 1ndigano~,''bonth1o fauna, (of Dorlioulo.tod })v.;yin nn~cu1n.).

Dc~ .gi&. (1970) hava::'doGoribod similar moenvurvoo ·.fr0Ili tho D1D.ck Soo. orca.
f 1 " '" j

I' • ,

",here theY'. Orioo .dur~: .riuotuo.tiona between oxio' Dnd ano:rJ.o bottom conclitiono.
" .' , " ! l' ';. . I • ~

. 'In.. tho :LOw~r ·r.'hitollr£ien D. Doqw:mOO' (about 0.4 len thick) or to:r:dccnoUlJ

~~tod ~"ho~ol~ nrolo.. thtJn 1 lIml th1~) tdth intorbodd.a tprblcU.too

nnd allodapio limestonos wore depositod. ~~ bottom conclitiona appoar to

bo.ve boon tn<>~o•

.W~:'ho.~.:deooribad. tho uppor 'Silurinn vl~lDh :Basin aucoosoion in 'coma dotail

to indioate. that tho oituation is ~D:I: mora complex than Dr. Loeeott mo
'. SC/,"~te...( , ..
;SMirot~. ~in8 tho"la.to Silurien oomprossion of£'oots reoultine .from tho

..: .
olosuro of tho Inpo'tuo 00001\ (~!oKorrow and. ZieGlor 1972) and tho m.dlanda

. .
~ '

·nule.oozen (EvDno 1979) cava rioo to n ba.oin whioh wa.:J bounded on ito eactem
~ . . .
snd. wotom sidoo bY' .faulto (Op~ZioC;lor 1'970). Teotonio oompression resulted

in tho fioor or this ba.oin suboic1.in« boyond tho reaoh of no:rmcl. surfaoe

oiroulo.tion DO tha.t tho bottom wators 'woro inrGoly poorlY' o>:YB'c~tcd during .-' .
this timo t raoultine in tho dopoaition or bla.ck ohnlos. . oooa..ci~lY'·

rola.tivoly' briof poriods o£ o>;ysonntion rooultod in tho disruption or tho

rhythm!to oodimonts b7 bioloe;ionl nnd current notivity. Tho Pridolia.n blo.ok
, .

shaloa aro conoidored (Antin 1979) to ha.VQ .fo:rme~ imm~clio.toly n£tor 0. IlUjor
. ,

.ohD.n«o in sea wtor chemistry. . '1 ,.',

. '.' I'

~ . . Wo oonoludo'tha.t lowor POla.Elozoio 'bla.ck cluloa wore .fomod 'Undor a. varioty
. . ' ..1 .

.~t, ocmditiona, .vhich aro, DOt .nooessarily' rola.tod· to pUJ1ta.tio tr£l1WE;l"osoiono.
, , : :,' . ".. , .', .' " ',' . :. ..! '" . '

, "
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APPENDIX

The Appendix. to this thesis. contains :-

1. The revised Lockley & Antia manuscript for Paiaeontoiosy,

2. Data tables (in the thesis pocket) for. the sections

examined in }·lortimer Forest in Paper 1.
h

3. Size distribution charts of ~elodontites corftonensis nt

LUdlow,Priors Frome, and Corfton.

4. A paper published L~ Paleobiology on the effect of shell

transport in the Essex Chenier Plain,England. This latter

paper is included because it gives an insight into the effect

of. shell transport on the composition of shell assemblages in

a Recent intertidal environment, which bears many superficial

sicilarities to the intertid~l environments of the basal

Downtonian. The chenier plain environment m~.eventually prove

to be a good analogue of the basal Downtonian. Bowever,at the

present title insufficient research has been done to allo,'"

a valid interpretation and comparison of the Downtonian intertidal

environments, with Recent intertidnl environments like the

chenier plain environment.
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POSSD3LE DISPERSAL MECHANISMS ACCOm:lTING FOR ANOMALOUS OCCURRENCES

OF THE LOWER PALAEOZOIC :BRACHIOPOD SCHIZOCRANIA

by

Martin G. Lockley & David D. J. Antia

Abstract Rare occurrences of Ordovician and Silurian species of the inarticulate

brachiopod Schizocrania (Trematidea) in facies where they are not normally.
indigenous is explained by illustrating that the orthoconic cephalopod shells to

which these inarticulates are attached may have drifted considerable distances

prior to their deposition and entombment in onshore sediments.

Introduction During the course of respective studies of Upper Llanvirn,

Ordovician (MGL) and Whitcliffian, Silurian (DDJA) successions in the Anglo Welsh

region, the authors independently noted rare occurrences of orthocones with

Schizocrania attached to both the inner and outer walls of their body chambers;

in both cases the entombing clastic sediments are of a coarse arenaceous type

associated with demonstrably shallow-water facies assemblages which include

transported shell deposits and disconformities (Williams 1953 and Antia 1979).

Since the Anglo Welsh Schizocrania usually occur abundantly only in

argillaceous offshore sediments we consider that, although they are predictably

rare in these onshore sediments, some explanation must be sought for their

association, in significant numbers, with the orthocones to which they are attahced.

Havlicek (1972 p.230) reported that the Upper OTdovician trematid Ptychopeltis

incola Perner from Bohemia •• "lived attached only to the shells of orthocone

nautiloids"; he also noted that its ancestor P. hornyi Havlicek sometimes

encrusted orthocones. We consider therefore that these intriguing examples of

apparent host-specific relationships may be paralleled elsewhere amongst the

Trematidae (e.g. Schizoc~nia) by similar associations between host and encruster.

Material The Upper Llanvirn orthocone, an incomplete, poorly-preserved internal
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mould (diameter ca. 18 rom) of unknown taxonomic a:ffinity, was recovered from

calcareous benthos-dominated, arenaceous shell beds in the upper part of the

Flags and Grits Member of the Ffairfach Group exposed at Coed Duon, 3 kJn south

of Llangadog, Dyfed (Grif Ref. SN 709:256) where it lay parallel to bedding.

The orthocone has three specimens of Schizocrania cf. salopiensis Williams

attached to the inner surface of the body chamber; the brachial valves all

;face inwards (Fig. 1A) but show no obvious pr~ference for a:ny particular attachment

site although two of the specimens are alined sub-parallel to each other near

the anterior end.

The Whitcliffian orthocones are ~epresented by two poorly preserved fragmentar,y

internal moulds of Orthoceras sp. (diameters ca. 20 rom and 30 rom respectively) from

the Lower Whitcliffe Eeds of Mortimer Forest, south of Ludlow (Grid Ref. SO 497725)

and the Upper Whitcliffe Eeds near Eroadstone Farm (SO 544900). The older

specimen (Fig. 1E) is extensively bored by bryozoa and has three specimens of

.Schizocrania striata (Sowerby) attached to the anterior part of its external surface.

The specimens all occur closely adjacent to each other on.the exposed section of

the orthocone mould which faces downward from the undersurface of a bedded unit;

relative to the final entombment position of the orthocone the Schzocrania

specimens occur on its "underside" and following the dissolution of the cephalopod

shell have become impressed onto the preserved mould. The younger (Upper

Whitcliffian) orthocone has five poorly preserved specimens of lie striata attached

to the inner surface of its body chamber; the specimens are aligned transversely,

parallel to the phragmacone edge (Fig. 1C).

The lectotype (Geol. Surv. Mus. no. 6631) of S. striata (Sowerby) from the

Leintwardinian-Whitcliffian beds of Delbury, Salop (Grid Ref. SO 501854) is the

only other known Eritish Schizocrania which we have discovered attached to an

orthoconic nautiloid; although this specimen is also attached to the phragmacone

(Fig. 2a, b) it differs from the other examples in its larger size (length 9 rom)

and posterior attachment site.
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All twelve of the Schizocrania specimens, found in association

with these orthocones, exhibit only their convex brachial valves facing away

£rom the cephalopod shell surface. Schizocrania is known to attach to substrates

by its flat pedicle valve (Rowell in Williams et ale 1965 p.H283). However,

it is a recurrent empirical observation that pedicle valves are exceptionally

rare, being either altogether absent from assemblages or hidden from view beneath

the brachial valve; indeed §.. salopiensis Williams (1974 p.44) was until recently

(Lockley and Williams 1980 in press) known only from its brachial valve.

The three orthocone specimens shown in Fig. 1, indicate that the anterior

edge of the phragmacone was the preferred encrustation site for all but two of

the Schizocrania specimens. The orientation of these Schizocrania inside the

phXagmacone and on the shell exterior is apparently not random since all adjacent

shells are alined with their umbones pointing in approximately the same direction

(i.e. transverse or oblique to the orthocones' long axis).

The orthocones may have been encrusted (A) whilst they were alive and mobile,

(B)whiist dead and floating, (C) whilst dead and semi bouyant, being washed

around on the sea floor, (n) whilst dead and settled on the sea floor and, finally,

(E) whilst being reworked. Although determination of criteria for deducing

encrustation sequences ia too complex to be considered within the scope of this

paper it is worth noting that a different pattern, density, composiition and

diversity of encrusting faunas may be expected at each stage (A - E) of. a

cephalopods pre-entombment history.

In addition to the abundant material recorded from the Mesozoic (e.g.

Seilacher 1960) and the few Lower Palaeozoic examples referred to by (Holland 1971

and Havlicek 1972) we have noted Ordovician and Silurian c:ollections containing

several varied and undescribed examples of orthocone encrustation (e.g. National

MuseUm of Wales specimen NMW 79. 5G. Map. loco 771; Hunterian Museum specimens,
S. 25129 / 1-3 ~ S.25114 a/b).

Schizocrania is ornamented by numerous radial capillae (Williams 1974 p.44)
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each of which, according to Williams & Rowell .!n. Williams ~ ale (1965 p.H81)

would sup~ort a setal follicle at the commissure. Sudarson (1969 p.65) noted

that Discinisca larvae have well developed principle setae and that "there may

be a prolonged larval stage ••• with chaetae increasing in number to facilitate

floatation". .Botl:iI..the~Schizocrania species discussed here exhibit high

capi1lae densities at the same growth stage (i.e. 10 - 12 per mm, 5 mm

anteromedianlyof the dorsal umbones) and probably therefore had at least a

juvenile epip1ariktic stage.

Interpretation of orthocone encrustation patterns

Holland (1971) and Havl~cek (1972) respectively have favoured the

interpretation that articulate and inarticulate brachiopods attached to living

orthocones. We consider that although this may have been true for brachiopods

with an inferred epiplariktic mode of life, e.g. Sericoideaand Aegiria

(Bergstrom 1968) and setiferous Trematidae, such as thos~ referred to by

Havlicek (1972.) and noted herein it is unlikely that the normally benthic

gregarious Microsphaeridiorhynchus nucula, referred to by Holland (1971),

would have attached to living nektic orthocones.

Since modern spirorbids are known to be host specific and capable of seeking

a preferred attachment site and orientation (Knight-Jones 1951), it is almost

certain that the occurrence of fossil spirorbids alined along the growth margins

of orthocones (Holland 1971) indicates a comparable relationship. This may

mean"that the similar alinment of Schizocrania specimens noted here (Fig. 1)

could be indicative of a similar host specific relationship. Such a'contention

tends to be supported by our observation that the Anglo-Welsh Schizocrania have

not been found attached to any other host organisms and would also offer possible

explanations for the virtual absence of pedicle valves, which could have either

remained attached to a host when the brachial valve 'disarticulated, or become

obscured, during fossilization, by the substrate to which :they were attached.
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Indeed, in the light of the present limited evidence, the possibility that

they were also attached to an algal substrate (cf. Bergstrom 1968) cannot be

overlooked.

The 'SchizQcrania on the internal surface of the body chambers of the Llanvirn and

Upper Whitcliffian specimens indicate encrustation beginning no earlier than

therPost mortem drifting phase (following decay of mantle lining the body

chamber) but prior to the infilling of the piU'agmocone. The Lower Whitcliffian

orthocone however could have been encrusted at a:ny one of a number of stages

in its history as a live or dead IlDbile organism; however, since the

Schizocrania are attached to its underside they must have settled and had time

to grOW prior to its final ent'ombment in this position. The s. si:x.i'ata

lectotype must have become attached to the posterior and of its phragmacone

substrate after the separation of the body chamber from the remaining posterior

part of the shells (i. e. at a late "stage in the orthocones I post-mortem history).

Distribution of Schizocrania

The Llanvirn orthocone and Schizocrania discussed here are virtually the only

representatives of these taxa known from the predominantly arenaceous and

rudaceous Ffairfach Group of the Llandeilo area. Since~. salopiensis is common

in penecontemporaneous, argillaceous successions elsewhere in South Wales and

the Welsh Borderlands (Williams 1974, Bassett ~ ale 1974 p.9 and Lockley and

Williams 1980 lnpress) where the fauna is dominated, or exclusively represented

by neritic and pelagic faunas (i.e. trilobites, graptolites and cephalopods), it

is reasonable to assume that the unique (or "exotic") Ffairfach occurrence may

have been related to the drifting or migration of a stray cephalopod beyond the

normal limits of its indigenous environment. Suc'h post-mortem drifting of modern

cephalopods is well known (e.g. Hewitt &Pedlay 197Z).

Similarly Schizocrania striata is rare in the Whitcliffe Beds of the Ludlow

region where it constitutes only about 0.01 to O.OO~~ of the total fauna with

specimens'generally occurring in a fragmentary condition and random orientations.
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It is more common in unbioturbated., parallel-laminated., alternating light and.

dark siltstones (rhythmites) of d.eeper water facies (e~g. Upper and Lower

Leintward.inian Bed.s, Holland. ~ ale 1963, p.154 and. Lawson 1973, p.274) and. is

record.ed. only rarely in shallow water bioturbated. siltstones (Facies B sensu

Antia 1979). In this case, therefore, again it seems possible that the two more

heavily encrusted. Whitcliffian cephalopod.s drifted. into inshore deposits from

an offshore source, although limited. eVid.ence'also points to later phases of

encrustation.

Williams (1969 p.143) discussed. the potential range of larval d.ispersal and.

its bearing on brachiopod. migration d.uring the Ord.ovician. Clearly his

suggested. figure (up to 250km) is only a fraction of the range potential for

brachiopod.s capable of encrusting live or drifting orthocones. Since the

Llanvirn occurrence of Schizocrania reported. here is as old. as any hitherto

known record. of the genus in the Anglo Welsh region (Williams 1974 p.45;

Eassett et ale 1974 p.9; Lockley &Williams 1960 in press) consid.eration must

be given to the potentialities of such mechanisms.

Trematid. hosts
c .

Encrusting Trematid.ae such a Schizocrania,Drabod.isina and. Ptychopeltis
...

appear to be host specific. ~. salopiensis, ~. striata and. P. incola have

hitherto only' been observed. attached. to orthoconic nautiloid.s generally presumed.

to have been alive or floating at the time of their encrustation. Other

members of the family, e.g. Ptychopeltis hornyi Havlicek and. Drabodiscina grandis

Earrand.e, are commonly attached. to conularids which are considered. by Havlicek

(1972) to have been mobile d.uring life, and. the American species Schizocrania

fi10sa Hall frequently attached. to the brachiopod. Rafinesauina (Cooper 1956 &

Rowell in Williams .2i al, 1965). With respect to trematid.-nautiloid. associations,

it is intriguing to note that Titus and. Cameron (1976) record.~. filosa only in

their d.eep water Geisonoceras (Orthocerid.a) community.' Since Dr. R. A. Hewitt.

and. Mrs. D. Evans (Pers. comm, 1979) inform us that they know of no Silurian or
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Ordovician examples of cephaJ.or.od encrustation by brachiopods other than those

reported here ~ we conclude that although the examples discussed here are rare

they are none the less reminiscant of host specific relationships.

Conclusions

FaunaJ. associations with abundant Schizocrania in the Ordovician and Silurian

of the Anglo Welsh region are almost invariably confined to argillaceous deep

water facies where species'of the genus are represented almost exclusively by

assemblages of brachiaJ. vaJ.ves. Such exceptionaJ.ly disproportionate vaJ.ve ratios,

which have never been adequately explained or investigated, are considered to

result from the probable encrustation relationships inferred above which might

account for the obscuring or removaJ. of pedicle vaJ.ves.'

Known associations between trematid encrusters and hosts such as those

reported here and elsewhere (e.g. Havlicek 1972 and Rowell in Williams et al. 1965)

point to some form of host specific relationship between representatives of this

family and other larger invertebrate: hosts. Whether such relationships could be

termed symbiotic, commensal or parasitic is unclear since, although an encrusting

trematid would neither obviously incapacitate or benefit a living host, we

currently lack evidence which conclusively demonstrates that hosts were encrusted

during life. With respect to this issue, however, we can establish that

encrustation of orthocones, which may in some cases have begun during their life,

often began no earlier than the post mortem drifting phase, and may have continued

or begun at a time when the orthocones were resting or rolling on the sea floor.

Since encrustation of many of these orthocones could not have taken place when

they were in the finaJ. "resting" position it must have occurred during the middle:

phases of their pre-entombment history.

Although these considerations theor~ti~ally allow for considerable scope in

the interpretation of "probable time of encrustation" several factors point to

its early occurrence in the orthocones life and post mortem history. 0) ~he

encrusting Schizocrania noted here are not currently lmown to attach to non-
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orthocone skeletal components within the deposits from which they were recovered

and are therefore likely to have settled preferentially on orthocone shells 

prior to their final deposition. (2) The apparent high density, orderly

clustering of Schizocrania towards the anterior of the phragmacone suggests that

possibly the orthocone was colonized as a specific host whilst it was floating.

(,) Since'both Schizocrania and its nautiloid hosts are normally indigenous to

sparsely fossiliferous, low density offshore facies, it is proable that

encrustation occurred in an offshore region before the orthocones finally became

entombed in more diverse, fossiliferous, onshore facies where Schizocrania i~

invariably rare. This inference is supported by the observation that the

setiferous Schizocrania m~ well have been adapted to a prolonged larval stage

which would have enhanced its chances of encountering a suitable encrustation

site, e.g. an orthocone or other indigenous organism. If this were the case and

Schizocrania even occassionally encrusted orthocones in a manner analagousto

the attachment of epiplanktic aegeromenids to buoyant organisms noted by

Eergstrom (1968), then the combined effect of nautiloid mobility during life

(e.g. migration) and drifting after death would offer an explanation for

occurrences such as those noted here and point t'o an important potential

brachiopod dispersal mechanism.
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Explanation of Figures

(1) Scale drawings of Schizocrania encrusted orthoconic nautiloids from Upper

Llanvirn strata exposed near Llangaclog, Mid Wales (A) and from Lower (B) and Upper.

(0) Whitcliffe strata exposed near Ludlow, Salop. All Schizocrania specimens have

British Museum numbers and are depicted by the same diagrammatic representation

regardless of which side of the orthocone mould they appear attached to; length

width measurements, listed bottom right, should be regarded as only approximate

where bracketed.

(2) Lateral (A) and postero lateral (B) views of lectotype of Schizocrania striata

Sowerby showing its phragmacone attachment site (both x3).
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A comparison of diversity and trophic nuclei of live and dead
molluscan faunas from the Essex Chenier Plain, England

David D. J. Antia

Abstract -The rarefaction graphs and trophic nuclei of dead molluscan shell cumulates and
their as;ociated live molluscan fauna from seven 'ecological' habitats in the Essex Chenier
Plain facies are examined and compared. The results show that while the trophic nuclei of
the live and dead faunas tend to be dissimilar, the rarefaction graphs indicate that the dead
fauna will be more diverse than the live, though changes in the diversity of the live fauna
lend to be mirrored in the dead fauna.
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•
£(v) = ~ [(I-NI/N)" 1- (I-NI/N)"]

l=l
•

+2 ~ [(I-NI/N -NJiN)1I
1=2

-(1-NI/N)II(I-N1/N)II], (2)

Where £ (8) = species richness; £ (v) =
species richness variance; N l = species popu
lation size for i = 1...S; N = total number of
individuals; S = number of species; n = re
quired sample size.

The formulae for calculating £(8) and

1977), while at the same time gaining increas
ing usage in palaeoecological (Calef 1972;
Stanton and Evans 1972; Calef and Hancock
1974· Duff 1975; Antia and Wood 1977;
Fursich 1977; Watkins 1978), evolutionary
(Raup 1975), and ecological studies (Sanders
1968; Sanders and Hessler 1969; Boesch 1971;
Young and RhoM 1971; Stout and Vander
meer 1975). Hurlbert (1971), Fager (1972),
Simberloff (1972) and Clifford and Stephen
son (1975) following a re-analysis of Sanders'
(1968) data suggest that the rarefaction
method is wrong since it tends to overestimate
true species richness (diversity) of the fauna.
However, since species richness (£(8» can
be calculated directly (Hurlbert 1971; Heck
et a1. 1975) a modified rarefaction graph
based on explicit £(8) values will be used
here to provide a correct rarefaction plot.
The formulae by which the graphs (Fig. 2)
were calculated are given as follows:

Introduction
In many recent palaeoecological studies

much has been made of the statistical methods
I USed by modern marine ecologists. Yet little

has been done to determine the validity of
these methods in the analysis of recurrent
fossil assemblages (Scott and West 1976).
The two statistical methods which will be
examined here are the rarefaction graph (a
tneasure of ecological diversity) and the
trophic nucleus.

The rarefaction graph was conceived by
Sanders (1968) as a means of comparing the
diversities of similar ecological habitats at
Varying depths and latitudes. Its advantage
OVer previous diversity measurements is that
it takes account of sample size and allows
the diversity of different sized collections to
be compared graphically at a collection size
COmmon to each. Sanders (1968) showed
that while individuals are added to a collec
tion at an arithmetic rate, species are added
at a logarithmic rate. Furthermore, he showed
that diversity can best be described as a
species abundance curve, rather than the ab
solute number of specimens in a sample and
that each particular environment has its own
characteristic rate of species increment, with
its rarefaction curves lying within particular
fields.

Since the rarefaction method was originally
proposed, it has received heavy theoretical

I criticism in some statistical studies (Fager
1972; Simberloff 1972; Heck et a1. 1975; Clif
ford and Stephens~n 1975; Antia and Wood

•
£(8) =8- ~ (I-NI/N)II

hi
(1)
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E(v) given here (after Harris 1959; Heck
et al. 1975) were used in preference to other
formulae given in Heck et aI. (1975) and
Calef (1972) since when computing the rar
efaction plots, the vast majority of calculated
points occurred in situations where (n) was
so much smaller than N, that drawing n
individuals randomly approximated to sam
pling with replacement (d. Heck et aI. 1975).

Although marine ecological diversity is de
pendent on a large number of variables which
include temperature, local evolution rates,
predation rates, nutrient availability, salinity,
latitude, depth of water and habitat area
(Sanders 1968; Sanders and Hessler 1969;
Slobodkin and Sanders 1969; Schopf 1972;
Porter 1972; Valentine 1973; Barbour and
Brown 1973), some palaeoecologists, when
using the rarefaction graph, have assumed
that one or more of these variables is more
important than the rest; for example Duff
(1975) assumed that latitude and tempera
ture are the primary controls on ecological
diversity when he used the graph to suggest
that the Oxford clay of Central England was
deposited in the Boreal Province; in contrast
Calef and Hancock (1974) assumed depth
to be the primary control on ecological di
versity when they used the graph to investi
gate depth relationships between different
Wenlockian and Ludlovian benthonic com
munities. However, though the validity of
the latter usage has been questioned (Lawson
1975) on sedimentological and palaeonto
logical grounds, little has been published
illustrating the relationship between actively
forming shell deposits and the local ecology.

In any fossil assemblage or ecological com
munity it is usual for a small number of
species numerically to dominate the fauna.
These species have been variously defined
as the prevalent species (Curtis 1959; Calef
and 'Hancock 1974) or the trophic illucleus
(Turpaeva 1948; Neyman 1967; Walker 1972·
Rh044s et aI. 1972; Duff 1975; Fursich 1977):
The prevalent species comprise the 'top spe
cies' in a faunal assemblage and are deter
mined,. with respect to their proportional
abundance and ubiquity by methods outlined
elsewhere (Calef and Hancock 1974). The
trophic nucleus is defined as the numerically
dominant species which comprise 80% of the
fauna (Neyman 1967 p. 151). Both indices
are useful in ecological studies; the former
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shows how widespread a species is in a com
munity, while the latter illustrates the relative
abundance of the species and the importance
of the various trophic groups.

The facies chosen for this study was that
of the Essex Chenier Plain, since the results
will be directly applicable to the author's
current palaeoecological study of the inter
tidal (chenier?) Downtonian (Upper Si
lurian) sediments of the Welsh Borderlands,
England.

The chenier plain facies was originally de
fined by Price (1955) as a number of 'shallow
based, perched sandy ridges resting on clay'
along a marshy or seaward facing tidal shore
with other beach ridges stranded in the
the marsh behind' but was later modified by
Greensmith and Tucker (1967, 1975) to in
clude perched gravel ridges.

The taphonic nature of the dead shell as
semblages is considered here only to the ex
tent of determining a shell's completeness
since in many recent palaeoecological analyses
the amount of abrasion undergone by fossil
shells is either indeterminable, as in some
rottenstone faunas, or not considered (cE.
Watkins, in press; Pickerill 1976; Lawson
1975; Calef and Hancock 1974). Also since
many recent statistical palaeoecological stud
ies (e.g. Watkins, in press) do not consider
whether or not the faunal 'community' exam
ined at a particular locality is in situ, this
aspect has been ignored in sampling.

Methods
Three cheniers within the Black'water Estu

ary were examined (Fig. 1). They were the
Gore Spit Chenier (TL928082), the Mersea
Stone Chenier (T~f075154) and the Sales
Point Chenier (TM032087) of Grcensmith
and Tucker (1975). At each chenier the main
habitats were examined. These habitats have
been partially defined by Davis (1964, 1965
a, b, c, 1967), Davis and Milligan (19&i),
Greensmith and Tucker (1967), and Green
smith et aI. (1973 and will be described in
detail by the author in a separate publication.

At each habitat the molluscan fauna was
sampled by taking a random area (usually
between one and three square metres) and
sieving all the sediment in the area down to
a depth of 50 em with a one millimetre mesh
sieve. In practice sieving was continued till
the number of live molluscan shells in each
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FIGURE 1. Sketch map of the Blackwater Estuary howing sediment distribution, (Inset map shows tht'
relative position of the Blackwater Estuary within the British Isles,)

sample exceeded 500 individuals, A similar
number of entire dead molluscan hells were
also sampled at aeh sampling point. The
trophic nuclei and rarefaction graph for each
sampl were then determined and the results
arc presented in Table 1 and Fig, 2,

A sample size of 500 individuals was eho en
in this instance in order to minimis sampling
error ( lifford and Stephenson 1975) and to
allow comparison with smaller samples ob
tained in palaeoecological shldies from similar
ancient environments,

The Trophic uel us of the Fauna

Aft I' examination of the data in Table 1
six points of interest are immediately ap~
parent.

(1) The Facies can be divided on the bases
of morphology and sedim ntology into
seven ecological habitats labelled A-C
in Table l.

(2) The chenicrs themselves contain no
live molluscan fauna,

(3) The b'ophic nucleus of th live Fauna
bear little relationship in compo ition

to that of its associated shell cumulate,
except in the ripple drifted mud hab
itats where there is no molluscan epi
Fauna and the dead shells arc in liFe
position,

(4) The h'ophie nuclei all contain less than
6 species,

(5) In the majolity of habitats, speci s of
the gash'opod Littorina compris a
dominant part of the trophic nucl us
of the live Fauna, while in the associ
ated dead shell cumulates the bivalve
Cerastoderma edule is the dominant
member.

(6) Sp eies occurring in the b'ophic nucleus
of the live fauna may be complet Iy
umepresented in the b'ophic nu I us of
the shell cumulate and vice versa,

The abundance of Cerastoclerma edule in
the shell cumulates is an enigma, sinee the
species is not abundant in the live fauna of
any of the habitats tudiecl (except in the
offshore mud mound habitat-CoR.
TM0420 ), However, in disagreement with
Greensmith (1977) who suggests an intertidal
origin for the shell cumu]at s, the faunal cvi-
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FIGURE 2. Rarefaction graphs for each sample. Broken line indicates that the sample was sublittoral. L =
live rnolluscan"fauna; D = molluscan fauna of associated shell cumulate. (a) Salt marsh habitat grid refer
ences: 1 =T1.928083; ~=TM072155; 3 =TM036079. (b) Chenier habitat grid r~erences: 4 =TM0320B7;
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TABLE 1. Molluscan species present in the trophic nucleus of each habitat examined (based in part on
Greensmith and Tucker 1975). Results expressed where possible as percentage of total population. Note
the differences in composition of the trophic nuclei of the live and dead faunas. - = absence of species
from the trophic nucleus, + = species present in the trophic nucleus, where the exact abundance is uncer-
tain, • = after Greensmith & Tucker (1967).

FAUNA IN THE TROPHIC NUCLEUS
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A. Salt Marsh
1. Gore Marsh (Live) + + + 1.7

(TL928083) (Dead) + + +
2. Sales Point (Live) 91 1.8

(TM036079) (Dead) NOT RECORDED
3. Mersea Stone (Live) 100 1.8

(TM072155) (Dead) NOT RECORDED

B. Chenier
(No live observed)
1. Gore Spit (Dead) 46 7 23 7 2.1

(TL915082)
2. Sales Point ·(Dead) 70 10 2.8

(TM032087)
3. Mersea Stone (Dead) 46 23 11 2.9

(TM073154)

C. Silt and Gravel
1. Gore Spit

TL924088 (Live) 92 1.5
TL928073 (Live) 78 6 1.4

(Dead) 22 61
TL930080 (Live) 11 18 31 23 0.9

(Dead) 22 11 13 15 19
2. Mersea Stone

TM074155 (Live) + + + 1.4
(Dead) + + +

D. Shell, pebble and
muddy sand
TM035090 (Live) 81 1.3

(Dead) 53 17 21
TM037087 (Live) 92 1.2

(Dead) 63 27
TM033086 (Live) 91 1.3

(Dead) 45 21 14
TM032088 (Live) 11 57 15 1.2

(Dead) 28 17 13 19 8
E. Ripple drifted mud

TM037086 (Live) 92 0.8
(Dead) 96
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TABLE 1.-(Continued).

FAUNA IN THE TROPHIC NUCLEUS
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HABITATS ~ \,) \,) \,) o.l '"
F. Mudmounds

1. Dead fauna from
mounds .

95 0.4TM042088
TM034087 85 1.1
TM034085 100 1.4

2. Fauna from
channels
TM042088 (Live) 18 14 20 16 23

(Dead) 42 12 18 8
TM034087 (Live) 83

(Dead) 41 14 8 16 7
TM034085 (Live) 87

(Dead) 46 22 8 11

G. Offshore shell bank
17 0.4TM039091 (Live) 66

(Dead) 40 8 14 18

dence presented here (Tables 1 and 2) sug
gests that much of the fauna in the shell
cumulates may have a subtidal origin (also
Tucker, pers. com., 1977) having been swept
onshore primarily by wave action and second
arily by tidal currents, as in the Solway
Chenier Plain (Farrow, pers. com., 1977),
from two main sources; (1) the Blackwater
Estuary itself, as can be inferred from the
presence of Crassostrea angulata and Ostrea
edulis in the trophic nucleus of the Gore Spit
Chenier (Table I)-see Davis (1965a, 1967)
and Barnes and Coughlan (1971) for details
regarding the numerical distribution of these
species in the Blackwater Estuary; and (2)
the open sea benthos as is indicated by the
presence of the marine species Neptunea
antiqua (Linn. ) and Glycimeris glycimeris
(Linn.) in the shell cumulates of the off
shore shell bank at Sales Point, Bradwell
(TM039091).

The Rarefaction Graphs of the
Fauna

The rarefaction graphs for the different
habitats (Fig. 2) consistently show a higher
diversity dead molluscan fauna associated
with a less diverse live molluscan fauna at
each sample locality (Table 3), except in the
ripple-drifted mud habitat, where, both live
and dead molluscan shells are only found
infaunally in life position and hence have tho
same faunal diversity. Two other trends wero
also observed (1) lateral changes in diversity
can occur within a habitat, for example the
shell, pebble and muddy sand habitat of the
Sales Point region (Figs. 2 & 3a), and (2)
diversity decreases as the fauna proceeds up
the littoral zone as at Gore Spit (Fig. 2 & 3b).
However, general diversity gradients may
contain a superimposed varietal component
since diversity also appears to decrease with
decreasing topographic complexity of tho
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TABLE 2. Rank order distribution of species in corresponding live and dead faunas, for samples of 500 individuals. A key to localities is given in Fig. 2.
~....

- Indicates species usually confined to a subtidal habitat in life. Note the differences in species rank orderings presented by the live and dead faunas; also 0

note the high percentages of subtidal species in the dead shell faunas.

LOCALITIES

SPECIES lL 10 7L 7D 8L 8D 10L 100 llL 110 12L 12D 13L 130 14L 14D 15L 150 19L 190 20L 200 21L 210 22L 220

Abra alba (Wood)- - - - - - - 3 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15 - - - 12
Acanthodoris pilosa (Muller)- - - - - - - 10 13
Barnea candida (L.) - - - 7 - - - - 8 10 - 9 - - - - 3 3 - 9 - 11 - 7 - 8
Buccinum undatum L.- - - - 10 - 10 8 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10
Cardium exiguurn L.- - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 - - - 7
Cerastoderrna edule (L.) - 3 4 1 - 1 12 - 5 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 4 4 6 1 2 1 6 1 - 1
Chlamys varia (Muller)- - - - 8 - - - 8 - 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9
Crassostrea angulata (Lamarck)- - 4 - 9 - - 9 11 - - - 7 - - - - - -
Crepidula fornicata (L.) - 5 3 5 - 4 1 1 4 3 - - - - - - - - - 6 5 6 - 11 4 4
Ensis sp.- - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - 10 - 13
Cibbula cineraria L. - - - - - - 6 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 - - - 17
Hydrobia ulvae (Penn.) 2 - 9 - - 3 - - - 8 - - - 7 - - - - - 10 - 7 - 6

I H. ventrosa (Mont.) - - - - - 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~Cl1 Lepidochitona cinereus (L.) - - - - - - 2 - 6 - 3 - - - - - - - 3 - 6 - 5 - 5 -c.:l Littorina Iittorea (L.) 6 1 - 1 6 5 6 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 3 1 3 1 3'CD -

L. Iittoralis (L.) - - - - - - - 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 - 4 - 2 5
L. saxatilis (Olivi) - 7 6 - - - - - 3 - - 8 3 6 3 4 - - 2 7
Macoma balthica (L.) 1 - 7 4 2 5 - 10 - 5 - - - 4 - - - - 5 5 3 4 3 4 - 9
Modiolus modiolus (L.) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9
Mya arenaria L.. - - 5 - - 9 - 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 8 - - - 13
M. truncata L. - - - - - - - 15 - - - - - - - -
Mytilus edulis L. - 1 2 3 - - - - 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 - - 4 4 1 2 2 2 3 2
Nassarius reticulatus L. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11
Nucula nucleus (L.)- - - - - - - - 7 - - - - - - - -
Ostrea edulis (L.)- - 2 - 6 - 7 7 - - 7 - 6 - 8 - - -; - - 8 - 13 - 8 - 6
Petricola pholadiforrnis (Lamarck)- - - - - - - - 5 - - - 4 - - - - - -
Scrobicularia plana (da Costa) 3 - 8 2 3 2 - - 7 6 - 5 - 5 - - 2 2 - 3 - 5 7 5 - 14
Teredo navilis L. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8
Urosalpinx cinerea (Say)- - - - - - - 11 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 - 15
Venerupis aurea (Cmelin)- - - - - - - - 9 - - - - - - - - - -
.% species designated by· 0 29 0 40 0 20 50 60 o 27 0 38 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 27 0 31 0 41
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TABLE 3. Species richness variances E ( v) and absolute values where n = 100 E (d) and n = 500 E (,,).
and the difference between live' and dead fauna expressed in the fonn (EsL-O) and (EsL-O)/s where
s = total number of species present. Key to samples given in Fig. 2. Note (1) that the species richness vari.
ance (col. 2) tends to be higher in the dead faunas than in the corresponding live. (2) Less than 50% of
the samples showed no increase in the number of species present (col. 6) when the sample size was increased
from 100 individuals (col. 4) to 500 individuals (col. 3). (3) The number of species in the live and dead
faunas (col. 3) are different (col. 5); these differences tend to be most marked with respect to the total
number of species present in a sample (col. 7) which is taken from a habitat low in the intertidal zone (22).

( 1) (2) J£3) (4) (5) (6t EsEb/sSample E(v) (s) E( ) EsL-D (Es- d)

1L 0.634 3.000 3.000 0.000
10 0.751 7.000 7.000 4.000 0.000 0.4
20 0.481 3.000 3.000 0.000
30 0.577 3.000 3.000 0.000
40 0.459 20.558 14.296 6.262
50 0.733 16.902 12.739 4.163
60 0.646 10.568 7.908 2.660
7L 0.822 9.000 9.000 0.000
70 0.853 11.000 10.008 3.000 0.992 0.2
8L 0.654 3.000 3.000 0.000
80 0.770 9.634 8.327 6.634 1.307 0.7
9L 0.689 6.000 5.914 0.086

lOL 0.459 12.000 10.949 1.051
100 0.578 14.488 10.653 2.288 3.835 0.1
IlL 0.744 8.000 8.000 0.000
110 0.828 11.000 11.000 3.000 0.000 0.2
12L 0.486 3.000 3.000 0.000
120 0.715 9.000 8.833 6.000 0.167 0.6
13L 0.297 3.000 3.000 0.000
130 0.735 8.000 8.000 5.000 0.000 0.6
14L 0.233 3.000 3.000 0.000
140 0.547 5.000 5.000 2.000 0.000 0.5
15L 0.086 4.496 3.389 1.107

·150 0.646 4.055 4.011 0.441 0.044 0.1
160 0.254 2.000 2.000 0.000
170 0.095 2.000 2.000 0.000
180 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000
19L 0.393 6.000 5.394 0.606
190 0.731 11.994 10.386 5.994 1.608 0.5
20L 0.840 8.000 8.000 0.000
200 0.744 15.000 12.949 7.000 2.451 0.4
21L 0.369 8.000 7.156 0.844
210 0.772 13.000 12.400 5.000 0.600 0.3
22L 0.718 5.000 5.000 0.000
220 0.737 17.272 11.125 12.272 6.147 0.7

environment. For instance the topographically
complex inner mudmounds of Sales Point
(TM034085 Fig. 2) are more diverse than
the less complex ripple drifted muds slightly
further offshore (TM037086 Fig. 2). A sim
ilar effect has been observed by Kohn (1968)
in the Indian Ocean among gastropods of the
genuS Conus in both inter and subtidal habi.
tats and by MacArthur (1964, 1968) among
woodland birds.

Conclusions
'The chenier plain deposits of the River

Blackwater are divided into seven ecological

habitats, each of which contain a low di·
versity molluscan fauna, associated with a
slightly higher diversity actively forming shcll
cumulate. This environment was used to test
the validity of two statistical indices which
are gaining increasing popularity in palaeo.
ecological studies (the concept of the trophic
nucleus and the rarefaction curve) by com·
paring the local molluscan fauna with its
associated shell cumulates. From this com·
parison a number of points relevant to the
palaeoecologist arise.

(1) Rarefaction graphs tend to give a
higher diversity value for the associated
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FIGURE 3. The relationship of diversity (species richness) to topography in two areas (where species rich
n~ss .is defined in tenns of the number of species per 500 individuals); illustrating (a) variations in diversi~y
wlthm the shell pebble and muddy sand habitat of Sales Point and (b) variations in diversity across the lit
toral zone at Gore Spit. TR numbers should read as TM.

shell cumulate than they do for the live
molluscan fauna. Thus, diversity values
produced by the rarefaction method in
palaeoecology will tend to overesti
mate, rather than underestimate, the
original diversity of the fauna.

(2) Changes in molluscan diversity of the
local fauna, recorded by rarefaction
methods, tend to mirror similar diver
sity changes in the associated shell
cumulates.

(3) The composition of the trophic nucleus
of the indigenous fauna is often very
different from that suggested by the
associated shell cumulates.

Thus it would appear from this study that
the palaeoecologist studying a fossil chenier
could be reasonably confident in interpreting

diversity changes but not so in interpreting
the trophic nuclei of the fauna.
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THE SURFACE TEXTURES OF QUARTZ GRAINS FROM A RHAETIAN DONE-BED.

BLUE ANCHOR BAY. SOMERSET.

by

D.D.J. Antia and J.H. Sykes

Summary

The surface textures of detrital quartz grains in a Rhaetian bone-bed at
Blue Anchor Bay. Somerset. have been investigated using a scanning electron
microscope. The results show that there is a systematic change from the •
base to the top of the bed in the nature of the textures displayed by the quartz
grains. Those from the basal clay-rich parts of the bed feature solution pits.
while grains from the upper clay-poor parts of the bed display well developed
euhedral overgrowths. The differences are attributed to in-situ diagenesis.

Introduction

Quartz grains in Rhaetian bone-beds are usually' abraded and well rounded. They
have been recorded from many localities. ranging across England and Wales. including
Barnstone (Nottinghamshire), Barrow-upon Soar (Leicestershire), Westbury (Gloucestershire),
Chilcompton (Somerset) and Lavernock (Glamorgan). Further examples including locality
details have been presented by Sykes (1977). Rare bipyramidal quartz crystals have been
recorded from Rhaetian bone-beds (Kent, 1970, p.365) at a number of localities including
Barnstone (Duffin, 1978, pers. com.) and Blue Anchor Bay (Antia, 1979a, pl.18, fig.f).
Such crystals arise as the result of quartz overgrowths around an original quartz nucleus.
They have been recorded from a I1Umber of bone-beds including those of the Silurian in
Britain (Antia & Whitaker, 1978, pp.121, 123-127; Antia, 1979a, pp.1l5, 169) and bone-
beds in the Devonian of the U.S.A. (Wells, 1944, p.283).

In Silurian bone-beds (e.g. the Ludlow Bone-Bed) some of the euhedral crystals pre
date the formation of the deposit and bear surface abrasion features (Antia & Whitaker,
1978, pp.132, 133, 135, 136). Others have no abrasion features and nucleate around quartz
grains, suggesting that they have grown in the bone-bed after its deposition. At the present
time there are no adequate descriptions of euhedral quartz crystals from a Rhaetian bone
bed and consequently it is not known if they were reworked from a previous sediment or
whether they have grown in-situ in the bone-bed. Reworked grains should be identified by
their abraded snrfaces.

Conversely, if the quartz euhedra were precipitated in the sediment after it was
deposited, then a complete continuum ranging from original quartz grains and silica coated
quartz nuclei through to perfect euhedral quartz crystals could be expected to occur, in
which quartz euhedra increase in abundance towards the more porous base or top of the
deposit. U, however, the relative abundances of the various diagenetic quartz morphotypes
remain constant throughout the deposit then they could either have been derived from an
older deposit (cf. Wilson, 1979) or have formed as diagenetic precipitates within the bone
bed. This stUdy seeks to determine which of the explanations' is most applicable to the
quartz euhedra in the bone-bed under review.
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Stratigraphy

Exposures of the Rhaetian beds at Blue Anchor Bay have been described by Richardson
(1911, p.17) and also by Elliot (1953) and Macfayden (1970, p.225). Richardson recorded
three bone-beds: 'Basal Bone'::bed' (no. 33), 'The Clough' (no. 27) and 'The Bone-bed'
(no. 15) near the top of the Westbury beds.

In a recent investigation into the nature of British Rhaetian bone-beds (Sykes, 1977),
a large number of quartz crystals were noticed in part of the uppermost bone-bed
(Richardson's bed 15) at Blue Anchor Bay (ST 042432). This bone-bed is 0.28 m thick
and has been divided into five distinct parts (Table 1) (Sykes, 1977, p.23l). Samples from
parts 'a, c, d, & e' were disaggregated in acetic acid, washed and dried. The finer
particles were removed by washing the grains in petroleum spirit and the coarser fraction
(above 250 microns) separated by sieving. Several random samples were taken from each
part and examined under a binocular microscope. The number of grains in each sample
were counted in respect to their possession or lack of crystal faces also with regards to
the amount of crystalline pyrite present. In each part of the bed averages of the relative
contents were calculated over the various samples and the amounts expressed in percentages
(table 2).

SCanning electron microscope (S. E. M.) analysis

Fifty quartz grains were randomly selected from each part of the bed listed in Table 2.
These grains were then mounted on the S.E.M. stubs with either silver dug (parts d & e) or
Pritt (parts a & c) and gold splatter coated to a thickness of 350 J.... The grains were then
examined on a Cambridge 600 S.E.M.. After examination the grains were removed from the
stubs and cleaned using first acetone and then hydrogen peroxide. The majority of the grains
are now deposited with the Ludlow Museum; specimen nos. SHRCM G0550l-4.

Most of the external surfaces of the quartz grains were covered by diagenetic over
growths which appear to have been precipitated on more rounded quartz nuclei. Some of
the grains are affected by silica solution which has removed the primary abrasive features
and caused pitting. The exoscopic features of the grains are described as follows.

1. Primary crystal overgrowths, P1.23 , figs.l,2 & 3

Many of the quartz grains observed from parts 'd' and 'e' possess
euhedral crystal faces. These vary in shape from compact grains
to elongate, bipyramidal, euhedral crystals, some of which have
prism faces. Some of the compact grains have crystal faces without
a clear crystallographic orientation, while some of the more euhedral
grains have prism faces which are poorly defined or are smothered
by bulbous overgrowth.

The quartz grains show three stages of diagenetic overgrowth around
an original, compact spheroidal quartz grain (text-fig. I, fig.A).

a Silica sheet layering on the external surface of the
grain (pl. 23, fig. 7, text-fig.1 , fig.B). These sheets
are in optical continuity with the host quartz grain.

b Polarisation of quartz growth to produce a c-axis aligned
along the quartz grain and to allow development of
pyramidal crystal faces at either end of the grain (pl. 23,
fig.3, text-fig.l, fig.C).

c Enlargement of the pyramidal faces until the pyramid
diameter equals or exceeds the grain diameter. This is
followed by development and growth of the prism faces
(text-fig.1, fig.D).
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Table 1. Description of bone-bed. parts 'a' to fe' .

Part Thickness Description

e 'up to 120 mm A 'massive. calcareous sandstone. enriched in
vertebrate remains.

d 50 mm A calcareous sandstone, enriched in vertebrate
remains and containing thin layers of black
shale limestone.

c 70 mm Alternating layers of black shales and sand-
stones with vertebrate remains.

b up to 30 mm A I ayer of 'beef' calcite (CaCo3).

a 18 mm A calcareous. sandy bone-bed containing shell
and silt laminae.

Table 2. Distribution of crystalline pyrite and quartz crystal faces
in the coarse fraction of the bone-bed

Part Without crystal faces With crystal faces Crystalline pyrite

e 23% 74% 3%

d 33% 62% 5%

c 73% 19% 8%

a 94% 0% 6%

fjf).-., .". -,', ..... .. . .

a
<D

.,~...- .. '.'.: . . . .. ... : ; . ..:: .

b c d
Text-fig. 1. Deduced stages in the development of quartz euhedra

Fig. a. Original quartz grain (shap~ unknown).

Fig. b. Quartz grain coated with silica sheets producing
crystal faces on the grain's surface (most
common in parts 'a' and 'c').

Fig. c. Polarisation of crystal growth and the develop
ment of crystal faces (most common in parts
'd' and 'e').

Fig. d. Development of prism faces connecting the
pyramid faces (most common in parts 'd'
and 'e'). '
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2. Secondary crystal overgrowths (pl.23. figs.6 & 8)

On one quartz grain from part 'e'. a small euhedral crystal growth
was observed encrusting a primary overgrowth· crystal face (Pl. 23, .
fig.8). On another grain from the same part of the bed a more . _.
complex pattern of secondary crystal overgrowth was observed
(p1.23. fig. 6). On some grains the growth of silica sheets appears
to post-datEl the development of euhedral crystal faces within the
bone-bed (p1.23. figs.4.7 & 9). .

3. Diagenetic solution (pl.23, fig.5)

Silica solution features are present throughout the bone-be<I though they
are most pronounced at its base, in part 'a'. A thin section of this
part (Sykes, 1977. pl.16, fig.5) shows that most of the silica solution
features appear to be related to the growth of the calcite matrix during
'late' diagenesis.

Typical examples of pitting due to silica solution within the bone-bed are
illustrated in pl.23. fig.5.

Discussion

The association of pyrite, apatite and black shale has been noted in bone-beds throughout
the geological record and may indicate the presence of high negative Eh (-200 to -300) and a
pH of 6 to 8 in the sediment pore waters during diagenesis (Baturin. 1971. p.61; Burnett,
1977. p.82o-821; Antia. 1979a. pp.107, 124), If this sediment was also undersaturated with
respect to Ca2+ and CO~- ions, then diagenetic gypsum and/or quartz may have precipitated
within the sediment (Burnett, 1977. p.821; Briskin and Schreiber. 1978, pp.47-48; Antia,
1979b, p.m, M3).

Observations (Sykes, 1977, p.232) show that the mean grain size of the sand fraction
of the bone-bed increases upwards. This trend, coupled with a decrease in its clay and
limestone content towards its top (Sykes, 1977, p.231), shows that the initial post-depositional
porosity of the bone-bed also probably increased towards its top. The increase in porosity
coincides with a change in quartz grain shape (Table 2) and a decrease in the incidence of
solution features.

A possible explanation is that s11ica was removed from some of. the quartz grains and
clay minerals in the bone-bed by upward percolating pore waters and concentrated in the
upper porous layers of the bone-bed beneath the overlying impervious clays. In this context
it is interesting to note that clay minerals may actually enhance solutions of quartz (see
Blatt, Middleton & Murray, 1972; Pettijohn et al •• 1972) and that the presence of a clay
mineral matrix will inhibit growth of cement. The pore water solutions may then have
become supersaturated with respect to s11ica and precipitated as s11ica sheets in the lower
porosity layers of the bone-bed (parts 'a' and 'c') and quartz crystals in the higher porosity
layers (parts 'd' and 'e'). S11ica may also have been derived from the impermeable clays
overlying and underlying the bone-bed.

Elsewhere in the geological column similar relationships appear to occur between
porosity and quartz crystal growth. For example, the Ludlow·Bone-Bed at Netherton
(King & Lewis, 1912) grades upwards from vertebrate rich clays to a vertebrate sand
(Antia. 1979b). These vertebJ:ate sands had a higher initial porosity than the vertebrate
rich clays and the contain diagenetic, euhedral. quartz crystals. Such crystals are not
present in the lower porosity clays.
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Conclusions

The quartz grains in a Rhaetian bone-bed at Blue Anchor Bay, Somerset, have
diagenetic quartz overgrowths. These overgrowths are restricted to s11fca sheets in the
lower porosity, vertebrate rich clays and limestones but form euhedral crystal overgrowths'
in the higher porosity, vertebrate rich quartz sands of the upper layers of the bone-bed.
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Explanation for Plate 23

1 - 9 Quartz grains and surfaces from a Rhaetian Bone-Bed at Blue Anchor Bay

1 Angular, compact, high sphericity grain (x 150).

2 Modified, compact grain, showing the development of crystal
faces (x 80).

3 Compact grain completely enclosed within a quartz overgrowth (x 80).

'4 Silica sheeted surface (x 600).

5 Silica surface showing solution pits (x 600).

6 Quartz overgrowth on a grain (x 500).

7 Silica sheeting on a grain surface (x 600).

8 Quartz overgrowth on a grain surface (x 1000).

9 Silica sheeting on a grain surface - note the various angles of
the sheet faces (x 700).
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Comments on the environments and faunas across
the Ludlovian-Downtonian Boundary (Upper
Silurian) at Siefton, Salop

David D. J. Antia

A new temporary section across the Ludlovian-Downtonian boundary (Upper Silurian) at Siefton (Nr
Craven Arms), Salop, England, is described. The sediments present in the section were deposited in both
intertidal and subtidal marine environments. The shelly faunas across the section are recorded and
considered to be transported assemblages. Both burrowing and boring trace fossils occur in the presumed
subtidal environments. Evidence for a late Whitcliffian marine transgression, following a marine
regression is presented.

During August 1977 a temporary roadside trench produced in the course of
extensive road repairs at Siefton (GR. SO 475833-478835) exposed the Ludlow
Downton boundary (Upper Silurian). The faunas and sediments present in the
trench section were recorded and are described here in Tables 1 and Figure 1. The
section observed contained a vertical thickness of 6.14 m of sediment (Fig. 1) and
extends from the Upper Whitcliffe Beds (Upper Ludlovian) into the Downton
Castle Formation (basal Downtonian).

The first appearance of the ostracod Frostiella groenvalliana is taken to indicate the
base of the Downtonian in the section (cf. Martinsson 1967; Shaw 1969). This
species makes its first appearance in the section about 1·4 m below its top and
indicates that the Ludlovian-Downtonian boundary occurs at this point in the
section. The fauna (Table 1) above the boundary is of typical Downtonian aspect (cf.
Elles and Slater 1906), while the fauna (Table 1) below contains some species (e.g.
Lingula minima and Londinia kiesowl) which are commonly found in the Downtonian
(see Elles and Slater 1906; Shaw 1969), as well as typical Whitcliffian forms (cf.
Holland, Lawson and Walmsley, 1963).

The sediments recorded in this section (Fig. 1) can be assigned to four facies.

Facies A-Lenticular bedded silts and clays (sensu Reineck and Singh 1973),
containing well sorted shell sheets composed almost entirely of a single species.
For example one shell sheet contained Pteronitella retroflexa shells covering about
80% of the substrate. These shells had a leptokurtosic size distribution (Fig. 2a).
Some wavey bedding (sensu Reineck and Singh 1973) is also present in the facies.
The lenticular bedded nature of the sediments indicates that they were deposited
in a tidally influenced environment (Reineck and Singh 1973 p. 101) in which
periods of tidal currents alternated with periods of quiescent or slack water. The
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Fig. 1. Distribution of sediments and facies across the LudlovianjDowntonian boundary at Siefton.
Sample Nos. refer to the faunal collections in Table 2. An explanation of the facies is given in the text.

climbing ripple lamination effect produced by the lenticular bedding, contains in
drift ripple laminae (sensu McKee 1965) in which the ripple stoss side is absent
and its lee side is preserved, suggesting that the suspension load/bed load ratio was
low (cf. Jopling and Walker 1968). The ripple trough/crest axes were striking at
angles of between 2000 and 2450

• Local erosion surfaces are common and these are
frequently densely strewn with concave down orientated shells. The shell cover of
the substrate on these layers varies from 65 to 90%.
Frequently the original structure of the sediment has been destroyed by

bioturbation. The most abundant trace fossil types can be referred to the
ichnogenera ?Chondrites, ?Dendrotichium and ?Lophoetenium. However a number of
burrows (Fig. 1b, c) not unlike the three dimensional burrows produced by modern
annelids (cf. Ronan 1977), are present in the facies. These burrows (Fig. 2b, c) have a
burrow diameter of between 1 and 2 mm, a burrow height of between 15 and 30 mm,
a burrow complex width of between 10 and 25 mm, a burrow complex length of
between 20 and 35 mm and between 4 and 10 terminal shafts. These burrows were
probably produced by a deposit feeding 'polychaete worm', 2 to 5 cm in length
(M. Pye, personal communication). It may be that many of the traces doubtfully
assigned here to the ichnogenera Lophoctenium, Chondrites and Dendrotichium were
formed by these 'polychaetes' during their reworking (for food) of the uppermost
5-10 cm of the contemporary sediment substrate. These polychaete burrow
complexes occur in densities of between 200 and 350 per metre square of bedding
plane surface area.
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Table. 1., Fossils across the Ludlow/Downton boundary at Siefton. Numbers
indicate the frequency of occurrence of shells and shell fragments. See Fig. 1 for
the position of each layer in the section.

SPECIES DOWNTON LUDLOW SERIES

LAYER

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Brachiopods
Craniops implicatus

(J. de C. Sowerby) 2 2
Rowellella elegans

(Muir-Wood) 4 2 44
Lingula sp.
Lingula minima

(J. de C. Sowerby) 82 119 112 11
Microsphaeridiorhynchus nucula

(J. de C. Sowerby) 2 27 13 35 18
Orbiculoidia rugata

(J. de C. Sowerby)
Protochonetes ludloviensis

(Muir-Wood) 36 305 159 303 3
Salopina lunata

(J. de C. Sowerby) 3 38 24 64 36

Bivalves
Goniophora cymbaeformis

(J. de C. Sowerby) 2
Modiolopsis complanata 2 2
Pteronitella retroflexa

(Wahlenberg) 29
Fuchsella amygdalina

(J. de C. Sowerby) 9 4
Solenomya sp. 4

Gastropods
Loxonema gregarium

(J. de C. Sowerby) 2
?Umbospira helicites

(J. de C. Sowerby)

Cephalopods
Leurocycloceras sp. 2
Eurypterids
Rughmilleria sp. (?)
Pterygotus sp. 3 12

Ostracods
Calcaribeyrichia torosa

(Jones)
Cytherellina siliqua

(Jones) 3
Nyhamnella naturalis

(Sarv) 1
Londinia kiesowi Krause 9
Frostiella groenvalliana

Martinsson 7 18
Cavelina sp. 1
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Table 1.-cont.

SPECIES

Bryozoans
Leioclema sp. (colonies)

(zooecia)

Plants
Gloeotrichia sphaerica (Hooker)

Vertebrates
Logania ludlowiensis Gross
Thelodus parvidens Ag.
'Onchus' tenuistriatus Ag.
Total fauna counted
Bedding plane surface

area examined (m')

DAVID D.J. ANTIA

The high density of the 'polychaete' burrows and the highly bioturbated nature of
the sediment, locally destroying all its internal structure indicates (Reineck 1967)
that the sedimentation rate was normally slow and that little contemporary erosion
occurred. However, both the shell sheets and lenticular bedding indicates that the
environment represented by this facies was affected by turbulent conditions.
(Reineck and Singh 1973). This apparent paradox can be resolved if the sediments
were deposited in a subtidal region ofslack water currents in which slit lenticles were
periodically deposited as a result of unusually strong tides (e.g. spring tides), locally
giving the sediment a lenticular bedded appearance. The deposition of the shell
sheets could have resulted from either tidal current or storm activities.

Many of the shells in this facies are bored. At the present time two boring types
have been recognised. The first consists of discontinuous grooves 2-4 mm in length,
0·2-{)·5 mm in depth and 0'5-1 mm in width. These are considered by Ben Akpan
(personal communication) to have been formed by a boring annelid. The second
form consists of a branching network of pores (0'2-{)'4 mm in diameter) inter
connected by fine tubes (0'2-{)'9 mm in length), and may have been produced by
sponges (Akpan, personal communication). The distribution and boring style of
these two trace fossil types on some P. retroflexa shells is illustrated in Figure 2d. A
more detailed account of these borings will be presented elsewhere.

Facies B-In-phase climbing ripple-laminated (sensu McKee 1965) fine grained sands
and parallel laminated. silts containing some erosion surfaces, grading up into
trough cross bedded and channelled silts and sands, containing some layers rich in
platy mudclasts up to 35 m in length. This facies can be assigned to the Downton
Castle Fm. Facies D described by Allen (1974) which is considered (Allen 1974) to
have been deposited in the high intertidal zone.
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Facies G-In-phase climbing wave rippled silts with clay drapes, interbedded with
parallel laminated silts and shell sheets. Ripple mark axes are orientated at
between 220° and 260° (wavelength 6-14 cm, amplitude 6-14 mm). Some layers
contain interference wrinkle marks (ridge thickness 0·5-1·5 mm, wavelength 2·5-3
mm, amplitude 0·2-0·5 mm, orientation 270° to 350°, shape-asymmetrical to
symmetrical with a rounded crustal region). The ripple marks are occasionally
asymmetrical (depositing current came from the southeast) and tend to have well
developed bifurcating ripple crests. These asymmetric ripples have stoss side
length of6-8 cm, a lee side length of4-5 cm and a slip face of2-3'5 cm. Many ofthe
sediment surfaces contain antiripplets. Some of the rippled surfaces show load
structures at their base. The presence of wrinkle marks suggests that the sediment
was formed in an intertidal environment (Singh and Wunderlich 1978). This is
confirmed by the presence of antiripplets, which are formed (Reineck and Singh
1973) by the capture of wind blown sand on a water saturated sediment surface.
They suggest that the wind travelled from the northeast to the southwest. The
strike of these antiripplets is between 270° and 280°. Some rare trails are present
on the sediment surfaces. The shell layers appear to have infilled small hollows in
the substrate and contain an internal cross laminated structure, and a "parallel"
laminated upper surface. Shell size measurements for one shell layer are given in
Figure 3.

Facies D-Interbedded rippled (wavelength 2-6 cm, amplitude 3-6 mm) and parallel
laminated silts containing rare laminae rich in shell debris, phosphate nodules and
fish debris. The sediments are probably best assigned to the Downton Castle
Formation Facies B, which Allen (1974) and others (Antia and Whitaker, 1979;
Antia 1979a) consider to have been deposited in the lower part of the intertidal
zone. The fish debris and phosphate nodule rich layers probably formed as lag
concentrates within the intertidal zone (cf. Allen and Tarlo 1963; Allen 1974;
Antia and Whitaker 1979; Antia 1979a).
The phosphate nodules occur as compact rounded grains 4 to 15 mm in length.

Similar grains occurring at the top of the Ludlovian Series elsewhere are considered
(Antia 1979a) to have formed within the sediment of a subtidal environment and
been subsequently excavated and concentrated in a variety of vertebrate rich
sediments. If the phosphate nodules occurring in this facies formed in a subtidal
environment, then their presence in presumed intertidal sediments indicates that
there was some onshore transport of subtidal material into the intertidal zone. This
suggestion is further supported by the presence of subtidal brachiopods (see Calef
and Hancock 1974; Fiirsich and Hurst 1974) in the intertidal sediments of Facies C.
Many recent stludies (e.g. D'Anglejan 1967; Shafer 1972; Antia 1977) have
demonstrated that fish bones, phosphate nodules and shells can be transported from
a subtidal environment into both intertidal and supratidal environments.

The order of facies up the section is A-B-A-C-D-B, and suggests that the
sequence represents an initial shallowing up sequence from a subtidal environment
into an intertidal environment (initial Facies A-B transition-see Fig. 1), followed
by a small marine transgression (Facies B-A transition-see Fig. 1). This marine
transgression was followed by continued marine regression resulting in the facies
A-C-D-B transitions (see fig. 1),.in which each successive facies represents a
shallower subtidal or a more emergent intertidal environment.

The absence of an in situ shelly fauna and the apparent faunal change (Table 1)
within the intertidal zone may coincide with either a substrate preference for sandy
conditions by lingulids confining them to Facies Band D or it may coincide with the
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change in the chemical nature of the upper Silurian sea from a carbonate saturated
sea to a highly oxygenated, carbonate undersaturated sea which has been described
elsewhere (Antia 1979b). This change might relate to the gradual southward
advancement of the fluvial environment whose sediments eventually engulfed the
Ludlow-Much Wenlock region during the late Downtonian and early Dittonian
(Allen 1974).
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A SCANNING ELECfRON MICROSCOPE STUDY OF THE

GENESIS OF THE UPPER SILURIAN LUDLOW BONE BED

• D. D. J. Antia & •• 1. H. McD. Whitaker

ABSTRACT
The Ludlow Bone Bed horizon (Basal DowntonianJ consists of
a rippled thelodont sand formed low in the intertidal zone
as a lag concentrate. SEM examination of the clasts
reveals an abundance of thelodont scales, acanthodian and
brachiopod fragments with accessory phosphorite and quartz.
About 20% of the thelodonts are markedly abraded and these
often contain borings comparable to recent intertidal
algal borings. Many quartz grains bear authigenic,
euhedral, bipyramidal overgrowths formed within the sedi
ments. These overgrowths show varying degrees of abrasion,
indicating that there was local reworking of the original
subtidal sediment and concentration of the abraded quartz
euhedra, fish debris, phosphatic shell fragments and
internal moulds and casts to form the bone beds. Grain
edges may be plastered with cryptocrystalline silica and
fungal filaments on the grains surfaces may be silicified,
before final sediment stabilisation.

Both worn and unworn euhedra may show a second genera
tion of diagenetic overgrowths after sediment stabilisation
and burial.

INTRODUCTION
The Ludlow Bone Bed forms an historically important geological
horizon (Griffiths 1973), once considered to represent the
Silurian/Devonian boundary (Stamp 1923). At present it
marks the junctions of the Ludlow and Downtown (Pridoli)
series (Upper Silurian) and the junctions of the Whitcliff
and Temeside stages (Holland et al 1963; Allen 1974).

Although the Ludlow Bone Bed is described as two dis
tinct layers (Elles & Slater 1906) found within the marked
roadside cleft at Ludlow, detailed work by one of us (DDJA,
unpublished) has revealed the presence of 8 separate bone
beds and shown the cleft to be diachronous. Within its main
outcrop the bone bed may be described at Aston Munslow,
Corfton, Deepwood, Brockton, Ludford, Netherton, Orleton,

* D. D. J. Antia, Department of Geology, Glasgow University,
Glasgow, UK

** J. H. McD. Whitaker, Department of Geology, Leicester
University, Leicester, UK
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Shipton and Willey,' as a thin (0.1 - 13 cm thick) rippled.
discontinuous unimodal sand (mean grain size approx. 0.25
mm) with a, gingerbread appearance, comprised largely of
thelodont scales (up to 1000 scales per cm2 bedding plane
surface area) and acanthodian fragments; with secondary
phosphatic brachiopod fragments, small phosphatic concretions,
pachythecids, eurypterids, ceratiocarids, conodonts and
quartz grains. Nonphosphatised brachipods (chiefly
Protochonetes ludloviensis, Howellella elegans, Craniops
implicata, Salopina lunata, Lingula sp. nov., and Micro
sphaeridiorhynchia nucula, ostracods (chiefly Nodibeyrichia
verrucosa, Frostiella groenvalliana*, Londinia arisaigenesis*
Cytherellina siliqua, Kummerowia* sp., Jefina* sp., Cavellina
sp., Poniklacella sp., and Thilipsura* sp), bivalves
(chiefly Modiolopsis complanata*, pteronitella retroflexa,
and Fuchsella amygdalina), gastropods (chiefly Loxonema
gregaria*, L. obsoleta, Umbospira (Platyschisma) helicites*
Platyschisma williamsi*, and Cymbularia carinata*),
and cephalopods (chiefly Leurocycloceras whitcliffense)
accumulate as ripple hollow infill above and below the bone
bed layers. Asterized species are only found above the
basal bone bed horizon. In places (Brockton SO 578938, .
Shipton 563917, and Ludford 512742) the bone bed can clearly
be seen to form an integral part of flaser-bedded strata,
thus implying an intertidal origin for the bone bed as
suggested by Allen (1974), and implied by Antia (1977),
instead of a subtidal origin as a shallow marine shelf
sediment (Hain 1969; Reif 1976; personal communication
1976) or a storm generated sheet (Watkins, in press).

Studies have concentrated on the thelodonts (DDJA
using gold coated (75 nm thickness for sediment, 50 nm
thickness for clasts) specimens on a Cambridge 600 SEM)
and quartz grains (JHMcDW using aluminium coated (25 om
thickness) specimens on an lSI 60 SEM), although other
clasts have been examined.

The quartz grains,thelodonts, phosphatic nodules and
acanthodian debris examined were extracted (by DDJA) by
acid treatment, using the techniques outlined by Turner
(1973) from Ludford Lane (SO 512742) and Aston Muns10w
(SO 512865). Sediment samples consisted of untreated rock
chips.

NON-CALCAREOUS CLASTS FROM THE BONE BED
The basal thelodont layer at Ludford consists largely of
thelodonts (ca. 90%). Within the bone bed facies (Facies A 
Allen 1974), for example (1) the bone bed horizon 6 at Lud
ford (512742J is dominated by phosphatized Gomphonchus
spp. spine fragments; (2) Thelodus parvidens forms the
dominant clas~ in the lower bone beds, but is replaced in
the higher bone beds by Logania ludlowiensis as the
dominant clast, (3) the bone bed contains varying amounts
of debris acanthodian and phosphorite ego 50% at Deepwood
(Holland et al 1963); and Corfton lane (SO 497852), Ludford
Lane 20% Aston Munslow (SO 512865), 1% Corfton - Sun Inn
(SO 496851), (4) the density of quartz grains is also
variable (expressed as number per gram of sediment)
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(a) 12 at Ludford, (b) 0 at Deepwood), (c) 0.4 at Aston
Muns10w.

(1) The10donts

Two specimens dominate the the1odont fauna (1) Thelodus
parvidens (70 - 95%) and Logania ludlowiensis (5 - 30%).
They occur chiefly as unabraded scales (Figs 1, a-e and
3d) though some scales show attrition marks, borings and
some degree of abrasion (Figs 1f, g, k and 3a). The
borings appear to be similar to recent intertidal algal
borings found in carbonate clasts at Sales Point, Bradwell,
Essex (See Antia 1977 for location) (Figs 1h, i; 3c).
Many of the clasts are imbricated and randomly orientated.
(2) Acanthodian fragments

These occur as broken, worn, often recrysta11ised fragments
of Scolithus pustiliferous and other fishes (Fig 2, m-o).
(3) Conodont fragments

An extensive low diversity conodont fauna has been recorded
from the Ludlow bone bed (Aldridge 1975). However, this
study has only recorded worn fragments of Ozarkodina
confluens and Distomoda dubius from the bone bed at Aston
Munslow (identified by Alridge 1977, personal communication).
(4) Brachiopod fragments

Occur as worn fragments of Orbiculoidea rugata Fig 1m, n)
(no other forms have been recorded) as about 1% of the bone
bed by volume at Aston Munslow.
(5) Phosphorite deposits

Phosphorite nodules occur as the internal moulds and casts
of Loxonema gregaria, Cymbularia carinata and Orthoceras
sp. (Fig 10, p). Some contain algal borings (Fig 1s) and
consist of replaced authigenic clays containing angular
quartz grains (Fig It) while others are comprised of faecal
pellets (Fig lq, r).

(6) Eurypterid fragments

Eurypterid debris forms a minor part of the deposits and
is made up largely of Pterygotus spp. (Fig lU).
,(7) Quartz grains

Quartz grains form a minor component of the bone beds, and
range from euhedral bipyramidal (ca. 15%) to spherical
rounded grains (ca. 5%) (Fig 2a-d). The euhedral grains
occur as hexagonal bipyramidal forms either with sharp or
worn edges (Figs 2e-h) often with later diagenetic over
growths (Fig 2i-l). Many of the subrounded grains show
euhedral faces (Figs 2b, i, u and 3e). The grains may be
pitted or polished (Fig 3e) and are often covered by sili
ceous filaments (Figs 2u and 3e, f). These filaments are
of late stage origin since they transgress across pitted
and fractured surfaces (Fig 2q-r). They often display triple
junctions, with junction angles approximating to 1200

(Fig It, w) and may possibly represent silicified fungal
hyphae cf. Edwards & Perkins (1974). Some of the quartz
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Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed
,

Figure 1 Number in parenthesis = Scale Bar length.
Unabraded thelodont scales. (a) Thelodus
parvidens (100 ~ ), (b) Thelodus parvidens 
dorsal view (100 urn), (c) Logania ludlowiensis 
upper body scale (100 ~m), (d) Logania ludlow
iensis - lower body scale (20 urn), (e) detail of
latter (100 ~m). Worn thelodonts (f) Rounded
worn bored thelodont (T. parvidens - note boring
density on the spongy cusp of the denticle the
crown of this denticle (not shown) has almost no
borings (200 ~m), (g) Detail of a boring with a
raised cusp .in its centre indicating uneven
dissolution of the thelodont during its formation
(20 ~m), (h & i) Recent algal dissolution pits
in a carbonate grain from the low intertidal
(rippled mud facies) of Sales Point, Bradwell,
Essex - note the presence of algal filaments 
see also Plate 3c (15 ~m), (j) Attrition marks
on a Logania ludlowiensis denticle (10 ~m), (k)
Well rounded, worn, bored, thelodont
(T. parvidens) in sediment - note close packed
nature of the clasts and that the thelodont has
been worn after as well as before it was bored
(100 urn), (1) Bedding plane surface of the bone
bed - note imbricated nature of the clasts
(200 ~m), (m) Shell fragment of Orbiculoidea
rugata (200 ~m), (n) Detail of the ornamented
surface (20 ~m), (0) Internal case of ?Cymbularia
carinata (200 urn), (p) Internal cast of ?Loxonema
gregaria (200 ~m), (q) Internal cast of
?Orthoceras semipartitum made largely of faecal
pellets (200 ~m), (r) Detail of faecel pellets
(40 ~m), (s) ?Algal borings on the surface of
L. gregaria cast (10 ~m), (t) Internal structure
of an internal cast of L. gregaria - note quartz
grains (2) and replaced clays (1) (20 ~m),

(u) Surface of a Pterygotus sp. fragment (50 ~m),

(v) Kaolinite grain on the surface of a bored
thelodont (20 ~m), (w) Worn mica grain (20 ~m),

(x) Diagenetic quartz in Upper Whitcliffe
sediment (20 ~m).

grains contain small pits with raised rims (Figs 2u and 3e,
j,k). These are probably pressure solution cavities formed
at the junction of two grains of different chemical compo
sitions. Some of the quartz shards (Fig 3f) may be derived
from bentonites. On some of the quartz grains 'spherulite'
and doughnut-like structures are present (Fig 2x, y).

Thus the quartzes show the following diagenetic
and depositonal phases/forms:

a) Original unaltered (probably S) quartzes occurring as
well-rounded grains and angular shards (Figs 2a and
3f)

b) Secondary euhedral (a ) quartzes formed as overgrowths
nucleated around the initial quartz (Fig 2d, 1). These
overgrowths were probably formed in a clay rich
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Figure Z

Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

Number in parenthesis = Scale Bar length.
Quartz grains. (a) Well rounded quartz grain
(100 vm), (b) Worn quartz gr~in with some
euhedral faces (100 ~m), (c) Euhedral bipyramid
(100 vm), (d) Euhedral quartz grain with unworn
edges (100 ~m), (e.h) Rounded to sharp grain
edges for grains (a-d) (20 vm), (i) Rounded
euhedral quartz grain with secondary unworn
euhedral overgrowths (lOO'~m), (j) Detail of
overgrowths (50 ~m), (k) Detail of euhedral
overgrowths on an unworn quartz grain (20 ~m)

(1) the unworn grain (100 ~m), (m) Detail of
recrystalised surface of an acanthodian fragment
(20 ~m), (n) The acanthodian fragment showing
post prefossilisation wear and post sediment
stabilisation recrystalisation (100 ~m),

(0) Part of an onchus muchisoni spine
(Acanthodian) (100 ~m), (p) Siliceous ?fungal
filament on the pitted surface of quartz grain
(20 ~m), (q) Detail of the filament (4 ~m),

(r) Detail of a filament on the fractured surface
of a quartz grain (Plate 3f) (20 ~m), (s) A
feldspar grain (25 ~m), (t) Detail of filaments
on the surface of a quartz grain (25 ~m), (u)
The worn euhedral quartz grain covered in
filaments (50 ~m). (v) ,Detail of the cleavage on
the feldspar grain (5) (10 ~m), (w) Detail of a
filament triple junction (2 ~m), (x) Quartz
spherulites and rosettes on th~ surface of a
quartz grain (2 ~m), ,(y) Quartz 'doughnuts' on
the surface of a quartz grain (2 ~m), (z)
Thelodont denticle {t) in calcite cement (c)
(30 ~m).

, ,carbonate,sediment, since 'AI-Sheikly (pers9nal ,
communication 1977) has 'shown that the lower the clay
content of a carbonate sediment the larger the
hexagonal prism faces of the (diagenetic)'b~pyramiual

euhedral overgrowths~ . .,'
, .

c) Exhumed rolled quartzes ~ varyini degrees of 'abras~on .
(Figs 2a-c,. i, u and·~e) ~ ~, ,"

,~, t

d) . S'tabilisation of the grain in' ,the sediment' was followed
by subsequent ,fungal avergrowth~:. Later ~ovement of '
silica from the porewaters~replaced'the fungal' walls '

. (Figs 2p-r, t, u, 'w) and provided, thin silica sheet'
overgrowths on some grains (Fig 31) to'givea polished'
appearance. ' . '

e) Late phase diage~e~ic precipitation of'~ecohdary ,
quartz overgrowths. on 'the ,primary overgrowth~·(Fig 2i~1)

The Ludlow bone b~d' is .nat ~nique ih contajning
euhedral'quartz overgrowths since they have also been
recorded in the Rhaetic Bone Sed (Sylvester~Bradl~y·&,Ford
1968), and the Kiddville bone bed of, Kentucky (toersete
1906; Wells 1944, p,285).. ' .
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Figure 3

Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

NB. The individual picture of stereopairs on
this page have been interposed to save space.
Number in parenthesis = Scale Bar length.
(a) Junction of a rounded bored thelodont
(P. parvidens) with a worn quartz grain. Note
pitting on the quartz grain and the clay rim
around the thelodont - stereopair (40 pm),
(b) Well cleaved calcite cement - stereopair
(10 pm), (c) Algal dissolution hollows (borings)
on a recent carbonate grain from Sales Point,
England - note morphological similarity to the
thelodont borings - stereopair (50 pm),
(d) Logania ludlowiensis scale - variant - note
almost unworn condition of the scale - stereo
pair (100 pm), (e) Quartz euhedra showing worn
edges, quartz plastering (I), pressure solution
pits and filaments - stereopair (100 pm),
(f) Quartz shard cut by filaments (Detail
Plate 2r) - stereopair (200 m), (g-i) Pachy
theca spaerica - a round spherical algae (up to
6 mm in diameter) comprised of an inner layer of
tubes radiating from a centre (the external
surface expression of the tube illustrated in
(g) (20 pm). The internal mass of tubes is
covered by a thin outer layer (h (100 pm)
shows the junction of the two layers) which
contains small tubes with an annular structure,
(i) (10 pm) Pressure solution pits bordered
with a clay rim are shown in j and k (50 pm/
40 pm), (k) A quartz plastered edge is shown in
1 (50 pm).

Feldspar grains derived from ?bentonites occur rarely
(1 grain recorded) in the Ludlow Bone Bed at Ludford Lane
(Figs 2s, v).

(9) Sediment

Below the bone bed diagenetic calcite and quartz comprise
much of the sediment (Fig Ix). In the bone bed carbonate
(Figs 2z and 3b) and kaolinite grains (Figs Iv) dominate
the matrix with accessory muscovite grains (Fig lw).

DISCUSSION

The Ludlow Bone Bed is an unusual, but by no means unique,
accumulation of fish debris (cf. Reif 1976). It was formed
as a littoral lag concentrate on or about the low watermark
in a chenier environment (Antia 1977 - in preparation).
Although a discussion of the environmental location of the
bone bed is not the purpose of this paper, the source of the
fish debris deserves some mention. Many theories for the
origin of this debris have been proposed and are summarised
by Griffiths (1973). In general theories range from the
suggestion of mass mortality to condensation. In contrast
to these theories we would like to propose the following
schematic model for the clast source and intertidal formation
of the Ludlow Bone Bed with the schematic environments
illustrated in Fig 4.
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Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

WHITCLIFFE

l TM

8

Figure 4 Detailed schematic environmental model (approx.
1 km wide) based on the type Whitcliffe and
LUdlow/Downtonian boundary sections at Whitcliffe

. (507742) and Ludford Lane (512742) for the
environments present during the Late Whitcliffe 
Early Downtonian in the Ludlow Region. Arrows
indicate directions of sediment movement.
L.T.M. = Low Water Mark. T.R. = Tidal Range.
1) Subtidal shallow channels «1m wide x
<30 cm deep) with some concentrated shell debris
at base (507742).
2) Migrating subtidal shell mega ripples
(amplitude approx 4 - 15 cm wavelength 3 - 10 m)
made of worn brachiopod shells Protochonetes sp.
Microphaeridiorhynchia sp. and Salopina sp.)
containing an extant fauna of podocopid ostracoda
and bryozoans (507742). Some of these mega
ripples have cut across and infilled the subtidal
channels (506743).
3) Small subtidal patches (often rippled) of
Thelodont-rich clays or shelly silts formed by
a winnowing effect by the currents on the
excavated material from the channels (512865).
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Figure 4
(Contd)

Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

4) Intertidal bone bed (Thelodont sand) often
forming an integral part of flaser-bedded strata
and commonly overlying rippled shell patches and
Chondrites rich muds.
5) Intertidal rippled mudflats (markedly flaser
bedded) often containing small thelodont sand
patches infilling burrows or forming part of
flaser-bedded strata. The in situ fauna on these
mudflats included endobyssate colonies of
Modiolopsis sp. and shallow burrowing brachipods
(Lingula minima).
6) Mud mounted topography (512742, 512865),
intertidal, formed by the temporary re-excavation
of the lower rippled mudflats (5). Individual
channels can be traced in excess of 10 m
(512742). The extant fauna of these channels
included Umbospira sp. and Frostiella sp.
7) Perched trough cross bedded sand sheets
(?chenier sands) which sometimes bury the under
lying channels of the mud-mounted topography
(512742). They contain no extant fauna - and
may be supratidal in nature.
8) ?High intertidal - supratidal marsh sediments
consisting of fine grained parallel laminated
silts, rich in plant debris/fragments, the algae
Pachytheca Fig 3g-i) and rare disarticulated
ostracods (512742).

1) Subtidal setting - carbonate-clay-silt substrate with
a burrowing soft bodied fauna and calcareous epifauna.
(a) Fish die (with normal natality and mortality rates

operative) and lie on substrate surface. Either
normal decomposition of the soft parts occurs
phosphat ising the derman scales on the fish
(Burnett 1974) or anaerobic burial of the fish
occurs with subsequent phosphatisation (Burnett
1974).

(b) Since complete thelodont fishes have not been
recorded in the Whitcliffe near Ludlow, even
though their scales are abundant (>0-50 per m2 ),
it is unlikely that the scales were disarticulated
prior to burial. In modern Peruvian subtidal
sediments both phosphate and silica precipitate
out at about 15 cm depth in the substrate (Burnett
1974). It is also possible that similar chemical
processes were operative in the subtidal Whitcliffe
sediments. If they were, then it is envisaged
that the euhedral quartz overgrowths formed at
this stage in addition to unphosphatised scales
becoming phosphatised and phosphatic concretions
forming internally in gastropod and cephalophod shells.

(c) Local chanelling and bioturbation within the
Whitcliffe may have excavated the quartz grains
and phosphatic debris, prior to their washing
onshore by local currents and wave action. Both
channels and bioturbation are common in the
Whitc1iffe ego Aston Muns10w (511876 & 512865),
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Figure 5

Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

a) Rounded quartz grain from the Ludlow Bone Bed
Ludford Lane, showing a cryptocrystalline silica
plastering which covers both the edges and surfaces
of the grain and post dates the development of the
tabular plates on the grain. Scale Bar = 75 vm
b) Tabular plates on a quartz grain surfaces
(L.BB. Ludford Lane). Note 1) the two preferred
orientations of plate edge f~rmation, 2) that the
plates form parallel to the crystal surfaces,
3) some of the plate edges are fractured possibly
indicating abrasive effects on the plate. Scale
Bar = 3 vm.
c) Large well-formed tabular plates on a quartz
grain surface (L.BB., Corfton Lane) form parallel
to the crystal surface. Scale Bar = 40 vm
(Stereopair)
d) Detail of plates figures in Fig 5c.
Scale Bar = 10 vm
e) Rounded edge of a quartz grain (L.BB., Corfton
Lane) note the distribution of the tabular 'micro'
plates. Scale Bar = 10 Vm

Bourton (595964), Brockton (577939), Callaughton
(617975), Hillpike (438760), Ludford (512742),
Ludlow (504745 & 491743), Medley (477833), Munslow
(522875) and Mortimer Forest (495719 & 496727).

2) Littoral environments - Flaser-bedded muds and silts
forming rippled mudflats containing a high density
low diversity fauna of ostracods, modiolopsids,
lingulids and umbospirids.

(a) Bone bed debris concentrated and swept into
pockets by tide and current. The white phosphatic
debris (thelodont scales) was colonized by boring
algae (the black phosphatic debris (Gomphonchus
sp. and Brachiopod shells) was not bored,
probably because they contained no collagen
(Reif 1977, personal communication) when the
thelodonts were colonized. A high energy origin
for the bone bed is indicated since coprolites
(an essential attribute of a low energy bone bed
(Reif 1977, personal communication) are rare or
absent. Supposed coprolites from the Ludlow bone
bed in the Aepler collection (TUbingen University),
when viewed in thin section can be shown to be
carbonised limonite mUdpellets rich in angular
quartz grains and articulate brachiopod shell
fragments.

(b) Period of silt/mud deposition - caused by
increased sediment load in the estuary? - possibly
seasonal in origin.

(c) Repetition of process to produce next bone bed
layer, or continuation of mudflat facies
depending on stage in the regression cycle.
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Figure 6

Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

a) Crescentic chip mark (L.BB. Corfton Lane).
Scale Bar = 40 ~m

b) Tabular plates (L.BB. Aston Munslow - grain
illustrated Fig 3e) which have been modified
percolating pore waters and contain quartz
spherulites. Scale Bar = 2 ~m

c) Crescentic chip marks (L.BB. Corfton Lane).
Scale Bar = 40 ~m

d) Surface of a quartz grain showing a fracture
(L.BB. Corfton Lane). Scale Bar = 40 ~m

e) Detail of fracture; note the tabular micro
plates on the fracture surface. Scale Bar = 10~m

f) Crescentic chip mark (L.BB. Corfton Lane)
Scale Bar = 40 ~m

g) Detail of chip mark (Fig 6f) showing micro
plates in the chip. Scale 1 cm = 20 ~m

h) Fracture in a quartz grain produced by
mechanical crushing (L.BB. Ludford Lane).
Scale Bar = 100 ~m

i) Detail of the fracture. Scale Bar = 10 ~m

j) Detail of a quartz grain surface showing the
relationship of the quartz plates to grain
rounding. (L.BB. Corfton Lane). Note the
filament with a triple junction. Scale Bar
10 ~m (Stereopair)
k) Chip mark on a smooth crystal surface
(L.BB. Corfton Lane). Scale Bar = 10 ~m.

(Stereopair)
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Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

QUESTIONS

Tabular plates over the grains surface
Crescentic abrasive chip marks
Rounded (but not smooth) edges and fracture
marks

Tabular plates on quartz grains in the Ludlow Bone Bed
are orientated parallel to the crystal (grain) surfaces
(Fig 5b, c, d) and are of varying sizes ranging from
3 - 40 wm in length (Fig 5b, c, d).

Crescentic chip marks occur on the quartz grains
(Fig 6a, c, f, g, k) on either smooth crystal faces
(Fig 6k) or on 'smooth' surfaces covered by small
tabular plates (~5 ~m) - Fig 6a, c, f, g, Many of these
chip marks also contain a lining of tabular plates
(Fig 6f, g) perhaps indicating that the grains had
been abraded post chipping?

The grain edges of abrasively rounded grains tend
to be smoot~ surfaces, made irregular, by the presence
of tabular plates on their edges (Fig 5e, Fig 6j).
Similar features are noticed on fractured quartz grains
(Fig 6d, e) where the development of plates has given
the fracture edges a rounded appearance (Fig 6e). This
rounded appearance contrasts sharply with the
angularity of fresh fractures produced by the mechanical
crushing of samples (Fig 6h, 1~_ -'---1

\
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P. Bull, Swansea University
How can you tell that some of the rounding of the
euhedral crystal edges is not due to a cryptocrystal
line silica plastering?

D. H. Krinsley, Arizona State University
One can determine if the edges of quartz grains have
been abraded by recognising plates on these edges.
Plasting of silica should cover edges and surfaces.

D. D. J. Antia .
Although Dr. Krinsley's statement answers Dr. Bul1's
question, it would perhaps be best to clarify the
answer with a series of illustrated examples and
comments:

On the recognition of abrasive rounding versus rounding
by cryptocrystalline silica plastering in quartz grains.

If a quartz grain edge is rounded because it has
been plastered by. cryptocrystalline silica then its
surface will appear to be very smooth (Fig 31, Fig 5a)
much smoother than on an unplastered crystal (grain)
edge (Fig 2e-h, Fig 5e). Plastering by crypto
crystalline silica may be confined to only the edges
of the grain (Fig 3e, 1) or cover both grain edges and
surfaces (Fig 5a). In the bone bed plastering occurs
as a post depositional, early diagenetic stage, post
dating the formation of tabular plates onthe grains
(Fig 5a).

However, if a grain has suffered abrasive rounding
then three features will usually be present on the grains
surfaces.

1)
2)
3)

A:

Q:

Q:



Upper Silurian Ludlow Bone Bed

Since plates are not present on grains which have
only suffered mechanical abrasion (Fig 6h, i) it seems
likely that their origin may be related to syn
depositional differential dissolution of the quartz
grain surfaces, and/or early post depositional
dissolution in the porewaters predating the deposition
of cryptocrystalline silica on the grains (Fig 5a).
Similar interpretations of the tabular plates on
quartz grains have been made by Weaver & Beck (1977,
Sedimentary Geology, 17, pp 1-234; cf. pp 161-162)

However, some of the tabular plates on grains
plastered with cryptocrystalline silica show evidence
for solution rounding of the plates (Fig 6b). These
plates may have acted as crystalline growth nuclei
for the many quartz rosettes present on their surfaces
(Fig 6b).

It is therefore suggested that the tabular plates
arise as a result of syndepositiona1 chemical solution
processes which may modify pre-existing mechanical
abrasion features such as chip marks and fractures.
The presence of plates on a quartz grain aids the
abrasive mechanical weathering processes, since it
may require less energy to remove a small 'cleavage
like' plate from a grain than to chip or fracture it.
Such tabular plates, once formed may be modified by
pore solutions after sediment stabilisation, and act
as nuclei for later diagenetic crystal growths.

~~~~l.
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AUTHIGENIC GYPSUM IN MARINE SEDIMENTS - A COMMENT

DAVID D.J. ANTIA

Dept. Geolog), Glasgow University, Glasgow, Scotland (U.K.)

(Received August 15, 1978; accepted January 8,1978)

In a recent paper, Briskin and Schreiber (1978) noted the occurrence of '
authigenic tabular gypsum crystals in marine sediments. Their model for
its formation suggested that it formed on a relatively stagnant seafloor
during a short period in which oxygen-rich bottom waters undersaturat-
ed with respect to Ca2+ and CO~ - swept the sea bottom..

They suggest that initially the (CaC03 saturated) seafloor accumulated
calcareous shell material (mainly planktonic and benthic foraminifera) on
its surface and S01- ions (formed as a result of normal post-mortem
decomposition processes) in the sediment; and that the influx of oxygen
enriched, calcium-carbonate-depleted bottom waters to this seafloor would
result in (1) a calcium-carbonate depletion of the sediments and (2) gypsum·
precipitation in the sediment (resulting from an oversaturation of the sed
iment porewaters with respect to Ca2+ and s01- ions).

If. this oxygen-rich bottom water persists for any length of time, a higher
primary and secondary planktonic production and hence a higher organic
contribution to the sediment should result. This increased organic input
may alter the sediment microenvironments to produce an anoxic environ
ment a few centimetres below the aerobic sediment/water interface (cf.
Baturin, 1971; Burnett, 1974). Within this anoxic, organic-rich environment
·it is probable that organophosphates will form (cf. Summerhayes, 1973;
Emsley and Hall, 1976) and that these organosphates will bind with and
eventually replace the adjacent clays (Antia and Whitaker, 1978) and form
soft phosphatic nodules which can be excavated and concentrated in the
sediment (Baturin, 1969, 1971). Also as a result of the higher plankton
concentrations, the fish population should increase in size and may leave
abundant remains in the sediment (cf. Malz, 1978).

Although Briskin and Schreiber (1978) do not describe this latter phos
phatic extension of their model, there is some evidence for it in the, geolog
ical column.

Near Birmingham in the Dudley Canal section at Netherton (British Na
tional Grid Reference SO 936874) there is an Upper Silurian (Whitcliffe
Beds, Ludlow Series) sequence which may be described from base to top
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as follows:
2+m Olive green silts with rippled layers of commutated shell fragments

rich in foraminifera (about 2 per g of sediment).
5 cm Gypsum-rich black clays. .

35 cm Silts, clays and sands enriched in phosphatic nodules and fish scales.
The basal 10 cm also contains some gypsum.

The occurrence of the gypsum-rich layer marks three important changes
in the faunas and mineralogy of the section (Table I).

(1) Below the gypsum layer the sediment is enriched in calcite, while in
the layer and above, clays, quartz and phosphate dominate the sediment
and calcite is absent.

(2) The fish fauna and phosphatic nodules become abundant above the
gypsum layer.

TABLE I

The Netherton section

1 2 3

Mineralogy
Calcite A
Quartz C C VC
Chlorite (+ other clays) A VC
Gypsum FC R
Phosphate VC
Macrofossils
Fuchsella amygdalina c*
Protochonetes ludloviensis C*
Salopina lunata VC*
Ceratiocaris sp. p
Loxonema gregaria A
Hyolites forbesi FC
Orbiculoidea rugata P

Microfossils
Foraminifera A
Ostracods R
Vertebrates
Thelodus spp. VC* A
Logania ludlowiensis C*. FC-P
Acanthodian scales and spines R* R

Algae
Pachytheca sp. P
organic debris A C

1 == olive-green carbonate sediment; 2 == gypsum layer; 3 == phosphatic clays, silts and
sands; only the major elements are listed here. A == Abundant (>50%); VC" Very Com
mon (30-50%); C == Common (20-30%); FC == Fairly Common (10-20%); p .. Present
(4-10); R" Rare « 4%); * ==low density.
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(3) The calcareous macroinvertebrate fauna above (as determined from
phosphatic casts and moulds) the gypsum layer differs from that below
(Table I).

If the expanded Briskin and Schreiber (1978) model is used to interpret
these sediments, it could be suggested that:

(1) The olive-green carbonate sediments containing a Salopina community
fauna (Calef and Hancock, 1974) and a high-density foraminifera assemblage
represent a quiet, soft-bottom environment (Fursich and Hurst, 1974) in
which the bottom waters were saturated or supersaturated with respect to
calcium carbonate.

(2) The gypsum-rich clays contain a rare fauna of fish scales and abun·
dant tabular gypsum crystals in an organic-debris-rich clay. Thin sections
show the sediment to be draped over the crystals, suggesting either early .
in-situ diagenetic growth or predepositional crystal growth. The absence of
calcite and presence of gypsum crystals in organic-rich clays may result from
a change in the chemistry of the depositional bottom waters to an oxygen
rich, and calcium-carbonate-depleted bottom water; resulting in the solution
of calcium carbonate and combination of Ca2+ ions (from CaC03 break
down) and sol- ions (from the breakdown of biogenic organic debris) to
form gypsum. The high concentration of organic debris in the sediment may
indicate an increased plankton population and/or a change in chemistry of
the sediment porewaters.

(3) The phosphatic sediments contain gypsum and phosphatic nodules in
their clay layers and large quantities of fish scales. This sediment might have
arisen from a prolonged period of calcium-carbonate-depleted, oxygen-rich
waters sweeping the seafloor and removing calcareous debris (by solution).
The phosphatic nodules might have formed by the processes already out·
lined and the fish debris might result from the mortality of fish schools
feeding on the plankton (cf. Antia, 1979; Malz, 1978).

If, as has been suggested here, the Briskin and Schreiber (1978) model can
result in a marine phQsphorite deposit overlying a gypsum deposit, then it
may provide an alternative explanation for the genesis of some phosphorites
and phosphatic bonebeds to the traditional explanation of formation in reo
gions of upwelling current's (cf. McKelvey, 1967).
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A. comparison of diversity arid. trophic nuclei of live and dead
molluscan faunas from the Essex Chenier Plain, England

Abstract.-The rarefaction graphs and trophic nuclei of dead molluscan shell cumulatcs and
their associatcd livc molluscan faulla from seven 'ecological' habitats in the Essex Chenier
Plain facies are examincd and compared. The results show that while the trophic nuclei of
the live and dead faunas tend to he dissimilar, the rarefaction graphs indicate that the dead
faulla will be more diverse than the live, though changes in t.'1e diversit)' of the live fauna
tend to be mirrored in the dead fauna.
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•
E(o) =~ [(l-:N I/N)" 1- (l-Ni/N)"]

iat
•

+2~ [(l-NI/N-Nj/N)"
j:2

- (l-Ni/N)" (1- Ni/N)"], (2)

Where E($) = species r!chilcSS; E(o) =
species richness variance; Nl = species popu
lation size for i =1...5; N =total number of
individuals; 5 =number of species; n =re-,
quired sample size.

The formulae for calculating E (s) and

,
1977), while at the same time gaining increas
ing usage in palaeoecological (Calef 1972;
Str.nton and Evans 1972; Calef and Hancock
1974; Duff 1975; Antia and Wood 1977;
Fursich 1977; Watkins 1978), evolutionary
(Raul' 1975), and ecological studies (Sanders
1968; Sanders and Hessler 1969; Boesch 1971;
Young and Rhodes 1971; Stout and Vander
meer 1975). Hurlbert (1971), Fager (1972),
Simbcrloff (1972) and Clifford and Stephen
son (1975) following a re-analysis of Sanders'
(1968) data suggest that the rarefaction
method is wrong since it tends to overestimate
true species richness (diversity) of the fauna.
However, since species richness (E($» can
be calculated directly (Hurlbert 1971; Heck

. et al. 1975) a modified rarefaction graph
based on e~l'licit E($) ,"alues will be used
here to provide a correct rarefaction plot.
The formulae by which the graphs (Fig. 2)
were calculated are given as follows:

Inh'oduction
In many rccc~t palaeoecological studies

much has been made of the statistical methods
~sed by modem marine ecologists. Yet little
has been done to determine the validity of
these methods in the analysis of recurrent
fossil assemblages (Scott and West 1976).
The two statistical methods which will be
examined here are the rarefaction graph. (a
measure of ecological diversity) and the
trophic nuclcus.

The rarefaction graph was conceived by
Sanders (1968) as a means of comparing the
divcrsities of similar ecological habitats at
v,lrying depths and latitudes. Its advantage
ovcr previous diversity measurements is that
it takes account of samplo size and allows
the diversity of different sized collections to
be compared graphically at a collection size
common to each. Sanders (1968) showed
tllat while individuals arc added to a collec
tion at an arithmetic rate, specics are added
at a logarithmic rate. Furthcmlore, he showed
that diversity can best be described as a
specics abundance curve, ratller than the ab
solute number of specimcns in a sample and
that each particular environment has its own
charactcristic rate of spccies increment, with
its rarefaction curves lying within particular
fields.

Since. the rarefaction mctllod was originally
proposed, it has rcccived .heavy thcoretical
criticism in some statistical studies (Fager
1972; Simbe~loff 1972.; Heek et al.· 1975; Clif
ford and Stephenson 1975; Antia and Wood

. .
E(s) = $ - :E (1- Ni/N)"

i:l
(1)
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LeV) given here (after Harris 1959; Heck
ct a1. 1975) were used in preference to other
forn::~~ given in Heck et.al. (1975) and
Calef (1972) since when computing the rar
efaction plots, the vast majority of calcubted
points occurred in situations where (n) was
so ::&.t:("1: :-:n~.::c:- ~~:':.:4 :0,.... ';.;.....~ \::':-.".'::j'.= ~1

individuals randomly approximated to sam
pling with replacement (cf. Heck et al. 1975).

Although marine ecological diversity is de
pendent on a large number of variables which
include tempcrature, local evolution rates,
predation r..tes, nutrient availability, s:-.linity,
latitude, depth of water and habitat area
(Sanders 1968; Sanders and Hessler 19G9;
Slobodkin and Sanders Ul69; Schopf 1972;
Porter 1972; Valentine 1973; Barbour and
Brown 1973), some palaeoccologists, when
using the rarefaction graph, have assumed
that one or more of these variables is more
important than the rcst; for example Duff
(1975) assumed that latitude and tempem
ture are the primary controls on ecological
diversity when he used the graph to suggest
that the Oxford clay of Cenh"al England was
dl'posited in the Boreal Province; in contrast
Calef and Hancock (1974) assumed depth
to be the primary eonh"ol on ecological di
versity when they used the graph to investi
gate dc;?th relationships. between different
\Vcnlockian and Ludlovian benthonic com.
munities. However, though the validity of
thc latter usage has been qucstioned (Lawson
1975) on sedimentological and pabeonto
logical grounds,. littIe has becn publishcd
illustrating the relationship between actively
forming shell deposits and the local ecology.

In an)' fossil asscmblage or ecological com
munity it is usual for a small numbcr of
spccies numerically to dominate the fauna.
These spccies have been variously defined
as the prevalcnt spccies (Curtis 1959; Calef
and Hancock 1974) or the trophic nucleus
(Turpaeva 1948; Neyman 1967; Walker 1972;
Rhodcs ct al. 1972; Duff 1975; Fursich 1977).
The prevalent species comprise the 'ton spe
dcs' in a faunal assemblage and are 6deter_
mincd with respect to their proportio:lal
abundance .md ubiquit)' by methods outlined
dsewi~(';"~ (Calef and Hancock 1974). The
trophic nuclcus is dqfined as the numcrically
dominant species which. comprise 80% of .the
fauna (Neyman 1967 p. 151). Both indices
are useful in ecological studies; the former

IGI • ~ ," :"'~'"'.. "'\ . . ' ....

shows how widespread ~ species is in a com
munity, while the latter illustrates the relative
abundance of the species and the importance
of the various' h'ophic groups.

The facies chosen for this stud)' was that
of the Essex Chenier Plain, since the results
,,-::: :~.(~ ,:i;t.;:t:y .t~:!::'''.1~~~ to ~~\.: ~"':::'j: ;0·5

current palaeoecological study of the inter
tidal (chenier?) Downtonian (Upper Si
lurian) sediments of the Welsh Borderlands,
England.

The chenier plain facies was O1iginally de
fined by Price (1955) as a number of 'shallow
based, .perched sandy ridges resting on clay
along a marsliy or seaward facing tidal shore
with other beach ridges stranded in the
the marsh bchind' bi1t was later modified by·
Grcensmith and Tucker (1967, 1975) to in
clude perched gravel ridgcs.

The taphonie nature of the dead shell as
semblages is considercd here only to the ex
tent of determining a shell's completcness
since in many recent pab,eoccologieal analyses
the amount of abrasion undergone by fossil
shells is either indeterminable, as in some
rottcnstone faunas, or not considered (d.
Watkins, in press; Pickerill 1976; Lawson
1975; Calef and Hancock 1974). Also since
many recent statistical palaeoecological stud
ies (e.g. Watkins, in press) do not consider
whetI1er or not the faunal 'communit),' exam
ined at a particular locality is in situ, this
aspect has been ignored in sampling.

~1ethods

Three cheniers within the Blacl.."water Estu
ary were examincd (Fig. 1). They were the
Gore Spit Chenier (TL92S082). the !\Iersea
Stone Chenier (T~ro7513.1) and tile Sales
Point Chenier (T:M0320S7) of Greensmith
and Tucker (1975). At each chenier the main
habitats were exar.~;~'cd. These habitats have
bcen partially defined by Davis (1964, 1965
a, b, c, 19(7), Davis and Milligan (1964),
Grecnsmith and Tucker (1967), and Green
smith et al. (1973 and will be describcd in
detail by the author in a separate publication.

At each habit.\t tile molluscan fauna was
s:\mpled by taking a random area (usually
between one and three square metres) and
sieving all the sediment in the area down to
a depth of 50 em with a ·one millimetre mesh
sieve. In practice sieving was continued till
the number of live molluscan shells in each

1
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FJCVI\E 1. Sketch map of the Blackwater Estuary showin:;! sediment distribution. (Inset map shows the
. relative position of the Dlackwater Estuary within the Dritish Isles.)

sample exceeded 500 individuals. A similar
number of entire dead molluscan shells were
also samn](·d at each sampling point. The
trophic ll~lclci and rarefaction graphs for each
sample were then determined and the results
are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 2.

A sample size of 500 indhiduals was choscn
in this instance in order to minimise sampling
error (~:jfford and Stephenson 1975) and to
allow comparison with smaller samples ob·
tained in palaeoeco1ogical studies from similar
ancient clwironn}cnts.

The Trophic Nucleus of the Fauna
After examination of the data in Table I,

six points of interest are immediately ap·
parent.

(1) The facies can be divided on the bases
of m011')hology and sedimentology into
scven ecological habitats labelled A-G
in Table 1.

(2) The chenicrs thcmselves 'contain no
live molluscan faun:l.

(3) The trophic nucleus of the live fauna
bears little relationship in cc~nposition

to that of its associated shell cumulate,
except in the ripple drifted mud hab·
itats where there is no molluscan cpi.
fauna and the dead shells are in life
position.

(4) The trophic nuclei all contain less than
6 species.

(5) In the majority of habitats, species of
the gastropod Littorina comprise a
dominant part of the trophie nucleus
of the live fauna, while m the associ·
ated dead shell cumulates the bivalve
Ccrastodenrla cdLlIe is the dominant
mcmber.

(6) Species occurring in the b'ophic nucleus
of the live fauna 111a)' be co:npletely
unrepresented in the b'ophie nucleus of
the shell cumulate and vice vel'sa.

The abundance of Cerastoderma edulc in
the shell cumulates is an enigma, since the
species is not abundant in the live fauna of
any of thc ha~itats studied (except in the
offshore mudmound habitat-C.R.
T~f0-120SS). However, in disagreem.:...• with
Grcensmith (1977) who suggests an i:ltertid3!
origin for the shell cm11ulates, the faunal e\'i·
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TABLE 1. ~rOllllSC:ln species present in the trophic nucleus of each habitat examined (based in part on
GrC'msmith and Tucker 1075). Resillts expressed where possible as percentage of total population. Kote
the differm(.'Cs in composition of the trophic nuclei of the live and dead faunas. - = absence of species
from the trophic nucleus, + = species present in the trophic nucleus, where the exact abundance is uncer-
tain, • = after Greensmith & Tucker (1967). 0
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A. SaIt M(IT.Ih
1. Gore ~rar:.h (Live) + + + 1.7

(TL92S083) ( Deael) + + +
2. Sales Point (Live) 91 1.8

(n103GOi9) (Dcad) :'\OT RECORDED
3. Merhca Stone (Live) 100 1.8

(nW72155) (Dead) :'\OT RECORDED

B. Chcnicr
(Ko live observed)
1. Gore Spit (Dead) 46 7 23 7 2.1

(TL9150SZ)
2. Sales Point ·(Dead) 70 10 2.8

("nr0320Si)
3. ~rersca Stone (Dead) 46 23 11 2.9

(n1073154)

c. Silt and GravcZ
1. Gore Spit

TL!)Z40SS (Live) 92 1.5
TUlZSOi3 (Live) 7S 6 1.4

(Dead) 22 61
TL9300S0 (Live) 11 IS 31 23 0.9

(Dead) :;2 11 13 15 19
2. Mersea Stone

nI074155 (Live) + , + 1.4.,...
(Dead) + + +

D. Shell, pcbble and
muddy sand
n1035000 (Live) 81 1.3

(Dead) 53 17 21
n:03iOSi (Live) 92 1.2

(Dead) G3 27
n10330SG (Live) 91 1.3

(Dead) 45
0

21 ,14
T~10320SS (Live) 11 57 15 1.2

(Dead) 28 17 13 19 8
B. Ripple drifted mud

nl0370SG (Lh'e) 92 0.8
(Dead) 96
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"AIILE 1.-(Continued).

FAUI\'A II\' THE TROl'IUC I\'UCLEUS
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F. Mudmounds

1. Dead fauna from
mounds
nIO·t20SS 95 0..1
nr03,lOS7 S5 1.1
nto340S5 100 1.4

2. Fauna from
channels
n10,l208S (Live) 18 14 ~O 1G ,,~

-->
(Dc:l.d) -12 12 IS 8

nto340Si (Live) 83
(Dead) 41 14 8 1G 7

nI0340S5 (Live) 87
(Dead) 4G 22 8 11

C. Offshore $hell bank
nlO39001 (Live) GG 17 0.4

(Dead) 40 8 14 IS

denec prcsented here (Tables 1 and 2) sug
gests that much of the fauna in the shell
cumuh.tes may· have a subtidal origin (also
Tucker, pers. com., 1977) having been swept
onshore primarily by wnvc action and second·
arily by tidal currents, as in the Solway
Chenier Plain (Farrow, pers. com., 1977),
from two main sources; (1) the Blackwater
Estuary itself, as can be inferred from the
presence of Crassostrca angl/lata and Ostrca
cell/lis in the trophic nucleus of the Gore Spit
Chenier (Table 1)-see Davis (1965a, 1967)
and Barncs and Coughlan (1971) for details
rcgarding the numel'ical distribution of these
species in the Bbch.·water Estuary; :,.nd (2)
the open sea benthos as is indie;.ted by the
presence of the marine species :-':cptl/nca
alltiqlla (Linn.) and Glycimcris gl!Jcimcris
(Linn.) in the shell cumubtes of the off·
shore shell bank at Sales Point, Bradwell
(TM039091).

The Rarefaction Graphs of the
Fauna

The rarefaction graphs for the different
habitats (Fig. 2) consistently show a higher
divel"sity dead molluscan fauna associated
with a less diverse live molluscan fauna at
cach sample locality (Table 3). except in the
ripple-driftcd mud habitat, where both live
and dead molluscan shells are only found
infaunally in life position and hence have the
same faunal diversity. Two other trends were
also observed (1) lateral changes in diversity
can occur witltin a habitnt, for example tlle
shell, pebble and mudd)' sand habitat of the
Sales Point region (Figs. 2 & 3a), and (2)
diversit)' decrenses as the {nuna procceds up
the littoral zone as at Gore Spit (Fig. 2 & 3b).
Howevcr, general divcrsity gradients nuy
contain a superimposed varietal componc..'nt
since diversity also appears to decrease with
decreasing topographic cO~1plexity of the
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TAIIU; 2. TI:wk orJer ,li',lIi1)IJl1on of spe('i('s in cflrn".polldinr. !i\'c lind deac1 faun:t5, for I;:\mpl('s of 500 indivilluak A ke-}' to localities is ";\'('n in Fig. 2. ~

• JlIllieah's ~p('drs 1151Wlly ,·,,,,fined 10 a subticbl I,alli'al in life. Nolc Ih" c1ifferene-cs ill spc'('il's rank orderings lll'l'scnle-d I,)' Ihc livc lind I'· 1,1 faunas; aho
0

nole llic J.ig" p('II'ClIlaJ:"s "f suhlic1al spcci('s in llw dl'ad sl.e11 faull:ts. \..
_.4. ___ - .-. -- -- ... _.- -

LOCALITIES

SmCII.:; IL ID 71. 71l 81. 81> 101. 10D Ill. 110121. 120131. 131) I4L HIl lSI. lSI) 191. 191> 201. 20D 211. 2JD 221. 221)-_. - . -
Ahrn al"a (\V,""l)· - - - - - - 3 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15 - - - 12
ACllnl!.cKIC11 io; pilosa (Mull,·r)· - - - - - - 10 13
Uamea can.li.la (L.) - - - 7 - - - - 8 10 - {) - - - - 3 3 - 9 - 11 - 7 - 8
Dliecinllln unc!allnn L,· - - - J() - 10 8 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10
Cltrc1illln cltis::nllln I ..• - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 - - - 7
C.eTasloderma c·duIe: (J•. ) - 3 4 1 - 1 12 - 5 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 4- 4. G 1 2 1 n 1 - 1
Chl:tlllys vari., (Muller)· - - - 8 - - - 8 - 9

_. - - - - - - - - - - - - 9
Crassoslrea lIngulala (J.:lIuard.. )· - 4 - {) - - 9 11 - - - 7
Crcllic1ula ((Jruil'ala (I •. ) - 5 3 5 - 4 1 1 4- 3 - - - - - - - - - 6 5 6 _. 11 4- 4-
Ellsis sp.· - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - 10 - 13
Gihhula cineraria I •. - - - - - - G 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 - - ~ 17

IJ)'c1rohia "Ivae (I'C·III1.) 2 - 9 - - 3 - - - 8 - - - 7 - - - - - )0 - 7 - 6

Jr. vculrosa (l'lonl.) - - - - - 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
V\ Lrpic1IK·I,i!olla dn('n'lI~ (I •. ) - - - - - - 2 - 6 - 3 - - - - - - - 3 - 6 " - 5 - ~- .,
Vol Lillorina Iitton'a (J .. ) - G 1 - 1 G 5 G 1 4 1 3 1 "2 1 2 1 1 J 2 4 3 I 3 1 3
~ L. lillorali~ (L.) - - - - - - - J4 - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 - .J - 2 5

I... saxalilis (Olivi) - 7 G - - - - - 3 - - 8 3 G 3 4 - - 2 7
Macoma Lallltj('a (I... ) 1 - 7 4 2 5 - ]0 - 5 - - - 4. - - - - 5 5 3 4 :l -1 - 9
Modiolus modiolus (L.) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9

~Iya arCllaria L. - - 5 - - 9 - 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 8 - - - 13
M. lrune-ala L. - - - - - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - ';" -
Mylilus cdlllis L. - 1 2 3 - - - - 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 - - 4 -1 1 ~ 2 2 3 2
Nassarills rclklllallis I•. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11
Nucula Iludrus '( I•• )· - - - - - - - 7
Oslrc.1. ec1i.lis (L.)· - 2 - (l - 7 7 - - 7 - G - 8 - - - - - 8 - 1:\ - 8 - G
J1drieola pl.nlalliforJnio; (r ~nll:Hll)· - - - - - - - 5 - - - 4

ScroLiclllaria pl.lll:t (da Co~la) 3 - 8 2 3 2 - - 1 G - 5 - 5 - - 2 2 - 3 - [0 1 5 - 14,
Teredo na\"ilis L. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8
Urosalpim: ('in"rca (Sa}")· - - - - - - 11 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 - 15
VCllcnlpis lltlrCa (Gnu·lill)· - - - - - - - 9

% speci"s dcsign:tled "~,, 0 29 0 40 0 20 50 CO o 27 0 38 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 ".. 0 31 0 41.. /
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TAJILE 3. Species richness variances E (v) and absolute values where n = 100 E (d) and n = 500 E($),
and the difference bet,vl'cn live and dead buna expressed in the fonn (EsL-D) and (EsL-D)/s wh"re
s = lotal number of sp",cics present. Key to samples given in Fi;t. 2. Kote (1) that the species richness vari-
ance (col. 2) tends to be higher in the dead faunas than in the corresponding live. (2) Less than 5070 of
the samples showed no incrca~e in the number of species preserlt (col. 6) when the sample bize was increased
from 100 individuals (col. -1) to 500 individuals (col. 3). (3) The number of species in the live and dead
£allnas (col. 3) arc different (col. 5); t11ese differences tend to be most marked with respect to t1le total
r.~~:.:h .."':- f.: l":~L~'~('~ :-:r.··.. ,,·:j:- ;:~.: ~~ ..·~.l ..·~\.· (c...-~. ";'" ,"~'.: ..':.:' ~ ••:'i.~ :r,:::l.;.1::..:}:~:.~ !""..~::~ ~h~ :r.~ .. :_::~.~: zo:~c 1~2.~.

-_. -- ... _... ~.. ....-... ......,- .. _. ., ...._-- .... ,....... - .......~-- "'" .,. ----
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Es£:b/sSample E(v) E(s) I:(d) EsL-D (Es-Ed)

1L 0.(j34 3.000 3.000 0.000
1D 0.751 7.000 7.000 4.000 0.000 0.4
2D 0..181 3.000 3.000 0.000
3D 0.577 3.000 3.000 0.000
4D 0.·139 ~O.558 1·1.~9G 6.262
5D 0.733 16.90:2 12.739 4.163
60 0.6,16 1O.5G8 7.90S 2.6GO
7L 0.822 9.000 9.000 0.000
7D 0.833 11.000 1O.00S 3.000 0.99:2 0.2
8L 0.654 3.000 3.000 0.000
8D 0.770 9.634 8.3:27 6.634 1.307 0.1
9L 0.680 6.000 5.91-1 0.OS6

10:. 0.459 12.000 10.9·19 1.051
Iv::; 0.578 14.488 10.653 2.:288 3.835 G.l
llL 0.74·1 8.000 8.000 0.000
lID 0.8:28 11.000 11.000 3.000 o.oeo 0.2
12L OASG 3.000 3.000 0.000
12D 0.715 ~>.oOO 8.833 6.000 0.167 0.6
13L 0.297 3.000 3.000 0.000
13D 0.735 8.000 8.000 5.000 O~OOO 0.6
14L 0.233 3.000 3.000 0.000
14D 0.547 5.000 5.000 2.000 0.000 0.5
15L 0.086 4.493 3.380 1.107
15D 0.6·16 4.055 4.011 0.441 0.044 0.1
16D 0.254 2.000 2.000 0.000
liD 0.095 2.000 2.000 0.000
lSD 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000
WL 0.303 6.000 5.30·~ 0.606
IOD 0.731 11.99·1 10.386 5.994 1.608 0.5
20L 0.8-10 8.000 8.000 O.COO
20D 0.744 15.000 12.949 1.000 2.451 0.4
21L 0.369 8.000 7.156 0.844
210 0::12 13.000 12.·100 5.000 0.600 0.3
2:2L 0.718 5.000 5.000 0.000
22D 0.737 17.272 11.125 12.272 6.1,,*7 0.7

environment. For :;1stanee the topographically
complex inner mudmounds of Sales Point
(T~I0340S5 Fig. ;;) are more diverse than
the less complex ripple drifted muds slightly
further offshore (T~'!0370S6 Fig. 2). A sim
ilar effect has been observed by Kohn (1968)
in the Inuian Ocean among gastropods of tl1e
genus COl1tlS in both inter rmu subtidal habi
tats anu bv ~lacArthur (1964. 1968) among
woodland birds.

Conclusions
The chenier plain deposits of the River

Blach-water ;';'0 divided into seven ecological

habitats, each of which contain a low di
versity molluscan fauna, associated \Vitll a
slightly higher diversity actively forming shell
cumulate. This environment was used to 't::lst
tlle validity of two statistical indices which
are gaining increasing popularity in palaeo
ecological studies (the concept of the trophic
nucleus and the rarefaction curve) by com
paring the local molluscan fa'l:.na with its
associated shell cumulates.' Fl'om this com
parison a number of points relevant to the
palaeoecologist arise.

(1) Rarefaction graphs tend to give a
higher diversity value for the associated
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FIGtrI\E' 3. The relationship of diversit), (species richness) to topography in two areas (where species rich·
nL'~S is ddincd in tC'nl1S of the nnmber of species per 500 individuals); illustrating (a) variations in dive~ity
within the shell pehble and muddy sand habitat of Sales Point and (b) vari.ltions in diversity across the lit·
toral ZOne at Gore Spit. TR numbe~ lohould read as T~1.

shell cumulate than the)' do for the live
mollusc;Ul fauna. Thus, di\,('rsity \';llues
produced by the rarefaction method in
palaeoecology will tend to overesti
mate, rather than underestimate, the
orirrina1 diversity of the fauna.

~ ,

(2) Changes in molluscan diversity of the
local fauna, recorded by rarefaction
methods, tend to mirror similar diver
sity changes in the associated shell
cumulates.

(3) The composition of the trophic nacleus
of the indigenous fauna is often very
different from that suggested by the
;lssociated shell cumulates.

Thus it would appear fl'Om this study that
the pabeocco10gist studying a fossil chenier
could be reasonably confident in interpreting

di\'ersity changes but not so in interpreting
the h'ophic nuclei of the buna.
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A comparison 01 diversity and trophic nuclei of live and dead
molluscan faunas from the Essex Chenier Plain, England

David D. J. Antia

Abstract.-The rarefaction graphs and trophic nuclei of dead molluscan ~hell cumulatcs a~d

their associated live molluscan fauna from seven 'ecological' habitats in the Es~ex Chc~11er

Plain facies arc examined and compared. The results ~how that while the trophiC nuclei of
the live and dead faunas tend to be dis~imilar, the rarefaction graphs indicate that the dead
fauna will be more diverse than the Jive, though changes in the diversity of the live fauna
tend to be mirrored in the dead fauna.
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•
E(v) = L [(l~NJN)"l- (l-Ni/N)n]

;=1

•+2 '2. [(1- N;/N - Ni/N)n
j::2

-(l-N;/N)"(l-Ni /N)n], (2)

Where E (s ) = species riclmess; .E (v ) =
species richness variance; N; = speelCs popu
lation size for i = 1...5; N = total number of
individuals; S = number of species; n = re-,
quired sample size.

The formulae for calculating E (s) and

,
1977), while at the same time gaining increas
ing usage in palaeoecological (Calef 1972;
Stanton and Evans 1972; Calef and Hancock
1974; : Duff 1975; Antia and Wood 1977;
Fursich 1977; Watkins 1978), evolutionary
(Raup 1975), and ecological studies (Sanders
1968; Sanders and Hessler 1969; Boesch 1971;
YounO' and Rhodes 1971; Stout and Vander
meer°1975). Hurlbert (1971), Fager (1972),
Simberloff (1972) and Clifford and Stephen
son (1975) follOWing a re-analysis of Sanders'
(1968) data suggest that the rarefaction
method is wrong since it tends to overestimate
true species richness (diversity) of the fauna.
However, since species richness (E (s » can
be calculated directly (Hurlbert 1971; Heck
et al. 1975) a modified rarefaction graph
based on explicit E(s) values will be used
here to provide a correct rarefaction plot.
The formulae by which the graphs (Fig. 2)
were calculated are given as follows:

Introduction
In many recent palaeoecological studies

much has been made of the statistical methods
used by modem marine ecologists. Yet little
has been done to determine the validity of
these methods in the analysis of recurrent
fossil assemblages (Scott and West 1976).
The two statistical methods which will be
examined here arc the rarefaction graph. (a
measure of ecological diversity) and the
trophic nucleus.

The rarefaction graph was conceived by
Sanders (1968) as a mean~ of comparing the
diversities of similar ecological habitats at
vllrying depths and latitudes. Its advantage
over previous diversity measurements is that
it takes account of sample size and allows
the diversity of different sized collections to
be compared graphically at a collection size
common to each. Sanders (1968) showed
tllat while individuals are added to a collec
tion at an arithmetic rate, species are added
at a logarithmic rate. Furthermore, he showed
that diversity can best be described as a
species abundance curve, rather than the ab
solute number of specimens in a sample and
that each particular environment has its own
characteristic rate of species increment, with
its rarefaction curves lying within particular
fields.

Since the rarefaction method was originally
proposed, it has received heavy theoretical
criticism in some statistical studies (Fager
1972; Simberloff 1972; Heck et a1. 1975; Clif·
ford and Stephenson 1975; Antia and Wood

•
E(s) = s - 2: (1- NJN)n

;=1
(1)
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shows how widespread a species is in a com
munity, while the latter illustrates the relative
abundance of the species and the importance
of the various trophic groups.

The facies chosen for this study was that
of the Essex Chenier Plain, since the results
will be directly applicable to the author's
current palaeoecological study of the inter
tidal (chenier?) Downtonian (Upper Si
lurian) sediments of the WcIsh Borderlands,
England.

The chenier plain facies was originally de
fined by Price (1955) as a number of 'shallow
based, .perched sandy ridges resting on clay
along a marsliy or seaward facing tidal shore
with other beach ridges stranded in the
the marsh behind' but was later modified by
Grcensmith and Tucker (1967, 1975) to in
clude perched gravel ridges.

The taphonic nature of the dead shell as
semblages is considered here only to the ex
tent of determining a shell's completeness
since in many recent palaeoecological analyses
the amount of abrasion undergone by fossil
shells is either indeterminable, as in some
rottenstone faunas, or not considered (cE.
Watkins, in press; Pickerill 1976; Lawson
1975; Calef and Hancock 1974). Also since
many recent statistical palaeoecological stud· .
ies (e,g. Watkins, in press) do not consider
whether or not the faunal 'community' exam
ined at a particular locality is in situ, this
aspect has been ignored in sampling.

E(V) givcn hcre (after Harris 1959; Heck
d a1. 1975) were used in prefcrenee to other
forn:. ~~ given in Heck et al. (1975) and
Calef (1972) since when computing the rar
efaction plots, the vast majority of calculated
points occurred in situations where (n) was
so much smaller than N, that drawing n
individuals randomly approximated to sam
pling with replaccment (d. Heck et a!. 1975).

Although marinc ecological diversity is dc
pendent on a large number of variables which
include temperature, local evolution rates,
predation rates, nutrient availability, salinity,
latitude, depth of water and habitat area
(Sanders 1968; Sanders and HcssIcr 1969;
Slobodkin and Sanders 1969; Schopf 1972;
Porter 1972; Valentine 1973; Barbour and
Brown 1973), some palaeoccologists. when
using the rarefaction graph, have assumed
that one or morc of these variables is more
important than the rest; for example Duff
(1975) assumed that latitude and tempera
ture are the primary controls on ecological
diverl>ity when he used the graph to suggest
that the Oxford clay of Central England was
deposited in the Boreal Province; in contrast
Calef and Hancock (1974) assumed depth
to be the primary eoub"ol on ecological di
versity when they used the graph to investi
gate depth relationships _between different
Wenlockian and Ludlovian benthonic com
munities. However, though the validity of
the latter usage has been questioned (Lawson
1975) on sedimentological and palaeonto
logical grounds, little has been published :Methods
illustrating the relationship between actively Three eheniers within the Blackwater Estu- '
forming shell deposits and the local ecology. ary were examined (Fig. 1). They were the

In an}' fossil assemblage or ecological com- Gore Spit Chenier (TL92S082), the Mersea
munity it is usual for a small number of Stone Chenier (T~I0751;)ci) and the Sales
species numerically to dominate the fauna. Point Chenier (T~!032087) of Greensmith
These species have been variously defined and Tucker (1975). At each chenier the main
as tIle prevalent species (Curtis 1959; Calef habitats were cxam>ed. These habitats have
anti Hancock 1974) or the trophic nucleus been partially defineti by Davis (1964, 1965
(Turpaeva 1948; Neyman 1967; Walker 1972; a, b, c, 19(7), Davis and ~filligan (1964),
Rhodes ct a!. 1972; Duff 1975; Fursich 1977). Greensmith and Tucker (1967), and Green
The prevalent species comprise the 'top spe- smith et a!. (1973 and will be described in
cies' in a faunal assemblage and are deter- detail by the author in a separate publication.
mined with respect to their proportional At each habitat the molluscan fauna was
abundance and ubiquity by methods outlined sampled by taking a random area (usually
dsewhc:'il (Calef and Hancock 1974). The betweC'l1 one and three square metres) and
trophic nucleus is dqfined as the numerically sieving all the sediment in the area down to
dominant species which comprise 80% of .the a depth of 50 em with a one millimetre mesh
fauna (Neyman 1967 p. 151). Both indices sieve. In practice sieving was continued till _
are useful in ecological studies; the former the number of live molluscan shells in each -

Ig~~~~~~,~!,_y I
L~lli~-u,.
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TABLE 1.-( Continued).

FAUNA IN THE TROPHIC l'i:UCLEUS
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F. Mudmounds

1. Dead fauna from
mounds
TM042088 95 0.4
TM034087 85 1.1
TM03·1085 100 1.4

2., Fauna from
channels
nlO4208S (Live) 18 14 20 16 23

(Dead) 42 12 18 8
TM03·1087 (Live) 83

(Dead) 41 14 8 16 7
nf034085 (Live) 87

(Dead) 46 22 8 11

G. Offshore shell bank
nlO39091 (Live) 66 17 0.4

(Dead) 40 8 14 18

dcncc presented here (Tables 1 and 2) sug
gests that much of the fauna in the shell
cumulates may have a subtidal oligin (also
Tucker, pel's. com., 1977) having been swept
onshore primarily by wave action and second
arily by tidal currents, as in the Solway
Chenicr Plain (Farrow, pel's. com., 1977),
from two main sources; (1) the Blad:water
Estuary itself, as can be inferred from the
presence of Crassostrca angulata and Ostrca
Celli lis in the trophic nucleus of the Gore Spit
Chcnier (Table 1)-see Davis (1965a, 1967)
and Barnes and Coughlan (1971) for details
regarding the numerical distribution of these
species in the Blackwater Estuary; and (2)
the opcn sca bcnthos as is indicated by the
prcscnee of the marine ~pccics Ncptllnca
antiqua (Linn.) and Glucimcris glucimcris
(Linn.) in the shell cumulates of the off
shore shell bank at Sales Point, Bradwell
(TM039091).

The Rarefaction Graphs of the
Fauna

The rarefaction graphs for the different
habitats (Fig. 2) consistently show a higher
diversity dead molluscan fauna associated
with a less diverse live molluscan fauna at
each sample locality (Table 3), except in the
ripple-driftcd mud habitat, where both live
and dead molluscan shells are only found
infaunally in life position and hence have the
same faunal diversity. Two other trends were
also obscrved (1) lateral changes in diversity
can ,occur within a habitat, for example the
shell, pebble and muddy sand habitat of the
Sales Point region (Figs. 2 & 3a), and (2)
diversity decreases as the fauna procceds up
the littoral zo~e as at Gore Spit (Fig. 2 & 3b).
However, general diversity gradients may
contain a superimposed varietal component
since diversity also appears to decrease with
decreasing topographic complexity of the



TABLE 2. Rank order dj"trihulion of species in corresponding live and dead faunas, for samples of 500 indhiduals. A key to localities is given in Fig. 2.
If>,.....

• Indicates species usually c'mfined to a subtidal l.abifat in life. Note the differences in species rank orderings presented by the live and dead faunas; also
0

note the high percentages e,f subtidal species in the dead shell faunas. "-

LOCALITIES

SPECII.S lL 10 71. 70 8L 80 10L 100 IlL 11012L 12013L 130 14L 140 15L 150 19L 19D 20L 200 21L 210 22L 220

Abra alba (Wood)· - - - - - - 3 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15 - - - 12

Aeanthodoris pilosa (Mullf'()· - - - - - - 10 13

Bamea candida (L.) - - - 7 - - - - 8 10 - 9 - - - - 3 3 - 9 - 11 - 7 - 8

Buccinum undatulll L,· - - - 10 - 10 8 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10

Cardium CXigllUIll L.· - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 - - - 7

Cerastoderma edule (L.) - 3 4 1 - 1 12 - 5 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 4 4 6 1 2 1 6 1 - 1

Chlamys varia (M uller)· - - - 8 - - - 8 - 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9

Crassostrea angulata (Lamarck)· - 4 - 9 - - 9 11 - - - 7

Crepidula fomicata (L.) - 5 3 5 - 4 1 1 4 3 - - - - - - - - - 6 5 6 - 11 4 4

Ensis sp.· - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - 10 - 13

Cibbula cineraria L. - - - - - - 6 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 - - - 17

lIydrobia ulvae (Penn.) 2 - 9 - - 3 - - - 8 - - - 7 - - - - - 10 - 7 - 6

II. ventrosa (~font.) - - - - - 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~Lcpidoehitona cinereus (L.) - - - - - - 2 - 6 - 3 - - - - - - - 3 - 6 - 5 - 5 -
Littorina littorea (L.) - G 1 - 1 6 5 6 1 4 1 3 1 '2 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 3 1 3 1 3

!i=

L. Iittoralis (L.) - - - - - - - 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 - 4 - 2 5

L. saxatilis (Olivi) - 7 6 - - - - - 3 - - 8 3 6 3 4 - - 2 7

1.Iacoma balthica (L.) 1 - 7 4 2 5 - 10 - 5 - - - 4 - - - - 5 5 3 4 3 4 - 9

Modiolus modiolus (L.) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9

Uya arcnaria L. - - 5 - - 9 - 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 8 - - - 13

M. truneata L. - - - - - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - ';'

l.fytilns edulis L. - 1 2 3 - - - - 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 - - 4 4 1 2 2 2 3 2

Nassarius reticulatus L. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11

Nucula nudE-us\L.)· - - - - - - - 7

Ostrea edlilis (L.)· - 2 - () - 7 7 - - 7 - 6 - 8 - - - - - 8 - 13 - 8 - G

Petrieola pholadiformis (T .amarck)· - - - - - - - 5 - - - 4

Scrobieularia pl.lna (da Cw.la) 3 - 8 2 3 2 - - 7 6 - 5 - 5 - - 2 2 - 3 - 5 7 5 - 14

Teredo navilis L. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8

UrosaJpinx cinerea (Sa}')· - - - - - - 11 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 - 15

Venerupis anTea (Cnll'lin)· - - - - - - - 9

% species designated by· 0 29 0 40 0 20 50 60 o 27 0 38 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 27 0 31 0 41
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TABLE 3. Species richness variances E(v) and absolute values where II = 100E(cl) and n = 500E(s),
and the difference bet\\'con live and dead fauna expressed in the form (EsL-D) and (EsL-D)/s where
s = total munber of species present. Key to samples given in Fig. 2. 1\ote (1) that the species richness vari·
ance (col. 2) tends to be higher in the dead faunas than in the corresponding live. (2) Less than 50% of
the samp1cs showed no incrca,e in the number of species present (col. 6) when the sample ,ize was increased
from 100 individuals (col. 4) to 500 individuals (col. 3). (3) The number of species in the live and dead
faunas (col. 3) are different (col. 5); these differences tend to be most marked with respect to the total
number of species present in a sample (col. 7) which is taken from a habitat low in the intertidal zone (22).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) F)
Sample E(v) E(s) E(d) EsL-D (Es-Ed) Es -Dis

1L 0.634 3.000 3.000 0.000
1D 0.751 7.000 7.000 4.000 0.000 0.4
2D 0.481 3.000 3.000 0.000
3D 0.577 3.000 3.000 0.000
4D 0.'1.39 20.558 1-1.296 6.262
5D 0.733 16.902 12.739 4.163
6D 0.616 10.568 7.908 2.660
7L 0.822 9.000 9.000 0.000
7D 0.853 11.000 10.008 3.000 0.992 0.2
8L 0.654 3.000 3.000 0.000
8D 0.770 9.634 8.327 6.634 1.307 0.7
9L 0.689 6.000 5.914 0.086

10L 0.459 12.000 10.949 1.051
IOD 0.578 14.488 10.653 2.288 3.835 0.1
IlL 0.744 8.000 8.000 0.000
lID 0.828 11.000 11.000 3.000 0.000 0.2
12L 0.486 3.000 3.000 0.000
12D 0.715 9.000 8.833 6.000 0.167 0.6
13L 0.297 3.000 3.000 0.000
13D 0.735 8.000 8.000 5.000 0.000 0.6
14L 0.233 3.000 3.000 0.000
14D 0.547 5.000 5.000 2.000 0.000 0.5
15L 0.086 4.496 3.389 1.107
15D 0.646 4.055 4.011 0.441 0.044 0.1
16D 0.254 2.000 2.000 0.000
17D 0.095 2.000 2.000 0.000
18D 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000
19L 0.393 6.000 5.39·1 0.606
19D 0.731 11.99·1 10.386 5.994 1.608 0.5
20L 0.840 8.000 8.000 0.000
20D 0.744 15.000 12.949 7.000 2.451 0.4
21L 0.369 8.000 7.156 0.844
21D 0.772 13.000 12.400 5.000 0.600 0.3
22L 0.718 5.000 5.000 0.000
22D 0.737 17.272 11.125 12.272 6.147 0.7

environment. For instance the topographically
complex inner mudmounds of Sales Point
(T~1034085 Fig. 2) are more diverse than
the less complex ripple drifted muds slightly
further offshore (TM037086 Fig. 2). A sim·
ilar effect has been observed by Kahn (1968)
in the Indian Ocean among gastropods of tlle
genus Conus in both inter and subtidal habi.
tats and by ~laeArthur (1964, 1968) among
woodland birds.

Conclusions
The chenier plain deposits of the River

Blael-water ~.rc divided into seven ecological

habitats, each of which contain a low di
versity molluscan fauna, associated with a
slightly higher diversity actively forming shell
cumulate. Tllis environment was used to test
the validity of two statistical indices which
are gaining increasing popularity in palaeo
ecological studies (the concept of the trophic
nucleus and the rarefaction curve) by com·
paring the local molluscan fauna with its
associated shell cumulates.' From this com
parison a number of points relevant to the
palaeoecologist arise.

(1) Rarefaction graphs tend to give a
higher diversity value for the associated
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FIGUI\E 3. The relationship of diversity (species richness) to topography in two areas (where species rich
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within thc shcll pebble and muddy sand habitat of Sales Point and (b) variations in diversity across the lit
toral zonc at Gore Spit. TR numbers should read as T~l.

shell cumulate than they do for the live
molluscan fauna. Thus, diversity values
produced by the rarefaction method in
palaeoecology ",ill tend to overesti
mate, rather than underestimate, the
original diversity of the fauna.

(2) Changes in molluscan diversity of the
local fauna, recorded by rarefaction
methods, tend to mirror similar diver
sity changes in the associated shell
cumulates.

(3) The composition of the trophic nucleus
of the indigenous fauna is often very
different from that suggested by the
associated shell cumulates.

Thus it would appear from this study that
the palaeoecologist studying a fossil chenier
could be reasonably confident in interpreting

diversity changes but not so in interpreting
the trophic nuclei of the fauna.
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(Ludlovian) I and the Downton Castle Formation (Downtonian).,Note the distinct faunal break at the Junction of the Whitcliffe Beds

C = Common; P = Present; R = Rare
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COLONIES

expansus {J. de C.
forbesi (Sharpe)

ANNELIDS

OSTRACODS

BRYOZOAN

TRILOBITES

Ce ramopora sp •
Leioclema sp.
Rhopalonaria sp.

- ,.,..-,.-~'''~-

Calymene sp.
Encrinurus sp.

Bucanopsis
Hyol1 thes

GASTROPODS

BIVALVES

BRACHIOPODS

Sample size from 2-10 kg sediment

-
Amygdal1na sp.
IBeyrichia' sp. ,
Calcaribeyrichia tegula Siveter
Cavel1ina cf. primaria Sarv
Cytherellina siliqua Jones
Hebellum cf. tetragonum (Krause)

•. Hebellum cf. triviale Gailite
Neobeyrichia lauensis (Kiesow) .
Neobeyrichia sissica Martinsson
.yhamnel1a sp.
Scaldiana simplex (Krause)

Aegeria grayi (DaVidson)
t:runiops ir.lplicatus (J. de C. SOl'lerby)
Dayia navicula (J. de C. Sowerby)
Isorthis sp.
Howellel1a sp.
Lingula lewisi J. de C. Sowerby
Lingula lata J. de C. Sowerby
lAicrospho:erI"diorhynchia nucula (J. de C. Sowerby)
Orbiculoidea rugata (J. de C. Sowerby)
Protochonotes 1udloviensis . Muir Wood
Salopina lunata (J. de C. Sowerby)
Shagamella ludloviensis Boucot & Harper
Shale ria ornatella (DaVidson)

Cardiola interrupta (Sowerby)
Fuchsella amygdalina (J. de C. Sowerby)
Goniophora cymbaeformis (J. de C. Sowerby)
Grammysia sp.
Modiolopsissp~._ .. ~, ~. __. __':- ~ __ '_._._.

'Nuculites antiquas (J.'de C. Sowerby)
Nuculites ovata (J. de C. Sowerby)
pterinea lineata (J. de C. Sowerby)
pterinea tennistriata (McCoy)
pteroriltella retroflexa (Wahlenberg)
Solenomya sp.
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COLONIES

CEPHALOPODS

BRYOZOAN

Cyclonema cora11ii (J. de C. Sowerby)
Loxonema obsoletum (J.' de C. Sowerby)
Naticopsis cr. trevorpatriciorum Peel

ANNELIDS

OTHER FOSSIIS

TRILOBITES

Coramopora sp.
Loioclema sp.

Arabe1lites sp.
'Serpulites ' lOngissimus J. de C. Sowerby

Calcaribeyrichia tegu1a Siveter
Cavellina sp.
Cytherellina si1igua Jones
Hebe1lum cf. tetragonum (Krause)
Kuresaaria circulata (Neckaja)
Neoboyri6hia lauensis (Kiesow)
Scaldianella cf. simplex (Krause)

Cnlymene sp.
Encrinurus sp.

Crinoid columna1s
Cornulites sp.
Ischnacanthus kingi Woodward
I Onchus I sp.
Ozarkodina sp.

Sample size per 2-10 kg sediment

. Cardio1a interrupta (Sowerby)
Fuchsella amygdalina (J. de C. Sowerby)
Goriloohora crrbaerormis (J. de C. Sowerby)
Nuculites ant guas (J. de C. Sowerby)
Nuculites ovata (J. de ·C. Sowerby)
pterinca tennistriata (McCoy)
Pteronitella retrorlexa (V~h1enberg)

GASTROPODS

BRACHIOPODS,

!

• .K.. ::t ,

:'~' .lLlliP.ARY ';" 1. Upper Leintwardine Beds in Track below Q,uarry
. I' ,

Sample Position 204 199 173 172 150 118

....~ ~ /

Ki 1 t ( "lahl b ) j ., .. .. ....' -'onoceras anpju a tun.' en erg ....h/"~~ ~ ..... ~.... }~.~, _ _ '-', _ -,. _ .... -, '_'. _ -','~ T \. - - , .... - ,- - - -t---_
•.. 'Orthoceras I sp..· , _ _. ,_. _.,. _ _ _ ._. _, ?8, 1.1 _ ,- 16.3 11.5 8.8, '''-:,
• 'Paraphragmiteil'..1bex (J. de C. Sowerby) , _. 0.3 - - - - -:-;'-'-,, -' ;'-' ,- - - - - - ,- -, ... -.

• t ~ en f • \........ -7 ... ', .. ,..-........;.&~--....... .....--..L ..... t " __~....--r~-' _ ~.".~~ • ....:_.. "f _ ""'''' &II ~_,__~",~" __ .,..- _

.;... ,OTHER 1I!0Lr,.U,~,CS :'; " .' .>0•••• " .... - '," -;. ..... • '.1 ' .. " '~." ~" _..... ',' . ~ "". " ; .. . ,.' ., .. 0" •• ' ,'" f'" -.' ,... '.. '.. -"i . .. ....... ,,-~' .'.:' .":.' . \:.
'f. - . ~ - I' ~ , "'. ;.~ Ja. • ~ .. t • ~~ .. "" • ,,", ~. ,,: ',.: ',' ',- #--'- •• '
: Bucano~s~s expansu9 .. (J•. de.c •.Sowerby) _ .• ,~._w_··I·..-, '- ,."._ _ ,_ _.J;. - -. - ", ."- •.•.'::.,.. ':" _ 2.2 7.7 2.9 '-:. v·.::·"· ..0;3.·:..:_·,~ _ _
.· .... Rvnlif AR forbesi (Sharpe) _ - 7.3 - - - - 2.2:.::- - _9~7.,._. _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _)/ -., ..... '," .. ;,..y l'~ ~

Aeyeria grayi (Davidson)
AtryPa recticu1aris (Linnaeus)
Craniops implicata (J. de C. Sowerby)
Dayia navicula (J. de C. Sowerby)
Howe11el1a e1egans (Muir Wood)
Leptaena depressa (J. de C. Sowerby)
Lingula lata (J. de C. Sowerby)
Lingula IeWrsi (J. de C. Sowerby)
Microsphacridiorhynchia nucula (J. de C.
Orbiculoidea rugata (J. de G. Sowerby)
Protochonetes ludloviensis lIuir \'lood
Sa10pina lunata (J. do C.·SowerQy)
Shagamcl1a ludloviensis Boucet & Harper
Shale ria ornatella (Davidson)
Sphaerirhynchia ra1soni (J. Sowerby)

..;:::::. BIVALVES

---OSTRACODS--'---~'
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